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ABSTRACT
Modeling and Analysis of a Novel Imbedded Organic Thermal Cycle
by
Joel Maker Faure
Advisor: Daniel R. Kirk, Ph.D.

A thermal cycle is a device that converts thermal energy into work energy.
There is a strong need in the United States and the world for a cycle that can have
viable performances with low-grade temperature heat sources to increase the supply
of power generation.
There are many cycles with different configurations, however most do not
involve mixing. Generally speaking this is due to modeling difficulties with multiple
constituents, phases, and the technology available that lose performance under these
mixed conditions. The gap in technology for mixed flow and phase components is
getting smaller due to the need. Current cycles may look great in a modeling
environment, but begin to suffer due to their complexity and losses in components.
Harris Corporation and Florida Institute of Technology have worked together in
improving cycle performance with low-grade temperature heat source by combining
three traditional cycles: Rankine, Brayton, and Refrigeration into a cycle called
Imbedded Organic Rankine Cycle (IOC). The main purpose of this design is to move
energy strategically in order to improve the conversion of heat energy into work
energy. The majority of waste heat available in the U.S. is considered low-grade
which is below 450ºF. Cycle performance goes down with lower temperatures which
provides a challenge to engineers. Florida Institute of Technology was tasked to
iii

develop multiphase, multi-constituent models for cycle analysis and validation of
Harris Corporation thermodynamic models. This was achieved by starting out with
direct thermo-fluid lookup via National Institute of Standards and Technology data
then to simple models and then gradually building up to more complex cycle
component models. This dissertation details the derivations, applications, and
comparison of cycles and their components. A detailed set of numerical results is
presented and suggestions for future work are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1

MOTIVATION
Currently there is a strong drive to reduce emissions, and energy costs by

increasing cycle performances and utilizing more sources of heat for power
generation. Electricity is generated by converting heat energy into work energy
which is further converted into electricity through a power cycle. During the work
conversion process heat energy is inputted into the cycle, and work is extracted,
where the remaining energy in the fluid is rejected into the surroundings at a lower
temperature than the input called “waste heat”. A power cycle achieves higher
performance and efficiency through higher temperature sources. Where Table 1.1
illustrates the three grades of heat.
Table 1.1 Temperature Groups [1]
Grade

Low Temperature (ºF)

High Temperature (ºF)

High

1200

-

Medium

450

1200

-

450

Low

1

2
Fig. 1.1 Estimated U.S. Energy Consumption in 2015 [2]

However, these higher temperature sources are not always available, nor are
they used in power generation. Some are used for commercial and industrial
processes such as cement kilns, iron & steel manufacturing [1]. The illustration of
how energy is consumed can be seen in Fig. 1.1.
As it can be seen in Fig. 1.1 about 40 percent of the total energy is used for
energy services, the remaining energy is rejected energy. About 60% of waste heat
losses are below 450ºF placing it in a low-grade heat range [1]. Recent increases and
fluctuations in the cost of energy combined with growing concerns of emissions has
increased interest in waste heat utilization for power generation as a national policy
for improving energy security and environmental impact [3]. There are other heat
sources such as diesel engine exhaust where about one third of the fuel energy is not
utilized in power generation [4]. The advantage of these systems is the fact these
power cycles are everywhere and would require some retrofitting. Other than low
grade waste heat sources geothermal heat sources were explored and with the advent
of Enhanced Geothermal System can provide continuous heat virtually anywhere [5].
The disadvantage of geothermal systems is that the heat source temperature is
generally low grade temperature. This limits the performance, and profitability of
using this abundant heat source.
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1.2

OBJECTIVES
Preliminary literature review indicated that the combination through which

the three traditional cycles were integrated into one cycle was entirely new and novel
concept. Some specific claims in this concept include but not limited to are:
1. The use of traditional cycles (Brayton, Rankine, and Refrigeration) in
a unique combined approach
2. The use of a specifically tailored mix of fluids which takes advantage
of latent heats of vaporization/condensation
3. The use of ‘wall-less’ heat exchange between fluids
4. Validate Revolute Turbine design with Axial Turbine design theory
The results of such unique combinations would potentially lead to beneficial
cycle and patentable claims for the people involved in this project. The intended
scientific and technical contributions are improved combined cycle for readily
available low-grade heat sources, and improved and robust modeling of power cycle
components for multi-phase multi-constituent flows.

1.3

APPROACH
To assess the performance of the IOC concept, a physics-based mathematical

model was developed using the MATLAB scientific programming platform and the
National Institute of Standards (NIST) database was used for modeling of thermofluid properties. MATLAB is a high-level language and interactive environment that
enables you to perform computationally intensive tasks faster than with traditional
programming languages such as C, C++, and FORTRAN. The model is capable of
simulating a baseline IOC configuration as well as derivative configurations for
application to geo-thermal, solar thermal, waste heat and combustion gas systems.
To examine the sensitivity of IOC performance with respect to efficiency and work
4

(power) extraction, Optimization study was performed. A preliminary optimization
and sensitivity study was also completed to examine the system bounds on
performance with respect to efficiency and work (power) extraction.
A NIST lookup table was developed to interpolate thermodynamic data by
the author which allows the user to input 2/13 fluid properties to gain the remaining
11/13 properties. All of the fluids are publicly available on the NIST Webbook. NIST
offers a commercial program called REFPROP, which requires 2/4 inputs [6].
Based on the NIST lookup table generated by the author a series of
multiphase multi-constituent work and heat devices were modeled using first, and
second law of thermodynamics. These tools rely on a direct lookup for fluid property
data. These tools were compared against literature, hand calculations, and those
generated by Harris Corp. The multiphase multi-constituent turbine was also
provided to Harris Corp with a Microsoft Excel interface with MATLAB.
A combination of these heat and work devices as functions allows the user to
create cycles of any combination with generated outputs and Microsoft Excel as an
input/output file for cycle optimization study. The results from Florida Institute of
Technology were used primarily as validation for the Harris Corp. models and some
of the cycle results were used in patent documents developed by Harris Corp.
The Revolute turbine uses similar theory to the to a conventional Axial flow
turbine. Florida Institute of Technology was tasked to analyze and provide validation
for the novel technology. Aside from automating the turbine sizes based on fluid
properties and fixed conditions the author coupled Euler Turbine theory with
momentum turbine theory which placed a physical limitation on the available power
that can be extracted.
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1.4

BACKGROUND
A fundamental background of thermodynamics is useful in current analysis

and this section details a brief overview of selected topics. The inherent idea behind
this report is analysis of a system that is undergoing a change in a cycle. A system is
said to have undergone a cycle when a system in a given initial state goes through a
number of different changes of state or processes and finally returns to its initial state
[7]. A process is the path of successions of states through which a system passes,
where a state is a change in one or more properties of a system [7]. For a cycle to
occur it must obey the two fundamental laws of thermodynamics. The first law of
thermodynamics states that during any cycle that a system undergoes, the cyclic
integral of the heat is equal to the cyclic integral of the work [7]. The second law
defines thermodynamic variable entropy (S), and states that for an equilibrium
process that starts at one stage and ends in will go in the direction where the entropy
of the system plus the environment to increase for an irreversible process and remain
constant for a reversible process [8]. A reversible adiabatic process is a process where
entropy of the system remains constant and this assumption is used in the models in
this report. Thus, power output derived without any inclusion of any efficiencies is
the theoretical maximum power output for the cycle.
A typical analysis of a cycle involves decoupling specific process of a cycle
under quasi-equilibrium and analyzes each process by applying first law for that
specific control volume. A unique station number denotes the inlet and exit
conditions of a process for ease of understanding and tracking the substance through
a cycle. With isentropic assumption, the maximum theoretical output is calculated.
Coupling efficiencies and losses with maximum theoretical output gives a reasonable
theoretical output. Component sizing is then undertaken. An extensive property
enthalpy is a measure of the total energy of the thermodynamic system is appropriate
to track changes in a cycle. Enthalpy is derived from applying first law on a control
6

mass undergoing quasi-equilibrium, constant-pressure process and with assumption
of no change in kinetic and potential energy. Eqn. 1.1 gives static enthalpy h, in terms
of internal energy and the product of pressure and specific volume of the substance.
Eqn. 1.1 Static Enthalpy [7]

h ≡ u + p⋅v
Eqn. 1.1 denotes all the variables in lower case, which is referred to as a static
enthalpy per unit mass and when mass flow rate is considered the variables are
denoted in upper case. In an analysis of any cycles, it is preferential to use stagnation
values instead of static values at each stations of the cycle. Eqn. 1.2 gives us the
relation for stagnation or total enthalpy, which is dependent on stat enthalpy and
kinetic component of flow.
Eqn. 1.2 Stagnation Enthalpy [9]

ht ≡ h +

1.5

V2
2

BASIC CYCLES
A comprehensive review of some basic cycles is necessary to model

accurately the fundamental process behind the IOC cycle. In particular, this
document focuses on three major cycles. They are Rankine, Brayton and
Refrigeration cycle and are briefly discussed below.

1.5.1 RANKINE
Rankine cycle is a cycle that converts heat into work. It is the most commonly
used cycle to produce electricity in the world. The operating liquid in Rankine is
either in liquid or gas phase in this cycle. Typically, in the idealized four-steadystate-process cycle shown in Fig. 1.2a, state 1 is a saturated liquid and state 3 is either
saturated vapor or superheated vapor.
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a) Rankine cycle [10]

b) Rankine cycle example [11]

Fig. 1.2 Rankine Cycle Example
An example of a Rankine Cycle is a steam power plant as seen in Fig. 1.2b.
The ideal Rankine cycles handles liquid in the pump, and then absorbs energy in a
boiler, which superheats the vapor. Then the superheated vapor passes through a
turbine, which then passes through a condenser to release the remaining energy into
the surroundings.
A derivative cycle configuration for this is an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
which is typically used for generating power from waste heat [12] and other low
grade temperature sources. The configuration is generally the same as Fig. 1.2 the
only difference is the choice of fluid. The ORC uses an organic fluid that has a boiling
temperature below water to achieve a phase change necessary for power generation.
The choice of fluid generally depends on the temperature of the heat source and
rejection temperature, toxicity, and other hazards [12]. A typical EGS configuration
is a binary cycle where it uses two fluids: Heat Source, and Working Fluid as seen
in Fig. 1.3. Each fluid is isolated from each other, and the only interaction they have
with each other is the exchange of heat from the Source fluid to the Working fluid.
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Fig. 1.3 Binary Cycle Power Plant [13]
The Source fluid is injected into the injection well by a pump where it is
heated by the earth’s crust and fed through the production well with a temperature
below 400ºF [13].

1.5.2 BRAYTON
The ideal Brayton cycle is essentially a single-phase version of the Rankine
cycle. The compressor increases the pressure of the gas based on shaft work input.
The combustion chamber (for open loop), or heat exchanger (closed loop) adds
energy to the system. The turbine extracts energy from the fluid in the form of work.
An open cycle example is a turbo shaft engine. Fig. 1.4a is a closed cycle version
which uses a heat exchanger to reject the remaining heat to the surroundings.
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a) Brayton Cycle [14]

b) Brayton Cycle Example [15]

Fig. 1.4 Brayton Cycle Example
The closed Brayton cycle has higher efficiencies than its open cycle
counterpart does. An example of a closed Brayton cycle is a nuclear power plant Fig.
1.4b. Any size constraints affects the selection of a working fluid. A fluid with a low
molecular weight has a high volumetric flow, and requires larger devices, more
stages in turbomachinery, however the thermal conductivity is rather high [16]. If a
higher molecular weight gas is used the number of required stages, goes down, the
size of the turbine/compressor goes down, but the thermal conductivity of the
working fluid goes down to where the heat exchanger will need to be substantially
larger. The way around this problem is to mix a gas with a high conductivity which
reduces the size of the heat exchanger, and a high molecular weight to reduce turbine
size [16]. This enables the “Best of Both Worlds” where both the turbomachinery
and the heat exchanger are smaller.

1.5.3 REFRIGERATION
The ideal Refrigeration cycle rejects heat through the condenser and causes
the fluid to move from a vapor phase to a liquid phase. Then it passes through a
throttle, which causes temperature and pressure to drop, and a slight phase change.
The evaporator then further converts the phase from liquid to vapor and absorbs
10

energy from its surroundings. The pump then adds energy to the fluid. The steps for
a single stage refrigeration cycle described are illustrated in Fig. 1.5a.

a) Refrigeration Cycle [17]

b) Refrigeration Cycle Example [18]

Fig. 1.5 Refrigeration Cycle Example
The pump adds work energy to the fluid at a fraction of the cost of the rejected
heat in the condenser. An example of a refrigeration cycle is seen in Fig. 1.5b.

1.6

IOC
The IOC is a combination of cycles namely: Rankine, Brayton, and

Refrigeration. This combination could be either a parallel, series or nested within
each other to deliver a more efficient cycle. Fundamental thermodynamic analysis of
the cycle provides a useful check for the veracity of IOC. The first step is to tackle
the questions concerning the cycle’s efficiency, functionality, self-sustainability and
then optimization of the cycle follows afterwards.

Fig. 1.6 presents a

phenomenological overview of IOC cycle with each component from the traditional
cycle labeled.
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Fig. 1.6 Overview of IOC F1 Model
Fig. 1.6 also displays the two-station number for each component with the
first station number being the inlet condition and the second station number being
the outlet condition for a particular component. For example, the inlet station number
for the Rankine Boiler is 1 and the outlet station number for Rankine Boiler is 2 in
Fig. 1.6.
The IOC cycle comprises of three traditional cycles with Rankine portion in
this cycle containing two components, Brayton containing three components and
Refrigeration containing four components. Rankine cycle contains Rankine Boiler
(1, 2) and Condenser (8, 9a). The Brayton Cycle contains the Spray Cooled
Compressor (4a1, 4a2, 5), Brayton Mixer (station 3, 5, 6 as inlet conditions and
station 7a as common outlet condition), and Turbine (7b, 8a). The refrigeration cycle
contains the throttle (9a1, 9b), heat exchanger (9b, 9d), and Pump (9d, 10).
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The fluid lines in Fig. 1.6 are color-coded according to the respective cycles
they feed through. Blue fluid line is a Rankine portion of fluid, which contains the
refrigerant. Yellow fluid line is Brayton portion of fluid, which contains a portion
of refrigerant and gas mixture. Green fluid lines denote the mixture of Rankine and
Brayton portion of fluids (which happens in Brayton Mixer) passing through the
condenser of Refrigeration cycle. The fluid lines split inside the refrigeration cycle
to make the fluid flows related to cycles more distinguished. The Rankine fluid starts
from the pump and splits into two directions: the boiler, and the spray compressor.
The boiler adds energy to the cycle, while the spray portion of the compressor
receives its energy due to the temperature difference of the spray and the compressor
core flow (Brayton fluid). Both of these components add energy to the refrigerant in
the Rankine flow. The compressor does this by the temperature difference between
each stage and the refrigerant spray. This cooling helps reduce the work required of
the compressor substantially. The boiler flow, spray in the compressor, and the
compressor core flow combine in the mixer. Here temperature differences are
resolved. Next the mixed flow encounters the turbine, the gases then output work at
the expense of temperature. Eventually inside the turbine the temperature difference
between the refrigerant and non-refrigerant causes the refrigerant to condense while
maintaining saturation temperature at each stage. The energy is released from the
refrigerant and transferred to the gases. Next heat is rejected to the surroundings in
the condenser, and the heat exchanger absorbs the remaining energy in the cycle. The
heat exchanger allows energy to transfer from one portion of the cycle to another
without any of the energy leaving the cycle itself. The condensed refrigerant then
encounters the throttle, which reduces pressure and the saturation temperature. The
temperature difference between the fluids in the heat exchanger allows the energy to
transfer from the condenser to the evaporator (contained within the heat exchanger).
This will cause an increase in vapor phase due to the energy transfer. The pump
increases the pressure, which causes the refrigerant to form a warm liquid. The
13

Brayton flow starts from the condenser and heat exchanger and enters the
compressor. Fig. 1.7 shows the energy transfer for each component in IOC.

Fig. 1.7 Overview of energy transfer in IOC F1 Model
The Rankine boiler allows the fluid to absorb energy at a low temperature.
The compressor takes work input and applies it to the fluid. The fluid leaving Brayton
compressor is a combination of gaseous mixture and refrigerant (yellow fluid line).
The Brayton mixture takes the fluid from the outlets of the Boiler, and the
Compressor. Brayton turbine not only extracts energy from the fluid from
Compressor but also the remaining available energy form the Rankine portion and
thus outputs most of the work in IOC. The combination of refrigerant and gaseous
mixture is beneficial inside Turbine because the refrigerant releases its energy to the
rapidly cooling gaseous mixture to sustain work extraction and then proceeds to
condense in the turbine. The condenser is part of the refrigeration cycle, which
14

releases the energy from the fluid to the surroundings. The refrigerant cools the fluid
leaving the Brayton turbine, which helps in compressing the fluid with minimal
amount of work input as compared to a hotter fluid, which requires more work to
compress it. Inside the compressor, the refrigerant reaches saturation conditions and
absorbs heat energy from working fluid to lower its temperature and the refrigerant
exits the compressor in a vapor state. The Brayton fluid passes through the heat
exchanger and releases its energy to reduce its temperature for the Brayton
compressor. The throttle has no energy change but reduces the pressure to bring the
Rankine fluid to saturation. The Rankine fluid absorbs the energy released by the
mixed fluid inside the heat exchanger. The Rankine fluid then passes through a pump,
which allows the fluid to absorb energy from a work input.
The combined cycle is a combination of two or more cycles to produce work.
The exhaust of one cycle is becomes the heat source for the next cycle [19]. Typically
a Rankine fluid absorbs heat at a lower temperature than the Rankine cycle and is
less sensitive to temperature fluctuations than the Brayton cycle. The Brayton cycle
has a higher efficiency than the Rankine Cycle. In a traditional combined cycle with
a high temperature source (2000ºF) the Brayton cycle on top and a Rankine cycle on
the bottom has a thermal efficiency of 60% [19]. In the case of low grade temperature
sources the performance drops considerably where even the Brayton cycle cannot
function due to component losses. Typically, these cycles are cascading where they
use heat exchangers and isolate the fluids. The IOC is the opposite where it uses the
Rankine cycle to absorb heat at a low temperature, it also uses the high volumetric
flow of a Brayton cycle to improve performance while mixing the fluids without the
use of heat exchangers. The Rankine portion of the cycle is used to absorb and store
energy for the Brayton portion. The refrigeration cycle portion is used to move heat
from one part of the cycle where it is no longer needed (exhaust of a turbine) to a
boiler. The higher performing the refrigeration cycle the less work input is needed to
move the heat. The refrigeration cycle reduces the rejected heat, and it also helps
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separate the Rankine flow from the Brayton flow [19]. The IOC in other
configurations uses an independent refrigeration cycle to extract heat from the heat
source and increase the heat input into a low-pressure boiler and the cycle [20]. In
short the IOC allows energy to be transferred to where it can provide the best possible
performance for the cycle.

1.7

REVOLUTE TURBINE

Fig. 1.8 Revolute Turbine [21]
The revolute turbine in Fig. 1.8 is somewhat like a hybrid between a wind
turbine and a gas turbine. A conventional axial flow gas turbine has the flow surround
a hub and take up the annular area, or the area between the hub and tip. Increasing
the hub diameter can increase the torque, but decrease the blade height to maintain a
constant annular area. These turbines also have large velocities, which forces the
static pressure to drop more significantly. A revolute turbine on the other hand takes
an arc angle on the overall annular area. While the flow may occupy the same area,
it does not travel all the way around the hub. This allows greater blade height, and
torque to occur. The flow is then recirculated back into the turbine, and occupies a
larger arc angle for the following stage. Another advantage is that the rotor blade
angles are fixed which means the inlet velocity for each stage is the same and the
recirculation loop can be used not only as a mixing component between each stage
but as a diffuser and nozzle to get the flow conditions in stage 2 to be comparable to
that in stage 1. The downside to the revolute that is not found in an axial turbine is
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the total pressure drop across the recirculation loop. However, the benefits of a
revolute turbine far exceeds the losses in a recirculation loop.

1.8

DISSERTATION OVERVIEW
This dissertation consists of three parts. The first part contains Chapter 2

presents the theory for components as well as efficiency calculations. While Chapter
3 contains component evaluations. The second part contains the dimensioning of
axial and revolute turbines in Chapter 4. The final part in Chapter 5 covers cycle
performances, and Chapter 6 & 7 covers discussion and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2:
THEORY
This section details an in-depth look at the calculations performed for each
component of IOC discussed in section 1.6 IOC. Fig. 1.6 displays all the relevant
specific components discussed in this section and the control volume analysis is
performed for each component starting from inlet condition at Rankine Boiler (i.e.
station 1) and finishing at Refrigeration pump out condition (i.e. station 1).
All component calculation use the first law of thermodynamics for heat and
work calculation. Work devices such as pumps, compressors, and turbines use the
2nd law of thermodynamics.

2.1

COMPONENT CALCULATIONS
All component calculations use the first law of thermodynamics, which

states, “Any thermodynamic system in an equilibrium state possesses a state variable
called the internal energy (E). Between any two equilibrium states, the change in
internal energy is equal to the difference of the heat transfer into the system and work
done by the system” [22]. Eqn. 2.1 states the complete first law of thermodynamics
in its steady state form.
Eqn. 2.1 Steady state first law of thermodynamics [7]






V2
V2
Q CV + ∑ m i ⋅  hi + i + g ⋅ Z i  = ∑ m i ⋅  hi + i + g ⋅ Z i  + WCV
2
2

 in  i =1

 out
 i =1

Potential energy is negligible because it is orders of magnitude smaller than
either static enthalpy or kinetic energy and thus not taken into consideration in any
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of the analysis in this report. Total or stagnation enthalpy relates kinetic energy and
static enthalpy given in Eqn. 1.2, which then simplifies Eqn. 2.1 to Eqn. 2.2.
Eqn. 2.2 Steady state first law of thermodynamics with total enthalpy





Q CV + ∑ m i ⋅ ht i  = ∑ m i ⋅ ht i  + WCV
 i =1
 in  i =1
 out
Total enthalpy is beneficial to use in this type of analysis because it combines
kinetic energy and static enthalpy and eliminates the need to track changes
individually in kinetic energy and static enthalpy. All calculations in this chapter
assume kinetic energy change is negligible. For future computations, the user can
enter the kinetic energy portion of total enthalpy.
Table 2.1 shows the comprehensive list of devices and the given condition
and assumptions taken into consideration for a typical analysis. This section details
the calculation performed for specific devices from the table, which are essential part
of IOC.
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Table 2.1 Typical steady-flow devices and assumptions [7]
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2.1.1 HEAT RATE CALCULATIONS
In some cases where the inlet and outlet conditions are known and the heat is
unknown. Eqn. 2.3 specifies the Boiler heat rate, derived from first law (Eqn. 2.2)
and is used for any applicable. This process usually involves no electrical or shaft
work and thus work done is zero. Kinetic and potential energy changes are assumed
to be negligible which reduces Eqn. 2.2 total enthalpy terms to static enthalpy.
Eqn. 2.3 Boiler Heat Rate

J

J

Q = ∑ m j ⋅ h j  − ∑ m j ⋅ h j 
 in
 j =1
 out  j =1

2.1.2 HEAT EXCHANGER
The steady-state heat exchanger is a simple fluid flow through a pipe or a
system of pipes where heat is transferred to or from the fluid. The fluid may be heated
or cooled, and may or may not boil, liquid to vapor, or condense, vapor to liquid [7].
This process usually involves no electrical or shaft work and thus work done is zero.
Kinetic and potential energy changes are assumed to be negligible. The heat
exchanger requires the known inlet conditions, heat rate, mass flow, and outlet
pressure. This component adjusts the mass flow vapor quality (if needed), and the
outlet temperature. This is accomplished by using a heat balance routine assuming
the first two fluid streams are liquid and vapor but with the refrigerant constituent,
and the remaining fluid streams are vaporous only.
First, collect the inlet conditions as seen in Eqn. A.1. Next determine the
guess outlet temperature based on specific heat of constant temperature, and
saturation temperature for the given outlet pressure as seen in Eqn. A.2. Saturation
Temperature is determined by a lookup table routine. This is to determine the guess
outlet temperature.
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If no refrigerant is present, then set the outlet temperature to the guess
temperature found in Eqn. A.2. Iteratively determine the energy balance until
convergence has been met as seen in Eqn. A.3. Note heat is found in the following
equation Eqn. A.6. This will yield the outlet conditions.
If refrigerant is present, then the saturation temperature with a vapor quality
0% vapor quality is determined. The heat rate and fluid properties are determined as
seen in Eqn. A.4. This will help determine if one of the constituents is in saturation,
if some or all are compressed liquids, or superheated vapor by comparing set vapor
qualities at saturation for constituents and the change of energy to heat rate.
If the heat rate of saturated liquid is less than zero then it is either a saturated
fluid, or superheated vapor as seen in Eqn. A.5.
If the heat rate is less than zero for a saturated vapor in Eqn. A.5 we will use
Eqn. A.3 if the vapor quality is 100%.
If the heat rate of the saturated liquid is greater than zero it is a compressed
liquid, then use Eqn. A.3. Heat is determined by Eqn. A.6. Fluid properties are
determined by a routine, which looks at the partial pressure if multiple pressures are
given, or a mixed pressure. This also applies to individual temperatures or a single
mixed temperature.

2.1.3 BOILER
A Boiler is a device, which brings a substance to a vapor state or cause a
phase change. The boiler can use models from section 2.1.1 Heat Rate Calculation,
and 2.1.2 Heat Exchanger. However, if there are two fluids entering where the inlet
and outlet conditions are known for one fluid designated as FLUID A, then a second
fluid designated as FLUID B, has known input conditions (inlet or outlet of the
device), and the unknown condition has a known pressure. The heat rate is known
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by the inlet and outlet conditions of FLUID A. Then this heat rate is applied to
FLUID B via the heat exchanger routine in section 2.1.2 Heat Exchanger. However,
this program can have either the inlet or the outlet fluid conditions known, and the
unknown condition can be determined. There is no distinction between FLUID A
and FLUID B so this script is adjustable for any situation.

2.1.4 CONDENSER
The Condenser is a device, which removes the heat from the working fluid to
the surrounding to bring a substance to a liquid state (phase change) or lower the
temperature of the working fluid. This is essentially the Boiler but in reverse and
depending on the situation can be either a 2.1.1 Heat Rate Calculation, 2.1.2 Heat
Exchanger, or 2.1.3 Boiler.

2.1.5 THROTTLE
A throttle is a heat exchanger where there is a pressure drop, but there is no
heat entering or leaving the system, it is an adiabatic component. Kinetic and
potential energy changes are assumed to be negligible. The throttle can induce both
temperature and pressure drops.

2.1.6 SIMPLE PIPE
A simple pipe can be simulated where there is heat loss, and pressure drop.
Essentially a non-adiabatic throttle, though with less severe pressure drops. Kinetic
and potential energy changes are assumed to be negligible. This can be used as a heat
exchanger.

2.1.7 MIXER
The Mixer is a component where it has multiple inlet fluid streams, each at
close pressures and allows the fluids to mix, and achieve thermal equilibrium. The
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current mixer model is considered adiabatic so the inlet energy matches the outlet
energy as seen in Eqn. 2.4, and there is no work. Kinetic and potential energy changes
are assumed to be negligible.
Eqn. 2.4 First Law of Thermodynamics for a mixer

J

J

∑ m j ⋅ h j  = ∑ m j ⋅ h j 
 j =1
 out  j =1
 in
Assuming that the mixer has three sources where the first two streams only
contain the refrigerant and the third is a mixture of refrigerant and non-refrigerant. It
is important to combine the inlet conditions into single variables, and to store them
as seen in Eqn. A.7. Three streams will be called STREAM 1 (refrigerant only),
STREAM 2 (refrigerant only), and STREAM 3 (refrigerant and non-refrigerant).
Next, it is important to determine the mixed partial pressure. First, determine
the molecular weights of each constituent as seen in Eqn. A.8.
Next, take the individual pressure, number of moles of each stream, and total
number of moles as seen in Eqn. A.9.
Then determine the partial and mixed pressure as seen in Eqn. A.10. Now
place in a form for outlet stream in the same way as STREAM 3.
Next, apply the heat exchanger routine as seen in section 2.1.2 Heat
Exchanger with the heat rate set to zero and configured to handle 3 inlet fluid streams.
This is accomplished by combining the refrigerants in STREAM 1 & 2 to STREAM
3 and apply an energy balance. The process is repeated until mixed outlet pressure
converges.
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2.1.8 PUMP
The pump takes in a liquid (or mixed phase fluid) and compresses it by
introducing (work) power into the component. Kinetic and potential energy changes
are assumed to be negligible. Typically, this device is connected to a liquid fluid
stream, or the cold side of the evaporator. The inlet fluid properties, pump isentropic
efficiency, and outlet pressure are known Eqn. A.11 determines the pump outlet
conditions and work required.
First, the total mass, mixed specific inlet enthalpy, and mixed specific
entropy. Then the isentropic outlet conditions for the outlet pressure as seen in Eqn.
A.11. Then in Eqn. A.12 the outlet mixed isentropic specific enthalpy is determined.
Then based on pump isentropic efficiency the outlet specific enthalpy is determined.
Next, the outlet fluid properties are determined in Eqn. A.13. In Eqn. A.11 the pump
power is calculated based on mass flow and specific enthalpy change. Obviously if
the isentropic pump efficiency is less than 100%, work required will go above ideal
work.
Eqn. A.12 is used to determine the isentropic outlet conditions, based on inlet
specific entropy, and outlet pressure. The NIST lookup table is initially set to looking
for a liquid at the given outlet pressure, and specific entropy. If the outlet condition
is not a liquid, it will be at saturation.
Eqn. A.13 is used to determine the outlet conditions due to specific enthalpy,
and known pressure. This specific enthalpy is used for both isentropic and nonisentropic conditions. If the pump efficiency is 100%, the isentropic enthalpy is the
input for the function and will output the same output conditions. However, if the
isentropic efficiency is less than 100%, the entropy will be higher, and if the outlet
conditions are a cooled liquid, the outlet temperature is higher than the isentropic
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condition. If the outlet condition is at saturation the vapor, quality will go up due to
the specific entropy increase.

2.1.9 TURBINE
A turbine is a rotary steady-state machine whose purpose is to produce shaft
work (power, on a rate basis) at the expense of the pressure of the working fluid [7].
Inside the turbine, there are two distinct processes. In the first, the working fluid
passes through a set of nozzles, or the equivalent – fixed blade passages contoured
to expand the fluid to a lower pressure and to a high velocity. In the second process
inside the turbine, this high-velocity fluid stream is directed onto a set of moving
(rotating) blades, in which the velocity is reduced before discharged from the
passage. This directed velocity decrease produces a torque on the rotating shaft,
resulting in a shaft work output. The low-velocity, low-pressure fluid then exhausts
from the turbine [7]. Kinetic and potential energy changes are assumed to be
negligible because any kinetic energy is assumed to be converted to work.

2.1.9.1

Isentropic Model
The inlet fluid properties, mass flow, outlet to inlet pressure ratio, number of

stages, and overall isentropic efficiency. The program will try to match the outlet
stage pressure with a given margin. The next step is to determine the stage isentropic
efficiency as seen in Eqn. A.14.
Next, calculate the mixed pressure for mixed phase Eqn. A.15. Then start the
stage iteration process and run a nested loop for the outlet stage pressure matching
Eqn. A.16. Now determine the isentropic conditions of each constituent Eqn. A.17.
Next, determine the stage power based on isentropic power and stage efficiency as
seen in Eqn. A.18.
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Run an energy balance (as seen in the heat exchanger in section 2.1.2 Heat
Exchanger) by using the isentropic mass and fluid properties as the input fluid
conditions, and heat input as the negative form of Wdiff. Determine the outlet mixed
pressure from Eqn. A.15. Now Adjust the stage pressure ratio and determine the
absolute pressure error Eqn. A.19.
Once convergence has been met, store the stage condition array. Then move
to the next stage.

2.1.10 NOZZLE
The nozzle is a device that uses a change in area to increase velocity. This
causes a transfer of thermal energy stored in the fluid (in the form of enthalpy) and
convert it to kinetic energy. This conversion causes pressure and temperature to drop
as well. This model shares the same model as in section 2.1.9.1 Isentropic Model,
where both models have an outlet static condition, the energy that would normally
go to shaft work in the turbine is in the form of Kinetic Energy, and does not leave
the component. The nozzle is assumed adiabatic, and can be isentropic or nonisentropic for losses in the nozzle.

2.1.11 COMPRESSOR
A compressor is a rotary steady-state machine whose purpose is to use shaft
work (power, on a rate basis) to increase the pressure of the working fluid. Inside the
turbine, there are two distinct processes. In the first, the working fluid passes through
a rotor (spinning blades), and then it passes through a stator for fixed blade passages
which redirects the flow for the next stage.
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2.1.11.1

Isentropic Model

The isentropic compressor is a reverse of the turbine, unlike an inefficient
turbine, which has a lower shaft power than an ideal turbine. An inefficient
compressor requires more power than an ideal compressor. An ideal compressor and
turbine matched (where they are linked to each other) would have each outlet
condition matching the inlet of the other and net power is zero. Therefore, the same
program for isentropic turbine model power found in section 2.1.9.1 Isentropic
Model is also used for the isentropic compressor model.
The compressor stage efficiency is given by ηs in Eqn. A.20 where this is the
stage efficiency between 0% to 100%. Since there are differences between required
power, when the overall efficiency is less than 100% the isentropic stage efficiency
of the turbine is the inverse of compressor efficiency Eqn. A.20.

2.1.11.2

Compressor with Spray

The external spray effectively combines the heat exchanger and multiphase
compressor. There are two mass flows the spray and the core, these flows do not mix
until the stage. The core flow is the only one that goes through compression. The
spray is already at the outlet pressure of the compressor. This is essentially a melding
of the multiphase compressor, and heat exchanger. The heat rate is measured for
various saturation conditions (assuming the spray saturation temperature is always
higher than the core since this is already at the outlet condition and remains constant).
The complete liquid, and complete vapor phase for both flows. Liquid spray and
vaporous core flow at both saturation temperatures (spray and current stage in the
core flow). Then a series of logical operations determines the next course of action,
which phase range and temperature to use. This is the new “mixed condition” for the
outlet stage temperature, power and CoP are calculated the same way as the
multiphase compressor model.
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Setup the initial conditions for the cycle and modeling of the compressor can
be seen in section 2.1.11.1 Compressor Isentropic Model. Next determine the
individual temperature, mixed temperature and other conditions for each stage as
seen in Eqn. A.21.
The function “ebalance3” is very similar to “ebalance”, except this function
is meant to deal with two flows operating at different pressures which exchange
energy but not mass. This is accomplished by first determining the saturation
temperature for each flow. Then set the vapor quality of each flow assuming “flow
1” has a higher pressure which then forces the saturation temperature to be higher.
Flow 1 is the external spray flow which already has the outlet pressure of the
compressor. Flow 2 is the flow that is being compressed and that flow will change
based on the current stage.
First determine the heat rate for various temperature range, and vapor quality.
First if it is all liquid, then if it is all vapor. Then at the two saturation temperatures
with a vapor quality of 0% and 100% for “flow 1” and “flow 2” respectively as seen
in Eqn. A.22.
Now determine what to do with the heat rates. If the heat rate is positive that
means the updated energy level is too large and needs to be reduced. First determine
if the refrigerants are a liquid or vapor, otherwise it is within the saturation range. If
the heat rate is between the two saturation temperatures where “flow 1” and “flow
2” have 0% and 100% vapor qualities (respectively) then treat it as a non-saturated
vapor. Since flow 1 is a liquid and cannot go at or above its saturation temperature,
and flow 2 needs to be above its saturation temperature. This is seen in Eqn. A.23.
The NONSAT function is used to determine the temperature whether it’s a
liquid or vapor provided the vapor quality does not change as seen in Eqn. A.24.
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The SAT1 is the first saturation function, this function finds the saturation
vapor quality in flow 2 as seen in Eqn. A.25. The SAT2 is the second saturation
function, this function finds the saturation vapor quality in flow 1 as seen in
Eqn. A.26.
The benefit this compressor has over a traditional compressor (provided ideal
heat transfer occurs) is that it requires significantly less work. This occurs when the
spray temperature (of flow 1) is lower than the outlet of each stage temperature in
the core flow (flow 2) and forces the mixed temperature to be lower than the F2 flow.
If the spray mass is sufficient the vapor quality will be 100% at the outlet, but the
outlet temperature will not exceed the saturation temperature of the spray. While this
occurs the outlet of each stage temperature will not go beyond the spray saturation
temperature. If the spray mass flow is significant enough it can actually force the
refrigerant in the core flow to condense.

2.2

EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS

2.2.1 ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY
The isentropic efficiency is the percentage of actual conditions to the ideal
isentropic conditions. The isentropic condition has a limitation where an enthalpy
change occurs, but there is no change in entropy. However, as the actual case begins
to deviate from the ideal the entropy begins to increase.
For devices where work is being added to the system at a given outlet
condition the ideal work required “costs” less than the actual work required. This
indicates that for a given outlet pressure the actual work requires a larger enthalpy
change and temperature than the ideal case. The isentropic efficiency is the ideal
work to the actual work as seen in Eqn. 2.5.
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Eqn. 2.5 Pump or compressor isentropic efficiency [23]

η=

(he )isen − hi
he − hi

For devices where work is leaving, the system such as turbines at a given
outlet condition the ideal work required is higher than the actual work. This indicates
that for a given outlet pressure the actual work has a smaller enthalpy change and a
higher outlet temperature than the ideal case. The isentropic efficiency is the actual
work to the ideal work as seen in Eqn. 2.6.
Eqn. 2.6 Turbine isentropic efficiency [23]

η=

he − hi
(he )isen − hi

2.2.2 THERMAL EFFICIENCY
The thermal efficiency is an efficiency that shows the net work to the energy
input. The net work includes the work input for the compressors and pumps, and the
work output for the turbines. The combination shows how much work is leaving the
system as seen in Eqn. 2.7. The heat addition shows the amount of energy entering
the system.
Eqn. 2.7 Thermal efficiency [7]

η th =

W net
Q
H

The Carnot efficiency traditionally is based on hot-side temperature, and
cold-side temperature as seen in Eqn. 2.8.
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Eqn. 2.8 Traditional Carnot Efficiency [7]

η carnot = 1 −

TL
TH

However, the traditional Carnot efficiency is based on a constant specific
heat. This means it is based on a single-phase fluid (gas). The traditional Carnot
efficiency is useless with multiple phases since the saturated liquid has a different
energy level to a saturated vapor at the same temperature. The generic form is seen
in Eqn. 2.9.
Eqn. 2.9 General Carnot Efficiency [7]

Q

η carnot = 1 −  L
Q

H

2.2.3 COEFFICIENT OF PERFORMANCE
Coefficient of performance is work sought over work cost. Refrigeration, and
compressor coefficient of performance do share the same definition the method of
calculation is very different.

2.2.3.1

Refrigeration
Refrigeration uses the heat added to the evaporator to the work input as seen

in Eqn. 2.10. The evaporator has is in saturation and has a phase change. This causes
both entropy, and enthalpy to increase. The pump then increases the pressure, and at
least ideally does not have a change in entropy.
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Eqn. 2.10 Refrigeration coefficient of performance [7]

β ref =

Q L
W pump

Heat pump coefficient of performance includes the refrigeration heat
absorbed and work input Eqn. 2.11.
Eqn. 2.11 Heat pump coefficient of performance [7]

Q

β HP =  H =
W pump

2.2.3.2

Q L + W pump
W
pump

Compressor
The compressor operates by converting shaft work into the fluid (i.e. the

system). The work required is higher when the enthalpy change is higher due to a
higher temperature change. If no liquid is introduced the coefficient of performance
is 1. However, if a liquid is introduced, and a phase change occurs, the coefficient of
performance is greater than 1. A phase change occurs by an energy transfer from the
hotter gases to the cooler liquid, this causes the temperature to be at saturation and
an increase of vapor quality. Since the saturation temperature is lower than the gas
temperature the work input to the shaft is significantly lower. This is because the
energy is absorbed by liquid and converted to vapor rather than shaft work. The outlet
pressure and energy is the same as a compressor without introduction of a liquid. The
liquid also reduces the outlet temperature, and work input. The coefficient of
performance for the compressor is the work sought to the work cost as seen in
Eqn. 2.12.
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Eqn. 2.12 Compressor coefficient of performance

β comp

W comp + dH LHV
=
W
comp

2.3

CYCLE PERFORMANCE

2.3.1 OLD CYCLE THERMAL EFFICIENCY
Heat input is the initial boiler heat input as seen in Eqn. 2.13.
Eqn. 2.13 Old heat input

(Q )

boiler old

= Q boiler

Net work before the heat pump, assuming the pump has negligible work input
Eqn. 2.14. Only compressor and turbine have significant power.
Eqn. 2.14 Old net power

(W )

= WC1 + WT 1

net old

Old cycle thermal efficiency by adapting Eqn. 2.13, and Eqn. 2.14, to
Eqn. 2.7.
Eqn. 2.15 Old thermal efficiency

(W )
)

ηo = 
(Q

net old

boiler old

2.3.2 UPDATED CYCLE THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH HEAT
RECIRCULATION
Since the heat transfer of the refrigeration adds heat to the boiler as a heat
pump as seen in Eqn. 2.11. Updated heat input is the difference from the old heat
input and the heat pump Eqn. 2.16.
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Eqn. 2.16 Updated heat input in the boiler and heat pump

(

Q H HICC = Q boiler

)

new

(

= Q boiler

)

old

(

− Q L + W pump

)

Divide both sides by the old heat rate in the same way as the old thermal
efficiency is with net work as seen in Eqn. 2.17.
Eqn. 2.17 Updated heat rate in relation to CoP and pump power

(Q )

boiler new

(

= Q boiler

)

− (β + 1) ⋅ W pump

old

Update pump power required as a ratio of the old heat input so terms can be
in “old” thermal efficiency as seen in Eqn. 2.18.
Eqn. 2.18 Heat rate ratio in terms of old efficiency, net power percentage and
CoP

(Q )
(Q )

boiler new
boiler old

=

(Q )

− (β + 1) ⋅ W pump
= 1 − (β + 1) ⋅ p ⋅η o
Q

boiler old

(

)

boiler old

Update net power as the difference between the old power with the pump
removing power away, and place in terms of old heat addition. Make pump power a
percentage of old net power as seen in Eqn. 2.19.
Eqn. 2.19 Updated net power in terms of old heat addition

(W ) = (1 − p ) ⋅ (W )
(W ) = (1 − p ) ⋅ (W )
(Q )
(Q )
net new

net new

boiler old

net old

net old

= (1 − p ) ⋅η o

boiler old

Next, determine the new cycle efficiency as seen in Eqn. 2.20.
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Eqn. 2.20 Updated thermal efficiency with heat pump

(
(

(W ) Q
(W )
η n =  net new =  net new ⋅  boiler
Qboiler new
Qboiler new Qboiler

(

)

(

)

(W
) = (Q
) (Q
(Q

)

net new

)
)
)

old

boiler old

old

boiler new

=

(1 − p ) ⋅η o
1 − (β + 1) ⋅ p ⋅η o

boiler old

2.3.2.1

Cycle Performance Calculations
Using the solution for new cycle thermal efficiency as seen in Eqn. 2.20. The

percent net power to pump required based on updated thermal efficiency, old thermal
efficiency, refrigeration CoP.
Based on the updated thermal efficiency equation, solve for percent pump
power by fixing the updated thermal efficiency, old thermal efficiency, and
refrigeration CoP as seen in Eqn. 2.21.
Eqn. 2.21 Percent net power to refrigeration pump

ηn
−1
ηo
p=
(β + 1) ⋅η n − 1
Based on the updated thermal efficiency equation, solve for the old thermal
efficiency by fixing the updated thermal efficiency, percent pump power, and
refrigeration CoP as seen in Eqn. 2.22.
Eqn. 2.22 Required thermal efficiency

ηo =

ηn
(β + 1) + η n ⋅ p − p + 1
Based on the updated thermal efficiency equation, solve for the refrigeration

CoP by fixing the updated thermal efficiency, percent pump power, and old thermal
efficiency as seen in Eqn. 2.23.
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Eqn. 2.23 Required CoP

ηo
⋅ ( p − 1) + 1
ηn
β=
−1
ηo ⋅ p
Next, solve for the minimum thermal efficiency as seen in Eqn. 2.24. This is
the minimum thermal efficiency required for the IOC to provide additional thermal
efficiency. The percent pump power as expected is inconsequential.
Eqn. 2.24 Minimum old thermal efficiency required for IOC

ηn =

(1 − p ) ⋅η o
1 − (β + 1) ⋅ p ⋅η o

ηn = ηo
η/ o ⋅ [1 − (β + 1) ⋅ p ⋅η o ] = (1 − p ) ⋅η/ o
1 − (β + 1) ⋅ p ⋅η o = 1 − p
ηo =

1
β +1
Solving Eqn. 2.24, determine the minimum refrigeration CoP as seen in

Eqn. 2.25.
Eqn. 2.25 Minimum refrigeration CoP required to improve cycle thermal
efficiency

β min =

1

ηo

−1

If the inverse of the heat pump CoP is less than the old cycle efficiency, the
heat pump provides a benefit to the cycle by improving the cycle efficiency.
However, if the inverse of the heat pump CoP is greater than the old cycle efficiency,
the heat pump provides a detriment to the cycle by taking away more units of work
than placing inputting units of heat back into the cycle. If the inverse of the heat
pump CoP is equal to the old cycle efficiency, the heat pump neither helps nor hurts
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the cycle. The more units of work that go into the heat pump will not improve cycle
efficiency. There are variations of this cycle based on how energy has transferred
back into the cycle. This method is an easy way to determine the benefits of IOC
provided the fluid properties do not change.
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CHAPTER 3:
COMPONENT EVALUATION
This will explain some modeling discovered or compared with Harris
Corporation.

3.1

FLUID COMPARISON
Verification of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

used to verify the accuracy of the Lookup table. Also, various limitations of using
ideal gas equation, specific enthalpy, specific entropy, and specific heats.

3.1.1 NIST TABLE COMPARISON
Logically all we can say in the fluid property analysis short of experimental
results involving a refrigerant or complex molecule is that the “Cp” model (for
compressors and turbines) is not consistent with the “sdt” and the “Vdt” models. An
analysis of specific enthalpy, specific heat of constant pressure, compressibility
factor in the ideal gas equation, and specific entropy is required across pressure and
temperature. The fluid properties stored have the following pressure increments as
seen in Table 3.1, which are consistent with most pressures being investigated for
the IOC.
Table 3.1 Fluid Property Pressure Range for NIST Table Comparison
P (psia) 10

15

20

30

45

60

90

120

130

The fluid properties stored have the following temperature increments if it
can exist as a gas or is present in the NIST database: 200 to 1200 Kelvin in 1°C
increments. All results will be reported in metric units.
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This is the first fluid property investigated. The specific heat of constant
pressure is numerically integrated using the “Trapezoid Rule”, and using the enthalpy
at the minimum temperature as the reference enthalpy. The specific heats are variable
and are used for the respective temperature and pressures as seen in Fig. 3.1. The
percent differences are negligible <1% off.

Fig. 3.1 Enthalpy difference with respective Pressures and Temperatures
This is the second fluid property investigated. The ideal gas equations
assumes the compressibility factor (Z=1). However, investigation into this has shown
that the gases do not behave this way. The compressibility factor is determined from
Eqn. 3.1.
Eqn. 3.1 Compressibility Equation

P ⋅ν = Z ⋅ R ⋅ T
The ideal gas equation works well for pressures that approach zero. When
Z<1 attraction occurs due to density forces, otherwise it forms repulsion. The
Methanol and water have the smallest compressibility factors (indicated by the error).
This is when the pressure is at its maximum and temperature is at its minimum.
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Helium and Nitrogen do have a slight maximum in compressibility, but this does not
exceed 0.7% as seen in Fig. 3.2. These also behave of the four closest to 100%.

Fig. 3.2 Compressibility Factor
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The specific heat of constant pressure is integrated in the same manner as
Fig. 3.1. The specific heats are variable and are used for the respective temperature,
but based on the lowest pressure. The methanol and water have percent errors>1%.
All of the fluids appear to have an enthalpy error that increases across increasing
pressure (generally speaking) as seen in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3 Enthalpy difference with the lowest Pressure and respective
Temperatures
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The specific heat of constant pressure is integrated in the same manner as
Fig. 3.1. The specific heats are variable and are used for the respective temperature,
but based on the highest pressure. The methanol and water have percent errors>1%.
All of the fluids appear to have an enthalpy error that increases across increasing
pressure (generally speaking) as seen in Fig. 3.4. The percent differences are nearly
identical to the low-pressure Cp case in the previous figure (Fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.4 Enthalpy difference with the highest Pressure and respective
Temperatures
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The specific heat of constant pressure is integrated in the same manner as
Fig. 3.1. The specific heats are constant and are used for the lowest temperature, and
pressure. The Helium appears to be the only property that has a percent difference
<1%. The Methanol again has the largest source of error. The difference increases as
temperature and pressure increase as seen in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 Enthalpy difference with the lowest Pressure & lowest Temperature
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The specific heat of constant pressure is integrated in the same manner as
Fig. 3.1. The specific heats are constant and are used for the lowest temperature, and
highest pressure. There is little correlation for the Nitrogen and Helium cases. The
Water and Methanol cases have increasing error across decreasing pressure (as
expected). There is significant error in these cases about 10% and 75% respectively
as seen in Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.6 Enthalpy difference with the highest Pressure & lowest Temperature
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This is meant to show how much the specific heat of constant pressure’s
relation with temperature at various pressures as seen in Fig. 3.7. Helium and
Nitrogen have the least variations. Helium has the least because it is the simplest
constituent being an atom. Water has more variation than nitrogen because it is a
more complex molecule. This explanation can also be used to explain why Methanol
has the most error in the enthalpy tables, and has the most variation across
temperatures for specific heat of constant temperature.

Fig. 3.7 Heat Capacity as a function of Temperature
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Fig. 3.8 is meant to display the specific heat ratio across temperature to better
visualize it when used in a compressor (or turbine). This is mainly for the “Cp”
turbine model since the other two models (Vdt, and sdt) do not use γ. The specific
heat of constant pressure decreases across all constituents except Helium as
temperature increases. The Methanol has the greatest change, but the Water and
Nitrogen have roughly the same drop in γ. Helium is roughly constant.

Fig. 3.8 Specific Heat Ratio as a function of Temperature
In Fig. 3.9 the purpose of this is to determine how far off the calculated
specific entropy is to the NIST tables. The method used for this is in Eqn. 3.2.
Eqn. 3.2 Second Law of Thermodynamics [7]

T ⋅ ds = dh − ν ⋅ dP
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This is the same method of isentropic power generation for the “Vdt”. This
is numerically integrated in a similar way to Fig. 3.1. Water surprisingly has a slightly
larger difference in specific entropy to the Methanol. The lowest errors are the
Helium and Nitrogen, where Helium has almost 1% error.

Fig. 3.9 Entropy difference with respective Pressures & Temperatures
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The NIST interpolation function results were compared to NIST online with
density. The percent differences for Water, Methanol, and Helium were less than
0.25% as seen in Fig. 3.10. The largest source of error, which was confirmed in
Pentane and Nitrogen, was the fact that the density is sensitive. If more data points
were available, the error would go down.

Fig. 3.10 Percent Differences vs. Pressure and Temperature
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3.1.2 T-S DIAGRAM WITH SPECIFIC ENTHALPY
This is a Methanol only comparison from ~0 psia to 725 psia for a T-s
diagram as seen in Fig. 3.11. The constant enthalpy lines are used to demonstrate
where ideal gas approximation is appropriate. In the cases where both the enthalpy
and temperature are roughly constant is where ṁ·Cp·ΔT is relevant, or a change in
enthalpy correlates linearly with temperature where the specific heat of constant
pressure is constant. This “Ideal Gas” approximation is when a gas is calorically
perfect. However, to the left of the dashed line in Fig. 3.11 is when the fluid
approaches its saturation condition, and this approximation, which many make is no
longer valid and the actual enthalpy needs to be evaluated.

Fig. 3.11 Methanol Ideal and Non-Ideal T-s diagram

3.1.3 DISCUSSION
The error in the NIST tables is limited by the accuracy of the source, and the
number of data points available for interpolation. The first case proves that the
specific heat of constant pressure is appropriate for enthalpy calculations provided
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the user is not applying a constant value across pressures. This is further seen in
Fig. 3.3 to Fig. 3.6. In other words, Cp, “Specific Heat of Constant Pressure” for all
of the cases is accurate provided it is kept at its associated pressure and temperature.
Fig. 3.6 used in the way the “Cp” turbine model keeps the Cp constant across each
stage the error would be largest at the first stage (being highest temperature and
pressure) and cascade through to the lowest stage. Compressibility Factor becomes
an issue for the complex molecules such as water and Methanol. This is when the
gases do not behave in the ideal gas equation. This is due to density forces causing
attraction. The deviations from an ideal compressibility of 100% increase as
temperature decreases. Variation of specific heat and specific heat ratios across
temperature. Entropy difference is relatively small across the board.
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3.2

FIT COMPONENT MODEL COMPARISON

3.2.1 RANKINE-WATER/METHANOL EXAMPLE OF A DOUBLE
BOILER
A double boiler from the same heat source is shown with station numbers as
seen in Fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.12 Double Boiler Setup
The cycle side has the following known conditions (1a, 2a, 1b, 2b):
•

Constituent

•

Liquid, and Vaporous Mass Flows

•

Inlet & Outlet Temperature

•

Inlet & Outlet Pressure
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The heat source inlet (A1) has the following known conditions:
•

Constituent

•

Liquid, and Vaporous Mass Flow

•

Inlet Temperature, and Pressure

The outlet pressure of the heat sources is also known
The inlet conditions of Boiler 2 heat source (A3) are the same as the outlet
conditions of Boiler 1 heat source side (A2).
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3.2.1.1

Case 1
In this case, there is 4% steam in the heat source side (4% inlet vapor quality)

as seen in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Input Table for Double Boiler Case 1

The output conditions are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Output Table for Double Boiler Case 1
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3.2.1.2

Case 2
In this case, there is 0% steam in the heat source side as seen in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Input Table for Double Boiler Case 2

The output conditions are shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Output Table for Double Boiler Case 2
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3.2.1.3

Case 3
In this case, there is 4% steam in the heat source side (0% inlet vapor quality)

with constant heat source pressure as seen in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Input Table for Double Boiler Case 3

The output conditions are shown in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7 Output Table for Double Boiler Case 3
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3.2.1.4

Case 4
In this case, there is 100% steam in the heat source side (100% inlet vapor

quality) with constant heat source pressure as seen in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8 Input Table for Double Boiler Case 4

The output conditions are shown in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9 Output Table for Double Boiler Case 4
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3.2.1.5

Conclusions
The 4% steam allows for the use of 9.9 lb./s vs. 15.8 lbm/s which is 62% less

mass flow for the heat source in Case 1. This includes pressure drops. The 0% steam
in Case 2 with pressure drops has increasing vapor quality for the heat source,
however this is with an appropriate decrease in total enthalpy. The 0% steam in Case
3 with no pressure drops has a higher source temperature than Test 1 & 2. The outlet
of Boiler 1 (A2) for pressure drop has a temperature of 240°F (Case 2), for no
pressure drop the temperature is 253°F (Case 3). The outlet of Boiler 2 (A4) for the
pressure drop temperature is 170°F (Case 2), and for no pressure drop the
temperature is 191°F (Case 3).
Utilizing a small portion of steam will help reduce the mass flow required for
the heat source as seen in Case 4 which is the same condition as Case 1 except the
initial vapor quality is 100% steam, and mass flow is adjusted to take advantage of
Latent Heat of Vaporization of water. The mass flow in Case 4 is about 19% of
Case 1 (1.825 lbm/s vs. 9.9 lbm/s).
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3.2.2 MIXER
In this section this case was run by both Harris and Florida Tech to confirm
our results for the mixer model and the phenomena that occurs inside the device.

Fig. 3.13 Two input mixer model
In the case shown in Fig. 3.13 there is a 2-input mixer with a 0.1 psig pressure
drop, there are two constituents with the same inlet pressure and temperatures as seen
in Table 3.10.
Table 3.10 Mixer Inlet Flows
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First Raoult’s law is used to determine the mixed outlet pressure with the
pressure drop as seen in Eqn. 3.3.
Eqn. 3.3 Raoult’s Law

Then Dalton’s law is used to determine the constituent outlet partial pressures
Eqn. 3.4.
Eqn. 3.4 Dalton’s Law

Next, an energy balance is applied to get the outlet temperatures as seen in
Table 3.11.
Table 3.11 Mixer Outlet Flow

Next, an energy balance is calculated to confirm that it was properly
accomplished where the outlet energy state matches the inlet energy state as seen in
Eqn. 3.5.
Eqn. 3.5 Energy Balance Check for 2 input Mixer
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Next, a specific entropy change is taken as seen in Eqn. 3.6.
Eqn. 3.6 Entropy Change

Mixed pressure before losses is the same as both flows when they have the
same inlet pressure. The mixed Fluid A occupies its own volume plus the inlet
volume of Fluid B, and vice versa. There is a constituent pressure drop in the partial
pressures. Since the gases expand into each other’s volume there is a temperature
drop to maintain enthalpy. Harris & FIT have the same results for the following:
mixed pressure, outlet temperature, and mixed outlet specific entropy.

3.3

MULTI-STAGE REFRIGERATION LOOP
A multistage vapor compression refrigeration loop involves multiple stages

of compressors, mixers, flash chambers and throttles as seen in Fig. 3.14. A routine
was developed where the explicit properties are not known except for the high and
low-pressure sides, and the number of stages. The evaporator has a known outlet
pressure, and vapor quality, pressure drop across the device, and heat addition. The
fluid enters a compressor. The fluid enters a mixing chamber where it mixes with a
saturated vapor, which helps cool the exhaust of the compressor a mixed output then
enters a second compressor and repeats the process with another mixing chamber
until it reaches the last stage the condenser. The fluid then rejects heat where it is the
heat added in the evaporator plus the work input through the compressors. The fluid
then enters a throttle, which lowers the pressure and forces the fluid to have a lower
temperature and vapor quality. The saturated fluid is separated in a flash chamber
where the vaporous constituents enters a mixing chamber, and the liquid portion
moves on to the next throttle. This continues until the last throttle reaches the
evaporator where it beings the process all over again.
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The routine based on known outlet conditions of the condenser and
evaporator, pressure losses across mixers, isentropic efficiency of each compressor,
and the number of stages will determine the total mass flow in the refrigeration loop,
pressure ratios, work input, and CoP.
The multistage coefficient of performance improves with increasing the
number of stages with diminishing returns. Eventually the CoP will reach an
asymptotic level.
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Fig. 3.14 2-Stage Vapor Compression Cycle [16]
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3.3.1 COMPARISON OF STAGES
The general input conditions for the cases are shown in Table 3.12.
Table 3.12 Refrigeration Input
Input

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Tmax (°F)

135

135

180

180

xcond (%)

0

0

0

0

Tmin (°F)

90

90

90

90

xevap (%)

100

100

100

100

0

0

0

0

100

85

100

85

Isobutane

Isobutane

Isobutane

Isobutane

Parameter

dPM (psig)
ηc (%)
Constituent

The refrigeration Coefficient of Performance uses a conventional vapor
compression refrigeration loop for N=1 (single stage), and multistage vapor
compression refrigeration loop for N>1 as seen in Table 3.13.
Table 3.13 Refrigeration Output
Number of

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

(βref)

(βref)

(βref)

(βref)

1

10.9205

9.1324

4.1771

3.5505

2

11.1500

9.4495

5.0021

4.2255

4

11.4952

9.7204

5.4088

4.5528

10

11.6975

9.8807

5.6502

4.7453

50

11.8046

9.9653

5.7773

4.8460

Stages

As it can be seen in Table 3.13 adding a second stage gives an increase in the
CoP. The performance of any refrigeration loop is heavily impacted by the refrigerant
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used for a given temperature range. A multistage refrigeration loop on a poor
refrigerant can show a dramatic improvement in CoP.

3.4

UNIQUE COMPONENTS
Certain phenomena observed that brings light to some new components and

methods this cycle can improve performances of conventional systems.

3.4.1 REFRIGERATION CYCLE WASTE HEAT RECOVERY
Traditionally the heat sources have been for geothermal, solar thermal,
combustion, and nuclear. One source of heat energy, which is both unused and
widespread, is the heat source absorbed through the refrigeration cycle.
Refrigeration cycles move heat energy from a cool source to a warm environment.
IOC is capable of operating at low temperatures with high efficiency it may be
possible to recover some power from the wasted heat of a refrigeration cycle used to
cool buildings.
The heat entering IOC, and leaving the refrigeration cycle as seen in Eqn. 3.7
evaluates the heat rate as work input and refrigeration CoP.
Eqn. 3.7 Heat entering IOC
Q H HICC = Q H AC = (β AC + 1) ⋅ W AC = (β AC + 1) ⋅ W AC

Net power of IOC as seen in Eqn. 3.8 as thermal efficiency and heat input.
Eqn. 3.8 Net Power of IOC

W HICC = η thHICC ⋅ Q H HICC
Net power of the overall cycle as seen in Eqn. 3.9 as net power of both IOC
and AC unit.
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Eqn. 3.9 Net Power of the overall cycle

[

]

W net = W HICC + W AC = η thHICC ⋅ (β AC + 1) − 1 ⋅ W AC

Percentage of net power to power input of the Air-Conditioning unit as seen
in Eqn. 3.10.
Eqn. 3.10 Percentage of net power to power input of the Air-Conditioning unit

wnet =

W net
W

AC

Simple Refrigeration Cycle Results as seen in Table 3.14.
Table 3.14 Simple Refrigeration Cycle Results

As it can be seen with very conservative AC CoP’s between 2 & 3 there is a
potential to either reduce work required by 36% or yield positive net work. This is
taking the waste heat from a building generated heat from people, computers, and
from the sun. Heat that normally costs work can be used in a positive and useful way.
This would not necessarily be used in for air-conditioning units at home, but large
businesses, or large buildings that may justify the large capital costs.
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3.5

MULTI-PHASE, MULTI-CONSTITUENT

TURBINE
In this section, the multiphase, multi-constituent turbine will be explained as
three turbines:
1. Non-Refrigerant Turbine (Turbine A)
2. Refrigerant Turbine (Turbine B)
3. Combined Turbine (Turbine A & B)
The Non-Refrigerant Turbine has heat addition. The Non-Refrigerant has a
very high potential to do work. Low potential to absorb energy in the form of heat.
These have great expansion properties, which yields a higher conversion of enthalpy
to kinetic energy. These substances have a tendency to get very cold through a turbine
or a nozzle. The performance is increased with heat addition through increasing the
temperature and specific entropy of the system between stages. If scale
The Refrigerant Turbine has heat removal. The Refrigerant has a very low
potential to do work. High potential to absorb energy in the form of heat. Poor
expansion properties. The benefit in the turbine is the stored energy in the form of
latent heat of vaporization. The Refrigerant has a tendency to stay warmer than the
Non-Refrigerant through the same turbine or nozzle by condensing out some of the
refrigerant and forcing temperature to be at saturation. Negligible performance
decrease with heat removal. The heat removal forces some of the refrigerant to
dropout, which permits less refrigerant to accomplish work. However, temperature
remains at saturation despite heat loss.
Combined Turbine (Turbine A & B) no net heat change occurs (an adiabatic
process). This Turbine takes the “best of both worlds” where refrigerant recharges
the non-refrigerant by releasing its energy to raise the non-refrigerant temperature to
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the saturation temperature. More specific work energy for non-refrigerants, which
yields approximate if no more net power than the non-refrigerant only case.

3.5.1 NOTIONAL TURBINE PARAMETERS
To determine power it is important to take a pressure and specific volume and
integrate the curve. Another method of analysis is to take a calorically perfect gas,
take its specific heat of constant pressure and measure the change in temperature
across the work device. Heat addition of a calorically perfect gas can also be
measured the same way. During an isentropic process, there is no net entropy
increase. During heat, addition there is an entropy increase. If it is a gas only phase
then there is an associated temperature increase. During heat, removal there is an
entropy decrease, and an associated temperature decrease. Where condensation may
occur, temperature is constant at saturation temperature, but some of the constituent’s
mass will decrease and reduce the vapor quality.
The simplified Non-Refrigerant only case is a simplified 2 stage nonrefrigerant Turbine A. The station numbers associated with this turbine are the
following:
•

Stage 1 to 2 is power extracted (work energy only), isentropic
expansion

•

Stage 2 to 3 is heat addition (heat energy only)

•

Stage 2 to 3’ is NO heat addition

•

3 (or 3’) to 4 (or 4’) is power extracted (work energy only), isentropic
expansion
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Fig. 3.15 Simplified Turbine A
The notional numbers associated with Turbine A are located in Table 3.15.
Shows that in Stage 1 there are identical powers. However, when heat is added there
is an additional power generated in Stage 2. This is because the fluid had been given
a boost in the Heat Addition Case. As seen in Fig. 3.15 the adiabatic turbine from
curve 1-2-3’-4’ in the P-ν is shallow, and the T-s diagram is a vertical line indicating
that it is an isentropic process from inlet to outlet. Following convention, the enthalpy
change of outlet to inlet in Table 3.15 is indicative of shaft power in both stages.
However, in Fig. 3.15 the non-adiabatic turbine heat addition from curve 1-2-3-4 in
the P-ν is wider. This larger area indicates a higher power output than the adiabatic
turbine (curve 1-2-3’-4’). The T-s diagram has a larger height when summing the
temperature difference in the isentropic expansions in stage 1 & 2 by taking the
change in temperature between stations 1 & 2, and 3 & 4 is larger than 1 & 2 and 3’
& 4’. This would suggest that there is more power extracted from the fluid. The heat
addition is seen in 2-3 as a net entropy and temperature increase. This is also seen in
P- ν as a specific volume increase. Simple turbine analysis will take the net enthalpy
change from outlet to inlet as the power generated as seen in Table 3.15 assuming
the turbine is an adiabatic process. If stage 1 & 2 power were combined, then the
enthalpy change is equivalent to the total power generated. However, if the process
does have heat addition or removal then the enthalpy change will reflect that, and not
just net power as most see in turbine analysis.
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Table 3.15 Notional Results of Turbine A
Turbine Type

Stage 1
Power
(kW)

Heat Addition
(kW)

Stage 2
Power
(kW)

Enthalpy Change
(kW)

No Heat addition

+100

0

+75

-175

Heat addition

+100

+50

+90

-140

The simplified Refrigerant Only case is a simplified 2 stage refrigerant only
Turbine B. The station numbers associated with this turbine are the following:
•

Stage 1 to 2 is power extracted (work energy only), isentropic
expansion

•

Stage 2 to 3 is heat removal (heat energy only)

•

Stage 2 to 3’ is NO heat addition

•

3 (or 3’) to 4 (or 4’) is power extracted (work energy only), isentropic
expansion

Fig. 3.16 Simplified Turbine B
The notional numbers associated with Turbine B are located in Table 3.16.
Shows as in Turbine A that they have identical powers. However, it can easily be
seen that the work output in Turbine B is lower than the work output in Turbine A.
However, in stage 2 there is a reduction of power after heat had been removed from
the fluid. As seen in Fig. 3.16 the adiabatic turbine from curve 1-2-3’-4’ in the P-ν is
steeper, and the T-s diagram is a vertical line indicating that it is an isentropic process
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from inlet to outlet. Following convention, the enthalpy change of outlet to inlet in
Table 3.16 is indicative of shaft power in both stages. However, in Fig. 3.16 the nonadiabatic turbine heat addition from curve 1-2-3-4 in the P-ν is narrower. This smaller
area indicates a lower power output than the adiabatic turbine (curve 1-2-3’-4’). The
T-s diagram has a lower height when summing the temperature difference in the
isentropic expansions in stage 1 & 2 by taking the change in temperature between
stations 1 & 2, and 3 & 4 is larger than 1 & 2 and 3’ & 4’. This would suggest that
there is less power extracted from the fluid. The heat removal is seen in 2-3 as a net
entropy and temperature decrease. If phase change occurs this will be either at a
constant temperature, but net entropy decrease, or a temperature decrease if it is not
initially within saturation. This is also seen in P- ν as a specific volume decrease.
Table 3.16 Notional Results of Turbine B
Turbine Type

Stage 1
Power
(kW)

Heat Addition
(kW)

Stage 2
Power
(kW)

Enthalpy Change
(kW)

No Heat addition

+50

0

+45

-95

Heat addition

+50

-50

+40

-140

The simplified 2-stage refrigerant turbine (A & B) treats each turbine
(Turbine A, and Turbine B) as separate turbine with a heat exchanger between the
two in station 2 & 3. The station numbers associated with this turbine are the
following:
•

State 1 to 2 is power extracted (work energy only), isentropic
expansion

•

Stage 2 to 3 is heat addition/removal (heat energy only)

•

Stage 2 to 3’ is No heat addition/removal

•

Stage 3 to 4 is power extracted (work energy only), isentropic
expansion
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Fig. 3.17 Simplified Combined Turbine
The notional numbers associated with the Combined Turbine as seen in Fig.
3.17 are located in Table 3.17. As it can be seen, combining Turbine A & B with heat
yields no net heat rate, and the net power is higher than Turbine A & B without
heating. The enthalpy change of the combined turbine is the same as power extracted
in both stages.
Table 3.17 Notional Results of Combined Turbine
Turbine Type Stage 1 Power
(kW)

Heat Addition
(kW)

Stage 2 Power
(kW)

Enthalpy
Change (kW)

Turbine A w/
Heat
Turbine B w/
Heat

+100

+50

+90

-140

+50

-50

+40

-140

Net Turbine w/
Heat

+150

0

+130

-280

Net Turbine w/o
Heat

+150

0

+120

-270

The takeaway is the turbine power with mixing is higher in each successive
stage than an adiabatic case. It is important to look at the effects of mixing both
constituents in a multistage turbine since the refrigerant raises the temperature of the
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non-refrigerant effectively recharging the non-refrigerant. Since the non-refrigerant
has a higher specific work than the refrigerant, there is a net increase in work output
of the turbine when thermal mixing occurs.

3.5.2 EXAMPLE CASE
Unlike in the previous section (3.5.1 Notional Turbine Parameters) this
section will detail the multi-phase, multi-constituent turbine with real numbers. Table
3.18 shows the input conditions for the following case. Where 80 psia is an inlet
pressure, and 18 psia is the mixed outlet pressure. There are two cases as with the
last case, and two fluids. Fluid 1 is the refrigerant, and Fluid 2 is the non-refrigerant.
The work process is isentropic with a 100% isentropic overall and stage efficiency.
Table 3.18 Input Conditions for Combined Turbine

The table below (Table 3.19) is the non-refrigerant only case where the heat
exchanger is adiabatic (no heat addition or removal) and this is what the turbine
would be like with a single constituent, in this case Helium. Station 1 is assumed to
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be in thermal equilibrium. Station 2 (unmixed) is at the end of the power stage 1
where each substance is taken to their isentropic levels for a given pressure. Station
2 (mixed) makes the substances achieve a thermal equilibrium. Station 3 may have
heat addition or removal across the heat exchanger, when these turbines are
combined, this will be an adiabatic wall. Station 4 (unmixed) is at the end of the
power stage 2 where each substance is taken to their isentropic levels for a given
pressure. Station 4 (mixed) makes the substances achieve a thermal equilibrium. The
blacked out regions indicate not available data in the cells. For instance in Table 3.19
the non-refrigerant is the only constituent present so any cells related to the
refrigerant constituent is blacked out.
Table 3.19 Non-Refrigerant Adiabatic Case

In Table 3.20 there is heat addition between Station 2 and 3 for the nonrefrigerant. It should be noted in Station 4 unmixed the change in Enthalpy has a
higher magnitude than in Table 3.19.
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Table 3.20 Non-Refrigerant Non-Adiabatic Case

The Refrigerant Adiabatic case as seen in Table 3.21 indicates no phase
change and a considerably lower power output than the non-refrigerant constituent.
Table 3.21 Refrigerant Adiabatic Case

The Refrigerant Non-Adiabatic case as seen in Table 3.22 has a marginally
lower power output in stage 2 than the increase in stage 2 for the non-refrigerant case
in Table 3.20. Please note there is heat removal in this turbine case.
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Table 3.22 Refrigerant Non-Adiabatic Case

A combination of Table 3.20 and Table 3.22 yields Table 3.23. It should be
noted that the heat exchanger is a superfluous component since both constituents are
mixed into one fluid stream. It should be noted that Table 3.23 has dropout unlike
Table 3.21, and is warmer than Table 3.19.
Table 3.23 Combined Refrigerant and Non-Refrigerant
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The Non-Refrigerant Only case as seen in both figures (Fig. 3.18, Fig. 3.19).
Have similar trends to Fig. 3.15. Where the Non-Refrigerant with heat addition in
Fig. 3.18 has a wider P-ν curve than the Non-Refrigerant without Heat Addition. This
indicates more work is being generated in stage 2. In Fig. 3.19 the temperature
change across stage 2 (green and blue lower vertical lines) is higher for the heat
addition than the adiabatic case.

Fig. 3.18 P-ν for Non-Refrigerant Only

Fig. 3.19 T-s for Non-Refrigerant Only

There is a 6.6% improvement in power output, and 25.0% of heat addition is
extracted in the form of work as seen in Table 3.24.
Table 3.24 Results of Non-Refrigerant Only
Turbine Type

Stage 1 Power
(kW)

Heat Addition
(kW)

Stage 2 Power
(kW)

Enthalpy Change
(kW)

No Heat addition

+84.95

0.00

+61.13

-146.08

Heat addition

+84.95

+38.53

+70.78

-117.20

The Refrigerant Only case as seen in both figures (Fig. 3.20, Fig. 3.21). Have
similar trends to Fig. 3.16. Where the Refrigerant with heat removal in Fig. 3.20 has
a narrower P-ν curve than the Refrigerant without Heat Removal. This indicates less
work is being generated in stage 2. In Fig. 3.21 the temperature change across stage
2 (green and blue lower vertical lines) is lower for the heat removal than the adiabatic
case.
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Fig. 3.20 P-ν for Refrigerant Only

Fig. 3.21 T-s for Refrigerant Only

There is a 1.8% reduction in power output, and 8.5% of reduced work is heat
removed as seen in Table 3.25.
Table 3.25 Results of Refrigerant Only
Turbine Type

Stage 1 Power
(kW)

Heat Addition
(kW)

Stage 2
Power
(kW)

Enthalpy Change
(kW)

No Heat addition

+100.70

0.00

+86.65

-187.35

Heat addition

+100.70

-38.53

+83.37

-222.60

The combined case as seen in both figures (Fig. 3.22, Fig. 3.23) are a
combination of figures Fig. 3.18 to Fig. 3.21. In this case, there are the refrigerant,
non-refrigerant, and mixed conditions. It is difficult to see but there is some dropout
in the refrigerant in these figures, and there is a marginally higher temperature
change. In addition, the outlet temperature is higher in the mixed flow than the nonrefrigerant only.

Fig. 3.22 P-ν for Combined

Fig. 3.23 T-s for Combined
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In this particular case, there is a 1.9% improvement in power output, or a
4.3% improvement in stage 2 power output, net power of 6.4 kW as seen in
Table 3.26.
Table 3.26 Results of Combined
Turbine Type Stage 1 Power
(kW)

Heat Addition
(kW)

Stage 2 Power
(kW)

Enthalpy
Change (kW)

+84.95

+38.53

+70.78

-117.20

+100.70

-38.53

+83.37

-222.60

Net Turbine w/
Heat

+185.65

0.00

+154.15

-339.80

Net Turbine w/o
Heat

+185.65

0.00

+147.78

-333.43

Turbine A w/
Heat
Turbine B w/
Heat

3.5.3 MIXED PHASE FLOW IN CONTEXT OF POPEYE THE
SAILOR MAN

Fig. 3.24 Popeye the Sailor Man [24], [25], [26], [27]
•

Inlet: The non-refrigerants are ready for power extraction, just as
Popeye is ready for any kind of fight (Fig. 3.24).

•

Unmixed Stage 1: The non-refrigerants had its energy extracted in the
form of work and have less potential to perform work in the following
stage. The refrigerants did not contribute nearly as much work as its
non-refrigerant, but still has a lot of power. Popeye is severely
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weakened during the fight and can barely stand, with a can of spinach
which did not contribute to the fight in any significant way (Fig. 3.24).
Mixed Stage 1: Energy is transferred from the refrigerant to non-

•

refrigerant in the form of heat. This increases the volumetric flow of
the mixed flow, increases temperature, energizes the non-refrigerant
and increases work potential for the following stage. Just like Popeye
consuming spinach, which gives him an energy boost and allows him
to continue and win the fight (Fig. 3.24).
o Heat Exchanger: No heat is added or removed, so the same
state as Mixed Stage 1
Unmixed Stage 2: Similar to Unmixed Stage 1, except the mixed

•

phase flow the refrigerants can produce more work (Fig. 3.24).
Mixed Stage 2: Similar to Mixed Stage 1, outlet temperature of the

•

turbine is higher (Fig. 3.24).

3.5.4 TURBINE PERFORMANCES
3.5.4.1

Tabulated Cases Input & Output
Area underneath pressure and volumetric flow is the power as seen in

Eqn. 3.11.

Sample of some of the plots including the area. The power was

determined by trapezoid rule by taking the “mixed case”, and subtracting it from the
sum of the “Refrigerant” and “Non-Refrigerant”.
Eqn. 3.11 Power Equation
W = ∫ P ⋅ dV

The Input conditions as seen in Table 3.27 where the same input mass flow,
vapor quality, mixed inlet pressure and temperature, and outlet mixed pressure.
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Table 3.27 Turbine Performances Input
Case
B01
B03
B05

Substances
Methanol
Water
Water

Nitrogen
Nitrogen
Argon

Total Mass
Flow
(lbm/s)
1.36
2.04
1.36
2.04
1.36
2.04

Inlet
Temperature
(°F)
200
200
200

Inlet & Outlet
Mixed Pressure
(psia)
80
18
80
18
80
18

The outlet condition as seen in Table 3.28 where outlet power, vapor quality,
and temperature are displayed showing larger performances (bear in mind the mole
ratio has a large impact over saturation pressure).
Table 3.28 Turbine Performances Output
Case
B01
B03
B05

Outlet
Power
(kW)
223.73
289.98
246.25

Refrigerant Heat
(kW)

Outlet Temperature
(°F)

Overall Outlet
Vapor Quality

-54.68
-101.61
-83.25

114.76
192.48
200.47

97.78%
94.47%
94.74%
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3.5.4.2

Case B01
The dark blue circle, and dark green circle lines in Fig. 3.25 are the

constituents in their own separate turbines. The Square lines are when they are mixed.
The red square line is the overall mixture. The cyan diamond line is the refrigerant
at its partial pressure. Note how close to the last stages it rides the saturation curve,
while the other squares approximate the same shape (red is the overall, the refrigerant
forces the purple diamond line to share the same temperature). The diamond purple
line is the non-refrigerant of the mixed turbine. This plot does not indicate power
outright, but it does indicate that phase change has occurred which is a good indicator
for improved turbine performance.

Fig. 3.25 Temperature vs. Pressure for Case B01
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Fig. 3.26 is a Pressure vs. Specific Volume where a larger area under the
curve indicates more power. Since this is a hybrid of a Rankine and Brayton flow the
augmented power will be somewhere between the blue and green line (the lines with
circles).

Fig. 3.26 Pressure vs. Specific Volume for Case B01
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Fig. 3.27 indicates a temperature vs. specific entropy. This plot shows how
heat is being transferred from one fluid to the other as seen in the cyan and purple
(diamond) lines. The red square line is the overall line, which shows a net entropy
increase while during thermal mixing. The refrigerant reduces its entropy while the
non-refrigerant increases it.

Fig. 3.27 Temperature vs. Specific Entropy for Case B01
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Fig. 3.28 takes continuity of mass and energy to determine the outlet
conditions. The black square line indicates unmixed expander area, and the red
square line indicates the mixed turbine power line. The difference between mixed
and unmixed per stage is the blue circle line. The unmixed velocity is a green circle
line and the mixed velocity is the triangular line. The benefit of adding multiple
constituent is an increase in velocity as seen by the purple area, and or an increase in
area. The increase of area can be compared to as a larger piston in a vehicle to supply
more power. The power difference curve is a mass average of the separate nonrefrigerant and refrigerant turbine models.

Fig. 3.28 Area, Power, Velocity vs. Mixed Pressure for Case B01

3.5.4.3

Case B03
Fig. 3.29 has a more dramatic dropout than in Case B01. This is a decent

indicator that there is a large amount of energy being exchanged augmenting turbine
power output.
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Fig. 3.29 Temperature vs. Pressure for Case B03
Fig. 3.30 shows a taller mixed curve than the other curves, which can indicate
power; however, it does not have as wide a base as the other constituents.

Fig. 3.30 Pressure vs. Specific Volume for Case B03
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Fig. 3.31 shows a significant exchange in heat during the mixing phase of the
turbine. It’s obvious that the non-refrigerant is forcing the refrigerant to condense
heavily.

Fig. 3.31 Temperature vs. Specific Entropy for Case B03
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Fig. 3.32 shows a more significant increase of area than velocity. This still
shows that the power is improved using a multiphase turbine than a single phase.

Fig. 3.32 Area, Power, Velocity vs. Mixed Pressure for Case B03

3.5.4.4

Case B05
Fig. 3.33 shows a significant condensation similar to Case B03.
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Fig. 3.33 Temperature vs. Pressure for Case B05
Fig. 3.34 shows similar trends to Case B03 with a steep mixed curve.

Fig. 3.34 Pressure vs. Specific Volume for Case B05
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In Fig. 3.35 there is some dropout but it does not ‘appear’ as significant as
Case B03 where the specific entropies crossed.

Fig. 3.35 Temperature vs. Specific Entropy for Case B05
In Fig. 3.36 there is a significant increase in velocity and area more so in this
case than the previous cases.
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Fig. 3.36 Area, Power, Velocity vs. Mixed Pressure for Case B05

3.5.5 CONCLUSIONS
The specific power of the non-refrigerants is higher when both nonrefrigerants and refrigerants are present. This is due to the heat transfer from
refrigerant to non-refrigerant. Since the saturation temperature is dependent on
refrigerant partial pressure, this is heavily dependent on the gas mixture number of
moles, and mixed pressure. Outlet temperature of mixed phase flow is higher than
with non-refrigerant only, and yields a higher volumetric flow. The mixed phase flow
allows a turbine to operate in a narrow temperature range consistent with a Rankine
cycle, but with the volumetric flow of a Brayton cycle. This yields higher cycle
performance than a typical Rankine cycle. This allows the cycle to perform in regions
where a typical Brayton cycle would normally be ill suited. Depending on the
mixture ratio, the refrigerants can have a low output vapor quality since a large
portion of the flow is non-refrigerant and cannot dropout.
Power increase is compounded when both area and velocity increase.
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3.6

EVALUATION OF ISENTROPIC

COMPRESSOR/TURBINE EXCEL INTERFACE
The Florida Tech’s Isentropic Turbine Model can switch what is considered
a refrigerant and non-refrigerant. Harris’s Turbine model can run with various
refrigerants and non-refrigerants but it cannot switch between refrigerant and nonrefrigerant as easily. It was requested that an easy to use Excel interface be used. The
Inputs and Outputs are listed below:
•

Inputs:
o Variable inputs, script file names, and locations

o Inlet constituents and its associated mass flows
o Simple refrigerant with vapor quality
o Inlet pressure, and temperature

o Outlet pressure

o Overall Isentropic efficiency
o Number of stages
•

Outputs: Current status with error messages
o General turbine output properties:


Power Generated



Outlet Pressure



Outlet Temperature



Outlet Vapor Quality



Refrigerant Heat Rate



Specific Entropy

o Stages, for each stage:


Mass Flow



Fluid Property



Energy states for both Metric and English units
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Unmixed (isentropic condition)



Mixed (losses and Mixed Temperature)

3.6.1 PROCEDURE
Step 1: set the local directory. This is the location where MATLAB will look
into for the scripts, or MAT files.
Step 2: MAT list, data import filename locations.
Step 3: Start MATLAB COM server (the link between MATLAB and
EXCEL).

Fig. 3.37 Excel Interface Steps 1-2
Step 4: Selecting the “Load Variables” will reset the directory, and reload
the NIST variables.
Step 5: Enter in input values. This is where the Chemical constituents, their
associated mass flows, refrigerant vapor qualities, inlet pressure, inlet
temperature, outlet pressure, overall isentropic efficiency, number of stages,
maximum number of iterations for energy convergence, and energy
convergence criterion.
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Fig. 3.38 Excel Interface Steps 4-5
Step 6: Execute MATLAB, and reset the directory
Step 7: Turbine Output. The current status is displayed, and once completed
the Power generated, outlet pressure, temperature, vapor quality, overall
outlet vapor quality, change in energy of the refrigerant, specific entropy
change, and the “Stages” worksheet is updated.
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Fig. 3.39 Excel Interface Steps 6-7
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3.6.2 EXAMPLES
Among other things, the program will switch between compressor or turbine
depending on the outlet to inlet pressure ratio as seen in Fig. 3.40.

Fig. 3.40 Excel Interface Example 1
Compressor model complete with CoP as seen in Fig. 3.41.
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Fig. 3.41 Excel Interface Example 2
Turbine “TurboINPUT” & “Stages” worksheets with multiple constituents as
seen in Fig. 3.42.
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Fig. 3.42 Excel Interface Example 3
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CHAPTER 4:
TURBINE SIZING MODELS
This chapter details the size and performance of a turbine. Unlike the
isentropic turbine model as seen in section 2.1.9.1 Isentropic Model where it assumes
the outlet conditions are brought to rest, and there are no geometries simulated. The
sizing models are based on a series of inputs and analytically solve for power based
on blade performance, angles, the inner and outer diameter sizes. These models can
be used to input into the isentropic turbine models what the actual efficiency is of the
component.

4.1

AXIAL TURBINE
The axial turbine is a conventional turbine that uses a stator-rotor turbine

stage. Each stage feeds directly feeds into the next in the axial direction. These
turbines are used on a large number of power plants for aircrafts in the form of
turbojet, turbofan, turboprop, and most importantly turbo shaft engines. These
convert thermal energy into kinetic energy through the stationary blades also known
as “stators”. Stators not only speed up the flow in a similar way as nozzles, but they
also change the direction of the flow. The kinetic energy is absorbed through the
rotating blades called “rotors”. The rotors operate in similar ways to wind turbines
or in simpler terms lift on an airfoil. When wind goes over the airfoil the higher the
angle of attack (short of stall) results in a higher lift force. The lift force is impacted
by blade area and velocity. This lift force has a certain distance away from the shaft,
which generates torque. Each blade provides its own lift force, and torque. The power
generated is proportional to the number of blades present. The outlet of the rotor is
some velocity lower than the rotor’s inlet, some pressure drop, and a lower energy
state in the fluid due to power extraction. There are limitations to the number and
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size of the blades present. If the flow area can be only of a given size, then having a
large inner diameter means the blade height will be small which reduces the lift per
blade among other things. Having a small inner diameter means the blade height is
small, but less torque is generated. The downside to axial turbines is the fact the fluid
accelerates to a higher value, which means the density, and static conditions go to a
considerable low value. These devices are only effective with large pressure
differences between the inlet and outlet, and a large temperature source. While there
is thermal energy remaining in an axial flow turbine, for aircraft purposes the exhaust
is placed inside a nozzle and used to generate thrust. For power generating purposes
it is ideal to convert as much thermal energy stored inside the fluid to work energy.

4.1.1 INLET CONDITIONS
The inlet takes multiple inputs and range to determine the size and
performance of the axial turbine as seen in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Axial Turbine Sizing Input Conditions
Input

Variable

Input

Variable

Inlet Total Mass Flow

m

Number of blades to Circumference

num_blades

Fluid Properties

propin

Outlet Pressure (MPa)

Poutlet

Maximum Number of

N

Outlet Pressure Tolerance (MPa)

Ptol

Dtest

Stator 1 total pressure drop

Dval

Rotor 1 total pressure drop

Dtol

Maximum Mach Number

M max

Dincr

Energy convergence (absolute error),

ε

α range

Number of iterations for energy

β range

Mach Number convergence (absolute

angletol

Mass Flow convergence (relative

W tol

Mach number and mass flow number

W min

Maximum number of iterations for

CL

Total Pressure convergence (relative

percent_bloc

Total Temperature Convergence

kage

(relative error)

(kg/s)

Stages
Set Diameter type (m)
Diameter set value (m)
Diameter design tolerance
(m)
Diameter Increment (m)
Stator 1 Absolute Angle
(°)
Rotor 1 Relative Angle (°)
Design blade angle
tolerance (°)
Momentum Power
Tolerance (kW)
Minimum Stage power
(kW)
Coefficient of Lift per
blade
Percent Blockage
Percent tip speed

(# of blades/Hub arc distance)

φt

stator

φt

rotor

(kW)

M

convergence
error)
error)
of iterations
total conditions
error)

percent_tips
peed
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εM
ε m
MM
M TP

εP

εT

4.1.2 MINIMUM AREA
The minimum area routine first iterates until convergence has been met for
maximum Mach number. It does so by using two set outlet to inlet pressure ratios
then interpolates or extrapolates an outlet pressure ratio as seen in Eqn. A.27. Then
it determines the minimum area and then increases the area to the design tolerance
size as seen in Eqn. A.28.
The diameters are calculated by the flow diameter function (Eqn. A.29). The
areas are calculated by the flow area function (Eqn. A.30). Then with a fixed area,
the continuity and conservation of energy are used to determine mass flow matching
by varying density and velocity as seen in Eqn. A.31.
Now the static fluid properties, flow area, and size of the turbine are
determined.
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4.1.3 MOMENTUM STAGE
In this portion of the routine the number of blades, torque, and power among
other things are determined as seen in Eqn. 4.1.
Eqn. 4.1 Momentum Stage Power [23]
J

m gas

j =2

ρ mix

m gas = ∑ m ( j ) V =
A1 =

π

⋅ D12

A2 =

π

blade _ height =

1
⋅ (D1 − D2 )
2

⋅ D22

Aannular = A1 − A2
4
4
percent _ flow = 1 − percent _ blockage A flow = Aannular ⋅ percent _ flow

Vmeanaxial =
Vmid =

V
A flow

U = Vmeanaxial ⋅ percent _ tipspeed

0.5 ⋅ D2 + 0.5 ⋅ blade _ height
⋅U
0.5 ⋅ D1

C tip = π ⋅ D1

C hub = π ⋅ D2

RPM =

U
C tip ⋅ 60

C hub
num _ blades _ turb = floor (num _ blades
num _ blades
blade _ width = (1 + blade _ width _ rat ) ⋅ blade _ height
blade _ area = blade _ height ⋅ blade _ width
num _ blades _ possible =

2
⋅
Lift _ per _ blade = 0.5 ⋅ C L ⋅ ρ ⋅ Vmean
axial

τ=

1kN
1000 N

0.5 ⋅ D2 + 0.5 ⋅ blade _ height
⋅ (num _ blades _ turb ) ⋅ (Lift _ per _ blade )
0.5 ⋅ D1

W mom = (Lift _ per _ blade ) ⋅ (num _ blades _ turb ) ⋅ (Vmid )
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4.1.4 VELOCITY TRIANGLE CALCULATION
The velocity triangle calculation determines the magnitude, and direction of
velocities in Eqn. 4.2. The mean axial velocities, outlet stator absolute angle, outlet
rotor relative angle.
Eqn. 4.2 Velocity Triangle [23], [9]

cθ 2 = tan (α 2 ) ⋅ Vmeanaxial

c2 =

Vmeanaxial

cos(α 2 )

 cθ 2 − U 


 cz 

β 2 = a tan

 c
cθ 3 = wθ 3 − U α 3 = a tan θ 3
 Vmean
axial

Vmeanaxial
Vmeanaxial
w2 =
w3 =
cos(β 2 )
cos(β 3 )

wθ 3 = tan (β 3 ) ⋅ Vmeanaxial
c3 =

Vmeanaxial

cos(α 3 )






4.1.5 EULER POWER
Euler turbine equation is determined in Eqn. 4.3.
Eqn. 4.3 Euler Turbine Power [9]

1kW
W eul = m gas ⋅ U ⋅ cθ 2 − cθ 3 ⋅
1000W

4.1.6 MAXIMUM EULER POWER
The maximum Euler power uses the highest angles in αrange and βrange for
section 4.1.4 Velocity Triangle Calculation. If the momentum power is higher than
maximum Euler power, then it is impossible and the routine stops. If the minimum
stage power is greater than the momentum based power, then this stage is not
necessary to run and it will stop the routine.
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4.1.7 EULER TURBINE ANGLE MATCHING
This routine only continues if the maximum Euler power is greater than the
momentum power. It then goes through a process where it iterates the velocity
triangles and Euler power by setting β3 and α2 equal to each other. Then to iterate
first in 5° increments between α2 minimum and maximum, then once a zero crossing
has been determined it then iterates in 1° increment, use the value before zero
crossing. Then fix α2 and vary β3 in the design threshold to a power within a design
tolerance for momentum power.

4.1.8 TOTAL OUTLET CONDITIONS OF STATOR-ROTOR
The total conditions are determined by first taking the shaft power and the
inlet total conditions, with the static conditions used for specific heats. The total
temperature is determined initially, then based on total pressure loss relations the
outlet total pressure is determined for the stator, then the rotor. This is iterated until
convergence has been met for both total temperature and total pressure.
The static gas properties of specific heat of constant pressure, specific heat
ratio, initialize total outlet pressure, then record the inlet total mass flow and fluid
properties. Begin iterating total pressure and total temperature for convergence as
seen in Eqn. A.32.
Next determine the total mixed pressure in Eqn. A.33. Now determine the
updated outlet total pressure and temperature, and mixed outlet pressure. Determine
if both temperature and pressure are within tolerance in Eqn. A.34.

4.1.9 STATIC OUTLET CONDITIONS OF STATOR-ROTOR
That static outlet is very similar to the second part of section 4.1.2 Minimum
Area where the area is fixed, the mass flow is iterated until convergence has been
met, and density and velocity vary as seen in Eqn. A.31. In Eqn. A.31 the pressure
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ratio of static to total pressure ratio for the isentropic turbine model seen in section
2.1.9.1 Isentropic Model. The static mass flow, fluid properties, and kinetic energy
change are determined. Based on the outlet conditions the outlet velocity, volumetric
flow, and mixed density are determined. The iterated mass flow is determined and
compared to the inlet mass flow. The iteration loop repeats until convergence has
been met.

4.1.10 OUTLET PRESSURE CONVERGENCE
Once the stage has completed the routine it will store relevant values, and it
will determine if the stage has met the outlet pressure tolerance. If the outlet pressure
is within the tolerance, then the program will end. If the outlet pressure is above the
allowable tolerance range, then it will repeat to the next loop. If the outlet pressure
is below the allowable tolerance range, then it will repeat the last loop and reduce the
maximum Mach number in section 4.1.2 Minimum Area. It will repeat the stage
process, store the Maximum Mach number, and outlet pressure and varying until
convergence has been met.
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4.2

REVOLUTE TURBINE
The revolute turbine is based on the same principles and method of

calculation as an axial flow turbine. There are some differences, for instance the
revolute turbine does not occupy the full 360° of the turbine but a small arc angle
portion as seen in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 Axial Turbine & Revolute Turbine [28]
Assuming the same input conditions are placed in both Revolute and Axial
flow turbines both have the same static inlet and total inlet properties which means
the flow area is the same. As it is known, a turbine with a larger blade height has
larger torque, and more lift force. In addition, a turbine with a larger inner diameter
has more torque, and due to the higher circumference of the hub, more blades,
however because the flow area is constant for axial turbines which go all around the
turbine the blade height is smaller. The revolute turbine operating at an arc angle
allows the turbine to have a larger inner diameter, larger height, but with fewer blades
than the axial flow. However, the fewer blades allow the turbine to generate more
power than the axial turbine per stage. The revolute turbine operates the same way
as an axial flow turbine, except the outlet of each stage does not go directly into the
next stage; rather it enters a recirculation portion of the cycle as seen in Fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2 Revolute Turbine rams horn recirculation [28]
This portion first slows the flow down in a diffuser and changes the direction,
and then the fluid enters a mixing portion of the flow where the different substances
(if present) can mix together and approach thermal equilibrium [28] while going in
the opposite direction it entered the first stage. Then the flow speeds up and changes
direction. Here because of the power extraction and losses in the stage the density is
lower which necessitates a higher inlet area as an axial flow turbine. This requires a
larger stage arc angle than the previous. Also unlike an axial flow turbine where the
rotor blade angles can be designed for each stage the revolute turbine are fixed since
each stage uses the same rotor. However due to the nature of the revolute turbine the
same inlet velocity for each stage can be used which allows the rotor blade angle to
be the same per stage without losing maximum potential power. The benefit of the
revolute turbine is its ability to convert more power than a traditional axial flow
turbine at lower pressures [28]. This is achieved due to the larger blade surface area
and slower rotational speeds [28]. Axial flow turbines generally require higher
speeds to maximize the conversion of thermal energy into kinetic energy. The kinetic
energy can be converted into shaft power. The problem with using higher speeds is
the associated pressure loss.
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4.2.1 INLET CONDITIONS
This input is similar except the inner and outer diameters are known. The arc
angle is the only parameter not known by the user.
The inlet takes multiple inputs and range to determine the size and
performance of the axial turbine as seen in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Revolute Turbine Sizing Input Conditions
Input

Variable

Input

Variable

Inlet Total Mass Flow

m

Number of blades Circumference (#

num_blades

Fluid Properties

propin

Outlet Pressure (MPa)

Poutlet

Maximum Number of

N

Outlet Pressure Tolerance (MPa)

Ptol

D1

Stator 1 total pressure drop

D2

Rotor 1 total pressure drop

θ tol

Stator 2 total pressure drop

α range

Set Inlet Velocity (m/s)

Vinset

β3

Energy convergence (absolute error),

ε

angletol

Number of iterations for energy

α4

Mach Number convergence (absolute

W tol

Mass Flow convergence (relative

W min

Mach number and mass flow number

CL

Maximum number of iterations for

percent_blockage

Total Pressure convergence (relative

(kg/s)

Stages
Outer Diameter (m)
Inner Diameter (m)
Arc angle design
tolerance (°)
Stator 1 Absolute Angle
(°)
Rotor 1 Relative Angle
(°)
Design blade angle
tolerance (°)
Stator 2 Absolute Angle
(°)
Momentum Power
Tolerance (kW)
Minimum Stage power
(kW)
Coefficient of Lift per
blade
Percent Blockage

of blades/Hub arc distance)

percent_tipspeed

stator 1

φt
φt

rotor

stator 2

(kW)

M

convergence
error)
error)
of iterations
total conditions
error)

Percent tip speed

φt

Total Temperature Convergence
(relative error)
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εM
ε m
MM
M TP

εP

εT

4.2.2 MINIMUM AREA
The minimum area for the revolute turbine is very similar to the minimum
area used except Mach number is not being converged to but velocity. Then the area
is not the annular area with percent blockage, but the arc angle set to a design
tolerance. Then the convergence of mass flow, density, and velocity are determined
with a set area (velocity will not vary much from the intended speed). It does so by
using two set outlet to inlet pressure ratios then interpolates or extrapolates an outlet
pressure ratio as seen in Eqn. A.35.
The arc angle is calculated by the flow arc angle function (Eqn. A.36).
The areas are calculated by the flow area function (Eqn. A.30). Then with a
fixed area, the continuity and conservation of energy are used to determine mass flow
matching by varying density and velocity as seen in Eqn. A.31.
Now the static fluid properties, flow area, and arc angle of the turbine are
determined.
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4.2.3 MOMENTUM STAGE
The momentum stage in the revolute turbine is very similar to the axial
turbine, but this takes the arc angle for area flow and number of blades as seen in
Eqn. A.37.

4.2.4 VELOCITY TRIANGLE CALCULATION
The velocity triangle calculation is determined the same way as the axial
turbine for the stator-rotor stage as seen in section 4.1.4 Velocity Triangle
Calculation.

4.2.5 EULER POWER
The same Euler turbine equation is the same in the revolute as the axial
turbine in section 4.1.5 Euler Power.

4.2.6 MAXIMUM EULER POWER
This uses similar methods as axial turbine, except the outlet relative rotor
blade angle is fixed, and the maximum outlet absolute stator angle is used as seen in
section 4.1.6 Maximum Euler Power.

4.2.7 EULER TURBINE ANGLE MATCHING
This uses similar methods as axial turbine, except the outlet relative rotor
blade angle is fixed. The only angle that varies is the outlet of stator 1 in section 4.1.7
Euler Turbine Angle Matching.

4.2.8 TOTAL OUTLET CONDITIONS FOR STATOR-ROTOR
The total outlet conditions are the same for the revolute and axial turbine as
seen in section 4.1.8 Total Outlet Conditions of Stator-Rotor.
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4.2.9 STATIC OUTLET CONDITIONS FOR STATOR-ROTOR
The total outlet conditions are the same for the revolute and axial turbine as
seen in section 4.1.9 Static Outlet Conditions of Stator-Rotor.

4.2.10 TOTAL OUTLET CONDITIONS FOR RECIRCULATION
The total outlet condition of recirculation determines the outlet total
temperature and pressure as a large angle stator blade. This uses Eqn. A.32, and the
second total pressure drop stator 2 as seen in Eqn. A.38.
Determine the updated outlet total pressure and temperature, and mixed outlet
pressure. Determine if both temperature and pressure are within tolerance in
Eqn. A.34. However, in Eqn. A.34 the outlet static and total conditions are set from
station 3 to station 4.

4.2.11 STATIC OUTLET CONDITIONS FOR RECIRCULATION
Uses the same method as in sections 4.2.9 (Static Outlet Conditions for
Stator-Rotor), or 4.1.9 (Static Outlet Conditions of Stator-Rotor).

4.2.12 OUTLET PRESSURE CONVERGENCE
Once the stage has completed the routine it will store relevant values, and it
will determine if the stage has met the outlet pressure tolerance. If the outlet pressure
is within the tolerance, then the program will end. If the outlet pressure is above the
allowable tolerance range, then it will repeat to the next loop. If the outlet pressure
is below the allowable tolerance range, then it will repeat the last loop and reduce the
maximum Velocity in section 4.2.2 Minimum Area. It will repeat the stage process,
store the Velocity, and outlet pressure and varying until convergence has been met.
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4.3

AXIAL TURBINE CASE
This case is the standard for both axial and revolute cases.

4.3.1 INPUT
The turbine uses a mixed inlet constituent flow as seen in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Input Fluid Properties for the axial turbine
Chemical

R245fa

R245fa

Argon

Liquid

Vapor

Vapor

3.00

60.00

30.00

Constituent
State
Mass Flow (lbm/s)

The inlet pressure mixed pressure is 60 psia at saturation, and axial turbine
input conditions as seen in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Axial Turbine Sizing Input Conditions
Input

Variable

Input

Variable

Inlet Total Mass Flow

93.00

Number of blades

0.022 in/blade

(lbm/s)

Circumference (Hub arc
distance/# of blades)

Fluid Properties
Maximum Number of

7

Stages
Set Diameter type

Outlet Pressure (psia)

40.00

Outlet Pressure

2.00

Tolerance (psig)
Inner

Stator 1 total pressure

0.06

drop
Diameter set value (m)

14.00

Rotor 1 total pressure

0.15

drop
Diameter design

0.1

Maximum Mach

tolerance (in)
Diameter Increment (in)

0.3

Number
0.00

Energy convergence

1·10-6

(absolute error), (kW)
Stator 1 Absolute Angle
(°)

[10,60]

Number of iterations for
energy convergence
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1000

Rotor 1 Relative Angle

[5,60]

(°)

Mach Number

0.0001

convergence (absolute
error)

Design blade angle

0.1

tolerance (°)
Momentum Power

Mass Flow convergence

1·10-6

(relative error)
0.001

Tolerance (kW)

Mach number and mass

1000

flow number of
iterations

Minimum Stage power

0.00

(kW)

Maximum number of

100

iterations for total
conditions

Coefficient of Lift per

0.75

blade

Total Pressure

1·10-4

convergence (relative
error)

Percent Blockage

15%

Total Temperature

1·10-4

Convergence (relative
error)
Percent tip speed

45%

4.3.2 OUTPUT
The velocity magnitudes seen in Fig. 4.3 to Fig. 4.5 (blades shown are for
visualization only) are to scale when isolating the triangle relationship on the left
from the right. The enlargement was to make the left picture easier to read. The
associated velocity triangle values for stage 1 are shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 Velocity Triangles of Axial Turbine Stage 1
The velocity triangle angles and velocity magnitudes for stage 2 are shown
in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 Velocity Triangles of Axial Turbine Stage 2
The velocity triangle angles and velocity magnitudes for stage 3 are shown
in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5 Velocity Triangles of Axial Turbine Stage 3
The hub diameter does not change as seen in Table 4.5. The diameter
increases due to an increased volumetric flow entering each stage in the turbine. The
axial flow is roughly the same from stage to stage, dependent on Mach number and
the design tolerance for the outer diameter. It should be noted that power increases
progressively for each stage.
Table 4.5 Axial Stage calculated values
Stage

Do

Di

Ẇ

Ps

Ts

xref

xoverall

cz

#

(in)

(in)

(kW)

(psia)

(°F)

(%)

(%)

(ft/s)

1

18.1

14.0

46.76

50.55

70.37

95.13

96.70

185.94

2

18.5

14.0

49.74

45.90

65.77

95.61

97.02

184.70

3

18.9

14.0

53.21

41.67

61.27

95.98

97.28

184.70

To determine the performance of this turbine it needs to be compared to the
ideal turbine. The inlet conditions are entered in the isentropic turbine as seen in
section 2.1.9.1 Isentropic Model with the same mixed outlet pressure. The main thing
to remember is that isentropic model is like a nozzle where the outlet flow is assumed
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to be at rest, which in reality the outlet flow must have some motion. The isentropic
efficiency is about 33% as seen in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 Axial Turbine Performance

4.4

Ẇisen

Ẇaxial

ηaxial

(kW)

(kW)

(%)

454.54

149.70

32.93

REVOLUTE TURBINE CASE
This is a similar to the axial flow case with some obvious differences based

on the current geometry.

4.4.1 INPUT
The turbine uses a mixed inlet constituent flow as seen in Table 4.3. The inlet
mixed pressure is 60 psia at saturation, and revolute turbine input conditions as seen
in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 Revolute Turbine Sizing Input Conditions
Input

Variable

Input

Variable

Inlet Total Mass Flow

93.00

Number of blades

0.03 in/blade

(lbm/s)

Circumference (Hub arc
distance/# of blades)

Fluid Properties
Maximum Number of

7

Stages
Outer Diameter (m)

Outlet Pressure (psia)

40.00

Outlet Pressure

2

Tolerance (psia)
44.00

Stator 1 total pressure

0.06

drop
Inner Diameter (m)

32.00

Rotor 1 total pressure

0.15

drop
Arc angle design

0.1

Stator 2 total pressure

tolerance (°)
Stator 1 Absolute Angle

0.24

drop
[10,60]

Set Inlet Velocity (ft/s)

195.07

55.00

Energy convergence

1·10-6

(°)
Rotor 1 Relative Angle
(°)
Design blade angle

(absolute error), (kW)
1·10-4

tolerance (°)
Stator 2 Absolute Angle

360

Velocity convergence

1·10-4

(absolute error)
1·10-3

Tolerance (kW)
Minimum Stage power

1000

energy convergence

(°)
Momentum Power

Number of iterations for

Mass Flow convergence

1·10-6

(relative error)
0

(kW)

Mach number and mass

1000

flow number of
iterations

Coefficient of Lift per

0.75

blade

Maximum number of

100

iterations for total
conditions

Percent Blockage

22%

Total Pressure

1·10-4

convergence (relative
error)
Percent tip speed

45%

Total Temperature
Convergence (relative
error)
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1·10-4

4.4.2 OUTPUT
The velocity magnitudes seen in Fig. 4.6 to Fig. 4.8 (blades shown are for
visualization only) are to scale when isolating the triangle relationship on the left
from the right. The enlargement was to make the left picture easier to read. The
associated velocity triangle values for stage 1 are shown in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6 Velocity Triangles of Revolute Turbine Stage 1
The velocity triangle angles and velocity magnitudes for stage 2 are shown
in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 Velocity Triangles of Revolute Turbine Stage 2
The velocity triangle angles and velocity magnitudes for stage 3 are shown
in Fig. 4.8.

Fig. 4.8 Velocity Triangles of Revolute Turbine Stage 3
The arc angle increases due to an increased volumetric flow entering each
stage in the turbine as seen in Table 4.8. The axial flow is roughly the same from
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stage to stage, dependent on the set velocity and the design tolerance for the arc angle.
It should be noted that power decreases progressively for each stage.
Table 4.8 Revolute Stage calculated values
Stage

θstg

θcum

Ẇ

Ps

Ts

xref

xoverall

cz

#

(°)

(°)

(kW)

(psia)

(°F)

(%)

(%)

(ft/s)

1

56.10

56.10

104.42

50.19

70.59

92.20

94.72

187.82

2

60.70

116.80

98.87

45.07

65.95

90.02

93.24

184.76

3

65.80

182.60

93.05

40.82

61.46

89.67

93.00

181.71

Fig. 4.9 shows the stage distribution of the revolute turbine.

Fig. 4.9 Revolute Turbine Stages
In order to determine the performance of this turbine it needs to be compared
to the ideal turbine. The inlet conditions are entered in the isentropic turbine as seen
in section 2.1.9.1 Isentropic Model with the same mixed outlet pressure. The main
thing to remember is that isentropic model is like a nozzle where the outlet flow is
assumed to be at rest, which in reality the outlet flow must have some motion. The
isentropic efficiency is about 62% as seen in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9 Revolute Turbine Performance

4.5

Ẇisen

Ẇrevolute

ηrevolute

(kW)

(kW)

(%)

479.74

296.33

61.77

COMPARISON OF RESULTS
While the outlet pressures are marginally different between the axial and

revolute turbines. The power difference is rather significant where the axial flow has
a hub radius of 14 inches and the revolute turbine has a hub diameter of the 32 inches.
The difference in blade height can be further seen in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10 Axial & Revolute Turbine Stages
The stage 1 blade height on the axial turbine is 2.05 inches, and the revolute
turbine has a blade height of 6 inches. This indicates that the torque is higher and
indicates that power output is higher as well. The power per stage in the revolute
turbine is approximately double of the axial flow. The isentropic efficiencies of both
turbines for axial and revolute turbine respectively are 32.93% and 61.77%. Any
losses from the recirculation between each stage can be ignored by switching from
the axial to revolute turbines nearly doubles the isentropic efficiency for this
particular case.
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CHAPTER 5:
CYCLE RESULTS
5.1

RANKINE CYCLE
This is a typical Rankine Cycle configuration (Fig. 5.1) with a pump that

takes the working fluid as a liquid phase to a higher pressure. The pump and boiler
pressure is determined based on the temperature source, which causes an increase in
volumetric flow and increase in vapor phase. The turbine extracts power and the flow
enters a condenser where the heat rate is rejected to the surroundings where it repeats
the cycle. Depending on the ambient surrounding temperature, working fluid
saturation conditions based on the turbine exhaust pressure there may be an
additional work input for cooling.
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Fig. 5.1 Rankine Cycle

5.1.1 INPUT FOR RANKINE CYCLE OF SIMPLE V0X
The input constituents use water as a heat source fluid, a chiller fluid of air,
and a working fluid of Methanol as seen in Table 5.1. The mass fraction of 14% is
used as a proper comparison of Boiler 1 to some of the subsequent cycles for a proper
comparison in work.
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Table 5.1 Input Constituents, total mass flows and equivalent boiler mass flow
ratio for simple Rankine Cycle

Heat source fluid of water has the following inlet conditions to the boiler as
seen in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Heat Source Fluid Inlet Boiler Conditions for simple Rankine Cycle

Boiler inlet pressure and outlet pressure and temperature of the working fluid
as seen in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Working Fluid Input Boiler Conditions for simple Rankine Cycle

The Turbine Input Conditions can be viewed in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Turbine Input Conditions for simple Rankine Cycle

5.1.2 OUTPUT FOR RANKINE CYCLE OF SIMPLE V0X
The general output conditions for the Rankine cycle are seen in Table 5.5.
Where the thermal efficiency is 11.10%, net power, heat addition, heat rejection,
pump power, and turbine power.
Table 5.5 General Output for simple Rankine Cycle

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the cycle components and station numbers of a Rankine
cycle as seen in Fig. 5.3 to Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.3 shows the flow leaving the Condenser
as a pure liquid in station 1 then the flow enters the Pump and heats up slightly due
compression as seen in station 2. The flow enters the Boiler where it moves from a
subcooled fluid into a vaporous fluid as seen in station 3. The Turbine drops from a
vapor to a saturated fluid until it enters the condenser in station 4. Fig. 5.4 illustrates
the specific power of devices in the cycle. The outlet of the Condenser is a saturated
liquid in station 1. The Pump increases the pressure and decreases the specific
volume to a subcooled liquid in station 2. As heat is added in the Boiler at constant
pressure the subcooled liquid boils to a vapor as seen in station 3 by the increase in
specific volume. The fluid passes through the Turbine and for each stage remains at
saturation with decreasing vapor quality until it reaches stage 4. The heat is rejected
in the Condenser where the specific volume goes down until it repeats to station 1.
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Fig. 5.2 Rankine Cycle with station numbers

Fig. 5.3 Rankine Cycle Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Pressure
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Fig. 5.4 Rankine Cycle Mixed Pressure vs. Mixed Specific Volume

Fig. 5.5 Rankine Cycle Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Specific Entropy
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Fig. 5.5 shows the losses of work devices and the impact of heat devices. The
temperature vs. specific entropy plot in Fig. 5.5 also shows higher sensitivity of vapor
quality rather than the Pressure vs. specific volume plot in Fig. 5.4. Since the Pump
has a pure liquid the temperature raises marginally as seen from the line from station
1 to station 2. The fluid is heated from subcooled liquid in station 2 which is heated
in the Boiler and raises in temperature and entropy to a vapor in station 3. The fluid
enters the Turbine and due to losses increases in specific entropy as it is generating
work until it reaches station 4. It can be seen easily that the Turbine outlet vapor
quality is a saturated fluid with a high vapor quality. The fluid enters the Condenser
and while the temperature is constant the specific entropy decreases until it is a
saturated liquid.

5.2

IOC SIMPLE V001
This cycle developed by the author based on Harris Corp. Simple v000 uses

a double boiler where the low-pressure boiler in Boiler 2 (LP) recovers the waste
heat the high-pressure boiler, Boiler 1 (HP) cannot use as seen in Fig. 5.6. Boiler 1
is comparable to the Rankine Boiler. This allows more mass flow to enter Turbine 2
and improve power output. The low-pressure compressor allows (depending on the
constituent and the inlet/outlet pressure conditions) the constituent to drop out. This
low-pressure condenser is also ideally suited to bring the inlet pressure of the main
compressor to an acceptable level. Pump 1 is a low-pressure pump, and Pump 2 is a
high-pressure pump for Boiler 1.
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Fig. 5.6 IOC Simple v001
This cycle has two types of thermal efficiencies the IOC thermal efficiency,
which is the actual thermal efficiency, which is the net power to heat addition in
Boiler 1 and Boiler 2. The Rankine equivalent thermal efficiency is the net power to
heat addition in Boiler 1.

5.2.1 INPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V001
The common inputs for the IOC Simple v001 & v006 cycle have similar
components, but rearranged in different combinations to improve thermal efficiency.
The general constituents for and total mass flows can be found in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6 General Constituent used in Simple v00X models

The heat source fluid has a large mass flow to prevent any violation of 2nd
law of thermodynamics as seen in Table 5.7. The magnitude can be dialed down;
however, the primary focus is the performance of the cycle and the working fluid.
Table 5.7 General Source Conditions used in Simple v00X models

The working fluid side of Boiler 1 and Boiler 2 as seen in Table 5.8 can
tolerate a small temperature difference for a large pressure change.
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Table 5.8 General Boilers Working Fluid Side used in Simple v00X models

The main compressor input parameters can be seen in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9 General Input for Main Compressor in Simple v00X models

The Rankine Turbine or Turbine 1 input parameters can be seen in
Table 5.10.
Table 5.10 General Input for Turbine 1 (Rankine Turbine) in Simple v00X models

The Brayton Turbine or Turbine 2 input parameters can be seen in Table 5.11.
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Table 5.11 General Input for Turbine 2 (Brayton Turbine) in Simple v00X models

Pump 1 & 2 isentropic parameters as seen in Table 5.12. The Pump outlet
conditions shares the associated boiler inlets pressures.
Table 5.12 General Input for Pump 1 & 2 in Simple v00X models

The Low Pressure Compressor performance as seen in Table 5.13.
Table 5.13 General Input for Low Pressure Compressor in Simple v00X models

The specific mass flow ratios “y” is the mass flow to Boiler 1, Boiler 2, or
Non-Refrigerant as seen in Table 5.14. The remaining mass flow ratio is reserved for
the refrigerant. The vapor quality of the refrigerant in the compressor flow is 88% as
seen in Table 5.14.
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Table 5.14 Mass Flow ratios for Simple v001 and Simple v006

The mixtures in Table 5.14 is used to show the effects of an optimized
mixture in v001 and v006.

5.2.2 OUPTUT OF IOC SIMPLE V001
The Heat of Boiler 1, Boiler 2, Net Work, true thermal efficiency, Rankine
equivalent thermal efficiency, and Rankine Thermal efficiency can be seen in
Table 5.15. Cases 49, 54, 55, and 61 are the only cases that are above the Rankine
thermal efficiency when looking at the high-pressure boiler as the only heat source.
Increases boiler mass flow (Rankine portion of the cycle) to provide more energy in
the cycle due to component losses. Also, less energy entering Boiler 1.
Table 5.15 Output of Simple v001

The main purpose of this cycle is to maximize the power output in the same
environment as a traditional cycle. One of the difficulties of operating a cycle at low
temperatures is forcing the cycle to work in low working pressures that limits work
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potential and thermal efficiency. The double boiler is capable of absorbing nearly
twice the amount of heat as the Rankine cycle from the same heat source. This allows
the IOC cycle to have a lower thermal efficiency than its Rankine equivalent but have
a higher power output from the same heat source.
This brings to question the definition of thermal efficiency. Perhaps a more
“global” heat addition should be used in the thermal efficiency. Such as the heat
involved in heating the heat source rather than the working fluid. This global
efficiency would indicate the thermal efficiency of the IOC is higher than the
Rankine cycle’s.
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the cycle components and station numbers of the IOC
Simple v001 cycle as seen in Fig. 5.8 to Fig. 5.10. Fig. 5.8 has effectively 3 flows
two boiler flows, and one compressor. These flows enter the mixer and leave through
the turbine to the condenser. The first flow starts as a saturated liquid to the two
boilers outlet conditions at station 9a1. This station is abbreviated as 9a for the overall
condenser flow since the mixed fluids have the same mixed temperature and
pressure. The flows enter Pump 1 and increase in pressure, with a marginal increase
in temperature as seen in station 10 where it is a subcooled liquid. The flow splits
into two flows, continuing as flow 1 to Boiler 1 as station 10a1. The flow enters
Pump 2 where it undergoes an increase in pressure with a marginal increase in
temperature where it is further compressed as a subcooled liquid as seen in station
11. The fluid enters the boiler where its pressure is constant, heat is added, and
temperature increases until it achieves a saturated vapor condition as seen in station
2a. The fluid enters Turbine 1 typically noted as the “Rankine Turbine” since it is
exclusively a refrigerant flow leaving the boiler acting as a turbine for a Rankine
cycle. This turbine typically has a low specific work as a Rankine Turbine typically
has. As work is generated from station 2a to station 3a it rides the saturation curve
until it enters the Mixer.
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Flow 2 starts from station 10a2 (abbreviated as station 10) where it enters
Boiler 2. Boiler 2 uses the heat source from Boiler 1 to increase the temperature until
it reaches a saturated vapor condition at constant temperature. This flow enters the
Mixer.
Flow 3 starts from station 9a2 enters the Low Pressure Compressor where it
initially rides parallel the saturation curve at the expense of converting refrigerant
liquid to vapor until it becomes a vapor at station 12. The Compressor increases
pressure and temperature to where the temperature is higher than the temperature
source and working fluid maximum temperature as seen in station 5 prior to entering
the Mixer.
Mixed flow takes flows 1-3 and mixes them in the mixer where it has a mixed
temperature at station 7. This illustrates the balance between the compressor and
boiler flows. Which keeps the mixed temperature closer to the boiler side. The fluid
then enters Turbine 2 where it generates work at the expense of temperature and
pressure where the fluid eventually reaches a saturation condition in station 8. The
mixed flow then rejects heat in the Condenser where it is still in saturation and repeats
to station 9.
Fig. 5.9 illustrates the specific power of devices in the cycle. This figure
illustrates the separation of flows better than Fig. 5.8. It can be seen that the
Condenser outlet at station 9a separates to the boiler flows which is a saturated liquid
in station 9a1, and the compressor flow in station 9a2 which is vaporous. Starting
with flow 1 at station 9a1 the fluid enters the Pump 1 where it increases in pressure
to station 10. Because of the scale the decrease in specific volume is not easily seen
to be a subcooled liquid as seen in Fig. 5.8. Flow 1 splits to station 10a1 where it
enters Pump 2 and increases in pressure. It is still a subcooled liquid as seen in
Fig. 5.8, where it is heated by Boiler 1 where the specific volume increases until it
reaches a saturated vapor condition. The flow enters Turbine 1 where it generates
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power at the expense of temperature, pressure where it becomes a saturated fluid as
seen in station 3a prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 2 which splits from station 10 to station 10a2 and enters Boiler 2 where
heat is added where temperature and specific volume increases to a saturated vapor
as seen in station 2b prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts at station 9a2 where it enters the Low Pressure Compressor
where the specific volume decreases as pressure increases (station 12) from work
input. The fluid is a vapor where it enters the Compressor and further increases in
pressure and decreases in specific volume as seen in station 5 prior to entering the
Mixer.
The Mixer takes flows 1-3 where it has a mixed outlet condition as seen in
station 7. Turbine 2 takes the fluid from the mixer and generates power at the expense
of temperature and pressure where its outlet condition is at station 8 which is a
vaporous mixture where the refrigerant is at saturation. It should be noted that this
is for mixed conditions, where the power output between the turbine is larger due to
the higher mass flow of the mixed flow compared to the compressor which has only
one component of the mixed flow. The fluid enters the Condenser where it rejects
the heat at the expense of specific volume.
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Fig. 5.7 IOC Simple v001 with station numbers

Fig. 5.8 IOC Simple v001 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Pressure Case 61
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Fig. 5.9 IOC Simple v001 Mixed Pressure vs. Mixed Specific Volume Case 61

Fig. 5.10 IOC Simple v001 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Specific Entropy
Case 61
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Fig. 5.10 shows the losses of work devices where the pumps in flow 1 & 2
show very little temperature change. The fluid in flows 1 & 2 also show the increase
in temperature inside the boiler when heat is added between stations 11 & 2a, and 10
and 2b to saturated vapor. Losses in Turbine 1 is seen as an increase in entropy during
power generation between stations 2a & 3a. The losses in flow 3 is seen in stations
9a2, 12 and 5 where there is an increase in specific entropy and temperature due to
work input. Flows 1-3 mix in the mixer where it reaches thermal equilibrium as seen
in station 7. Turbine 2 also shows an increase in entropy from station 7 to station 8.
The flow enters the Condenser where the entropy is removed due to heat rejection.

5.3

IOC SIMPLE V006
This is a derivation of Simple v001 as seen in Fig. 5.11. The most notable

differences between the two is it utilizes two external spray cooled compressors. All
of the energy going into the boilers passes through the external cooled spray
compressors. The components used are two boilers at high and low pressures. Two
turbines for the high-pressure boiler to mixer, and the mixer to condenser. The twospray external cooled compressors one is standard, and one is low pressure. Two
pumps one is a high pressure and the other is the same pressure as Boiler 2. Boiler 1
is the same used in a Rankine Cycle (same conditions). Boiler 2 utilizes otherwise
wasted heat energy that would be recirculated back into the geothermal well. External
spray cooled compressor reduces the work rate which will increase the thermal
efficiency.
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Fig. 5.11 IOC Simple v006

5.3.1 OUTPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V006
The Heat of Boiler 1, Boiler 2, Net Work, true thermal efficiency, Rankine
equivalent thermal efficiency, and Rankine Thermal efficiency can be seen in
Table 5.16. Cases 49, 54, 55, and 61 are the only cases that are above the Rankine
thermal efficiency when looking at the high-pressure boiler as the only heat source.
Increases boiler mass flow (Rankine portion of the cycle) to provide more energy in
the cycle due to component losses. Also, less energy entering Boiler 1.
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Table 5.16 Output of Simple v006

None of the cycle “true” thermal efficiencies are greater than the Rankine
cycle. Versions 001 & 006 do work well with mass flows that are predominantly
boiler flow. This cycle is about 2% higher than version 001 due to compressor spray
cooling.
Fig. 5.12 illustrates the cycle components and station numbers of the IOC
Simple v006 cycle as seen in Fig. 5.13 to Fig. 5.15. Fig. 5.13 has effectively 3 flows
two boiler flows, and one of the core compressor flow. The boiler flows are used as
the compressor external cooling flow. These external flows are in thermal
equilibrium with the compressor core flow. It should be noted these temperatures
cool the flow down after work input which helps reduce the work input in successive
stages. The first flow starts as a saturated liquid to the two boilers at station 9a1. The
station is abbreviated as 9a for overall condenser flow since the mixed fluids have
the same mixed temperature and pressure. The flows enter Pump 1 and increase in
pressure with a marginal increase in temperature which turns it into a subcooled
liquid as seen in station 10. The flow enters the Low Pressure Compressor as an
external cooling spray which increases the temperature to station 4a1. The flow
enters the compressor as an external cooling spray which increases the temperature
from a subcooled liquid to nearly a saturated liquid. The flow (station 5a) splits into
two flows, continuing as flow 1 to Pump 2 as station 10a2. The flow enters Pump 2
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where it undergoes an increase in pressure with a marginal increase in temperature
where it is further compressed as a subcooled liquid as seen in station 11. The fluid
enters Boiler 1 where its pressure is constant, heat is added, and temperature
increases until it achieves a saturated vapor condition as seen in station 2a. The fluid
enters Turbine 1 where it generates power at the expense of temperature and pressure
and the outlet of the turbine (station 3a) is a saturated refrigerant entering the Mixer.
Flow 2 starts from the flow outside of station 5a to the separated flow in
station 10a1 which leads to Boiler 2. The boiler adds heat which increases
temperature to a saturated vapor as seen in station 2b prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 3 is the core compressor flow this starts from the Condenser outlet
(station 9a) to station 9a2. This enters the Low Pressure Compressor and rides
parallel to the saturation curve as seen in station 4a2. This is due to the flow present
in the core flow and the colder heating temperature of the external spray. This flow
enters the Compressor where it is further which increase temperature and pressure of
the core flow as seen in station 5b. Because of the cooling effect of the external spray
this temperature is indistinguishable from flows 1 &2 prior to entering the Mixer.
The three flows mix in the Mixer and forming the mixed flow in station 7.
This flow enters Turbine 2 which generates power at the expense of pressure as seen
between stations 7 & 8. The flow is at saturation and is cooled in the Condenser
where the temperature and pressure remain constant.
Fig. 5.14 illustrates the specific power of devices in the cycle. This figure
illustrates the separation of flows better than Fig. 5.13. It can be seen that the
Condenser outlet at station 9a separates to the boiler flows which is a saturated liquid
in station 9a1, and the Compressor core flow in station 9a2 which is vaporous.
Starting with flow 1 at station 9a1 the fluid enters Pump 1 where it increases the in
pressure to station 10. Because of the scale the decrease in specific volume is not
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easily seen to be a subcooled liquid as seen in Fig. 5.13. Flow 1 enters the external
spray of the Low Pressure Compressor where it is still a subcooled liquid heated as
seen in Fig. 5.13 at station 4a1. The flow enters the Compressor where it is further
heated nearly to the point of a saturated liquid as seen in station 5a. The flow splits
to station 10a2 where it is further compressed by Pump 2 in station 11. It is a
subcooled liquid heated by Boiler 1 where it undergoes an increase in specific
volume at constant pressure as seen in station 2a where it is a saturated vapor. The
flow enters Turbine 1 where it stays in saturation as seen at station 3a prior to entering
the Mixer.
Flow 2 starts from station 5a where it separates into station 10a1 to Boiler 2.
The flow has an increase in specific volume to a saturated vapor in station 2b prior
to entering the Mixer.
Flow 3 includes the core flow of the Low Pressure Compressor (station 9a2)
where it rides parallel to the saturation curve due to the fact the refrigerant in the
external spray and core flow keeps the temperature down to the refrigerant at
saturation conditions. This is seen in stations 4a2 and 5b (Compressor outlet) prior
to entering the Mixer.
The three flows enter the mixer and leave as a mixed flow in station 7 where
it enters Turbine 2. This is where the power is generated at the expense of
temperature and pressure until it reaches station 8. The flow enters the Condenser
where the specific volume goes down until it reaches the starting position at
station 9a.
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Fig. 5.12 IOC Simple v006 with station numbers

Fig. 5.13 IOC Simple v006 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Pressure Case 61
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Fig. 5.14 IOC Simple v006 Mixed Pressure vs. Mixed Specific Volume Case 61

Fig. 5.15 IOC Simple v006 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Specific Entropy
Case 61
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Fig. 5.15 shows the losses in the work devices where the pumps in flow 1 &
2 show very little temperature and entropy change. The fluid in flow 1 & 2 show an
increase in heat generated from the core compressor as seen in stations 10 to 4a1.
The flow is further heated by the Compressor between stations 4a1 to 5a. The flow
is a subcooled liquid nearly a saturated liquid at this point before it is separated. Flow
1 continues to Pump 2 where it is compressed with marginal increase in temperature
and specific entropy as seen in station 11. It enters Boiler 1 where heat is added and
temperature and entropy increase to a saturated vapor as seen in station 2a. The flow
enters Turbine 1 where it generates power at the expense of temperature and pressure
with an entropy increase due to losses of the device to station 3a prior to entering the
Mixer.
Flow 2 separates from the condition in 5a where it enters Boiler 2. With heat
addition there is a marginal increase in temperature, but specific entropy increases to
a saturated vapor in station 2b prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts from the Condenser where it separates to station 9a2. The flow
gets work input in the Low Pressure Compressor where it heats up, but the external
flow cools each stage outlet reducing the work in each successive stage until it
reaches station 4a2. The flow enters the Compressor where it repeats the process but
with higher pressure and temperature increases until the outlet temperature is slightly
below saturation conditions in station 5b prior to entering the Mixer.
The three flows combine into a mixed flow which is the outlet of the Mixer
in station 7. Turbine 2 has losses as shown in between station 7 to 8 as an entropy
increase. The flow enters the Condenser where the heat is being rejected and the
specific entropy decreases to station 9a.
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5.4

IOC SIMPLE V011
Based on IOC model v001, with no Rankine Turbine, refrigeration cycle

takes Boiler 2 mass flow as seen in Fig. 5.16.

Fig. 5.16 IOC Model v011

5.4.1 INPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V011
The total mass flow of the source fluid and working fluid is in Table 5.17.
The non-refrigerants can be a mixture of Nitrogen and Helium, while the refrigerant
is Methanol.
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Table 5.17 Constituent and total mass flows in v011 & v012

General Source Conditions for Boiler 1 are in Table 5.18, Boiler 2 conditions
are variable and in a separate table.
Table 5.18 General Source Conditions in v011 & v012

Boiler 1 working fluid inlet pressure, and outlet pressure and temperature can
be found in Table 5.19.
Table 5.19 General Boiler 1 Working Fluid in v011 & v012
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The input conditions of the compressor can be found in Table 5.20 with inlet
and outlet pressure, and isentropic efficiency.
Table 5.20 Compressor 1 Input Conditions in v011 & v012

Input conditions for Turbine 1 can be found in Table 5.21.
Table 5.21 Input Conditions for Turbine 1 (Rankine Turbine) in v011 & v012

Turbine 2 outlet pressure and isentropic efficiency can be found in
Table 5.22.
Table 5.22 Outlet Conditions for Turbine 2 (Brayton Turbine) in v011 & v012

The low-pressure compressor input conditions for inlet and outlet pressure
with isentropic efficiency can be found in Table 5.23. The throttle and heat exchanger
has an outlet pressure of 11 psia. The combination of the Low Pressure compressor
and the pressure drop across the throttle facilitates heat transfer.
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Table 5.23 Input Conditions for Low Pressure Compressor in v011 & v012

The cases for v011 Table 5.24 has heat ratio of absorbed heat in the
refrigeration cycle, to condenser heat rate. Table 5.24 also shows the effect isentropic
efficiency has on the heat pump 1.
Table 5.24 Input for heat absorption and isentropic efficiencies of pumps

5.4.2 OUTPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V011
The general results for v011 in Table 5.25 has boiler heat rates, net power,
actual thermal efficiencies (net power with both boilers as heat addition), Rankine
thermal efficiencies (net power with Boiler 1 as heat addition). Table 5.25 includes
the Rankine thermal efficiency and equivalent net power of a Rankine cycle.
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Table 5.25 General Results for v011

Table 5.26 shows the actual thermal efficiency with a breakdown of heat
input, heat rejection, and work for each device. The heat absorbed by the refrigeration
loop, and CoP of refrigeration is located in Table 5.26.
Table 5.26 Specific Results for v011

The v011 cycle has a higher thermal efficiency even at its worst case is higher
than the model v001. Rankine equivalent thermal efficiency goes from 41.57% to
33.27% because the cost of refrigeration in the cycle not being counted. The cycle
could have more mass flow go into Boiler 2 to absorb the potential heat that was not
there, or it could have Boiler 2 at a higher pressure between Boiler 1 and Boiler 2
then the performance would further increase.
Fig. 5.17 illustrates the cycle components and station numbers of the IOC
Simple v011 as seen in Fig. 5.18 to Fig. 5.20. Fig. 5.18 has effectively 3 flows two
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boiler flows, and one compressor. These flows enter the mixer and leave the turbine
to condenser. One change compared to IOC Simple v001 and IOC Simple v006 is
where part of the heat normally rejected by the condenser gets recycled back in to
reduce the heat input to the cycle. Specifically, Boiler 2 requires less heat due to the
internal refrigeration cycle. The condenser can reject heat at a higher temperature
and rely on the internal refrigeration cycle to force condensation at a lower
temperature. This also reduces the amount of parasitic work needed to reject heat via
cooling towers. Another difference is the removal of the Rankine Turbine (Turbine
1) which leaves power generation solely on Turbine 2. The mixed flow leaves the
condenser/heat exchanger in three separate flows. Flow 1 is a saturated liquid which
exists out to Boiler 1 prior to the mixer. Flow 2 is a saturated liquid which enters the
refrigeration cycle then Boiler 2 prior to entering the Mixer. Flow 3 enters a
compressor prior to the mixer. Flow 1 starts at station 9a1 (abbreviated as station 9a)
where it enters Pump 2 to increase pressure with a marginal increase in temperature
as seen in station 11 where it becomes a subcooled liquid. The fluid enters Boiler 1
where it increases in temperature to a vapor in station 2a prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 2 passes through the refrigeration cycle and boiler. This flow starts at
station 9a2 where it enters as a saturated liquid into the Throttle. The Throttle has a
drop in pressure which also corresponds to a drop in temperature as seen in station
9b. Since this is at saturation the outlet of the cold side of the Heat Exchanger station
9d it has the same temperature and pressure location in Fig. 5.18. The saturated fluid
enters Pump 1 where it is compressed to be a saturated fluid in station 10. The fluid
is heated in Boiler 2 where it becomes a vapor prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 3 enters the Compressor at station 4a2 which is a separated flow
containing a mixture of gases and liquid refrigerant from the condenser station 9a.
The work input heats the mixed fluids and raises the pressure as seen in station 5 as
a vapor prior to entering the Mixer.
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The mixed flow is a combination of the three flows as seen in station 7 the
outlet of the Mixer. The flow enters Turbine 2 where it sacrifices temperature and
pressure for power generation as seen in station 8. To control the flow a Low Pressure
Compressor was placed to facilitate dropout, this increases the temperature and
pressure of the flow as seen in station 8b. The Condenser rejects the heat up to station
9c to the surroundings. Then from station 9c to 9a the flow is further cooled by the
refrigeration cycle.
Fig. 5.19 illustrates the specific power of devices in the cycle. This figure
illustrates the separation of flows better than Fig. 5.18. It can be seen that the
condenser outlet at station 9a separates to a saturated liquid in station 9a1 & 9a2, the
compressor flow as seen in 4a2. Starting with flow 1 the fluid starts from station 9a1
where it compresses in Pump 2 to station 11. The fluid enters Boiler 1 where heat is
added and it increases in specific volume up to a vapor at constant pressure as seen
in station 2a prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 2 starts at station 9a2 where it enters the Throttle and experiences both
a pressure and temperature drop as seen in station 9b. The fluid then enters the Heat
Exchanger where it absorbs heat as seen by the increasing specific volume which
remains at saturation. The flow enters Pump 1 where the pressure increases and
compression is achieved (as a single stage) to station 10. It can be easily seen that
the heat required for Boiler 2 transition from a saturated flow with a high vapor
quality to a vapor flow is low compared to the previous cycles as seen in stations 10
to 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts at station 4a2 where it enters the Compressor. Work is added
where pressure increases and specific volume decreases to station 5 prior to entering
the Mixer. This pressure increase is relatively small which requires less work than
the previous cycles.
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The Mixer outlet is a combination of the three flows where as seen in station
7. The flow then enters Turbine 2 where it generates power at the expense of pressure
and expands to station 8. The Low Pressure Compressor then increases the pressure
to facilitate condensation at station 8b. The flow then enters the Condenser where the
heat rejected is as a volumetric collapse between stations 8b and 9c. The hot side of
the Heat Exchanger forces a further collapse of the volumetric flow to station 9a.
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Fig. 5.17 IOC Simple v011 with station numbers

Fig. 5.18 IOC Simple v011 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Pressure Case 1
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Fig. 5.19 IOC Simple v011 Mixed Pressure vs. Mixed Specific Volume Case 1

Fig. 5.20 IOC Simple v011 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Specific Entropy
Case 1
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Fig. 5.20 shows the losses of work devices and irreversible condition of the
throttle. In flow 1 Pump 2 shows very little change in temperature and entropy as
expected by a liquid as seen in stations 9a1 to 11. The fluid is heated in Boiler 1 as
seen by a temperature and entropy increase to a vapor in station 2a prior to the Mixer.
Flow 2 has a temperature drop in the Throttle as seen by station 9b. There is
heat absorbed to the cold side (flow 2) of the Heat Exchanger as seen by the increase
in specific entropy from stations 9b to 9d. The saturated fluid enters Pump 1 where
it increases in temperature due to the mixed phase situation as seen in station 10. The
saturated fluid enters Boiler 2 where there is an addition of heat to a vapor as seen in
station 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 enters the Compressor from station 4a2 and exits at station 5 prior to
the Mixer.
The mixed flow at the outlet of the Mixer can be seen in stations 7 where the
compressor flow dominates temperature. The flow enters Turbine 2 where it exits at
station 8 where power generated has a drop in temperature, but an increase in specific
entropy. Then the fluid enters the Low Pressure compressor where it has an increase
in temperature as seen in station 8b. The losses can be seen in both Turbine 2 and
Low Pressure Compressor as a net increase in entropy. Heat is rejected by the
Condenser to the surroundings from stations 8b to 9c. The heat is further removed
from the mixed flow by the Heat Exchanger before leaving the Condenser.
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5.5

IOC SIMPLE V012
Based on IOC model v011, except the Boiler 1 flow passes through the

internal refrigeration cycle as seen in Fig. 5.21.

Fig. 5.21 IOC Model v012

5.5.1 INPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V012
The input conditions are the same as v012 as seen in Table 5.17 to Table 5.23.
The cases for v012 Table 5.27 has heat ratio of absorbed heat in the
refrigeration cycle, to condenser heat rate. Table 5.27 also shows the effect isentropic
efficiency has on the heat pumps.
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Table 5.27 Input for heat absorption and isentropic efficiencies of pumps v012

5.5.2 OUTPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V012
The general results for v012 in Table 5.28 has boiler heat rates, net power,
actual thermal efficiencies (net power with both boilers as heat addition), Rankine
thermal efficiencies (net power with Boiler 1 as heat addition). Table 5.28 includes
the Rankine thermal efficiency and equivalent net power of a Rankine cycle.
Table 5.28 General Results for v012

Table 5.29 shows the actual thermal efficiency with a breakdown of heat
input, heat rejection, and work for each device. The heat absorbed by the refrigeration
loop, and CoP of refrigeration is located in Table 5.29.
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Table 5.29 Specific Results for v012

The Rankine Equivalent thermal efficiency goes from 44.57% to 65.16%
(from models v00, and v012 respectively). This is mainly due to the cost of
refrigeration being lower than the heat absorbed also known as heat pump Coefficient
of Performance. Heat is moved to both boilers, which reduces the work required. The
heat rate for Boiler 1 goes down due to the additional energy added in compression
of pump 2; this reduces the heat necessary for the boiler. Heat in and work output is
significantly smaller due to the refrigeration cycle. More mass flow and readjust the
mass flow rates between the boilers. This would reduce the Boiler 1 thermal
efficiency, but it would also increase the performance of the cycle by having more
mass go through Boiler 1, which has the highest pressure of all the fluid streams
entering the boiler. Case 7 is interesting with the potential to ready ~100% thermal
efficiency, and a 231% Rankine equivalent thermal efficiency.
Fig. 5.22 illustrates the cycle components and station numbers of the IOC
Simple v012 cycle as seen in Fig. 5.23 to Fig. 5.25. IOC Simple v012 is very similar
to the IOC Simple v011 except the Boiler 1 flow passes through the internal
refrigeration cycle of flow 2 where it is further compressed. Fig. 5.23 has effectively
3 flows two boiler flows, and one compressor. These flows enter the Mixer and leave
through Turbine 2, Low Pressure Compressor and Condenser with Heat Exchanger.
Flow 1 and Flow 2 are separated from the mixed Condenser outlet flow of station 9a,
and become station 9a2. This flow enters the Throttle where the temperature and
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pressure drop as seen in station 9b. It enters the Heat Exchanger which remains as a
saturated flow at station 9d. Then the flow enters Pump 1 where it becomes a
saturated fluid as seen in station 10. This flow then separates to station 10a1 to flow
2, and station 10a2 to flow 1. To continue with flow 1 the fluid is further compressed
to a saturated fluid as seen in station 11. The fluid enters Boiler 1 where it increases
its temperature to a vapor as seen in station 2a prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 2 starts from station 10a1 where it is heated in Boiler 2 to where it
becomes a vapor as seen in station 2b prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 3 enters the Compressor at station 4a2 which is a separated flow
containing a mixture of gases and liquid refrigerant from the condenser station 9a.
The work input heats the mixed fluids and raises the pressure as seen in station 5 as
a vapor prior to entering the Mixer.
The mixed flow is a combination of the three flows as seen in station 7 the
outlet of the Mixer. The flow enters Turbine 2 where it sacrifices temperature and
pressure for power generation as seen in station 8. To control the flow a Low Pressure
Compressor was placed to facilitate dropout, this increases the temperature and
pressure of the flow as seen in station 8b. The Condenser rejects the heat up to station
9c to the surroundings. Then from station 9c to 9a the flow is further cooled by the
refrigeration cycle.
Fig. 5.24 illustrates the specific power of devices in the cycle. This figure
illustrates the separation of flows better than Fig. 5.23. It can be seen that the
Condenser outlet at station 9a separates to a saturated liquid in station 9a2, and the
compressor flow as seen in station 4a2. Starting with flow 1 & 2 the fluid starts from
station 9a2 where it enters the Throttle and experiences both a pressure and
temperature drop as seen in station 9b. The fluid then enters the Heat Exchanger
where it absorbs heat as seen by the increasing specific volume which remains at
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saturation. The flow enters Pump 1 where the pressure increases and compression is
achieved (as a single stage) to station 10. Continuing with flow 1 which separates
from station 10 to station 10a2 where it enters Pump 2. Pump 2 increases the pressure
of flow 1 where it is still a saturated fluid as seen in station 11. The fluid enters Boiler
1 where heat is added and there is an increase in volumetric flow where it becomes
a vapor prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 2 separates from flow 1 from station 10 to 10a1 where it enters the
Boiler 2. Boiler 2 adds heat to the flow as seen by the increase in volumetric flow
from a saturated fluid to a vapor in station 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts at station 4a2 where it enters the Compressor. Work is added
where pressure increases and specific volume decreases to station 5 prior to entering
the Mixer. This pressure increase is relatively small which requires less work than
the previous cycles.
The Mixer outlet is a combination of the three flows where as seen in station
7. The flow then enters Turbine 2 where it generates power at the expense of pressure
and expands to station 8. The Low Pressure Compressor then increases the pressure
to facilitate condensation at station 8b. The flow then enters the Condenser where the
heat rejected is as a volumetric collapse between stations 8b and 9c. The hot side of
the Heat Exchanger forces a further collapse of the volumetric flow to station 9a.
It should be noted because of the combined boiler flow in the internal
refrigeration cycle has a lower outlet vapor quality (specific volume change) as seen
in Fig. 5.23 when compared to Fig. 5.19 for (IOC Simple v011). This reduces the
specific work requirement for Pump 1, and increases the CoP of the internal
refrigeration cycle. Boiler 1 requires less specific heat input in IOC Simple v012
rather than IOC Simple v011. This will allow more fluid to pass through to Boiler 2
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(which is needed with the lower vapor quality), or to increase the total mass flow of
the working fluid.
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Fig. 5.22 IOC Simple v012 with station numbers

Fig. 5.23 IOC Simple v012 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Pressure Case 1
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Fig. 5.24 IOC Simple v012 Mixed Pressure vs. Mixed Specific Volume Case 1

Fig. 5.25 IOC Simple v012 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Specific Entropy
Case 1
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Fig. 5.25 shows the losses of work devices and irreversible conditions of the
Throttle. In the combined flow 1 & 2 in the internal refrigeration cycle the
temperature drop in the throttle can be seen by station 9b. There is heat absorbed by
the cold side of these two flows as seen by the increase in specific entropy in station
9d. However, the increase in specific entropy of IOC Simple v012 is lower than the
IOC Simple v011. This also means Pump 1 has to work less by the lower increase in
entropy change from station 9d to 10 (10a1 & 10a2). The flows separate while
following flow 1 to Pump 2 where it increases in temperature to station 11. The fluid
enters Boiler 1 where it adds heat as seen by the increase in entropy and temperature
to a vapor in station 2a prior to the Mixer.
Flow 2 leaves the separated outlet flow of Pump 1 at station 10a1. The fluid
enters Boiler 2 where heat addition has caused an increased entropy and temperature
to station 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts at station 4a2 where it enters the Compressor. Work is added
where pressure increases and specific entropy increases to station 5 prior to entering
the Mixer. This pressure increase is relatively small which requires less work than
the previous cycles.
The Mixer outlet is a combination of the three flows where as seen in station
7. The flow then enters Turbine 2 where it generates power at the expense of pressure
and expands to station 8. The low pressure condenser then increases the pressure to
facilitate condensation at station 8b. The flow then enters the Condenser where the
heat rejected is as a volumetric collapse between stations 8b and 9c. The hot side of
the Heat Exchanger forces a further collapse of the volumetric flow to station 9a.

5.6

IOC SIMPLE V019
Based on IOC model v001, with no Rankine Turbine, refrigeration cycle

takes Boiler 2 mass flow, Turbine added between the condenser of the Brayton flow
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and the main compressor to recover some power for the low-pressure compressor as
seen in Fig. 5.26.

Fig. 5.26 IOC Model v019

5.6.1 INPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V019
The input conditions are the same as v012 as seen in Table 5.17 to Table 5.23.
This is with exception to Table 5.20. The input conditions of the compressor can be
found in Table 5.30 with inlet, and isentropic efficiency. The outlet pressure is
variable for the compressor.
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Table 5.30 Compressor 1 Input Conditions in v019

The cases for v019 Table 5.31 has heat ratio of absorbed heat in the
refrigeration cycle, to condenser heat rate, and main compressor outlet pressure.
Table 5.31 also shows the effect isentropic efficiency has on the heat pumps.
Table 5.31 Input for heat absorption and isentropic efficiencies of pumps v019

5.6.2 OUTPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V019
The general results for v019 in Table 5.32 has boiler heat rates, net power,
actual thermal efficiencies (net power with both boilers as heat addition), Rankine
thermal efficiencies (net power with Boiler 1 as heat addition). Table 5.32 includes
the Rankine thermal efficiency and equivalent net power of a Rankine cycle.
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Table 5.32 General Results for v019

Table 5.33 shows the actual thermal efficiency with a breakdown of heat
input, heat rejection, and work for each device. The heat absorbed by the refrigeration
loop, and CoP of refrigeration is located in Table 5.33.
Table 5.33 Specific Results for v019

The v019 has a higher thermal efficiency even at its worst case is higher than
the modified v001 which has a Rankine equivalent thermal efficiency of 31.11%,
29.66% respectively. Rankine Equivalent thermal efficiency goes from 40.75% to
31.11% this is mainly due to the cost of refrigeration in the cycle not being counted.
The cycle could have more mass flow go into Boiler 2 to absorb the potential heat
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that was not there, or it could have Boiler 2 at a higher pressure between Boiler 1 and
Boiler 2 then the performance would further increase. This mass flow configuration
was not updated to show a comparison between the baseline modified v001 and
model v019. A proper comparison between v011 and v019 are cases 2 & 3 in v011
and cases 5-9 in v019. The 17.65 psia, and 18 psia compressor outlet cases in model
v019 have higher efficiencies across the board, however the 20 psia cases have
poorer performance than the v011 comparable cases. This is due to the main
compressor in v011 and v001 having a main compressor ratio of 20/17 which is the
same as 17.65/15. However, a 20/15 pressure ratio has as much as a 100 kW increase
with marginal turbine power increase.
Fig. 5.27 illustrates the cycle components and station numbers of the IOC
Simple v019 as seen in Fig. 5.28 to Fig. 5.30. This cycle is very similar to IOC Simple
v011 except it has Turbine 3 between the Compressor and Condenser. Fig. 5.28
effectively has 3 flows two boiler flows, and one compressor. These flows enter the
Mixer and leaves via Turbine 2 to Condenser. The mixed flow leaves the
Condenser/Heat Exchanger in three separate flows. Flow 1 is a saturated liquid which
exists out of Boiler 1 prior to the mixer. Flow 2 is a saturated liquid which enters the
refrigeration cycle then Boiler 2 prior to entering the Mixer. Flow 3 enters the turbine
which then moves onto the compressor then to the Mixer. Flow 1 starts at station 9a1
(abbreviated as station 9a) where it enters Pump 2 to increase pressure with a
marginal increase in temperature as seen in station 11 where it becomes a subcooled
liquid. The fluid enters the boiler where it increases in temperature to a vapor in
station 2a prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 2 passes through the refrigeration cycle and boiler. This flow starts at
station 9a2 where it enters as a saturated liquid into the Throttle. The Throttle has a
drop in pressure which also corresponds to a drop in temperature as seen in station
9b. Since this is at saturation the outlet of the cold side of the heat exchanger station
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9d it has the same temperature and pressure location in Fig. 5.18. The saturated fluid
enters Pump 1 where it is compressed to be a saturated fluid in station 10. The fluid
is heated in Boiler 2 where it becomes a vapor.
Flow 3 enters Turbine 3 at station 9a3 which is a separated flow containing a
mixture of gases and liquid refrigerant from the Condenser station 9a. The work
generated in Turbine 3 lowers the temperature and pressure as seen in station 4a2.
The fluid is then compressed in the Compressor as seen in station 5 (prior to entering
the Mixer), but to a lower degree than its counterpart in IOC Simple v011.
The mixed flow is a combination of the three flows as seen in station 7 the
outlet of the Mixer. The flow enters Turbine 2 where it sacrifices temperature and
pressure for power generation as seen in station 8. To control the flow a Low Pressure
Compressor was placed to facilitate dropout, this increases the temperature and
pressure of the flow as seen in station 8b. The Condenser rejects the heat up to station
9c to the surroundings. Then from station 9c to 9a the flow is further cooled by the
refrigeration cycle.
Fig. 5.29 illustrates the specific power of devices in the cycle. This figure
illustrates the separation of flows better than Fig. 5.28. It can be seen that the
Condenser outlet at station 9a separates to a saturated liquid in station 9a1 & 9a2, the
compressor flow as seen in 4a2. Starting with flow 1 the fluid starts from station 9a1
where it compresses in Pump 2 to station 11. The fluid enters Boiler 1 where heat is
added and it increases in specific volume up to a vapor at constant pressure as seen
in station 2a.
Flow 2 starts at station 9a2 where it enters the Throttle and experiences both
a pressure and temperature drop as seen in station 9b. The fluid then enters the heat
exchanger where it absorbs heat as seen by the increasing specific volume which
remains at saturation. The flow enters Pump 1 where the pressure increases and
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compression is achieved (as a single stage) to station 10. It can be easily seen that
the heat required for Boiler 2 transition from a saturated flow with a high vapor
quality to a vapor flow is low compared to the previous cycles as seen in stations 10
to 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts at station 9a3 where it expands in Turbine 3 and drops in
pressure as seen in station 4a2. Then the flow enters the Compressor. Work is added
where pressure increases and specific volume decreases to station 5 prior to entering
the Mixer. This pressure increase is relatively small which requires less work than
the previous cycles.
The Mixer outlet is a combination of the three flows where as seen in
station 7. The flow then enters Turbine 2 where it generates power at the expense of
pressure and expands to station 8. The Low Pressure Compressor then increases the
pressure to facilitate condensation at station 8b. The flow then enters the Condenser
where the heat rejected is as a volumetric collapse between stations 8b and 9c. The
hot side of the Heat Exchanger forces a further collapse of the volumetric flow to
station 9a.
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Fig. 5.27 IOC Simple v019 with station numbers

Fig. 5.28 IOC Simple v019 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Pressure Case 4
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Fig. 5.29 IOC Simple v019 Mixed Pressure vs. Mixed Specific Volume Case 4

Fig. 5.30 IOC Simple v019 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Specific Entropy
Case 4
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Fig. 5.30 shows the losses of work devices and irreversible condition of the
Throttle. In flow 1 Pump 2 shows very little change in temperature and entropy as
expected by a liquid as seen in stations 9a1 to 11. The fluid is heated in Boiler 1 as
seen by a temperature and entropy increase to a vapor in station 2a prior to the Mixer.
Flow 2 has a temperature drop in the Throttle as seen by station 9b. In the
Heat Exchanger heat absorbed to the cold side (flow 2) as seen by the increase in
specific entropy from stations 9b to 9d. The saturated fluid enters Pump 1 where it
increases in temperature due to the mixed phase situation as seen in station 10. The
saturated fluid enters Boiler 2 where there is an addition of heat to a vapor as seen in
station 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 enters Turbine 3 from station 9a3 and exits with a lower temperature
and marginally higher specific entropy. This flow then moves to the Compressor and
increases the temperature and specific entropy as seen in station 5 prior to entering
the Mixer.
The mixed flow at the outlet of the Mixer can be seen in stations 7 where the
compressor flow dominates temperature. The flow enters Turbine 2 where it exits at
station 8 where power generated has a drop in temperature, but an increase in specific
entropy. Then the fluid enters the Low Pressure Compressor where it has an increase
in temperature as seen in station 8b. The losses can be seen in both Turbine 2 and
Low Pressure Compressor as a net increase in entropy. Heat is rejected by the
Condenser to the surroundings from stations 8b to 9c. The heat is further removed
from the mixed flow by the Heat Exchanger before leaving the Condenser.
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5.7

IOC SIMPLE V020
Based on IOC model v001, with no Rankine Turbine, refrigeration cycle

takes both boiler mass flows, Turbine added between the condensers of the Brayton
flow to the main compressor recover some power for the low-pressure compressor
as seen in Fig. 5.31.

Fig. 5.31 IOC Model v020

5.7.1 INPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V020
The input conditions are the same as v012 as seen in Table 5.17 to Table 5.23.
This is with exception to Table 5.20. The input conditions of the compressor can be
found in Table 5.30 with inlet, and isentropic efficiency. The outlet pressure is
variable for the compressor.
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The cases for v020 Table 5.34 has heat ratio of absorbed heat in the
refrigeration cycle, to condenser heat rate, and main compressor outlet pressure.
Table 5.34 also shows the effect isentropic efficiency has on the heat pumps.
Table 5.34 Input for heat absorption and isentropic efficiencies of pumps v020

5.7.2 OUTPUT OF IOC SIMPLE V020
The general results for v020 in Table 5.35 has boiler heat rates, net power,
actual thermal efficiencies (net power with both boilers as heat addition), Rankine
thermal efficiencies (net power with Boiler 1 as heat addition). Table 5.35 includes
the Rankine thermal efficiency and equivalent net power of a Rankine cycle.
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Table 5.35 General Results for v020

Table 5.36 shows the actual thermal efficiency with a breakdown of heat
input, heat rejection, and work for each device. The heat absorbed by the refrigeration
loop, and CoP of refrigeration is located in Table 5.36.
Table 5.36 Specific Results for v020

The v020 cycle has a higher Equivalent Rankine thermal efficiency even at
its worst case is higher than the modified v000 (45.74%, 29.66%) respectively. The
efficiency range is due to the cost of refrigeration being lower than the heat absorbed
also known as heat pump Coefficient of Performance. Heat is moved to both boilers,
which reduces the work required. The heat rate for Boiler 1 goes down due to the
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additional energy added in compression of pump 2; this reduces the heat necessary
for the boiler. Heat in and work output are significantly smaller due to the
refrigeration cycle. More mass flow and readjust the mass flow rates between boilers.
This would reduce the Boiler 1 thermal efficiency, but it would also increase the
performance of the cycle by having more mass go through Boiler 1, which has the
highest pressure of the entire fluid stream entering the boiler. The mass flow
configuration was not updated to show a comparison between the baseline modified
v000 and model v020. The percentage of heat rejected to be absorbed in the
refrigeration cycle is significantly smaller than the ones seen in v012, which would
affect thermal efficiency across the board. The Boiler 1 thermal efficiency is
significantly higher than the ones seen in v019. The mass flow ratios and total mass
flow needs to be readjusted, just like in v012.
Fig. 5.32 illustrates the cycle components and station numbers of the IOC
Simple v020 cycle as seen in Fig. 5.33 to Fig. 5.35. IOC Simple is very similar to the
IOC Simple v019 except the Boiler 1 flow passes through the internal refrigeration
cycle of flow 2 where it is further compressed. Fig. 5.33 has effectively 3 flows two
boiler flows, and one compressor. These flows enter the mixer and leave through
Turbine 2, Low Pressure Compressor and Condenser with Heat Exchanger. Flow 1
and Flow 2 are separated from the mixed condenser outlet flow of station 9a, and
become station 9a2. This flow enters the Throttle where the temperature and pressure
drop as seen in station 9b. It enters the heat exchanger which remains as a saturated
flow at station 9d. Then the flow enters Pump 1 where it becomes a saturated fluid
as seen in station 10. This flow then separates to station 10a1 to flow 2, and station
10a2 to flow 1. To continue with flow 1 the fluid is further compressed to a saturated
fluid as seen in station 11. The fluid enters Boiler 1 where it increases its temperature
to a vapor as seen in station 2a prior to entering the Mixer.
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Flow 2 starts from station 10a1 where it is heated in Boiler 2 to where it
becomes a vapor as seen in station 2b prior to entering the Mixer.
Flow 3 enters Turbine 3 at station 9a3 which is a separated flow containing a
mixture of gases and liquid refrigerant from the Condenser station 9a. This is where
power is generated at the expense of the pressure and temperature as seen in station
4a2. The fluid enters the Compressor where the work input heats the mixed fluids
and raises the pressure as seen in station 5 as a vapor prior to entering the mixer.
The mixed flow is a combination of the three flows as seen in station 7 the
outlet of the Mixer. The flow enters Turbine 2 where it sacrifices temperature and
pressure for power generation as seen in station 8. To control the flow a Low Pressure
Compressor was placed to facilitate dropout, this increases the temperature and
pressure of the flow as seen in station 8b. The Condenser rejects the heat up to station
9c to the surroundings. Then from station 9c to 9a the flow is further cooled by the
refrigeration cycle.
Fig. 5.34 illustrates the specific power of devices in the cycle. This figure
illustrates the separation of flows better than Fig. 5.33. It can be seen that the
Condenser outlet at station 9a separates to a saturated liquid in station 9a2, and the
compressor flow as seen in station 9a3. Starting with flow 1 & 2 the fluid starts from
station 9a2 where it enters the Throttle and experiences both a pressure and
temperature drop as seen in station 9b. The fluid then enters the Heat Exchanger
where it absorbs heat as seen by the increasing specific volume which remains at
saturation. The flow enters Pump 1 where the pressure increases and compression is
achieved (as a single stage) to station 10. Continuing with flow 1 which separates
from station 10 to station 10a2 where it enters Pump 2. Pump 2 increases the pressure
of flow 1 where it is still a saturated fluid as seen in station 11. The fluid enters Boiler
1 where heat is added and there is an increase in volumetric flow where it becomes
a vapor prior to entering the Mixer.
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Flow 2 separates from flow 1 from station 10 to 10a1 where it enters the
Boiler 2. Boiler 2 adds heat to the flow as seen by the increase in volumetric flow
from a saturated fluid to a vapor in station 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts at station 9a3 where it enters Turbine 3. Work is generated at
the expense of pressure which causes the fluid to expand as seen in station 4a2. The
fluid enters the Compressor where pressure increases and specific volume decreases
to station 5 prior to entering the Mixer.
The Mixer outlet is a combination of the three flows where as seen in station
7. The flow then enters Turbine 2 where it generates power at the expense of pressure
and expands to station 8. The Low Pressure Compressor then increases the pressure
to facilitate condensation at station 8b. The flow then enters the Condenser where the
heat rejected is as a volumetric collapse between stations 8b and 9c. The hot side of
the Heat Exchanger forces a further collapse of the volumetric flow to station 9a.
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Fig. 5.32 IOC Simple v020 with station numbers

Fig. 5.33 IOC Simple v020 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Pressure Case 4
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Fig. 5.34 IOC Simple v020 Mixed Pressure vs. Mixed Specific Volume Case 4

Fig. 5.35 IOC Simple v020 Mixed Temperature vs. Mixed Specific Entropy
Case 4
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Fig. 5.35 shows the losses of work devices and irreversible conditions of the
throttle. In the combined flow 1 & 2 in the internal refrigeration cycle the temperature
drop in the Throttle can be seen by station 9b. Then enters the Heat Exchanger where
heat absorbed to the cold side of these two flows as seen by the increase in specific
entropy in station 9d. However, the increase in IOC Simple v020 is lower than the
IOC Simple v019. This also means Pump 1 has to work less by the lower increase in
entropy change from station 9d to 10 (10a1 & 10a2). The flows separate while
following flow 1 to Pump 2 where it increases in temperature to station 11. The fluid
enters Boiler 1 where it adds heat as seen by the increase in entropy and temperature
to a vapor in station 2a prior to the Mixer.
Flow 2 leaves the separated outlet flow of Pump 1 at station 10a1. The fluid
enters Boiler 2 where heat addition has caused an increased entropy and temperature
to station 2b prior to the Mixer.
Flow 3 starts at station 9a3 where it enters Turbine 3. Work is generated
where pressure decreases and specific entropy increases to station 4a2. The fluid
enters the Compressor where work is added where pressure increases and specific
entropy increases to station 5 prior to entering the Mixer.
The Mixer outlet is a combination of the three flows where as seen in station
7. The flow then enters Turbine 2 where it generates power at the expense of pressure
and expands to station 8. The Low Pressure Compressor then increases the pressure
to facilitate condensation at station 8b. The flow then enters the Condenser where the
heat rejected is as a volumetric collapse between stations 8b and 9c. The hot side of
the Heat Exchanger forces a further collapse of the volumetric flow to station 9a.
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CHAPTER 6:
DISCUSSION
6.1

COMPONENT EVALUATION
The NIST interpolation table routine is only as accurate as the resolution of

temperature and pressure. The routine easily shows that the gases do not behave in
an ideal manner and must be treated as such for the compressibility factor, specific
heat of constant pressure with enthalpy, and the specific heat ratio for isentropic
relations. It shows that there is little variation with entropy lookup and the Gibbs
relation with 2nd law of thermodynamics as seen in Eqn. 3.2.
Components with the boiler example shows the energy storage capacity of
the latent heat of vaporization made between FIT and Harris Corp. The mixer model
between FIT and Harris Corp. yielded the same results where a mixed inlet pressure
with a small pressure drop will decrease mixed temperature and pressure because
each of the gases are filling each other’s volume.
Some unique findings from this project can lead to new possibilities to engine
cycles. For instance, the thermal efficiency of the IOC is sufficiently high enough for
a relatively low temperature source that it may be possible to have a refrigeration
cycle generate power from otherwise wasted heat from buildings and allow the
refrigeration cycle be self-sustaining. This would mean heat sources from electronic
equipment, people, etc. can be used to not only cool the building but also generate
electricity and be put to a constructive use.
The multiphase multi-constituent turbine allows more power extraction in the
cycle by taking advantage of the latent heats of vaporization. The multiphase, multiconstituent flow in the cycle allows energy to be stored in one fluid then to the other
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benefiting cycle performance by moving energy to where it is needed. When these
fluids are in a mixed stream for a turbine, the turbine power extraction can be higher
than if each constituent were to be treated in a separate fluid stream. This enables
more dropout, however as a mass and volume fraction to the overall flow the liquid
refrigerant can have a large vapor quality (with respect to the refrigerant constituent
by itself), but compared to the overall mixed flow it is at a manageable level. The
non-refrigerant is supposed to generate more power than the refrigerant, when
condensation occurs it means the non-refrigerant is being recharged and it is a good
indicator that power in the turbine is being augmented by the latent heat of
vaporization (provided the refrigerant doesn’t have a strong tendency to condense).

6.2

TURBINE SIZING MODELS
It can be seen that increasing the blade height and hub diameter increases the

torque and power output. The revolute turbine can occupy the same flow area as a
conventional axial flow turbine, but rather than occupying the full 360° annular area
for each stage the revolute turbine only utilizes an arc angle less than 360°. In each
stage the revolute turbine has larger blade heights, but fewer blades than the axial
flow turbine. The obvious downside for the revolute turbine is the recirculation
portion which is between each stage. Since this recirculation portion is necessary it
can be used to help let the different constituents achieve thermal equilibrium and the
long length can assist with setting the inlet mean axial flow for the next stage
gradually which will reduce the sudden area change seen in axial flow turbines.
The revolute turbine not only extracts more energy from the fluid, and has
nearly double the torque, but it also has a very low angular velocity when compared
to the axial turbine. The revolute turbine is a novel concept where instead of
increasing the velocity of the fluid to generate more power it goes in the other
direction. Increasing the velocity to increase kinetic energy and allows more energy
to be extracted also decreases pressure. Turbines operate by extracting energy from
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the fluid by converting the kinetic energy change to shaft work at the expense of
pressure. The higher the velocity means a larger pressure drop which limits the
number of stages and power extracted. This higher velocity is the current method of
thinking for turbine performance increase because there are few options a designer
can use to increase turbine performance. The revolute turbine on the other hand tries
to extract more power by reducing the pressure drop from stage to stage by reducing
the mean axial velocity, and increasing the blade height. This is all made possible by
having the turbine stage occupy an arc angle that does not go all the way around the
hub, and recirculate around to the next stage. The arc angle for the stage adds a new
dimension for optimizing gas turbine design from all evidence has not been explored.

6.3

CYCLES
The multistage refrigeration cycle has diminishing returns for each stage.

However, for a cycle where its performance depends on the magnitude of CoP then
maximizing the refrigeration performance is critical. A method to improve CoP is by
increasing the number of stages up to the point where the capital costs exceed the
benefit of the additional hardware.
The Rankine cycle is the baseline for the IOC for various reasons. For
instance, roughly 90% of all the power plants in the world uses a Rankine cycle. The
IOC’s heat addition is through the boiler the same as the Rankine cycle. The IOC has
the capacity to exceed the performance of Rankine cycle. The double boiler has an
improved power output by increasing the heat input by using a high-pressure boiler,
then mixing at a lower pressure. The low-pressure boiler can absorb heat at a lower
temperature than what the conventional Rankine cycle can boil off at a high pressure.
The embedded refrigeration loop allows the waste heat to be reused and improve the
cycle performance by allowing the turbine to see more heat than what is entering
external to the cycle. There are other methods to improve performance such as adding
a spray to the mixed flow of the compressor to reduce shaft work, or an external
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spray as a preheater or boiler. The use of other components such as adding additional
compressors or turbines to assist with heat transfer or output additional work. No
matter the configuration, it all comes down to reusing, and moving energy around to
improve the conversion of heat to work output in the cycle.
IOC model Simple v001 is the baseline for the IOC model Simple v0XX
cycles. This was created by the author and is based on Harris Corp. Simple v000 IOC
model, and it was found that getting an appropriate Boiler 1 and Boiler 2 pressure
can improve the cycle performance. In Simple v006 developed by FIT the pressures
in the boiler are the same, but the mass flow ratios in each channel varies. Power
output can be improved if Boiler 2 can operate with a significant mass flow compared
to Boiler 1. However, thermal efficiency in both Simple v001 and v006 is lower than
the Rankine efficiency. The apparent thermal efficiency of both cycles can exceed
the Rankine thermal efficiency only if the mass flow entering the second boiler is
significantly larger than Boiler 1. Cycle Simple Model v006 has a marginal thermal
efficiency improvement through external cooling of the compressors. The embedded
refrigeration cycle should improve from Simple v001. The cycle conditions vary
based on absorbed heat in the refrigeration loop, and isentropic efficiency of the
pumps. This cycle has its thermal efficiencies of the high-pressure boiler and both
boilers close to each other. The thermal efficiencies are close to each other by
reducing the heat necessary (or mass flow) for the low-pressure boiler and improving
the power output by improving the equivalent Rankine thermal efficiency in the
cycle. IOC Simple model v012 has a further improved cycle performance by having
the refrigeration loop be part of both boilers. The performance of the cycle has the
potential to approach 100% thermal efficiency. This is unheard of for ideal traditional
cycles (such as Rankine, or Brayton cycles) where their thermal efficiencies are
limited to about 70%. This is made possible by the recirculation of the refrigeration
loop in the cycle, multiphase-multi-constituent turbine, and the variable pressure
mixer. IOC Simple model v019 has an improved performance by adding a
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compressor to increase the condenser inlet temperature, and a turbine of the Brayton
flow to recover additional work output. Simple model v019 is similar to v011 except
with the additional components. The performance increase from Simple model v020
is similar to v012 and v019 where the thermal efficiencies are generally higher than
most other IOC cycles.
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CHAPTER 7:
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION
7.1

CONCLUSION
Unlike typical cycles which have limited Carnot efficiencies of less than

100% it has been proven via the computer models at Florida Tech that the Imbedded
Organic Cycle has the potential not to be limited by the same constraints as
traditional cycles. The IOC has the potential even with component inefficiencies to
yield a solution that has for every unit of heat input, there is an equal unit of work
output, which is unheard of for any traditional cycle used in power production. This
is due to the active recirculation of energy that would normally be rejected to the
surroundings. This is usually at the expense of power generated by the cycle to ensure
returning flow is cooler than the surroundings. However, the energy that would
normally be discarded away can be reused in the cycle through a traditional
refrigeration cycle. This gives the turbines (work extractors) more energy than what
is going into the cycle. The IOC targets energy removal and insertion where it is
needed the most within the cycle. It fuses the best parts of the three traditional cycles:
Rankine, Brayton, and Refrigeration. It takes advantage of the low temperature, and
phase changing to absorb/release energy from the Rankine cycle. Then it takes
advantage of the high volumetric flow rates, which allow the Brayton cycle to
function. Finally, any energy that is not used by the cycle is recirculated back in by
the refrigeration cycle through energy absorption is used.
The multiphase multi-constituent turbine allows more power extraction in the
cycle by taking advantage of the latent heats of vaporization. Traditional cycles
utilize only one constituent or a mixture of gaseous constituents but it can be
simplified to either non-refrigerants or refrigerants. The non-refrigerant turbine case
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can be seen in any type of open cycles such as Brayton cycle with combustion
products, there is no phase change that occurs in this cycle configuration. The
refrigerant turbine case can be seen in a Rankine cycle, however dropout is not
encouraged when condensation occurs there is less effective mass flow that can
generate power in each successive stage. The multiphase multi-constituent turbine
allows the non-refrigerant to generate a large portion of power, and as the nonrefrigerant condenses, it recharges the non-refrigerant and increases the outlet
temperature making it easier to reject heat to the surroundings. Another advantage is
the fact that any condensation that occurs uses only a small mass fraction when
compared to the mixed flow versus only the refrigerant.
The revolute turbine is an ideal turbine for IOC where it can operate with a
small pressure drop, promotes mixing between stages, and has a higher isentropic
efficiency. This turbine employs a novel concept of occupying an arc angle to
increase stage performance. This turbine can be used on not only IOC but has the
potential to replace axial flow turbines on power cycles.

7.2

RECOMMENDATION
It is the author’s recommendation that Harris continue its research into the

IOC. To run extensive tests over its physical models. Then based on all data, generate
a higher fidelity computer model, which will close the gap between the two different
models. This will allow multiple future models to be readily generated and determine
which of the numerous configurations will yield optimal results for the given
conditions.
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APPENDIX A:
PSEUDO-CODE EQUATIONS
A.1 COMPONENT CALCULATIONS
A.1.1 HEAT EXCHANGER CALCULATIONS
Eqn. A.1 Inlet Conditions of Heat Exchanger
T
hin = propin (:,6 )

Tin = propin (:,1)

T

m IC = m in


2

mref = ∑ m j 
 j =1  in

Cpin = propin (:,9 )

T

Eqn. A.2 Guess temperature and outlet saturation temperature
J

[

Tguess = ∑ m j ⋅ Cp j ⋅ T j
j =1

] ∑ [m
J

in

j =1

j

⋅ Cp j

]

in

Tout = nistsatP ( NIST , CHEM arr , Psat )
Q prev = Q L
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Eqn. A.3 Gas only energy balance

Tout = Tguess
FOR k = 1 : MM
Tout prev = Tout

[Q , prop ] = HEAT (NIST , CHEM
out
J

Cpout = ∑ [m ( j ) ⋅ propout ( j ,9 )]
j =1

arr

, Pout , Tout , m in , m , state, hin )

J

∑ m ( j )
j =1

Q = Q − Q prev
Tout = Tout prev −

Q
J

∑ [m ( j )] ⋅ Cp
j =1

out

error = Q
error < ε
BREAK
END
END
IF

Eqn. A.4 Saturated Liquid

[

m = m ref

]

0 m (3 : end )

[Q , prop ] = HEAT (NIST , CHEM
out

arr

, Pout , Tout , m in , m , state, hin )
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Eqn. A.5 Vapor quality is greater than 0%
hmix = Q m ref

output l = NISTLUTv 04b( NIST .REF , Pin (1,1), Tout , ' l ') hl = output l (6)

output v = NISTLUTv 04b( NIST .REF , Pin (1,1), Tout , ' v')
FOR k = 1 : MM
x = int erp1([hl , output v (6)], [0,1], hl − hmix )
IF isnan( x)
x =1
m = m ref ⋅ (1 − x ) m ref ⋅ x m (3 : end )

[

]

∑ (m ⋅ [h , output (6)]) − ∑ (m ⋅ [h , output (6)])
l

dh =

v

in

l

v

m ref

dH = m ref ⋅ dh
BREAK
END
m = m ref ⋅ (1 − x ) m ref ⋅ x m (3 : end )

[

[Q , prop ] = HEAT (NIST , CHEM
out

hmix =

Q − Q prev
m ref

]

arr

, Pin (1,1), Tout , m in , m , state, hin )

+ hmix

ERROR = Q prev − Q
IF
dh =

ERROR < ε

∑ (m ⋅ [h , output (6)]) − ∑ (m ⋅ [h , output (6)])
l

v

in

l

v

m ref

dH = m ref ⋅ dh
BREAK
END
END
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Eqn. A.6 Heat Routine

propout = fluid _ props(NIST , CHEM arr , Pout , Tout , state )

hout = propout (:,6 )

T

J

[

Q = ∑ m j ⋅ h j
j =1

]

J

out

[

− ∑ m j ⋅ h j
j =1

]

in

A.1.2 MIXER CALCULATIONS
Eqn. A.7 Combine and Store Mixer Inlet Conditions

(

CHEM arr = vertcat CHEM arr1 , CHEM arr2 , CHEM arr3
state = vertcat (state1 , state2 , state3 )
m = horzcat (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 )

)

propsin = vertcat ( fluid _ stream1 , fluid _ stream2 , fluid _ stream3 )
m IC = m
hin = propsin (:,6 )

T

Cp1 = fluid _ stream1 (:,9 )

T

T1 = fluid _ stream1 (1,1)

T

Cp2 = fluid _ stream2 (:,9 )

T

T2 = fluid _ stream2 (1,1)

T

T3 = fluid _ stream3 (1,1)

Eqn. A.8 Molecular weights of fluid stream constituents

(MW ) = (NIST .CHEM .MW )
(MW ) = (NIST .CHEM .MW )
(MW ) = (NIST .CHEM .MW )
j 1

j

1

j 2

j

2

j 3

j

3
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Cp3 = fluid _ stream3 (:,
T

Eqn. A.9 Inlet Pressure of each constituent and number of moles

(m 2 )1
(MW2 )1
(m 2 )2
fluid _ stream2 (2,2 ) n 2 =
(MW2 )2

P1 = fluid _ stream1 (2,2 ) n1 =
P2 =

P3 = fluid _ stream1 (:,2 )

(m )
(n ) = ( )
MW
j 3

J1

J2

J3

j =2

j =2

j =2

j 3

j = 2: J

j 3

ntot = ∑ (n j )1 + ∑ (n j )2 + ∑ (n j )3

Eqn. A.10 Inlet Pressure of each constituent and number of moles
Pp = [n1 ⋅ P1

n 2 ⋅ P2

Pmix = ∑ Pp

n3 ⋅ P3 ] ntot

J1

J2

2

j =2

j =2

j =2

n ref = ∑ (n j )1 + ∑ (n j )2 + ∑ (n j )3
n nonref = (n j )3

[

n arr = n ref

j = 3: J3

n nonref

]


Ppout = 0 0 0 0



n arr
⋅ Pmix 
ntot
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A.1.3 PUMP CALCULATIONS
Eqn. A.11 Pump outlet conditions and work required
J

m tot = ∑ (m j )in
j =1

(hmix )in =

1 J
⋅ ∑ (m j )in ⋅ (h j )in
m tot j =1

(smix )in =

1 J
⋅ ∑ (m j )in ⋅ (s j )in
m tot j =1

[(h ) (m ) ] = entropy(NIST
j out

j out

Pout

)

Pout

)

1 J
⋅ ∑ (m j )out ⋅ (h j )out
m tot j =1

hisen =
hout =

(smix )in (m j )in

CHEM j

[h

isen

− (hmix )in ]

η pump

+ (hmix )in

[props (m ) ] = enthalpy(NIST
j

j out

J

J

j =1

j =1

CHEM j

W = ∑ (m j )in ⋅ (h j )in − ∑ (m j )out ⋅ (h j )out
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hout

(m )

j out

Eqn. A.12 Determine the outlet isentropic specific enthalpy mass flow, and fluid
properties

outputl = NIST (NIST
sl = outputl (7 )

CHEM j

Pout

(smix )in

' l ')

x=0
outputv = 0
IF

isnan( sl )

Tout = int erp1(NIST .CHEM j . Pr essure
outputl = NIST (NIST

outputv = NIST (NIST

CHEM j

Pout

Tout

CHEM j

Pout

Tout

sl = outputl (7 ) sv = outputv (7 )
x=

NIST .CHEM j .Temperature Pout )
' l ')

(smix )in − sl
sv − sl

END
m = m tot ⋅ [1 − x

x]

 outputl 
propisen = 

outputv 
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' v ')

j =1

Eqn. A.13 Determine the outlet mass flow, and fluid properties due to enthalpy
outputl = NIST (NIST
hl = outputl (6 )

CHEM j

Pout

hout

' l ')

x=0
outputv = 0
IF

isnan(hl )

Tout = int erp1(NIST .CHEM j . Pr essure NIST .CHEM j .Temperature Pout )
outputl = NIST (NIST

outputv = NIST (NIST

CHEM j

Pout

Tout

CHEM j

Pout

Tout

hl = outputl (7 ) hv = outputv (7 )
x=

' l ')

' v ')

hout − hl
hv − hl

END
m = m tot ⋅ [1 − x

x]

 outputl 
propisen = 

outputv 

A.1.4 TURBINE
A.1.4.1

Isentropic Model

Eqn. A.14 Turbine stage isentropic efficiency
1N
π s = π total

(m ⋅ Cp )mix = ∑ m i ⋅ Cp i (m ⋅ Cv )mix = ∑ m i ⋅ Cv i
(m ⋅ Cp )mix
γ −1
γ mix =
k = mix
(m ⋅ Cv )mix
γ mix

[

(

k
1 − 1 − η total ⋅ 1 − π total
ηs =
1 − π sk

)]

1N
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j =1

Eqn. A.15 Turbine Mixed Pressure Calculation

(MWarr ) j

PP = propin (:,2 )

T

n j =

m j

j = 2: J

j = 2: J

(MWarr ) j

nTOT = ∑ n j
PP1 j =

nTOT
⋅ PPj
n j

Ptot = PP1J

Eqn. A.16 Begin iteration for stages and pressure matching
Parr (1, :) = Pinlet

Tarr (1) = Tinlet

Pr opoutput {1,1} = propin W (1) = 0

T
dhLHV (1) = 0 m LHV (1) = 0 harr (1) = propin (:,6 )
propout = propin
Pr opindiv {1,1} = propin m IC = m m stage = m IC Ptotin = Ptot

FOR i = 2 : N + 1
m prev = m
Ptotset = Ptotin ⋅ π si −1

πs = πs
adj

FOR ij = 1 : 10
Parr (i, :) = π sadj ⋅ Parr (i − 1, :)

propout = Pr opoutput {i − 1,1} m = m prev
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Eqn. A.17 Isentropic outlet Conditions
Tliqin = prop out (1,1) sin = prop out (:,7 )

T

2

m out = m m ref = ∑ m j
j =1

IF

m ref ≠ 0

(

)

props dum1 = fluid _ props CHEM arr (1,1), Parr (i ,1), Tliqin , ' l '

props dum 2 = fluid _ props _ gen(CHEM arr (2 : end ,1), Parr (i ,2 : end ), ' s ' , sin (2 : end ), state(2 : end ,1))
props dum = vertcat ( props dum1 , props dum 2 )

(isnan( props dum (1,6)) AND isnan( props dum (2,6))) OR
((isnan( props dum (1,6)) AND m out (1) ≠ 0) OR (isnan( props dum (2,6))
Tsat = nistsatP (CHEM arr , Parr (i ,1))
props dum1 = fluid _ props (CHEM arr (1 : 2,1), Parr (i ,1 : 2), Tsat , {' l ' ; ' v '})
IF

AND m out (2) ≠ 0))

2

s mix = ∑ m j ⋅ (s j )in m ref
j =1

s sat = props dum1 (:,7 )
IF

s mix ≥ s sat (1) AND s mix ≤ s sat (2)

xout = int erp1(s sat , [0,1], s mix )
m out = horzcat (m ref ⋅ [(1 − xout ), xout ], m (3 : end ))

props dum = vertcat ( props dum1 , props dum 2 (2 : end , :))

ELSEIF

s mix < s sat (1)

xout = 0
m out = horzcat (m ref ⋅ [(1 − xout ), xout ], m (3 : end ))

props dum1 = fluid _ props _ gen(CHEM arr (1,1), Parr (i,1), ' s ' , s mix , ' l ')
props dum = vertcat ( props dum1 , props dum1 , props dum 2 (3 : end , :))

ELSEIF

s mix > s sat (2)

xout = 1
m out = horzcat (m ref ⋅ [(1 − xout ), xout ], m (3 : end ))

props dum1 = fluid _ props _ gen(CHEM arr (1,1), Parr (i,2), ' s ' , s mix , ' v')
props dum = vertcat ( props dum1 , props dum1 , props dum 2 (3 : end , :))

END
END
ELSE (noref )
Tsat = nistsatP (CHEM arr , Parr (i,1))

props dum1 = fluid _ props (CHEM arr (1 : 2,1), Parr (i,1 : 2), Tsat , {' l ' ; ' v'})

props dum 2 = fluid _ props _ gen(CHEM arr (2 : end ,1), Parr (i,2 : end ), ' s ' , sin (2 : end ), state(2 : end ,1))
props dum = vertcat ( props dum1 , props dum 2 )
END
Pr op _ indiv _ out = props dum

m = m out
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Eqn. A.18 Actual Power
Tarrout = Pr op _ indiv _ out (1,1) hin = Pr op _ indiv _ out (:,6 )

T

T
m indiv = m Cpin = Pr op _ indiv _ out (:,9 )
J

Tguess =

∑ m ( j ) ⋅Cp ( j ) ⋅ T ( j )
in

j =2

arrout

J

∑ m ( j ) ⋅Cp ( j )
j =2

in

J

J

j =2

j =2

W isen = ∑ m prev ( j ) ⋅ harr (i − 1, :) − ∑ m ( j ) ⋅ hin ( j )
W stg = η s ⋅ W isen
W diff = W stg − W isen
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Eqn. A.19 Set outlet pressure
Ptot = total _ pressure _ calc(CHEM _ arr , state, m , propout )
Ptotsarr (ij ) = Ptot

πs

adjarr

IF

(ij ) = π s

adj

ij == 1
IF π s > 1

π s = π s ⋅ 0.9
adj

ELSE

π s = π s ⋅1.1
adj

ELSE

(

π s = int erp1 Ptots , π s
adj

arr

adjarr

, Ptot _ set

)

errorP = Ptot − Ptot _ set
IF

errorP < ε P

BREAK
END
END
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A.1.5 COMPRESSOR CALCULATIONS
A.1.5.1

Isentropic Model

Eqn. A.20 Compressor stage isentropic efficiency
1N
π s = π total

(m ⋅ Cp )mix = ∑ m i ⋅ Cp i (m ⋅ Cv )mix = ∑ m i ⋅ Cv i
(m ⋅ Cp )mix
γ −1
k = mix
γ mix =
(m ⋅ Cv )mix
γ mix

ηs =

ηs =
t

π sk − 1


1
k
⋅ π total
−1 
1 +
 η total

1

(

)

1N

−1

ηs
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A.1.5.2

Compressor with Spray

Eqn. A.21 Individual constituent Temperature, mixed temperature, and stage
work for external spray

FOR i = 2 : N + 1
m j prev = m j

[ ]

Parr (i ) = π s ⋅ Parr (i − 1)

[T ]
[T ]

arr j out
arr j out

(

= indepTemp Tarr (i − 1) π s η s
= Tarr (i − 1)

j =1

(

prop j = NIST NIST
IF

j =1

in

prop j = Sat (Sat CHEM j

END
IF ISNAN h j

([ ] )

j=2

in

prop j = Sat (Sat CHEM j

END
h j in = prop j (:,6 )

[ ]

j output

[ ]

Parr (i ) Tarrj

CHEM j

([ ] )

ISNAN h j

[Pr op ]
out

Parr (i ) ' l ')

j =1

Parr (i ) ' v')

j=2

m j

state j

[γ ] )
j indiv

)

[Cp ] = prop (:,9)
∑ m ⋅ [Cp ] ⋅ [T ]
j in

j

J

Tguess =

[prop

j =2

j

j in

arr j out

∑ m ⋅ [Cp ]
J

j =2

j

Q m j

j

(

j in

]

dhLHV (i ) dH LHV (i )

= ebalance3 NIST
Tarr (i ) = prop j (1)

Sat CHEM j

m j

Parr (i ) state j

j =1

harr (i, :) = prop j (:,6 )
J

[ ]

W (i ) = ∑ m j
j =1

J

⋅ harr (i − 1, j ) − ∑ m j ⋅ harr (i, j )
prev
j =1

END
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[h ]

j in

M

Tguess

ε

)

Eqn. A.22 Energy balance 3 part 1, determine the vapor quality range for flow 1
and flow 2
Tsat1 = SAT (CHEM 1

Pflow1 )

Tsat2 = SAT (CHEM 1

Pflow2 )

[

]

Parr = Pflow1 ⋅ [1 1] Pflow2 ⋅ [1 1] Pflow2 ⋅ [3 END ]

m ref1 = ∑ m flow1

2

m ref2 = ∑ m flow2 ( j )
j =1

x1 = 0 x2 = 0
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2

]

m flow2 (3 : END )

Tout = Tsat2

[Q ( prop ) ] = heat (NIST
1

CHEM j

j out1

x1 = 1 x2 = 1
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

Parr

Tout

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2

m in

(h ) )

m state j

j in

]

m flow2 (3 : END )

Tout = Tsat1

[Q ( prop ) ] = heat (NIST
2

j out 2

x1 = 0 x2 = 1
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

CHEM j

Parr

Tout

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2

m in

m state j

3

CHEM j

j out 3

x1 = 0 x2 = 1
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

Parr

Tout

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2

]

m in

(h ) )

m state j

j in

]

m flow2 (3 : END )

Tout = Tsat1

[Q ( prop ) ] = heat (NIST
4

j out 4

CHEM j

Parr
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Tout

j in

m flow2 (3 : END )

Tout = Tsat2

[Q ( prop ) ] = heat (NIST

(h ) )

m in

m state j

(h ) )
j in

Eqn. A.23 Energy balance 3 part 2, determine the output for the function
IF

Q1 > 0

x1 = 0 x2 = 0

[

m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1
Tout = Tsat2

(

prop ] = NONSAT NIST

[m

CHEM j

Parr

Tout

m in

(h ) )

m state j

j in

Q 2 < 0

ELSEIF

x1 = 1 x2 = 1
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

Tout = Tsat1

[m

]

m flow2 (3 : END )

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2

(

prop ] = NONSAT NIST

CHEM j

Parr

Tout

m in

m state j

(h ) )
j in

Q1 ≤ 0

ELSEIF
IF

]

m flow2 (3 : END )

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2

Q 4 > 0

AND Q 3 ≤ 0

x1 = 0 x2 = 1
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

Tout = Tsat2

[m

(

prop ] = NONSAT NIST

x1 = 0 x2 = 0
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

Tout = Tsat2

[m

CHEM j

Parr

Tout

]

m flow2 (3 : END )
m in

(h ) )

m state j

j in

Q 3 > 0

ELSEIF

(

prop ] = SAT 1 NIST

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2
CHEM j

Parr

Tout

m in

]

m flow2 (3 : END )
m state j

(h )

j in

prop1 Q1

Q 4 ≤ 0

ELSEIF

x1 = 0 x2 = 1
m = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

[

Tout = Tsat1

[m

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2

(

prop ] = SAT 2 NIST

m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2
CHEM j

Parr

Tout

END
END
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m in

]

m flow2 (3 : END )
m state j

(h )

j in

prop4

)

)

Eqn. A.24 NONSAT function
FOR i = 1 : MM
Q ( prop j )out = heat NIST

[

(Cp )

j out

]

(

= ( prop j )out (:, 9 )

CHEM j

(Pt )out

T

J

Cpmix =

∑ m ⋅ (Cp )

j out

j =1

J

∑ m
j =1

Tout = Tout −

Q
J

Cpmix ⋅ ∑ m
j =1

error = Q
IF

error < ε

BREAK
END
END
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Tout

m in

m state j

(h ) )
j in

Eqn. A.25 Saturation for flow 2

[

m 1 = m ref1 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref1 ⋅ x1

]

hF 2ref = [ prop1 (3,6 ) prop3 (4,6 )]
Q = Q1
hmix =

− Q
+ hF 2ref (1)
∑ m ref2

FOR k = 1 : MM
x2 = int erp1 hF 2ref

(

[

[0 1]

hmix

m 2 = m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x2 ) m ref2 ⋅ x2
m = [m 1 m 2 ]
Q prop = heat NIST

[

hmix

]

(

)

]

m 2 (3 : END )

CHEM j

(Pt )out

Q
=
+ hmix
∑ m ref2

ERROR = Q
IF

ERROR < ε
BREAK

END
END
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Tout

m in

m state j

(h ) )
j in

Eqn. A.26 Saturation for flow 1

[

m 1 = m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref2 ⋅ x1

]

hF 1ref = [ prop4 (3,6 ) prop2 (4,6 )]
Q = Q 4
hmix =

− Q
+ hF 1ref (1)
∑ m ref1

FOR k = 1 : MM
x1 = int erp1 hF 2ref

(

[

[0 1]

hmix

m 1 = m ref2 ⋅ (1 − x1 ) m ref2 ⋅ x1
m = [m 1 m 2 ]
Q prop = heat NIST

[

hmix

]

(

]

)

CHEM j

(Pt )out

Q
=
+ hmix
∑ m ref2

ERROR = Q
IF

ERROR < ε
BREAK

END
END
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Tout

m in

m state j

(h ) )
j in

A.2 AXIAL TURBINE SIZING CALCULATIONS
Eqn. A.27 Minimum Area of Maximum Mach Number

FOR k = 1 : M M
IF

k == 1
π out = 0.99

ELSEIF k == 2
π out = 0.99
ELSE

[

MATRIX A = errorMacharr , π outarr

]

MATRIX B = sortrows (MATRIX A )

π out = int erp1(MATRIX B (:,1), MATRIX B (:,2),0)
END
[m out propout

(

∆KE ] = isentropic _ turbinePPv002 m totin , proptotin ,η , π out ,1, M

Tmix = prop out (2,1)

R = gasconst (CHEM arr (2 : end ,1), m out (2 : end ))
J

Vout =

2

1000W
⋅ ∆KE ⋅ ∑ m
1kW

V =

∑ m ( j ) ⋅ prop ( j,4)
j =2

out

out

J −1

ρ mix = ∑ m V

γ mix = massavg ( prop out (2 : end ), m out (2 : end )) sos = γ mix ⋅ R ⋅ Tmix
π out

arr

(k ) = π out

M arr (k ) = M

errorMacharr (k ) = M − M max

errorMacharr (k ) < ε M

IF

BREAK
END
END
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M = Vout

Eqn. A.28 Minimum Area set to design tolerances
A flow =

∑ m

ρ mix ⋅ Vout

[D1

D2 ] = flowdiameter (A flow

IF

Dtest =' outer '

Dval

Dtest

percent _ blockage)

D2 = floor _ incr (D2 , Dtol )

ELSEIF

Dtest =' inner '

D1 = floor _ incr (D1 , Dtol )

END
Aturb = flowarea (D1

D2

percent _ blockage)

Eqn. A.29 Diameter Calculation

percent _ flow = 1 − percent _ blockage
A flow
Aannular =
percent _ flow
IF Dtest ==' inner '
D22 = Dval
A22 = π 4 ⋅ D222
A11 = Aannular + A22
D11 = 4 ⋅ π A11
ELSEIF

Dtest ==' outer '

D11 = Dval
A11 = π 4 ⋅ D112
A22 = Aannular − A11
D22 = 4 ⋅ π A22
END
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Eqn. A.30 Flow Area Calculation

percent _ flow = 1 − percent _ blockage
A11 =

π

⋅ D112

A22 =

4
Aannular = A11 − A22

π
4

⋅ D222

A flow = Aannular ⋅ percent _ flow
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Eqn. A.31 Determine the static inlet fluid properties

FOR k = 1 : M M
IF

k == 1
π out = 0.99

ELSEIF

k == 2

π out = 0.99
ELSE
MATRIX A = errorm arr , π outarr

[

]

MATRIX B = sortrows (MATRIX A )

π out = int erp1(MATRIX B (:,1), MATRIX B (:,2),0)
END
[m out propout

(

∆KE ] = isentropic _ turbinePPv002 m totin , proptotin ,η , π out ,1, M ,

Tmix = prop out (2,1)

J

Vout =

2

m iterr

1000W
⋅ ∆KE ⋅ ∑ m
1kW
= ρ mix ⋅ Vout ⋅ Aturb

π out

(k ) = π out

arr

V =

m iterarr (k ) = m iterr

∑ m ( j ) ⋅ prop ( j,4)
j =2

out

J −1

errorm arr (k ) =

errorm arr (k ) < ε m

IF

out

BREAK
END
END
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ρ mix = ∑ m V

m iterr − ∑ m totin

∑ m

tot in

Eqn. A.32 Total Outlet Conditions initialization

Cp iter = prop staticin (2 : end ,9 ) Cviter = prop staticin (2 : end ,8)
J

J

Cp mix = ∑ m staticin ( j ) ⋅ Cp iter ( j − 1)

∑ m

j =2

γ mix =

Cp mix

J

∑ m
j =2

staticin

( j ) ⋅ Cviter ( j − 1)

Tte = proptotalin (J ,1)

j =2

staticin

J

∑ m
j =2

staticin

(

( j)

( j)

k mix =

γ mix
γ mix − 1

Ptemixed = total _ pressurecalc CHEM arr , m staticin , prop staticin

[m t 3

(

propt 3 ] = evapcoldsidemixed _ v004 m totalin , proptotalin , Ptemixed ,−W stg

FOR k = 1 : M TP
Tte prev = Tte

Pre prev = Ptemixed

Tmix _ gas = propt 3 (J ,1)

Eqn. A.33 Total Outlet Mixed Pressure [23]
T1 = prop staticin (1,1) Tt1 = prop totalin (1,1)

(

)

Pt1 = total _ pressurecalc m totalin , prop staticin
T2 = T1 Tt 2 = Tt1

deg_ R _ t = Vmeanaxial (2 ⋅ Vmidspeed ) ⋅ (Tt1 − Tt 3 )

Tt 3rel = Tt 3 +
Pt 2 =

)

w32 − c32
2 ⋅ Cp mix

(

Pt1

1 + φt stator ⋅ 1 − (T2 Tt 2 ) mix
k

P2 = Pt 2 ⋅ (T2 Tt 2 ) mix
k

Pt 3rel =

( (

1 + φtrotorr ⋅ 1 − T3 Tt 3rel

(

(

Pt 2rel = P2 ⋅ Tt 3rel T2

Pt 2rel

P3 = Pt 3rel ⋅ T3 Tt 3rel

)

)

k mix

)

k mix

) )
k mix

Pt 3 = P3 ⋅ (Tt 3 T3 ) mix
k
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)

Eqn. A.34 Total Outlet Conditions initialization

[m t 3

(

prop t 3 ] = evapcoldsidemixed _ v004 m totalin , proptotalin , Ptemixed ,−W stg

Ptemixed 1 = total _ pressurecalc(CHEM arr , m t 3 , propt 3 )

(

1
⋅ Ptemixed 1 − Pte prev
2
Tte = propt 3 (J ,1)
Ptemixed = Pte prev +

errorP =
IF

Ptemixed − Pte prev
Pte prev

errorP < ε P

)

errorP =

Tte − Tte prev
Tte prev

AND errorT < ε T

BREAK
END
END
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)

A.3 REVOLUTE TURBINE SIZING CALCULATIONS
Eqn. A.35 Minimum Area of Maximum Velocity
FOR k = 1 : M M
IF

k == 1
π out = 0.99

ELSEIF

k == 2

π out = 0.99
ELSE
MATRIX A = errorVarr , π outarr

[

]

MATRIX B = sortrows (MATRIX A )

π out = int erp1(MATRIX B (:,1), MATRIX B (:,2),0)
END
[m out propout

(

∆KE ] = isentropic _ turbinePPv002 m totin , proptotin ,η , π out ,1, M ,

Tmix = prop out (2,1)

R = gasconst (CHEM arr (2 : end ,1), m out (2 : end ))
J

2

Vout =

1000W
⋅ ∆KE ⋅ ∑ m
1kW
π outarr (k ) = π out Varr (k ) = Vout

IF

V =

∑ m ( j ) ⋅ prop ( j,4)
j =2

out

J −1

errorMacharr (k ) = Vout − Vinset

errorVarr (k ) < ε M

BREAK
END
END

Eqn. A.36 Arc Angle Calculation

θ min = 2 ⋅ π ⋅

out

A flow
Aannular

θ stg = ceil _ incr (θ min , angular _ tol )
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ρ mix = ∑ m V

Eqn. A.37 Revolute Momentum Stage Power [23]
J

m gas

j =2

ρ mix

m gas = ∑ m ( j ) V =

π

blade _ height =

1
⋅ (D1 − D2 )
2

π

⋅ D12 A2 = ⋅ D22 Aannular = A1 − A2
4
4
percent _ flow = 1 − percent _ blockage A flow = Aannular ⋅ θ ⋅ percent _ flow

A1 =

Vmeanaxial =
Vmid =

V
A flow

U = Vmeanaxial ⋅ percent _ tipspeed

0.5 ⋅ D2 + 0.5 ⋅ blade _ height
⋅U
0.5 ⋅ D1

C tip = π ⋅ D1

C hub = π ⋅ D2

RPM =

U
C tip ⋅ 60

θ stg

num _ blades _ turb = floor  num _ blades _ possible ⋅
2 ⋅π

blade _ width = (1 + blade _ width _ rat ) ⋅ blade _ height
blade _ area = blade _ height ⋅ blade _ width
1kN
2
Lift _ per _ blade = 0.5 ⋅ C L ⋅ ρ ⋅ Vmean
⋅
axial
1000 N
0.5 ⋅ D2 + 0.5 ⋅ blade _ height
⋅ (num _ blades _ turb ) ⋅ (Lift _ per _ blade )
τ=
0.5 ⋅ D1
W
= (Lift _ per _ blade ) ⋅ (num _ blades _ turb ) ⋅ (V )
num _ blades _ possible =

C hub
num _ blades

mom

mid

Eqn. A.38 Total Outlet Mixed Pressure [23]

T3 = prop staticin (1,1) Tt 3 = proptotalin (1,1)

(

Pt 3 = total _ pressurecalc m totalin , prop staticin
T4 = T4
Pt 4 =

)

Tt 4 = Tt 3

(

Pt 3

1 + φt stator 2 ⋅ 1 − (T4 Tt 4 ) mix
k

)
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APPENDIX B:
MATLAB SCRIPT
B.1 NIST LOOKUP TABLE
B.1.1 NIST LUT IMPORT NON-SATURATION
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

NISTIMPORT
Function Name: NISTIMPORTv06
Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
Date: 2/11/2012

% This script is called the NIST import, this takes the NIST data from the
% internet, and organizes the data tables in a structured array. It records
% the molecular weight and the general URL's it accessed, and the date and
% time the program completed. The only two inputs the user needs to specify
% are the pressure arry and the chemical. Please note the ID_chem is the
% NIST designation for chemical ID and can be found easily when looking for
% the molecular weight and general properties, please remember to look for
% this if the chemical you are looking for is not in the list.
%% Pressure range
% Comment out the P_array if you want to go from the minimum available
% pressure to the maximum in 1e5 increments
% User may specify Pressure array in MPa
%P_array=horzcat([0:.5e-4:.1],[:1e-4:.1],[.101:.001:5]);
%P_array=horzcat([0:0.5e-4:0.1],[0.1+1e-3:1e-3:1.25]);
P_array=horzcat([0:0.5e-4:0.1],[0.1+1e-3:1e-3:15]);
%P_array=0:.01:1;
%% Temperature Range
% Minimum temperature, NIST will use the minimum if you enter 0 as the
% value. Otherwise specify the minimum.
T_min=0;
% Maximum temperature, NIST will use the maximum if you enter 0 as the
% value. Otherwise specify the maximum.
T_max=0;
% Increment temperature, NIST will use the value specified, enter 0 for the
% default NIST increment which will fit the temperature based on the range
% at a given pressure. The number of points will be 201 if its not within
% saturation, and 203 for saturation. This increment will be based on the
% minimum temperature value, and sometimes NIST will add an extra
% temperature to get close to the final value.
T_incr=1;
%% Chemical used
CHEM='Krypton';
%
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%
%
%% Chemical list with associated NIST Chemical ID
ID_chem={'He','C7440597';
'N2','C7727379';
'H2','C1333740';
'O2','C7782447';
'CH4','C74828';
'Pentane','C109660';
'Butane','C106978';
'Propane','C74986';
'H2O','C7732185';
'Methanol','C67561';
'Methane','C74828';
'Ethane','C74840';
'Ethene','C74851';
'Propene','C115071';
'Propyne','C74997';
'Cyclopropane','C75194';
'Isobutane','C75285';
'Methylbutane2','C78784';
'Dimethylpropane22','C463821';
'Hexane','C110543';
'Methylpentane2','C107835';
'Cyclohexane','C110827';
'Heptane','C142825';
'Octane','C111659';
'Nonane','C111842';
'Decane','C124185';
'Dodecane','C112403';
'Neon','C7440019';
'Ar','C7440371';
'Krypton','C7439909';
'Xenon','C7440633';
'Ammonia','C7664417';
'R11','C7783542';
'R12','C75718';
'R13','C75729';
'R14','C75730';
'R21','C75434';
'R22','C75456';
'R23','C75467';
'R32','C75105';
'R41','C593533';
'R113','C76131';
'R114','C76142';
'R115','C76153';
'R116','C76164';
'R123','C306832';
'R124','C2837890';
'R125','C354336';
'R134a','C811972';
'R141b','C1717006';
'R142b','C75683';
'R143a','C420462';
'R152a','C75376';
'R218','C76197';
'R227ea','C431890';
'R236ea','C431630';
'R236fa','C690391';
'R245ca','C679867';
'R245fa','C460731';
'RC318','C115253';
'Decafluorobutane','C355259';
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'Dodecafluoropentane','C678262';
'SO2','C7446095';
'F6S','C2551624';
'CO2','C124389';
'CO','C630080';
'Hydrogen Sulfide','C7783064';
'Toulene','C108883';
'F2','C7782414';
'N2O','C10024972';
'NF3','C7783542'};
%% Searches for matching Chemical ID
for i=1:length(ID_chem)
if strcmp(CHEM,char(ID_chem(i,1)))
j=i;
break
end
end
%% URL string for Pressure range lookup
% Chemical ID
url_piece=char(ID_chem(j,2));
% String used in isobaric NIST to determine pressure range
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm3&HUn
it=kJ%2Fkg&WUnit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=uPa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm&Type=IsoBar&RefState=DEF&Action=P
age&ID=',url_piece];
% Import string online
SS=urlread(url_str);
% Locate minimum pressure
i=findstr(SS,'Acceptable range:')+length('Acceptable range:');
j=i;
while ~strcmp(SS(j),'t')
j=j+1;
end
min_P=str2num(SS(i:j-1));
i=j;
while ~strcmp(SS(i),'o')
i=i+1;
end
i=i+1;
j=i;
% Locate maximum pressure
while ~strcmp(SS(j:j+2),'MPa')
j=j+1;
end
max_P=str2num(SS(i:j-1));
% If the pressure array variable does not exist use known values, and
% default pressure increment
if exist('P_array')==0
P_array=[min_P:(max_P-min_P)/1e5:max_P];
else
% If the pressure array variable does exist AND the range set does not
% fit what the constituent can handle, then display an error message
% with min/max range
if xor(min_P>min(P_array),max_P<max(P_array))
error(['Change your user-specified Pressure array to fit P_min=
',num2str(min_P),' MPa, P_max= ',num2str(max_P),' MPa'])
end
end
%% Collects the raw data from NIST_nonsat function based on chemical type
%% and scalar pressure
% Determine maximum number of iterations for pressure
i_max=length(P_array);
%for i=1:i_max
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i=1;
while i<=i_max
try
% Collect NIST array, and associated phase type for chemical
% constituent and phase type
eval(['[output_',num2str(i),',
phase_type__',num2str(i),']=NISTONLINETEMP(CHEM,P_array(i),[T_min,T_max],T_incr);']
)
% Store the temperature array
eval(['T_range=minmax(output_',num2str(i),'(:,1)'');'])
% Setup a temporary temperature array, and determine the length
% of the temperature array
if T_incr==0
N=0;
else
T_dum_arr=T_range(1):T_incr:T_range(2);
if T_dum_arr(end)~=T_range(2);
T_dum_arr(end+1)=T_range(2);
end
N=length(T_dum_arr);
end
if N<=201
% If the Number of iterations are ==0 use the default value of 201
% (non-saturation) data points 203 if saturation is available.
if N~=0
% If number of points is less than the default.
% Determine the properties within the NIST range.
eval(['[output_',num2str(i),',
phase_type__',num2str(i),']=NISTONLINETEMP(CHEM,P_array(i),T_range,T_incr);'])
end
else
% If number of points is greater than default
% Establish iteration routine
j_max=N; % Maximum number of iterations
j_incr=201; % Increments for NIST to go in of non-saturation data
% Index array for each temperature block to grab in j_incr.
% Initialize the first value to zero since it will be
% incremented by 1.
j_arr_1=1:j_incr:j_max;j_arr_1(1)=0;
if T_dum_arr(j_arr_1(end))~=T_range(2)
j_arr_1(end+1)=length(T_dum_arr);
end
% Initialize array for concatenation
output_dum_1=[];phase_dum_1={};
% Begin iterating temperature increments
for j=1:length(j_arr_1)-1
% Incremented temperature range
T_sub_range=[T_dum_arr(j_arr_1(j)+1),T_dum_arr(j_arr_1(j+1))];
% Collect NIST and phase data within the temperature range
% and increment
[output_dum_2,phase_dum_2]=NISTONLINETEMP(CHEM,P_array(i),T_sub_range,T_incr);
% Concatenate each sub-temperature range and phase
output_dum_1=vertcat(output_dum_1,output_dum_2);
phase_dum_1=vertcat(phase_dum_1,phase_dum_2);
end
end
% Determine if NIST is consistent with pressure data array, if it
% isn't it will overwrite the erroneous data with points closer to
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% the temperatures above and below. This usually occurs when above
% the critical point.
eval(['[output_dum_1,phase_dum_1]=erroneousnist(CHEM,output_',num2str(i),',
phase_type__',num2str(i),',P_array(i));'])
% Store the current iteration of NIST and phase with the generic
% values
eval(['output_',num2str(i),'=output_dum_1;'])
eval(['phase_type__',num2str(i),'=phase_dum_1;'])
% Store the size of the output array
eval(['dummy=size(output_',num2str(i),');']);
% Store the size array of NIST tables
eval(['output_dims(i)=dummy(1);']);
disp(['Completed: ',num2str(i*100/i_max),' %'])
if ceil_incr(i,500)==floor_incr(i,500)
disp('saving')
save('dum.mat','-v7.3')
end
i=i+1;
catch
disp('Trouble')
pause(5)
end
end
%% Structure array comments, and initialization
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Pressure.units=''MPa'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.dimensions=output_dims;'])
% Initialize value to a impossible pressure value, and give the remaining
% variables the same value of <0.
init=-0.105*ones(max(output_dims),i);
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Pressure.data=meshgrid(P_array,1:max(output_dims));'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Temperature.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Temperature.units=''K'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.rho.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.rho.units=''kg/m^3'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.v.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.v.units=''m^3/kg'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.u.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.u.units=''kJ/kg'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.h.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.h.units=''kJ/kg'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.s.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.s.units=''kJ/(kg*K)'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cv.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cv.units=''kJ/(kg*K)'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cp.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cp.units=''kJ/(kg*K)'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sos.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sos.units=''m/s'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.JT.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.JT.units=''K/MPa'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.visc.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.visc.units=''Pa*s'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.thermcond.data=init;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.thermcond.units=''W/(m*K)'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.phasetype.data={};'])
%% Organizes arrays into Structured array
% Stores the individual arrays into a structure "Data" array, based on
% current size. Seach iteration is a pressure value.
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for i=1:i_max
ii=output_dims(i);
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Temperature.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,1);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.rho.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,3);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.v.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,4);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.u.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,5);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.h.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,6);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.s.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,7);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cv.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,8);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cp.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,9);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sos.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,10);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.JT.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,11);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.visc.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,12);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.thermcond.data(1:ii,i)=output_',num2str(i),'(:,13);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.phasetype.data(1:ii,i)=cellstr(phase_type__',num2str(i),');'])
% Clear the current array
eval(['clear output_',num2str(i),';'])
end
%% Stores the Molar mass of the chemical
url_str1=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=',url_piece,'&Units=SI'];
SS=urlread(url_str1);
i=findstr(SS,'Molecular weight:</strong>')+length('Molecular weight:</strong>');
if isempty(i)
i=findstr(SS,'Molecular weight</a>:</strong>')+length('Molecular
weight</a>:</strong>');
end
j=i;
while ~strcmp(SS(j),'<')
j=j+1;
end
% Molecular Weight
MW=str2num(SS(i+1:j-1)); % g/mol
%% Stores the Molar mass, Day/Time, general URL
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.MW.data=MW;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.MW.units=''g/mol'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sources.date.time=datestr(now);'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sources.date.comment=''Date & Time data table has been
refereced off of the NIST site'';'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sources.url{1,1}=url_str;'])
eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sources.url{2,1}=url_str1;'])
%% Clears all variables in the workspace except Data
s=who;
for i=1:length(s)
if ~(strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'Data') || strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'i')
||strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'s'))
clear(char(s(i,1)))
end
end
clear i s
disp('Program Complete')

B.1.2 NIST LUT IMPORT SATURATION
%
%
%
%
%

NISTIMPORT
This script is called the NIST saturation import, this takes the NIST
data from the internet, and organizes the data tables in a structured
array. It records the molecular weight and the general URL's it accessed,
and the date and time the program completed. The only input the user
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%
%
%
%

needs to specify is the chemical. Please note the ID_chem is the
NIST designation for chemical ID and can be found easily when looking for
the molecular weight and general properties, please remember to look for
this if the chemical you are looking for is not in the list.

% Chemical used
CHEM='Krypton';
% Chemical list with associated NIST Chemical ID
ID_chem={'He','C7440597';
'N2','C7727379';
'H2','C1333740';
'O2','C7782447';
'CH4','C74828';
'Pentane','C109660';
'Butane','C106978';
'Propane','C74986';
'H2O','C7732185';
'Methanol','C67561';
'Methane','C74828';
'Ethane','C74840';
'Ethene','C74851';
'Propene','C115071';
'Propyne','C74997';
'Cyclopropane','C75194';
'Isobutane','C75285';
'Methylbutane2','C78784';
'Dimethylpropane22','C463821';
'Hexane','C110543';
'Methylpentane2','C107835';
'Cyclohexane','C110827';
'Heptane','C142825';
'Octane','C111659';
'Nonane','C111842';
'Decane','C124185';
'Dodecane','C112403';
'Neon','C7440019';
'Argon','C7440371';
'Krypton','C7439909';
'Xenon','C7440633';
'Ammonia','C7664417';
'R11','C7783542';
'R12','C75718';
'R13','C75729';
'R14','C75730';
'R21','C75434';
'R22','C75456';
'R23','C75467';
'R32','C75105';
'R41','C593533';
'R113','C76131';
'R114','C76142';
'R115','C76153';
'R116','C76164';
'R123','C306832';
'R124','C2837890';
'R125','C354336';
'R134a','C811972';
'R141b','C1717006';
'R142b','C75683';
'R143a','C420462';
'R152a','C75376';
'R218','C76197';
'R227ea','C431890';
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'R236ea','C431630';
'R236fa','C690391';
'R245ca','C679867';
'R245fa','C460731';
'RC318','C115253';
'Decafluorobutane','C355259';
'Dodecafluoropentane','C678262';
'SO2','C7446095';
'F6S','C2551624';
'CO2','C124389';
'CO','C630080'};
% Searches for matching Chemical ID
for i=1:length(ID_chem)
if strcmp(CHEM,char(ID_chem(i,1)))
j=i;
break
end
end
% URL string for Pressure range lookup
url_piece=char(ID_chem(j,2));
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm3&HUn
it=kJ%2Fkg&WUnit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=Pa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm&Type=SatT&RefState=DEF&Action=Page
&ID=',url_piece];
SS=urlread(url_str);
i=findstr(SS,'min value:')+length('min value:')+1;
j=findstr(SS,'MPa')-1;
min_P=str2num(SS(i:j(1)));
i=findstr(SS,'max value:')+length('max value:')+1;
max_P=str2num(SS(i:j(2)));
if isempty(min_P)
beep
min_P=input('Please input
end
if isempty(max_P)
beep
max_P=input('Please input
end
if min_P>max_P
beep
min_P=input('Please input
beep
max_P=input('Please input
end

the minimum pressure for the range in MPa: ');

the maximum pressure for the range in MPa: ');

the minimum pressure for the range in MPa: ');
the maximum pressure for the range in MPa: ');

% Pressure range
P_array=[min_P:(max_P-min_P)/1e4:max_P];
% Collects the raw data from NIST_sat function based on chemical type
% and scalar pressure
i_max=length(P_array);
j=0;
for i=1:i_max
j=j+1;
try
output(j,:)=NISTSATISOBAR(CHEM,P_array(i));
disp(['Completed: ',num2str(i*100/i_max),' %'])
catch
j=j-1;
warning(['Could not successfully complete range at pressure=
',num2str(P_array(i)),' MPa'])
end
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end
% Sturcture array comments
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Pressure.units=''MPa'';'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Temperature.units=''K'';'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.rho.units={''Liquid (kg/m^3)'',''Vapor (kg/m^3)''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.v.units={''Liquid (m^3/kg)'',''Vapor (m^3/kg)''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.u.units={''Liquid (kJ/kg)'',''Vapor (kJ/kg)''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.h.units={''Liquid (kJ/kg)'',''Vapor (kJ/kg)''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.s.units={''Liquid (kJ/(kg*K))'',''Vapor (kJ/(kg*K))''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Cv.units={''Liquid (kJ/(kg*K))'',''Vapor (kJ/(kg*K))''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Cp.units={''Liquid (kJ/(kg*K))'',''Vapor (kJ/(kg*K))''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.sos.units={''Liquid (m/s)'',''Vapor (m/s)''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.JT.units={''Liquid (K/MPa)'',''Vapor (K/MPa)''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.visc.units={''Liquid (Pa*s)'',''Vapor (Pa*s)''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.thermcond.units={''Liquid (W/(m*K))'',''Vapor (W/(m*K))''};'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.surftens.units=''Liquid (N/m)'';'])
% Organizes arrays into Structured array
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Pressure.data=output(:,2);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Temperature.data=output(:,1);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.rho.data=output(:,[3,15]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.v.data=output(:,[4,16]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.u.data=output(:,[5,17]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.h.data=output(:,[6,18]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.s.data=output(:,[7,19]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Cv.data=output(:,[8,20]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.Cp.data=output(:,[9,21]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.sos.data=output(:,[10,22]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.JT.data=output(:,[11,23]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.visc.data=output(:,[12,24]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.thermcond.data=output(:,[13,25]);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.surftens.data=output(:,14);'])
% Stores the Molar mass of the chemical
url_str1=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=',url_piece,'&Units=SI'];
SS=urlread(url_str1);
i=findstr(SS,'Molecular weight:</strong>')+length('Molecular weight:</strong>');
if isempty(i)
i=findstr(SS,'Molecular weight</a>:')+length('Molecular
weight</a>:</strong>:')-1;
end
j=i;
while ~strcmp(SS(j),'<')
j=j+1;
end
% Molecular Weight
MW=str2num(SS(i+1:j-1)); % kg/mol
% Stores the Molar mass, Day/Time, general URL
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.MW.data=MW;'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.MW.units=''kg/kmol'';'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.sources.date.time=datestr(now);'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.sources.date.comment=''Date & Time data table has been
refereced off of the NIST site'';'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.sources.url{1,1}=url_str;'])
eval(['Sat.',CHEM,'.sources.url{2,1}=url_str1;'])
% Clears all variables in the workspace except Sat
s=who;
for i=1:length(s)
if ~(strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'Sat') || strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'i')
||strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'s'))
clear(char(s(i,1)))
end
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end
clear i s
disp('Program Complete')
beep

B.1.3 NIST LUT PREPROCESSING NON-SATURATION
% NISTPREPROC
% Function Name: NISTPREPROC
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 5/10/2010
% This script is called the NIST pre-process, this takes the NIST data
% import and splits the data up based on phase range. % Liquid only phase,
% Vapor only phase, and Saturation range Liquid-Vapor phase range.
%
%load isobaricv3.mat
CHEM='Krypton';
T_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Temperature.data']);
dims=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.dimensions']);
P_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Pressure.data']);
rho_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.rho.data']);
v_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.v.data']);
u_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.u.data']);
h_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.h.data']);
s_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.s.data']);
Cv_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cv.data']);
Cp_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.Cp.data']);
sos_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.sos.data']);
JT_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.JT.data']);
visc_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.visc.data']);
thermcond_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.thermcond.data']);
phasetype_array=eval(['Data.',CHEM,'.phasetype.data']);
str_arr={'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'};
% Gets the 2-D array size
dims=size(T_array);
% Separates array into the 3 phase types: liquid, vapor, and saturation
for i=1:dims(1)
for j=1:dims(2);
try
if strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'liquid')
T_liq_arr(i,j)=T_array(i,j);
end
if strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'vapor') ||
strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'supercritical')
T_vap_arr(i,j)=T_array(i,j);
end
if strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'liquid') &&
xor(strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i+1,j)),'vapor'),strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i+1,j)
),'supercritical'))
T_sat_arr(i:i+1,j)=T_array(i:i+1,j);
end
end
end
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end
% Resets the 3 phase type arrays and intializes them based on size (filling
% in the uknowns with numerical values to make it easier for the LUT to
% process for all concerned arrays.
clear i
T_liq_arr=-0.105*ones(size(T_liq_arr));
T_vap_arr=-0.105*ones(size(T_vap_arr));
T_sat_arr=-0.105*ones(size(T_sat_arr));
for k=2:length(str_arr)
eval([char(str_arr(k,1)),'_liq_arr=T_liq_arr;'])
eval([char(str_arr(k,1)),'_vap_arr=T_vap_arr;'])
eval([char(str_arr(k,1)),'_sat_arr=T_sat_arr;'])
end
% Similar to the initial separation only this is with initialized arrays,
% and for all arrays instead of just temperature.
for i=1:dims(1)
for j=1:dims(2);
try
if strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'liquid')
for k=1:length(str_arr)
eval([char(str_arr(k,1)),'_liq_arr(i,j)=',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_array(i,j);'])
end
end
if strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'vapor') ||
strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'supercritical')
for k=1:length(str_arr)
eval([char(str_arr(k,1)),'_vap_arr(i,j)=',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_array(i,j);'])
end
end
if strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i,j)),'liquid') &&
strcmp(char(phasetype_array(i+1,j)),'vapor')
for k=1:length(str_arr)
eval([char(str_arr(k,1)),'_sat_arr(i:i+1,j)=',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_array(i:i+1,j);'
])
end
end
end
end
end
% Organizes individual arrays into the New NIST variable format
str_arr2={'liq';'vap';'sat'};
for k=1:length(str_arr)
for m=1:length(str_arr2)
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.',char(str_arr(k,1)),'.',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'.data=',char
(str_arr(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_arr;'])
end
end
% Unit Comments for individual arrays into the New NIST variable format
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.T.units=''K'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.P.units=''MPa'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.rho.units=''kg/m^3'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.v.units=''m^3/kg'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.u.units=''kJ/kg'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.h.units=''kJ/kg'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.s.units=''kJ/(kg*K)'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.Cv.units=''kJ/(kg*K)'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.Cp.units=''kJ/(kg*K)'';'])
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eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.sos.units=''m/s'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.JT.units=''K/MPa'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.visc.units=''Pa*s'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.thermcond.units=''W/(m*K)'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.MW.data=Data.',CHEM,'.MW.data;'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.MW.units=''kg/mol'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.sources.date.time=Data.',CHEM,'.sources.date.time;'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.sources.date.comment=''Date & Time data table has been
refereced off of the NIST site'';'])
eval(['NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.sources.url=Data.',CHEM,'.sources.url;'])

s=who;
for i=1:length(s)
if ~(strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'Data') || strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'i') ||
strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'s') || strcmp(char(s(i,1)),'NIST'))
clear(char(s(i,1)))
end
end
clear i s
%save('NIST_DATA.mat','NIST')
disp('Pre-process Complete')

B.1.4 NIST IMPORT SUB-FUNCTIONS
B.1.4.1

NIST Selected Temperature array

function [output,phase_type]=NISTONLINETEMP(CHEM,Pressure,Temperature_array,T_incr)
% Function Name: NISTONLINETEMP
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 2/10/2012
%
%
%
%
%

Looks at the NIST webbook online to generate relevant properties for a
superheated vapor. The inputs are the chemical type as a string which is
then are looked up in the chemical ID cell array. It outputs the single
temperatures as a 2-D array based on one pressure. The phase types as
well.

% Temperature_array is temperature range as a 1x2 array with the
% [T_min,T_max] contained.
% T_incr is a scalar value for temperature increment.
%% Temperature Range
% Minimum temperature, NIST will use the minimum if you enter 0 as the
% value. Otherwise specify the minimum.
% T_min=0;
% Maximum temperature, NIST will use the maximum if you enter 0 as the
% value. Otherwise specify the maximum.
% T_max=0;
% Increment temperature, NIST will use the value specified, enter 0 for the
% default NIST increment which will fit the temperature based on the range
% at a given pressure. The number of points will be 201 if its not within
% saturation, and 203 for saturation. This increment will be based on the
% minimum temperature value, and sometimes NIST will add an extra
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% temperature to get close to the final value.
% T_incr=0;
% Chemical list with associated NIST Chemical ID
ID_chem={'He','C7440597';
'N2','C7727379';
'H2','C1333740';
'O2','C7782447';
'CH4','C74828';
'Pentane','C109660';
'Butane','C106978';
'Propane','C74986';
'H2O','C7732185';
'Methanol','C67561';
'Methane','C74828';
'Ethane','C74840';
'Ethene','C74851';
'Propene','C115071';
'Propyne','C74997';
'Cyclopropane','C75194';
'Isobutane','C75285';
'Methylbutane2','C78784';
'Dimethylpropane22','C463821';
'Hexane','C110543';
'Methylpentane2','C107835';
'Cyclohexane','C110827';
'Heptane','C142825';
'Octane','C111659';
'Nonane','C111842';
'Decane','C124185';
'Dodecane','C112403';
'Neon','C7440019';
'Ar','C7440371';
'Krypton','C7439909';
'Xenon','C7440633';
'Ammonia','C7664417';
'R11','C7783542';
'R12','C75718';
'R13','C75729';
'R14','C75730';
'R21','C75434';
'R22','C75456';
'R23','C75467';
'R32','C75105';
'R41','C593533';
'R113','C76131';
'R114','C76142';
'R115','C76153';
'R116','C76164';
'R123','C306832';
'R124','C2837890';
'R125','C354336';
'R134a','C811972';
'R141b','C1717006';
'R142b','C75683';
'R143a','C420462';
'R152a','C75376';
'R218','C76197';
'R227ea','C431890';
'R236ea','C431630';
'R236fa','C690391';
'R245ca','C679867';
'R245fa','C460731';
'RC318','C115253';
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'Decafluorobutane','C355259';
'Dodecafluoropentane','C678262';
'SO2','C7446095';
'F6S','C2551624';
'CO2','C124389';
'CO','C630080';
'Hydrogen Sulfide','C7783064';
'Toulene','C108883';
'F2','C7782414';
'N2O','C10024972';
'NF3','C7783542'};
% Searches for matching Chemical ID
for i=1:length(ID_chem)
if strcmp(CHEM,char(ID_chem(i,1)))
j=i;
break
end
end
try
url_piece=char(ID_chem(j,2));
%{
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=',url_piece,'&Units=SI'];
SS=urlread(url_str);
i=findstr(SS,'Molecular weight:</strong>')+length('Molecular
weight:</strong>');
j=i;
while ~strcmp(SS(j),'<')
j=j+1;
end
% Molecular Weight
MW=str2num(SS(i+1:j-1)); % kg/mol
%}
Pressure_str=sprintf('%020.10f',Pressure);
Temperature_str_1=sprintf('%020.10f',min(Temperature_array));
Temperature_str_2=sprintf('%020.10f',max(Temperature_array));
%url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?Action=Data&Wide=on&ID=',url_piece
,'&Type=IsoBar&Digits=10&P=',num2str(Pressure),'&THigh=',num2str(Temperature),'&TLo
w=',num2str(Temperature),'&TInc=',num2str(0),'&RefState=DEF&TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit
=kg%2Fm3&HUnit=kJ%2Fkg&WUnit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=Pa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm'];
if Temperature_array(1)==0 && Temperature_array(2)~=0
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?Action=Data&Wide=on&ID=',url_piece,
'&Type=IsoBar&Digits=12&P=',Pressure_str,'&THigh=',Temperature_str_2,'&TLow=','&TIn
c=',num2str(T_incr),'&RefState=DEF&TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm3&HUnit=kJ%2Fkg&WU
nit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=Pa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm'];
elseif Temperature_array(1)~=0 && Temperature_array(2)==0
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?Action=Data&Wide=on&ID=',url_piece,
'&Type=IsoBar&Digits=12&P=',Pressure_str,'&THigh=','&TLow=',Temperature_str_1,'&TIn
c=',num2str(T_incr),'&RefState=DEF&TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm3&HUnit=kJ%2Fkg&WU
nit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=Pa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm'];
elseif Temperature_array(1)==0 && Temperature_array(2)==0
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?Action=Data&Wide=on&ID=',url_piece,
'&Type=IsoBar&Digits=12&P=',Pressure_str,'&THigh=','&TLow=','&TInc=',num2str(T_incr
),'&RefState=DEF&TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm3&HUnit=kJ%2Fkg&WUnit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=
Pa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm'];
else
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url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?Action=Data&Wide=on&ID=',url_piece,
'&Type=IsoBar&Digits=12&P=',Pressure_str,'&THigh=',Temperature_str_2,'&TLow=',Tempe
rature_str_1,'&TInc=',num2str(T_incr),'&RefState=DEF&TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm
3&HUnit=kJ%2Fkg&WUnit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=Pa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm'];
end
[output,phase_type]=readin(url_str);
catch
error('Unable to access NIST data properly')

end
function [output,phase_type]=readin(url_str)
% Reads the tab deliminated table directly from the web, and saves
% it locally. Then opens the file, goes line by line. If there is
% an "undefined" number, it replaces it with "NaN", if it is an
% "infinite" number, it replaces it with "inf". Concatenates the
% arrays of a single pressure and multiple temperatures. Then
% closes the file, and outputs the data, and the phase array
try

% Read Online data
urlwrite(url_str,'urlin.txt');
% Initialize test time to zero
test_time=-1;
while test_time<0
% Determine the directory information
AA=dir('urlin.txt');
% Determine the time difference if the serial time
% difference is negative. If it is negative then it is OLD
% and can be read.
test_time=now-AA.datenum;
end
% Reading a file
fid = fopen('urlin.txt');
% Read the current line
tline = fgetl(fid);
% Initialize phase_type & Matrix
phase_type={}; M=[];
while 1
% Read the current line
tline = fgetl(fid);
% If it's the end of line
if ~ischar(tline),
break,
end
% length of the current line (in a string array)
loc=length(tline);
% Locate first part of the string with string characters

loc=min([strfind(tline,'s'),strfind(tline,'v'),strfind(tline,'l'),loc]);
% Limit the line data to only numerical data region
tline2=tline(1:loc-1);
if length(strfind(tline2,'infinite'))~=0 ||
length(strfind(tline2,'undefined'))~=0
% Convert the non-numerical number to a format MATLAB
% can understand
tline2=strrep(tline2,'infinite','inf');
tline2=strrep(tline2,'undefined','NaN');
phase_type=vertcat(phase_type,tline(loc:length(tline)));
% Matrix data
M=vertcat(M,str2num(tline2));
elseif length(str2num(tline2))>0
% If only numerical data is present generate phase_type
% & numerical data
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phase_type=vertcat(phase_type,tline(loc:length(tline)));
M=vertcat(M,str2num(tline2));

end

end

B.1.4.2

end
end
% Close file
fclose(fid);
catch
fid
test_time
end
output=M;

NIST Isobaric Pressure Import for non-saturation data

function [output,phase_type]=NISTISOBAR(CHEM,Pressure)
% Function Name: NISTISOBAR
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 5/10/2010
%
%
%
%
%

Looks at the NIST webbook online to generate relevant properties for a
superheated vapor. The inputs are the chemical type as a string which is
then are looked up in the chemical ID cell array. It outputs the multiple
temperatures as a 2-D array based on one pressure. The phase types as
well.

% Chemical list with associated NIST Chemical ID
ID_chem={'He','C7440597';
'N2','C7727379';
'H2','C1333740';
'O2','C7782447';
'CH4','C74828';
'Pentane','C109660';
'Butane','C106978';
'Propane','C74986';
'H2O','C7732185';
'Methanol','C67561';
'Methane','C74828';
'Ethane','C74840';
'Ethene','C74851';
'Propene','C115071';
'Propyne','C74997';
'Cyclopropane','C75194';
'Isobutane','C75285';
'Methylbutane2','C78784';
'Dimethylpropane22','C463821';
'Hexane','C110543';
'Methylpentane2','C107835';
'Cyclohexane','C110827';
'Heptane','C142825';
'Octane','C111659';
'Nonane','C111842';
'Decane','C124185';
'Dodecane','C112403';
'Neon','C7440019';
'Ar','C7440371';
'Krypton','C7439909';
'Xenon','C7440633';
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'Ammonia','C7664417';
'R11','C7783542';
'R12','C75718';
'R13','C75729';
'R14','C75730';
'R21','C75434';
'R22','C75456';
'R23','C75467';
'R32','C75105';
'R41','C593533';
'R113','C76131';
'R114','C76142';
'R115','C76153';
'R116','C76164';
'R123','C306832';
'R124','C2837890';
'R125','C354336';
'R134a','C811972';
'R141b','C1717006';
'R142b','C75683';
'R143a','C420462';
'R152a','C75376';
'R218','C76197';
'R227ea','C431890';
'R236ea','C431630';
'R236fa','C690391';
'R245ca','C679867';
'R245fa','C460731';
'RC318','C115253';
'Decafluorobutane','C355259';
'Dodecafluoropentane','C678262';
'SO2','C7446095';
'F6S','C2551624';
'CO2','C124389';
'CO','C630080';
'Hydrogen Sulfide','C7783064';
'Toulene','C108883';
'F2','C7782414';
'N2O','C10024972';
'NF3','C7783542'};
% Searches for matching Chemical ID
for i=1:length(ID_chem)
if strcmp(CHEM,char(ID_chem(i,1)))
j=i;
break
end
end
try
url_piece=char(ID_chem(j,2));
%{
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=',url_piece,'&Units=SI'];
SS=urlread(url_str);
i=findstr(SS,'Molecular weight:</strong>')+length('Molecular
weight:</strong>');
j=i;
while ~strcmp(SS(j),'<')
j=j+1;
end
% Molecular Weight
MW=str2num(SS(i+1:j-1)); % kg/mol
%}
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url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?Action=Data&Wide=on&ID=',url_piece,
'&Type=IsoBar&Digits=12&P=',num2str(Pressure),'&THigh=&TLow=&TInc=&RefState=DEF&TUn
it=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm3&HUnit=kJ%2Fkg&WUnit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=Pa*s&STUnit=N%2Fm'];
[output,phase_type]=readin(url_str);
catch
error('Unable to access NIST data properly')

end
function [output,phase_type]=readin(url_str)
% Reads the tab deliminated table directly from the web, and saves
% it locally. Then opens the file, goes line by line. If there is
% an "undefined" number, it replaces it with "NaN", if it is an
% "infinite" number, it replaces it with "inf". Concatenates the
% arrays of a single pressure and multiple temperatures. Then
% closes the file, and outputs the data, and the phase array
try

urlwrite(url_str,'urlin.txt');
fid = fopen('urlin.txt');
tline = fgetl(fid);
phase_type={};
M=[];
while 1
tline = fgetl(fid);
if ~ischar(tline),
loc=length(tline);

break,

end

loc=min([strfind(tline,'s'),strfind(tline,'v'),strfind(tline,'l'),loc]);
tline2=tline(1:loc-1);
if length(strfind(tline2,'infinite'))~=0 ||
length(strfind(tline2,'undefined'))~=0
tline2=strrep(tline2,'infinite','inf');
tline2=strrep(tline2,'undefined','NaN');
phase_type=vertcat(phase_type,tline(loc:length(tline)));
M=vertcat(M,str2num(tline2));
elseif length(str2num(tline2))>0
phase_type=vertcat(phase_type,tline(loc:length(tline)));
M=vertcat(M,str2num(tline2));
end
end
fclose(fid);

end

end

end
output=M;
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B.1.4.3

NIST Import check

function
[output_dum_1,phase_dum_1]=erroneousnist(CHEM,output_dum_1,phase_dum_1,P_current)
% Sometimes NIST outputs erroneous pressure values in the data table
% abovethe critical point. Here we will look at the current pressure
% array, and see if there are any pressure arrays that DO NOT match.
% Store a temporary pressure array
%eval(['P_dum_1=output_',num2str(i),'(:,2);'])
P_dum_1=output_dum_1(:,2);
% Store Boolean for any pressure values that are above error threshold.
% In some cases the any or all will look down at the 1e-20 place and
% declare it unequal.
P_dum_ind_1=abs(P_dum_1-P_current)>1e-10;
if max(P_dum_ind_1)==1
% If ANY value of pressure does not match the provided pressure.
% Then determine where those values are, what their temperature
% range is and replace them with close values. OTHERWISE leave it
% alone.
% Find indices where the pressure is NOT the same as the specified
% value.
P_dum_ind_2=find(P_dum_ind_1==1);
% Store the current NIST and phase arrays as dummy values to be
% used later, and generically.
%eval(['output_dum_1=output_',num2str(i),';'])
%eval(['phase_dum_1=phase_type__',num2str(i),';'])
if P_dum_ind_2(1)==1
% If the first index of the erroneous data is in the first row.
% Store the length of the erronous pressure index location.
P_dum_ind_2_len=length(P_dum_ind_2);
% Look at temperature before and after erroneous data
T_dum_range=[output_dum_1(P_dum_ind_2(end)+1,1),output_dum_1(P_dum_ind_2(end)+2,1)]
;
if P_dum_ind_2_len==1
% If the erroneous data is only in one row. Which it never
% is, and get a temperature higher than the minimum value.
T_dum_incr=(T_dum_range(2)-T_dum_range(1))/2;
T_dum_range=T_dum_range(1)+T_dum_incr;
% Get the specific temeprature and output NIST and phase.
[output_slice,phase_slice]=NISTONLINETEMP(CHEM,P_current,T_dum_range,0);
else
% If the erroneous data is in more than one row (seems to
% be 2 always). Determine the increment temperature based
% on the range and number of points. This will be for 2 at
% least at 1/4, and 3/4 the distance between the two knwon
% temperatures.
% Determine temperature increment.
T_dum_incr=(T_dum_range(2)-T_dum_range(1))/P_dum_ind_2_len;
% Determine temperatures to look at with min, and max based on
% temperature increment.
T_dum_range=[T_dum_range(1)+T_dum_incr*1/2,T_dum_range(1)+T_dum_incr*3/2];
% Get the specific temperature (min,max) with increments and
% output NIST and phase.
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[output_slice,phase_slice]=NISTONLINETEMP(CHEM,P_current,T_dum_range,T_dum_incr);
end
else
% If the first index of the erroneous data is NOT in the first
% row.
% Determine temperature range below and above erroneous points
if length(P_dum_ind_2)==1
P_dum_ind_2(2)=P_dum_ind_2(1)+1;
end
T_dum_range=horzcat(output_dum_1(P_dum_ind_2(1)1,1),output_dum_1(P_dum_ind_2(2)+1,1));
% Temporarily store the NIST and phase based on the temperature
% range.
[output_dum_2,phase_dum_2]=NISTONLINETEMP(CHEM,P_current,T_dum_range,0);
% Store the new pressure array
P_dum_3=output_dum_2(:,2);
% Store the boolean array looking the the deviation from set
% pressure
P_dum_ind_3=abs(P_dum_3-P_current)>1e-10;
% Locate indices where the pressure is erroneous
P_dum_ind_4=find(P_dum_ind_3==1);
% Set new temeprature range
if length(P_dum_ind_4)==1
P_dum_ind_4(2)=P_dum_ind_4(1)+1;
end
T_dum_range=horzcat(output_dum_2(P_dum_ind_4(1)1,1),output_dum_2(P_dum_ind_4(2)+1,1));
% Take the rows above and below the 'new' erroneous pressures and
% store the NIST and phase accordingly
output_slice=vertcat(output_dum_2(P_dum_ind_4(1)1,:),output_dum_2(P_dum_ind_4(2)+1,:));
phase_slice={phase_dum_2{P_dum_ind_4(1)-1};phase_dum_2{P_dum_ind_4(2)+1}};
end
% Replace erroneous NIST, and phase data data with slice
output_dum_1(P_dum_ind_2,:)=output_slice;
phase_dum_1(P_dum_ind_2,:)=phase_slice;
end
end

B.1.4.4

NIST Isobaric Pressure Import for non-saturation data

function [output]=NISTSATISOBAR(CHEM,Pressure)
output=[];
% Chemical list with associated NIST Chemical ID
ID_chem={'He','C7440597';
'N2','C7727379';
'H2','C1333740';
'O2','C7782447';
'CH4','C74828';
'Pentane','C109660';
'Butane','C106978';
'Propane','C74986';
'H2O','C7732185';
'Methanol','C67561';
'Methane','C74828';
'Ethane','C74840';
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'Ethene','C74851';
'Propene','C115071';
'Propyne','C74997';
'Cyclopropane','C75194';
'Isobutane','C75285';
'Methylbutane2','C78784';
'Dimethylpropane22','C463821';
'Hexane','C110543';
'Methylpentane2','C107835';
'Cyclohexane','C110827';
'Heptane','C142825';
'Octane','C111659';
'Nonane','C111842';
'Decane','C124185';
'Dodecane','C112403';
'Neon','C7440019';
'Argon','C7440371';
'Krypton','C7439909';
'Xenon','C7440633';
'Ammonia','C7664417';
'R11','C7783542';
'R12','C75718';
'R13','C75729';
'R14','C75730';
'R21','C75434';
'R22','C75456';
'R23','C75467';
'R32','C75105';
'R41','C593533';
'R113','C76131';
'R114','C76142';
'R115','C76153';
'R116','C76164';
'R123','C306832';
'R124','C2837890';
'R125','C354336';
'R134a','C811972';
'R141b','C1717006';
'R142b','C75683';
'R143a','C420462';
'R152a','C75376';
'R218','C76197';
'R227ea','C431890';
'R236ea','C431630';
'R236fa','C690391';
'R245ca','C679867';
'R245fa','C460731';
'RC318','C115253';
'Decafluorobutane','C355259';
'Dodecafluoropentane','C678262';
'SO2','C7446095';
'F6S','C2551624'};
% Searches for matching Chemical ID
for i=1:length(ID_chem)
if strcmp(CHEM,char(ID_chem(i,1)))
j=i;
break
end
end
try
url_piece=char(ID_chem(j,2));
%{
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=',url_piece,'&Units=SI'];
SS=urlread(url_str);
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i=findstr(SS,'Molecular weight:</strong>')+length('Molecular
weight:</strong>');
j=i;
while ~strcmp(SS(j),'<')
j=j+1;
end
% Molecular Weight
MW=str2num(SS(i+1:j-1)); % kg/mol
%}
url_str=['http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/fluid.cgi?Action=Data&Wide=on&ID=',url_piece,
'&Type=SatT&Digits=10&PLow=',num2str(Pressure),'&PHigh=',num2str(Pressure),'&PInc=&
RefState=DEF&TUnit=K&PUnit=MPa&DUnit=kg%2Fm3&HUnit=kJ%2Fkg&WUnit=m%2Fs&VisUnit=Pa*s
&STUnit=N%2Fm'];
end

[output]=readinsat(url_str);
function [output]=readinsat(url_str)
% Reads the tab deliminated table directly from the web, and saves it
% locally. Then opens the file, and reads the only line (T matches
% with P). If there is an "undefined" number, it replaces it with
% "NaN", if it is an "infinite" number, it replaces it with "inf".
% Outputs the data, liquid/vapor phase are both present in the data
% series.
urlwrite(url_str,'urlinsat.txt');
fid = fopen('urlinsat.txt');
tline = fgetl(fid);
tline = fgetl(fid);
tline2=tline;
tline2=strrep(tline2,'infinite','inf');
tline2=strrep(tline2,'undefined','NaN');
output=str2num(tline2);
fclose(fid);
end

end

B.1.5 NIST LUT RUNTIME NON-SATURATION
function output=NISTLUT(varargin)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Function Name: NISTLUT
Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
Date: 5/10/2010
This function takes the pre-processed NIST data and utilizes a 2-D
interpolation function built-in to MATLAB called "GRIDDATA". The NIST
data tables are too large for GRIDDATA to process in any allowable
timespan. This program locates the fluid properties of any substance
based on phase, and two known properties. The phase types are the
following:
* Liquid :: 'liq', This takes all of the phase types exclusively in the
liquid phase.
* Vapor/Supercritical :: 'vap', This takes all of the phase types
exclusively in the vapor, supercritical phase
* Saturation Range :: 'sat', This takes all of the phase types between
the liquid and vapor phase.
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% The user can specify the phase type, and order they prefer the lookup
% table to view the tables.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The two known properties any of the fluid properties in the "str_arr3"
variable, these include:
* T
:: Temperature
* P
:: Pressure
* rho
:: Density
* v
:: Specific Volume
* u
:: Specific Internal Energy
* h
:: Specific Enthalpy
* s
:: Specific Entropy
* Cv
:: Constant Volume
* Cp
:: Constant Pressure
* sos
:: Speed of Sound
* JT
:: Joule-Thomson
* visc
:: Viscosity
* thermcond :: Thermal Conductivity

%
%
%
%

All input string parameter have to match the above abbreviations on the
left hand side of the colon's and to the right of the asterisk as seen
below:
{'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'}

% Abbreviations for phase types are below:
% {'l';'s';'v'}
% The output is: in the same order as the fluid properties, and re-uses the
% two input property types of the fluid as seen below:
% {'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'}
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 1): NIST structure array as a data input, with the substance
specified. Then the first fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
arguemnt. This uses the "default" phase order ['slv'].
Specifying:
Hydrogen, Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature.

% output=NISTLUT(NIST.H2,'P',1.28,'T',33.0576)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 2): NIST structure array as a data input, with the substance
specified. Then the first fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
arguemnt. This uses the user specified phase order ['lsv'].
Specifying:
Hydrogen, Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Order for all three phases
which include liquid, then saturated range, and finally vapor phase.

% output=NISTLUT(NIST.H2,'P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'lsv')
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 3): NIST structure array as a data input, with the substance
specified. Then the first fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
arguemnt. This uses the user specified phase ['l'].
Specifying:
Hydrogen, Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Only liquid phase specified.

% output=NISTLUT(NIST.H2,'P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'l')
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 4): First fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument. This uses the "default phase order ['slv']. For each phase 13
fluid property arrays are specified and entered in after these "User
specified" inputs have been entered in. This method can make computations
go faster because they are only being called "once" for a simulink
"*.mdl" file, rather than being called, and decomposed multiple times
like "Examples 1-3. Below is an example of how to decompose and run the
function

%{
load('NIST_DATA.mat','NIST')
% Fluid Property in a cell array:
str_arr3={'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'};
% Fluid Phase types:
str_arr2={'liq';'vap';'sat'};
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
for m=1:length(str_arr2)
eval([char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_arr=NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.',char(st
r_arr3(k,1)),'.',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'.data;'])
function_arr=horzcat(function_arr,[char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_ar
r'],',');
end
end
disp(function_arr)
%}
%
%
%
%
%
%

Copy and paste the results of "function_arr"
Specifying:
Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Then the decomposed Hydrogen
structure array.

%
output=NISTLUT('P',1.28,'T',33.0576,T_liq_arr,T_vap_arr,T_sat_arr,P_liq_arr,P_vap_a
rr,P_sat_arr,rho_liq_arr,rho_vap_arr,rho_sat_arr,v_liq_arr,v_vap_arr,v_sat_arr,u_li
q_arr,u_vap_arr,u_sat_arr,h_liq_arr,h_vap_arr,h_sat_arr,s_liq_arr,s_vap_arr,s_sat_a
rr,Cv_liq_arr,Cv_vap_arr,Cv_sat_arr,Cp_liq_arr,Cp_vap_arr,Cp_sat_arr,sos_liq_arr,so
s_vap_arr,sos_sat_arr,JT_liq_arr,JT_vap_arr,JT_sat_arr,visc_liq_arr,visc_vap_arr,vi
sc_sat_arr,thermcond_liq_arr,thermcond_vap_arr,thermcond_sat_arr)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 5): First fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument. This uses the "user" specified phase order ['lsv']. For each phase 13
fluid property arrays are specified and entered in after these "User
specified" inputs have been entered in.
Specifying:
Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Then the Order for all three phases
which include liquid, then saturated range, and finally vapor phase.
Then the decomposed Hydrogen structure array.

%
output=NISTLUT('P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'lsv',T_liq_arr,T_vap_arr,T_sat_arr,P_liq_arr,P
_vap_arr,P_sat_arr,rho_liq_arr,rho_vap_arr,rho_sat_arr,v_liq_arr,v_vap_arr,v_sat_ar
r,u_liq_arr,u_vap_arr,u_sat_arr,h_liq_arr,h_vap_arr,h_sat_arr,s_liq_arr,s_vap_arr,s
_sat_arr,Cv_liq_arr,Cv_vap_arr,Cv_sat_arr,Cp_liq_arr,Cp_vap_arr,Cp_sat_arr,sos_liq_
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arr,sos_vap_arr,sos_sat_arr,JT_liq_arr,JT_vap_arr,JT_sat_arr,visc_liq_arr,visc_vap_
arr,visc_sat_arr,thermcond_liq_arr,thermcond_vap_arr,thermcond_sat_arr)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 6): First fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument. This uses the "user" specified phase ['l']. For each phase 13
fluid property arrays are specified and entered in after these "User
specified" inputs have been entered in.
Specifying:
Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Only liquid phase specified.
Then the decomposed Hydrogen structure array.

%
output=NISTLUT('P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'l',T_liq_arr,T_vap_arr,T_sat_arr,P_liq_arr,P_v
ap_arr,P_sat_arr,rho_liq_arr,rho_vap_arr,rho_sat_arr,v_liq_arr,v_vap_arr,v_sat_arr,
u_liq_arr,u_vap_arr,u_sat_arr,h_liq_arr,h_vap_arr,h_sat_arr,s_liq_arr,s_vap_arr,s_s
at_arr,Cv_liq_arr,Cv_vap_arr,Cv_sat_arr,Cp_liq_arr,Cp_vap_arr,Cp_sat_arr,sos_liq_ar
r,sos_vap_arr,sos_sat_arr,JT_liq_arr,JT_vap_arr,JT_sat_arr,visc_liq_arr,visc_vap_ar
r,visc_sat_arr,thermcond_liq_arr,thermcond_vap_arr,thermcond_sat_arr)
% Initialize output array:
T_out=NaN;P_out=NaN;rho_out=NaN;v_out=NaN;u_out=NaN;h_out=NaN;s_out=NaN;
Cv_out=NaN;Cp_out=NaN;sos_out=NaN;JT_out=NaN;visc_out=NaN;thermcond_out=NaN;
% Fluid Property in a cell array:
str_arr3={'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'};
% Fluid Phase types:
str_arr2={'liq';'vap';'sat'};
if nargin==6 || nargin==5
if ~isstruct(varargin{1,1})
error('First Input needs to be a structured array with the substance
already chosen')
end
DATA_IN=varargin{1,1};
if ~isstr(varargin{1,2})
error('User must specify in a character array the first input term')
end
Input_str_1=varargin{1,2};
x_i=varargin{1,3};
if ~isnumeric(varargin{1,3})
error('User must specify in a scalar numeric value for the first input
term')
end
Input_str_2=varargin{1,4};
y_i=varargin{1,5};
if ~isstr(varargin{1,4})
error('User must specify in a character array the second input term')
end
if ~isnumeric(varargin{1,5})
error('User must specify in a scalar numeric value for the second input
term')
end
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if nargin==6
prefer=varargin{1,6};
if ~isstr(varargin{1,6})
error('User must specify in a character array the for the phase input
term')
end
else
prefer=[];
end
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
for m=1:length(str_arr2)
eval([char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_arr=DATA_IN.COM.',char(str_arr3
(k,1)),'.',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'.data;'])
end
end
elseif nargin==0
error('Invalid number of arguments, require more than zero arguments, please
consult comments section of this function')
elseif nargin<5 && isstruct(varargin{1,1})
error('Invalid number of arguments, require at minimum 5 arguments with a
structured array please consult comments in this function')
elseif nargin<5
error('Invalid number of arguments, please consult comments section of this
function')
elseif nargin>6 && isstruct(varargin{1,1})
error('Invalid number of arguments, require at maximum 6 arguments with a
structured array please consult comments in this function')
elseif nargin>6 && nargin<43
error('Invalid number of arguments, reqiure at mimimum 43 inputs please consult
comments section of this function')
elseif nargin==43 || nargin==44
Input_str_1=varargin{1,1};
x_i=varargin{1,2};
Input_str_2=varargin{1,3};
y_i=varargin{1,4};
if nargin==44
n=5;
prefer=varargin{1,5};
else
n=4;
prefer=[];
end
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
for m=1:length(str_arr2)
n=n+1;
eval([char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_arr=varargin{1,n};'])
end
end
elseif nargin>44
error('Invalid number of arguments, reqiure at maximum 44 inputs please consult
comments section of this function')
end
% Determine which fluid properties search for
m=0;
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
if
~xor(strcmp(char(str_arr3{k,1}),Input_str_1),strcmp(char(str_arr3{k,1}),Input_str_2
))
m=m+1;
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end

str_arr4{m,1}=char(str_arr3{k,1});

end
% Establishes preferential order for phase type, if none is entered the
% default is 'slv'
if isempty(prefer)
str_arr={'sat';'liq';'vap'};
else
for i=1:length(prefer)
if strcmp(prefer(i),'l')
str_arr{i,1}='liq';
elseif strcmp(prefer(i),'s')
str_arr{i,1}='sat';
elseif strcmp(prefer(i),'v')
str_arr{i,1}='vap';
else
error('Not an allowable preferance string, please use characters: " l,
s, v" as a string array')
end
end
end

% Set's the output variable of known conditions
eval([Input_str_1,'_out=x_i;'])
eval([Input_str_2,'_out=y_i;'])
% Disengage pesky warning messages from GRIDDATA about redundant x,y arrays
warning off all
kill_k=0;
for k=1:length(str_arr)
% Establishes the input/output arrays for grid data, Output_1 is the
% first array that is available in the properties array that is NOT an
% input array
eval(['Input_1=',Input_str_1,'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr;'])
eval(['Input_2=',Input_str_2,'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr;'])
eval(['Output_1=',char(str_arr4{1,1}),'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr;'])
% Gets size of Input/Output array's
dims=size(Input_1);
% Incremental step column-wise for the arrays, making it easier &
% faster for GRIDDATA to process the information in segments
incr_i=20;
% Incremental step row-wise for the arrays, making it easier & faster
% for GRIDDATA to process the information in segments
incr_j=20;
% Set's the array size for the first element to last element in the
% incrments column-wise. Then in the second row it sets the array size
% to check over any missed data ranges 1/2 the incr_i size.
if dims(1)>incr_i
arr_ii{1,:}=horzcat(1:incr_i:dims(1),dims(1));
arr_ii{2,:}=horzcat(incr_i/2+1:incr_i:dims(1));
else
arr_ii{1,:}=[1,dims(1)];
end
% Set's the array size for the first element to last element in the
% incrments row-wise. Then in the second row it sets the array size
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% to check over any missed data ranges 1/2 the incr_j size.
if dims(2)>incr_j
arr_jj{1,:}=horzcat(1:incr_j:dims(2),dims(2));
arr_jj{2,:}=horzcat(incr_j/2+1:incr_j:dims(2));
else
arr_jj{1,:}=[1,dims(2)];
end
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This loop goes the the segments of the row, then the column. If the
output is NaN it continues to the next segment. However if it is not
NaN, it records the value, runs through an iteration loop, if any of
the interpolated fluid property output's are equal to NaN it changes
the interpolation method to nearest, if this still yields the same
result then it reverts back to the "linear" interpolation method.
Then it breaks out of all of the "FOR" loops including the phase type
loop.

kill_i=0;
for ii=1:length(arr_ii)
arr_i=arr_ii{ii,:};
for i=1:length(arr_i)-1
for jj=1:length(arr_jj)
arr_j=arr_jj{jj,:};
for j=1:length(arr_j)-1
I_r=arr_i(i):arr_i(i+1);
J_r=arr_j(j):arr_j(j+1);
%[k,i,j]
% In case griddata spits out an error for not enough
% data points, the try catch ignores this
try
dum=griddata(Input_1(I_r,J_r),Input_2(I_r,J_r),Output_1(I_r,J_r),x_i,y_i);
end
if isnan(dum)
continue
else
% Detetrmines whether the output is valid or not by
% changing the "initialized" filler data. If it
% produces a NaN value, then the data is no longer
% valid, and ignored.
Input_dum1=Input_1(I_r,J_r);
Input_dum2=Input_2(I_r,J_r);
Output_dum=Output_1(I_r,J_r);
[II,JJ]=find(Input_dum1==-0.1050);
for jAB=1:length(II)
Input_dum1(II(jAB),JJ(jAB))=-1050e6;
Input_dum2(II(jAB),JJ(jAB))=-1050e6;
Output_dum(II(jAB),JJ(jAB))=-1050e6;
end
B=griddata(Input_dum1,Input_dum2,Output_dum,x_i,y_i);
B-dum
pause
if isnan(B)
chk_out=0;
else
chk_out=1;
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end
if chk_out==0
continue
else
eval([char(str_arr4{1,1}),'_out=dum;'])
kill_lll=0;
method='linear';
for lll=1:3
for kk=2:length(str_arr4)
eval([char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_out=griddata(Input_1(I_r,J_r),Input_2(I_r,J_r),',char(
str_arr4{kk,1}),'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr','(I_r,J_r),x_i,y_i,method);'])
eval(['dum_out=',char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_out;']);
if isnan(dum_out)
if lll==1
method='nearest';
break
elseif lll==2
method='linear';
end
elseif ~isnan(dum_out) && kk==length(str_arr4)
kill_lll=1;
end
end
if kill_lll==1;
break
end
end
%pause
kill_i=1;
kill_k=1;
break
end
end
end

end

if kill_i==1
break
end

if kill_i==1
break
end
end
if kill_i==1
break
end
end
if kill_k==1
break
end
end
% Re-engages warnings
warning on all
if strcmp(char(str_arr(k)),'sat')
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if (strcmp(Input_str_1,'T') ||
strcmp(Input_str_2,'T'))&&(strcmp(Input_str_1,'P') || strcmp(Input_str_2,'P'))
warning('Quality is unknown for saturation region, will take the mean
across liquid and vapor states(quality=0.5), suggest user enter in a different
fluid property other than temperature or pressure, or use the Saturation Lookup
table')
end
end
% Output array
output=[T_out,P_out,rho_out,v_out,u_out,h_out,s_out,Cv_out,Cp_out,sos_out,JT_out,vi
sc_out,thermcond_out];
end

B.1.6 NIST LUT RUNTIME NON-SATURATION WITH SET
PRESSURE
function output=NISTLUTv04c(varargin)
%% Introduction
% Function Name: NISTLUT
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 7/15/2011
%
% Version 4:
% Corrects the Temperature input issue where GRIDDATA interpolates the
% "filler (-0.1050)" in an absolute temperature scale. The solution was to
% have the fluid properties only read from I_arr with excludes the filler,
% if and only if a temperature input is used, otherwise the I_arr is the
% entire length of rows.
%
% Version 2 & 3:
% Requires 'P' as an input. The data collected from NIST is based on the
% isobaric case. Looks at the largest pressure array and linearly
% interpolates the index value and rounds down. Then it looks at indexes
% columnwise +/- 2 from the interpolated value. Then it runs normally, and
% looks at the fluid properties based on ALL temperatures (row-wise).
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Version 1:
This function takes the pre-processed NIST data and utilizes a 2-D
interpolation function built-in to MATLAB called "GRIDDATA". The NIST
data tables are too large for GRIDDATA to process in any allowable
timespan. This program locates the fluid properties of any substance
based on phase, and two known properties. The phase types are the
following:
* Liquid :: 'liq', This takes all of the phase types exclusively in the
liquid phase.
* Vapor/Supercritical :: 'vap', This takes all of the phase types
exclusively in the vapor, supercritical phase
* Saturation Range :: 'sat', This takes all of the phase types between
the liquid and vapor phase.

% The user can specify the phase type, and order they prefer the lookup
% table to view the tables.
% The two known properties any of the fluid properties in the "str_arr3"
% variable, these include:
% 1) T
:: Temperature
% 2) P
:: Pressure
% 3) rho
:: Density
% 4) v
:: Specific Volume
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

u
h
s
Cv
Cp
sos
JT
visc
thermcond

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Specific Internal Energy
Specific Enthalpy
Specific Entropy
Constant Volume
Constant Pressure
Speed of Sound
Joule-Thomson
Viscosity
Thermal Conductivity

%
%
%
%

All input string parameter have to match the above abbreviations on the
left hand side of the colon's and to the right of the asterisk as seen
below:
{'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'}

% Abbreviations for phase types are below:
% {'l';'s';'v'}
% The output is: in the same order as the fluid properties, and re-uses the
% two input property types of the fluid as seen below:
% {'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'}
%% Examples
% Example 1): NIST structure array as a data input, with the substance
% specified. Then the first fluid input property type, with it's numerical
% argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
% arguemnt. This uses the "default" phase order ['slv'].
% Specifying:
% Hydrogen, Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
% value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
% input numerical value for temperature.
% output=NISTLUT(NIST.H2,'P',1.28,'T',33.0576)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 2): NIST structure array as a data input, with the substance
specified. Then the first fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
arguemnt. This uses the user specified phase order ['lsv'].
Specifying:
Hydrogen, Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Order for all three phases
which include liquid, then saturated range, and finally vapor phase.

% output=NISTLUT(NIST.H2,'P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'lsv')
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 3): NIST structure array as a data input, with the substance
specified. Then the first fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
arguemnt. This uses the user specified phase ['l'].
Specifying:
Hydrogen, Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Only liquid phase specified.

% output=NISTLUT(NIST.H2,'P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'l')
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 4): First fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument. This uses the "default phase order ['slv']. For each phase 13
fluid property arrays are specified and entered in after these "User
specified" inputs have been entered in. This method can make computations
go faster because they are only being called "once" for a simulink
"*.mdl" file, rather than being called, and decomposed multiple times
like "Examples 1-3. Below is an example of how to decompose and run the
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% function
%{
load('NIST_DATA.mat','NIST')
% Fluid Property in a cell array:
str_arr3={'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'};
% Fluid Phase types:
str_arr2={'liq';'vap';'sat'};
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
for m=1:length(str_arr2)
eval([char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_arr=NIST.',CHEM,'.COM.',char(st
r_arr3(k,1)),'.',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'.data;'])
function_arr=horzcat(function_arr,[char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_ar
r'],',');
end
end
disp(function_arr)
%}
%
%
%
%
%
%

Copy and paste the results of "function_arr"
Specifying:
Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Then the decomposed Hydrogen
structure array.

%
output=NISTLUT('P',1.28,'T',33.0576,T_liq_arr,T_vap_arr,T_sat_arr,P_liq_arr,P_vap_a
rr,P_sat_arr,rho_liq_arr,rho_vap_arr,rho_sat_arr,v_liq_arr,v_vap_arr,v_sat_arr,u_li
q_arr,u_vap_arr,u_sat_arr,h_liq_arr,h_vap_arr,h_sat_arr,s_liq_arr,s_vap_arr,s_sat_a
rr,Cv_liq_arr,Cv_vap_arr,Cv_sat_arr,Cp_liq_arr,Cp_vap_arr,Cp_sat_arr,sos_liq_arr,so
s_vap_arr,sos_sat_arr,JT_liq_arr,JT_vap_arr,JT_sat_arr,visc_liq_arr,visc_vap_arr,vi
sc_sat_arr,thermcond_liq_arr,thermcond_vap_arr,thermcond_sat_arr)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 5): First fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument. This uses the "user" specified phase order ['lsv']. For each phase 13
fluid property arrays are specified and entered in after these "User
specified" inputs have been entered in.
Specifying:
Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Then the Order for all three phases
which include liquid, then saturated range, and finally vapor phase.
Then the decomposed Hydrogen structure array.

%
output=NISTLUT('P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'lsv',T_liq_arr,T_vap_arr,T_sat_arr,P_liq_arr,P
_vap_arr,P_sat_arr,rho_liq_arr,rho_vap_arr,rho_sat_arr,v_liq_arr,v_vap_arr,v_sat_ar
r,u_liq_arr,u_vap_arr,u_sat_arr,h_liq_arr,h_vap_arr,h_sat_arr,s_liq_arr,s_vap_arr,s
_sat_arr,Cv_liq_arr,Cv_vap_arr,Cv_sat_arr,Cp_liq_arr,Cp_vap_arr,Cp_sat_arr,sos_liq_
arr,sos_vap_arr,sos_sat_arr,JT_liq_arr,JT_vap_arr,JT_sat_arr,visc_liq_arr,visc_vap_
arr,visc_sat_arr,thermcond_liq_arr,thermcond_vap_arr,thermcond_sat_arr)
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 6): First fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument, then the second fluid input property type, with it's numerical
argument. This uses the "user" specified phase ['l']. For each phase 13
fluid property arrays are specified and entered in after these "User
specified" inputs have been entered in.
Specifying:
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%
%
%
%

Pressure as the first argument type, then the input numerical
value for pressure, Temperature as the second argument type, then the
input numerical value for temperature. Only liquid phase specified.
Then the decomposed Hydrogen structure array.

%
output=NISTLUT('P',1.28,'T',33.0576,'l',T_liq_arr,T_vap_arr,T_sat_arr,P_liq_arr,P_v
ap_arr,P_sat_arr,rho_liq_arr,rho_vap_arr,rho_sat_arr,v_liq_arr,v_vap_arr,v_sat_arr,
u_liq_arr,u_vap_arr,u_sat_arr,h_liq_arr,h_vap_arr,h_sat_arr,s_liq_arr,s_vap_arr,s_s
at_arr,Cv_liq_arr,Cv_vap_arr,Cv_sat_arr,Cp_liq_arr,Cp_vap_arr,Cp_sat_arr,sos_liq_ar
r,sos_vap_arr,sos_sat_arr,JT_liq_arr,JT_vap_arr,JT_sat_arr,visc_liq_arr,visc_vap_ar
r,visc_sat_arr,thermcond_liq_arr,thermcond_vap_arr,thermcond_sat_arr)
%% Initialize output array:
T_out=NaN;P_out=NaN;rho_out=NaN;v_out=NaN;u_out=NaN;h_out=NaN;s_out=NaN;
Cv_out=NaN;Cp_out=NaN;sos_out=NaN;JT_out=NaN;visc_out=NaN;thermcond_out=NaN;
%% Fluid Property in a cell array:
str_arr3={'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond'};
%% Fluid Phase types:
str_arr2={'liq';'vap';'sat'};
% 2-D data, 1 makes it 1-D and interpolation must be a 1-D
test_single_row=0;
%varargin={NIST.H2,'P',11.9330,'T',438.5916,'v'};
%nargin=length(varargin);
%% Input argument challenge
if nargin==6 || nargin==5
if ~isstruct(varargin{1,1})
error('First Input needs to be a structured array with the substance
already chosen')
end
DATA_IN=varargin{1,1};
if ~isstr(varargin{1,2})
error('User must specify in a character array the first input term')
end
Input_str_1=varargin{1,2};
x_i=varargin{1,3};
if ~isnumeric(varargin{1,3})
error('User must specify in a scalar numeric value for the first input
term')
end
Input_str_2=varargin{1,4};
y_i=varargin{1,5};
if ~isstr(varargin{1,4})
error('User must specify in a character array the second input term')
end
if ~isnumeric(varargin{1,5})
error('User must specify in a scalar numeric value for the second input
term')
end
if nargin==6
prefer=varargin{1,6};
if ~isstr(varargin{1,6})
error('User must specify in a character array the for the phase input
term')
end
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else
prefer=[];
end
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
for m=1:length(str_arr2)
eval([char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_arr=DATA_IN.COM.',char(str_arr3
(k,1)),'.',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'.data;'])
end
end
elseif nargin<5 && isstruct(varargin{1,1})
error('Invalid number of arguments, require at minimum 5 arguments with a
structured array please consult comments in this function')
elseif nargin<5
error('Invalid number of arguments, please consult comments section of this
function')
elseif nargin>6 && isstruct(varargin{1,1})
error('Invalid number of arguments, require at maximum 6 arguments with a
structured array please consult comments in this function')
elseif nargin>6 && nargin<43
error('Invalid number of arguments, reqiure at mimimum 43 inputs please consult
comments section of this function')
elseif nargin==43 || nargin==44
Input_str_1=varargin{1,1};
x_i=varargin{1,2};
Input_str_2=varargin{1,3};
y_i=varargin{1,4};
if nargin==44
n=5;
prefer=varargin{1,5};
else
n=4;
prefer=[];
end
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
for m=1:length(str_arr2)
n=n+1;
eval([char(str_arr3(k,1)),'_',char(str_arr2(m,1)),'_arr=varargin{1,n};'])
end
end
elseif nargin>44
error('Invalid number of arguments, reqiure at maximum 44 inputs please consult
comments section of this function')
end
if ~xor(strcmp('P',Input_str_1),strcmp('P',Input_str_2))
error('Invalid Entry Require Pressure ''P'' as an entry')
end
%% Determine which fluid properties search for
m=0;
for k=1:length(str_arr3)
if
~xor(strcmp(char(str_arr3{k,1}),Input_str_1),strcmp(char(str_arr3{k,1}),Input_str_2
))
m=m+1;
str_arr4{m,1}=char(str_arr3{k,1});
end
end
%% Establishes preferential order for phase type, if none is entered the
%% default is 'slv'
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if isempty(prefer)
str_arr={'sat';'liq';'vap'};
else
for i=1:length(prefer)
if strcmp(prefer(i),'l')
str_arr{i,1}='liq';
elseif strcmp(prefer(i),'s')
str_arr{i,1}='sat';
elseif strcmp(prefer(i),'v')
str_arr{i,1}='vap';
else
error('Not an allowable preferance string, please use characters: " l,
s, v" as a string array')
end
end
end

%% Set's the output variable of known conditions
eval([Input_str_1,'_out=x_i;'])
eval([Input_str_2,'_out=y_i;'])
%% Disengage pesky warning messages from GRIDDATA about redundant x,y arrays
warning('off','MATLAB:griddata:DuplicateDataPoints')
%% Creates Pressure array (data's imported through the isobaric data table)
kill_k=0;
for k=1:length(str_arr2)
eval(['P_arrays{k,1}=max(P_',str_arr2{k,1},'_arr);']);
eval(['P_sizes(k)=length(P_',str_arr2{k,1},'_arr);']);
end
k=2;
[dumi,k]=max(P_sizes);
clear dumi
%P_arr=P_arrays{k,:};
P_arr=max(P_vap_arr);
acceptable_P=find(P_arr==-0.105);
P_arr(acceptable_P)=[];
dum=NaN;
for k=1:length(str_arr)
%% Establishes the input/output arrays for grid data, Output_1 is the
%% first array that is available in the properties array that is NOT an
%% input array
eval(['Input_1=',Input_str_1,'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr;'])
eval(['Input_2=',Input_str_2,'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr;'])
eval(['Output_1=',char(str_arr4{1,1}),'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr;'])
Input_1(:,acceptable_P)=[];
Input_2(:,acceptable_P)=[];
Output_1(:,acceptable_P)=[];
for kk=2:length(str_arr4)
eval([char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr(:,acceptable_P)=[];'])
end
% Gets size of Input/Output array's
dims=size(Input_1);
%% Creates the Pressure array range for the griddata rather than scanning
%% throughout the entire pressure array
try
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if strcmp(Input_str_1,'P')
P_incr=interp1(P_arr(1:dims(2)),1:dims(2),x_i);
elseif strcmp(Input_str_2,'P')
P_incr=interp1(P_arr(1:dims(2)),1:dims(2),y_i);
end
catch
continue
end
P_incr=floor(P_incr);
if P_incr<1
P_incr=1;
end
%% Establishes column indexes
if P_incr<=2
J_arr=1:P_incr+2;
elseif P_incr>=dims(2)-2
J_arr=P_incr-2:dims(2);
else
J_arr=P_incr-2:P_incr+2;
end
%% Establishes row indexes
I_arr=[];
% If it is not the saturation lookup for temeprature and pressure.
if ~strcmp(char(str_arr(k,1)),'sat')
% If temperature was the first input
if strcmp(Input_str_1,'T')
% Initialize array index values to zero
k2=0;
for k1=1:dims(1)
% If all values within J_arr range is not "filler"
if ~all(Input_1(k1,J_arr)==-0.105)
k2=k2+1;
I_arr(k2)=k1;
end
end
% Iterate each column
for k3=1:length(J_arr)
try
% Interpolated value in the center (rounded down)
I_center=floor(interp1(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr(k3)),I_arr,x_i));
catch
I_arr2=I_arr(find(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr(k3))~=-0.1050));
try
I_center=floor(interp1(Input_1(I_arr2,J_arr(k3)),I_arr2,x_i));
I_arr=I_arr2;
catch
I_center=NaN;
end
end
% If it is an interpolated value
if ~isnan(I_center)
% If the center is less than or equal to 2 use the 1st value in
% the array, and +2 of the center
if I_center<=2
I_arr1=1:I_center+2;
% If the center is greater than or equal to the second last
% values
elseif I_center>=length(I_arr)-2
I_arr1=I_center-2:dims(1);
% If the center is not the <=2 or >=2 of the last values
else
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I_arr1=I_center-2:I_center+2;
end
% Try to use the temperature and pressure, get the value via
% GRIDDATA. If the temeprature test is <5 then the provided

I_arr1

% is the I_arr, and BREAK. Otherwise continue
try
warning off all

dum=griddata(Input_1(I_arr1,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr1,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr1,J_arr),x_i
,y_i);
T_test=griddata(Input_2(I_arr1,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr1,J_arr),Input_1(I_arr1,J_arr),
y_i,dum);
warning on all
if abs(T_test-x_i)<5
I_arr=I_arr1;
break
end
end
else
if length(I_arr)==1
% Single Row of data
%dum=griddata(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr,J_arr),x_i,y
_i)
dum=interp1(Input_2(I_arr,J_arr),Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),y_i);
T_test=dum;
if abs(T_test-x_i)<5
test_single_row=1;

end

end

break

end
end
end
% If temperature was the second input
if strcmp(Input_str_2,'T')
% Initialize array index values to zero
k2=0;
for k1=1:dims(1)
% If all values within J_arr range is not "filler"
if ~all(Input_2(k1,J_arr)==-0.105)
k2=k2+1;
I_arr(k2)=k1;
end
end
% Iterate each column
for k3=1:length(J_arr)
% Interpolated value in the center (rounded down)
try
I_center=floor(interp1(Input_2(I_arr,J_arr(k3)),I_arr,y_i));
catch
I_arr2=I_arr(find(Input_2(I_arr,J_arr(k3))~=-0.1050));
try
I_center=floor(interp1(Input_2(I_arr2,J_arr(k3)),I_arr2,y_i));
I_arr=I_arr2;
catch
I_center=NaN;
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end

end

% If it is an interpolated value
if ~isnan(I_center)
% If the center is less than or equal to 2 use the 1st value in
% the array, and +2 of the center
if I_center<=2
I_arr1=1:I_center+2;
% If the center is greater than or equal to the second last
% values
elseif I_center>=length(I_arr)-2
I_arr1=I_center-2:dims(1);
% If the center is not the <=2 or >=2 of the last values
else
I_arr1=I_center-2:I_center+2;
end
% Try to use the temperature and pressure, get the value via
% GRIDDATA. If the temeprature test is <5 then the provided

I_arr1

% is the I_arr, and BREAK. Otherwise continue
try
warning off all

dum=griddata(Input_1(I_arr1,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr1,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr1,J_arr),x_i
,y_i);
T_test=griddata(Input_1(I_arr1,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr1,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr1,J_arr),
x_i,dum);
warning on all
if abs(T_test-y_i)<5
I_arr=I_arr1;
break
end
end
else
if length(I_arr)==1
% Single Row of data
%dum=griddata(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr,J_arr),x_i,y
_i)
dum=interp1(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr,J_arr),x_i);
T_test=dum;
if abs(T_test-y_i)<5
test_single_row=1;

end

end

break

end
end
end
end
% If the input is not temperature
if isempty(I_arr)
I_arr=1:dims(1);
elseif isnan(I_arr)
I_arr=1:dims(1);
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end
%% Checks value of the first fluid property, if it is NOT NaN then it
%% collects ALL of the data.
try
if test_single_row==0
warning off all
dum=griddata(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr,J_arr),x_i,y_
i);
warning on all
else
warning off all
dum=interp1(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),Output_1(I_arr,J_arr),x_i);
warning on all
end
catch
%kill_i=1;
%kill_k=0;
%break
end
if isnan(dum)
continue
elseif isempty(dum)
continue
else
eval([char(str_arr4{1,1}),'_out=dum;'])
kill_lll=0;
method='linear';
for lll=1:3
for kk=2:length(str_arr4)
warning off all
if test_single_row==0
eval([char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_out=griddata(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),Input_2(I_arr,J_arr)
,',char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr','(I_arr,J_arr),x_i,y_i,method
);'])
eval(['dum_out=',char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_out;']);
else
eval([char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_out=interp1(Input_1(I_arr,J_arr),',char(str_arr4{kk,1}
),'_',char(str_arr(k,1)),'_arr','(I_arr,J_arr),x_i,method);'])
eval(['dum_out=',char(str_arr4{kk,1}),'_out;'])
end
warning on all
if isnan(dum_out)
if lll==1
method='nearest';
break
elseif lll==2
method='linear';
end
elseif ~isnan(dum_out) && kk==length(str_arr4)
kill_lll=1;
end
end
if kill_lll==1;
break
end
end
%pause
break
end
end
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%% Re-engages warnings
warning('on','MATLAB:griddata:DuplicateDataPoints')
%warning on all
if strcmp(char(str_arr(k)),'sat')
if (strcmp(Input_str_1,'T') ||
strcmp(Input_str_2,'T'))&&(strcmp(Input_str_1,'P') || strcmp(Input_str_2,'P'))
%
warning('Quality is unknown for saturation region, will take the
mean across liquid and vapor states(quality=0.5), suggest user enter in a different
fluid property other than temperature or pressure, or use the Saturation Lookup
table')
end
end
%% Output array
output=[T_out,P_out,rho_out,v_out,u_out,h_out,s_out,Cv_out,Cp_out,sos_out,JT_out,vi
sc_out,thermcond_out];
end

B.1.7 NIST LUT RUNTIME SATURATION
function output=LUT__v02(varargin)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Function Name: LUT__v02

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The two known properties any of the fluid properties in the
"prop_input_arr" variable, these include:
* T
:: Temperature
* P
:: Pressure
* rho
:: Density
* v
:: Specific Volume
* u
:: Specific Internal Energy
* h
:: Specific Enthalpy
* s
:: Specific Entropy
* Cv
:: Constant Volume
* Cp
:: Constant Pressure
* sos
:: Speed of Sound
* JT
:: Joule-Thomson
* visc
:: Viscosity
* thermcond :: Thermal Conductivity
* surftens :: Surface Tension
* x
:: Quality between 0 and 1

Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
Date: 10/28/2010
Version 2:
This function takes in the saturated NIST data tables, and outputs either
the liquid, vapor or saturated values along the saturation curve. One of
two options are available:
1) The user can enter either of the extremes of the saturation curve.
Namely liquid or vapor with a quality of 0 or 1 respectively. The
outputs are the thermo fluid properties 'along' the saturation curve.
With specified quality values as an output.
2) The user may specify a second given thermo property (provided that
both temperature and pressure are not entered in together). This
outputs the thermo fluid properties 'within (and along)' the
saturation curve. Quality is calculated as an output.

% All input string parameter have to match the above abbreviations on the
% left hand side of the colon's and to the right of the asterisk as seen
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% below:
%
{'P';'T';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond';'surftens'};
% Abbreviations for phase types are below:
% {'l';'v'}
% The output is: in the same order as the fluid properties, and re-uses the
% input property type(s) of the fluid as seen below:
%
{'T';'P';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';'thermcond','surftens','
x'}
% Example 1): Interpolates along the NIST data for Pentane with a known
% temperature, and along the liquid portion of the saturation curve.
% output=LUT__v02(Sat.Pentane,'T',280.4169,'l')
% Example 2): Interpolates along the NIST data for Pentane with a known
% temperature, and along the vapor portion of the saturation curve.
% output=LUT__v02(Sat.Pentane,'T',280.4169,'v')
% Example 3): Interpolates along the NIST data for Pentane with a known
% pressure, and along the liquid portion of the saturation curve.
% output=LUT__v02(Sat.Pentane,'P',0.0337,'l')
% Example 4): Interpolates along the NIST data for Pentane with a known
% temperature,and enthalpy within the saturation curve. Remember this
% calculates "quality".
% output=LUT__v02(Sat.Pentane,'T',280.4169,'h',123.4546)
% Example 5): Interpolates along the NIST data for Pentane with a known
% pressure, and enthalpy within the saturation curve. Remember this
% calculates "quality".
% output=LUT__v02(Sat.Pentane,'P',0.0337,'h',123.4546)

% Initialize output array:
Pressure=NaN;Temperature=NaN;rho=NaN;v=NaN;u=NaN;h=NaN;s=NaN;Cv=NaN;Cp=NaN;
sos=NaN;JT=NaN;visc=NaN;thermcond=NaN;surftens=NaN;x=NaN;
if xor(nargin==4,nargin==5)
if isstruct(varargin{1,1})
CELL_IN=varargin{1,1};
else
error('First input needs to be a structured array with the substance
input')
end
if isstr(varargin{1,2})
property_1=varargin{1,2};
else
error('Property 1 chemical needs to be a string indicating thermo-fluid
property')
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end
if isnumeric(varargin{1,3})
value_1=varargin{1,3};
else
error('Property 1''s value needs to be a numeric value')
end
if nargin==5
if isstr(varargin{1,4})
property_2=varargin{1,4};
else
error('Property 2 chemical needs to be a string indicating thermo-fluid
property')
end
if isnumeric(varargin{1,5})
value_2=varargin{1,5};
else
error('Property 2''s value needs to be a numeric value')
end
phase=[];
else
if isstr(varargin{1,4})
phase=varargin{1,4};
else
error('Phase type must be in string form')
end
end
else
error(['** Require an input with at 4 inputs (cell, Listed property'...
,' numerical value, listed phase type) for either liquid or vapor.',...
'** Require an input with 6 inputs (cell, Listed property_1,',...
' numerical value_1, Listed property_2, numerical value_2,'...
,' phase type)'])
end
prop_input_arr={'P';'T';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc';...
'thermcond';'surftens'};
prop_arr={'Pressure';'Temperature';'rho';'v';'u';'h';'s';'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'visc
';...
'thermcond';'surftens'};
if ~isempty(phase)
if ~xor(strcmp(phase,'l'), strcmp(phase,'v'))
error('Not a proper input for phase must be either l or v liquid or vapor
(respectively).')
end
else
if xor(isempty(property_2),isempty(value_2))
error('For a saturated fluid the second property MUST be entered in')
end
end
for i=1:length(prop_input_arr)+1
if i==length(prop_input_arr)+1
error('Not in list')
end
if strcmp(prop_input_arr{i,1},property_1)
j=i;
break
end
end
if strcmp(prop_input_arr{j,1},'P')
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other_sat_prop=eval(['CELL_IN.','Temperature.data;']);
other_sat_name='Temperature';
elseif strcmp(prop_input_arr{j,1},'T')
other_sat_prop=eval(['CELL_IN.','Pressure.data;']);
other_sat_name='Pressure';
else
error('Not a standard temperature or pressure for saturation data')
end
if isempty(phase)
if xor(strcmp(property_2,'P'),strcmp(property_2,'T'))
error('Property 2 cannot be both pressure or temperature')
end
end
warning off all;
eval([prop_arr{j,1},'=value_1;']);
Primary=eval(['CELL_IN.',prop_arr{j,1},'.data;']);
eval([other_sat_name,'=interp1(Primary,other_sat_prop,value_1);'])
if isempty(phase)
for i=3:length(prop_input_arr)
if i==length(prop_input_arr)+1
error('Not in list')
end
if strcmp(prop_input_arr{i,1},property_2)
j=i;
break
end
end
eval([prop_arr{j,1},'=value_2;'])
Prop3=eval(['CELL_IN.',prop_arr{j,1},'.data;']);
Prop4(1)=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,1),value_1);
Prop4(2)=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,2),value_1);
eval(['x=interp1(Prop4,[0,1],value_2);'])
for i=3:length(prop_arr)-1
if ~strcmp(prop_arr{i,1},property_2)
Prop3=eval(['CELL_IN.',prop_arr{i,1},'.data;']);
Prop4(1)=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,1),value_1);
Prop4(2)=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,2),value_1);
eval([prop_arr{i,1},'=interp1([0,1],Prop4,x);'])
end
end
Prop3=eval(['CELL_IN.',prop_arr{i+1,1},'.data;']);
surftens=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,1),value_1);
else
if strcmp(phase,'l')
x=0;
for i=3:length(prop_arr)-1
Prop3=eval(['CELL_IN.',prop_arr{i,1},'.data;']);
Prop4=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,1),value_1);
eval([prop_arr{i,1},'=Prop4;'])
end
Prop3=eval(['CELL_IN.',prop_arr{i+1,1},'.data;']);
surftens=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,1),value_1);
elseif strcmp(phase,'v')
x=1;
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for i=3:length(prop_arr)-1
Prop3=eval(['CELL_IN.',prop_arr{i,1},'.data;']);
Prop4=interp1(Primary,Prop3(:,2),value_1);
eval([prop_arr{i,1},'=Prop4;'])
end
surftens=NaN;

end
end
warning on all;
output=[Temperature,Pressure,rho,v,u,h,s,Cv,Cp,sos,JT,visc,thermcond,surftens,x];
end

B.1.8 NIST IMPORT FLUID PROPERTIES TO WORKSPACE
B.1.8.1

FULL VERSION

function addsel(fname,varargin)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%% Introduction
% Function Name: addsel
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 1/12/2013
%
% Adds selected constituents in either string or vertical cellstring type
% (If a cell array is to be used it is preferred that it is columnwise
% (:,1)), however any configuration will do. Any constituent NOT present
% will be added. Any constituent already present will remain in it's
% current state. Any constituent not on the current list will be removed.
%
% The method is to first make the list provided a consistent style. If no
% list is present it will convert all variables in the data file to NIST.
% struct format. Next it removes any non-unique strings from the input
% variable. Next it removes all fields NOT in the list from the NIST
% variable. Next it removes from the list any values that are already in
% the NIST field. Finally it attempts to add remaining fields.
%% Examples
% Example 1: All variables in the data file 'Harriscyclea.mat'
% addsel('Harriscycle010a.mat')
% Minimum number of inputs the filename with or without the file location.
% Any way you would use it in the "load" function. This will convert all of
% the variables in the list to NIST format.
%
%
%
%

Example 2: String input
addsel('Harriscycle010a.mat','H2','He')
User specified CHEM inputs as separate arguments, as many can be inputted
as needed.

%
%
%
%
%

Example 3: Cell input
addsel('Harriscycle010a.mat',{'H2';'He'})
or
addsel('Harriscycle010a.mat',{'H2','He'})
User specified CHEM inputs as a SINGLE argument with a cell string array.

%% Inputs
% Filename and/or location
if ~isstr(fname)
error('Input filename needs to be a string')
end
% Input RAW Chemical Array
if nargin==1
CHEM_arr_in={};
elseif iscell(varargin{1,1})
CHEM_arr_in=varargin{1,1};
else
% String
CHEM_arr_in=varargin;
end
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%% Generate script to be run in the command window
% Determine Size of arrays
[i_max,j_max]=size(CHEM_arr_in);
if i_max==1 && j_max>1
CHEM_arr_in=CHEM_arr_in';
end
% Readjust the size of the array
[i_max,j_max]=size(CHEM_arr_in);
if i_max==0 && j_max==0
%% If the specified list is not present load all variables to NIST.
%% array
evalin('base',['NIST=load(''',fname,''');'])
else
%% If a specified list is present
%% Remove any non-unique strings from list
if i_max>1 && j_max==1
% Check if the first element is a string
if ~isstr(CHEM_arr_in{1,1})
error('Input Chemical constituent needs to be a string')
end
% Set the first element of the specified output list to the first
% element in the input list
CHEM_arr{1,1}=CHEM_arr_in{1,1};
% Initialize counter to 1
ii_max=1;
for i=2:i_max
% Check if each element is a string
if ~isstr(CHEM_arr_in{i,1})
error('Input Chemical constituent needs to be a string')
end
% Reset test counter to 0
iii=0;
% Nested loop of current list
for ii=1:ii_max
% If the current element in the input list and output list
% are the same then increment the test counter
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{ii,1},CHEM_arr_in{i,1})
iii=iii+1;
end
end
if iii==0
% If the test counter is zero then it is a unique string in
% the cell index as a new output
ii_max=ii_max+1;
CHEM_arr{ii_max,1}=CHEM_arr_in{i,1};
end
% Continue Loop

end
elseif length(i_max)==1 && length(j_max)==1
% If the input is a single value
% Check if the first element is a string
if ~isstr(CHEM_arr_in{1,1})
error('Input Chemical constituent needs to be a string')
end
% Input becomes output
CHEM_arr{1,1}=CHEM_arr_in{1,1};
else
error('Not a valid input Chemical array')
end
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%% Remove any fields in the NIST variable not in the specified list
try
% Generate NIST constituent name list
rem_list=evalin('base','fieldnames(NIST)');
% Counter for list removal
iiii=0;
for ii=1:length(rem_list)
% Reset test loop
iii=0;
for i=1:i_max
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i,1},rem_list{ii,1})
iii=iii+1;
break
end
end
if iii==0
iiii=iiii+1;
rem_list_1{iiii,1}=rem_list{ii,1};
end
end
for ii=1:length(rem_list_1)
k=1;
while k==1
try
evalin('base',['NIST=rmfield(NIST,''',...
rem_list_1{ii,1},''');']);
end
k=evalin('base',['isfield(NIST,''',rem_list_1{ii,1},...
''');']);
end
end
end
%% Remove Constituents already entered in from CHEM_arr list
try
rem_list=evalin('base','fieldnames(NIST)');
% Counter for list removal
iiii=0;
rem_list_1=[];
for i=1:i_max
iii=0;
for ii=1:length(rem_list)
% Reset test loop
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i,1},rem_list{ii,1})
iii=iii+1;
end

end
if iii==0
iiii=iiii+1;
rem_list_1{iiii,1}=CHEM_arr{i,1};
end

end

CHEM_arr=rem_list_1;
end
% Readjust the size of the array
[i_max,j_max]=size(CHEM_arr);

if i_max~=0
%% Concatenate string to be executed in the command window
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if i_max>1 && j_max==1
for i=1:i_max
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'=load(''',fname,''',''',...
CHEM_arr{i,1},''');'];
% Evaluate command in the current workspace
evalin('base',rems)
try
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'.COM=NIST.',...
CHEM_arr{i,1},'.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'.COM;'];
evalin('base',rems)
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'=rmfield(NIST.',...
CHEM_arr{i,1},',''',CHEM_arr{i,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
catch
rems=['NIST=rmfield(NIST,''',CHEM_arr{i,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
end

end
elseif length(i_max)==1 && length(j_max)==1

rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'=load(''',fname,''',''',...
CHEM_arr{1,1},''');'];
% Evaluate command in the current workspace
evalin('base',rems)
try
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM=NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},...
'.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM;'];
evalin('base',rems)
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'=rmfield(NIST.',...
CHEM_arr{1,1},',''',CHEM_arr{1,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
catch
rems=['NIST=rmfield(NIST,''',CHEM_arr{1,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
warning('No valid constituents added')
end

end
end

end

B.1.8.2

else
error('None of the variables ');
end

LITE VERSION

function addsellte(fname,varargin)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technlogy
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction
% Function Name: addsellte
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 1/12/2013
%
% Adds selected constituents in either string or vertical cellstring type
% (If a cell array is to be used it is preferred that it is columnwise
% (:,1)), however any configuration will do. Any constituent NOT present
% will be added. Any constituent already present will remain in it's
% current state. Any constituent not on the current list will be removed.
%
% The method is to first make the list provided a consistent style. If no
% list is present it will convert all variables in the data file to NIST.
% struct format. Next it removes any non-unique strings from the input
% variable. Next it removes all fields NOT in the list from the NIST
% variable. Next it removes from the list any values that are already in
% the NIST field. Finally it attempts to add remaining fields.
%
% Update: 1/29/2015
%
% An additional input is to use an m-file for "fname" rather than a single
% mat-file. This allows the constituents to be selected at various
% locations specified. Rather than inputting all of constituents in a
% single mat-file which is memory intensive, this will use separate mat
% files which can be worked out, adjusted individually. See Example 4 for
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%
%
%
%
%

the format of the m-file. If no consitutents are specified this will load
ALL of the constituents in the m-file, just like the mat-file, only with
the m-file "load" would not work. The format of the variable in the mat
file is the standard structure array NIST.<CONSTITUENT>.COM... .
Otherwise this works in a similar way as the *.mat input

%% Examples
% Example 1: All variables in the data file 'Harriscyclea.mat'
% addsel('Harriscycle010a.mat')
% Minimum number of inputs the filename with or without the file location.
% Any way you would use it in the "load" function. This will convert all of
% the variables in the list to NIST format.
%
%
%
%

Example 2: String input
addsellte('Harriscycle010a.mat','H2','He')
User specified CHEM inputs as separate arguments, as many can be inputted
as needed.

%
%
%
%
%

Example 3: Cell input
addsellte('Harriscycle010a.mat',{'H2';'He'})
or
addsellte('Harriscycle010a.mat',{'H2','He'})
User specified CHEM inputs as a SINGLE argument with a cell string array.

% Example 4: m-file input (all constituents loaded from m-file)
% Create an m-file with a known name (in this example "test_01.m". All
% contents in this are contained within $...$:
% $fname_NIST={'CO2','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE
5\NIST IMPORT\CO2\HIGH\CO2.mat';...
%
'He','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\Helium\High\He.mat';...
%
'Ar','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\Ar\HIGH\Ar.mat';...
%
'Propane','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\Propane\HIGH\Propane.mat';...
%
'R11','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\R11\HIGH\R11.mat';...
%
'R123','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\R123\HIGH\R123.mat';...
%
'R245fa','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\R245fa_HIGH\R245fa_HIGH.mat';...
%
'R134a','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\R134a_HIGH\R134a_HIGH.mat';...
%
'Pentane','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE 5\NIST
IMPORT\Pentane_HIGH\Pentane_HIGH.mat';...
%
'Methanol','C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\HARRIS Parent\Harris PHASE
5\NIST IMPORT\Methanol_HIGH\Methanol_HIGH.mat'};
% $
% The variable name needs to be "fname_NIST". This is a vertical cell
% array. In column 1 are the NIST constituent names, in column 2 are the
% file locations, they need not have the specific file location provided it
% is in the directory of MATLAB. Any other variables/processes can be
% entered in that will not interfere with the addsellte function.
%
% addsellte('test_01.m')
% Minimum number of inputs the filename with or without the file location.
% Any way you would use it in the "load" function for the appropriate file
% location. This will output in the standard NIST format. The file
% extension "*.m" is essential.
% Example 5: String input
% addsellte('test_01.m','CO2','R134a')
% User specified CHEM inputs as separate arguments, as many can be inputted
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% as needed. The file extension "*.m" is essential.
%
%
%
%
%
%

Example 6: Cell input
addsellte('test_01.m',{'CO2':'R134a'})
or
addsellte('test_01.m',{'CO2','R134a'})
User specified CHEM inputs as a SINGLE argument with cell string array.
The file extension "*.m" is essential.

%% Inputs
% Filename and/or location
if ~isstr(fname)
error('Input filename needs to be a string')
end
% Input RAW Chemical Array
if nargin==1
CHEM_arr_in={};
elseif iscell(varargin{1,1})
CHEM_arr_in=varargin{1,1};
else
% String
CHEM_arr_in=varargin;
end
%% Generate script to be run in the command window
% Determine Size of arrays
[i_max,j_max]=size(CHEM_arr_in);
if i_max==1 && j_max>1
CHEM_arr_in=CHEM_arr_in';
end
% Readjust the size of the array
[i_max,j_max]=size(CHEM_arr_in);
if i_max==0 && j_max==0
%% If the specified list is not present load all variables to NIST.
%% array
if strcmp(fname(end-1:end),'.m')
%% Load m-file which directs to the appropriate constituent
%% NIST *.mat file
% filename is evaluated with the variables which contain
% the name and location of variables
eval(fname(1:end-2))
jj_max=length(fname_NIST(:,1));
for jj=1:jj_max
%% m-file constituent index found
% Loads the appropriate filename and imports the
% structure
rems=['NIST.',fname_NIST{jj,1},...
'=load(''',fname_NIST{jj,2},...
''',''NIST'');'];
evalin('base',rems)
% Adjusts the structure to standard
rems=['NIST.',fname_NIST{jj,1},...
'=NIST.',fname_NIST{jj,1},'.NIST.',...
fname_NIST{jj,1},';'];
evalin('base',rems)
end
else
%% Load the mat-file
evalin('base',['NIST=load(''',fname,''');'])
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end
else
%% If a CHEM constituent is inputted
%% Remove any non-unique strings from list
if i_max>1 && j_max==1
% Check if the first element is a string
if ~isstr(CHEM_arr_in{1,1})
error('Input Chemical constituent needs to be a string')
end
% Set the first element of the specified output list to the first
% element in the input list
CHEM_arr{1,1}=CHEM_arr_in{1,1};
% Initialize counter to 1
ii_max=1;
for i=2:i_max
% Check if each element is a string
if ~isstr(CHEM_arr_in{i,1})
error('Input Chemical constituent needs to be a string')
end
% Reset test counter to 0
iii=0;
% Nested loop of current list
for ii=1:ii_max
% If the current element in the input list and output list
% are the same then increment the test counter
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{ii,1},CHEM_arr_in{i,1})
iii=iii+1;
end
end
if iii==0
% If the test counter is zero then it is a unique string in
% the cell index as a new output
ii_max=ii_max+1;
CHEM_arr{ii_max,1}=CHEM_arr_in{i,1};
end
% Continue Loop

end
elseif length(i_max)==1 && length(j_max)==1
% If the input is a single value
% Check if the first element is a string
if ~isstr(CHEM_arr_in{1,1})
error('Input Chemical constituent needs to be a string')
end
% Input becomes output
CHEM_arr{1,1}=CHEM_arr_in{1,1};
else
error('Not a valid input Chemical array')
end
%% Remove any fields in the NIST variable not in the specified list
try
% Generate NIST constituent name list
[i_max,j_max]=size(CHEM_arr);
if j_max>1
i_max=j_max;
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr';
end
% Generate NIST constituent name list
rem_list=evalin('base','fieldnames(NIST)');
% Counter for list removal
iiii=0;
for ii=1:length(rem_list)
% Reset test loop
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iii=0;
for i=1:i_max
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i,1},rem_list{ii,1})
iii=iii+1;
break
end
end
if iii==0
iiii=iiii+1;
rem_list_1{iiii,1}=rem_list{ii,1};
end

end

end
for ii=1:length(rem_list_1)
k=1;
while k==1
try
evalin('base',['NIST=rmfield(NIST,''',...
rem_list_1{ii,1},''');']);
end
k=evalin('base',['isfield(NIST,''',rem_list_1{ii,1},...
''');']);
end
end

%% Remove Constituents already entered in from CHEM_arr list
try
rem_list=evalin('base','fieldnames(NIST)');
% Counter for list removal
iiii=0;
rem_list_1=[];
for i=1:i_max
iii=0;
for ii=1:length(rem_list)
% Reset test loop
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i,1},rem_list{ii,1})
iii=iii+1;
end

end
if iii==0
iiii=iiii+1;
rem_list_1{iiii,1}=CHEM_arr{i,1};
end
end

end

CHEM_arr=rem_list_1;

% Readjust the size of the array
[i_max,j_max]=size(CHEM_arr);
%% Load from *.mat or *.m
if i_max~=0
if strcmp(fname(end-1:end),'.m')
%% Load m-file which directs to the appropriate constituent
%% NIST *.mat file
% filename is evaluated with the variables which contain
% the name and location of variables
eval(fname(1:end-2))
jj_max=length(fname_NIST(:,1));
for i=1:i_max
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for jj=1:jj_max
%% m-file comparison to CHEM_arr list
if strcmp(fname_NIST{jj,1},CHEM_arr{i,1})
%% m-file constituent index found
% Loads the appropriate filename and imports the
% structure
rems=['NIST.',fname_NIST{jj,1},...
'=load(''',fname_NIST{jj,2},...
''',''NIST'');'];
evalin('base',rems)
% Adjusts the structure to standard
rems=['NIST.',fname_NIST{jj,1},...
'=NIST.',fname_NIST{jj,1},'.NIST.',...
fname_NIST{jj,1},';'];
evalin('base',rems)
break
end
end
end
else
%% %% Load the mat-file with the appropriate constituents
%% Concatenate string to be executed in the command window
if i_max>1 && j_max==1
for i=1:i_max
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'=load(''',...
fname,''',''',CHEM_arr{i,1},''');'];
% Evaluate command in the current workspace
evalin('base',rems)
try
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'.COM=NIST.',...
CHEM_arr{i,1},'.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'.COM;'];
evalin('base',rems)
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'=rmfield(NIST.',...
CHEM_arr{i,1},',''',CHEM_arr{i,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
catch
rems=['NIST=rmfield(NIST,''',CHEM_arr{i,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
end

end
elseif length(i_max)==1 && length(j_max)==1

rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'=load(''',fname,''',''',...
CHEM_arr{1,1},''');'];
% Evaluate command in the current workspace
evalin('base',rems)
try
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM=NIST.',...
CHEM_arr{1,1},'.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM;'];
evalin('base',rems)
rems=['NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'=rmfield(NIST.',...
CHEM_arr{1,1},',''',CHEM_arr{1,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
catch
rems=['NIST=rmfield(NIST,''',CHEM_arr{1,1},''');'];
evalin('base',rems)
warning('No valid constituents added')
end
else
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end

end

error('None of the variables ');

end
end
end

B.1.9 FLUID PROPERTIES LOOKUP
function prop_out=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state,mdt)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Introduction
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array (as a cell)
% P
:: Pressure array (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature array (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by the NIST
%
Lookup table.
% mdt
:: Mass flow array (kg/s)
%% Function Name: NISTpropsv02
% Looks up the NIST fluid properties of multiple constituents. Then
% compares the mass flow to the fluid properties array and makes
% non-temperature and pressures for the associated mass flow equal to zero.
%% Initial Conditions
prop_out=[];
%% Error Check:
NISTpropsv02_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state,mdt)
%% Looks Up NIST Fluid Properties
% Requires the NIST variable, chemical cell aray, pressure array (or
% scalar), and temperature array (or scalar), and a phase type
prop_in=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state);
%% Ignore fluid properties
% (non pressure and temperature) that have no mass flows are set to zero.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt);
%% Sub function fluid property
% Fluid properties of each constituent in the chem array. The chem array
% can be a columnwise cell array of strings with constituents in the NIST
% variable, or a single string for a single constituent. Pressure array can
% contain multiple pressure for the respective constituent, or a single
% scalar value for all of them. Temperature array can contain multiple
% temperatures for the respective constituent, or a single scalar value for
% all of them. Fluid state needs to be a columnwise cell array of strings
% with known states of each constituent, or a single string for a single
% constituent
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
output=[];
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
% Allows a individual temperature array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
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end
if iscell(state)
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
% Sets any zero mass flow associated fluid properties to zero with
% exception of temperature and pressure
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
%% Determine size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
%% Initialize fluid property outlet variable
prop_out=prop_in;
%% Establish zero array for fluid properties
zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% Iterate fluid array
for k=1:n
%% Convert zero mass flow of fluid properties from NaN to zero
% If mass flow is zero change all properties except for
% temperature and pressure to zero.
if mdt(k)==0
prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);
end
end
end
%% Error Check for fluid_props
function NISTpropsv02_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state,mdt)
% Error check NISTpropsv02 function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array (kg/s)
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for NISTprops_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for NISTprops is empty')
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end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' NISTprops'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for NISTprops')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for NISTprops')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for NISTprops')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for NISTprops')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'NISTprops'])
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt is not a cell or a string for NISTprops')
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for NISTprops')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for NISTprops')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt is NaN for NISTprops')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for NISTprops')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for NISTprops')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt is Inf for NISTprops')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'NISTprops'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'NISTprops'])
elseif any(mdt<0)
error('mdt has a negative element')
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for NISTprops'])
end
try
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for NISTprops'])
end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for NISTprops'])
end
end
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
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% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
end
end

B.1.10 FLUID PROPERTIES LOOKUP WITH PARTIAL PRESSURE
function prop_out=NISTpropsPPv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state,mdt)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Introduction
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array (as a cell)
% P
:: Pressure array (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature array (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by the NIST
%
Lookup table.
% mdt
:: Mass flow array (kg/s)
%% Function Name: NISTpropsv02
% Looks up the NIST fluid properties of multiple constituents. Then
% compares the mass flow to the fluid properties array and makes
% non-temperature and pressures for the associated mass flow equal to zero.
%% Initial Conditions
prop_out=[];
%% Error Check:
NISTpropsv02_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state,mdt)
%%
MW_out=MW_determination(NIST,CHEM_arr,state);
%%
[P,ndt,ndt_tot]=PPcalcs(mdt,MW_out,P,CHEM_arr,state);
disp(['NISTpropsPPv02.m, Parray= ',num2str(Pconv(P,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
%% Looks Up NIST Fluid Properties
% Requires the NIST variable, chemical cell aray, pressure array (or
% scalar), and temperature array (or scalar), and a phase type
prop_in=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state);
%% Ignore fluid properties
% (non pressure and temperature) that have no mass flows are set to zero.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt);
%% Sub function fluid property
% Fluid properties of each constituent in the chem array. The chem array
% can be a columnwise cell array of strings with constituents in the NIST
% variable, or a single string for a single constituent. Pressure array can
% contain multiple pressure for the respective constituent, or a single
% scalar value for all of them. Temperature array can contain multiple
% temperatures for the respective constituent, or a single scalar value for
% all of them. Fluid state needs to be a columnwise cell array of strings
% with known states of each constituent, or a single string for a single
% constituent
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
output=[];
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
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% Allows a individual pressure array, if
% initializes the pressure array to have
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
% Allows a individual temperature array,
% initializes the pressure array to have
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
end

it is a scalar it
the same value as the

if it is a scalar it
the same value as the

if iscell(state)
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
% Sets any zero mass flow associated fluid properties to zero with
% exception of temperature and pressure
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
%% Determine size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
%% Initialize fluid property outlet variable
prop_out=prop_in;
%% Establish zero array for fluid properties
zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% Iterate fluid array
for k=1:n
%% Convert zero mass flow of fluid properties from NaN to zero
% If mass flow is zero change all properties except for
% temperature and pressure to zero.
if mdt(k)==0
prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);
end
end
end
%% Molecular Weight array of gaseous constituents
function MW_out=MW_determination(NIST,CHEM_arr,state)
MW_out=[];
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if strcmp(state{k,1},'v')
eval(['MW_out(1,k)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},'.COM.MW.data;'])
else
MW_out(k,1)=0;
end
end
end
%% Pressure array
function [PP,ndt,ndt_tot]=PPcalcs(mdt_arr,MW_arr,P_tot,CHEM_arr,state)
% Initialize mole array & total number of moles
ndt=[];ndt_tot=[];
if length(P_tot)==1
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%% If pressure array is a scalar, then determine the partial
%% pressure
% Mole array
ndt=mdt_arr./MW_arr;
if any(isinf(ndt)) || any(isnan(ndt))
%% If any constituents are liquid
% Liquid indices
liqs=isinf(ndt)+isnan(ndt);
% Vapor indices
vaps=~liqs;
% Total number of moles
ndt_tot=sum(ndt(vaps));
% Initialize the partial pressure array
PP=ndt/ndt_tot*P_tot;
for k=1:length(liqs)
if liqs(k)==1
%% If liquid is in the array
% Index of matching chemical array
index_i=find(strcmp(CHEM_arr,CHEM_arr{liqs(k),1}));
% Subindex of index_i (matching constituent array)
% for liquid
index_j=find(strcmp(state(index_i,1),'l'));
% Subindex of index_i (matching constituent array)
% for vapor
index_k=find(strcmp(state(index_i,1),'v'));
% Equate liquid partial pressure to vaporous
PP(index_i(index_j))=PP(index_i(index_k));
% Force liquid mole element to equal to zero
ndt(index_i(index_j))=0;
end

end

end
% Total number of moles
ndt_tot=sum(ndt);
%
if any(PP==0)
for i_index=length(PP):-1:2
if PP(i_index-1)==0
PP(i_index-1)=PP(i_index);
end
end
end
else
%% If pressure array is provided
% Partial pressure array
PP=P_tot;
end

end
%% Error Check for fluid_props
function NISTpropsv02_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state,mdt)
% Error check NISTpropsv02 function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array (kg/s)
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
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if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for NISTprops_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for NISTprops is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for NISTprops is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' NISTprops'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for NISTprops')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for NISTprops')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for NISTprops')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for NISTprops')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'NISTprops'])
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt is not a cell or a string for NISTprops')
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for NISTprops')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for NISTprops')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt is NaN for NISTprops')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for NISTprops')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for NISTprops')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt is Inf for NISTprops')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'NISTprops'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'NISTprops'])
elseif any(mdt<0)
error('mdt has a negative element')
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for NISTprops'])
end
try
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for NISTprops'])
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end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for NISTprops'])
end
end
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
end
end

B.1.11 NIST TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION FOR CYCLE
INPUT
function
[P_1,T_1,state_out]=nisttpdet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_in)
nistpdet_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_in)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%% Inputs:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent array
% mdt_arr_1
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% P_type_1A
:: Pressure type as a string. P_mix for mixed pressure, or
%
PP for partial pressure of specified constituent.
% CHEM
:: Specified constituent as a string, only one constituent
% T_1_in
:: Temperature input. If saturation it is a string with the
%
input 'sat'. If it is a numeric input it is either a
%
scalar or a numerical 1-D array matching every
%
constituent.
% P_1_in
:: Pressure input. If saturation it is a string with the
%
input 'sat'. If it is a numeric input it is either a
%
scalar or a numerical 1-D array matching every
%
constituent.
%% Outputs:
% P_1
:: Partial pressure array, if no partial pressure or all the
%
same pressure it is a scalar, otherwise it matches the
%
number of constituents.
% T_1
:: Mixed temperature array, if not already specified for
%
each fluid stream in the T_1_in it is a scalar output.
% state_out
:: Phase array for each constituent. Generated for
%
conveinience.
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
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%
%
%
%

Joule-Thompson Number
Viscosity
Thermal conductivity
Molecular Weight

::
::
::
::

JT
mu
k
MW

::
::
::
::

K/MPa
Pa*s
W/(m*K)
g/mol

%% Introduction:
% This function can pass through an input of specified fluids streams for
% pressure and temperature. The phase array is generated in this function.
%
%
%
%
%
%

If the user designates partial pressure to be used and temperature is
known at saturation, and partial pressure is known it will determine the
outlet mixed temperature, mixed pressure and partial pressure of all
remaining constituents. If it is a liquid it will manifest the mixed
pressure (and not at saturation). If it is a vapor it will manifest the
appropriate partial pressure. (N.B. "it" is the remaining constituents)

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

If the user designates partial pressure to be used and pressure is known
at saturation, and the mixed pressure is known it will determine the
constituent's partial pressure in the mix based on the saturation
pressure which is depeendent on the specified mixed temperature. It will
then determine the mixed pressure, and the partial pressure of the
remaining constituents. If it is a liquid it will manifest the mixed
pressure (and not at saturation). If it is a vapor it will manifest the
appropriate partial pressure. (N.B. "it" is the remaining constituents)

%
%
%
%
%

If the user designates mixed pressure to be used and temperature is known
at saturation, and the mixed pressure is known it will determine the
constituent partial pressures, forcing a non-saturation liquid to be the
mixed pressure. Then the constituent partial pressure will be used to
generate the mixed outlet temperature.

% There is no input for mixed pressure being known and partial pressure of
% specified constituent being known, this would force the mass flow to
% change to fit the new partial pressure. That is not optional.
% It does not confirm saturation with constituent array. Only a single
% constituent can be in saturation.
%% Examples:
%{
% Total Mass Flow
mdt_tot=1; % kg/s
% Mass Fraction & Vapor Quality of Constituent 1
y_1=.5;
x_1=0.5;
% Mass Fraction & Vapor Quality of Constituent 2
y_2=1;
x_2=1;
% Vapor Quality of Constituent 3
x_3=1;
if length(CHEM_arr)/2==1
mdt_1=mdt_tot*[(1-x_1),x_1];
mdt_arr_1=mdt_1;
elseif length(CHEM_arr)/2==2
mdt_1=mdt_tot*y_1*[(1-x_1),x_1];
mdt_2=mdt_tot*(1-y_1)*[(1-x_2),x_2];
mdt_arr_1=[mdt_1,mdt_2];
elseif length(CHEM_arr)/2==3
mdt_1=mdt_tot*y_1*[(1-x_1),x_1];
mdt_2=mdt_tot*y_2*[(1-x_2),x_2];
mdt_3=mdt_tot*(1-y_1-y_2)*[(1-x_3),x_3];
mdt_arr_1=[mdt_1,mdt_2,mdt_3];
end
CHEM='H2O';
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%}
% Example 1: Specified partial pressure, at saturation
% Determines the mixed saturation temperature from the H2O given partial
% pressure, then determines the partial pressures of the remaining
% constituents.
% P_type_1A='PP';T_1_in='sat';P_1_in=Pconv(1,'atm','MPa');
%
[P_1,T_1,state_arr_1]=nisttpdet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_i
n)
% Example 2: Specified mixed temeprature at saturation
% Determines the partial pressure of the constituent from it's saturation
% temperature, then the partial pressure of the remaining constituents.
% P_type_1A='PP';T_1_in=373.1240;P_1_in='sat';
%
[P_1,T_1,state_arr_1]=nisttpdet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_i
n)
% Example 3: Specified mixed pressure, constituent at saturation
% Determines the partial pressure of the constituent then the mixed
% temperature.
% P_type_1A='P_mix';T_1_in='sat';P_1_in=Pconv(10.0018,'atm','MPa');
%
[P_1,T_1,state_arr_1]=nisttpdet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_i
n)
% Example 4: Specified mixed temperature, partial pressure of constituent
% If specified temperature and partial pressure of the consitutent it
% determines the partial pressure of the remaining constituents.
% P_type_1A='PP';T_1_in=300;P_1_in=Pconv(1,'atm','MPa');
%
[P_1,T_1,state_arr_1]=nisttpdet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_i
n)
% Example 5: Specified mixed temperature, mixed pressure
% If specified temeprature and mixed pressure it determines the partial
% pressures of all constiutents.
% P_type_1A='P_mix';T_1_in=300;P_1_in=Pconv(10.0018,'atm','MPa');
%
[P_1,T_1,state_arr_1]=nisttpdet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_i
n)
% Example 6: Specified partial pressure array, and temperature
% If specified temperature or pressure array is inputted. It will pass
% through. No partial pressure calculations will be determined.
% P_type_1A='P_mix';T_1_in=300;P_1_in=[0.1013, 0.1013,0.9121,0.9121];
% P_type_1A='P_mix';T_1_in=[300,300,500,500];P_1_in=[0.1013,0.1013,0.9121,0.9121];
% P_type_1A='P_mix';T_1_in=[300,300,500,500];P_1_in=0.1013;
%
[P_1,T_1,state_arr_1]=nisttpdet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_i
n)
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%%
if (isa(P_1_in,'numeric') && length(P_1_in)>1) || (isa(T_1_in,'numeric') &&
length(T_1_in)>1)
P_1=P_1_in;
T_1=T_1_in;
else
if strcmp(P_type_1A,'PP')
%% Partial Pressure
if strcmp(T_1_in,'sat') && ~isstr(P_1_in)
%% Saturation Temperature, Partial Pressure Given
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% Saturation Mixed Temperature from constituent partial pressure
T_1=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM},P_1_in);
if length(CHEM_arr)/2==1
%% If only one constituent
P_1=P_1_in;
else
%% If multiple constituents
MW_arr=MW_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Partial Pressure array
% molar gases only
ndt_gas=mdt_arr_1(2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end);
if sum(ndt_gas)==0
%% If there are no gases present
% Partial pressure is the only pressure provided
P_1=P_1_in;
else
%% If there are gases present
for i_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
%% Index of saturation constituent
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i_dum,1},CHEM)
break
end
end
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix_1=sum(ndt_gas)/ndt_gas(i_dum/2)*P_1_in;
% Initialize Partial Pressure Array
P_1=ones(1,length(CHEM_arr));
% Gas partial Pressure array
P_1(2:2:end)=ndt_gas./sum(ndt_gas)*P_mix_1;
%% Liquid constituent pressure
for j_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if i_dum==j_dum
% Saturation partial pressure of liquid
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
elseif mdt_arr_1(j_dum-1)>0 && mdt_arr_1(j_dum)==0
% If liquid is only present, force constituent
% pressure to be mixed pressure including gas
P_1(j_dum-1:j_dum)=[1,1]*P_mix_1;
else
% Force liquid to have the same pressure as gas
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
end
end
end
end
elseif strcmp(P_1_in,'sat') && ~isstr(T_1_in)
%% Saturation Partial Pressure, Temperature is given
% Mixed Saturation Temperature provided
T_1=T_1_in;
% Partial Pressure of constituent at saturation
PP_dum=nistsatT(NIST,CHEM,T_1_in);
if length(CHEM_arr)/2==1
%% If only one constituent
P_1=PP_dum;
else
%% If multiple constituents
MW_arr=MW_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Partial Pressure array
% molar gases only
ndt_gas=mdt_arr_1(2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end);
if sum(ndt_gas)==0
%% If there are no gases present
% Partial pressure is the only pressure provided
P_1=PP_dum;
else
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%% Temperature and mixed pressure is given
%% If there are gases present
for i_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
%% Index of saturation constituent
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i_dum,1},CHEM)
break
end
end
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix_1=sum(ndt_gas)/ndt_gas(i_dum/2)*PP_dum;
% Initialize Partial Pressure Array
P_1=ones(1,length(CHEM_arr));
% Gas partial Pressure array
P_1(2:2:end)=ndt_gas./sum(ndt_gas)*P_mix_1;
%% Liquid constituent pressure
for j_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if i_dum==j_dum
% Saturation partial pressure of liquid
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
elseif mdt_arr_1(j_dum-1)>0 && mdt_arr_1(j_dum)==0
% If liquid is only present, force constituent
% pressure to be mixed pressure including gas
P_1(j_dum-1:j_dum)=[1,1]*P_mix_1;
else
% Force liquid to have the same pressure as gas
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
end
end

end
end
else
%% Temperature and single constituent partial pressure is given
T_1=T_1_in;
%% If multiple constituents
MW_arr=MW_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Partial Pressure array
% molar gases only
ndt_gas=mdt_arr_1(2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end);
if sum(ndt_gas)==0
%% If there are no gases present
% Partial pressure is the only pressure provided
P_1=P_1_in;
else
if length(CHEM_arr)/2==1
%% If only one constituent
P_1=P_1_in;
else
%% If there are gases present
for i_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
%% Index of saturation constituent
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i_dum,1},CHEM)
break
end
end
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix_1=sum(ndt_gas)/ndt_gas(i_dum/2)*P_1_in;
% Initialize Partial Pressure Array
P_1=ones(1,length(CHEM_arr));
% Gas partial Pressure array
P_1(2:2:end)=ndt_gas./sum(ndt_gas)*P_mix_1;
%% Liquid constituent pressure
for j_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if i_dum==j_dum
% Saturation partial pressure of liquid
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
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end

end

elseif mdt_arr_1(j_dum-1)>0 && mdt_arr_1(j_dum)==0
% If liquid is only present, force constituent
% pressure to be mixed pressure including gas
P_1(j_dum-1:j_dum)=[1,1]*P_mix_1;
else
% Force liquid to have the same pressure as gas
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
end

end
end
elseif strcmp(P_type_1A,'P_mix')
%% Mixed Pressure
if strcmp(T_1_in,'sat') && ~isstr(P_1_in)
%% Saturation Temperature, Mixed Pressure Given
if length(CHEM_arr)/2==1
%% If only one constituent
P_1=PP_dum;
else
%% If multiple constituents
MW_arr=MW_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Partial Pressure array
% molar gases only
ndt_gas=mdt_arr_1(2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end);
if sum(ndt_gas)==0
%% If there are no gases present
% Partial pressure is the only pressure provided
P_1=P_1_in;
else
%% If there are gases present
for i_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
%% Index of saturation constituent
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i_dum,1},CHEM)
break
end
end
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix_1=P_1_in;
% Initialize Partial Pressure Array
P_1=ones(1,length(CHEM_arr));
% Gas partial Pressure array
P_1(2:2:end)=ndt_gas./sum(ndt_gas)*P_mix_1;
%% Liquid constituent pressure
for j_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if i_dum==j_dum
% Saturation partial pressure of liquid
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
elseif mdt_arr_1(j_dum-1)>0 && mdt_arr_1(j_dum)==0
% If liquid is only present, force constituent
% pressure to be mixed pressure including gas
P_1(j_dum-1:j_dum)=[1,1]*P_mix_1;
else
% Force liquid to have the same pressure as gas
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
end
end
end
end
%% Find the saturation Temperature
% Saturation Mixed Temperature from constituent partial pressure
T_1=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM},P_1(i_dum));
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else
T_1=T_1_in;
if length(CHEM_arr)/2==1
%% If only one constituent
P_1=PP_dum;
else
%% If multiple constituents
MW_arr=MW_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Partial Pressure array
% molar gases only
ndt_gas=mdt_arr_1(2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end);
if sum(ndt_gas)==0
%% If there are no gases present
% Partial pressure is the only pressure provided
P_1=P_1_in;
else
%% If there are gases present
for i_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
%% Index of saturation constituent
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{i_dum,1},CHEM)
break
end
end
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix_1=P_1_in;
% Initialize Partial Pressure Array
P_1=ones(1,length(CHEM_arr));
% Gas partial Pressure array
P_1(2:2:end)=ndt_gas./sum(ndt_gas)*P_mix_1;
%% Liquid constituent pressure
for j_dum=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if i_dum==j_dum
% Saturation partial pressure of liquid
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
elseif mdt_arr_1(j_dum-1)>0 && mdt_arr_1(j_dum)==0
% If liquid is only present, force constituent
% pressure to be mixed pressure including gas
P_1(j_dum-1:j_dum)=[1,1]*P_mix_1;
else
% Force liquid to have the same pressure as gas
P_1(j_dum-1)=P_1(j_dum);
end
end
end
end
end

end
end
%% Generate State Array output
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
state_out{i-1,1}='l';state_out{i,1}='v';
end

%% Generate Molecular Weight Array Sub-Function
function MW_arr=MW_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
eval(['MW_arr(',num2str(i1),':',num2str(i),')=[1,1]*NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},'.COM.MW.data;'])
end
end
end
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%%
function nistpdet_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr_1,P_type_1A,CHEM,T_1_in,P_1_in)
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for nistpdet_error is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for nistpdet_error is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_arr_1)
error('mdt_arr_1 variable for nistpdet_error is empty')
elseif isempty(P_type_1A)
error('P_type_1A variable for nistpdet_error is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM)
error('CHEM variable for nistpdet_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T_1_in)
error('T_1_in variable for nistpdet_error is empty')
elseif isempty(P_1_in)
error('P_1_in variable for nistpdet_error is empty')
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_arr_1,'numeric')
error(['mdt_arr_1 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(P_type_1A,'char')
error(['P_type_1A variable is NOT a string array for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM,'char')
error(['CHEM variable is NOT a string array for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(T_1_in,'numeric') && ~isa(T_1_in,'char')
error(['T_1_in variable is NOT a numeric array or string for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(P_1_in,'numeric')&& ~isa(P_1_in,'char')
error(['P_1_in variable is NOT a numeric array or string for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_arr_1')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for nistpdet_error'])
elseif length(P_type_1A(:,1))~=1
error(['P_type_1A needs to be a 1-D string array',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif length(CHEM(:,1))~=1
error(['CHEM needs to be a 1-D string array',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif isa(T_1_in,'char') && isa(P_1_in,'char')
error(['Both T_1_in & P_1_in cannot BOTH be strings',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif isa(T_1_in,'char') && length(T_1_in)<1
error(['T_1_in array needs to be longer than 1',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
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elseif isa(P_1_in,'char') && length(P_1_in)<1
error(['P_1_in array needs to be longer than 1',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(T_1_in,'char') && ~(length(T_1_in)==1 ||
length(T_1_in)==length(CHEM_arr))
error(['T_1_in array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(T_1_in,'char') && ((length(T_1_in')==length(CHEM_arr)) &&
(~all(size(T_1_in')==size(CHEM_arr))))
error(['T_1_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(P_1_in,'char') && ~(length(P_1_in)==1 ||
length(P_1_in)==length(CHEM_arr))
error(['P_1_in array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~isa(P_1_in,'char') && ((length(P_1_in')==length(CHEM_arr)) &&
(~all(size(P_1_in')==size(CHEM_arr))))
error(['P_1_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for nistpdet_error'])
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(mdt_arr_1))
error(['mdt_arr_1 variable is NaN',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif isa(T_1_in,'numeric') && any(isnan(T_1_in))
error(['T_1_in variable is NaN',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif isa(P_1_in,'numeric') && any(isnan(P_1_in))
error(['P_1_in variable is NaN',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(mdt_arr_1))
error(['mdt_arr_1 variable is Inf',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif isa(T_1_in,'numeric') && any(isinf(T_1_in))
error(['T_1_in variable is Inf',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif isa(P_1_in,'numeric') && any(isinf(P_1_in))
error(['P_1_in variable is Inf',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(mdt_arr_1<0)
error('mdt_arr_1 contains a value <0 for nistpdet_error')
elseif any(imag(mdt_arr_1)~=0)
error('mdt_arr_1 is a complex number for nistpdet_error')
elseif isa(T_1_in,'numeric') && any(T_1_in<0)
error('T_1_in contains a value <0 for nistpdet_error')
elseif isa(P_1_in,'numeric') && any(P_1_in<0)
error('P_1_in contains a value <0 for nistpdet_error')
elseif ~(strcmp(P_type_1A,'P_mix') || strcmp(P_type_1A,'PP'))
error(['P_type_1A must have either ''P_mix'' or ''PP''',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif ~any(strcmp(CHEM_arr,CHEM))
error(['CHEM must have a constituent in CHEM_arr',...
' for nistpdet_error'])
elseif isa(T_1_in,'char') && ~strcmp(T_1_in,'sat')
error('T_1_in string must be ''sat'' for nistpdet_error')
elseif isa(P_1_in,'char') && ~strcmp(P_1_in,'sat')
error('P_1_in string must be ''sat'' for nistpdet_error')
elseif isa(T_1_in,'numeric') && any(imag(T_1_in)~=0)
error('T_1_in is a complex number for nistpdet_error')
elseif isa(P_1_in,'numeric') && any(imag(P_1_in)~=0)
error('P_1_in is a complex number for nistpdet_error')
elseif strcmp(P_type_1A,'P_mix') && strcmp(P_1_in,'sat')
error(['Invalid input, there cannot be a mixed pressure ',...
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'specified, and an unknown pressure given ''sat''',...
' with known temeprature. This would force the ',...
'mass flow array to change for nist pdet_error'])

end

end
%% Check Constituent
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Check CHEM_arr with the contents in the NIST structure array
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
end

B.1.12 NIST SATURATION TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION
function T_out=nistsatPav02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,varargin)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Introduction
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% Sat
:: NIST Chemical data (sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow array (kg/s)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by the NIST
%
Lookup table.
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature at saturation
% prop_in
:: Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each row
%
corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
%% Function Name: nistsatPa
% Determines the saturation temperature based on the chemical constituent
% and pressure
%% Initial Conditions
T_out=[];
%% Error Check
nistsatPv02_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in)
% Initialize for eval function
P_arr_dum=[];T_arr_dum=[];
%% Saturation Pressure, and Temperature arrays
if ischar(CHEM_arr)
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CHEM_arr={CHEM_arr};
end
eval(['P_arr_dum=max(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM.P.sat.data(:,:));'])
eval(['T_arr_dum=max(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM.T.sat.data(:,:));'])
% Available pressures that are above 0
index_avail=find(P_arr_dum>0);
% Index range
i_min=min(index_avail);i_max=max(index_avail);
% Pressure and Temperature saturation range as a 1-D array
P_arr=P_arr_dum(i_min:i_max);
T_arr=T_arr_dum(i_min:i_max);
% Saturation Pressure for NIST LUT.
T_out=interp1(P_arr,T_arr,P_in);
if isnan(T_out)
if nargin==3
warning('Outside Saturation range')
end
else
%% Check current saturation temperature with non-saturation NIST LUT
dum=[];dum_l=[];dum_v=[];
% Check, saturation temeprature and pressure
warning off all
%eval(['dum=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''s'');'])
% Liquid fluid properties
eval(['dum_l=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''l'');'])
% Vapor fluid properties
eval(['dum_v=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''v'');'])
warning on all
% If saturation specific enthalpy is NaN, adjust temperature, due to
% interpolation error.
if isnan(dum_l(6)) || isnan(dum_v(6))
%if isnan(dum(6))
% Temperature increment from smallest to largest in deg C
%dT_incr=[1e-6,1e-5,1e-4,1e-3,1e-2];
dT_incr=[1e-6,5e-6,1e-5,5e-5,1e-4,5e-4,1e-3,5e-3,1e-2,5e-2,1e-1:1e-2:5];
% Liquid fluid properties
%eval(['dum_l=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''l'');'])
% Vapor fluid properties
%eval(['dum_v=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''v'');'])
% Original interpolated Temperature
T_prev=T_out;
% Adjust sign of temperature change if liquid is NaN, and vapor is not
% NaN, then reduce the temperature. If vapor is NaN, and liquid is not
% NaN, then increase the temperature. Otherwise it is not within
% saturation range
if isnan(dum_l(6)) && ~isnan(dum_v(6))
T_sign=-1;
elseif isnan(dum_v(6)) && ~isnan(dum_l(6))
T_sign=1;
else
T_sign=1;
dT_incr=0;
warning('Check parameters, no where near the saturation range')
end
% If it is within saturation range it will adjust the temperature with
% larger increment magnitudes until saturation has been found.
if length(dT_incr)>1
for kk=1:length(dT_incr)
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% Adjsut temperature
T_out=T_prev+dT_incr(kk)*T_sign;
% Saturation LUT
warning off all
%eval(['dum=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''s'');'])
% Liquid fluid properties
eval(['dum_l=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''l'');'])
if isnan(dum_l(6))
continue
end
% Vapor fluid properties
eval(['dum_v=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_in,''T'',T_out,''v'');'])
warning on all
% If saturation specific enthalpy has been found break, other wise
% continue until it has been found.
if ~(isnan(dum_l(6)) || isnan(dum_v(6)))
% disp('success')
%if ~isnan(dum(6))
break
end
end
end
end
end
%% Error Check for nistsatP subfunction
function nistsatPv02_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in)
% Error check for input conditions of the main program. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P_in
:: Pressure
%% Begin Function
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for nistsatP is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for nistsatP is empty')
elseif isempty(P_in)
error('P_in variable for nistsatP is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' nistsatP'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for nistsatP')
elseif ~isstr(CHEM_arr{1,1})
error(['CHEM_arr first element in cell array is zero for',...
' nistsatP'])
elseif ~isa(P_in,'numeric')
error('P_in variable is not a numeric for nistsatP')
elseif length(P_in)~=1
error(['P_in variable needs to have a length of 1 (scalar)',...
'for nistsatP'])
elseif isnan(P_in)
error('P_in variable is NaN for nistsatP')
elseif isinf(P_in)
error('P_in variable is Inf for nistsatP')
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end

elseif P_in<0
error('P_in variable has a value less than zero for nistsatP')
end

end

B.1.13 NIST SATURATION PRESSURE DETERMINATION
function P_out=nistsatT(NIST,CHEM_arr,T_in)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Introduction
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% Sat
:: NIST Chemical data (sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow array (kg/s)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by the NIST
%
Lookup table.
% P_out
:: Outlet Temperature at saturation
% T_in
:: Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each row
%
corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
%% Function Name: nistsatPa
% Determines the saturation temperature based on the chemical constituent
% and pressure
%% Initial Conditions
P_out=[];
% Initialize for eval function
P_arr_dum=[];T_arr_dum=[];
%% Saturation Pressure, and Temperature arrays
if ischar(CHEM_arr)
CHEM_arr={CHEM_arr};
end
eval(['P_arr_dum=max(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM.P.sat.data(:,:));'])
eval(['T_arr_dum=max(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},'.COM.T.sat.data(:,:));'])
% Available pressures that are above 0
index_avail=find(P_arr_dum>0);
% Index range
i_min=min(index_avail);i_max=max(index_avail);
% Pressure and Temperature saturation range as a 1-D array
P_arr=P_arr_dum(i_min:i_max);
T_arr=T_arr_dum(i_min:i_max);
% Saturation Pressure for NIST LUT.
for i=length(T_arr):-1:2
try
P_out=interp1(T_arr(1:i),P_arr(1:i),T_in);
break
end
end
% Reverse lookup order
if isempty(P_out)
for i=1:length(T_arr)-1
try
P_out=interp1(T_arr(i:end),P_arr(i:end),T_in);
break
end
end
end
if isnan(P_out)
warning('Outside Saturation range')
else
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%% Check current saturation temperature with non-saturation NIST LUT
dum=[];dum_l=[];dum_v=[];
% Check, saturation temeprature and pressure
warning off all
eval(['dum=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_out,''T'',T_in,''s'');'])
warning on all
% If saturation specific enthalpy is NaN, adjust temperature, due to
% interpolation error.
if isnan(dum(6))
% Temperature increment from smallest to largest in deg C
dP_incr=[1e-8,1e-7,1e-6,1e-5,1e-4];
% Liquid fluid properties
eval(['dum_l=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_out,''T'',T_in,''l'');'])
% Vapor fluid properties
eval(['dum_v=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_out,''T'',T_in,''v'');'])
% Original interpolated Temperature
P_prev=P_out;
% Adjust sign of temperature change if liquid is NaN, and vapor is not
% NaN, then reduce the temperature. If vapor is NaN, and liquid is not
% NaN, then increase the temperature. Otherwise it is not within
% saturation range
if isnan(dum_l(6)) && ~isnan(dum_v(6))
P_sign=1;
elseif isnan(dum_v(6)) && ~isnan(dum_l(6))
P_sign=-1;
else
P_sign=1;
dP_incr=0;
warning('Check parameters, no where near the saturation range')
end
% If it is within saturation range it will adjust the temperature with
% larger increment magnitudes until saturation has been found.
if length(dP_incr)>1
for kk=1:length(dP_incr)
% Adjsut temperature
P_out=P_prev+dP_incr(kk)*P_sign;
% Saturation LUT
warning off all
eval(['dum=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{1,1},',''P'',P_out,''T'',T_in,''s'');'])
warning on all
% If saturation specific enthalpy has been found break, other wise
% continue until it has been found.
if ~isnan(dum(6))
break
end
end
end
end
end
end

B.2 UNIT CONVERSION
B.2.1 TEMPERATURE
function T_out=Tempconv(T_in,name_in,name_out)
if strcmp(name_out,'F')
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'R')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'C')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'K')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
T_out=T_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'F')
if strcmp(name_out,'R')
T_out=T_in+459.67;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'C')
T_out=5/9*(T_in-32);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'K')
T_out=5/9*(T_in+459.67);
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'R')
if strcmp(name_out,'F')
T_out=T_in-459.67;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'C')
T_out=5/9*(T_in-459.67-32);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'K')
T_out=5/9*(T_in-32-459.67)+273.15;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'C')
if strcmp(name_out,'F')
T_out=9/5*T_in+32;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'R')
T_out=9/5*T_in+32+459.67;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'K')
T_out=T_in+273.15;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'K')
if strcmp(name_out,'F')
T_out=T_in*9/5-459.67;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'C')
T_out=T_in-273.15;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'R')
T_out=9/5*T_in-32-459.67;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.2 PRESSURE
function P_out=Pconv(P_in,name_in,name_out)
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
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if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
P_out=P_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Pa')
if strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
P_out=P_in*1e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/101325;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*144;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*29.921;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kPa')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
P_out=P_in*1e-2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*144*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*29.921*1e3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'MPa')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
P_out=P_in*1e1;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*144*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*29.921*1e6;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'bar')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*1e5;
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*1e2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*1e-1;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*144*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*29.921*1e5;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'bar')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*1e2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*1e-1;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*144*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*14.69594*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*760*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/101325*29.921*1e5;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'atm')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*101325;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*101325*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*101325*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
P_out=P_in*101325*1e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*14.69594;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*29.921;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'psi')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*101325/(14.69594);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/(14.69594)*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/(14.69594)*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
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P_out=P_in*101325/(14.69594)*1e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/(14.69594);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*144;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*1/(14.69594)*760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*1/(14.69594)*760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/(14.69594)*29.921;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'torr')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*101325/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/760*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/760*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
P_out=P_in*101325/760*1e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*14.69594*144/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*14.69594/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/760*29.921;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'mmHg')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*101325/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/760*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/760*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
P_out=P_in*101325/760*1e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*14.69594*144/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*14.69594/760;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'inH2O')
P_out=P_in*1/760*29.921;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'inH2O')
if strcmp(name_out,'Pa')
P_out=P_in*101325/29.921;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/29.921*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MPa')
P_out=P_in*101325/29.921*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'bar')
P_out=P_in*101325/29.921*1e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'atm')
P_out=P_in*1/29.921;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/ft^2')
P_out=P_in*14.69594*144/29.921;
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'psi')
P_out=P_in*14.69594/29.921;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'torr')
P_out=P_in*760/29.921;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mmHg')
P_out=P_in*760/29.921;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.3 SPECIFIC VOLUME
function nu_out=nuconvf(nu_in,name_in,name_out)
%% Created by Joel M. Faure
% Specific Volume conversion
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/kg')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/lbm')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm^3/g')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/kg')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
nu_out=nu_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'m^3/kg')
if strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/lbm')
nu_out=nu_in*16.01846;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm^3/g')
nu_out=nu_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/kg')
nu_out=nu_in*1e3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ft^3/lbm')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/kg')
nu_out=nu_in/16.01846;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm^3/g')
nu_out=nu_in*1e3/16.01846;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/kg')
nu_out=nu_in*1e3/16.01846;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'cm^3/g')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/kg')
nu_out=nu_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/lbm')
nu_out=nu_in*1e-3*16.01846;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/kg')
nu_out=nu_in;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'L/kg')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/kg')
nu_out=nu_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/lbm')
nu_out=nu_in*1e-3*16.01846;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm^3/g')
nu_out=nu_in;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
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end

B.2.4 SPECIFIC ENTHALPY
function h_out=hconvf(h_in,name_in,name_out)
%% Created by Joel M. Faure
% Specific Enthalpy conversion
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
h_out=h_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kJ/kg')
if strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
h_out=h_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
h_out=h_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
h_out=h_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
h_out=h_in*0.42992;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
h_out=h_in*334.55;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*25037;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'J/g')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
h_out=h_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
h_out=h_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
h_out=h_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
h_out=h_in*0.42992;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
h_out=h_in*334.55;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*25037;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kJ/g')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
h_out=h_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
h_out=h_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
h_out=h_in*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*1e-3;
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
h_out=h_in*334.55*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*25037*1e-3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'J/kg')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
h_out=h_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
h_out=h_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
h_out=h_in*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
h_out=h_in*334.55*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*25037*1e-3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Btu/lbm')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
h_out=h_in*2.326;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
h_out=h_in*2.326;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
h_out=h_in*2.326*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
h_out=h_in*2.326*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
h_out=h_in*2.326*334.55;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*2.326*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*25037*2.326;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'lbf*ft/lbm')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
h_out=h_in*2.98907e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
h_out=h_in*2.98907e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
h_out=h_in*2.98907e-3*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
h_out=h_in*2.98907e-3*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
h_out=h_in*1.28507e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*2.98907e-3*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*25037*2.98907e-3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'m^2/s^2')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
h_out=h_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
h_out=h_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
h_out=h_in*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
h_out=h_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
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h_out=h_in*0.42992*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
h_out=h_in*334.55*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*0.42992*25037*1e-3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ft^2/s^2')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg')
h_out=h_in*3.9941e-5*2.236;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/g')
h_out=h_in*3.9941e-5*2.236;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/g')
h_out=h_in*3.9941e-5*2.236*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'J/kg')
h_out=h_in*3.9941e-5*2.236*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm')
h_out=h_in*3.9941e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/lbm')
h_out=h_in*3.9941e-5/1.28507e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^2/s^2')
h_out=h_in*3.9941e-5*2.236*1e3;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.5 SPECIFIC ENTROPY
function s_out=entconvf(s_in,name_in,name_out)
%% Created by Joel M. Faure
% Specific Entropy conversion
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg*K')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm*R')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
s_out=s_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kJ/kg*K')
if strcmp(name_out,'Btu/lbm*R')
s_out=s_in*0.238846;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Btu/lbm*R')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/kg*K')
s_out=s_in*4.1868;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.6 VOLUMETRIC FLOW
function Vdt_out=Vdtconvf(Vdt_in,name_in,name_out)
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
Vdt_out=Vdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'m^3/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147*3600;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'m^3/min')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3/60
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147*60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'m^3/hr')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147;
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end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'L/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*35.3147;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*35.3147*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*35.3147*3600;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'L/min')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*35.3147/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*35.3147;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3*35.3147*60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'L/hr')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*35.3147;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ft^3/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
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Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*3600;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ft^3/min')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ft^3/hr')
if strcmp(name_out,'m^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m^3/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'L/hr')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/s')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft^3/min')
Vdt_out=Vdt_in*2.831685e-2/60;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.7 ENTHALPY RATE
function Hdt_out=Hdtconv(Hdt_in,name_in,name_out)
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
Hdt_out=Hdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kW')
if strcmp(name_out,'W')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/1.055056;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3412.14;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e3*0.737562;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.735499;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.7457;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3.51685;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'W')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/1.055056*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3412.14*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.737562;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.735499*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.7457*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3.51685*1e-3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'MW')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1e3*1/1.055056;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3412.14*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.737562*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.735499*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.7457*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3.51685*1e3;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Btu/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.055056;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
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Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.055056*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.055056*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/(4.62624/3600);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.055056/0.735499;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/(2544.43*3600);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/(12000*3600);
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Btu/hr')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3412.14;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3412.14*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3412.14*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/4.62624;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/3412.14*1/0.735499;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/2544.43;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/12000;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'lbf*ft/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.355818*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.355818;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.355818*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*4.62624/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*4.62624;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1.355818*1e-3*1/0.735499;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/550;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*4.62624*1/12000;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'hp.met')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499*1/1.055056;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499*1/1.055056;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499*1e3*1/1.355818;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499/0.7457;
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.735499*1/3.51685;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'hp.UK')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.7457;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.7457*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/0.7457*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/(2544.43/3600);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*1/(2544.43);
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*550;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*0.7457/0.735499;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ton.ref')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*2544.43/12000;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ton.ref')
if strcmp(name_out,'kW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3.51685;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'W')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3.51685*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'MW')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3.51685*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*12000/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*12000;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf*ft/s')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*12000/4.62624;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.met')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*3.51685/0.735499;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'hp.UK')
Hdt_out=Hdt_in*12000/2544.43;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.8 ENTROPY RATE
function Sdt_out=Sdtconvf(Sdt_in,name_in,name_out)
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/s*K')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/min*K')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/hr*K')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s*R')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/min*R')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr*R')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
Sdt_out=Sdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kJ/s*K')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/min*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*60;
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/hr*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/min*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846*3600;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kJ/min*K')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/s*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/hr*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/min*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846*60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kJ/hr*K')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/s*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/min*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/min*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*0.238846;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Btu/s*R')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/s*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/min*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/hr*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868*3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/min*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*3600;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Btu/min*R')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/s*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/min*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/hr*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/hr*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'Btu/hr*R')
if strcmp(name_out,'kJ/s*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/min*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kJ/hr*K')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in*4.1868;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/s*R')
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Sdt_out=Sdt_in/3600;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'Btu/min*R')
Sdt_out=Sdt_in/60;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.9 SPEED
function vel_out=velconv(vel_in,name_in,name_out)
if strcmp(name_out,'m/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km/hr')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi/hr')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
vel_out=vel_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'m/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'km/hr')
vel_out=vel_in*3.6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft/s')
vel_out=vel_in*3.2808;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi/hr')
vel_out=vel_in*2.23694;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'km/hr')
if strcmp(name_out,'m/s')
vel_out=vel_in*0.27778;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft/s')
vel_out=vel_in*0.91134;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi/hr')
vel_out=vel_in*0.62137;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ft/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'m/s')
vel_out=vel_in*0.3048;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km/hr')
vel_out=vel_in*1.09728;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi/hr')
vel_out=vel_in*0.681818;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'mi/hr')
if strcmp(name_out,'m/s')
vel_out=vel_in*0.44704;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km/hr')
vel_out=vel_in*1.609344;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft/s')
vel_out=vel_in*1.46667;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
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B.2.10 LENGTH
function L_out=lengthconv(L_in,name_in,name_out)
if strcmp(name_out,'mm')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'in')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
if strcmp(name_in,'mm')
if strcmp(name_out,'cm')
L_out=L_in*0.1;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m')
L_out=L_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km')
L_out=L_in*1e-6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'in')
L_out=L_in*1e-3*39.370;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft')
L_out=L_in*1e-3*3.28084;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi')
L_out=L_in*1e-6*0.621371;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'cm')
if strcmp(name_out,'mm')
L_out=L_in*10;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m')
L_out=L_in*1e-2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km')
L_out=L_in*1e-5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'in')
L_out=L_in*1e-2*39.370;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft')
L_out=L_in*1e-2*3.28084;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi')
L_out=L_in*1e-5*0.621371;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'m')
if strcmp(name_out,'mm')
L_out=L_in*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm')
L_out=L_in*1e2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km')
L_out=L_in*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'in')
L_out=L_in*39.370;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft')
L_out=L_in*3.28084;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi')
L_out=L_in*1e-3*0.621371;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'km')
if strcmp(name_out,'mm')
L_out=L_in*1e6;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm')
L_out=L_in*1e5;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m')
L_out=L_in*1e3;
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'in')
L_out=L_in*1e3*39.370;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft')
L_out=L_in*1e3*3.28084;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi')
L_out=L_in*0.621371;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'in')
if strcmp(name_out,'mm')
L_out=L_in*1e3*0.0254;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm')
L_out=L_in*1e2*0.0254;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m')
L_out=L_in*0.0254;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km')
L_out=L_in*1e-3*0.0254;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft')
L_out=L_in/12;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi')
L_out=L_in/12*1/5280;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'ft')
if strcmp(name_out,'mm')
L_out=L_in*1e3*0.3048;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm')
L_out=L_in*1e2*0.3048;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m')
L_out=L_in*0.3048;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km')
L_out=L_in*1e-3*0.3048;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'in')
L_out=L_in*12;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'mi')
L_out=L_in*1/5280;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'mi')
if strcmp(name_out,'mm')
L_out=L_in*1609.3*1e3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'cm')
L_out=L_in*1609.3*1e2;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'m')
L_out=L_in*1609.3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'km')
L_out=L_in*1609.3*1e-3;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'in')
L_out=L_in*5280*12;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'ft')
L_out=L_in*5280;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.2.11 MASS FLOW
function mdt_out=mdtconv(mdt_in,name_in,name_out)
%% Created by Joel M. Faure
% Mass Flow conversion
if strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/min')
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elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/s') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/s')
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/min') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/min')
else
error('Outlet is outside of known units')
end
g0SI=9.80665;
g0ENG=32.17405;
if strcmp(name_in,name_out)
mdt_out=mdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_in,'kg/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'lbf/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0SI*0.224809;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0SI*0.224809*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*2.204623;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*2.204623*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/s') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/14.5939;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/min') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/14.5939*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'lbf/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*4.448222/g0SI;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/s') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/min') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG*60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'lbf/min')
if strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*4.448222/g0SI*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/s') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/min') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'lbm/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*0.453592;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/s') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/s')
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mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/min') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG/60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'lbm/min')
if strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*0.453592*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/s') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/min') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'slugs/s')
if strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*14.5939;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG*60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/min') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*60;
end
elseif strcmp(name_in,'slugs/min')
if strcmp(name_out,'kg/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*14.5939*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbf/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*g0ENG;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG*1/60;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'lbm/min')
mdt_out=mdt_in*1/g0ENG;
elseif strcmp(name_out,'slugs/s') || strcmp(name_out,'slug/s')
mdt_out=mdt_in*60;
end
else
error('Inlet is outside of known units');
end
end

B.3 COMPONENT
B.3.1 PUMP
function f_out=pump_MPMC_v005(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,prop_in,mdt_in,...
pi_out,eta_pump,MM,eps)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% pi_out
:: Outlet Pressure ratio; Outlet/Inlet
% eta_pump :: Isentropic pump efficiency (0 to 1)
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
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%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Pwr_act
:: Power Output (kW), neagtive for work input, positive for
%
work output
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate :: kW
% Mass flow :: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: pump_MPMC_v004
% Determines the power required based on isentropic efficiency, and outlet
% pressure ratio for a pump. There can be MULTIPLE phase and multiple
% constituents. There is only ones stage. First organize the outlet
% conditions for isentropic and non-isentropic calculations. The power is
% calculated based on enthalpy change of inlet to outlet.
%% Error check:
pump_MPMC_v005_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,prop_in,...
mdt_in,pi_out,eta_pump,MM,eps)
%% Outlet Setup Conditions
% Sorts saturation, non-saturation, and a mixture of saturation &
% non-saturation constituents. If saturation can occur for a constituent
% based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a Alpha
% constituent. If saturation cannot occur for a constituent based on
% pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a Beta constituent. The
% alpha constituent sorts saturation temperature in ascending order. Then a
% mass flow array test matrix and fluid properties is calculated.
output_outletset=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,...
prop_in,pi_out);
%% Determine the isentropic conditions of the pump
% Isentropic conditions use mixed specific entropy and entropy change with
% reference temperature for convergence as heat.
output_entropy=entropy(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps);
% Isentropic fluid properties
prop_isen=output_entropy{1,1};
% Isentropic mass flow stream
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mdt_isen=output_entropy{1,2};
% Isentropic power output
Pwr_isen=sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)')-sum(mdt_isen.*prop_isen(:,6)');
%% Power based on isentropic efficiency for a single stage
Pwr_eff=Pwr_isen/eta_pump;
%% Energy balance with efficiency
if eta_pump==1
% Save computational time and if the isentropic efficiency is 100% then
% reuse the isentropic output
output_enthalpy=output_entropy;
else
% If isentropic efficiency ~=100% then determine the outlet conditions
% by the difference in energy in the fluid at the updated pressure. Do
% an energy balance using the same input conditions as the isentropic
% case, but use enthalpy change to determine outlet temperature and
% vapor qualities of each constituent
output_enthalpy=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,-Pwr_eff);
end
% Outlet Fluid Properties
prop_out=output_enthalpy{1,1};
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output_enthalpy{1,2};
% Actual Power output. This is different from Pwr_eff, where that
% calculated the power based on efficiency, and this reflects the actual
% power output based on the change in the fluid properties
Pwr_act=sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)')-sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)'); % kW
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Pwr_act
:: Power Output (kW), neagtive for work input, positive for
%
work output
f_out={prop_in,prop_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,Pwr_act};
%% Sub function fluid property
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Determine the Fluid properties with temperature & pressure for
%% each constituent
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)
%% Error Check:
fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Begin Function
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
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if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Temperature Array
% Allows a individual temperature array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
end

end

%% NIST lookup
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)

%% Generic fluid properties
function prop_out=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Determine the FLuid properties with pressure and any of the 12
%% remaining NIST fluid properties in the second input
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

%% Error check:
fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Begin Function:
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure Array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
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end

P=P*ones(1,nn);

%% Second Input Array
% Allows a individual second input array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent with multiple
% fluid states
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)

% Determines property of each constituent if there is only
% one state
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
%% Set any fluid property data to zero if it has no mass flow
%% associated with it. This will replace NaN's with zeroes which
%% allow mathematical operations to be completed.
% Temperature and pressure are left alone
%% Introduction:
% prop_in
:: Mixed inlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array(1,J)
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%% Begin Function:
% Determine the size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
% Initialize the output fluid property array
prop_out=prop_in;
% generate a zero array subset (to zero all inputs but temperature
% & pressure
zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% If a constituent has zero mass give it the zero array row
%% subset. Otherwise leave it alone.
for k=1:n
if mdt(k)==0
prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Outlet heat rate
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function [Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
%% Determine the Heat rate
% Determine the heat rate based on change in enthalpy with inlet
% mass flow and specific enthalpy, and outlet mass flow, pressure
% and temperature. The heat rate, and fluid properties.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array
%% Error Check:
heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in);
%% Begin Function:
% Determine fluid properties based on temperature and pressure
prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,state);
% Convert any constituent with zero mdt to have zero values in
% every fluid property with exception of temprature and pressure
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out,mdt);
% Determine specific enthalpy
h_out=prop_out(:,6)';
% Determine heat rate based on inlet and outlet conditions
Qdt=sum(mdt.*h_out)-sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array

end
%% Establishes the saturation and mass flow arrays for other routines
function output=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,state_arr_1,mdt_in,...
prop_in,pi_out)
%% Configures outlet conditions with known outlet pressure
% This determines saturation temperature of any constituent at the
% given pressure. Then separates the input constituent into two
% categories: Alpha for constituents with saturation conditions at
% the pressure, and Beta for constituents without saturation
% conditions at the pressure. Alpha constituents are resorted in
% ascending order for saturation temperatures. There is a test
% matrix of mass flows and saturation temperatures. This allows
% other functions to determine the outlet temperature and mass flow
% distributions. This of course is only applicable if there are
% Alpha constituents. It can handle Beta only, and Alpha & Beta
% constituents. It then outputs the relevant conditions for other
% routines. The chemcial constituents are
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr_1
:: Inlet Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_1
:: Phase of each constituent
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% pi_out
:: Outlet to inlet pressure ratio
%% Outputs:
% prop_3

:: Sorted fluid property array of each stream
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

mdt_3
CHEM_arr_3
state_arr_3
ind_3
test_Alpha_3

test_Beta_3

NN

::
::
::
::

Sorted mass flow array of each stream
Sorted Constituent chemical array
Sorted phase of each constituent
sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
everything to be resorted later in other
routines
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
present with saturation, and "1" for
constituents absent.
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
constituents that exist without any
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
are absent.
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.

%% Begin Subfunction
% Inlet Pressure array
P_in=prop_in(:,2); % MPa
%% Generate Saturation Temperature of each consitutent
% Outlet Pressure array
Pp_out_1=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Inlet Mass Flow array
mdt_in_1=mdt_in; % kg/s
% Inlet Fluid Property array
prop_in_1=prop_in;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
% Saturation Temperature array. Extra input at the end hides
% the "outside saturation range" warning message.
T_sat_1(i,1)=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM_arr_1{i,1}},...
Pp_out_1(i,1),1);
end
%% Sort Constituent based on available saturation temperatures
% Alpha is saturation constituents
% Number of alpha constituents and indices initialized
ii_Alpha=0; ind_Alpha_2=[];
% Alpha Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha={};state_arr_2_Alpha={};
% Alpha mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Alpha=[];prop_in_2_Alpha=[];
% If alpha constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% none present then it will be equal to one.
test_Alpha_3=0;
% Beta is non-saturation constituents
% Number of beta constituents and indicies initialized
ii_Beta=0; ind_Beta_2=[];
% Beta Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Beta={};state_arr_2_Beta={};
% Beta mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Beta=[];prop_in_2_Beta=[];
% If beta constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% non present then it will be equal to one.
test_Beta_3=0;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
if isnan(T_sat_1(i,1))
%% Beta non-saturation
% Constituents that have no saturation conditions at the
% given pressure.
% Beta Index
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end

ii_Beta=ii_Beta+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Beta(ii_Beta,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Beta_2(ii_Beta,1)=i;
else
%% Alpha saturation
% Constituents that have saturation conditions at the given
% pressure.
% Alpha Index
ii_Alpha=ii_Alpha+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Temperature Array
T_sat_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,1)=T_sat_1(i,1);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Alpha_2(ii_Alpha,1)=i;
end

% If no constituents are at saturation
if ii_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
%{
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Sort Alpha Constituents
% Sort Saturation Temperature
[Alpha_3B_dum]=sortrows(horzcat(T_sat_2_Alpha,ind_Alpha_2),1);
% Separate sorted matrix into temperature array
T_sat_3B_Alpha=Alpha_3B_dum(:,1);
% Separate sorted matrix into index array for reordering at the
% end of the function
ind_Alpha_3B=Alpha_3B_dum(:,2);
% Sort Chemical Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B=CHEM_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort phase array
state_arr_Alpha_3B=state_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort mass flow array
mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B);
% Sort constituent pressure array
Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B);

end
%}
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Sort Alpha Constituents

% Sort Saturation Temperature
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[Alpha_3B_dum]=sortrows(horzcat(T_sat_2_Alpha,ind_Alpha_2),1);
% Separate sorted matrix into temperature array
T_sat_3B_Alpha=Alpha_3B_dum(:,1);
% Separate sorted matrix into index array for reordering at the
% end of the function
ind_Alpha_3B=Alpha_3B_dum(:,2);
% Sort Chemical Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B=CHEM_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort phase array
state_arr_Alpha_3B=state_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort mass flow array
mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_1(1,ind_Alpha_3B);
% Sort constituent pressure array
Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1)';

end
%% Rearrange alpha and beta, if the T_sat(i) cannot exist for all
%% other constituents then it will be a new "Beta"
% Look at every saturation temperature and determine which is
% within the range of the OTHER alpha constituents. If it is not,
% then it is shifted to beta.
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Initialize updated alpha iterator to zero and beta iterator
% to the current beta.
i1_Alpha=0;i1_Beta=ii_Beta;
for i=2:2:length(T_sat_3B_Alpha)
%% Generate Fluid Property array

% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_dum=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B,...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha,T_sat_3B_Alpha(i,1),...
state_arr_Alpha_3B);
% Initialize test condition to the default, which is all of
% the remainin constituents exist at the given saturation
% condition.
ij_test=0;
for ij=i:2:length(Pp_out_3B_Alpha)
%% Determine if it is impossible for remaining
%% constituents to exist.
% This determines if from the current constituent to
% the last alpha constituent whether all of the
% remaining constituents can exist at the given
% saturation temperature.
if all(isnan(prop_dum(ij-1:ij,6)))
%% If one of the constituents cannot exist at the
%% given temperature range
% Change the condition for a constituent that
% cannot exist at the saturation range. This means
% the current constituent with it's saturation
% temperature must shift to beta because the
% remaining alpha's cannot exist in it's
% temperature range.
ij_test=1;
% Once this condition is found there is no reason
% to continue.
break
end
end
if ij_test==0
%% Updated Alpha
% All remaining alpha's can exist at the given
% saturation temeprature. This means the current
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% constituent is an alpha.
% Index of updated alpha array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Alpha=i1_Alpha+2;
% Saturation temperature of updated alpha array
T_sat_3_Alpha(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
T_sat_3B_Alpha(i-1:i,1);
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated alpha array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated alpha array
state_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated alpha array
mdt_in_Alpha_3(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated alpha array
Pp_out_3_Alpha(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);
else
%% Updated Beta
% At least on constituent in the alpha array could not
% exist in this saturation temeprature. This means the
% current constituent must move from the alpha array to
% the beta array.

end

end

end

% Index of updated beta array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Beta=i1_Beta+2;
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Beta_2(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated beta array
CHEM_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated beta array
state_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated beta array
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated beta array
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);

% If no constituents are at saturation, superfluous, but just a
% check. There really has to be ONE alpha present.
if i1_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
% If non-saturation constituents
if i1_Beta==0
% If non-saturation constituents do not exist
test_Beta_3=1;
else
% If non-saturation constituent exists
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end

ind_Beta_3=ind_Beta_2;

if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
% If only saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Alpha_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
% If only non-saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Beta_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation no alpha or beta ',...
'constituents are present'])
else
% Saturation and non-saturation constituents present
ind_3=vertcat(ind_Alpha_3,ind_Beta_3);
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Saturation Matrix Vapor Quality
% Establish # of constituents w/ phase so # of Constituent*2
NN=length(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3);
% Initialize Square Matrix of Vapor quality to zero
gamma_arr=zeros(NN);
% Set Every constituent case to have a vapor quality of 0%
for i=1:2:NN-1
gamma_arr(:,i)=ones(NN,1);
end
% Create the rows that change the vapor quality (for each case
% on each constituent from the end to the top rows
dum_case=1:2:NN;

end

for i=1:NN/2
% Forces the Saturation Matrix to have each case (unless
% capped off, there is no superheated vapor): Saturation
% liquid, Saturation vapor, and if applicable (superheated
% vapor). Constituent is in columns, case #'s are rows.
gamma_arr(dum_case(i)+1:NN,i*2-1:i*2)= horzcat(...
zeros(NN-dum_case(i),1),ones(NN-dum_case(i),1));
end
%% Mass Flow array of saturation cases for gamma_arr
% Total Constituent Mass
for i=1:NN/2
mdt_Alpha_const(1,i*2-1:i*2)=...
sum(mdt_in_Alpha_3(i*2-1:i*2));
end
% Mass Flow array, for each case. Follows the same format 1
% row, each phase and constituent has it's mass flow in the
% columns. Each case is the 3rd dimension.
for i=1:NN
gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i)=mdt_Alpha_const.*gamma_arr(i,:);
end

if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Saturation ONLY constituents
% Mass flow of all saturation cases
mdt_3=gamma_mdt_arr;
% Temperature of all saturation cases
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Constituent array of all saturation cases
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_Alpha_3;
% Phase array of all saturation cases
state_arr_3=state_arr_Alpha_3;
for i=1:NN
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end

%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_out(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_3);
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out(:,:,i),mdt_3(1,:,i));

elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
%% Non-Saturation ONLY constituents
% Constituent array of all non-saturation constituents
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_2_Beta;
% Number of constituents
NN=length(CHEM_arr_3);
% Phase array of all non-saturation constituents
state_arr_3=state_arr_2_Beta;
% Inlet specific entropy array of all non-saturation
% constituents
s_in=prop_in(ind_3,7)';
% Inlet Saturation constituents, fills in for any that may be a
% different phase from inlet, and forces the specific entropy
% to be the same of each phase wrt the individual constituents.
s_in2=s_in;
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
if s_in(1,i-1)==0 && s_in(1,i)~=0
s_in2(1,i-1)=s_in2(1,i);
elseif s_in(1,i-1)~=0 && s_in(1,i)==0
s_in2(1,i)=s_in2(1,i-1);
else
end
end
% Lookup fluid properties based on pressure and isentropic
% conditions for each phase and constituent
prop_out1=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out_3_Beta,...
s_in2,'s',state_arr_3);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for non-saturation
% constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6)) && isnan(prop_out1(i1*2,6))
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible situation of non-saturation ',...
'only constituents'])
elseif isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Outlet Mass Flow array after adjustments
mdt_3=mdt_in_2_Beta;
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out1,mdt_3);
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation. Both saturation and ',...
'non-saturation do not exist'])
else
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%% Saturation and non-saturation mixed
% Saturation outlet temperature manifested for both saturation
% and non-saturation constituents
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Combined chemical array of saturation and non-saturation
% constituents
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,CHEM_arr_2_Beta);
% Combined phase array of saturation and non-saturation
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_Alpha_3,state_arr_2_Beta);
% Determine the mass flow and fluid properties of each
% saturation case
for i=1:NN
%% Iterate for each saturation case with all constituents
% Saturation constituents
prop_out_sat(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_Alpha_3);
% Non-saturation constituents at saturation temperatures
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_2_Beta,Pp_out_3_Beta,T_sat_3(i,1),...
state_arr_2_Beta);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for
% non-saturation constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out_nonsat1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i)) &&...
isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2,7,i))
%% Impossible Situation
elseif isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Combined Saturation and Non-saturation mass flow array of
% all constituents for each case.
mdt_3(1,:,i)=horzcat(gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i),...
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,:,i));
% Concatenated Fluid Property Array of every saturation
% case
prop_out1(:,:,i)=vertcat(prop_out_sat(:,:,i),...
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i));
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out1(:,:,i),...
mdt_3(1,:,i));
end

end
%% Store fluid property array
prop_3=prop_out;
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
:: Sorted fluid property array of each stream
% mdt_3
:: Sorted mass flow array of each stream
% CHEM_arr_3
:: Sorted Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_3
:: Sorted phase of each constituent
% ind_3
:: sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
%
everything to be resorted later in other
%
routines
% test_Alpha_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
%
present with saturation, and "1" for
%
constituents absent.
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end

% test_Beta_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
%
constituents that exist without any
%
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
%
are absent.
% NN
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.
output={prop_3,mdt_3,CHEM_arr_3,state_arr_3,ind_3,test_Alpha_3,...
test_Beta_3,NN};

%% Isentropic outlet conditions
function output=entropy(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%% Determine the mixed temperature and mass flow of an isentropic
%% flow.
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out entropy. It looks at the change of entropy and
% multiplies it by standard temperature as a heat rate. Then the
% temperature is determined by specific heat of constant pressure.
% The vapor quality of a saturated constituent is determined by
% specific entropy of the outlet. Theis can have a phase change
% with multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
%
sorted.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
%
temperature
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
%% Error Check:
entropy_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
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%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
s_mean_in=sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,7)')/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
s_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,7,i)')/...
sum(mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
s_out=sum(mdt_3.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_3);
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
if s_mean_in<s_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,...
T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific
% entropy difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
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end

break

end
elseif s_mean_in>s_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy conditions
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,...
T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific
% entropy difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if s_mean_in>=s_out(i-1,1) && s_mean_in<=s_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
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mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],s_mean_in);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
% conditions
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out, mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy
s_out_iter=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out_iter-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on
% specific entropy difference and standard
% temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
s_mean_in);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if s_mean_in>s_out(i-1,1) && s_mean_in<s_out(i,1)
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%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
s_mean_in); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on
% specific entropy difference and standard
% temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
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Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific entropy
% difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
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% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Specific Entropy of vapor and liquid
function output=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L)
%% Determine the mixed temperature & mass flow by an energy balance
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out enthalpy. This can have a phase change with
% multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
%
sorted.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
%
temperature
% Q_L
:: Heat rate entering ebalance
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
%% Error check
ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,Q_L)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
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% Previous heat rate (to be initialized in case relative error is
% preferred
Qdt_prev=Q_L;
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
% Inlet Enthalpy
H_in=sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
h_mean_in=H_in/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
% Determine the heat rate using saturation temperature
Qdt_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,6,i)')-H_in;
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
if Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
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if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if Qdt_prev>=Qdt_out(i-1,1) &&...
Qdt_prev<=Qdt_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
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mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],Qdt_prev);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
Qdt_prev);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(i-1,1) && Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
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prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
Qdt_prev); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-...
(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
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% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end

end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,...
mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
%

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
are resorted
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% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Error Check for ebalance subfunction
function ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,...
Q_L)
% Error check ebalance function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% MM
:: Max number of iterations for energy balance
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed, and
%
mixed temperatures & mass flow
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate offset, aka heat sought
%% Function Name: ebalance_error
% Error check for input conditions of the ebalance fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
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elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable for ebalance is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error('Q_L variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
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elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error('Length of Q_L needs to be 1 for ebalance')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is NaN for ebalance')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is Inf for ebalance')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for ebalance')
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elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for ebalance'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for ebalance')
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error('Q_L is a complex number for ebalance')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
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end

if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

end
%% Error Check for entropy
function entropy_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each constituent
% output_outletset :: Established outlet saturation or
%
non-saturation conditions
% MM
:: Max number of iterations for energy balance
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed,
%
and mixed temperatures & mass flow
%% Function Name: entropy_error
% Error check for input conditions of the entropy fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for entropy is empty')
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elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for entropy is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' entropy'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for entropy')
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elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for entropy')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for entropy')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for entropy')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for entropy')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for entropy')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for entropy')
elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
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error('mdt_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for entropy')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for entropy')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for entropy')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for entropy'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for entropy')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for entropy')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for entropy')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end

end

% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end
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end
%% Error Check for fluid_props
function fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
% Error check fluid_props function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for fluid_props')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'fluid_props'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
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end
try

error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])

if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
end
end
%% Error Check for fluid_props_gen
function fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
% Error check fluid_props_gen function. There are no outputs to
% other functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% error function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2)
error('input_2 variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array or string ',...
'for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isa(input_2,'numeric')
error('input_2 is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isstr(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type is NOT a string for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error(['State array is not a cell or a string for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
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elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif strcmp(input_2_type,'P')
error('input_2_type cannot be ''P'' for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~any(strcmp(input_2_type,{'T';'rho';'nu';'u';'h';'s';...
'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'mu';'k'}))
error(['input_2_type needs to be one of the 12 remaining ',...
'fluid properties for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isnan(input_2)
error('input_2 is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(input_2)
error('input_2 is Inf for fluid_props_gen')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props_gen'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ''s'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props_gen'])
end
end
end
%% Error Check for heat subfunction
function heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
% Error check heat function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Begin Function
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(P_out)
error('P_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(T_out)
error('T_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for heat is empty')
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error

elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('State variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(h_in)
error('h_in variable for heat is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' heat'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(P_out,'numeric')
error('P_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(T_out,'numeric')
error('T_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(state,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(h_in,'numeric')
error('h_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error('CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise')
elseif length(T_out)~=1
error('Length of T_out needs to be 1 for heat')
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(state)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(h_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['h_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif isnan(P_out)
error('P_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isnan(T_out)
error('T_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(h_in))
error('h_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isinf(P_out)
error('P_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(T_out)
error('T_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(h_in))
error('h_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in is <0 for heat')
elseif any(mdt<0)
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error('mdt is <0 for heat')
elseif P_out<0
error('P_out is <0 for absolute pressure for heat')
elseif T_out<0
error('T_out is <0 for absolute temperature for heat')
end

end
%% Error Check for pump_MPMC_v005
function pump_MPMC_v005_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,prop_in,...
mdt_in,pi_out,eta_pump,MM,eps)
%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data
%
array each row corresponding to each constituent in
%
the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% pi_out
:: Outlet Pressure ratio; Outlet/Inlet
% eta_pump :: Isentropic pump efficiency (0 to 1)
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
%% Function Name: pump_MPMC_v004
% Error check for input conditions of the main program. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr)
error('state variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(pi_out)
error('pi_out variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(eta_pump)
error('eta_pump variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for pump_MPMC_v005 is empty')
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif ~isa(state_arr,'cell')
error('State array is not a cell for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif ~isa(prop_in,'numeric')
error(['prop_in is not a numeric array for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt is not a numeric array for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif ~isa(pi_out,'numeric')
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error(['pi_out is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif ~isa(eta_pump,'numeric')
error(['eta_pump is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM is not a numeric scalar for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps is not a numeric scalar for pump_MPMC_v005')
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif length(pi_out)~=1
error('pi_t is not a scalar for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif length(eta_pump)~=1
error('eta_e is not a scalar for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM is not a scalar for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps is not a scalar for pump_MPMC_v005')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt variable is NaN for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isnan(pi_out)
error('pi_out variable is NaN for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isnan(eta_pump)
error('eta_pump variable is NaN for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM variable is NaN for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps variable is NaN for pump_MPMC_v005')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isinf(pi_out)
error('pi_out variable is Inf for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isinf(eta_pump)
error('eta_pump variable is Inf for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM variable is Inf for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps variable is Inf for pump_MPMC_v005')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
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error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif imag(pi_out)~=0
error('pi_out is a complex number for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif pi_out<=0
error('pi_out has a value <=0 for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif imag(eta_pump)~=0
error(['Pump efficiency is a complex number for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif eta_pump>1 && pi_out<=1
warning(['Pump efficiency (eta_e)>100% (1) for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif eta_pump<0
warning(['Pump efficiency (eta_e)>0% (0) for ',...
'pump_MPMC_v005'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif MM<1
error('MM has a value <1 for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif MM~=round(MM)
error('MM is not an integer for pump_MPMC_v005')
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for pump_MPMC_v005')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Check CHEM_arr with the contents in the NIST structure array
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check each value of the phase array to see if it is liquid or
% vapor and NOT saturation or foreign
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'v'},state_arr{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
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end

end

end

% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

B.3.2 HEAT EXCHANGER
function f_out=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,pi_out,Q_L,MM,eps)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% pi_out
:: Outlet Pressure ratio; Outlet/Inlet
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate as an input. Follows 1st law of Thermodynamics.
%
See below for terminology (kW).
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Qdt_out
:: Heat Rate Output (kW), positive for heat input, negative for
%
heat output
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate :: kW
% Mass flow :: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001
% Determines the fluid properties based on heat input or removal. There can
% be MULTIPLE phase and multiple constituents. First organize the outlet
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%
%
%
%

conditions then find an energy balance. The heat is recalculated based on
enthalpy change of inlet to outlet. This can be used as a heat exchanger,
pipe with heat losses. Also it can be used as a compressor, pump, and
turbine provided negative heat rate is used as power.

%% Initial Conditions
f_out=[];
%% Error check:
evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,pi_out,Q_L,MM,eps)
%% Outlet Setup Conditions
% Sorts saturation, non-saturation, and a mixture of saturation &
% non-saturation constituents. If saturation can occur for a constituent
% based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a Alpha
% constituent. If saturation cannot occur for a constituent based on
% pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a Beta constituent. The
% alpha constituent sorts saturation temperature in ascending order. Then a
% mass flow array test matrix and fluid properties is calculated.
output_outletset=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,...
prop_in,pi_out);
%% Energy Balance
output_enthalpy=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L);
% Outlet Fluid Properties
prop_out=output_enthalpy{1,1};
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output_enthalpy{1,2};
% Actual heat output. This is different from Q_L, where that is an input
% of the heat, and this reflects the actual heat output based on the change
% in the fluid properties.
Qdt_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)')-sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)'); % kW
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
%
% prop_out
%
% mdt_in
% mdt_out
% Qdt_out
%

:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
:: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
:: Heat Rate Output (kW), positive for heat input, negative for
heat output

f_out={prop_in,prop_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,Qdt_out};
%% Sub function fluid property
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Determine the Fluid properties with temperature & pressure for
%% each constituent
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)
%% Error Check:
fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Begin Function
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
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% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if
% initializes the pressure array to have
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Temperature Array
% Allows a individual temperature array,
% initializes the pressure array to have
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
end

it is a scalar it
the same value as the

if it is a scalar it
the same value as the

%% NIST lookup
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)

end
%% Generic fluid properties
function prop_out=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Determine the FLuid properties with pressure and any of the 12
%% remaining NIST fluid properties in the second input
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

%% Error check:
fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Begin Sub-Function:
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
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% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure Array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Second Input Array
% Allows a individual second input array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent with multiple
% fluid states
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)

% Determines property of each constituent if there is only
% one state
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
%% Set any fluid property data to zero if it has no mass flow
%% associated with it. This will replace NaN's with zeroes which
%% allow mathematical operations to be completed.
% Temperature and pressure are left alone
%% Introduction:
% prop_in
:: Mixed inlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array(1,J)
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%% Begin Function:
% Determine the size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
% Initialize the output fluid property array
prop_out=prop_in;
% generate a zero array subset (to zero all inputs but temperature
% & pressure
zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% If a constituent has zero mass give it the zero array row
%% subset. Otherwise leave it alone.
for k=1:n
if mdt(k)==0
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end

prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);

end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
end
%% Outlet heat rate
function [Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
%% Determine the Heat rate
% Determine the heat rate based on change in enthalpy with inlet
% mass flow and specific enthalpy, and outlet mass flow, pressure
% and temperature. The heat rate, and fluid properties.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array
%% Error Check:
heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in);
%% Begin Function:
% Determine fluid properties based on temperature and pressure
prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,state);
% Convert any constituent with zero mdt to have zero values in
% every fluid property with exception of temprature and pressure
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out,mdt);
% Determine specific enthalpy
h_out=prop_out(:,6)';
% Determine heat rate based on inlet and outlet conditions
Qdt=sum(mdt.*h_out)-sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array

end
%% Establishes the saturation and mass flow arrays for other routines
function output=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,state_arr_1,mdt_in,...
prop_in,pi_out)
%% Configures outlet conditions with known outlet pressure
% This determines saturation temperature of any constituent at the
% given pressure. Then separates the input constituent into two
% categories: Alpha for constituents with saturation conditions at
% the pressure, and Beta for constituents without saturation
% conditions at the pressure. Alpha constituents are resorted in
% ascending order for saturation temperatures. There is a test
% matrix of mass flows and saturation temperatures. This allows
% other functions to determine the outlet temperature and mass flow
% distributions. This of course is only applicable if there are
% Alpha constituents. It can handle Beta only, and Alpha & Beta
% constituents. It then outputs the relevant conditions for other
% routines. The chemcial constituents are
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr_1
:: Inlet Constituent chemical array
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%
%
%
%

state_arr_1
mdt_in
prop_in
pi_out

%% Outputs:
% prop_3
% mdt_3
% CHEM_arr_3
% state_arr_3
% ind_3
%
%
% test_Alpha_3
%
%
%
%
% test_Beta_3
%
%
%
%
%
% NN

::
::
::
::

Phase of each constituent
Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
Outlet to inlet pressure ratio

::
::
::
::
::

Sorted fluid property array of each stream
Sorted mass flow array of each stream
Sorted Constituent chemical array
Sorted phase of each constituent
sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
everything to be resorted later in other
routines
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
present with saturation, and "1" for
constituents absent.
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
constituents that exist without any
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
are absent.
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.

%% Begin Subfunction
% Inlet Pressure array
P_in=prop_in(:,2); % MPa
%% Generate Saturation Temperature of each consitutent
% Outlet Pressure array
Pp_out_1=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Inlet Mass Flow array
mdt_in_1=mdt_in; % kg/s
% Inlet Fluid Property array
prop_in_1=prop_in;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
% Saturation Temperature array. Extra input at the end hides
% the "outside saturation range" warning message.
T_sat_1(i,1)=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM_arr_1{i,1}},...
Pp_out_1(i,1),1);
end
%% Sort Constituent based on available saturation temperatures
% Alpha is saturation constituents
% Number of alpha constituents and indices initialized
ii_Alpha=0; ind_Alpha_2=[];
% Alpha Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha={};state_arr_2_Alpha={};
% Alpha mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Alpha=[];prop_in_2_Alpha=[];
% If alpha constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% none present then it will be equal to one.
test_Alpha_3=0;
% Beta is non-saturation constituents
% Number of beta constituents and indicies initialized
ii_Beta=0; ind_Beta_2=[];
% Beta Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Beta={};state_arr_2_Beta={};
% Beta mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Beta=[];prop_in_2_Beta=[];
% If beta constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% non present then it will be equal to one.
test_Beta_3=0;
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for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)

end

if isnan(T_sat_1(i,1))
%% Beta non-saturation
% Constituents that have no saturation conditions at the
% given pressure.
% Beta Index
ii_Beta=ii_Beta+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Beta(ii_Beta,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Beta_2(ii_Beta,1)=i;
else
%% Alpha saturation
% Constituents that have saturation conditions at the given
% pressure.
% Alpha Index
ii_Alpha=ii_Alpha+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Temperature Array
T_sat_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,1)=T_sat_1(i,1);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Alpha_2(ii_Alpha,1)=i;
end

% If no constituents are at saturation
if ii_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Sort Alpha Constituents
% Sort Saturation Temperature
[Alpha_3B_dum]=sortrows(horzcat(T_sat_2_Alpha,ind_Alpha_2),1);
% Separate sorted matrix into temperature array
T_sat_3B_Alpha=Alpha_3B_dum(:,1);
% Separate sorted matrix into index array for reordering at the
% end of the function
ind_Alpha_3B=Alpha_3B_dum(:,2);
% Sort Chemical Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B=CHEM_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort phase array
state_arr_Alpha_3B=state_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort mass flow array
mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_1(1,ind_Alpha_3B);
% Sort constituent pressure array
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end

Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1)';

%% Rearrange alpha and beta, if the T_sat(i) cannot exist for all
%% other constituents then it will be a new "Beta"
% Look at every saturation temperature and determine which is
% within the range of the OTHER alpha constituents. If it is not,
% then it is shifted to beta.
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Initialize updated alpha iterator to zero and beta iterator
% to the current beta.
i1_Alpha=0;i1_Beta=ii_Beta;
for i=2:2:length(T_sat_3B_Alpha)
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_dum=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B,...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha,T_sat_3B_Alpha(i,1),...
state_arr_Alpha_3B);
% Initialize test condition to the default, which is all of
% the remainin constituents exist at the given saturation
% condition.
ij_test=0;
for ij=i:2:length(Pp_out_3B_Alpha)
%% Determine if it is impossible for remaining
%% constituents to exist.
% This determines if from the current constituent to
% the last alpha constituent whether all of the
% remaining constituents can exist at the given
% saturation temperature.
if all(isnan(prop_dum(ij-1:ij,6)))
%% If one of the constituents cannot exist at the
%% given temperature range
% Change the condition for a constituent that
% cannot exist at the saturation range. This means
% the current constituent with it's saturation
% temperature must shift to beta because the
% remaining alpha's cannot exist in it's
% temperature range.
ij_test=1;
% Once this condition is found there is no reason
% to continue.
break
end
end
if ij_test==0
%% Updated Alpha
% All remaining alpha's can exist at the given
% saturation temeprature. This means the current
% constituent is an alpha.
% Index of updated alpha array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Alpha=i1_Alpha+2;
% Saturation temperature of updated alpha array
T_sat_3_Alpha(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
T_sat_3B_Alpha(i-1:i,1);
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
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% Chemical constituent of updated alpha array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated alpha array
state_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated alpha array
mdt_in_Alpha_3(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated alpha array
Pp_out_3_Alpha(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);
else
%% Updated Beta
% At least on constituent in the alpha array could not
% exist in this saturation temeprature. This means the
% current constituent must move from the alpha array to
% the beta array.

end

end

end

% Index of updated beta array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Beta=i1_Beta+2;
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Beta_2(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated beta array
CHEM_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated beta array
state_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated beta array
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated beta array
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);

% If no constituents are at saturation, superfluous, but just a
% check. There really has to be ONE alpha present.
if i1_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
% If non-saturation constituents
if i1_Beta==0
% If non-saturation constituents do not exist
test_Beta_3=1;
else
% If non-saturation constituent exists
ind_Beta_3=ind_Beta_2;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
% If only saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Alpha_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
% If only non-saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Beta_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
% Impossible Situation
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error(['Impossible Situation no alpha or beta ',...
'constituents are present'])
else
% Saturation and non-saturation constituents present
ind_3=vertcat(ind_Alpha_3,ind_Beta_3);
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Saturation Matrix Vapor Quality
% Establish # of constituents w/ phase so # of Constituent*2
NN=length(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3);
% Initialize Square Matrix of Vapor quality to zero
gamma_arr=zeros(NN);
% Set Every constituent case to have a vapor quality of 0%
for i=1:2:NN-1
gamma_arr(:,i)=ones(NN,1);
end
% Create the rows that change the vapor quality (for each case
% on each constituent from the end to the top rows
dum_case=1:2:NN;

end

for i=1:NN/2
% Forces the Saturation Matrix to have each case (unless
% capped off, there is no superheated vapor): Saturation
% liquid, Saturation vapor, and if applicable (superheated
% vapor). Constituent is in columns, case #'s are rows.
gamma_arr(dum_case(i)+1:NN,i*2-1:i*2)= horzcat(...
zeros(NN-dum_case(i),1),ones(NN-dum_case(i),1));
end
%% Mass Flow array of saturation cases for gamma_arr
% Total Constituent Mass
for i=1:NN/2
mdt_Alpha_const(1,i*2-1:i*2)=...
sum(mdt_in_Alpha_3(i*2-1:i*2));
end
% Mass Flow array, for each case. Follows the same format 1
% row, each phase and constituent has it's mass flow in the
% columns. Each case is the 3rd dimension.
for i=1:NN
gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i)=mdt_Alpha_const.*gamma_arr(i,:);
end

if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Saturation ONLY constituents
% Mass flow of all saturation cases
mdt_3=gamma_mdt_arr;
% Temperature of all saturation cases
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Constituent array of all saturation cases
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_Alpha_3;
% Phase array of all saturation cases
state_arr_3=state_arr_Alpha_3;
for i=1:NN
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_out(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_3);
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out(:,:,i),mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
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%% Non-Saturation ONLY constituents
% Constituent array of all non-saturation constituents
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_2_Beta;
% Number of constituents
NN=length(CHEM_arr_3);
% Phase array of all non-saturation constituents
state_arr_3=state_arr_2_Beta;
% Inlet specific entropy array of all non-saturation
% constituents
s_in=prop_in(ind_3,7)';
% Inlet Saturation constituents, fills in for any that may be a
% different phase from inlet, and forces the specific entropy
% to be the same of each phase wrt the individual constituents.
s_in2=s_in;
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
if s_in(1,i-1)==0 && s_in(1,i)~=0
s_in2(1,i-1)=s_in2(1,i);
elseif s_in(1,i-1)~=0 && s_in(1,i)==0
s_in2(1,i)=s_in2(1,i-1);
else
end
end
% Lookup fluid properties based on pressure and isentropic
% conditions for each phase and constituent
prop_out1=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out_3_Beta,...
s_in2,'s',state_arr_3);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for non-saturation
% constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6)) && isnan(prop_out1(i1*2,6))
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible situation of non-saturation ',...
'only constituents'])
elseif isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Outlet Mass Flow array after adjustments
mdt_3=mdt_in_2_Beta;
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out1,mdt_3);
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation. Both saturation and ',...
'non-saturation do not exist'])
else
%% Saturation and non-saturation mixed
% Saturation outlet temperature manifested for both saturation
% and non-saturation constituents
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Combined chemical array of saturation and non-saturation
% constituents
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,CHEM_arr_2_Beta);
% Combined phase array of saturation and non-saturation
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_Alpha_3,state_arr_2_Beta);
% Determine the mass flow and fluid properties of each
% saturation case
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for i=1:NN
%% Iterate for each saturation case with all constituents
% Saturation constituents
prop_out_sat(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_Alpha_3);
% Non-saturation constituents at saturation temperatures
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_2_Beta,Pp_out_3_Beta,T_sat_3(i,1),...
state_arr_2_Beta);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for
% non-saturation constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out_nonsat1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i)) &&...
isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2,7,i))
%% Impossible Situation
elseif isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Combined Saturation and Non-saturation mass flow array of
% all constituents for each case.
mdt_3(1,:,i)=horzcat(gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i),...
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,:,i));
% Concatenated Fluid Property Array of every saturation
% case
prop_out1(:,:,i)=vertcat(prop_out_sat(:,:,i),...
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i));
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out1(:,:,i),...
mdt_3(1,:,i));
end

end
%% Store fluid property array
prop_3=prop_out;
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
:: Sorted fluid property array of each stream
% mdt_3
:: Sorted mass flow array of each stream
% CHEM_arr_3
:: Sorted Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_3
:: Sorted phase of each constituent
% ind_3
:: sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
%
everything to be resorted later in other
%
routines
% test_Alpha_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
%
present with saturation, and "1" for
%
constituents absent.
% test_Beta_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
%
constituents that exist without any
%
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
%
are absent.
% NN
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.
output={prop_3,mdt_3,CHEM_arr_3,state_arr_3,ind_3,test_Alpha_3,...
test_Beta_3,NN};

end
%% Specific Entropy of vapor and liquid
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function output=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L)
%% Determine the mixed temperature & mass flow by an energy balance
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out enthalpy. This can have a phase change with
% multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
%
sorted.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
%
temperature
% Q_L
:: Heat rate entering ebalance
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
%% Error check
ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,Q_L)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
% Previous heat rate (to be initialized in case relative error is
% preferred
Qdt_prev=Q_L;
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
% Inlet Enthalpy
H_in=sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
h_mean_in=H_in/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
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% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
% Determine the heat rate using saturation temperature
Qdt_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,6,i)')-H_in;
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
if Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
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prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if Qdt_prev>=Qdt_out(i-1,1) &&...
Qdt_prev<=Qdt_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
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% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],Qdt_prev);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
Qdt_prev);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(i-1,1) && Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
Qdt_prev); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
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T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-...
(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
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end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,...
mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Error Check for ebalance subfunction
function ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,...
Q_L)
% Error check ebalance function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
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%
%
%
%
%
%

mdt
state
MM
eps
Q_L

::
::
::
::

Mass flow of each constituent
Phase of each constituent
Max number of iterations for energy balance
Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed, and
mixed temperatures & mass flow
:: Heat Rate offset, aka heat sought

%% Function Name: ebalance_error
% Error check for input conditions of the ebalance fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable for ebalance is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' ebalance'])
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elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error('Q_L variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error('Length of Q_L needs to be 1 for ebalance')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
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elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is NaN for ebalance')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is Inf for ebalance')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
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error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for ebalance'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for ebalance')
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error('Q_L is a complex number for ebalance')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end

end

% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

end
%% Error Check for fluid_props
function fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
% Error check fluid_props function. There are no outputs to other
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% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for fluid_props')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'fluid_props'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
try
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
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'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
end
end
%% Error Check for fluid_props_gen
function fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
% Error check fluid_props_gen function. There are no outputs to
% other functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% error function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2)
error('input_2 variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array or string ',...
'for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isa(input_2,'numeric')
error('input_2 is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isstr(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type is NOT a string for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error(['State array is not a cell or a string for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif strcmp(input_2_type,'P')
error('input_2_type cannot be ''P'' for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~any(strcmp(input_2_type,{'T';'rho';'nu';'u';'h';'s';...
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'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'mu';'k'}))
error(['input_2_type needs to be one of the 12 remaining ',...
'fluid properties for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isnan(input_2)
error('input_2 is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(input_2)
error('input_2 is Inf for fluid_props_gen')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props_gen'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ''s'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props_gen'])
end
end
end
%% Error Check for heat subfunction
function heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
% Error check heat function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Begin Function
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(P_out)
error('P_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(T_out)
error('T_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('State variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(h_in)
error('h_in variable for heat is empty')
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error

end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' heat'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(P_out,'numeric')
error('P_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(T_out,'numeric')
error('T_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(state,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(h_in,'numeric')
error('h_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error('CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise')
elseif length(T_out)~=1
error('Length of T_out needs to be 1 for heat')
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(state)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(h_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['h_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif isnan(P_out)
error('P_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isnan(T_out)
error('T_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(h_in))
error('h_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isinf(P_out)
error('P_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(T_out)
error('T_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(h_in))
error('h_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in is <0 for heat')
elseif any(mdt<0)
error('mdt is <0 for heat')
elseif P_out<0
error('P_out is <0 for absolute pressure for heat')
elseif T_out<0
error('T_out is <0 for absolute temperature for heat')
end
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end
%% Error Check for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001
function evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,pi_out,Q_L,MM,eps)
%(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,prop_in,mdt_in,pi_out,Q_L,MM,eps)
%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data
%
array each row corresponding to each constituent in
%
the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% pi_out
:: Outlet Pressure ratio; Outlet/Inlet
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
%% Function Name: evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001_error
% Error check for input conditions of the main program. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr)
error('state variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(pi_out)
error('pi_out variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001 is empty')
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(state_arr,'cell')
error('State array is not a cell for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif ~isa(prop_in,'numeric')
error(['prop_in is not a numeric array for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt is not a numeric array for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif ~isa(pi_out,'numeric')
error(['pi_out is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error(['Q_L is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
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elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM is not a numeric scalar for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps is not a numeric scalar for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif length(pi_out)~=1
error('pi_t is not a scalar for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error('eta_e is not a scalar for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM is not a scalar for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps is not a scalar for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt variable is NaN for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isnan(pi_out)
error('pi_out variable is NaN for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is NaN for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM variable is NaN for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps variable is NaN for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isinf(pi_out)
error('pi_out variable is Inf for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is Inf for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM variable is Inf for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps variable is Inf for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
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error('mdt_in is a complex number for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif imag(pi_out)~=0
error('pi_out is a complex number for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif pi_out<=0
error('pi_out has a value <=0 for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error(['Pump efficiency is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif MM<1
error('MM has a value <1 for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif MM~=round(MM)
error('MM is not an integer for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Check CHEM_arr with the contents in the NIST structure array
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check each value of the phase array to see if it is liquid or
% vapor and NOT saturation or foreign
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'v'},state_arr{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end
end
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end

end

B.3.3 THROTTLE & HEAT EXCHANGER WITH SET PRESSURE
OUTLET OR PIPE
function f_out=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,Q_L,MM,eps,M1,eps_Pset)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%% Introduction:
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% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% P_out_set :: Outlet Pressure ratio (MPa)
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate as an input. Follows 1st law of Thermodynamics.
%
See below for terminology (kW).
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature (kW)
% M1
:: Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
%
convergence
% eps_Pset :: Absolute error in outlet mixed pressure (MPa)
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Qdt_out
:: Heat Rate Output (kW), positive for heat input, negative for
%
heat output
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate
:: kW
% Mass flow
:: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001
% Determines the fluid properties based on heat input or removal. There can
% be MULTIPLE phase and multiple constituents. First organize the outlet
% conditions then find an energy balance. The heat is recalculated based on
% enthalpy change of inlet to outlet. This can be used as a heat exchanger,
% pipe with heat losses. Also it can be used as a compressor, pump, and
% turbine provided negative heat rate is used as power.
%% Initial Conditions
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f_out=[];
%% Error check:
evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,Q_L,MM,eps,M1,eps_Pset)
%% Find Molecular Weights
% Constituent Molecular Weights
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Inlet Mixed Pressure
% Inlet Mix Pressure
P_mix_in=P_mixtures(mdt_in,prop_in,MW_arr);
%% Iterated Pressure setting
% Initialize Outlet to Inlet Pressure ratio
pi_out=P_out_set/P_mix_in;
for jk=1:M1
%% Outlet Partial Pressure
Pp_out=Pp_mixtures_out(CHEM_arr,mdt_in,MW_arr,...
P_mix_in,pi_out);
%% Outlet Setup Conditions
% Sorts saturation, non-saturation, and a mixture of saturation &
% non-saturation constituents. If saturation can occur for a
% constituent based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a
% Alpha constituent. If saturation cannot occur for a constituent based
% on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a Beta constituent.
% The alpha constituent sorts saturation temperature in ascending
% order. Then a mass flow array test matrix and fluid properties is
% calculated.
output_outletset=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,...
prop_in,Pp_out);
%% Energy Balance
% Energy balance based on change of enthalpy
output_enthalpy=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L);
% Outlet Fluid Properties
prop_out=output_enthalpy{1,1};
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output_enthalpy{1,2};
% Actual heat output. This is different from Q_L, where that is an
% input of the heat, and this reflects the actual heat output based on
% the change in the fluid properties.
Qdt_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)')-sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)'); % kW
%% Determine Mixed Outlet Pressure
% Actual Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_mix_out_act=P_mixtures(mdt_out,prop_out,MW_arr);
%% Check Mixed Outlet Pressure, and adjust where needed
if abs(P_mix_out_act-P_out_set)<eps_Pset
%% Convergence Criterion set
break
else
%% Adjust the mix pressure ratio out
pi_out=pi_out*P_out_set/P_mix_out_act;
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
%
% prop_out
%
% mdt_in
% mdt_out
% Qdt_out

:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
:: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
:: Heat Rate Output (kW), positive for heat input, negative for
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%

heat output

f_out={prop_in,prop_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,Qdt_out};
%% Sub function fluid property
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Determine the Fluid properties with temperature & pressure for
%% each constituent
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)
%% Error Check:
fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Begin Function
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Temperature Array
% Allows a individual temperature array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
end
%% NIST lookup
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)

end
%% Generic fluid properties
function prop_out=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
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%% Determine the FLuid properties with pressure and any of the 12
%% remaining NIST fluid properties in the second input
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

%% Error check:
fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Begin Sub-Function:
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure Array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Second Input Array
% Allows a individual second input array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent with multiple
% fluid states
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)

% Determines property of each constituent if there is only
% one state
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
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%% Set any fluid property data to zero if it has no mass flow
%% associated with it. This will replace NaN's with zeroes which
%% allow mathematical operations to be completed.
% Temperature and pressure are left alone
%% Introduction:
% prop_in
:: Mixed inlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array(1,J)
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%% Begin Function:
% Determine the size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
% Initialize the output fluid property array
prop_out=prop_in;
% generate a zero array subset (to zero all inputs but temperature
% & pressure
zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% If a constituent has zero mass give it the zero array row
%% subset. Otherwise leave it alone.
for k=1:n
if mdt(k)==0
prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% strea
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Outlet heat rate
function [Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
%% Determine the Heat rate
% Determine the heat rate based on change in enthalpy with inlet
% mass flow and specific enthalpy, and outlet mass flow, pressure
% and temperature. The heat rate, and fluid properties.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
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%
%
%
%

mdt_in
mdt
state
h_in

::
::
::
::

Inlet mass flow
Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
Phase of each constituent
Specific enthalpy of each constituent

%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array
%% Error Check:
heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in);
%% Begin Function:
% Determine fluid properties based on temperature and pressure
prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,state);
% Convert any constituent with zero mdt to have zero values in
% every fluid property with exception of temprature and pressure
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out,mdt);
% Determine specific enthalpy
h_out=prop_out(:,6)';
% Determine heat rate based on inlet and outlet conditions
Qdt=sum(mdt.*h_out)-sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array

end
%% Establishes the saturation and mass flow arrays for other routines
function output=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,state_arr_1,mdt_in,...
prop_in,Pp_out_1)
%% Configures outlet conditions with known outlet pressure
% This determines saturation temperature of any constituent at the
% given pressure. Then separates the input constituent into two
% categories: Alpha for constituents with saturation conditions at
% the pressure, and Beta for constituents without saturation
% conditions at the pressure. Alpha constituents are resorted in
% ascending order for saturation temperatures. There is a test
% matrix of mass flows and saturation temperatures. This allows
% other functions to determine the outlet temperature and mass flow
% distributions. This of course is only applicable if there are
% Alpha constituents. It can handle Beta only, and Alpha & Beta
% constituents. It then outputs the relevant conditions for other
% routines. The chemcial constituents are
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr_1
:: Inlet Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_1
:: Phase of each constituent
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% Pp_out_1
:: Outlet partial pressure for fluid streams
%
(MPa)
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
% mdt_3
% CHEM_arr_3
% state_arr_3
% ind_3
%
%
% test_Alpha_3
%
%
%

::
::
::
::
::

Sorted fluid property array of each stream
Sorted mass flow array of each stream
Sorted Constituent chemical array
Sorted phase of each constituent
sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
everything to be resorted later in other
routines
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
present with saturation, and "1" for
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%
% test_Beta_3
%
%
%
%
%
% NN

constituents absent.
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
constituents that exist without any
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
are absent.
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.

%% Begin Subfunction
% Inlet Pressure array
P_in=prop_in(:,2); % MPa
%% Generate Saturation Temperature of each consitutent
% Outlet Pressure array
%Pp_out_1=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Inlet Mass Flow array
mdt_in_1=mdt_in; % kg/s
% Inlet Fluid Property array
prop_in_1=prop_in;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
% Saturation Temperature array. Extra input at the end hides
% the "outside saturation range" warning message.
T_sat_1(i,1)=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM_arr_1{i,1}},...
Pp_out_1(i,1),1);
end
%% Sort Constituent based on available saturation temperatures
% Alpha is saturation constituents
% Number of alpha constituents and indices initialized
ii_Alpha=0; ind_Alpha_2=[];
% Alpha Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha={};state_arr_2_Alpha={};
% Alpha mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Alpha=[];prop_in_2_Alpha=[];
% If alpha constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% none present then it will be equal to one.
test_Alpha_3=0;
% Beta is non-saturation constituents
% Number of beta constituents and indicies initialized
ii_Beta=0; ind_Beta_2=[];
% Beta Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Beta={};state_arr_2_Beta={};
% Beta mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Beta=[];prop_in_2_Beta=[];
% If beta constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% non present then it will be equal to one.
test_Beta_3=0;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
if isnan(T_sat_1(i,1))
%% Beta non-saturation
% Constituents that have no saturation conditions at the
% given pressure.
% Beta Index
ii_Beta=ii_Beta+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Beta(ii_Beta,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Partial Pressure
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end

Pp_out_3_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Beta_2(ii_Beta,1)=i;
else
%% Alpha saturation
% Constituents that have saturation conditions at the given
% pressure.
% Alpha Index
ii_Alpha=ii_Alpha+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Temperature Array
T_sat_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,1)=T_sat_1(i,1);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Alpha_2(ii_Alpha,1)=i;
end

% If no constituents are at saturation
if ii_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Sort Alpha Constituents
% Sort Saturation Temperature
[Alpha_3B_dum]=sortrows(horzcat(T_sat_2_Alpha,ind_Alpha_2),1);
% Separate sorted matrix into temperature array
T_sat_3B_Alpha=Alpha_3B_dum(:,1);
% Separate sorted matrix into index array for reordering at the
% end of the function
ind_Alpha_3B=Alpha_3B_dum(:,2);
% Sort Chemical Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B=CHEM_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort phase array
state_arr_Alpha_3B=state_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort mass flow array
mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_1(1,ind_Alpha_3B);
% Sort constituent pressure array
Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1)';

end
%% Rearrange alpha and beta, if the T_sat(i) cannot exist for all
%% other constituents then it will be a new "Beta"
% Look at every saturation temperature and determine which is
% within the range of the OTHER alpha constituents. If it is not,
% then it is shifted to beta.
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Initialize updated alpha iterator to zero and beta iterator
% to the current beta.
i1_Alpha=0;i1_Beta=ii_Beta;
for i=2:2:length(T_sat_3B_Alpha)
%% Generate Fluid Property array

% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
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% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_dum=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B,...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha,T_sat_3B_Alpha(i,1),...
state_arr_Alpha_3B);
% Initialize test condition to the default, which is all of
% the remainin constituents exist at the given saturation
% condition.
ij_test=0;
for ij=i:2:length(Pp_out_3B_Alpha)
%% Determine if it is impossible for remaining
%% constituents to exist.
% This determines if from the current constituent to
% the last alpha constituent whether all of the
% remaining constituents can exist at the given
% saturation temperature.
if all(isnan(prop_dum(ij-1:ij,6)))
%% If one of the constituents cannot exist at the
%% given temperature range
% Change the condition for a constituent that
% cannot exist at the saturation range. This means
% the current constituent with it's saturation
% temperature must shift to beta because the
% remaining alpha's cannot exist in it's
% temperature range.
ij_test=1;
% Once this condition is found there is no reason
% to continue.
break
end
end
if ij_test==0
%% Updated Alpha
% All remaining alpha's can exist at the given
% saturation temeprature. This means the current
% constituent is an alpha.
% Index of updated alpha array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Alpha=i1_Alpha+2;
% Saturation temperature of updated alpha array
T_sat_3_Alpha(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
T_sat_3B_Alpha(i-1:i,1);
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated alpha array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated alpha array
state_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated alpha array
mdt_in_Alpha_3(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated alpha array
Pp_out_3_Alpha(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);
else
%% Updated Beta
% At least on constituent in the alpha array could not
% exist in this saturation temeprature. This means the
% current constituent must move from the alpha array to
% the beta array.
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end

end

end

% Index of updated beta array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Beta=i1_Beta+2;
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Beta_2(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated beta array
CHEM_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated beta array
state_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated beta array
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated beta array
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);

% If no constituents are at saturation, superfluous, but just a
% check. There really has to be ONE alpha present.
if i1_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
% If non-saturation constituents
if i1_Beta==0
% If non-saturation constituents do not exist
test_Beta_3=1;
else
% If non-saturation constituent exists
ind_Beta_3=ind_Beta_2;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
% If only saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Alpha_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
% If only non-saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Beta_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation no alpha or beta ',...
'constituents are present'])
else
% Saturation and non-saturation constituents present
ind_3=vertcat(ind_Alpha_3,ind_Beta_3);
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Saturation Matrix Vapor Quality
% Establish # of constituents w/ phase so # of Constituent*2
NN=length(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3);
% Initialize Square Matrix of Vapor quality to zero
gamma_arr=zeros(NN);
% Set Every constituent case to have a vapor quality of 0%
for i=1:2:NN-1
gamma_arr(:,i)=ones(NN,1);
end
% Create the rows that change the vapor quality (for each case
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% on each constituent from the end to the top rows
dum_case=1:2:NN;

end

for i=1:NN/2
% Forces the Saturation Matrix to have each case (unless
% capped off, there is no superheated vapor): Saturation
% liquid, Saturation vapor, and if applicable (superheated
% vapor). Constituent is in columns, case #'s are rows.
gamma_arr(dum_case(i)+1:NN,i*2-1:i*2)= horzcat(...
zeros(NN-dum_case(i),1),ones(NN-dum_case(i),1));
end
%% Mass Flow array of saturation cases for gamma_arr
% Total Constituent Mass
for i=1:NN/2
mdt_Alpha_const(1,i*2-1:i*2)=...
sum(mdt_in_Alpha_3(i*2-1:i*2));
end
% Mass Flow array, for each case. Follows the same format 1
% row, each phase and constituent has it's mass flow in the
% columns. Each case is the 3rd dimension.
for i=1:NN
gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i)=mdt_Alpha_const.*gamma_arr(i,:);
end

if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Saturation ONLY constituents
% Mass flow of all saturation cases
mdt_3=gamma_mdt_arr;
% Temperature of all saturation cases
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Constituent array of all saturation cases
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_Alpha_3;
% Phase array of all saturation cases
state_arr_3=state_arr_Alpha_3;
for i=1:NN
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_out(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_3);
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out(:,:,i),mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
%% Non-Saturation ONLY constituents
% Constituent array of all non-saturation constituents
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_2_Beta;
% Number of constituents
NN=length(CHEM_arr_3);
% Phase array of all non-saturation constituents
state_arr_3=state_arr_2_Beta;
% Inlet specific entropy array of all non-saturation
% constituents
s_in=prop_in(ind_3,7)';
% Inlet Saturation constituents, fills in for any that may be a
% different phase from inlet, and forces the specific entropy
% to be the same of each phase wrt the individual constituents.
s_in2=s_in;
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
if s_in(1,i-1)==0 && s_in(1,i)~=0
s_in2(1,i-1)=s_in2(1,i);
elseif s_in(1,i-1)~=0 && s_in(1,i)==0
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s_in2(1,i)=s_in2(1,i-1);
else
end

end
% Lookup fluid properties based on pressure and isentropic
% conditions for each phase and constituent
prop_out1=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out_3_Beta,...
s_in2,'s',state_arr_3);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for non-saturation
% constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6)) && isnan(prop_out1(i1*2,6))
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible situation of non-saturation ',...
'only constituents'])
elseif isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Outlet Mass Flow array after adjustments
mdt_3=mdt_in_2_Beta;
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out1,mdt_3);
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation. Both saturation and ',...
'non-saturation do not exist'])
else
%% Saturation and non-saturation mixed
% Saturation outlet temperature manifested for both saturation
% and non-saturation constituents
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Combined chemical array of saturation and non-saturation
% constituents
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,CHEM_arr_2_Beta);
% Combined phase array of saturation and non-saturation
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_Alpha_3,state_arr_2_Beta);
% Determine the mass flow and fluid properties of each
% saturation case
for i=1:NN
%% Iterate for each saturation case with all constituents
% Saturation constituents
prop_out_sat(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_Alpha_3);
% Non-saturation constituents at saturation temperatures
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_2_Beta,Pp_out_3_Beta,T_sat_3(i,1),...
state_arr_2_Beta);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for
% non-saturation constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out_nonsat1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i)) &&...
isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2,7,i))
%% Impossible Situation
elseif isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
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mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[mdt_dum,0];
end

end
% Combined Saturation and Non-saturation mass flow array of
% all constituents for each case.
mdt_3(1,:,i)=horzcat(gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i),...
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,:,i));
% Concatenated Fluid Property Array of every saturation
% case
prop_out1(:,:,i)=vertcat(prop_out_sat(:,:,i),...
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i));
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out1(:,:,i),...
mdt_3(1,:,i));

end
end
%% Store fluid property array
prop_3=prop_out;
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
:: Sorted fluid property array of each stream
% mdt_3
:: Sorted mass flow array of each stream
% CHEM_arr_3
:: Sorted Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_3
:: Sorted phase of each constituent
% ind_3
:: sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
%
everything to be resorted later in other
%
routines
% test_Alpha_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
%
present with saturation, and "1" for
%
constituents absent.
% test_Beta_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
%
constituents that exist without any
%
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
%
are absent.
% NN
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.
output={prop_3,mdt_3,CHEM_arr_3,state_arr_3,ind_3,test_Alpha_3,...
test_Beta_3,NN};

end
%% Specific Entropy of vapor and liquid
function output=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L)
%% Determine the mixed temperature & mass flow by an energy balance
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out enthalpy. This can have a phase change with
% multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
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%
% MM
% eps
%
% Q_L

sorted.
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
temperature
:: Heat rate entering ebalance

%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
%% Error check
ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,Q_L)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
% Previous heat rate (to be initialized in case relative error is
% preferred
Qdt_prev=Q_L;
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
% Inlet Enthalpy
H_in=sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
h_mean_in=H_in/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
% Determine the heat rate using saturation temperature
Qdt_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,6,i)')-H_in;
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
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if Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
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%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if Qdt_prev>=Qdt_out(i-1,1) &&...
Qdt_prev<=Qdt_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],Qdt_prev);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
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[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
Qdt_prev);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(i-1,1) && Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
Qdt_prev); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-...
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(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,...
mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
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% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
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end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

end
%% Partial Pressure Out
function Pp_out=Pp_mixtures_out(CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,MW_arr,P_in,pi_out)
%% Find the partial pressure of the outlet fluid streams
% Finds the mixed outlet pressure based on inlet mixed pressure,
% and pressure ratio across all components (outlet:inlet). It will
% then look at the vaporous components of each constituent for the
% moles. Then it will iterate across each constituent and BOTH
% liquid and vapor will have the same pressure. If there is a
% liquid present then that constituent will have a partial pressure
% which is a mole ratio of the vapor components multiplied by the
% mixed pressure. If there is no vapor present then the constituent
% in both fluid streams will manifest the mixed pressure.
%% Introduction:
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
% P_in
:: Mixed inlet pressure (MPa)
% pi_out
:: Outlet to inlet pressure ratio across all fluid
%
streams
%% Outputs:
% Pp_out
:: Partial Pressure of each fluid stream liquid and
% vapor components.
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array for every constituent and phase streams.
ndt_arr=mdt_arr./MW_arr; % kmol/s
% Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_mix_out=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Vapor component of each constituent for mols
ndt_vap_arr=ndt_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Summed vapor component of each constituent for mols
ndt_vap_sum=sum(ndt_vap_arr); % kmol/s
%% Partial Pressure array of each stream
% Vapor components have a partial pressure, liquids have the mixed
% pressure manifested
for ii=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if ndt_vap_arr(1,ii/2)==0
%% Liquid Only Present in Constituent
% Constituent has only liquid present. It will manifest the
% mixed outlet pressure for both liquid and vapor streams
% of the constituent being investigated.
Pp_out(ii-1:ii,1)=P_mix_out*[1;1]; % MPa
else
%% Vapor Present in Constituent
% Constituent has at least a vapor mass flow in fluid
% stream. It will manifest the partial pressure of the
% vapor component of the constituent being investigated
Pp_out(ii-1:ii,1)=P_mix_out*ndt_vap_arr(ii/2)/...
ndt_vap_sum*[1;1]; % MPa
end

end
%% Outputs:
% Pp_out
:: Partial Pressure of each fluid stream liquid and
% vapor components.
end
%% Error Check for ebalance subfunction
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function ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,...
Q_L)
% Error check ebalance function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% MM
:: Max number of iterations for energy balance
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed, and
%
mixed temperatures & mass flow
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate offset, aka heat sought
%% Function Name: ebalance_error
% Error check for input conditions of the ebalance fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(Q_L)
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error('Q_L variable for ebalance is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error('Q_L variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(MM)~=1
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error('MM needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error('Length of Q_L needs to be 1 for ebalance')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is NaN for ebalance')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is Inf for ebalance')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for ebalance')
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elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for ebalance'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for ebalance')
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error('Q_L is a complex number for ebalance')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
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end

end

'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])

end
%% Error Check for fluid_props
function fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
% Error check fluid_props function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for fluid_props')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'fluid_props'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
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for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
try
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
end
end
%% Error Check for fluid_props_gen
function fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
% Error check fluid_props_gen function. There are no outputs to
% other functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% error function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2)
error('input_2 variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array or string ',...
'for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isa(input_2,'numeric')
error('input_2 is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isstr(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type is NOT a string for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
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error(['State array is not a cell or a string for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif strcmp(input_2_type,'P')
error('input_2_type cannot be ''P'' for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~any(strcmp(input_2_type,{'T';'rho';'nu';'u';'h';'s';...
'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'mu';'k'}))
error(['input_2_type needs to be one of the 12 remaining ',...
'fluid properties for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isnan(input_2)
error('input_2 is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(input_2)
error('input_2 is Inf for fluid_props_gen')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props_gen'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ''s'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props_gen'])
end
end
end
%% Error Check for heat subfunction
function heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
% Error check heat function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Begin Function
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(P_out)
error('P_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(T_out)
error('T_out variable for heat is empty')
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elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('State variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(h_in)
error('h_in variable for heat is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' heat'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(P_out,'numeric')
error('P_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(T_out,'numeric')
error('T_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(state,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(h_in,'numeric')
error('h_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error('CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise')
elseif length(T_out)~=1
error('Length of T_out needs to be 1 for heat')
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(state)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(h_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['h_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif isnan(P_out)
error('P_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isnan(T_out)
error('T_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(h_in))
error('h_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isinf(P_out)
error('P_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(T_out)
error('T_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(h_in))
error('h_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
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error('mdt_in is <0 for heat')
elseif any(mdt<0)
error('mdt is <0 for heat')
elseif P_out<0
error('P_out is <0 for absolute pressure for heat')
elseif T_out<0
error('T_out is <0 for absolute temperature for heat')
end

end
%% Error Check for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001
function evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,...
state_arr,prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,Q_L,MM,eps,M1,eps_Pset)
%(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,prop_in,mdt_in,pi_out,Q_L,MM,eps)
%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data
%
array each row corresponding to each constituent in
%
the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% P_out_set :: Outlet Pressure ratio (MPa)
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
%
(kW)
% M1
:: Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
%
convergence
% eps_Pset :: Absolute error in outlet mixed pressure (MPa)
%% Function Name: evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001_error
% Error check for input conditions of the main program. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error(['NIST variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error(['CHEM_arr variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(state_arr)
error(['state variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error(['prop_in variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error(['mdt_in variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(Q_L)
error(['Q_L variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(MM)
error(['MM variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eps)
error(['eps variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(M1)
error(['M1 variable for ',...
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'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(state_arr,'cell')
error(['State array is not a cell for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(prop_in,'numeric')
error(['prop_in is not a numeric array for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error(['mdt is not a numeric array for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(P_out_set,'numeric')
error(['P_out_set is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error(['Q_L is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error(['MM is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error(['eps is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(M1,'numeric')
error(['M1 is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eps_Pset,'numeric')
error(['eps_Pset is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(P_out_set)~=1
error(['P_out_set is not a scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error(['eta_e is not a scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(MM)~=1
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error(['MM is not a scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(eps)~=1
error(['eps is not a scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(M1)~=1
error(['M1 is not a scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(eps_Pset)~=1
error(['eps_Pset is not a scalar for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error(['mdt variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error(['Q_L variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(MM)
error(['MM variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eps)
error(['eps variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(M1)
error(['M1 variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable is NaN for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error(['mdt_in variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error(['Q_L variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(MM)
error(['MM variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eps)
error(['eps variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(M1)
error(['M1 variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable is Inf for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
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'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error(['mdt_in contains a value <0 for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error(['mdt_in is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(P_out_set)~=0
error(['P_out_set is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif P_out_set<=0
error(['P_out_set has a value <=0 for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error(['Pump efficiency is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error(['MM is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif MM<1
error('MM has a value <1 for evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001')
elseif MM~=round(MM)
error(['MM is not an integer for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error(['eps is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(M1)~=0
error(['M1 is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif M1<1
error(['M1 has a value <1 for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif M1~=round(M1)
error(['M1 is not an integer for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eps_Pset)~=0
error(['eps_Pset is a complex number for ',...
'evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Check CHEM_arr with the contents in the NIST structure array
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
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' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])

end

end

end

end
end
% Check each value of the phase array to see if it is liquid or
% vapor and NOT saturation or foreign
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'v'},state_arr{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

B.3.4 BOILER
B.3.4.1

Boiler

function f_out=boiler_heatexch_MPMC_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_arr_A,...
state_1,state_A,Port_1,Port_2,Port_A,Port_B,M,eps,pi_out)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%% Introduction
% NIST
% CHEM_arr_1
%
% CHEM_arr_A
%
% state_1
%
%
%
% state_A
%
%
%
% Port_1
%
%
% Port_2
%
%
% Port_A
%
%
% Port_B
%
%
% M
%
%
% eps
% mdt_1
%
%
% mdt_2
%
%
% mdt_A
%
%
% mdt_B
%

:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
:: Constituent array for number side of heat exchanger.
Horizontal Cell array containing NIST fluid names.
:: Constituent array for letter side of heat exchanger
Horizontal Cell array containing NIST fluid names.
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
the NIST Lookup table, for number side of heat
exchanger. Vertical Cell array containing NIST
fluid state strings.
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
the NIST Lookup table, for letter side of heat
exchanger. Vertical Cell array containing NIST
fluid state strings.
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port 1.
Inlet of the number side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_1,fluid_1}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port 2.
Outlet of the number side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_2,fluid_2}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port A.
Inlet of the letter side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_A,fluid_A}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port B.
Outlet of the letter side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_B,fluid_B}
:: Max number of iterations to iterate (higher number
yields more accurate results, must be a scalar
integer value >1.
:: Error criterion in kW. Scalar
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
array. Related to Port 1, units in kg/s.
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
array. Related to Port 2, units in kg/s.
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
array. Related to Port A, units in kg/s.
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
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%
%
%
%
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

fluid_1

fluid_2

fluid_A

fluid_B

Qdt
CHEM_arr
mdt_in
output_in
state
pi_out
OUT

array. Related to Port B, units in kg/s.
:: NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port 1.
:: NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port 2.
:: NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port A.
:: NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port B.
:: Heat rate across either port 2 to 1 or port B to A.
Units in kW.
:: Generic NIST fluid constituent for the fluid in
the heat exchanger program.
:: Generic mass flow input to the heat exchanger
program.
:: Generic fluid property variable in the heat exchanger
program.
:: Generic fluid property variable in the heat exchanger
program.
:: Input outlet to inlet pressure ratio of unknown port.
:: Generic results of the heat exchanger program

%% Outputs:
% mdt_out
:: Missing input variable for mass flow is the output of
%
the function
% output_out
:: Missing input variable for fluid properties is the
%
output of the function
% Qdt_out
:: Heat rate is ALWAYS relative to change of energy rate
%
across port and A.
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate :: kW
% Mass flow :: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
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% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: boiler_heatexch_MPMC_v001
% This function takes two fluid flows, separated by a wall. This is a heat
% exchanger where the fluid flows are designated by two naming conventions.
% On the side of the cycle it is numbered, and on the heat source it is
% lettered. The numbered side has an inlet of *1, and an outlet of *2. The
% lettered side has an inlet of *A, and an outlet of *B. So long as 3 ports
% have known mass flow and fluid properties (from the NIST function) the
% heat rate, and the remaining port (mass flow and fluid properties) are
% known. The outputted heat rate of the function always looks at heat from
% the numbered side (the cycle side) of the heat exchanger.
% To use the function input all of input conditions EXCEPT one "Port", for
% the unkown properties in said "Port" enter for the input an empty cell
% array "{}". Then the mass flow, fluid properties, and heat rate relative
% to the number side is determined. Heat Addition is positive heat rate.
% Heat Rejection (Removal) is negative heat rate.
%
% This is based on boiler_heatexch_v003, however this now uses a new heat
% exchanger routine which can handle multiple constituents and multiple
% phases (where each constitutent can have a phase change rather than the
% first one. Since there are multiple constituents the mixed pressure will
% vary based on evaporation, condenssation of certain constituents so the
% outlet to inlet pressure ratio is used instead for simplicity. All
% constituents of the unknown port will have their constituent pressures
% changed by the same ratio.
%% Initial Conditions
f_out={};
if isempty(Port_B) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ...
~isempty(Port_A))
%% Case 1
% Q=H_2-H_1
% H_B=H_A-(Q)
% Q_out=Q
% Port 1 Mass Flow
mdt_1=Port_1{1,1};
% Port 1 Fluid Properties
fluid_1=Port_1{1,2};
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_2=Port_2{1,1};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
fluid_2=Port_2{1,2};
% Port A Mass Flow
mdt_A=Port_A{1,1};
% Port A Fluid Properties
fluid_A=Port_A{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port 1 & 2
Qdt=sum(mdt_2.*fluid_2(:,6)')-sum(mdt_1.*fluid_1(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port A & B
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_A;
% Mass Flow entering port A
mdt_in=mdt_A;
% Fluid properties entering port A
output_in=fluid_A;
% Fluid state of port A & B
state=state_A;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
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mdt_in,pi_out,-Qdt,M,eps);
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
% Port B Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=Qdt;
elseif isempty(Port_A) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 2
% Q=H_2-H_1
% H_A=H_B-(-Q)=H_B+Q
% Q_out=Q
% Port 1 Mass Flow
mdt_1=Port_1{1,1};
% Port 1 Fluid Properties
fluid_1=Port_1{1,2};
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_2=Port_2{1,1};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
fluid_2=Port_2{1,2};
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_B=Port_B{1,1};
% Port B Fluid Properties
fluid_B=Port_B{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port 1 & 2
Qdt=sum(mdt_2.*fluid_2(:,6)')-sum(mdt_1.*fluid_1(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port A & B
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_A;
% Mass Flow entering port A
mdt_in=mdt_B;
% Fluid properties entering port A
output_in=fluid_B;
% Fluid state of port A & B
state=state_A;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
mdt_in,pi_out,Qdt,M,eps);
% Port A Mass Flow
mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
% Port A Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=Qdt;
elseif isempty(Port_2) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 3
% Q=H_B-H_A
% H_2=H_1-(Q)
% Q_out-Q
% Port 1 Mass Flow
mdt_1=Port_1{1,1};
% Port 1 Fluid Properties
fluid_1=Port_1{1,2};
% Port A Mass Flow
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mdt_A=Port_A{1,1};
% Port A Fluid Properties
fluid_A=Port_A{1,2};
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_B=Port_B{1,1};
% Port B Fluid Properties
fluid_B=Port_B{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port A & B
Qdt=sum(mdt_B.*fluid_B(:,6)')-sum(mdt_A.*fluid_A(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port 1 & 2
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
% Mass Flow entering port 1
mdt_in=mdt_1;
% Fluid properties entering port 1
output_in=fluid_1;
% Fluid state of port 1 & 2
state=state_1;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
mdt_in,pi_out,-Qdt,M,eps);
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=-Qdt;
elseif isempty(Port_1) && (~isempty(Port_2) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 4
% Q=H_B-H_A
% H_1=H_2-(-Q)=H_2+Q
% Q_out-Q
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_2=Port_2{1,1};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
fluid_2=Port_2{1,2};
% Port A Mass Flow
mdt_A=Port_A{1,1};
% Port A Fluid Properties
fluid_A=Port_A{1,2};
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_B=Port_B{1,1};
% Port B Fluid Properties
fluid_B=Port_B{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port A & B
Qdt=sum(mdt_B.*fluid_B(:,6)')-sum(mdt_A.*fluid_A(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port 1 & 2
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
% Mass Flow entering port 2
mdt_in=mdt_2;
% Fluid properties entering port 2
output_in=fluid_2;
% Fluid state of port 1 & 2
state=state_1;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
mdt_in,pi_out,Qdt,M,eps);
% Port 1 Mass Flow
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mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
% Port 1 Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=-Qdt;
elseif (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
error('Overconstrained')
else
error('Incorrect inputs')
end
%% Outputs:
% mdt_out
:: Missing input variable for mass flow is the output of
%
the function
% output_out
:: Missing input variable for fluid properties is the
%
output of the function
% Qdt_out
:: Heat rate is ALWAYS relative to change of energy rate
%
across port and A.
f_out={mdt_out,output_out,Qdt_out};
end

B.3.4.2

Boiler with set pressure outlet of unknown stream

function f_out=boiler_heatexch_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,...
CHEM_arr_A,state_1,state_A,Port_1,Port_2,Port_A,Port_B,M,eps,...
P_out,M1,eps_Pset)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction
% NIST
% CHEM_arr_1
%
% CHEM_arr_A
%
% state_1
%
%
%
% state_A
%
%
%
% Port_1
%
%
% Port_2
%
%
% Port_A
%
%
% Port_B
%
%
% M
%
%
% eps
% mdt_1
%
%
% mdt_2
%
%
% mdt_A
%
%
% mdt_B
%
%
% fluid_1
%

:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
:: Constituent array for number side of heat exchanger.
Horizontal Cell array containing NIST fluid names.
:: Constituent array for letter side of heat exchanger
Horizontal Cell array containing NIST fluid names.
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
the NIST Lookup table, for number side of heat
exchanger. Vertical Cell array containing NIST
fluid state strings.
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
the NIST Lookup table, for letter side of heat
exchanger. Vertical Cell array containing NIST
fluid state strings.
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port 1.
Inlet of the number side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_1,fluid_1}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port 2.
Outlet of the number side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_2,fluid_2}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port A.
Inlet of the letter side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_A,fluid_A}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port B.
Outlet of the letter side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_B,fluid_B}
:: Max number of iterations to iterate (higher number
yields more accurate results, must be a scalar
integer value >1.
:: Error criterion in kW. Scalar
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
array. Related to Port 1, units in kg/s.
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
array. Related to Port 2, units in kg/s.
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
array. Related to Port A, units in kg/s.
:: Mass flow array correlating to the NIST chemical
array for CHEM_arr_1. This is a horizontal numerical
array. Related to Port B, units in kg/s.
:: NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

fluid_2

::

fluid_A

::

fluid_B

::

Qdt

::

CHEM_arr

::

mdt_in

::

output_in

::

state

::

P_out
M1

::
::

eps_Pset
OUT

::
::

horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port 1.
NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port 2.
NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port A.
NIST fluid property array, with each constituent in
the vertical direction, and the fluid property in the
horizontal direction, this is a 2-D numerical matrix.
Related to Port B.
Heat rate across either port 2 to 1 or port B to A.
Units in kW.
Generic NIST fluid constituent for the fluid in
the heat exchanger program.
Generic mass flow input to the heat exchanger
program.
Generic fluid property variable in the heat exchanger
program.
Generic fluid property variable in the heat exchanger
program.
Outlet Pressure of unknown port (MPa)
Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
convergence
Absolute error in outlet mixed pressure (MPa)
Generic results of the heat exchanger program

%% Outputs:
% mdt_out
:: Missing input variable for mass flow is the output of
%
the function
% output_out
:: Missing input variable for fluid properties is the
%
output of the function
% Qdt_out
:: Heat rate is ALWAYS relative to change of energy rate
%
across port and A.
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate :: kW
% Mass flow :: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
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% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: boiler_heatexch_MPMC_Pset_v001
% This function takes two fluid flows, separated by a wall. This is a heat
% exchanger where the fluid flows are designated by two naming conventions.
% On the side of the cycle it is numbered, and on the heat source it is
% lettered. The numbered side has an inlet of *1, and an outlet of *2. The
% lettered side has an inlet of *A, and an outlet of *B. So long as 3 ports
% have known mass flow and fluid properties (from the NIST function) the
% heat rate, and the remaining port (mass flow and fluid properties) are
% known. The outputted heat rate of the function always looks at heat from
% the numbered side (the cycle side) of the heat exchanger.
% To use the function input all of input conditions EXCEPT one "Port", for
% the unkown properties in said "Port" enter for the input an empty cell
% array "{}". Then the mass flow, fluid properties, and heat rate relative
% to the number side is determined. Heat Addition is positive heat rate.
% Heat Rejection (Removal) is negative heat rate.
%
% This is based on boiler_heatexch_v003, however this now uses a new heat
% exchanger routine which can handle multiple constituents and multiple
% phases (where each constitutent can have a phase change rather than the
% first one. Since there are multiple constituents the mixed pressure will
% vary based on evaporation, condenssation of certain constituents so the
% outlet to inlet pressure ratio is used instead for simplicity. All
% constituents of the unknown port will have their constituent pressures
% changed by the same ratio.
%% Initial Conditions
f_out={};
if isempty(Port_B) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ...
~isempty(Port_A))
%% Case 1
% Q=H_2-H_1
% H_B=H_A-(Q)
% Q_out=Q
% Port 1 Mass Flow
mdt_1=Port_1{1,1};
% Port 1 Fluid Properties
fluid_1=Port_1{1,2};
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_2=Port_2{1,1};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
fluid_2=Port_2{1,2};
% Port A Mass Flow
mdt_A=Port_A{1,1};
% Port A Fluid Properties
fluid_A=Port_A{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port 1 & 2
Qdt=sum(mdt_2.*fluid_2(:,6)')-sum(mdt_1.*fluid_1(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port A & B
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_A;
% Mass Flow entering port A
mdt_in=mdt_A;
% Fluid properties entering port A
output_in=fluid_A;
% Fluid state of port A & B
state=state_A;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
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mdt_in,P_out,-Qdt,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
% Port B Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=Qdt;
elseif isempty(Port_A) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 2
% Q=H_2-H_1
% H_A=H_B-(-Q)=H_B+Q
% Q_out=Q
% Port 1 Mass Flow
mdt_1=Port_1{1,1};
% Port 1 Fluid Properties
fluid_1=Port_1{1,2};
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_2=Port_2{1,1};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
fluid_2=Port_2{1,2};
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_B=Port_B{1,1};
% Port B Fluid Properties
fluid_B=Port_B{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port 1 & 2
Qdt=sum(mdt_2.*fluid_2(:,6)')-sum(mdt_1.*fluid_1(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port A & B
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_A;
% Mass Flow entering port A
mdt_in=mdt_B;
% Fluid properties entering port A
output_in=fluid_B;
% Fluid state of port A & B
state=state_A;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,Qdt,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Port A Mass Flow
mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
% Port A Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=Qdt;
elseif isempty(Port_2) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 3
% Q=H_B-H_A
% H_2=H_1-(Q)
% Q_out-Q
% Port 1 Mass Flow
mdt_1=Port_1{1,1};
% Port 1 Fluid Properties
fluid_1=Port_1{1,2};
% Port A Mass Flow
mdt_A=Port_A{1,1};
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% Port A Fluid Properties
fluid_A=Port_A{1,2};
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_B=Port_B{1,1};
% Port B Fluid Properties
fluid_B=Port_B{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port A & B
Qdt=sum(mdt_B.*fluid_B(:,6)')-sum(mdt_A.*fluid_A(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port 1 & 2
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
% Mass Flow entering port 1
mdt_in=mdt_1;
% Fluid properties entering port 1
output_in=fluid_1;
% Fluid state of port 1 & 2
state=state_1;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,-Qdt,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=-Qdt;
elseif isempty(Port_1) && (~isempty(Port_2) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 4
% Q=H_B-H_A
% H_1=H_2-(-Q)=H_2+Q
% Q_out-Q
% Port 2 Mass Flow
mdt_2=Port_2{1,1};
% Port 2 Fluid Properties
fluid_2=Port_2{1,2};
% Port A Mass Flow
mdt_A=Port_A{1,1};
% Port A Fluid Properties
fluid_A=Port_A{1,2};
% Port B Mass Flow
mdt_B=Port_B{1,1};
% Port B Fluid Properties
fluid_B=Port_B{1,2};
% Heat Rate across port A & B
Qdt=sum(mdt_B.*fluid_B(:,6)')-sum(mdt_A.*fluid_A(:,6)');
% Chemical array of port 1 & 2
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
% Mass Flow entering port 2
mdt_in=mdt_2;
% Fluid properties entering port 2
output_in=fluid_2;
% Fluid state of port 1 & 2
state=state_1;
% Heat exchanger function
OUT=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,output_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,Qdt,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Port 1 Mass Flow
mdt_out=OUT{1,4};
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% Port 1 Fluid Properties
output_out=OUT{1,2};
% Heat out relative to Port 2 to 1
Qdt_out=-Qdt;
elseif (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
error('Overconstrained')
else
error('Incorrect inputs')
end
%% Outputs:
% mdt_out
:: Missing input variable for mass flow is the output of
%
the function
% output_out
:: Missing input variable for fluid properties is the
%
output of the function
% Qdt_out
:: Heat rate is ALWAYS relative to change of energy rate
%
across port and A.
f_out={mdt_out,output_out,Qdt_out};
end

B.3.5 COMPRESSOR/TURBINE
B.3.5.1

Outlet Pressure Set

function
f_out=isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_Pknown_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,eta_stg,N,MM,eps,M1,eps_Pset)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% P_out_set :: Outlet Pressure ratio (MPa)
% eta_e
:: Stage Isentropic efficiency (0 to 1 for 0% to 100%)
% N
:: Number of Stages
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
% M1
:: Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
%
convergence
% eps_Pset :: Absolute error in outlet mixed pressure (MPa)
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Pwr_sum
:: Power Output (kW), neagtive for work input, positive for
%
work output
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
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% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate :: kW
% Mass flow :: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_v001
% Determines the power required based on isentropic efficiency, and outlet
% pressure ratio for a work device (pump, compressor, turbine). There can
% be MULTIPLE phase and multiple constituents. First organize the outlet
% conditions for isentropic and non-isentropic calculations. The power is
% calculated based on enthalpy change of inlet to outlet. Each stage
% isentropic and non-isentropic inlet/outlet conditions with power are
% stored for later use by the user.
%% Error check:
isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,eta_stg,N,MM,eps,M1,eps_Pset)
%% Find Molecular Weights
% Constituent Molecular Weights
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Inlet Mixed Pressure
% Inlet Mix Pressure
P_mix_in=P_mixtures(mdt_in,prop_in,MW_arr);
%% Iterated Pressure setting
% Initialize Outlet to Inlet Pressure ratio
pi_out=P_out_set/P_mix_in;
% Stage pressure ratio
pi_stg=pi_out^(1/N);
% Stage Pressure array Matrix. Ensures the mixed outlet pressure of each
% stage is static. This allows the outlet stage pressure ratio to be
% adjusted. 1st index is the inlet pressure to match the stage iteration
% index.
P_out_stg_arr=pi_out.^((0:N)./N)*P_mix_in;
%% Store inlet values
% Inlet mass flow of stage, in this case the 1st stage
mdt_prev=mdt_in;
% Inlet fluid properties of stage in this case the 1st stage
prop_prev=prop_in;
%% Stage Storage initializing
% Initialize Power Array for each stage. Index 1 is following old
% terminology for the inlet and is used on sizing programs. For a 1 to 1
% comparison this is being maintained
Pwr_arr(1)=0;
% Isentropic properties: inlet mass flow, inlet fluid properties, outlet
% mass flow, outlet fluid properties and isentropic stage power. This is to
% be used for each stage. Since this is the inlet stage inlet is identical
% to outlet and there is no change in properties, therefore there is no
% work.
isentropic_arr{1,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_prev,prop_prev,0};
% Actual properties, based on stage isentropic efficiency: inlet mass flow,
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% inlet fluid properties, outlet mass flow, outlet fluid properties and
% actual stage power. This is to be used for each stage. Since this is the
% inlet stage inlet is identical to outlet and there is no change in
% properties, therefore there is no work.
actual_arr{1,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_prev,prop_prev,0};
%% Begin Loop
for i_stg=2:N+1
%% Inlet Mixed Pressure
% Inlet Mix Pressure
P_mix_in=P_mixtures(mdt_prev,prop_prev,MW_arr);
% Outlet Set Mixed Pressure
P_out_stg_set=P_out_stg_arr(i_stg);
%% Iterate outlet pressure ratio to match set stage pressure
for jk=1:M1
%% Outlet Partial Pressure
Pp_out=Pp_mixtures_out(CHEM_arr,mdt_prev,MW_arr,...
P_mix_in,pi_stg);
%% Outlet Setup Conditions
% Sorts saturation, non-saturation, and a mixture of saturation &
% non-saturation constituents. If saturation can occur for a
% constituent based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts
% as a Alpha constituent. If saturation cannot occur for a
% constituent based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts
% as a Beta constituent. The alpha constituent sorts saturation
% temperature in ascending order. Then a mass flow array test
% matrix and fluid properties is calculated.
output_outletset=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_prev,...
prop_prev,Pp_out);
%% Determine the isentropic conditions of the work device
% Isentropic conditions use mixed specific entropy and entropy
% change with reference temperature for convergence as heat.
output_entropy=entropy(NIST,mdt_prev,prop_prev,output_outletset,...
MM,eps);
% Isentropic fluid properties
prop_isen=output_entropy{1,1};
% Isentropic mass flow stream
mdt_isen=output_entropy{1,2};
% Isentropic power output
Pwr_isen=sum(mdt_prev.*prop_prev(:,6)')-...
sum(mdt_isen.*prop_isen(:,6)');
%% Power based on isentropic efficiency for a single stage
if pi_stg>=1
Pwr_eff=Pwr_isen/eta_stg;
else
Pwr_eff=Pwr_isen*eta_stg;
end
%% Energy balance with efficiency
if eta_stg==1
% Save computational time and if the isentropic efficiency is
% 100% then reuse the isentropic output
output_enthalpy=output_entropy;
else
% If isentropic efficiency ~=100% then determine the outlet
% conditions by the difference in energy in the fluid at the
% updated pressure. Do an energy balance using the same input
% conditions as the isentropic case, but use enthalpy change to
% determine outlet temperature and vapor qualities of each
% constituent
output_enthalpy=ebalance(NIST,mdt_prev,prop_prev,...
output_outletset,MM,eps,-Pwr_eff);
end
% Outlet Fluid Properties
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prop_out=output_enthalpy{1,1};
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output_enthalpy{1,2};
% Actual Power output. This is different from Pwr_eff, where that
% calculated the power based on efficiency, and this reflects the
% actual power output based on the change in the fluid properties.
% (kW)
Pwr_act=sum(mdt_prev.*prop_prev(:,6)')-...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)');
%% Store Iterated Values
% Isentropic Stage Conditions
isentropic_arr{i_stg,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_isen,prop_isen,...
Pwr_isen};
% Actual Stage Conditions
actual_arr{i_stg,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_out,prop_out,Pwr_act};
% Actual Power Array
Pwr_arr(i_stg)=Pwr_act;
%% Determine Mixed Outlet Pressure
% Actual Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_mix_out_act=P_mixtures(mdt_out,prop_out,MW_arr);
%% Check Mixed Outlet Pressure, and adjust where needed
if abs(P_mix_out_act-P_out_stg_set)<eps_Pset
%% Convergence Criterion set
break
else
%% Adjust the mix pressure ratio out
pi_stg=pi_stg*P_out_stg_set/P_mix_out_act;
end
end
%% New inlet stage mass flow and properties
mdt_prev=mdt_out;
prop_prev=prop_out;
end
%% Summation of all stagest
% Total Power of Work device
Pwr_sum=sum(Pwr_arr);
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Pwr_sum
:: Power Output (kW), neagtive for work input, positive for
%
work output
f_out={prop_in,prop_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,Pwr_sum,isentropic_arr,...
actual_arr,Pwr_arr};
%% Sub function fluid property
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Determine the Fluid properties with temperature & pressure for
%% each constituent
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)
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%% Error Check:
fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Begin Function
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Temperature Array
% Allows a individual temperature array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
end

end

%% NIST lookup
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)

%% Generic fluid properties
function prop_out=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Determine the FLuid properties with pressure and any of the 12
%% remaining NIST fluid properties in the second input
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

%% Error check:
fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
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input_2_type,state)
%% Begin Function:
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure Array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Second Input Array
% Allows a individual second input array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent with multiple
% fluid states
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)

% Determines property of each constituent if there is only
% one state
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
%% Set any fluid property data to zero if it has no mass flow
%% associated with it. This will replace NaN's with zeroes which
%% allow mathematical operations to be completed.
% Temperature and pressure are left alone
%% Introduction:
% prop_in
:: Mixed inlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array(1,J)
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%% Begin Function:
% Determine the size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
% Initialize the output fluid property array
prop_out=prop_in;
% generate a zero array subset (to zero all inputs but temperature
% & pressure
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zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% If a constituent has zero mass give it the zero array row
%% subset. Otherwise leave it alone.
for k=1:n
if mdt(k)==0
prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Outlet heat rate
function [Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
%% Determine the Heat rate
% Determine the heat rate based on change in enthalpy with inlet
% mass flow and specific enthalpy, and outlet mass flow, pressure
% and temperature. The heat rate, and fluid properties.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array
%% Error Check:
heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in);
%% Begin Function:
% Determine fluid properties based on temperature and pressure
prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,state);
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% Convert any constituent with zero mdt to have zero values in
% every fluid property with exception of temprature and pressure
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out,mdt);
% Determine specific enthalpy
h_out=prop_out(:,6)';
% Determine heat rate based on inlet and outlet conditions
Qdt=sum(mdt.*h_out)-sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array

end
%% Establishes the saturation and mass flow arrays for other routines
function output=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,state_arr_1,mdt_in,...
prop_in,Pp_out_1)
%% Configures outlet conditions with known outlet pressure
% This determines saturation temperature of any constituent at the
% given pressure. Then separates the input constituent into two
% categories: Alpha for constituents with saturation conditions at
% the pressure, and Beta for constituents without saturation
% conditions at the pressure. Alpha constituents are resorted in
% ascending order for saturation temperatures. There is a test
% matrix of mass flows and saturation temperatures. This allows
% other functions to determine the outlet temperature and mass flow
% distributions. This of course is only applicable if there are
% Alpha constituents. It can handle Beta only, and Alpha & Beta
% constituents. It then outputs the relevant conditions for other
% routines. The chemcial constituents are
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr_1
:: Inlet Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_1
:: Phase of each constituent
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% pi_out
:: Outlet to inlet pressure ratio
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
% mdt_3
% CHEM_arr_3
% state_arr_3
% ind_3
%
%
% test_Alpha_3
%
%
%
%
% test_Beta_3
%
%
%
%
%
% NN

::
::
::
::
::

Sorted fluid property array of each stream
Sorted mass flow array of each stream
Sorted Constituent chemical array
Sorted phase of each constituent
sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
everything to be resorted later in other
routines
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
present with saturation, and "1" for
constituents absent.
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
constituents that exist without any
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
are absent.
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.

%% Begin Subfunction
% Inlet Pressure array
P_in=prop_in(:,2); % MPa
%% Generate Saturation Temperature of each consitutent
% Outlet Pressure array
%Pp_out_1=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Inlet Mass Flow array
mdt_in_1=mdt_in; % kg/s
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% Inlet Fluid Property array
prop_in_1=prop_in;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
% Saturation Temperature array. Extra input at the end hides
% the "outside saturation range" warning message.
T_sat_1(i,1)=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM_arr_1{i,1}},...
Pp_out_1(i,1),1);
end
%% Sort Constituent based on available saturation temperatures
% Alpha is saturation constituents
% Number of alpha constituents and indices initialized
ii_Alpha=0; ind_Alpha_2=[];
% Alpha Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha={};state_arr_2_Alpha={};
% Alpha mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Alpha=[];prop_in_2_Alpha=[];
% If alpha constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% none present then it will be equal to one.
test_Alpha_3=0;
% Beta is non-saturation constituents
% Number of beta constituents and indicies initialized
ii_Beta=0; ind_Beta_2=[];
% Beta Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Beta={};state_arr_2_Beta={};
% Beta mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Beta=[];prop_in_2_Beta=[];
% If beta constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% non present then it will be equal to one.
test_Beta_3=0;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
if isnan(T_sat_1(i,1))
%% Beta non-saturation
% Constituents that have no saturation conditions at the
% given pressure.
% Beta Index
ii_Beta=ii_Beta+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Beta(ii_Beta,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Beta_2(ii_Beta,1)=i;
else
%% Alpha saturation
% Constituents that have saturation conditions at the given
% pressure.
% Alpha Index
ii_Alpha=ii_Alpha+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
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end

end

% Temperature Array
T_sat_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,1)=T_sat_1(i,1);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Alpha_2(ii_Alpha,1)=i;

% If no constituents are at saturation
if ii_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Sort Alpha Constituents

end

% Sort Saturation Temperature
[Alpha_3B_dum]=sortrows(horzcat(T_sat_2_Alpha,ind_Alpha_2),1);
% Separate sorted matrix into temperature array
T_sat_3B_Alpha=Alpha_3B_dum(:,1);
% Separate sorted matrix into index array for reordering at the
% end of the function
ind_Alpha_3B=Alpha_3B_dum(:,2);
% Sort Chemical Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B=CHEM_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort phase array
state_arr_Alpha_3B=state_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort mass flow array
%mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B)
mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_1(1,ind_Alpha_3B);
% Sort constituent pressure array
%Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B)
Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1)';

%% Rearrange alpha and beta, if the T_sat(i) cannot exist for all
%% other constituents then it will be a new "Beta"
% Look at every saturation temperature and determine which is
% within the range of the OTHER alpha constituents. If it is not,
% then it is shifted to beta.
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Initialize updated alpha iterator to zero and beta iterator
% to the current beta.
i1_Alpha=0;i1_Beta=ii_Beta;
for i=2:2:length(T_sat_3B_Alpha)
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_dum=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B,...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha,T_sat_3B_Alpha(i,1),...
state_arr_Alpha_3B);
% Initialize test condition to the default, which is all of
% the remainin constituents exist at the given saturation
% condition.
ij_test=0;
for ij=i:2:length(Pp_out_3B_Alpha)
%% Determine if it is impossible for remaining
%% constituents to exist.
% This determines if from the current constituent to
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% the last alpha constituent whether all of the
% remaining constituents can exist at the given
% saturation temperature.
if all(isnan(prop_dum(ij-1:ij,6)))
%% If one of the constituents cannot exist at the
%% given temperature range
% Change the condition for a constituent that
% cannot exist at the saturation range. This means
% the current constituent with it's saturation
% temperature must shift to beta because the
% remaining alpha's cannot exist in it's
% temperature range.
ij_test=1;
% Once this condition is found there is no reason
% to continue.
break
end

end
if ij_test==0
%% Updated Alpha
% All remaining alpha's can exist at the given
% saturation temeprature. This means the current
% constituent is an alpha.

% Index of updated alpha array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Alpha=i1_Alpha+2;
% Saturation temperature of updated alpha array
T_sat_3_Alpha(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
T_sat_3B_Alpha(i-1:i,1);
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated alpha array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated alpha array
state_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated alpha array
mdt_in_Alpha_3(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated alpha array
Pp_out_3_Alpha(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);
else
%% Updated Beta
% At least on constituent in the alpha array could not
% exist in this saturation temeprature. This means the
% current constituent must move from the alpha array to
% the beta array.
% Index of updated beta array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Beta=i1_Beta+2;
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Beta_2(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated beta array
CHEM_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated beta array
state_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
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end

end

end

% Mass flow of updated beta array
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated beta array
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);

% If no constituents are at saturation, superfluous, but just a
% check. There really has to be ONE alpha present.
if i1_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
% If non-saturation constituents
if i1_Beta==0
% If non-saturation constituents do not exist
test_Beta_3=1;
else
% If non-saturation constituent exists
ind_Beta_3=ind_Beta_2;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
% If only saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Alpha_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
% If only non-saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Beta_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation no alpha or beta ',...
'constituents are present'])
else
% Saturation and non-saturation constituents present
ind_3=vertcat(ind_Alpha_3,ind_Beta_3);
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Saturation Matrix Vapor Quality
% Establish # of constituents w/ phase so # of Constituent*2
NN=length(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3);
% Initialize Square Matrix of Vapor quality to zero
gamma_arr=zeros(NN);
% Set Every constituent case to have a vapor quality of 0%
for i=1:2:NN-1
gamma_arr(:,i)=ones(NN,1);
end
% Create the rows that change the vapor quality (for each case
% on each constituent from the end to the top rows
dum_case=1:2:NN;
for i=1:NN/2
% Forces the Saturation Matrix to have each case (unless
% capped off, there is no superheated vapor): Saturation
% liquid, Saturation vapor, and if applicable (superheated
% vapor). Constituent is in columns, case #'s are rows.
gamma_arr(dum_case(i)+1:NN,i*2-1:i*2)= horzcat(...
zeros(NN-dum_case(i),1),ones(NN-dum_case(i),1));
end
%% Mass Flow array of saturation cases for gamma_arr
% Total Constituent Mass
for i=1:NN/2
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mdt_Alpha_const(1,i*2-1:i*2)=...
sum(mdt_in_Alpha_3(i*2-1:i*2));

end

end
% Mass Flow array, for each case. Follows the same format 1
% row, each phase and constituent has it's mass flow in the
% columns. Each case is the 3rd dimension.
for i=1:NN
gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i)=mdt_Alpha_const.*gamma_arr(i,:);
end

if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Saturation ONLY constituents
% Mass flow of all saturation cases
mdt_3=gamma_mdt_arr;
% Temperature of all saturation cases
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Constituent array of all saturation cases
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_Alpha_3;
% Phase array of all saturation cases
state_arr_3=state_arr_Alpha_3;
for i=1:NN
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_out(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_3);
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out(:,:,i),mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
%% Non-Saturation ONLY constituents
% Constituent array of all non-saturation constituents
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_2_Beta;
% Number of constituents
NN=length(CHEM_arr_3);
% Phase array of all non-saturation constituents
state_arr_3=state_arr_2_Beta;
% Inlet specific entropy array of all non-saturation
% constituents
s_in=prop_in(ind_3,7)';
% Inlet Saturation constituents, fills in for any that may be a
% different phase from inlet, and forces the specific entropy
% to be the same of each phase wrt the individual constituents.
s_in2=s_in;
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
if s_in(1,i-1)==0 && s_in(1,i)~=0
s_in2(1,i-1)=s_in2(1,i);
elseif s_in(1,i-1)~=0 && s_in(1,i)==0
s_in2(1,i)=s_in2(1,i-1);
else
end
end
% Lookup fluid properties based on pressure and isentropic
% conditions for each phase and constituent
prop_out1=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out_3_Beta,...
s_in2,'s',state_arr_3);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for non-saturation
% constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6)) && isnan(prop_out1(i1*2,6))
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible situation of non-saturation ',...
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'only constituents'])
elseif isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[mdt_dum,0];
end

end
% Outlet Mass Flow array after adjustments
mdt_3=mdt_in_2_Beta;
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out1,mdt_3);
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation. Both saturation and ',...
'non-saturation do not exist'])
else
%% Saturation and non-saturation mixed
% Saturation outlet temperature manifested for both saturation
% and non-saturation constituents
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Combined chemical array of saturation and non-saturation
% constituents
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,CHEM_arr_2_Beta);
% Combined phase array of saturation and non-saturation
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_Alpha_3,state_arr_2_Beta);
% Determine the mass flow and fluid properties of each
% saturation case
for i=1:NN
%% Iterate for each saturation case with all constituents
% Saturation constituents
prop_out_sat(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_Alpha_3);
% Non-saturation constituents at saturation temperatures
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_2_Beta,Pp_out_3_Beta,T_sat_3(i,1),...
state_arr_2_Beta);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for
% non-saturation constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out_nonsat1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i)) &&...
isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2,7,i))
%% Impossible Situation
elseif isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Combined Saturation and Non-saturation mass flow array of
% all constituents for each case.
mdt_3(1,:,i)=horzcat(gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i),...
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,:,i));
% Concatenated Fluid Property Array of every saturation
% case
prop_out1(:,:,i)=vertcat(prop_out_sat(:,:,i),...
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prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i));
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out1(:,:,i),...
mdt_3(1,:,i));

end

end
end
%% Store fluid property array
prop_3=prop_out;
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
:: Sorted fluid property array of each stream
% mdt_3
:: Sorted mass flow array of each stream
% CHEM_arr_3
:: Sorted Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_3
:: Sorted phase of each constituent
% ind_3
:: sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
%
everything to be resorted later in other
%
routines
% test_Alpha_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
%
present with saturation, and "1" for
%
constituents absent.
% test_Beta_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
%
constituents that exist without any
%
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
%
are absent.
% NN
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.
output={prop_3,mdt_3,CHEM_arr_3,state_arr_3,ind_3,test_Alpha_3,...
test_Beta_3,NN};

%% Isentropic outlet conditions
function output=entropy(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%% Determine the mixed temperature and mass flow of an isentropic
%% flow.
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out entropy. It looks at the change of entropy and
% multiplies it by standard temperature as a heat rate. Then the
% temperature is determined by specific heat of constant pressure.
% The vapor quality of a saturated constituent is determined by
% specific entropy of the outlet. Theis can have a phase change
% with multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
%
sorted.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
%
temperature
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
%
% mdt_4

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
are resorted
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
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%
are resorted
%% Error Check:
entropy_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
s_mean_in=sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,7)')/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
s_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,7,i)')/...
sum(mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
s_out=sum(mdt_3.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_3);
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
if s_mean_in<s_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
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% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,...
T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific
% entropy difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif s_mean_in>s_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy conditions
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,...
T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific
% entropy difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
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end

if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break

end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if s_mean_in>=s_out(i-1,1) && s_mean_in<=s_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],s_mean_in);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
% conditions
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out, mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy
s_out_iter=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Change in specific entropy
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ds=s_out_iter-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on
% specific entropy difference and standard
% temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
s_mean_in);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if s_mean_in>s_out(i-1,1) && s_mean_in<s_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
s_mean_in); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on
% specific entropy difference and standard
% temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
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error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
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% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific entropy
% difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Specific Entropy of vapor and liquid
function output=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L)
%% Determine the mixed temperature & mass flow by an energy balance
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out enthalpy. This can have a phase change with
% multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
%
sorted.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
%
temperature
% Q_L
:: Heat rate entering ebalance
%% Outputs:
% prop_4

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
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%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
%% Error check
ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,Q_L)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
% Previous heat rate (to be initialized in case relative error is
% preferred
Qdt_prev=Q_L;
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
% Inlet Enthalpy
H_in=sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
h_mean_in=H_in/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
% Determine the heat rate using saturation temperature
Qdt_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,6,i)')-H_in;
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
if Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
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% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
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error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if Qdt_prev>=Qdt_out(i-1,1) &&...
Qdt_prev<=Qdt_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],Qdt_prev);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
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Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
Qdt_prev);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(i-1,1) && Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
Qdt_prev); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-...
(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
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end

end
end

% Error criterion has been met
break

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,...
mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
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end

if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break

end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

end
%% Partial Pressure Out
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function Pp_out=Pp_mixtures_out(CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,MW_arr,P_in,pi_out)
%% Find the partial pressure of the outlet fluid streams
% Finds the mixed outlet pressure based on inlet mixed pressure,
% and pressure ratio across all components (outlet:inlet). It will
% then look at the vaporous components of each constituent for the
% moles. Then it will iterate across each constituent and BOTH
% liquid and vapor will have the same pressure. If there is a
% liquid present then that constituent will have a partial pressure
% which is a mole ratio of the vapor components multiplied by the
% mixed pressure. If there is no vapor present then the constituent
% in both fluid streams will manifest the mixed pressure.
%% Introduction:
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
% P_in
:: Mixed inlet pressure (MPa)
% pi_out
:: Outlet to inlet pressure ratio across all fluid
%
streams
%% Outputs:
% Pp_out
:: Partial Pressure of each fluid stream liquid and
% vapor components.
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array for every constituent and phase streams.
ndt_arr=mdt_arr./MW_arr; % kmol/s
% Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_mix_out=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Vapor component of each constituent for mols
ndt_vap_arr=ndt_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Summed vapor component of each constituent for mols
ndt_vap_sum=sum(ndt_vap_arr); % kmol/s
%% Partial Pressure array of each stream
% Vapor components have a partial pressure, liquids have the mixed
% pressure manifested
for ii=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if ndt_vap_arr(1,ii/2)==0
%% Liquid Only Present in Constituent
% Constituent has only liquid present. It will manifest the
% mixed outlet pressure for both liquid and vapor streams
% of the constituent being investigated.
Pp_out(ii-1:ii,1)=P_mix_out*[1;1]; % MPa
else
%% Vapor Present in Constituent
% Constituent has at least a vapor mass flow in fluid
% stream. It will manifest the partial pressure of the
% vapor component of the constituent being investigated
Pp_out(ii-1:ii,1)=P_mix_out*ndt_vap_arr(ii/2)/...
ndt_vap_sum*[1;1]; % MPa
end

end
%% Outputs:
% Pp_out
:: Partial Pressure of each fluid stream liquid and
% vapor components.

end
%% Error Check for ebalance subfunction
function ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,...
Q_L)
% Error check ebalance function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
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%
%
%
%
%
%

mdt
state
MM
eps
Q_L

::
::
::
::

Mass flow of each constituent
Phase of each constituent
Max number of iterations for energy balance
Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed, and
mixed temperatures & mass flow
:: Heat Rate offset, aka heat sought

%% Function Name: ebalance_error
% Error check for input conditions of the ebalance fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable for ebalance is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' ebalance'])
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elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error('Q_L variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error('Length of Q_L needs to be 1 for ebalance')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
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elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is NaN for ebalance')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is Inf for ebalance')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
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error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for ebalance'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for ebalance')
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error('Q_L is a complex number for ebalance')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end

end

% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

end
%% Error Check for entropy
function entropy_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%
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%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each constituent
% output_outletset :: Established outlet saturation or
%
non-saturation conditions
% MM
:: Max number of iterations for energy balance
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed,
%
and mixed temperatures & mass flow
%% Function Name: entropy_error
% Error check for input conditions of the entropy fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for entropy is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' entropy'])
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elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for entropy')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for entropy')
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elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for entropy')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for entropy')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for entropy')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for entropy')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for entropy')
elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for entropy')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for entropy')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
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error('NN is a complex number for entropy')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for entropy'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for entropy')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for entropy')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for entropy')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end

end

% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

end
%% Error Check for fluid_props
function fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
% Error check fluid_props function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
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%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for fluid_props')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'fluid_props'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
try
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
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end
end
%% Error Check for fluid_props_gen
function fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
% Error check fluid_props_gen function. There are no outputs to
% other functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% error function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2)
error('input_2 variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array or string ',...
'for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isa(input_2,'numeric')
error('input_2 is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isstr(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type is NOT a string for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error(['State array is not a cell or a string for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif strcmp(input_2_type,'P')
error('input_2_type cannot be ''P'' for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~any(strcmp(input_2_type,{'T';'rho';'nu';'u';'h';'s';...
'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'mu';'k'}))
error(['input_2_type needs to be one of the 12 remaining ',...
'fluid properties for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isnan(input_2)
error('input_2 is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for heat')
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elseif isinf(input_2)
error('input_2 is Inf for fluid_props_gen')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props_gen'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ''s'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props_gen'])
end
end
end
%% Error Check for heat subfunction
function heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
% Error check heat function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent

error

%% Begin Function
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(P_out)
error('P_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(T_out)
error('T_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('State variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(h_in)
error('h_in variable for heat is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' heat'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(P_out,'numeric')
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error('P_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(T_out,'numeric')
error('T_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(state,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(h_in,'numeric')
error('h_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error('CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise')
elseif length(T_out)~=1
error('Length of T_out needs to be 1 for heat')
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(state)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(h_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['h_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif isnan(P_out)
error('P_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isnan(T_out)
error('T_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(h_in))
error('h_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isinf(P_out)
error('P_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(T_out)
error('T_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(h_in))
error('h_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in is <0 for heat')
elseif any(mdt<0)
error('mdt is <0 for heat')
elseif P_out<0
error('P_out is <0 for absolute pressure for heat')
elseif T_out<0
error('T_out is <0 for absolute temperature for heat')
end

end
%% Error Check for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_v001
function isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,...
state_arr,prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,eta_stg,N,MM,eps,M1,...
eps_Pset)
%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
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% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data
%
array each row corresponding to each constituent in
%
the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% P_out_set :: Outlet Pressure ratio (MPa)
% eta_stg
:: Isentropic efficiency (0 to 1)
% N
:: Number of Stages
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
% M1
:: Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
%
convergence
% eps_Pset :: Absolute error in outlet mixed pressure (MPa)
%% Function Name: isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001
% Error check for input conditions of the main program. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error(['NIST variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error(['CHEM_arr variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(state_arr)
error(['state variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error(['prop_in variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error(['mdt_in variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eta_stg)
error(['eta_stg variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(N)
error(['N variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(MM)
error(['MM variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eps)
error(['eps variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(M1)
error(['M1 variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
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elseif ~isa(state_arr,'cell')
error(['State array is not a cell for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(prop_in,'numeric')
error(['prop_in is not a numeric array for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error(['mdt is not a numeric array for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(P_out_set,'numeric')
error(['P_out_set is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eta_stg,'numeric')
error(['eta_stg is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(N,'numeric')
error(['N is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error(['MM is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error(['eps is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(M1,'numeric')
error(['M1 is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eps_Pset,'numeric')
error(['eps_Pset is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(P_out_set)~=1
error(['P_out_set is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(eta_stg)~=1
error(['eta_e is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(N)~=1
error(['N is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(MM)~=1
error(['MM is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(eps)~=1
error(['eps is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(M1)~=1
error(['M1 is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
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elseif length(eps_Pset)~=1
error(['eps_Pset is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error(['mdt variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eta_stg)
error(['eta_stg variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(N)
error(['N variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(MM)
error(['MM variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eps)
error(['eps variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(M1)
error(['M1 variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error(['mdt_in variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eta_stg)
error(['eta_stg variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(N)
error(['N variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(MM)
error(['MM variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eps)
error(['eps variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(M1)
error(['M1 variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
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error(['mdt_in contains a value <0 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error(['mdt_in is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(P_out_set)~=0
error(['P_out_set is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif P_out_set<=0
error(['P_out_set has a value <=0 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eta_stg)~=0
error(['Stage efficiency is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif eta_stg<0
warning(['Stage efficiency (eta_stg)>0% (0) for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(N)~=0
error(['N is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error(['MM is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif N<1
error(['N has a value <1 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif MM<1
error(['MM has a value <1 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif N~=round(N)
error(['N is not an integer for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif MM~=round(MM)
error(['MM is not an integer for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error(['eps is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(M1)~=0
error(['M1 is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif M1<1
error(['M1 has a value <1 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif M1~=round(M1)
error(['M1 is not an integer for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eps_Pset)~=0
error(['eps_Pset is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Check CHEM_arr with the contents in the NIST structure array
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1}))
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end

end

B.3.5.2

end

error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check each value of the phase array to see if it is liquid or
% vapor and NOT saturation or foreign
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'v'},state_arr{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

Stage Pressure Set

function
f_out=isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_Pknown_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,eta_stg,N,MM,eps,M1,eps_Pset,P_out_stg_arr)
%% This is NOT meant for cycles, only TURBINE comparisons
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% P_out_set :: Outlet Pressure ratio (MPa)
% eta_e
:: Stage Isentropic efficiency (0 to 1 for 0% to 100%)
% N
:: Number of Stages
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
% M1
:: Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
%
convergence
% eps_Pset :: Absolute error in outlet mixed pressure (MPa)
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Pwr_sum
:: Power Output (kW), neagtive for work input, positive for
%
work output
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
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% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate :: kW
% Mass flow :: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_v001
% Determines the power required based on isentropic efficiency, and outlet
% pressure ratio for a work device (pump, compressor, turbine). There can
% be MULTIPLE phase and multiple constituents. First organize the outlet
% conditions for isentropic and non-isentropic calculations. The power is
% calculated based on enthalpy change of inlet to outlet. Each stage
% isentropic and non-isentropic inlet/outlet conditions with power are
% stored for later use by the user.
%% Error check:
isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,...
prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,eta_stg,N,MM,eps,M1,eps_Pset)
%% Find Molecular Weights
% Constituent Molecular Weights
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
%% Inlet Mixed Pressure
% Inlet Mix Pressure
P_mix_in=P_mixtures(mdt_in,prop_in,MW_arr);
%% Iterated Pressure setting
% Initialize Outlet to Inlet Pressure ratio
pi_out=P_out_set/P_mix_in;
% Stage pressure ratio
pi_stg=pi_out^(1/N);
% Stage Pressure array Matrix. Ensures the mixed outlet pressure of each
% stage is static. This allows the outlet stage pressure ratio to be
% adjusted. 1st index is the inlet pressure to match the stage iteration
% index.
%P_out_stg_arr=pi_out.^((0:N)./N)*P_mix_in;
%% Store inlet values
% Inlet mass flow of stage, in this case the 1st stage
mdt_prev=mdt_in;
% Inlet fluid properties of stage in this case the 1st stage
prop_prev=prop_in;
%% Stage Storage initializing
% Initialize Power Array for each stage. Index 1 is following old
% terminology for the inlet and is used on sizing programs. For a 1 to 1
% comparison this is being maintained
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Pwr_arr(1)=0;
% Isentropic properties: inlet mass flow, inlet fluid properties, outlet
% mass flow, outlet fluid properties and isentropic stage power. This is to
% be used for each stage. Since this is the inlet stage inlet is identical
% to outlet and there is no change in properties, therefore there is no
% work.
isentropic_arr{1,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_prev,prop_prev,0};
% Actual properties, based on stage isentropic efficiency: inlet mass flow,
% inlet fluid properties, outlet mass flow, outlet fluid properties and
% actual stage power. This is to be used for each stage. Since this is the
% inlet stage inlet is identical to outlet and there is no change in
% properties, therefore there is no work.
actual_arr{1,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_prev,prop_prev,0};
%% Begin Loop
for i_stg=2:N+1
%% Inlet Mixed Pressure
% Inlet Mix Pressure
P_mix_in=P_mixtures(mdt_prev,prop_prev,MW_arr);
% Outlet Set Mixed Pressure
P_out_stg_set=P_out_stg_arr(i_stg);
%% Iterate outlet pressure ratio to match set stage pressure
for jk=1:M1
%% Outlet Partial Pressure
Pp_out=Pp_mixtures_out(CHEM_arr,mdt_prev,MW_arr,...
P_mix_in,pi_stg);
%% Outlet Setup Conditions
% Sorts saturation, non-saturation, and a mixture of saturation &
% non-saturation constituents. If saturation can occur for a
% constituent based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts
% as a Alpha constituent. If saturation cannot occur for a
% constituent based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts
% as a Beta constituent. The alpha constituent sorts saturation
% temperature in ascending order. Then a mass flow array test
% matrix and fluid properties is calculated.
output_outletset=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_prev,...
prop_prev,Pp_out);
%% Determine the isentropic conditions of the work device
% Isentropic conditions use mixed specific entropy and entropy
% change with reference temperature for convergence as heat.
output_entropy=entropy(NIST,mdt_prev,prop_prev,output_outletset,...
MM,eps);
% Isentropic fluid properties
prop_isen=output_entropy{1,1};
% Isentropic mass flow stream
mdt_isen=output_entropy{1,2};
% Isentropic power output
Pwr_isen=sum(mdt_prev.*prop_prev(:,6)')-...
sum(mdt_isen.*prop_isen(:,6)');
%% Power based on isentropic efficiency for a single stage
if pi_stg>=1
Pwr_eff=Pwr_isen/eta_stg;
else
Pwr_eff=Pwr_isen*eta_stg;
end
%% Energy balance with efficiency
if eta_stg==1
% Save computational time and if the isentropic efficiency is
% 100% then reuse the isentropic output
output_enthalpy=output_entropy;
else
% If isentropic efficiency ~=100% then determine the outlet
% conditions by the difference in energy in the fluid at the
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% updated pressure. Do an energy balance using the same input
% conditions as the isentropic case, but use enthalpy change to
% determine outlet temperature and vapor qualities of each
% constituent
output_enthalpy=ebalance(NIST,mdt_prev,prop_prev,...
output_outletset,MM,eps,-Pwr_eff);

end
% Outlet Fluid Properties
prop_out=output_enthalpy{1,1};
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output_enthalpy{1,2};
% Actual Power output. This is different from Pwr_eff, where that
% calculated the power based on efficiency, and this reflects the
% actual power output based on the change in the fluid properties.
% (kW)
Pwr_act=sum(mdt_prev.*prop_prev(:,6)')-...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)');
%% Store Iterated Values
% Isentropic Stage Conditions
isentropic_arr{i_stg,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_isen,prop_isen,...
Pwr_isen};
% Actual Stage Conditions
actual_arr{i_stg,:}={mdt_prev,prop_prev,mdt_out,prop_out,Pwr_act};
% Actual Power Array
Pwr_arr(i_stg)=Pwr_act;
%% Determine Mixed Outlet Pressure
% Actual Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_mix_out_act=P_mixtures(mdt_out,prop_out,MW_arr);
%% Check Mixed Outlet Pressure, and adjust where needed
if abs(P_mix_out_act-P_out_stg_set)<eps_Pset
%% Convergence Criterion set
break
else
%% Adjust the mix pressure ratio out
pi_stg=pi_stg*P_out_stg_set/P_mix_out_act;
end
end
%% New inlet stage mass flow and properties
mdt_prev=mdt_out;
prop_prev=prop_out;
end
%% Summation of all stagest
% Total Power of Work device
Pwr_sum=sum(Pwr_arr);
%% Outputs:
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% prop_out :: Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
%
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% mdt_out
:: Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% Pwr_sum
:: Power Output (kW), neagtive for work input, positive for
%
work output
f_out={prop_in,prop_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,Pwr_sum,isentropic_arr,...
actual_arr,Pwr_arr};
%% Sub function fluid property
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Determine the Fluid properties with temperature & pressure for
%% each constituent
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
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% CHEM_arr
% P
% T
% state
%
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

::
::
::
::

Constituent array
Pressure (MPa)
Temperature (K)
Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
the NIST Lookup table.

:: NIST fluid property array (J,13)

%% Error Check:
fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Begin Function
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Temperature Array
% Allows a individual temperature array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
end

end

%% NIST lookup
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)

%% Generic fluid properties
function prop_out=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Determine the FLuid properties with pressure and any of the 12
%% remaining NIST fluid properties in the second input
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
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%
% state

pressure
:: Phase of each constituent

%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

%% Error check:
fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Begin Function:
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure Array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Second Input Array
% Allows a individual second input array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent with multiple
% fluid states
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)

% Determines property of each constituent if there is only
% one state
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04b(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
%% Set any fluid property data to zero if it has no mass flow
%% associated with it. This will replace NaN's with zeroes which
%% allow mathematical operations to be completed.
% Temperature and pressure are left alone
%% Introduction:
% prop_in
:: Mixed inlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array(1,J)
%% Outputs:
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% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%% Begin Function:
% Determine the size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
% Initialize the output fluid property array
prop_out=prop_in;
% generate a zero array subset (to zero all inputs but temperature
% & pressure
zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% If a constituent has zero mass give it the zero array row
%% subset. Otherwise leave it alone.
for k=1:n
if mdt(k)==0
prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Outlet heat rate
function [Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
%% Determine the Heat rate
% Determine the heat rate based on change in enthalpy with inlet
% mass flow and specific enthalpy, and outlet mass flow, pressure
% and temperature. The heat rate, and fluid properties.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
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%

floating point array

%% Error Check:
heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in);
%% Begin Function:
% Determine fluid properties based on temperature and pressure
prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,state);
% Convert any constituent with zero mdt to have zero values in
% every fluid property with exception of temprature and pressure
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out,mdt);
% Determine specific enthalpy
h_out=prop_out(:,6)';
% Determine heat rate based on inlet and outlet conditions
Qdt=sum(mdt.*h_out)-sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array

end
%% Establishes the saturation and mass flow arrays for other routines
function output=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,state_arr_1,mdt_in,...
prop_in,Pp_out_1)
%% Configures outlet conditions with known outlet pressure
% This determines saturation temperature of any constituent at the
% given pressure. Then separates the input constituent into two
% categories: Alpha for constituents with saturation conditions at
% the pressure, and Beta for constituents without saturation
% conditions at the pressure. Alpha constituents are resorted in
% ascending order for saturation temperatures. There is a test
% matrix of mass flows and saturation temperatures. This allows
% other functions to determine the outlet temperature and mass flow
% distributions. This of course is only applicable if there are
% Alpha constituents. It can handle Beta only, and Alpha & Beta
% constituents. It then outputs the relevant conditions for other
% routines. The chemcial constituents are
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr_1
:: Inlet Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_1
:: Phase of each constituent
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% pi_out
:: Outlet to inlet pressure ratio
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
% mdt_3
% CHEM_arr_3
% state_arr_3
% ind_3
%
%
% test_Alpha_3
%
%
%
%
% test_Beta_3
%
%
%
%
%
% NN

::
::
::
::
::

Sorted fluid property array of each stream
Sorted mass flow array of each stream
Sorted Constituent chemical array
Sorted phase of each constituent
sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
everything to be resorted later in other
routines
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
present with saturation, and "1" for
constituents absent.
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
constituents that exist without any
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
are absent.
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.
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%% Begin Subfunction
% Inlet Pressure array
P_in=prop_in(:,2); % MPa
%% Generate Saturation Temperature of each consitutent
% Outlet Pressure array
%Pp_out_1=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Inlet Mass Flow array
mdt_in_1=mdt_in; % kg/s
% Inlet Fluid Property array
prop_in_1=prop_in;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
% Saturation Temperature array. Extra input at the end hides
% the "outside saturation range" warning message.
T_sat_1(i,1)=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM_arr_1{i,1}},...
Pp_out_1(i,1),1);
end
%% Sort Constituent based on available saturation temperatures
% Alpha is saturation constituents
% Number of alpha constituents and indices initialized
ii_Alpha=0; ind_Alpha_2=[];
% Alpha Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha={};state_arr_2_Alpha={};
% Alpha mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Alpha=[];prop_in_2_Alpha=[];
% If alpha constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% none present then it will be equal to one.
test_Alpha_3=0;
% Beta is non-saturation constituents
% Number of beta constituents and indicies initialized
ii_Beta=0; ind_Beta_2=[];
% Beta Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Beta={};state_arr_2_Beta={};
% Beta mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Beta=[];prop_in_2_Beta=[];
% If beta constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% non present then it will be equal to one.
test_Beta_3=0;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
if isnan(T_sat_1(i,1))
%% Beta non-saturation
% Constituents that have no saturation conditions at the
% given pressure.
% Beta Index
ii_Beta=ii_Beta+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Beta(ii_Beta,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Beta_2(ii_Beta,1)=i;
else
%% Alpha saturation
% Constituents that have saturation conditions at the given
% pressure.
% Alpha Index
ii_Alpha=ii_Alpha+1;
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end

end

% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Temperature Array
T_sat_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,1)=T_sat_1(i,1);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Alpha_2(ii_Alpha,1)=i;

% If no constituents are at saturation
if ii_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Sort Alpha Constituents

end

% Sort Saturation Temperature
[Alpha_3B_dum]=sortrows(horzcat(T_sat_2_Alpha,ind_Alpha_2),1);
% Separate sorted matrix into temperature array
T_sat_3B_Alpha=Alpha_3B_dum(:,1);
% Separate sorted matrix into index array for reordering at the
% end of the function
ind_Alpha_3B=Alpha_3B_dum(:,2);
% Sort Chemical Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B=CHEM_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort phase array
state_arr_Alpha_3B=state_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort mass flow array
%mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B)
mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_1(1,ind_Alpha_3B);
% Sort constituent pressure array
%Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B)
Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1)';

%% Rearrange alpha and beta, if the T_sat(i) cannot exist for all
%% other constituents then it will be a new "Beta"
% Look at every saturation temperature and determine which is
% within the range of the OTHER alpha constituents. If it is not,
% then it is shifted to beta.
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Initialize updated alpha iterator to zero and beta iterator
% to the current beta.
i1_Alpha=0;i1_Beta=ii_Beta;
for i=2:2:length(T_sat_3B_Alpha)
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_dum=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B,...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha,T_sat_3B_Alpha(i,1),...
state_arr_Alpha_3B);
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% Initialize test condition to the default, which is all of
% the remainin constituents exist at the given saturation
% condition.
ij_test=0;
for ij=i:2:length(Pp_out_3B_Alpha)
%% Determine if it is impossible for remaining
%% constituents to exist.
% This determines if from the current constituent to
% the last alpha constituent whether all of the
% remaining constituents can exist at the given
% saturation temperature.
if all(isnan(prop_dum(ij-1:ij,6)))
%% If one of the constituents cannot exist at the
%% given temperature range
% Change the condition for a constituent that
% cannot exist at the saturation range. This means
% the current constituent with it's saturation
% temperature must shift to beta because the
% remaining alpha's cannot exist in it's
% temperature range.
ij_test=1;
% Once this condition is found there is no reason
% to continue.
break
end
end
if ij_test==0
%% Updated Alpha
% All remaining alpha's can exist at the given
% saturation temeprature. This means the current
% constituent is an alpha.
% Index of updated alpha array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Alpha=i1_Alpha+2;
% Saturation temperature of updated alpha array
T_sat_3_Alpha(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
T_sat_3B_Alpha(i-1:i,1);
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated alpha array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated alpha array
state_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated alpha array
mdt_in_Alpha_3(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated alpha array
Pp_out_3_Alpha(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);
else
%% Updated Beta
% At least on constituent in the alpha array could not
% exist in this saturation temeprature. This means the
% current constituent must move from the alpha array to
% the beta array.
% Index of updated beta array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Beta=i1_Beta+2;
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
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end

end

end

% resorting
ind_Beta_2(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated beta array
CHEM_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated beta array
state_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated beta array
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated beta array
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);

% If no constituents are at saturation, superfluous, but just a
% check. There really has to be ONE alpha present.
if i1_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
% If non-saturation constituents
if i1_Beta==0
% If non-saturation constituents do not exist
test_Beta_3=1;
else
% If non-saturation constituent exists
ind_Beta_3=ind_Beta_2;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
% If only saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Alpha_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
% If only non-saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Beta_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation no alpha or beta ',...
'constituents are present'])
else
% Saturation and non-saturation constituents present
ind_3=vertcat(ind_Alpha_3,ind_Beta_3);
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Saturation Matrix Vapor Quality
% Establish # of constituents w/ phase so # of Constituent*2
NN=length(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3);
% Initialize Square Matrix of Vapor quality to zero
gamma_arr=zeros(NN);
% Set Every constituent case to have a vapor quality of 0%
for i=1:2:NN-1
gamma_arr(:,i)=ones(NN,1);
end
% Create the rows that change the vapor quality (for each case
% on each constituent from the end to the top rows
dum_case=1:2:NN;
for i=1:NN/2
% Forces the Saturation Matrix to have each case (unless
% capped off, there is no superheated vapor): Saturation
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% liquid, Saturation vapor, and if applicable (superheated
% vapor). Constituent is in columns, case #'s are rows.
gamma_arr(dum_case(i)+1:NN,i*2-1:i*2)= horzcat(...
zeros(NN-dum_case(i),1),ones(NN-dum_case(i),1));

end

end
%% Mass Flow array of saturation cases for gamma_arr
% Total Constituent Mass
for i=1:NN/2
mdt_Alpha_const(1,i*2-1:i*2)=...
sum(mdt_in_Alpha_3(i*2-1:i*2));
end
% Mass Flow array, for each case. Follows the same format 1
% row, each phase and constituent has it's mass flow in the
% columns. Each case is the 3rd dimension.
for i=1:NN
gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i)=mdt_Alpha_const.*gamma_arr(i,:);
end

if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Saturation ONLY constituents
% Mass flow of all saturation cases
mdt_3=gamma_mdt_arr;
% Temperature of all saturation cases
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Constituent array of all saturation cases
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_Alpha_3;
% Phase array of all saturation cases
state_arr_3=state_arr_Alpha_3;
for i=1:NN
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_out(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_3);
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out(:,:,i),mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
%% Non-Saturation ONLY constituents
% Constituent array of all non-saturation constituents
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_2_Beta;
% Number of constituents
NN=length(CHEM_arr_3);
% Phase array of all non-saturation constituents
state_arr_3=state_arr_2_Beta;
% Inlet specific entropy array of all non-saturation
% constituents
s_in=prop_in(ind_3,7)';
% Inlet Saturation constituents, fills in for any that may be a
% different phase from inlet, and forces the specific entropy
% to be the same of each phase wrt the individual constituents.
s_in2=s_in;
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
if s_in(1,i-1)==0 && s_in(1,i)~=0
s_in2(1,i-1)=s_in2(1,i);
elseif s_in(1,i-1)~=0 && s_in(1,i)==0
s_in2(1,i)=s_in2(1,i-1);
else
end
end
% Lookup fluid properties based on pressure and isentropic
% conditions for each phase and constituent
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prop_out1=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out_3_Beta,...
s_in2,'s',state_arr_3);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for non-saturation
% constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6)) && isnan(prop_out1(i1*2,6))
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible situation of non-saturation ',...
'only constituents'])
elseif isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Outlet Mass Flow array after adjustments
mdt_3=mdt_in_2_Beta;
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out1,mdt_3);
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation. Both saturation and ',...
'non-saturation do not exist'])
else
%% Saturation and non-saturation mixed
% Saturation outlet temperature manifested for both saturation
% and non-saturation constituents
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Combined chemical array of saturation and non-saturation
% constituents
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,CHEM_arr_2_Beta);
% Combined phase array of saturation and non-saturation
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_Alpha_3,state_arr_2_Beta);
% Determine the mass flow and fluid properties of each
% saturation case
for i=1:NN
%% Iterate for each saturation case with all constituents
% Saturation constituents
prop_out_sat(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_Alpha_3);
% Non-saturation constituents at saturation temperatures
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_2_Beta,Pp_out_3_Beta,T_sat_3(i,1),...
state_arr_2_Beta);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for
% non-saturation constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out_nonsat1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i)) &&...
isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2,7,i))
%% Impossible Situation
elseif isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
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end
% Combined Saturation and Non-saturation mass flow array of
% all constituents for each case.
mdt_3(1,:,i)=horzcat(gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i),...
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,:,i));
% Concatenated Fluid Property Array of every saturation
% case
prop_out1(:,:,i)=vertcat(prop_out_sat(:,:,i),...
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i));
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out1(:,:,i),...
mdt_3(1,:,i));

end

end
end
%% Store fluid property array
prop_3=prop_out;
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
:: Sorted fluid property array of each stream
% mdt_3
:: Sorted mass flow array of each stream
% CHEM_arr_3
:: Sorted Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_3
:: Sorted phase of each constituent
% ind_3
:: sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
%
everything to be resorted later in other
%
routines
% test_Alpha_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
%
present with saturation, and "1" for
%
constituents absent.
% test_Beta_3
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
%
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
%
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
%
constituents that exist without any
%
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
%
are absent.
% NN
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.
output={prop_3,mdt_3,CHEM_arr_3,state_arr_3,ind_3,test_Alpha_3,...
test_Beta_3,NN};

%% Isentropic outlet conditions
function output=entropy(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%% Determine the mixed temperature and mass flow of an isentropic
%% flow.
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out entropy. It looks at the change of entropy and
% multiplies it by standard temperature as a heat rate. Then the
% temperature is determined by specific heat of constant pressure.
% The vapor quality of a saturated constituent is determined by
% specific entropy of the outlet. Theis can have a phase change
% with multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
%
sorted.
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% MM
% eps
%

:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
temperature

%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
%% Error Check:
entropy_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
s_mean_in=sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,7)')/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
s_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,7,i)')/...
sum(mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
s_out=sum(mdt_3.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_3);
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
if s_mean_in<s_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
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% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,...
T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific
% entropy difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif s_mean_in>s_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy conditions
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,...
T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
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% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific
% entropy difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if s_mean_in>=s_out(i-1,1) && s_mean_in<=s_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],s_mean_in);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
% conditions
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
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% specific enthalpy
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out, mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy
s_out_iter=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out_iter-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on
% specific entropy difference and standard
% temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
s_mean_in);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if s_mean_in>s_out(i-1,1) && s_mean_in<s_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(s_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
s_mean_in); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
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% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on
% specific entropy difference and standard
% temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Standard Temperature for standard entropy
T_stdrd=273.15; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
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[Qdt_dum,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Outlet Specific Entropy (kJ/(kg*K))
s_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,7)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
% Change in specific entropy
ds=s_out-s_mean_in; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Calculate specific heat rate based on specific entropy
% difference and standard temperature
Qdt=ds*T_stdrd*sum(mdt_out); % kW
T_out=T_out_prev-ds*T_stdrd/Cp_out; % K
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Specific Entropy of vapor and liquid
function output=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L)
%% Determine the mixed temperature & mass flow by an energy balance
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out enthalpy. This can have a phase change with
% multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
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%
% MM
% eps
%
% Q_L

sorted.
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
temperature
:: Heat rate entering ebalance

%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
%% Error check
ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,Q_L)
%% Begin Subfunction
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
% Previous heat rate (to be initialized in case relative error is
% preferred
Qdt_prev=Q_L;
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
% Inlet Enthalpy
H_in=sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
h_mean_in=H_in/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
% Determine the heat rate using saturation temperature
Qdt_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,6,i)')-H_in;
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
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if Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
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%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if Qdt_prev>=Qdt_out(i-1,1) &&...
Qdt_prev<=Qdt_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],Qdt_prev);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
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[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
Qdt_prev);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(i-1,1) && Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
Qdt_prev); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-...
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(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,...
mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
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% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
end
%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these
%
are resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these
%
are resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4};
end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
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end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

end
%% Partial Pressure Out
function Pp_out=Pp_mixtures_out(CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,MW_arr,P_in,pi_out)
%% Find the partial pressure of the outlet fluid streams
% Finds the mixed outlet pressure based on inlet mixed pressure,
% and pressure ratio across all components (outlet:inlet). It will
% then look at the vaporous components of each constituent for the
% moles. Then it will iterate across each constituent and BOTH
% liquid and vapor will have the same pressure. If there is a
% liquid present then that constituent will have a partial pressure
% which is a mole ratio of the vapor components multiplied by the
% mixed pressure. If there is no vapor present then the constituent
% in both fluid streams will manifest the mixed pressure.
%% Introduction:
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
% P_in
:: Mixed inlet pressure (MPa)
% pi_out
:: Outlet to inlet pressure ratio across all fluid
%
streams
%% Outputs:
% Pp_out
:: Partial Pressure of each fluid stream liquid and
% vapor components.
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array for every constituent and phase streams.
ndt_arr=mdt_arr./MW_arr; % kmol/s
% Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_mix_out=P_in*pi_out; % MPa
% Vapor component of each constituent for mols
ndt_vap_arr=ndt_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Summed vapor component of each constituent for mols
ndt_vap_sum=sum(ndt_vap_arr); % kmol/s
%% Partial Pressure array of each stream
% Vapor components have a partial pressure, liquids have the mixed
% pressure manifested
for ii=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if ndt_vap_arr(1,ii/2)==0
%% Liquid Only Present in Constituent
% Constituent has only liquid present. It will manifest the
% mixed outlet pressure for both liquid and vapor streams
% of the constituent being investigated.
Pp_out(ii-1:ii,1)=P_mix_out*[1;1]; % MPa
else
%% Vapor Present in Constituent
% Constituent has at least a vapor mass flow in fluid
% stream. It will manifest the partial pressure of the
% vapor component of the constituent being investigated
Pp_out(ii-1:ii,1)=P_mix_out*ndt_vap_arr(ii/2)/...
ndt_vap_sum*[1;1]; % MPa
end

end
%% Outputs:
% Pp_out
:: Partial Pressure of each fluid stream liquid and
% vapor components.
end
%% Error Check for ebalance subfunction
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function ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,...
Q_L)
% Error check ebalance function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% MM
:: Max number of iterations for energy balance
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed, and
%
mixed temperatures & mass flow
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate offset, aka heat sought
%% Function Name: ebalance_error
% Error check for input conditions of the ebalance fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(Q_L)
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error('Q_L variable for ebalance is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error('Q_L variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(MM)~=1
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error('MM needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error('Length of Q_L needs to be 1 for ebalance')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is NaN for ebalance')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is Inf for ebalance')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for ebalance')
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elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for ebalance'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for ebalance')
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error('Q_L is a complex number for ebalance')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
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end

end

'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])

end
%% Error Check for entropy
function entropy_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps)
%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each constituent
% output_outletset :: Established outlet saturation or
%
non-saturation conditions
% MM
:: Max number of iterations for energy balance
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed,
%
and mixed temperatures & mass flow
%% Function Name: entropy_error
% Error check for input conditions of the entropy fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for entropy is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
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error('eps variable for entropy is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' entropy'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for entropy')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for entropy'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM needs to be a scalar for entropy')
elseif length(eps)~=1
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error('eps needs to be a scalar for entropy')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for entropy')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps is NaN for entropy')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for entropy')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for entropy')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for entropy')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for entropy')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for entropy')
elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'entropy'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
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error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for entropy')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for entropy')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for entropy')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for entropy')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for entropy'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for entropy')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for entropy')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for entropy')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end

end

% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

end
%% Error Check for fluid_props
function fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
% Error check fluid_props function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
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% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_error is empty')
elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for fluid_props')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'fluid_props'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
try
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
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end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
end
end
%% Error Check for fluid_props_gen
function fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
% Error check fluid_props_gen function. There are no outputs to
% other functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% error function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Begin Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2)
error('input_2 variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array or string ',...
'for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isa(input_2,'numeric')
error('input_2 is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isstr(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type is NOT a string for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error(['State array is not a cell or a string for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif strcmp(input_2_type,'P')
error('input_2_type cannot be ''P'' for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~any(strcmp(input_2_type,{'T';'rho';'nu';'u';'h';'s';...
'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'mu';'k'}))
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error(['input_2_type needs to be one of the 12 remaining ',...
'fluid properties for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isnan(input_2)
error('input_2 is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(input_2)
error('input_2 is Inf for fluid_props_gen')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props_gen'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ''s'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props_gen'])
end
end
end
%% Error Check for heat subfunction
function heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
% Error check heat function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Begin Function
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(P_out)
error('P_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(T_out)
error('T_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('State variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(h_in)
error('h_in variable for heat is empty')
end
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error

end

% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' heat'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(P_out,'numeric')
error('P_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(T_out,'numeric')
error('T_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(state,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(h_in,'numeric')
error('h_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error('CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise')
elseif length(T_out)~=1
error('Length of T_out needs to be 1 for heat')
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(state)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(h_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['h_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif isnan(P_out)
error('P_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isnan(T_out)
error('T_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(h_in))
error('h_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isinf(P_out)
error('P_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(T_out)
error('T_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(h_in))
error('h_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in is <0 for heat')
elseif any(mdt<0)
error('mdt is <0 for heat')
elseif P_out<0
error('P_out is <0 for absolute pressure for heat')
elseif T_out<0
error('T_out is <0 for absolute temperature for heat')
end
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%% Error Check for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_v001
function isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,...
state_arr,prop_in,mdt_in,P_out_set,eta_stg,N,MM,eps,M1,...
eps_Pset)
%%
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% state_arr :: Phase array for each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data
%
array each row corresponding to each constituent in
%
the CHEM_arr.
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
% P_out_set :: Outlet Pressure ratio (MPa)
% eta_stg
:: Isentropic efficiency (0 to 1)
% N
:: Number of Stages
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed temperature
% M1
:: Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
%
convergence
% eps_Pset :: Absolute error in outlet mixed pressure (MPa)
%% Function Name: isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001
% Error check for input conditions of the main program. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Function:
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error(['NIST variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error(['CHEM_arr variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(state_arr)
error(['state variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error(['prop_in variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error(['mdt_in variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eta_stg)
error(['eta_stg variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(N)
error(['N variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(MM)
error(['MM variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eps)
error(['eps variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(M1)
error(['M1 variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001 is empty'])
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
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%% ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(state_arr,'cell')
error(['State array is not a cell for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(prop_in,'numeric')
error(['prop_in is not a numeric array for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error(['mdt is not a numeric array for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(P_out_set,'numeric')
error(['P_out_set is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eta_stg,'numeric')
error(['eta_stg is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(N,'numeric')
error(['N is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error(['MM is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error(['eps is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(M1,'numeric')
error(['M1 is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eps_Pset,'numeric')
error(['eps_Pset is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_in')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(P_out_set)~=1
error(['P_out_set is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(eta_stg)~=1
error(['eta_e is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(N)~=1
error(['N is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(MM)~=1
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error(['MM is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(eps)~=1
error(['eps is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(M1)~=1
error(['M1 is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif length(eps_Pset)~=1
error(['eps_Pset is not a scalar for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error(['mdt variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eta_stg)
error(['eta_stg variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(N)
error(['N variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(MM)
error(['MM variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eps)
error(['eps variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(M1)
error(['M1 variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isnan(eps_Pset)
error(['eps_Pset variable is NaN for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error(['mdt_in variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(P_out_set)
error(['P_out_set variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eta_stg)
error(['eta_stg variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(N)
error(['N variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(MM)
error(['MM variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eps)
error(['eps variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(M1)
error(['M1 variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif isinf(eps_Pset)
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error(['eps_Pset variable is Inf for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error(['mdt_in contains a value <0 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error(['mdt_in is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(P_out_set)~=0
error(['P_out_set is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif P_out_set<=0
error(['P_out_set has a value <=0 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eta_stg)~=0
error(['Stage efficiency is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif eta_stg<0
warning(['Stage efficiency (eta_stg)>0% (0) for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(N)~=0
error(['N is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error(['MM is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif N<1
error(['N has a value <1 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif MM<1
error(['MM has a value <1 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif N~=round(N)
error(['N is not an integer for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif MM~=round(MM)
error(['MM is not an integer for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error(['eps is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(M1)~=0
error(['M1 is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif M1<1
error(['M1 has a value <1 for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif M1~=round(M1)
error(['M1 is not an integer for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
elseif imag(eps_Pset)~=0
error(['eps_Pset is a complex number for ',...
'isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001'])
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
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end

end

B.3.5.3

end

% Check CHEM_arr with the contents in the NIST structure array
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr{k-1,1},CHEM_arr{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check each value of the phase array to see if it is liquid or
% vapor and NOT saturation or foreign
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'v'},state_arr{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

Stage Efficiency Calculator

function eta_s=stage_eff(mdt_in,output_in,pi_total,eta_total,N,component)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Units:
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
::
% Temperature
:: T
::
% Density
:: rho ::
% Specific Volume
:: nu ::
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
::
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
::
% Specific Entropy
:: s
::
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv ::
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp ::
% Speed of Sound
:: sos ::
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT ::
% Viscosity
:: mu ::
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
::
% Molecular Weight
:: MW ::

units access the NIST lookup
MPa
K
kg/m^3
m^3/kg
kJ/kg
kJ/kg
kJ/(kg*K)
kJ/(kg*K)
kJ/(kg*K)
m/s
K/MPa
Pa*s
W/(m*K)
kg/kmol

%% Inputs:
%
%
%
%
%
%

* mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow (kg/s) <1xM xarray>
* output_in :: Fluid properties <MxN array>
* pi_total :: Pressure ratio across the compressor or turbine
outlet/inlet. (Total pressure ratio across component).
<Scalar>
* eta_total :: Isentropic efficiency of component, compressor or turbine.
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%
Based on total pressure. Between 0 to 1 for 0% to 100%.
%
<Scalar>
% * N
:: Number of Stages in the component. <Scalar>
% * component :: Specify component Turbine: 't', 'T', 'e', 'E'. Specify
%
copmressor: 'c', 'C'. <String>
%% Outputs:
% * eta_s
%

:: Isentropic Stage Efficiency. Between 0 to 1 for 0% to
100%. <Scalar>

%% Initial Calculations
% Stage Efficiency of Component initialized
eta_s=[];
% Stage Pressure ratio
pi_s=pi_total^(1/N);
% Inlet Mixed specific heat of constant pressure times mass flow
Cp_mix=sum(mdt_in.*output_in(:,9)'); % kJ*s/K
% Inlet Mixed specific heat of constant volume times mass flow
Cv_mix=sum(mdt_in.*output_in(:,8)'); % kJ*s/K
% Specific heat ratio
gamma_mix=Cp_mix/Cv_mix;
% Isentropic exponent for pressure ratio to temperature ratio
k=(gamma_mix-1)/gamma_mix;
%% Component
if strcmp(component,'t') || strcmp(component,'T') || strcmp(component,'e') ||
strcmp(component,'E')
% If the component is a turbine the stage isentropic efficiency is
% calculated
eta_s=(1-(1-eta_total*(1-pi_total^k))^(1/N))/(1-pi_s^k);
elseif strcmp(component,'c') || stromp(component,'C')
% If the component is a compressor the stage isentropic efficiency is
% calculated
eta_s=(pi_s^k-1)/((1+1/eta_total*(pi_total^k-1))^(1/N)-1);
else
% Unkown input
error('Insufficient component')
end

B.3.6 MIXER
function f_out=brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v002(NIST,CHEM_arr_inlet,...
state_arr_inlet,mdt_inlet,prop_inlet,dP,MM,eps,Qdt_external,M_iter,...
eps_P)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%% Introduction
% NIST
% CHEM_arr_inlet
%
% state_arr_inlet
%
% mdt_inlet
%
%
% prop_inlet
%
%
% dP
% MM
%
%
%
% eps
% Qdt_external
% M_iter
%
% eps_P
%

:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
:: Constituent array for all fluid streams. Column cell
array where each row is a standard constituent array.
:: Phase array for all fluid streams. Column cell array
where each row is a standard phase array.
:: Mass flow array for all fluid streams. Column cell
array where each row is a standard mass flow array
(1xJ) numerical array.
:: Fluid property array for all fluid streams. Column
cell array where each row is a standard fluid
property array (Jx13) numerical array.
:: Pressure drop across inlet and outlet
:: Maximum number of iterations for convergence with
energy. More iterations gives it a chance for more
accuracy if it does not reach convergence before MM
is reached.
:: Absolute error criterion (kW)
:: Heat Addition following 1st law of thermodynamics.
:: Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure
convergence.
:: Absolute error criterion for pressure convergence.
(MPa)
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%% Outputs:
% mdt_combined
%
% prop_combined_in
%
% mdt_out
%
% prop_out
%
% Qdt_out
%
% CHEM_mixed _in
% state_mixed_in
% P_error

:: Concatenated inlet mass flow array of all fluid
streams.
:: Concatenated inlet fluid property array of all fluid
streams.
:: Unique outlet mass flow array. Combines 'like' fluid
streams, and reflects energy convergence.
:: Unique outlet fluid property array. Combines 'like'
fluid streams, and reflects energy convergence.
:: Reflects the heat rate across the mixer based on
actual fluid properties.
:: Unique Chemical Constituent array.
:: Unique Phase array.
:: Absolute error of pressure for iteratiosn. (MPa)

%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/(kg*mol)
%% Common units
% Power
:: kW
% Heat rate :: kW
% Mass flow :: kg/s
% H, enthalpy :: kW
%
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
%% Function Name: brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v002
% This takes an infinite number of inlet fluid streams and combines them to
% a single outlet flow. It first determines the mixed outlet pressure with
% the associated pressure drop. Then the unique constituent partial
% pressures. It then combines like constituents of all fluid streams, and
% concatenates all input streams into a single numerical array. Then it
% determiens the possible saturation outlet conditions (if possible). If no
% saturation condition is possible it will locate the isentropic condition
% as a generic lookup used by other MPMC functions. Then once the setup of
% mass flow, and temperature of all multiple saturation conditions
% (if available). Then form an energy balance for the set conditions and
% heat input.
%% Initial Conditions
f_out=[];
%% Error Check:
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brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001_error(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_inlet,state_arr_inlet,mdt_inlet,prop_inlet,dP,MM,eps,...
Qdt_external)
%% Begin Function:
%% Find the mixed outlet pressure and partial pressure arrays
% Find a mixed outlet pressure, outlet partial pressure, unique
% constituents, state array, combining like constituent mass flows, fluid
% properties, molecular weights, concatenating mass flows, and fluid
% properties for heat rate comparison.
f_mixed_pressurein_out=mixed_pressures_in(NIST,CHEM_arr_inlet,...
state_arr_inlet,mdt_inlet,prop_inlet,dP);
% Mixed outlet pressure
P_mixed_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,1};
% Partial outlet pressure
Pp_mixed_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,2};
% Unique constituent array
CHEM_mixed_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,3};
% Unique phase array
state_mixed_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,4};
% Unique mass flow array
mdt_mixed_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,5};
% Unique molecular weight array
MW_mixed_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,6};
% Unique fluid property array
prop_mixed_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,7};
% Combined inlet mass flow array (for heat balance)
mdt_combined_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,8};
% Combined inlet fluid property array (for heat balance)
prop_combined_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,9};
% Total Volume in combined (for outlet mixed pressure)
Vdt_combined_in=f_mixed_pressurein_out{1,10};
%Vdt_gas=Vdt_combined_in-sum(mdt_combined_in(1:2:end-1).*prop_combined_in(1:2:end1,4)');
% Initialize outlet mass flow
mdt_out=mdt_mixed_in;
for i_iter=1:M_iter
% Store inleet mixed pressure
P_mixed_prev=P_mixed_in;
%% Outlet Setup Conditions
% Sorts saturation, non-saturation, and a mixture of saturation &
% non-saturation constituents. If saturation can occur for a
% constituent based on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a
% Alpha constituent. If saturation cannot occur for a constituent based
% on pressure in each fluid stream then it sorts as a Beta constituent.
% The alpha constituent sorts saturation temperature in ascending
% order. Then a mass flow array test matrix and fluid properties is
% calculated.
output_outletset=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_mixed_in,state_mixed_in,...
mdt_out,prop_mixed_in,Pp_mixed_in');
%% Energy balance
% If isentropic efficiency ~=100% then determine the outlet
% conditions by the difference in energy in the fluid at the
% updated pressure. Do an energy balance using the same input
% conditions as the isentropic case, but use enthalpy change to
% determine outlet temperature and vapor qualities of each
% constituent
output_enthalpy=ebalance(NIST,mdt_combined_in,prop_combined_in,...
output_outletset,MM,eps,Qdt_external);
% Outlet fluid property array
prop_out=output_enthalpy{1,1};
% Outlet mass flow array
mdt_out=output_enthalpy{1,2};
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% Heat change
Qdt_out=output_enthalpy{1,3}; % kW
%% Outlet Mixed Pressure
% Use the outlet mass flow, molecular weights, liquid volume, total
% volumetric flow, and pressure drop to get mixed outlet pressure and
% partial pressure array of each constituent. This will be inpputted
% into outlet_setup for the next iteration.
output_mix_out=mixtures_outletP(mdt_out,prop_out,MW_mixed_in,dP,...
Vdt_combined_in);
% Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_mixed_in=output_mix_out{1,1};
% Outlet Partial Pressure array for each fluid stream
Pp_mixed_in=output_mix_out{1,2};
%% Error Check
% Mixed absolute outlet pressure between each iteration
P_error=abs(P_mixed_in-P_mixed_prev);
if P_error<eps_P
%% If outlet mixed pressure is less than error criterion, break
break
end
end
%% Outputs:
% mdt_combined
%
% prop_combined_in
%
% mdt_out
%
% prop_out
%
% Qdt_out
%
% CHEM_mixed _in
% state_mixed_in
% P_mixed_in
% P_error

:: Concatenated inlet mass flow array of all fluid
streams.
:: Concatenated inlet fluid property array of all fluid
streams.
:: Unique outlet mass flow array. Combines 'like' fluid
streams, and reflects energy convergence.
:: Unique outlet fluid property array. Combines 'like'
fluid streams, and reflects energy convergence.
:: Reflects the heat rate across the mixer based on
actual fluid properties.
:: Unique Chemical Constituent array.
:: Unique Phase array.
:: Mixed outlet pressure. (MPa)
:: Absolute error pressure (MPa)

f_out={mdt_combined_in,prop_combined_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qdt_out,...
CHEM_mixed_in,state_mixed_in,P_mixed_in,P_error};
%% Specific Enthalpy of vapor and liquid
function output=ebalance(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,...
eps,Q_L)
%% Determine the mixed temperature & mass flow by an energy balance
% This fixes outlet pressure of each constituent, and heat input by
% balancing out enthalpy. This can have a phase change with
% multiple constituents in which the mass flow array will be
% adjusted, and temperature. The outlet condition can be either: 1)
% a subcooled liquid, 2) a superheated vapor, 3) a constituent at a
% constant pressure with variable vapor quality, 4) outlet
% temperature between two saturation temperatures. If there is no
% constituent that has a saturation condition at their pressures
% then it will be a superheated vapor or subcooled liquid.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% output_outletset :: Established conditions of known saturation or
%
non-saturation outlet conditions. These are
%
sorted.
% MM
:: Maximum Number of iterations for convergence
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of mixed
%
temperature
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% Q_L

:: Heat rate entering ebalance

%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these are
%
resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these are
%
resorted
% dH
:: Change of Enthalpy out-in
% CHEM_arr_4 :: Chemical constituent array resorted
% state_arr_4 :: Phase array resorted
%% Error check:
ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,Q_L)
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Sorted fluid property array
prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
% Previous heat rate (to be initialized in case relative error is
% preferred
Qdt_prev=Q_L;
%% Determine mixed specific entropy of inlet and outlet
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
% Inlet Enthalpy
H_in=sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
% Inlet Mixed specific entropy
h_mean_in=H_in/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Specific entropies
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy for every case if there is a
% saturation test matrix present
for i=1:NN
% Determine the heat rate using saturation temperature
Qdt_out(i,1)=sum(mdt_3(1,:,i).*prop_out(:,6,i)')-H_in;
end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
% Outlet mixed specific entropy of non-saturation constituents
% only
else
error('Impossible situation for specific entropy calculations')
end
%% Determine temperature and vapor quality
% Completely subcooled liquid, in a single saturation temperature
% with a vapor quality unknown, between saturation temperatures, or
% completely superheated vapor.
if test_Alpha_3==0
if Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(1,1)
%% Subcooled Liquid
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% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,1); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
elseif Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(end,1)
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,end); % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,end);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=prop_out(1,1); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,...
mdt_in,mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
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% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end
else
%% General Saturation Zone
% Can be at a given saturation temeprature with some vapor
% quality to be sought, OR between two saturation
% temperatures with fixed saturation qualities.
for i=2:NN+1
if i==NN+1
error('Impossible')
elseif rem(i,2)==0
%% Saturation Temperature, Locate x_out
if Qdt_prev>=Qdt_out(i-1,1) &&...
Qdt_prev<=Qdt_out(i,1)
% Outlet Mass Flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1);
% Mass flow with the vapor quality that needs
% adjusting. Locate the total mass of the
% constituent.
mdt_sat=sum(mdt_out(1,i-1:i));
% Lower Fluid property energy level (x=0%)
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% High Fluid property energy level (x=100%)
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet fluid property array initialized
prop_out=prop_out_low;
% Outlet fluid property array when the ignore
% fluid properties removes the high energy
% level, this is replaced. Everything else has
% no change since it is at constant temperature
% (saturation temperature). Before resorting
prop_out(i,:)=prop_out_high(i,:);
% Outlet vapor quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],Qdt_prev);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed pressure
T_out=prop_out(1,1); % K
for ii=1:MM
% Adjust outlet mass flow based on new
% vapor quality
mdt_out(1,i-1)=(1-x_out)*mdt_sat;
mdt_out(1,i)=x_out*mdt_sat;
%% Recalculate heat rate
% Recalculate specifc heat added to the
% system, and add it to the pre-existing
% specific enthalpy
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
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state_arr_3,h_in);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Outlet Vapor Quality
x_out=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),[0,1],...
Qdt_prev);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
break

end
else
if Qdt_prev>Qdt_out(i-1,1) && Qdt_prev<Qdt_out(i,1)
%% Between Saturation Temperatures
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_out=mdt_3(:,:,i-1); % kg/s
prop_out_low=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
prop_out_high=prop_out(:,:,i);
% Outlet Fluid property array
prop_out=prop_out(:,:,i-1);
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Initial Guess temperature
T_guess=interp1(Qdt_out(i-1:i,1),...
[prop_out_low(1,1),prop_out_high(1,1)],...
Qdt_prev); % K
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt_out,...
state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/...
sum(mdt_out); % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous
% temperature, heat rate, total mass flow,
% and mixed specific heat of constant
% pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-...
(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
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error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end

end
end

end
break

end

end
elseif test_Beta_3==0
%% Superheated Vapor
% Outlet Mass flow array before resorting
mdt_out=mdt_3; % kg/s
% Outlet Fluid property array before resorting
prop_out=prop_out;
% Partial pressure of each constituent
Pp_out=prop_out(:,2)'; % MPa
% Set temperature of each constituent
T_set=prop_out(:,1)'; % K
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
%% Set constituent phase temperature for each constituent
% Forces constituents that cannot exist as isentropic which
% have "NaN" as the same as their other phase
if isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && ~isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i-1)=prop_out(i,1);
elseif ~isnan(prop_out(i-1,1)) && isnan(prop_out(i,1))
T_set(1,i)=prop_out(i-1,1);
end
end
% Guess temperature based on sum(mdt*Cp*T)/sum(mdt*Cp)
T_guess=(sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)'.*T_set))/...
sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)');
% If the initial guess temperature is greater or less than the
% highest and lowest individual temperature for any reason.
% Force the outlet initial guess temeprature to be the average.
if T_guess<min(T_set) && T_guess>max(T_set)
T_guess=mean(T_set);
end
% Initialize outlet temperature
T_out=T_guess; % K
% Inlet specific enthalpy array
h_in=prop_in(:,6)'; % kJ/kg
%% Loop to determine temperature adjustment
for i=1:MM
% Calculate previous temperature
T_out_prev=T_out; % K
% Calculate heat rate
[Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out,T_out,mdt_in,...
mdt_out,state_arr_3,h_in);
% Specific Heat of Constant Pressure (kJ/(kg*K))
Cp_out=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,9)')/sum(mdt_out);
%% Calculate new iterated mixed temperature
% Calculate temperature based previous temperature,
% heat rate, total mass flow, and mixed specific
% heat of constant pressure
Qdt=Qdt-Qdt_prev;
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% Adjusted outlet temperature
T_out=T_out_prev-(Qdt)/(sum(mdt_out)*Cp_out);
%% Determine if convergence has been met
error_q=abs(Qdt); % kW
if (error_q<eps || isnan(Qdt))
if isnan(Qdt)
error('uh-oh')
end
% Error criterion has been met
break
end
end

end

%% Resort outlet conditions
% Outlet Fluid Properties Resorted
prop_4(ind_3,:)=prop_out;
% Outlet Mass Flow Resorted
mdt_4(1,ind_3)=mdt_out;
% Constituent array resorted
CHEM_arr_4(ind_3,1)=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase array resorted
state_arr_4(ind_3,1)=state_arr_3;
% Change of Enthalpy
dH=sum(mdt_4.*prop_4(:,6)')-H_in;
%% Outputs:
% prop_4
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; these are
%
resorted
% mdt_4
:: Adjusted mixed outlet mass flow array; these are
%
resorted
% dH
:: Change of Enthalpy out-in
% CHEM_arr_4 :: Chemical constituent array resorted
% state_arr_4 :: Phase array resorted
output={prop_4,mdt_4,dH,CHEM_arr_4,state_arr_4};
end
%% Sub function fluid property
function prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Determine the Fluid properties with temperature & pressure for
%% each constituent
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)
%% Error Check:
fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
%% Begin Sub-Function:
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
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% scalar
if length(P)==1
P=P*ones(1,nn);
end
%% Temperature Array
% Allows a individual temperature array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(T)==1
T=T*ones(1,nn);
end
%% NIST lookup
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04c(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04c(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),''T'',T(k),''',state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out :: NIST fluid property array (J,13)

end
%% Generic fluid properties
function prop_out=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Determine the FLuid properties with pressure and any of the 12
%% remaining NIST fluid properties in the second input
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr
:: Constituent chemical array
% P
:: Pressure (either scalar or array)
% input_2
:: Generic Input value
% input_2_type :: Generic Input as a string provided it is not
%
pressure
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

%% Error check:
fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
%% Begin Sub-Function:
%% Initialize
% Initialize the fluid array so the eval function can declare the
% variable
output=[];
% Number of constituents
nn=length(CHEM_arr);
%% Pressure Array
% Allows a individual pressure array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if length(P)==1
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end

P=P*ones(1,nn);

%% Second Input Array
% Allows a individual second input array, if it is a scalar it
% initializes the pressure array to have the same value as the
% scalar
if iscell(state)
%% If the state array is a cell array
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
% Determines property of each constituent with multiple
% fluid states
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04c(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state{k,1},''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
else
%% If the state array is a single string
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)

% Determines property of each constituent if there is only
% one state
eval(['output=NISTLUTv04c(NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},...
',''P'',P(k),input_2_type,input_2(k),''',...
state,''');'])
prop_out(k,:)=output;

end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out

:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

end
%% Outlet heat rate
function [Qdt,prop_out]=heat(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in)
%% Determine the Heat rate
% Determine the heat rate based on change in enthalpy with inlet
% mass flow and specific enthalpy, and outlet mass flow, pressure
% and temperature. The heat rate, and fluid properties.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array
%% Error Check:
heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,...
state,h_in);
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Determine fluid properties based on temperature and pressure
prop_out=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,state);
% Convert any constituent with zero mdt to have zero values in
% every fluid property with exception of temprature and pressure
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out,mdt);
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% Determine specific enthalpy
h_out=prop_out(:,6)';
% Determine heat rate based on inlet and outlet conditions
Qdt=sum(mdt.*h_out)-sum(mdt_in.*h_in);
%% Outputs:
% Qdt
:: Heat Rate rate for energy balance
% prop_out :: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%
floating point array

end
%% Ignores no mass flow fluid properties
function prop_out=ignore_props(prop_in,mdt)
%% Set any fluid property data to zero if it has no mass flow
%% associated with it. This will replace NaN's with zeroes which
%% allow mathematical operations to be completed.
% Temperature and pressure are left alone
%% Introduction:
% prop_in
:: Mixed inlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
% mdt
:: Mass Flow array(1,J)
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Determine the size of the fluid property array
[n,m]=size(prop_in);
% Initialize the output fluid property array
prop_out=prop_in;
% generate a zero array subset (to zero all inputs but temperature
% & pressure
zero_arr=zeros(1,m-2);
%% If a constituent has zero mass give it the zero array row
%% subset. Otherwise leave it alone.

end

for k=1:n
if mdt(k)==0
prop_out(k,:)=horzcat(prop_out(k,1:2),zero_arr);
end
end
%% Outputs:
% prop_out
:: Mixed outlet NIST fluid property array; (J,13)

%% Mixed Conditions subfunction
function f_mixed_pressurein_out=mixed_pressures_in(NIST,...
CHEM_input,state_input,mdt_input,prop_input,dP)
%% Determine Mixed Conditions
% Determine the mixed outlet pressure based on inlet fluid streams
% and known pressure drop. Determine outlet partial pressure array
% with known fluid streams. Liquid partial pressure is the mixed
% outlet pressure. Combines unique constituents, mass flow,
% associated molecular weights (for future purposes), and fluid
% properties. Concatenates mass flow and fluid properties for inlet
% enthalpy properties, with possible duplication of constituents,
% but used for comparison purposes.
% This subfunction
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_input :: Fluid streams chemcial constituents. Each stream
%
is stored in a vertical cell array. Inside each
%
cell is another cell array of the standard
%
constituent array.
% state_input :: Phase stream array. Each stream is stored in a
%
vertical cell array. Inside each cell is another
%
cell array of the standard phase array.
% mdt_input
:: Inlet mass flow stream array. Each stream is
%
stored in a vertical cell array. Inside each cell
%
is a 1xJ numeric array
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% prop_input :: Inlet fluid property stream array. Each stream is
%
stored in a vertical cell array. Inside each cell
%
is a Jx13 numeric array.
% dP
:: Pressure drop across the mixer for the total
%
pressure. Total pressure drop must be a scalar
%
value greater than or equal to zero.
%% Outputs:
% P_mixed_out :: Outlet Mixed Pressure with pressure drop
% Pp_out
:: Partial pressure array of unique constituents.
%
Combined fluid streams.
% CHEM_out
:: Chemical Constituent array of unique constituents.
%
Combined fluid streams.
% state_out
:: Phase array of unique constituents. Combined fluid
%
streams.
% mdt_out
:: Combined mass flow of unique constituents.
%
Combined fluid streams.
% MW_out
:: Moelcular Weights of unique constituents. Combined
%
fluid streams.
% prop_out
:: Recent fluid property array of unique
%
constituents. Combined fluid streams.
% mdt_concat :: Concatenated mass flow array of each fluid stream
%
in one numerical array rather than in multiple
%
cell arrays.
% prop_concat :: Concatenated fluid property array of each fluid
%
stream in one numerical array rather than in
%
multiple cell arrays.
%% Begin Sub-Function:
%% Initialize Conditions
% Index vaporous index
k=0;
% Initialize Molecular Weight Matrix
MW_mixed=[];MW_out=[];
% Concatenated Inlet Mass flow and fluid property array
mdt_concat=[];prop_concat=[];
% Initialize Outlet Unique Constituent array
CHEM_out(1:2,1)=CHEM_input{1,1}(1:2,1);
% Initialize Outlet Unique phase array
state_out={'l';'v'};
% Initialize outlet unique mass flow as zero where this will add
% the appropriate mass flow of the 1st unique constituent
mdt_out=zeros(2,1);
% Molecular weight of 1st constituent in the first fluid stream
eval(['MW_out(1:2,1)=[1;1]*NIST.',CHEM_input{1,1}{1,1},...
'.COM.MW.data;']); % g/(g*mol
%% Generate Combined Matries
% Fluid Stream iteration
for i=1:length(CHEM_input)
%% Concatenated arrays of each fluid stream
% Concatenated Mass Flow array
mdt_concat=horzcat(mdt_concat,mdt_input{i,1});
% Concatenated Fluid Property array
prop_concat=vertcat(prop_concat,prop_input{i,1});
MW_istream=[];
mdt_stream=mdt_input{i,1};
prop_stream=prop_input{i,1};
%% Constituents inside each fluid stream
for j=2:2:length(CHEM_input{i,1})
%% Combining fluid streams for outlet
% *_mixed is used for determining the mixed pressure. It
% uses chemical constituents, pressure, mass flow, and
% molecular weights. The mixed pressure is determined via
% the partial pressure of each stream, and mole ratios.
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% Index of combined array
k=k+1;
% Combined Constituent array
CHEM_mixed{k,1}=CHEM_input{i,1}{j,1};
% Combined Pressure array
P_mixed(k,1)=prop_input{i,1}(j,2); % MPa
% Combined Mass flow array
mdt_mixed(k,1)=mdt_input{i,1}(1,j); % kg/s
% Combined Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_mixed(k,1)=NIST.',CHEM_input{i,1}{j,1},...
'.COM.MW.data;']); % g/(g*mol)
eval(['MW_istream(j-1:j,1)=[1;1]*NIST.',CHEM_input{i,1}{j,1},...
'.COM.MW.data;']); % g/(g*mol)
%% Unique Fluid Stream array creation
% Generate an array that looks at each constituent in
% the fluid streams. If it is a new constituent then it
% will add the new constituent, liquid and vapor
% constituent mass flow, and fluid property (most
% recent). If the constituent in the unique array
% already exists it will add the duplicate mass flow.
if ~any(strcmp(CHEM_out,CHEM_input{i,1}{j,1}))
jj=length(CHEM_out)+2;
%% Add a new constituent to unique array
% Unique Chemical Constituents
CHEM_out{end+1,1}=CHEM_input{i,1}{j-1,1};
CHEM_out{end+1,1}=CHEM_input{i,1}{j,1};
% Unique phase state array
state_out{end+1,1}='l';state_out{end+1,1}='v';
% Unique Mass flow array of liquid constituent
mdt_out(end+1,1)=mdt_input{i,1}(1,j-1);
% Unique Mass flow array of vapor constituent
mdt_out(end+1,1)=mdt_input{i,1}(1,j);
% Unique Fluid property array inlet
prop_out(end+1:end+2,:)=prop_input{i,1}(j-1:j,:);
% Unique Molecular weight array
MW_out(end+1:end+2,1)=MW_mixed(k,1)*[1;1];
% Discontinue unique array concatenation in the
% loop
%break
else
jj=max(find(strcmp(CHEM_out,CHEM_input{i,1}{j,1})==1));

end

%% Already existing constituent in unique array
% Unique Mass flow array of liquid constituent
mdt_out(jj-1,1)=mdt_out(jj-1,1)+...
mdt_input{i,1}(1,j-1);
% Unique Mass flow arrau of vapor constituent
mdt_out(jj,1)=mdt_out(jj,1)+mdt_input{i,1}(1,j);
% Unique Fluid property array inlet
prop_out(jj-1:jj,:)=prop_input{i,1}(j-1:j,:);

end
%% Mixed Pressure of Each Fluid Stream
% Molecular Weights
istream_len=length(MW_istream);
P_stream(i,1)=P_mixtures(mdt_input{i,1}(1:istream_len),prop_input{i,1}(1:istream_le
n,:),MW_istream');
Vdt_stream(i,1)=sum(mdt_input{i,1}(1:istream_len).*prop_input{i,1}(1:istream_len,4)
');
ndt_stream(i,1)=sum(mdt_input{i,1}(1,2:2:istream_len)./MW_istream(2:2:end)');
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end
%Vdt_concat=sum(mdt_concat.*prop_concat(:,4)');
Vdt_concat=sum(Vdt_stream);
%% Mixed outlet pressure
% Determines the mixed outlet pressure based on mole ratio, and
% partial pressure of each constituent fluid stream (vapor only).
P_mixed=sum(ndt_stream.*P_stream)/sum(ndt_stream);
% Mixed outlet pressure with pressure drop
P_mixed_out=P_mixed-dP; % MPa
%% Adjusted outlet partial pressure
% Adjsuts outlet pressure based on pressure dorp with avaialable
% fluid streams
% Outlet Mole ratio of vaporous constituents
ndt_out=mdt_out(2:2:end,1)./MW_out(2:2:end,1);
% Outlet total vaporous mole ratio
ndt_out_sum=sum(ndt_out);
%% Partial pressure array
for i=2:2:length(mdt_out)
if ndt_out(i/2,1)==0
%% Partial Pressure array of constituents with only a
%% liquid, it will manifest the total pressure.
Pp_out(i-1:i,1)=P_mixed_out*[1;1];
else
%% Partial Pressure array of constituents with a vapor
%% phase present
Pp_out(i-1:i,1)=ndt_out(i/2,1)/ndt_out_sum*P_mixed_out*...
[1;1];
end
end
%% Outputs:
% P_mixed_out
% Pp_out
%
% CHEM_out
%
% state_out
%
% mdt_out
%
% MW_out
%
% prop_out
%
% mdt_concat
%
%
% prop_concat
%
%
% Vdt_concat

:: Outlet Mixed Pressure with pressure drop
:: Partial pressure array of unique constituents.
Combined fluid streams.
:: Chemical Constituent array of unique constituents.
Combined fluid streams.
:: Phase array of unique constituents. Combined fluid
streams.
:: Combined mass flow of unique constituents.
Combined fluid streams.
:: Moelcular Weights of unique constituents. Combined
fluid streams.
:: Recent fluid property array of unique
constituents. Combined fluid streams.
:: Concatenated mass flow array of each fluid stream
in one numerical array rather than in multiple
cell arrays.
:: Concatenated fluid property array of each fluid
stream in one numerical array rather than in
multiple cell arrays.
:: Mixed volumetric flow (m^3/s)

f_mixed_pressurein_out={P_mixed_out,Pp_out',CHEM_out,state_out,...
mdt_out',MW_out',prop_out,mdt_concat,prop_concat,Vdt_concat};

end
%% Outlet mixture pressure & Partial Pressure
function output=mixtures_outletP(mdt_out,prop_out,MW_out,dP,Vdt_in)
%% Determine outlet mixed pressure, and partial pressure
% Determine the mixed outlet pressure based on outlet moles,
% volumetric flow, and mixed temperature by using the ideal gas
% law. This is done so specifically by first using the mass flow
% and molecular weights to get the vaporous number of moles. Then
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% the gas volumetric flow is found by subtracting the total inlet
% volumetric flow from the outlet liquid volumetric flow. The mixed
% gas pressure is then found using:
% P_mix=(Z*ndt_total*R_uni)/Vdt_gas. Assuming the compressibility
% "Z" term is 1 for an ideal gas, which cannot be avoided. Finally
% the outlet pressure has a known pressure loss.
% Next the partial pressure array is determined by the mole ratio
% for each constituent.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_out :: Outlet mass flow stream array. Each stream is stored
%
in a vertical cell array. Inside each cell is a 1xJ
%
numeric array. (kg/s)
% prop_out :: Inlet fluid property stream array. Each stream is
%
stored in a vertical cell array. Inside each cell is
%
a Jx13 numeric array.
% MW_out
:: Molecular Array for each fluid stream. Only
%
applicable to vaporous constituents, however to
%
simplify computations they share the same indices.
%
(kg/kmol)
% dP
:: Pressure drop across the mixer for the total
%
pressure. Total pressure drop must be a scalar value
%
greater than or equal to zero. (MPa)
% Vdt_in
:: Mixed inlet volumetric flow of gases and liquids.
%
(m^3/s)
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Universal Gas Constant
R_uni=8.3144621e3; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Number of moles for each vaporous constituent
ndt_out=mdt_out(1,2:2:end)./MW_out(1,2:2:end);
% Outlet total vaporous moles
ndt_out_sum=sum(ndt_out);
% Outlet vaporous mixed volume
Vdt_gas=Vdt_in-sum(mdt_out(1:2:end-1).*prop_out(1:2:end-1,4)');
% Outlet mixed temperature
T_mix=prop_out(1,1);
% Outlet mixed pressure with loss using "Ideal Gas Equation"
P_mixed_out=Pconv(ndt_out_sum*R_uni*T_mix/Vdt_gas,'Pa','MPa')-dP

end

%% Partial pressure array
for i=2:2:length(mdt_out)
if ndt_out(1,i/2)==0
%% Partial Pressure array of constituents with only a
%% liquid, it will manifest the total pressure.
Pp_out(i-1:i,1)=P_mixed_out*[1;1];
else
%% Partial Pressure array of constituents with a vapor
%% phase present
Pp_out(i-1:i,1)=ndt_out(1,i/2)/ndt_out_sum*P_mixed_out*...
[1;1];
end
end
% Transpose Parital Pressure Array
Pp_out=Pp_out';
%% Outputs:
% P_mixed_out :: Mixed outlet pressure (MPa)
% Pp_out
:: Partial outlet pressure array (for each
%
constituent). (MPa)
output={P_mixed_out,Pp_out};

%% Establishes the saturation and mass flow arrays for other routines
function output=outlet_setup(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,state_arr_1,mdt_in,...
prop_in,Pp_out_1)
%% Configures outlet conditions with known outlet pressure
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% This determines saturation temperature of any constituent at the
% given pressure. Then separates the input constituent into two
% categories: Alpha for constituents with saturation conditions at
% the pressure, and Beta for constituents without saturation
% conditions at the pressure. Alpha constituents are resorted in
% ascending order for saturation temperatures. There is a test
% matrix of mass flows and saturation temperatures. This allows
% other functions to determine the outlet temperature and mass flow
% distributions. This of course is only applicable if there are
% Alpha constituents. It can handle Beta only, and Alpha & Beta
% constituents. It then outputs the relevant conditions for other
% routines. The chemcial constituents are
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr_1
:: Inlet Constituent chemical array
% state_arr_1
:: Phase of each constituent
% mdt_in
:: Inlet Mass Flow of each constituent
% prop_in
:: Inlet Fluid Properties of each stream
% pi_out
:: Outlet to inlet pressure ratio
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
% mdt_3
% CHEM_arr_3
% state_arr_3
% ind_3
%
%
% test_Alpha_3
%
%
%
%
% test_Beta_3
%
%
%
%
%
% NN

::
::
::
::
::

Sorted fluid property array of each stream
Sorted mass flow array of each stream
Sorted Constituent chemical array
Sorted phase of each constituent
sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
everything to be resorted later in other
routines
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
present with saturation, and "1" for
constituents absent.
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
constituents that exist without any
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
are absent.
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.

%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Inlet Pressure array
%P_in=prop_in(:,2); % MPa
%% Generate Saturation Temperature of each consitutent
% Outlet Pressure array
% Inlet Mass Flow array
mdt_in_1=mdt_in; % kg/s
% Inlet Fluid Property array
prop_in_1=prop_in;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)
% Saturation Temperature array. Extra input at the end hides
% the "outside saturation range" warning message.
T_sat_1(i,1)=nistsatPav02(NIST,{CHEM_arr_1{i,1}},...
Pp_out_1(i,1),1);
end
%% Sort Constituent based on available saturation temperatures
% Alpha is saturation constituents
% Number of alpha constituents and indices initialized
ii_Alpha=0; ind_Alpha_2=[];
% Alpha Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha={};state_arr_2_Alpha={};
% Alpha mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
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mdt_in_2_Alpha=[];prop_in_2_Alpha=[];
% If alpha constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% none present then it will be equal to one.
test_Alpha_3=0;
% Beta is non-saturation constituents
% Number of beta constituents and indicies initialized
ii_Beta=0; ind_Beta_2=[];
% Beta Constituent and phase array initialized
CHEM_arr_2_Beta={};state_arr_2_Beta={};
% Beta mass flow array and fluid property array initialized
mdt_in_2_Beta=[];prop_in_2_Beta=[];
% If beta constituents are present then this is zero. If there are
% non present then it will be equal to one.
test_Beta_3=0;
for i=1:length(CHEM_arr_1)

end

if isnan(T_sat_1(i,1))
%% Beta non-saturation
% Constituents that have no saturation conditions at the
% given pressure.
% Beta Index
ii_Beta=ii_Beta+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Beta{ii_Beta,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Beta(ii_Beta,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,ii_Beta)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Beta_2(ii_Beta,1)=i;
else
%% Alpha saturation
% Constituents that have saturation conditions at the given
% pressure.
% Alpha Index
ii_Alpha=ii_Alpha+1;
% Constituent Array of non-saturation
CHEM_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=CHEM_arr_1{i,1};
% Phase Array of non-saturation
state_arr_2_Alpha{ii_Alpha,1}=state_arr_1{i,1};
% Mass Flow Array of non-saturation
mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=mdt_in_1(1,i);
% Fluid Property Array of non-saturation
prop_in_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,:)=prop_in_1(i,:);
% Temperature Array
T_sat_2_Alpha(ii_Alpha,1)=T_sat_1(i,1);
% Partial Pressure
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ii_Alpha)=Pp_out_1(i,1);
% Store inlet Array indices
ind_Alpha_2(ii_Alpha,1)=i;
end

% If no constituents are at saturation
if ii_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
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%% Sort Alpha Constituents

end

% Sort Saturation Temperature
[Alpha_3B_dum]=sortrows(horzcat(T_sat_2_Alpha,ind_Alpha_2),1);
% Separate sorted matrix into temperature array
T_sat_3B_Alpha=Alpha_3B_dum(:,1);
% Separate sorted matrix into index array for reordering at the
% end of the function
ind_Alpha_3B=Alpha_3B_dum(:,2);
% Sort Chemical Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B=CHEM_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort phase array
state_arr_Alpha_3B=state_arr_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1);
% Sort mass flow array
%mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_2_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B)
mdt_in_Alpha_3B=mdt_in_1(1,ind_Alpha_3B);
% Sort constituent pressure array
%Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,ind_Alpha_3B)
Pp_out_3B_Alpha=Pp_out_1(ind_Alpha_3B,1)';

%% Rearrange alpha and beta, if the T_sat(i) cannot exist for all
%% other constituents then it will be a new "Beta"
% Look at every saturation temperature and determine which is
% within the range of the OTHER alpha constituents. If it is not,
% then it is shifted to beta.
if test_Alpha_3==0
% Initialize updated alpha iterator to zero and beta iterator
% to the current beta.
i1_Alpha=0;i1_Beta=ii_Beta;
for i=2:2:length(T_sat_3B_Alpha)
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_dum=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B,...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha,T_sat_3B_Alpha(i,1),...
state_arr_Alpha_3B);
% Initialize test condition to the default, which is all of
% the remainin constituents exist at the given saturation
% condition.
ij_test=0;
for ij=i:2:length(Pp_out_3B_Alpha)
%% Determine if it is impossible for remaining
%% constituents to exist.
% This determines if from the current constituent to
% the last alpha constituent whether all of the
% remaining constituents can exist at the given
% saturation temperature.
if all(isnan(prop_dum(ij-1:ij,6)))
%% If one of the constituents cannot exist at the
%% given temperature range
% Change the condition for a constituent that
% cannot exist at the saturation range. This means
% the current constituent with it's saturation
% temperature must shift to beta because the
% remaining alpha's cannot exist in it's
% temperature range.
ij_test=1;
% Once this condition is found there is no reason
% to continue.
break
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end
end
if ij_test==0
%% Updated Alpha
% All remaining alpha's can exist at the given
% saturation temeprature. This means the current
% constituent is an alpha.
% Index of updated alpha array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Alpha=i1_Alpha+2;
% Saturation temperature of updated alpha array
T_sat_3_Alpha(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
T_sat_3B_Alpha(i-1:i,1);
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated alpha array
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated alpha array
state_arr_Alpha_3(i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated alpha array
mdt_in_Alpha_3(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated alpha array
Pp_out_3_Alpha(1,i1_Alpha-1:i1_Alpha)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);
else
%% Updated Beta
% At least on constituent in the alpha array could not
% exist in this saturation temeprature. This means the
% current constituent must move from the alpha array to
% the beta array.

end

end

end

% Index of updated beta array for BOTH liquid and
% vaporous constituents
i1_Beta=i1_Beta+2;
% Updated index wrt input array, this is meant for
% resorting
ind_Beta_2(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=ind_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Chemical constituent of updated beta array
CHEM_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
CHEM_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Phase of updated beta array
state_arr_2_Beta(i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta,1)=...
state_arr_Alpha_3B(i-1:i,1);
% Mass flow of updated beta array
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
mdt_in_Alpha_3B(1,i-1:i);
% Partial pressure of updated beta array
Pp_out_3_Beta(1,i1_Beta-1:i1_Beta)=...
Pp_out_3B_Alpha(1,i-1:i);

% If no constituents are at saturation, superfluous, but just a
% check. There really has to be ONE alpha present.
if i1_Alpha==0
test_Alpha_3=1;
end
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% If non-saturation constituents
if i1_Beta==0
% If non-saturation constituents do not exist
test_Beta_3=1;
else
% If non-saturation constituent exists
ind_Beta_3=ind_Beta_2;
end
if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
% If only saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Alpha_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
% If only non-saturation constituents are present
ind_3=ind_Beta_3;
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation no alpha or beta ',...
'constituents are present'])
else
% Saturation and non-saturation constituents present
ind_3=vertcat(ind_Alpha_3,ind_Beta_3);
end
if test_Alpha_3==0
%% Saturation Matrix Vapor Quality
% Establish # of constituents w/ phase so # of Constituent*2
NN=length(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3);
% Initialize Square Matrix of Vapor quality to zero
gamma_arr=zeros(NN);
% Set Every constituent case to have a vapor quality of 0%
for i=1:2:NN-1
gamma_arr(:,i)=ones(NN,1);
end
% Create the rows that change the vapor quality (for each case
% on each constituent from the end to the top rows
dum_case=1:2:NN;

end

for i=1:NN/2
% Forces the Saturation Matrix to have each case (unless
% capped off, there is no superheated vapor): Saturation
% liquid, Saturation vapor, and if applicable (superheated
% vapor). Constituent is in columns, case #'s are rows.
gamma_arr(dum_case(i)+1:NN,i*2-1:i*2)= horzcat(...
zeros(NN-dum_case(i),1),ones(NN-dum_case(i),1));
end
%% Mass Flow array of saturation cases for gamma_arr
% Total Constituent Mass
for i=1:NN/2
mdt_Alpha_const(1,i*2-1:i*2)=...
sum(mdt_in_Alpha_3(i*2-1:i*2));
end
% Mass Flow array, for each case. Follows the same format 1
% row, each phase and constituent has it's mass flow in the
% columns. Each case is the 3rd dimension.
for i=1:NN
gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i)=mdt_Alpha_const.*gamma_arr(i,:);
end

if test_Alpha_3==0 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Saturation ONLY constituents
% Mass flow of all saturation cases
mdt_3=gamma_mdt_arr;
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% Temperature of all saturation cases
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Constituent array of all saturation cases
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_Alpha_3;
% Phase array of all saturation cases
state_arr_3=state_arr_Alpha_3;
for i=1:NN
%% Generate Fluid Property array
% Generates fluid property array for all cases, possible or
% not (which will contain NaN's).
prop_out(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_3);
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out(:,:,i),mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==0
%% Non-Saturation ONLY constituents
% Constituent array of all non-saturation constituents
CHEM_arr_3=CHEM_arr_2_Beta;
% Number of constituents
NN=length(CHEM_arr_3);
% Phase array of all non-saturation constituents
state_arr_3=state_arr_2_Beta;
% Inlet specific entropy array of all non-saturation
% constituents
s_in=prop_in(ind_3,7)';
% Inlet Saturation constituents, fills in for any that may be a
% different phase from inlet, and forces the specific entropy
% to be the same of each phase wrt the individual constituents.
s_in2=s_in;
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr_3)
if s_in(1,i-1)==0 && s_in(1,i)~=0
s_in2(1,i-1)=s_in2(1,i);
elseif s_in(1,i-1)~=0 && s_in(1,i)==0
s_in2(1,i)=s_in2(1,i-1);
else
end
end
% Lookup fluid properties based on pressure and isentropic
% conditions for each phase and constituent
prop_out1=fluid_props_gen(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,Pp_out_3_Beta,...
s_in2,'s',state_arr_3);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for non-saturation
% constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6)) && isnan(prop_out1(i1*2,6))
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible situation of non-saturation ',...
'only constituents'])
elseif isnan(prop_out1(i1*2-1,6))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Outlet Mass Flow array after adjustments
mdt_3=mdt_in_2_Beta;
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% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out=ignore_props(prop_out1,mdt_3);
elseif test_Alpha_3==1 && test_Beta_3==1
%% Impossible Situation
error(['Impossible Situation. Both saturation and ',...
'non-saturation do not exist'])
else
%% Saturation and non-saturation mixed
% Saturation outlet temperature manifested for both saturation
% and non-saturation constituents
T_sat_3=T_sat_3_Alpha;
% Combined chemical array of saturation and non-saturation
% constituents
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,CHEM_arr_2_Beta);
% Combined phase array of saturation and non-saturation
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_Alpha_3,state_arr_2_Beta);
% Determine the mass flow and fluid properties of each
% saturation case
for i=1:NN
%% Iterate for each saturation case with all constituents
% Saturation constituents
prop_out_sat(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_Alpha_3,...
Pp_out_3_Alpha,T_sat_3(i,1),state_arr_Alpha_3);
% Non-saturation constituents at saturation temperatures
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i)=fluid_props(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_2_Beta,Pp_out_3_Beta,T_sat_3(i,1),...
state_arr_2_Beta);
% Adjust mass flow array to what IS possible for
% non-saturation constituents.
for i1=1:length(prop_out_nonsat1(:,1))/2
if isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i)) &&...
isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2,7,i))
%% Impossible Situation
elseif isnan(prop_out_nonsat1(i1*2-1,7,i))
%% Vapor only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[0,mdt_dum];
else
%% Liquid only of current constituent
mdt_dum=sum(mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2));
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,i1*2-1:i1*2,i)=[mdt_dum,0];
end
end
% Combined Saturation and Non-saturation mass flow array of
% all constituents for each case.
mdt_3(1,:,i)=horzcat(gamma_mdt_arr(1,:,i),...
mdt_in_2_Beta(1,:,i));
% Concatenated Fluid Property Array of every saturation
% case
prop_out1(:,:,i)=vertcat(prop_out_sat(:,:,i),...
prop_out_nonsat1(:,:,i));
% Will set mass flow equal to zero fluid properties to zero
% with exception of temperature and pressure.
prop_out(:,:,i)=ignore_props(prop_out1(:,:,i),...
mdt_3(1,:,i));
end
end
%% Store fluid property array
prop_3=prop_out;
%% Outputs:
% prop_3
% mdt_3

:: Sorted fluid property array of each stream
:: Sorted mass flow array of each stream
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

CHEM_arr_3
state_arr_3
ind_3
test_Alpha_3

test_Beta_3

NN

:: Sorted Constituent chemical array
:: Sorted phase of each constituent
:: sorted index wrt inlet, this allows
everything to be resorted later in other
routines
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
can have saturation. "0" for constituents
present with saturation, and "1" for
constituents absent.
:: Determines if there are constituents at the
given outlet pressure for each fluid stream
that CANNOT have saturation. "0" for
constituents that exist without any
saturation condition, and "1" for those that
are absent.
:: Number of saturation fluid streams and cases.

output={prop_3,mdt_3,CHEM_arr_3,state_arr_3,ind_3,test_Alpha_3,...
test_Beta_3,NN};

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
end
%% Error Check for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001
function brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001_error(NIST,...
CHEM_arr_inlet,state_arr_inlet,mdt_inlet,prop_inlet,dP,MM,...
eps,Qdt_external)
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr_inlet
:: Constituent array for all fluid streams.
%
Column cell array where each row is a
%
standard constituent array.
% state_arr_inlet :: Phase array for all fluid streams. Column
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%
cell array where each row is a standard phase
%
array.
% mdt_inlet
:: Mass flow array for all fluid streams. Column
%
cell array where each row is a standard mass
%
flow array (1xJ) numerical array.
% prop_inlet
:: Fluid property array for all fluid streams.
%
Column cell array where each row is a
%
standard fluid property array (Jx13)
%
numerical array.
% dP
:: Pressure drop across inlet and outlet
% MM
:: Maximum number of iterations for convergence
%
with energy. More iterations gives it a
%
chance for more accuracy if it does not reach
%
convergence before MM is reached.
% eps
:: Absolute error criterion (kW)
% Qdt_external
:: Heat Addition following 1st law of
%
thermodynamics.
%% Begin Sub-Function:
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_inlet)
error(['CHEM_arr_inlet variable for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(state_arr_inlet)
error(['state_arr_inlet variable for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(prop_inlet)
error(['prop_inlet variable for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(mdt_inlet)
error(['mdt_inlet variable for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(dP)
error('dP variable for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(Qdt_external)
error(['Qdt_external variable for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty')
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_inlet,'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr_inlet variable is NOT a cell array for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(state_arr_inlet,'cell')
error(['State_arr_inlet is not a cell for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(prop_inlet,'cell')
error(['prop_inlet is not a cell for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_inlet,'cell')
error(['mdt_inlet is not a cell for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(dP,'numeric')
error(['dP is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(Qdt_external,'numeric')
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error(['Qdt_external is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error(['MM is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error(['eps is not a numeric scalar for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_inlet(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr_inlet needs to be columnwise for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif length(state_arr_inlet(1,:))~=1
error(['state_arr_inlet needs to be columnwise for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif length(prop_inlet(1,:))~=1
error(['prop_inlet needs to be columnwise for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif length(mdt_inlet(1,:))~=1
error(['mdt_inlet needs to be columnwise for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif length(CHEM_arr_inlet)<=1
error(['CHEM_arr_inlet needs to have more than one ',...
'fluid stream for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_inlet)==size(CHEM_arr_inlet))
error(['state_arr_inlet does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~all(length(state_arr_inlet(:,1))==length(prop_inlet(:,1)))
error(['prop_inlet does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~all(length(state_arr_inlet(:,1))==length(mdt_inlet(:,1)))
error(['mdt_inlet does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif length(dP)~=1
error('dP is not a scalar for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif length(Qdt_external)~=1
error(['Qdt_external is not a scalar for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM is not a scalar for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps is not a scalar for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
% NaN input check
elseif isnan(dP)
error('dP variable is NaN for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif isnan(Qdt_external)
error(['Qdt_external variable is NaN for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM variable is NaN for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif isnan(eps)
error('eps variable is NaN for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
% Inf input check
elseif isinf(dP)
error('dP variable is Inf for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif isinf(Qdt_external)
error(['Qdt_external variable is Inf for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM variable is Inf for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps variable is Inf for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
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elseif dP<0
error(['dP has a value <0 for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif imag(dP)~=0
error(['dP is a complex number for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif MM<1
error('MM has a value <1 for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif MM~=round(MM)
error('MM is not an integer for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif eps<0
error('eps has a value <0 for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001')
elseif imag(eps)~=0
error(['eps is a complex number for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
end
%% Check each fluid stream contents
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Number of fluid streams
N1=length(CHEM_arr_inlet);
for i1=1:N1
%% Locates empty variables of current fluid stream
% Data type
if isempty(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1})
error(['CHEM_arr_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} variable ',...
'for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(state_arr_inlet{i1,1})
error(['state_arr_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} variable ',...
'for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(prop_inlet{i1,1})
error(['prop_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} variable ',...
'for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
elseif isempty(mdt_inlet{i1,1})
error(['mdt_in{',num2str(i1),',1} variable ',...
'for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001 is empty'])
end
%% Locates data types, variable size, acceptable input types,
%% and ranges
% Data type
if ~isa(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1},'cell')
error(['CHEM_arr_inlat{',num2str(i1),',1} variable is ',...
'NOT a cell array for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(state_arr_inlet{i1,1},'cell')
error(['state_arr_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} is not a ',...
'cell for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(prop_inlet{i1,1},'numeric')
error(['prop_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} is not a ',...
'numeric array for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~isa(mdt_inlet{i1,1},'numeric')
error(['mdt_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} is not a numeric ',...
'array for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
% Length, size of array and scalar check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} needs to be ',...
'columnwise for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} needs to be ',...
'even for each fluid stream one for liquid and the',...
' other for vapor phase for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_inlet{i1,1})==...
size(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}))
error(['state_arr_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} size array ',...
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'does NOT match chemical array size for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif (length(prop_inlet{i1,1}(:,1))~=...
length(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}))
error(['prop_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} size array ',...
'does NOT match chemical array size for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_inlet{i1,1}')==...
size(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}))
error(['mdt_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} size array ',...
'does NOT match chemical array size for ',...
'brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_inlet{i1,1}(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1}(:,1:7) variable ',...
'is NaN for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif any(isnan(mdt_inlet{i1,1}))
error(['mdt_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} variable is NaN ',...
'for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_inlet{i1,1}(:,1:7)))
error(['prop_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1}(:,1:7) variable ',...
'is Inf for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif any(isinf(mdt_inlet{i1,1}))
error(['mdt_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} variable is Inf ',...
'for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_inlet{i1,1}(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1}(:,1:7) is a ',...
'complex number for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif any(mdt_inlet{i1,1}<0)
error(['mdt_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} contains a value ',...
'<0 for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
elseif any(imag(mdt_inlet{i1,1})~=0)
error(['mdt_inlet{',num2str(i1),',1} is a complex ',...
'number for brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001'])
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the
% string is acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1})
% Check CHEM_arr with the contents in the NIST structure
% array
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used in stream #',...
num2str(i1),', and constituent',...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1},' does not exist in ',...
'the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are
% grouped together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k-1,1},...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used in stream #',...
num2str(i1),', and constituent',...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k-1,1},' &, ',...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1},'needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent ',...
'for liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
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end

end

elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k-1,1},...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used in stream #',...
num2str(i1),', and constituent',...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k-1,1},' &, ',...
CHEM_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1},'needs to be the',...
' same for each pair, but duplicate ',...
'constituent in non-pairs cannot be used ',...
'such as: {H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} ',...
'is acceptable.'])
end
end
% Check each value of the phase array to see if it is
% liquid or vapor and NOT saturation or foreign
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'v'},...
state_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props in stream #',num2str(i1),...
', and index {',num2str(k),',1}.'])
end
% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX ',...
'NUMBERS" in stream #',num2str(i1),...
', and index {',num2str(k),',1}.'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ...
~strcmp(state_arr_inlet{i1,1}{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX',...
' ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index ',...
'numbers in stream #',num2str(i1),...
', and index{',num2str(k),',1}.'])
end

end
%% Error Check for ebalance subfunction
function ebalance_error(NIST,mdt_in,prop_in,output_outletset,MM,eps,...
Q_L)
% Error check ebalance function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% MM
:: Max number of iterations for energy balance
% eps
:: Absolute error in net heat rate of premixed, and
%
mixed temperatures & mass flow
% Q_L
:: Heat Rate offset, aka heat sought
%% Function Name: ebalance_error
% Error check for input conditions of the ebalance fcn. There are
% no outputs to other functions. The only outputs present are
% onscreen using the error function.
%% Begin Sub-Function:
%% Expand out the output_outletset
% Sorted fluid property array
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prop_3=output_outletset{1,1};prop_out=prop_3;
% Sorted Mass Flow array
mdt_3=output_outletset{1,2};mdt_3=mdt_3(:,:,1);
% Sorted Chemical Constituent array
CHEM_arr_3=output_outletset{1,3};
% Sorted Phase array
state_arr_3=output_outletset{1,4};
% Index sort
ind_3=output_outletset{1,5};
% Test if constituents have saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle multiple phases
test_Alpha_3=output_outletset{1,6};
% Test if constituents have no saturation. 0 for present, 1 for not
% present. At the given pressure if it can handle only one phase.
test_Beta_3=output_outletset{1,7};
% Number of constituents
NN=output_outletset{1,8};
%% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr_3)
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(prop_in)
error('prop_in variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_3)
error('mdt_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(state_arr_3)
error('state_arr_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(ind_3)
error('ind_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(NN)
error('NN variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(MM)
error('MM variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(eps)
error('eps variable for ebalance is empty')
elseif isempty(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable for ebalance is empty')
end
%% Locate Data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
%% ranges
% Data type check
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr_3,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr_3 variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(state_arr_3,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(mdt_3,'numeric')
error('mdt_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(ind_3,'numeric')
error('ind_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(test_Alpha_3,'numeric')
error(['test_Alpha_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(test_Beta_3,'numeric')
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error(['test_Beta_3 variable is NOT a numeric array for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~isa(NN,'numeric')
error('NN variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(MM,'numeric')
error('MM variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(eps,'numeric')
error('eps variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
elseif ~isa(Q_L,'numeric')
error('Q_L variable is NOT a numeric array for ebalance')
% Length Check
elseif length(CHEM_arr_3(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif rem(length(CHEM_arr_3(:,1)),2)~=0
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be even for each fluid stream ',...
'one for liquid and the other for vapor phase for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(state_arr_3)==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_in(:,1))~=length(mdt_in'))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(prop_3(:,1))~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif ~all(size(mdt_3')==size(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif (length(ind_3)~=length(CHEM_arr_3))
error(['prop_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for ebalance'])
elseif length(test_Alpha_3)~=1
error('test_Alpha_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(test_Beta_3)~=1
error('test_Beta_3 needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(NN)~=1
error('NN needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(MM)~=1
error('MM needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(eps)~=1
error('eps needs to be a scalar for ebalance')
elseif length(Q_L)~=1
error('Length of Q_L needs to be 1 for ebalance')
% NaN input check
elseif any(isnan(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif any(isnan(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(NN)
error('NN is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(MM)
error('MM is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(eps)
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error('eps is NaN for ebalance')
elseif isnan(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is NaN for ebalance')
% Inf input check
elseif any(isinf(prop_in(:,1:7)))
error('prop_in(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(prop_3(:,1:7)))
error('prop_3(:,1:7) variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_3))
error('mdt_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif any(isinf(ind_3))
error('ind_3 variable is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Alpha_3)
error('test_Alpha_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(test_Beta_3)
error('test_Beta_3 is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(NN)
error('NN is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(MM)
error('MM is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(eps)
error('eps is Inf for ebalance')
elseif isinf(Q_L)
error('Q_L variable is Inf for ebalance')
% Checks for impossible values such as negative mass flow,
% imaginary #'s etc.
elseif any(imag(prop_in(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_in(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_in)~=0)
error('mdt_in is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(prop_3(:,1:7))~=0)
error(['prop_3(:,1:7) is a complex number for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(mdt_3<0)
error('mdt_3 contains a value <0 for ebalance')
elseif any(imag(mdt_3)~=0)
error('mdt_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif any(ind_3<=0)
error(['ind_3 needs to have positive integer values for ',...
'ebalance'])
elseif any(imag(ind_3)~=0)
error('ind_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Alpha_3)~=0
error('test_Alpha_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Alpha_3==0,test_Alpha_3==1)
error('test_Alpha_3 must be a 0 or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(test_Beta_3)~=0
error('test_Beta_3 is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif ~xor(test_Beta_3==0,test_Beta_3==1)
error('test_Beta_3 must be a o or a 1 for ebalance')
elseif imag(NN)~=0
error('NN is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif NN<1
error(['NN must be a scalar value for # of constituents ',...
'for ebalance'])
elseif imag(MM)~=0
error('MM is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif MM<1
error(['MM must be a positive scalar value for # of ',...
'constituents'])
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elseif imag(eps)~=0
error('eps is a complex number for ebalance')
elseif eps<=0
error('Error criterion must be a positive value for ebalance')
elseif imag(Q_L)~=0
error('Q_L is a complex number for ebalance')
end
%% Check Constituent, and phase inputs
% Test if the chemical name string pairs are acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr_3)
% Ensure constituent pairs are correct where they are grouped
% together in the proper sequence
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1}))
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each fluid stream. One constituent for ',...
'liquid and vapor phases. So duplicate ',...
'constiutuents must be used and be set as ',...
'pairs. Such as {H2;O2;H2} {l;v;l} is ',...
'unacceptable. {H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is ',...
'acceptable'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && k>1)
if strcmp(CHEM_arr_3{k-1,1},CHEM_arr_3{k,1})
error(['Chemical constituent used needs to be the ',...
'same for each pair, but duplicate constituent',...
' in non-pairs cannot be used such as: ',...
'{H2;H2;H2}, {l;v;l} is unacceptable. ',...
'{H2;H2;O2;O2}, {l;v;l;v} is acceptable.'])
end
end

end

% Check to make sure the state array in odds is liquid, and
% evens is vapor (so it is in the right order).
if (rem(k,2)==0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'v'))
disp('even')
% Even must be vapor
error(['Phase array must have liquid in odd index ',...
'odd index numbers and "VAPOR IN EVEN INDEX NUMBERS"'])
elseif (rem(k,2)~=0 && ~strcmp(state_arr_3{k,1},'l'))
error(['Phase array must have "LIQUID IN ODD INDEX ',...
'ODD INDEX NUMBERS" and vapor in even index numbers'])
end

end
%% Error Check for fluid_props subfunction
function fluid_props_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,T,state)
% Error check fluid_props function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat)
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent array
% P
:: Pressure (MPa)
% T
:: Temperature (K)
% state
:: Chemical state array saved as strings to be used by
%
the NIST Lookup table.
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_error is empty')
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elseif isempty(T)
error('T variable for fluid_props is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~isa(T,'numeric')
error('T is NOT numeric for fluid_props')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error('State array is not a cell or a string for fluid_props')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isnan(T)
error('T is NaN for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif isinf(T)
error('T is Inf for fluid_props')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props'])
elseif T<0
error(['T is less than zero for absolute temperature for ',...
'fluid_props'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props'])
end
try
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
catch
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state)))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ',...
'''s'', ''v'' for fluid_props'])
end
end
end
end
%% Error Check for fluid_props_gen
function fluid_props_gen_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P,input_2,...
input_2_type,state)
% Error check fluid_props_gen function. There are no outputs to
% other functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the
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% error function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
::
% CHEM_arr
::
% P
::
% input_2
::
% input_2_type ::
%
% state
::

Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
Constituent chemical array
Pressure (either scalar or array)
Generic Input value
Generic Input as a string provided it is not
pressure
Phase of each constituent

%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(P)
error('P variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2)
error('input_2 variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('state variable for fluid_props_gen is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~(isa(CHEM_arr,'cell') || isstr(CHEM_arr))
error(['CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array or string ',...
'for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif ~isa(P,'numeric')
error('P is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isa(input_2,'numeric')
error('input_2 is NOT numeric for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~isstr(input_2_type)
error('input_2_type is NOT a string for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~(isa(state,'cell') || isstr(state))
error(['State array is not a cell or a string for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error(['CHEM_arr needs to be a columnwise cell array for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
elseif strcmp(input_2_type,'P')
error('input_2_type cannot be ''P'' for fluid_props_gen')
elseif ~any(strcmp(input_2_type,{'T';'rho';'nu';'u';'h';'s';...
'Cv';'Cp';'sos';'JT';'mu';'k'}))
error(['input_2_type needs to be one of the 12 remaining ',...
'fluid properties for fluid_props_gen'])
elseif isnan(P)
error('P is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isnan(input_2)
error('input_2 is NaN for fluid_props_gen')
elseif isinf(P)
error('P is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(input_2)
error('input_2 is Inf for fluid_props_gen')
elseif P<0
error(['P is less than zero for absolute pressure for ',...
'fluid_props_gen'])
end
% Get NIST chemical constituents in the NIST variable
NIST_fieldnames=fieldnames(NIST);
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% Test if the chemical name is in the database and if the string is
% acceptable.
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind(NIST_fieldnames,CHEM_arr{k,1})))
error(['Chemical constituent used does not exist in',...
' the NIST structure for fluid_props_gen'])
end
if isempty(cell2mat(strfind({'l';'s';'v'},state{k,1})))
error(['State used does not exist in ''l'', ''s'', ',...
'''v'' for fluid_props_gen'])
end
end
end
%% Error Check for heat subfunction
function heat_error(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_out,T_out,mdt_in,mdt,state,h_in)
% Error check heat function. There are no outputs to other
% functions. The only outputs present are onscreen using the error
% function.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% P_out
:: Outlet Pressure
% T_out
:: Outlet Temperature
% mdt_in
:: Inlet mass flow
% mdt
:: Outlet Mass flow of each constituent
% state
:: Phase of each constituent
% h_in
:: Specific enthalpy of each constituent
%% Begin Sub-Function:
% Locates empty variables
if isempty(NIST)
error('NIST variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(CHEM_arr)
error('CHEM_arr variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(P_out)
error('P_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(T_out)
error('T_out variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt_in)
error('mdt_in variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(mdt)
error('mdt variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(state)
error('State variable for heat is empty')
elseif isempty(h_in)
error('h_in variable for heat is empty')
end
% Lcoates data types, variable size, acceptable input types, and
% ranges.
if ~isa(NIST,'struct')
error(['NIST variable is NOT a structure data type for',...
' heat'])
elseif ~isa(CHEM_arr,'cell')
error('CHEM_arr variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
elseif ~isa(P_out,'numeric')
error('P_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(T_out,'numeric')
error('T_out variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt_in,'numeric')
error('mdt_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(mdt,'numeric')
error('mdt variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif ~isa(state,'cell')
error('state variable is NOT a cell array for heat')
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end

elseif ~isa(h_in,'numeric')
error('h_in variable is NOT a numeric array for heat')
elseif length(CHEM_arr(1,:))~=1
error('CHEM_arr needs to be columnwise')
elseif length(T_out)~=1
error('Length of T_out needs to be 1 for heat')
elseif ~all(size(mdt')==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['mdt size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(state)==size(CHEM_arr))
error(['state size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif ~all(size(h_in)==size(mdt_in))
error(['h_in size array does NOT match chemical array',...
' size for heat'])
elseif isnan(P_out)
error('P_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isnan(T_out)
error('T_out variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(mdt))
error('mdt variable is NaN for heat')
elseif any(isnan(h_in))
error('h_in variable is NaN for heat')
elseif isinf(P_out)
error('P_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif isinf(T_out)
error('T_out variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt_in))
error('mdt_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(mdt))
error('mdt variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(isinf(h_in))
error('h_in variable is Inf for heat')
elseif any(mdt_in<0)
error('mdt_in is <0 for heat')
elseif any(mdt<0)
error('mdt is <0 for heat')
elseif P_out<0
error('P_out is <0 for absolute pressure for heat')
elseif T_out<0
error('T_out is <0 for absolute temperature for heat')
end

end

B.4 OUTPUT TO CELL
B.4.1 OUTPUT PUMP
B.4.1.1

Pump

function
OUTPUT=pump_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_pump,mdt_out,prop_out,Pw
r_in,Dev_name)
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OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
%% Inlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;P
conv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K','F');prop_in(j,4)*nu_conv;
prop_in(j,6);prop_in(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
INLET_mixed={'Isentropic Efficiency',eta_pump*100;'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_in;'Temperature',T_mix_in;'Total Volume',Vdt_in;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_in;'Total Entropy',Sdt_in;'Overall Vapor Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'%';'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
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Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Combine Inlet
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_out';'P_out';'T_out';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;
Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K','F');prop_out(j,4)*nu_c
onv;prop_out(j,6)*kJkg2btulbm;prop_out(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_out;'Temperature',T_mix_out;'Total Volume',Vdt_out;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_out;'Total Entropy',Sdt_out;'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out;'Power',Pwr_in;};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%';'kW'});
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
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Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Combine Outlet
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Combined Cell
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);

%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=Pconv(P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr),'MPa','psi');
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=Tempconv(prop_arr(1,1),'K','F');
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+mean(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)'))*nu_conv;
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)')*kJkgK2BtulbmR;
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
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% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:

end

end

B.4.1.2

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

Units

function
OUTPUT=pump_cell_out_v001units(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_pump,mdt_out,prop_o
ut,Pwr_in,Dev_name,indiv_units,mixed_units)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
%{
indiv_units={'Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'P_in','psi','psia';...
'T_in','F','deg F';...
'Specific Volume','ft^3/lbm','ft^3/lbm';...
'Specific Enthalpy','Btu/lbm','Btu/lbm';...
'Specific Entropy','Btu/lbm*R','Btu/(lbm*R)'};
mixed_units={'Total Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'Mixed Pressure','psi','psia';...
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'Temperature','F','deg F';...
'Total Volume','ft^3/min','CFM';...
'Total Enthalpy','kW','kW';...
'Total Entropy','Btu/s*R','Btu/(deg R*s)';...
'Power','kW','kW'};

%}
%% Inlet Mixed Properties

output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2})
;x_iter;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K',indiv_
units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_in(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_in(j,6),'kJ
/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_in(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2,3
};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
INLET_mixed={'Isentropic Efficiency',eta_pump*100;'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_in,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_in,'K
',mixed_units{3,2});'Total Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_in,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_in,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'%';mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{
3,3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%'});
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%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Combine Inlet
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_out';'P_out';'T_out';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2}
);x_iter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K',ind
iv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_out(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_out(j,6
),'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_out(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2
,3};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_out,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_out,
'K',mixed_units{3,2});'Total
Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_out,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_out,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_out,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out;'Power',Hdtconv(Pwr_in,'kW',mixed_units{7,2})};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
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end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,
3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%';mixed_units{7,3}});
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Combine Outlet
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Combined Cell
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);

%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr);
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=prop_arr(1,1);
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)')/sum(any(mdt_arr>0)));
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)');
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
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for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:

end

end

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

B.4.2 OUTPUT HEAT EXCHANGER
B.4.2.1

Heat Exchanger

function
OUTPUT=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qdt_in,
Dev_name)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction:
% This is the cell output for heat exchanger function or values, where all
% inlet and output ports/stations are known with heat rate provided. The
% heat exchanger device name is provided.
%% Examples:
%% Inputs:
% NIST
::
% CHEM_arr ::
% mdt_in
::
% prop_in ::
%
% mdt_out ::
% prop_out ::
%
% Qdt_in
::
% Dev_name ::
%% Outputs:

NIST Chemical data (non-sat).
Constituent array.
Inlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
Inlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
Outlet Mass flow array (kg/s)
Outlet Fluid Property value input as a NIST data array each
row corresponding to each constituent in the CHEM_arr.
Heat Rate wrt to working fluid (kW)
Device Name of Heat Exchanger (string)
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% OUTPUT

:: Cell array for output, mostly strings.

%% Begin Function
% Initialize Output
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
%% Inlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;P
conv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K','F');prop_in(j,4)*nu_conv;
prop_in(j,6);prop_in(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
INLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_in;'Temperature',T_mix_in;'Total Volume',Vdt_in;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_in;'Total Entropy',Sdt_in;'Overall Vapor Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
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INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Combine Inlet
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_out';'P_out';'T_out';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;
Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K','F');prop_out(j,4)*nu_c
onv;prop_out(j,6)*kJkg2btulbm;prop_out(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_out;'Temperature',T_mix_out;'Total Volume',Vdt_out;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_out;'Total Entropy',Sdt_out;'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out;'Heat',Qdt_in;};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
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OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%';'kW'});
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Combine Outlet
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Combined Cell
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);

%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=Pconv(P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr),'MPa','psi');
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=Tempconv(prop_arr(1,1),'K','F');
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+mean(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)'))*nu_conv;
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)')*kJkgK2BtulbmR;
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
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end

'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)

%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:

end

end

B.4.2.2

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

Units

function
OUTPUT=heatexch_cell_out_v001units(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qd
t_in,Dev_name,indiv_units,mixed_units)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
%{
indiv_units={'Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'P_in','psi','psia';...
'T_in','F','deg F';...
'Specific Volume','ft^3/lbm','ft^3/lbm';...
'Specific Enthalpy','Btu/lbm','Btu/lbm';...
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'Specific Entropy','Btu/lbm*R','Btu/(lbm*R)'};
mixed_units={'Total Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'Mixed Pressure','psi','psia';...
'Temperature','F','deg F';...
'Total Volume','ft^3/min','CFM';...
'Total Enthalpy','kW','kW';...
'Total Entropy','Btu/s*R','Btu/(deg R*s)';...
'Heat','kW','kW'};
%}
%% Inlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2})
;x_iter;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K',indiv_
units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_in(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_in(j,6),'kJ
/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_in(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2,3
};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
INLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_in,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_in,'K
',mixed_units{3,2});'Total Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_in,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_in,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
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INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,3}
;mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Combine Inlet
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_out';'P_out';'T_out';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2}
);x_iter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K',ind
iv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_out(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_out(j,6
),'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_out(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2
,3};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_out,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_out,
'K',mixed_units{3,2});'Total
Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_out,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_out,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_out,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out;'Heat',Hdtconv(Qdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{7,2})};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
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for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end

end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,
3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%';mixed_units{7,3}});
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Combine Outlet
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Combined Cell
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);

%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr);
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=prop_arr(1,1);
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)')/sum(any(mdt_arr>0)));
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)');
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
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MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:

end

end

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

B.4.3 OUTPUT BOILER
function
OUTPUT=boiler_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr_WF,Port_1,Port_2,CHEM_arr_SF,Port_A,Port_
B,INPUT,Dev_name,WF_name,SF_name)
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction:
% This is the cell output for boiler function or values, where a outlet
% port is determined from the boiler as INPUT. The remaining 3 inputs are
% known. The working and source fluid names are given, generally the same
% as a heat exchanger name. Overall device name is provided.
%% Examples:
%% Inputs:
% NIST
% CHEM_arr_WF
% Port_1
%
%
% Port_2
%
%
% CHEM_arr_SF
%
% Port_A
%

:: NIST Chemical data (non-sat).
:: Constituent array of Working Fluid.
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port 1.
Inlet of the number side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_1,fluid_1}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port 2.
Outlet of the number side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_2,fluid_2}
:: Constituent array of Heat Source Fluid (abbreviated as
"Source Fluid".
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port A.
Inlet of the letter side of the heat exchanger. This
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Port_B
INPUT

Dev_name
WF_name
SF_name

%% Outputs:
% OUTPUT

is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_A,fluid_A}
:: Contains mass flow and fluid properties of Port B.
Outlet of the letter side of the heat exchanger. This
is a 1x2 cell array: {mdt_B,fluid_B}
:: Known property either outlet of source fluid, inlet of
source fluid, inlet of working fluid, and outlet of
working fluid. {mdt,fluid_properties,Qdt}. This is the
boiler outlet cell array 1x3.
:: Device name of boiler(string).
:: Working Fluid Name (string). Heat Exchanger Name.
:: Source Fluid Name (string). Heat Exchanger Name.

:: Cell array for output, mostly strings.

%% Beging Function
% Initialize OUTPUT
OUTPUT={};
%% Sort Cases
if isempty(Port_B) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ...
~isempty(Port_A))
%% Case 1
% Q=H_2-H_1
% H_B=H_A-(Q)
% Q_out=Q
mdt_in_WF=Port_1{1,1};
prop_in_WF=Port_1{1,2};
mdt_out_WF=Port_2{1,1};
prop_out_WF=Port_2{1,2};
mdt_in_SF=Port_A{1,1};
prop_in_SF=Port_A{1,2};
mdt_out_SF=INPUT{1,1};
prop_out_SF=INPUT{1,2};
elseif isempty(Port_A) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_2) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 2
% Q=H_2-H_1
% H_A=H_B-(-Q)=H_B+Q
% Q_out=Q
mdt_in_WF=Port_1{1,1};
prop_in_WF=Port_1{1,2};
mdt_out_WF=Port_2{1,1};
prop_out_WF=Port_2{1,2};
mdt_in_SF=INPUT{1,1};
prop_in_SF=INPUT{1,2};
mdt_out_SF=Port_B{1,1};
prop_out_SF=Port_B{1,2};
elseif isempty(Port_2) && (~isempty(Port_1) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 3
% Q=H_B-H_A
% H_2=H_1-(Q)
% Q_out-Q
mdt_in_WF=Port_1{1,1};
prop_in_WF=Port_1{1,2};
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mdt_out_WF=INPUT{1,1};
prop_out_WF=INPUT{1,2};
mdt_in_SF=Port_A{1,1};
prop_in_SF=Port_A{1,2};
mdt_out_SF=Port_B{1,1};
prop_out_SF=Port_B{1,2};
elseif isempty(Port_1) && (~isempty(Port_2) && ~isempty(Port_A) && ...
~isempty(Port_B))
%% Case 4
% Q=H_B-H_A
% H_1=H_2-(-Q)=H_2+Q
% Q_out-Q
mdt_in_WF=INPUT{1,1};
prop_in_WF=INPUT{1,2};
mdt_out_WF=Port_2{1,1};
prop_out_WF=Port_2{1,2};
mdt_in_SF=Port_A{1,1};
prop_in_SF=Port_A{1,2};

end

mdt_out_SF=Port_B{1,1};
prop_out_SF=Port_B{1,2};

%% Heat Rate wrt WF
Qdt_in=INPUT{1,3};
%% Working Fluid Heat Exchanger Deck
OUTPUT_WF=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr_WF,mdt_in_WF,prop_in_WF,mdt_out_WF,p
rop_out_WF,Qdt_in,WF_name);
[i_max_WF,j_max_WF]=size(OUTPUT_WF);
%% Source Fluid Heat Exchanger Deck
OUTPUT_SF=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr_SF,mdt_in_SF,prop_in_SF,mdt_out_SF,p
rop_out_SF,-Qdt_in,SF_name);
[i_max_SF,j_max_SF]=size(OUTPUT_SF);
%% Create vertical spacer cell array
if j_max_WF==j_max_SF
% No vertical spacer cell array needed
elseif j_max_WF>j_max_SF
j_max=j_max_WF-j_max_SF;
i_max=i_max_SF;
for i=1:i_max
for j=1:j_max
blank_vert_arr{i,j}='';
end
end
OUTPUT_SF=horzcat(OUTPUT_SF(:,1:end-1),blank_vert_arr,OUTPUT_SF(:,end));
elseif j_max_WF<j_max_SF
j_max=j_max_SF-j_max_WF;
i_max=i_max_WF;
for i=1:i_max
for j=1:j_max
blank_vert_arr{i,j}='';
end
end
OUTPUT_WF=horzcat(OUTPUT_WF(:,1:end-1),blank_vert_arr,OUTPUT_WF(:,end));
end
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%% Horizontal Blank array
[i_max_WF,j_max_WF]=size(OUTPUT_WF);
for j=1:j_max_WF
blank_horz_arr{1,j}='';
end
%% Titles
%{
% Generic Working Fluid
title_wf_gen=blank_horz_arr;
title_wf_gen{1,1}='Working Fluid:';
% Generic Source Fluid
title_sf_gen=blank_horz_arr;
title_sf_gen{1,1}='Source Fluid:';
%}
%% Name
Overall_title=blank_horz_arr;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Output
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,OUTPUT_WF,blank_horz_arr,blank_horz_arr,blank_horz_arr
,blank_horz_arr,OUTPUT_SF);
end

B.4.4 OUTPUT COMPRESSOR/TURBINE
B.4.4.1

Overall

function
OUTPUT=turbine_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_s,N,mdt_out,prop_out,
Pwr_in,Dev_name)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
%% Inlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
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% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;P
conv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K','F');prop_in(j,4)*nu_conv;
prop_in(j,6);prop_in(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
INLET_mixed={'Stage Isentropic Efficiency',eta_s*100;'Number of Stages',N;'Total
Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_in;'Temperature',T_mix_in;'Total Volume',Vdt_in;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_in;'Total Entropy',Sdt_in;'Overall Vapor Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'%';'';'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Combine Inlet
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
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% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_out';'P_out';'T_out';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;
Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K','F');prop_out(j,4)*nu_c
onv;prop_out(j,6)*kJkg2btulbm;prop_out(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_out;'Temperature',T_mix_out;'Total Volume',Vdt_out;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_out;'Total Entropy',Sdt_out;'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out;'Power',Pwr_in;};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%';'kW'});
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Combine Outlet
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Combined Cell
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);

%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=Pconv(P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr),'MPa','psi');
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=Tempconv(prop_arr(1,1),'K','F');
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
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end

x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;

end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+mean(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)'))*nu_conv;
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)')*kJkgK2BtulbmR;
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
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end

end

B.4.4.2

for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

Overall Units

function
OUTPUT=turbine_cell_out_v001units(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_s,N,mdt_out,prop
_out,Pwr_in,Dev_name,indiv_units,mixed_units)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
%{
indiv_units={'Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'P_in','psi','psia';...
'T_in','F','deg F';...
'Specific Volume','ft^3/lbm','ft^3/lbm';...
'Specific Enthalpy','Btu/lbm','Btu/lbm';...
'Specific Entropy','Btu/lbm*R','Btu/(lbm*R)'};
mixed_units={'Total Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'Mixed Pressure','psi','psia';...
'Temperature','F','deg F';...
'Total Volume','ft^3/min','CFM';...
'Total Enthalpy','kW','kW';...
'Total Entropy','Btu/s*R','Btu/(deg R*s)';...
'Power','kW','kW'};
%}
%% Inlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
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INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2})
;x_iter;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K',indiv_
units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_in(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_in(j,6),'kJ
/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_in(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2,3
};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
INLET_mixed={'Stage Isentropic Efficiency',eta_s*100;'Number of Stages',N;'Total
Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_in,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_in,'K
',mixed_units{3,2});'Total Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_in,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_in,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'%';'';mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_uni
ts{3,3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Combine Inlet
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
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x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_out';'P_out';'T_out';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2}
);x_iter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K',ind
iv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_out(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_out(j,6
),'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_out(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2
,3};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_out,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_out,
'K',mixed_units{3,2});'Total
Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_out,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_out,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_out,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out;'Power',Hdtconv(Pwr_in,'kW',mixed_units{7,2})};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,
3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%';mixed_units{7,3}});
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Combine Outlet
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Combined Cell
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);

%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr);
%% Mixed Temperature
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T_mix=prop_arr(1,1);
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)')/sum(any(mdt_arr>0)));
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)');
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
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end

end

B.4.4.3

% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

In-Stage Units

function
OUTPUT=turbinestg_cell_out_v001units(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_s,N,prop_out_
arr,Pwr_in,Dev_name,indiv_units,mixed_units)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
%{
indiv_units={'Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'P_in','psi','psia';...
'T_in','F','deg F';...
'Specific Volume','ft^3/lbm','ft^3/lbm';...
'Specific Enthalpy','Btu/lbm','Btu/lbm';...
'Specific Entropy','Btu/lbm*R','Btu/(lbm*R)'};
mixed_units={'Total Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'Mixed Pressure','psi','psia';...
'Temperature','F','deg F';...
'Total Volume','ft^3/min','CFM';...
'Total Enthalpy','kW','kW';...
'Total Entropy','Btu/s*R','Btu/(deg R*s)';...
'Power','kW','kW'};
%}
%% Inlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
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% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2})
;x_iter;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K',indiv_
units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_in(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_in(j,6),'kJ
/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_in(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2,3
};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
INLET_mixed={'Stage Isentropic Efficiency',eta_s*100;'Number of Stages',N;'Total
Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_in,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_in,'K
',mixed_units{3,2});'Total Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_in,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_in,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'%';'';mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_uni
ts{3,3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Combine Inlet
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);

OUTLET=vertcat(Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz);
P_mix_out_prev=P_mix_in;
for i_stg=2:length(prop_out_arr)
mdt_out=prop_out_arr{i_stg,1}{1,3};
prop_out=prop_out_arr{i_stg,1}{1,4};
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Pwr_stg=prop_out_arr{i_stg,1}{1,5};
%% Outlet Mixed Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
% Store Stage Pressure Ratio
pi_stg_arr(i_stg)=P_mix_out/P_mix_out_prev;
P_mix_out_prev=P_mix_out;
% Store Power Array
Pwr_stg_arr(i_stg)=Pwr_stg;
% Store Constituent Vapor Quality
x_arr_out_arr(i_stg,:)=x_arr_out;
% Store Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out_arr(i_stg)=x_mixed_out;
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_out';'P_out';'T_out';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2}
);x_iter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K',ind
iv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_out(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_out(j,6
),'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_out(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2
,3};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_out,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_out,
'K',mixed_units{3,2});'Total
Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_out,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_out,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_out,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out;'Power',Hdtconv(Pwr_stg,'kW',mixed_units{7,2})};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
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end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,
3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%';mixed_units{7,3}});
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}=['Outlet of Stage ',num2str(i_stg-1),':'];
%% Combine Outlet
OUTLET=vertcat(OUTLET,Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed,Inlet
_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz);
end
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
%% Generate Overall Table
OVERALL={'Stage #','pi',['Power (',mixed_units{7,3},')'],'Overall Vapor Quality
(%)'};
for j=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
OVERALL=horzcat(OVERALL,['x_out ',CHEM_arr{j,1},' (%)']);
end
% Initial Blank overall
for i=1:length(OVERALL)
overall_blank_horz1{1,i}='';
end
OVERALL_title=vertcat(horzcat('Overall Stage:',overall_blank_horz1(1,2:end)));
OVERALL_inlet={'Inlet',1,'',x_mixed_in};
for j=1:length(x_arr_in)
OVERALL_inlet=horzcat(OVERALL_inlet,x_arr_in(j));
end
OVERALL=vertcat(OVERALL_title,OVERALL,OVERALL_inlet);
for i_stg=2:length(prop_out_arr)
OVERALL_stg={i_stg1,pi_stg_arr(i_stg),Hdtconv(Pwr_stg_arr(i_stg),'kW',mixed_units{7,2}),x_mixed_out_a
rr(i_stg)};
for j=1:length(x_arr_out_arr(1,:))
OVERALL_stg=horzcat(OVERALL_stg,x_arr_out_arr(i_stg,j));
end
OVERALL=vertcat(OVERALL,OVERALL_stg);
end
OVERALL=vertcat(OVERALL,horzcat(['Total Power
(',mixed_units{7,3},')'],Hdtconv(Pwr_in,'kW',mixed_units{7,2}),overall_blank_horz1(
1,3:end)),...
horzcat('P_out/P_in',P_mix_out/P_mix_in,overall_blank_horz1(1,3:end)),...
overall_blank_horz1,overall_blank_horz1);
i_stdrd=length(INLET(1,:));
i_overall=length(OVERALL(1,:));
if i_stdrd>i_overall
%% Add columns to overall
dims=size(OVERALL);
for j=1:dims(1)
blank_vert_overall{j,1}='';
end
for j=1:i_stdrd-i_overall
OVERALL=horzcat(OVERALL,blank_vert_overall);
end
elseif i_stdrd<i_overall
%% Add columns to Overall_title
dims=size(Overall_title);
blank_vert_overall=[];
for j=1:dims(1)
blank_vert_overall{j,1}='';
end
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for j=1:i_overall-i_stdrd
Overall_title=horzcat(Overall_title,blank_vert_overall);
end
%% Add columns to INLET
dims=size(INLET);
blank_vert_overall=[];
for j=1:dims(1)
blank_vert_overall{j,1}='';
end
for j=1:i_overall-i_stdrd
INLET=horzcat(INLET,blank_vert_overall);
end
%% Add columns to OUTLET
dims=size(OUTLET);
blank_vert_overall=[];
for j=1:dims(1)
blank_vert_overall{j,1}='';
end
for j=1:i_overall-i_stdrd
OUTLET=horzcat(OUTLET,blank_vert_overall);
end
else
%% No change
end
%% Combined Cell
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,OUTLET,OVERALL);

%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr);
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=prop_arr(1,1);
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)')/sum(any(mdt_arr>0)));
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)');
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
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% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:

end

end

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
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B.4.5 OUTPUT MIXER
B.4.5.1

Mixer

function
OUTPUT=mixer_cell_out_v002(NIST,CHEM_ARR_IN,MDT_IN,PROP_IN,dP,Qdt_in,CHEM_arr_out,m
dt_out,prop_out,P_error,STREAM_NAME,Dev_name)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)min
%% Iterate Each Fluid Stream
INLET_indiv={'Stream #';'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for ii=1:length(CHEM_ARR_IN)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ARR_IN{ii,1};
mdt_in=MDT_IN{ii,1};
prop_in=PROP_IN{ii,1};
if ~isempty(STREAM_NAME)
stream_name=STREAM_NAME{ii,1};
else
stream_name=[];
end
%% Inlet Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
if isempty(stream_name)
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Stream ',num2str(ii)];['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;P
conv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K','F');prop_in(j,4)*nu_conv;
prop_in(j,6);prop_in(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
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else
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {stream_name;['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;P
conv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K','F');prop_in(j,4)*nu_conv;
prop_in(j,6);prop_in(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
end
%INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
if ii==1
INLET_mixed={'Pressure Drop',Pconv(dP,'MPa','psi');'Heat Rate',Qdt_in;'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_in;'Temperature',T_mix_in;'Total Volume',Vdt_in;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_in;'Total Entropy',Sdt_in;'Overall Vapor Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
else
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'';'';mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s');P_mix_in
;T_mix_in;Vdt_in;Hdt_in;Sdt_in;x_mixed_in});
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_indiv
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
%INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%'});
%{
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:'
%}
%% Combine Inlet
%INLET=vertcat(INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed)
end
%% Units
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
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INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'psig';'kW';'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
for jj=1:j_indiv
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet
%% Inlet Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_out,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr_out);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr_out{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_i
ter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K','F');prop_out(j,4)*
nu_conv;prop_out(j,6);prop_out(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_out;'Error in
Pressure',Pconv(P_error,'MPa','psi');'Temperature',T_mix_out;'Total
Volume',Vdt_out;'Total Enthalpy',Hdt_out;'Total Entropy',Sdt_out;'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
[i_mixed_out,j_mixed_out]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
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[i_indiv_out,j_indiv_out]=size(OUTLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_indiv_out
for j=j_indiv_out+1:j_indiv-1
OUTLET_indiv{i,j}='';
end
end
for i=1:i_mixed_out
for j=j_mixed_out+1:j_indiv-1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Units
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'psig';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%'});
%%
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%%
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);
%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=Pconv(P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr),'MPa','psi');
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=Tempconv(prop_arr(1,1),'K','F');
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+mean(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)'))*nu_conv;
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)')*kJkgK2BtulbmR;
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
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function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:

end

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

end
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B.4.5.2

Units

function
OUTPUT=mixer_cell_out_v002units(NIST,CHEM_ARR_IN,MDT_IN,PROP_IN,dP,Qdt_in,CHEM_arr_
out,mdt_out,prop_out,P_error,STREAM_NAME,Dev_name,indiv_units,mixed_units)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)min
%{
indiv_units={'Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'P_in','psi','psia';...
'T_in','F','deg F';...
'Specific Volume','ft^3/lbm','ft^3/lbm';...
'Specific Enthalpy','Btu/lbm','Btu/lbm';...
'Specific Entropy','Btu/lbm*R','Btu/(lbm*R)'};
mixed_units={'Total Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'Mixed Pressure','psi','psia';...
'Temperature','F','deg F';...
'Total Volume','ft^3/min','CFM';...
'Total Enthalpy','kW','kW';...
'Total Entropy','Btu/s*R','Btu/(deg R*s)';
'Pressure Drop','psi','psig';...
'Heat Rate','kW','kW';...
'Error in Pressure','psi','psig'};
%}
%% Iterate Each Fluid Stream
INLET_indiv={'Stream #';'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for ii=1:length(CHEM_ARR_IN)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ARR_IN{ii,1};
mdt_in=MDT_IN{ii,1};
prop_in=PROP_IN{ii,1};
if ~isempty(STREAM_NAME)
stream_name=STREAM_NAME{ii,1};
else
stream_name=[];
end
%% Inlet Properties
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
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% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
if isempty(stream_name)
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Stream ',num2str(ii)];['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2})
;x_iter;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K',indiv_
units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_in(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_in(j,6),'kJ
/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_in(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
else
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {stream_name;['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2})
;x_iter;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K',indiv_
units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_in(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_in(j,6),'kJ
/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_in(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
end
%INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
%% Mixed Properties for Inlet
if ii==1
INLET_mixed={'Pressure Drop',Pconv(dP,'MPa',mixed_units{7,2});'Heat
Rate',Hdtconv(Qdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{8,2});'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_in;'Temperature',T_mix_in;'Total Volume',Vdt_in;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_in;'Total Entropy',Sdt_in;'Overall Vapor Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_max+1
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
else
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'';'';mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2})
;Pconv(P_mix_in,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});Tempconv(T_mix_in,'K',mixed_units{3,2});Vdt
convf(Vdt_in,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});Hdtconv(Hdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});Sdtcon
vf(Sdt_in,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});x_mixed_in});
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(INLET_mixed);
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_indiv
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
end
%% Units for Inlet Mixed
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%INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)';'%'});
%{
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
for jj=1:j_max+2
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:'
%}
%% Combine Inlet
%INLET=vertcat(INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed)
end
%% Units
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{
2,3};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{mixed_units{7,3};mixed_units{8,3};mixed_units{1,3}
;mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,
3};'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
for jj=1:j_indiv
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Outlet
%% Inlet Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_out,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr_out);
OUTLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
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state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_out(1,j/2);
end
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr_out{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{
1,2});x_iter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K'
,indiv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_out(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_out
(j,6),'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_out(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})}
);
end
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass
Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_out,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Error in
Pressure',Pconv(P_error,'MPa',mixed_units{9,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_out,'K
',mixed_units{3,2});'Total
Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_out,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_out,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_out,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_out};
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
[i_mixed_out,j_mixed_out]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
[i_indiv_out,j_indiv_out]=size(OUTLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_indiv_out
for j=j_indiv_out+1:j_indiv-1
OUTLET_indiv{i,j}='';
end
end
for i=1:i_mixed_out
for j=j_mixed_out+1:j_indiv-1
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
%% Units
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2
,3};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{9,
3};mixed_units{3,3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%'});
%%
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%%
%% Name
Overall_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Inlet_Blank_Horz,Inlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);
%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
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MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr);
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=prop_arr(1,1);
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)')/sum(any(mdt_arr>0)));
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)');
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
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end

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

end

B.4.6 SPLIT
B.4.6.1

Split

function
OUTPUT=split_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr_in,mdt_in,prop_in,CHEM_ARR_OUT,MDT_OUT,PRO
P_OUT,STREAM_NAME,Dev_name)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)min
%% Inlet Fluid Stream
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_in,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr_in);
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INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr_in{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_ite
r;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K','F');prop_in(j,4)*nu_co
nv;prop_in(j,6);prop_in(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end
INLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s');'Mixed
Pressure',P_mix_in;'Temperature',T_mix_in;'Total Volume',Vdt_in;'Total
Enthalpy',Hdt_in;'Total Entropy',Sdt_in;'Overall Vapor Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
for jj=1:j_indiv+1
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
[i_mixed_in,j_mixed_in]=size(INLET_mixed);
[i_indiv_in,j_indiv_in]=size(INLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_indiv_in
for j=j_indiv_in+1:j_indiv-1
INLET_indiv{i,j}='';
end
end
for i=1:i_mixed_in
for j=j_mixed_in+1:j_indiv
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Units
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(deg
R)';'%'});
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Iterate Each Fluid Stream
OUTLET_indiv={'Stream #';'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow';'Mixed Pressure';'Temperature';'Total
Volume';'Total Enthalpy';'Total Entropy';'Overall Vapor Quality'};
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for ii=1:length(CHEM_ARR_OUT)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ARR_OUT{ii,1};
mdt_out=MDT_OUT{ii,1};
prop_out=PROP_OUT{ii,1};
if ~isempty(STREAM_NAME)
stream_name=STREAM_NAME{ii,1};
else
stream_name=[];
end
%% Inlet Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Outlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
if isempty(stream_name)
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Stream ',num2str(ii)];['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;
Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K','F');prop_out(j,4)*nu_c
onv;prop_out(j,6);prop_out(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
else
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {stream_name;['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s','lbm/s');x_iter;
Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa','psi');Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K','F');prop_out(j,4)*nu_c
onv;prop_out(j,6);prop_out(j,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR});
end

end

%% Mixed Properties for Outlet
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s','lbm/s');P_mix_out;T
_mix_out;Vdt_out;Hdt_out;Sdt_out;x_mixed_out});
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(OUTLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_indiv
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
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end
end
%% Units
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'';'lbm/s';'%';'psia';'deg
F';'ft^3/lbm';'Btu/lbm';'Btu/(lbm*deg R)'});
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{'lbm/s';'psia';'deg F';'ft^3/min';'kW';'Btu/(deg
R)';'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(OUTLET_indiv);
for jj=1:j_indiv
Outlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end

%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Outlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Outlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_inlet,j_inlet]=size(INLET);
[i_outlet,j_outlet]=size(OUTLET);
%
for i=1:i_inlet
for j=1:j_outlet-j_inlet
INLET_spacer{i,j}='';
end
end
INLET=horzcat(INLET(:,1:end-1),INLET_spacer,INLET(:,end));

%% Name
Overall_title=Outlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Outlet_Blank_Horz,Outlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);
%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=Pconv(P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr),'MPa','psi');
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=Tempconv(prop_arr(1,1),'K','F');
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
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end

x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;

end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+mean(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)'))*nu_conv;
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)')*kJkgK2BtulbmR;
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
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end

for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

end

B.4.6.2

Units

function
OUTPUT=split_cell_out_v001units(NIST,CHEM_arr_in,mdt_in,prop_in,CHEM_ARR_OUT,MDT_OU
T,PROP_OUT,STREAM_NAME,Dev_name,indiv_units,mixed_units)
OUTPUT={};
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)min
%{
indiv_units={'Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'P_in','psi','psia';...
'T_in','F','deg F';...
'Specific Volume','ft^3/lbm','ft^3/lbm';...
'Specific Enthalpy','Btu/lbm','Btu/lbm';...
'Specific Entropy','Btu/lbm*R','Btu/(lbm*R)'};
mixed_units={'Total Mass Flow','lbm/s','lbm/s';...
'Mixed Pressure','psi','psia';...
'Temperature','F','deg F';...
'Total Volume','ft^3/min','CFM';...
'Total Enthalpy','kW','kW';...
'Total Entropy','Btu/s*R','Btu/(deg R*s)'};
%}
%% Inlet Fluid Stream
output_mix_props_in=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr_in,mdt_in,prop_in);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_in=output_mix_props_in{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_in=output_mix_props_in{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_in=output_mix_props_in{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_in=output_mix_props_in{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Inlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr_in);
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INLET_indiv={'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv, {['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr_in{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_in(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,
2});x_iter;Pconv(prop_in(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_in(j,1),'K',ind
iv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_in(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_in(j,6),
'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_in(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end
INLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});'Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_mix_in,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});'Temperature',Tempconv(T_mix_in,'K
',mixed_units{3,2});'Total Volume',Vdtconvf(Vdt_in,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});'Total
Enthalpy',Hdtconv(Hdt_in,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});'Total
Entropy',Sdtconvf(Sdt_in,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});'Overall Vapor
Quality',x_mixed_in};
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
for jj=1:j_indiv+1
Inlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(INLET_indiv);
[i_mixed_in,j_mixed_in]=size(INLET_mixed);
[i_indiv_in,j_indiv_in]=size(INLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_indiv_in
for j=j_indiv_in+1:j_indiv-1
INLET_indiv{i,j}='';
end
end
for i=1:i_mixed_in
for j=j_mixed_in+1:j_indiv
INLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
%% Inlet Title
Inlet_title=Inlet_Blank_Horz;
Inlet_title{1,1}='Inlet:';
%% Units
INLET_indiv=horzcat(INLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_units{2,3
};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
INLET_mixed=horzcat(INLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,3}
;mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%'});
INLET=vertcat(Inlet_title,INLET_indiv,Inlet_Blank_Horz,INLET_mixed);
%% Iterate Each Fluid Stream
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OUTLET_indiv={'Stream #';'Fluid #';'Constituent';'State';'Mass
Flow';'x_in';'P_in';'T_in';'Specific Volume';'Specific Enthalpy';'Specific
Entropy'};
OUTLET_mixed={'Total Mass Flow';'Mixed Pressure';'Temperature';'Total
Volume';'Total Enthalpy';'Total Entropy';'Overall Vapor Quality'};
for ii=1:length(CHEM_ARR_OUT)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ARR_OUT{ii,1};
mdt_out=MDT_OUT{ii,1};
prop_out=PROP_OUT{ii,1};
if ~isempty(STREAM_NAME)
stream_name=STREAM_NAME{ii,1};
else
stream_name=[];
end
%% Inlet Properties
output_mix_props_out=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out,prop_out);
% Inlet Mixed Pressure
T_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,1};
% Inlet Mixed Temeprature
P_mix_out=output_mix_props_out{1,2};
% Inlet Vapor Quality array
x_arr_out=output_mix_props_out{1,3};
% Inlet Volumetric Flow
Vdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,4};
% Inlet Enthalpy
Hdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,5};
% Inlet Entropy
Sdt_out=output_mix_props_out{1,6};
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mixed_out=output_mix_props_out{1,7};
%% Individual Properties for Outlet
% Number of Streams
j_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for j=1:j_max
if rem(j,2)~=0
state_iter='Liquid';
x_iter='';
else
state_iter='Vapor';
x_iter=x_arr_in(1,j/2);
end
if isempty(stream_name)
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {['Stream ',num2str(ii)];['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2}
);x_iter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K',ind
iv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_out(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_out(j,6
),'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_out(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
else
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv, {stream_name;['Fluid
',num2str(j)];CHEM_arr{j,1};state_iter;mdtconv(mdt_out(1,j),'kg/s',indiv_units{1,2}
);x_iter;Pconv(prop_out(j,2),'MPa',indiv_units{2,2});Tempconv(prop_out(j,1),'K',ind
iv_units{3,2});nuconvf(prop_out(j,4),'m^3/kg',indiv_units{4,2});hconvf(prop_out(j,6
),'kJ/kg',indiv_units{5,2});entconvf(prop_out(j,7),'kJ/kg*K',indiv_units{6,2})});
end

end

%% Mixed Properties for Outlet
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mdtconv(sum(mdt_out),'kg/s',mixed_units{1,2});Pc
onv(P_mix_out,'MPa',mixed_units{2,2});Tempconv(T_mix_out,'K',mixed_units{3,2});Vdtc
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onvf(Vdt_out,'m^3/s',mixed_units{4,2});Hdtconv(Hdt_out,'kW',mixed_units{5,2});Sdtco
nvf(Sdt_out,'kJ/s*K',mixed_units{6,2});x_mixed_out});
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_mixed,j_mixed]=size(OUTLET_mixed);
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(OUTLET_indiv);
for i=1:i_mixed
for j=j_mixed+1:j_indiv
OUTLET_mixed{i,j}='';
end
end
end
%% Units
OUTLET_indiv=horzcat(OUTLET_indiv,{'Units';'';'';'';indiv_units{1,3};'%';indiv_unit
s{2,3};indiv_units{3,3};indiv_units{4,3};indiv_units{5,3};indiv_units{6,3}});
OUTLET_mixed=horzcat(OUTLET_mixed,{mixed_units{1,3};mixed_units{2,3};mixed_units{3,
3};mixed_units{4,3};mixed_units{5,3};mixed_units{6,3};'%'});
%% Blank Horizontal Spacer for Inlet
[i_indiv,j_indiv]=size(OUTLET_indiv);
for jj=1:j_indiv
Outlet_Blank_Horz{1,jj}='';
end

%% Inlet Title
Outlet_title=Outlet_Blank_Horz;
Outlet_title{1,1}='Outlet:';
OUTLET=vertcat(Outlet_title,OUTLET_indiv,Outlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET_mixed);
%% Blank Vertical Spacer for Inlet
[i_inlet,j_inlet]=size(INLET);
[i_outlet,j_outlet]=size(OUTLET);
%
for i=1:i_inlet
for j=1:j_outlet-j_inlet
INLET_spacer{i,j}='';
end
end
INLET=horzcat(INLET(:,1:end-1),INLET_spacer,INLET(:,end));

%% Name
Overall_title=Outlet_Blank_Horz;
Overall_title{1,1}=Dev_name;
OUTPUT=vertcat(Overall_title,INLET,Outlet_Blank_Horz,Outlet_Blank_Horz,OUTLET);
%% Find Mixed Properties
function output_mix_props=mix_props(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_arr,prop_arr)
%% Mixed Pressure
% Molecular Weight Array for each stream
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MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr);
% Mixed Pressure
P_mix=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr);
%% Mixed Temperature
T_mix=prop_arr(1,1);
%% Vapor Quality of Each Constituent
x_arr=[];
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr)
if sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))==0
x_arr(1,i/2)=0;
else
x_arr(1,i/2)=mdt_arr(i)/sum(mdt_arr(1,i-1:i))*100;
end
end
%% Mixed Properties
% Mixed Volumetric
Vdt_mix=(sum(mdt_arr(1:2:end-1).*prop_arr(1:2:end1,4)')+sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end).*prop_arr(2:2:end,4)')/sum(any(mdt_arr>0)));
% Mixed Enthalpy
Hdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,6)');
% Mixed Entropy
Sdt_mix=sum(mdt_arr.*prop_arr(:,7)');
% Mixed Vapor Quality
x_mix=sum(mdt_arr(2:2:end))/sum(mdt_arr)*100;
output_mix_props={T_mix,P_mix,x_arr,Vdt_mix,Hdt_mix,Sdt_mix,x_mix};
end
%% Molecular Weights of all constituents
function MW_arr=MW_det(NIST,CHEM_arr)
%% Determine the Molecular Weight of each fluid stream
% Determines the molecular weights of constituents in each fluid
% stream.
%% Introduction:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Begin Function:
% Initialize Moelcular Weight array based on constituents and fluid
% stream
MW_arr=[];
%% Iterate Molecular Weights for each constituent
for i=2:2:length(CHEM_arr);
% Constituent Molecular Weight array
eval(['MW_arr(1,i-1:i)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{i,1},...
'.COM.MW.data*[1;1];']); % g/(g*mol)
end
%% Outputs:
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)

end
%% Mixed Pressure
function P_out=P_mixtures(mdt_arr,prop_arr,MW_arr)
%% Find the Mixed Pressures of the fluid stream.
% Find the mixed pressures based on mole rates of vaporous
% components only, partial pressure of each fluid stream.
%% Introduction:
% mdt_arr :: Mass Flow Stream (kg/s)
% prop_arr :: Fluid stream array, pressure is what we are
%
interested in
% MW_arr
:: Molecular Weights (g/mol)
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)
%% Begin Function:
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end

% Mole array of vaporous components ONLY
ndt_arr=mdt_arr(1,2:2:end)./MW_arr(2:2:end); % kmol/s
% Partial Pressure array of vaporous components ONLY, not fixed
% volume so even if a constituent has 1% or 100% vapor quality it
% will have the same mixed pressure in the end, but the size of the
% component or volumetric flow will be different.
Pp_arr=prop_arr(2:2:end,2)'; % MPa
% Mixed Pressure, the summation of partial pressure array
P_out=sum(ndt_arr.*Pp_arr)/sum(ndt_arr); % MPa
P_out=0;
for i=2:2:length(mdt_arr)
if mdt_arr(i)~=0
P_out=P_out+Pp_arr(i/2);
end
end
if isnan(P_out) || P_out==0
P_out=Pp_arr(1,1);
end
%% Outputs:
% P_out
:: Mixed Pressure (MPa)

end
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B.5 CYCLE MODEL
B.5.1 RANKINE CYCLE
B.5.1.1

Input

Fig. B.1 Rankine Cycle Input Data
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B.5.1.2

Script

% Cycle Designation: Rankine Cycle
%% Cycle Description:
% Standard Rankine Cycle
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Units:
%% Calculation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
clearsel('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%% Saturation Lookup Data
% Saturation NIST Data
if ~exist('Sat','var')
%
load('Harris_sat2.mat')
end
%% Excel File Import
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fname_input='Rankine_v001';
[dum,EXCEL_HEADER]=xlsread([fname_input,'.xlsx'],'INPUT','A1:B5');
N_iter=dum(1);
[EXCEL_num_stdrd,EXCEL_cell_stdrd]=xlsread([fname_input,'.xlsx'],'INPUT','C1:C76');
EXCEL_num_stdrd=vertcat(zeros(7,1),EXCEL_num_stdrd);
% Filename for output excel file with extension
output_fname=[EXCEL_HEADER{3,2},'.xlsx'];
disp('Done Importing from EXCEL')
%% Chemical Constituents
% Source
CHEM_source=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{11,1};
CHEM_source={CHEM_source;CHEM_source};
state_source={'l';'v'};
EXCEL_cell_stdrd{12,1}='H2O';
% Chiller
CHEM_chiller=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{12,1};
CHEM_chiller={CHEM_chiller;CHEM_chiller};
state_chiller={'l';'v'};
% Working Fluid Constituents
% Working Fluid 1
CHEM_1=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{13,1};
state_1={'l';'v'};
% Working Fluid 2
CHEM_2=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{14,1};
% Working Fluid 3
CHEM_3=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{15,1};
% Working Fluid 4
CHEM_4=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{16,1};
CHEM_combined=vertcat(CHEM_source,CHEM_chiller,CHEM_1,CHEM_2,CHEM_3,CHEM_4);
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Importing the NIST data files')
addsel('Harriscycle011a.mat',CHEM_combined)
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Setup Files')
%% Input Mass Fraction Setup
% Total Mass Heat of Source Fluid
mdt_tot_sf=EXCEL_num_stdrd(8,1); % lbm/s
% Total Mass of Working Fluid
mdt_tot_wf=EXCEL_num_stdrd(9,1); % lbm/s
% Total Mass of Chiller Fluid
mdt_tot_CH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(10,1); % lbm/s
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #1
y_const_1=EXCEL_num_stdrd(17,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #2
y_const_2=EXCEL_num_stdrd(18,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #3
y_const_3=EXCEL_num_stdrd(19,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #4
y_const_4=EXCEL_num_stdrd(20,1);
%% Boiler Heat Source Side Setup
% Constituent Array
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CHEM_arr_S1=CHEM_source;
% State Array
state_arr_S1=state_source;
% Inlet Pressure
P_S1=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(23,1),'psi','MPa');
% Inlet Temperature
T_S1=temperaturein_nist(NIST,CHEM_arr_S1,P_S1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(24,1),EXCEL_cell_stdr
d{24,1});
% Vapor Quality
x_S1=EXCEL_num_stdrd(25,1);
% Outlet Pressure
P_S2=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(26,1),'psi','MPa');
% Total Mass Flow of Constituents
mdt_S_tot=mdtconv(mdt_tot_sf,'lbm/s','kg/s');
% Mass Flow of S1
mdt_S1=[(1-x_S1),x_S1]*mdt_S_tot;
% Absolute error
eps_HPB=EXCEL_num_stdrd(27,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations
M_HPB=EXCEL_num_stdrd(28,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_HPB=EXCEL_num_stdrd(29,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_HPB=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(30,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa
% Properties of S1
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_S1;
state=state_arr_S1;
P_in=P_S1;
T_in=T_S1;
mdt=mdt_S1;
prop_S1=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt);
%% Pump Setup
% Constituent Pump Inlet & Phase array
CHEM_arr_1={};state_arr_1={};
% Vapor Quality
x_1=[];
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_1=[];
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_1,CHEM_1);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(33,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_1*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_2,CHEM_2);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(34,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_2*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_3,CHEM_3);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(35,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_3*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_4,CHEM_4);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(36,1)];
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mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_4*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
% Mixed Inlet Pressure
P_1=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(37,1),'psi','MPa');
% Partial Pressure
Pp_1=Pp_set(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,mdt_1,P_1);
% Mixed Inlet Temperature
if strcmp(EXCEL_cell_stdrd{38,1},'sat')
sat_const=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{39,1};
sat_index=max(find(strcmp(CHEM_arr_1,sat_const)));
else
sat_const=CHEM_arr_1{1,1};
sat_index=1;
end
T_1=temperaturein_nist(NIST,{sat_const},Pp_1(sat_index),EXCEL_num_stdrd(38,1),EXCEL
_cell_stdrd{38,1});
% Properties of station 1
P_in=Pp_1;T_in=T_1;
mdt=mdt_1;
state=state_arr_1;
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
prop_1=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt');
% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_2=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(40,1),'psi','MPa');
% Overall Isentropic Efficiency
eta_pump=EXCEL_num_stdrd(41,1);
% Absolute Energy Convergence Criterion
eps_pump=EXCEL_num_stdrd(42,1); % kW
% Maximum Number of Iterations for Convergence
MM_pump=EXCEL_num_stdrd(43,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_pump=EXCEL_num_stdrd(44,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_pump=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(45,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa
% Pump outlet constituent and phase array
CHEM_arr_2=CHEM_arr_1;state_arr_2=state_arr_1;
%% Heat Source Lowest Temperature for Heat Source Thermal Efficiency
% Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_LOW=CHEM_source;
% State Array
state_arr_LOW=state_source;
% Inlet Pressure
P_LOW=P_S2;
% Inlet Temperature
T_LOW=temperaturein_nist(NIST,CHEM_arr_S1,P_LOW,Tempconv(T_1,'K','F'));
% Vapor Quality
x_LOW=0;
% Mass Flow of LOW
mdt_LOW=[(1-x_LOW),x_LOW]*mdt_S_tot;
% Properties of LOW
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_LOW;
state=state_arr_LOW;
P_in=P_LOW;
T_in=T_LOW;
mdt=mdt_LOW;
prop_LOW=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt);
if isnan(prop_LOW(1,6))
% Vapor Quality
x_LOW=0;
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% Mass Flow of LOW
mdt_LOW=[(1-x_LOW),x_LOW]*mdt_S_tot;mdt=mdt_LOW;
prop_LOW=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt);
end
if isnan(prop_LOW(1,6)) && isnan(prop_LOW(2,6))
error('Temperature is outside the range of constituent')
end
% Heat Rate of
Qdt_LOW=sum(mdt_S1.*prop_S1(:,6)')-sum(mdt_LOW.*prop_LOW(:,6)');
%% Boiler Working Fluid Side Setup
% Constituent Pump Inlet & Phase array
CHEM_arr_3={};state_arr_3={};
% Vapor Quality
x_3=[];
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_3=[];
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_1,CHEM_1);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(48,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_1*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_2,CHEM_2);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(49,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_2*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_3,CHEM_3);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(50,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_3*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_4,CHEM_4);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(51,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_4*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
% Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_3=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(52,1),'psi','MPa');
% Partial Pressure
Pp_3=Pp_set(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,mdt_3,P_3);
% Mixed Inlet Temperature
if strcmp(EXCEL_cell_stdrd{53,1},'sat')
sat_const=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{54,1};
sat_index=max(find(strcmp(CHEM_arr_3,sat_const)));
else
sat_const=CHEM_arr_3{1,1};
sat_index=1;
end
T_3=temperaturein_nist(NIST,{sat_const},Pp_3(sat_index),EXCEL_num_stdrd(53,1),EXCEL
_cell_stdrd{53,1});
% Properties of station 3
P_in=Pp_3;T_in=T_3;
mdt=mdt_3;
state=state_arr_3;
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CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_3;
prop_3=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt');
% Turbine outlet constituent and phase array
CHEM_arr_4=CHEM_arr_3;state_arr_4=state_arr_3;
%% Turbine Setup
% Outlet Pressure
P_4=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(57,1),'psi','MPa');
% Number of Stages
N_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(58,1);
% Overall Isentropic efficiency of Turbine
eta_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(59,1);
% Convergence criterion
eps_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(60,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations for energy convergence
M_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(61,1);
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(62,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_Turb=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(63,1),'psi','MPa');
%% Condenser Setup
% Constituent Array
CHEM_arr_CH1=CHEM_chiller;
% State Array
state_arr_CH1=state_chiller;
% Inlet Pressure
P_CH1=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(66,1),'psi','MPa');
% Inlet Temperature
T_CH1=temperaturein_nist(NIST,CHEM_arr_CH1,P_CH1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(67,1),EXCEL_cell_s
tdrd{67,1});
% Outlet Pressure
P_CH2=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(69,1),'psi','MPa');
% Total Mass Flow of Constituents
mdt_CH_tot=mdtconv(mdt_tot_CH,'lbm/s','kg/s');
% Vapor Quality
x_CH1=EXCEL_num_stdrd(68,1);
% Mass Flow of S1
mdt_CH1=[(1-x_CH1),x_CH1]*mdt_CH_tot;
% Absolute error
eps_CH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(70,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations
M_CH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(71,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_CH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(72,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_CH=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(73,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa
% Chiller CoP
try
Beta_CH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(74,1);
catch
Beta_CH=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{74,1};
end
% Properties of CH1
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_CH1;
state=state_arr_CH1;
P_in=P_CH1;
T_in=T_CH1;
mdt=mdt_CH1;
prop_CH1=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt);
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%% Begin Cycle:
%% Pump
% Chemical Constituent
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
% State Array
state=state_arr_1;
% Mass Flow Inlet
mdt_in=mdt_1;
% Fluid Property Array
prop_in=prop_1;
% Outlet Pressure
P_out=P_2;
% Overall Isentropic Efficiency
eta_pump=eta_pump;
% Maximum Number of Iterations for Convergence
MM=MM_pump;
% Absolute Energy Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_pump;
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_pump;
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_pump;
% Set Pressure of Pump
output.pump=pump_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,mdt_in,P_out,eta_pump,M
M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Outlet Fluid Array
prop_2=output.pump{1,2};
% Outlet Mass flow array
mdt_2=output.pump{1,4};
% Power of Pump
Pwr.pump=output.pump{1,5};
% Pump Printout Function
OUTPUT.pump=pump_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_pump,mdt_2,prop_2,P
wr.pump,'Pump:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.pump)
%% Boiler
% Hotside
CHEM_source_A=CHEM_arr_S1;
state_source_A=state_arr_S1;
% Coldside
CHEM_source_1=CHEM_arr_2;
state_source_1=state_arr_2;
% Port 1 Coldside Inlet
Port_1={mdt_2,prop_2};
% Port 2 Coldside Outlet
Port_2={mdt_3,prop_3};
% Port A Hotside Inlet
Port_A={mdt_S1,prop_S1};
% Port B Hotisde Outlet (unkown)
Port_B={};
% Number of iterations
M=M_HPB;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_HPB; % kW
% Outlet Pressure of unkown Port
P_A_out=P_S2;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
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M1=M1_HPB;
% Absolute error convergence criterion in (MPa)
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_HPB;
% Set Pressure Boiler Function
output.HPB=boiler_heatexch_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_source_1,CHEM_source_A,state_so
urce_1,state_source_A,Port_1,Port_2,Port_A,Port_B,M,eps,P_A_out,M1,eps_Pset);
% Outlet Mass Flow of Hotside
mdt_S2=output.HPB{1,1};
% Outlet Fluid Properties of Hotside
prop_S2=output.HPB{1,2};
% Heat Transfer of Boiler
Qdt.HPB=output.HPB{1,3}; % kW
% Boiler Printout Function
OUTPUT.HPB=boiler_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_source_1,Port_1,Port_2,CHEM_source_A,Port
_A,Port_B,output.HPB,'Boiler:','Coldside:','Hotside:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.HPB)
%% Turbine:
% Constituent & State Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_3;
state=state_arr_3;
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_in=mdt_3;
% Inlet Constituent Array
prop_in=prop_3;
% Outlet Pressure
P_out=P_4;
% Number of Stages
N=N_Turb;
% Number of Iterations for energy convergence
M=M_Turb;
% Convergence criterion
eps=eps_Turb; % kW
% Overall Isentropic efficiency of Turbine
eta_e=eta_Turb;
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
eta_s=eta_e;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_Turb;
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_Turb;
%{
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
% Gases only, last term is a string as 'e' for turbine (or expander), and
% 'c' for compressor.
eta_s=stage_eff(mdt_in(2:end),prop_in(2:end,:),pi_e,eta_e,N,'e');
%}
% Set Pressure Turbine Function
output.Turb=isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,mdt_in,
P_out,eta_s,N,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output.Turb{1,4};
mdt_4=mdt_out;
% Outlet Fluid Properties
prop_out=output.Turb{1,2};
prop_4=prop_out;
% Power, (kW)
Pwr_out=output.Turb{1,5};
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Pwr.Turb=Pwr_out;
% Turbine Printout Function
OUTPUT.Turb=turbine_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_s,N,mdt_out,prop
_out,Pwr_out,'Turbine:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp(OUTPUT.Turb);
%% Condenser
% Coldside
CHEM_source_A=CHEM_arr_CH1;
state_source_A=state_arr_CH1;
% Hotside
CHEM_source_1=CHEM_arr_4;
state_source_1=state_arr_4;
% Port 1 Hotside Inlet
Port_1={mdt_4,prop_4};
% Port 2 Hotside Outlet
Port_2={mdt_1,prop_1};
% Port A Coldside Inlet
Port_A={mdt_CH1,prop_CH1};
% Port B Coldisde Outlet (unkown)
Port_B={};
% Number of iterations
M=M_CH;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_CH; % kW
% Outlet Pressure of unkown Port
P_A_out=P_CH2;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_CH;
% Absolute error convergence criterion in (MPa)
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_CH;
% Set Pressure Boiler Function
output.Cond=boiler_heatexch_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_source_1,CHEM_source_A,state_s
ource_1,state_source_A,Port_1,Port_2,Port_A,Port_B,M,eps,P_A_out,M1,eps_Pset);
% Outlet Mass Flow of Hotside
mdt_CH2=output.Cond{1,1};
% Outlet Fluid Properties of Hotside
prop_CH2=output.Cond{1,2};
% Heat Transfer of Boiler
Qdt.Cond=output.Cond{1,3}; % kW
% Boiler Printout Function
OUTPUT.Cond=boiler_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_source_1,Port_1,Port_2,CHEM_source_A,Por
t_A,Port_B,output.Cond,'Condenser:','Hotside:','Coldside:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.Cond)
% Chiller
if isempty(Beta_CH) || Beta_CH==0
%% No Chiller Present
Pwr.CH=0;
Qdt.CH=Qdt.Cond;
else
%% Chiller Present
Pwr.CH=Qdt.Cond/Beta_CH;
Qdt.CH=Qdt.Cond+Pwr.CH;
end
disp(' ')
disp(['Chiller Heat Rate= ',num2str(Qdt.CH),' kW'])
disp(['Chiller Pump Power= ',num2str(Pwr.CH),' kW'])
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%% Calculations
% Heat Addition
Qdt_H=Qdt.HPB;
% Heat Rejection
Qdt_L=Qdt.Cond;
% Net Power
Pwr_net=Pwr.pump+Pwr.Turb+Pwr.CH;
% Thermal Efficiency
eta_th=Pwr_net/Qdt_H;
% Thermal Efficiency Heat Rate
eta_th2=1-abs(Qdt_L)/abs(Qdt_H);
% Carnot Efficiency
eta_carnot=1-prop_1(1,1)/prop_3(1,1);
% Thermal Efficiency based on available heat (T_S1 and T_1 of working
% fluid)
eta_SOURCE=Pwr_net/Qdt_LOW;
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Cycle Performance:')
disp(['Heat Addition= ',num2str(Qdt_H),' kW'])
disp(['Heat Rejection= ',num2str(Qdt_L),' kW'])
disp(['Net Power= ',num2str(Pwr_net),' kW'])
disp(['Thermal Efficiency= ',num2str(eta_th*100),' %'])
disp(['Heat Rate Thermal Efficiency= ',num2str(eta_th2*100),' %'])
disp(['Carnot Efficiency= ',num2str(eta_carnot*100),' %'])
disp(['Thermal Efficiency of Heat Source= ',num2str(eta_SOURCE*100),' %'])
%% Output:
OUTPUT.overall={'Property:','Value:','Units:';...
'Pump Power',Pwr.pump,' kW';'Turbine Power',Pwr.Turb,' kW';'Chiller
Power',Pwr.CH,' kW';...
'Boiler Heat Rate',Qdt.HPB,' kW';'Condenser Heat Rate',Qdt.Cond,' kW';...
'Heat Addition',Qdt_H,' kW';'Heat Rejection',Qdt_L,' kW';'Net Power',Pwr_net,'
kW';'Thermal Efficiency',eta_th*100,' %';...
'Thermal Efficiency Heat Rate',eta_th2*100,' %';'Carnot
Efficiency',eta_carnot*100,' %';'Thermal Efficiency of Heat
Source',eta_SOURCE*100,' %'};
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp(OUTPUT.overall)
%% Output to EXCEL:
OUTPUT.EXCEL1={Pwr.pump;Pwr.Turb;Pwr.CH;Qdt.HPB;Qdt.Cond;Qdt_H;Qdt_L;Pwr_net;eta_th
;eta_th2;eta_carnot;eta_SOURCE};
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B.5.2 BRAYTON CYCLE
B.5.2.1

Input

Fig. B.2 Brayton Cycle Input Data

B.5.2.2

Script

% Cycle Designation: Brayton Cycle
%% Cycle Description:
% Standard Brayton Cycle
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Units:
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%% Calculation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
clearsel('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%% Saturation Lookup Data
% Saturation NIST Data
if ~exist('Sat','var')
%
load('Harris_sat2.mat')
end
%% Excel File Import
fname_input='Brayton_v001';
[dum,EXCEL_HEADER]=xlsread([fname_input,'.xlsx'],'INPUT','A1:B5');
N_iter=dum(1);
[EXCEL_num_stdrd,EXCEL_cell_stdrd]=xlsread([fname_input,'.xlsx'],'INPUT','C1:C62');
EXCEL_num_stdrd=vertcat(zeros(7,1),EXCEL_num_stdrd);
% Filename for output excel file with extension
output_fname=[EXCEL_HEADER{3,2},'.xlsx'];
disp('Done Importing from EXCEL')
%% Chemical Constituents
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% Working Fluid Constituents
% Working Fluid 1
CHEM_1=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{9,1};
state_1={'l';'v'};
% Working Fluid 2
CHEM_2=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{10,1};
% Working Fluid 3
CHEM_3=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{11,1};
% Working Fluid 4
CHEM_4=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{12,1};
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_1;CHEM_1};
elseif ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_2;CHEM_2};
elseif ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_3;CHEM_3};
elseif ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_4;CHEM_4};
end
CHEM_combined=vertcat(CHEM_combined,CHEM_1,CHEM_2,CHEM_3,CHEM_4);
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Importing the NIST data files')
addsel('Harriscycle011a.mat',CHEM_combined)
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Setup Files')
%% Input Mass Fraction Setup
% Total Mass of Working Fluid
mdt_tot_wf=EXCEL_num_stdrd(8,1); % lbm/s
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #1
y_const_1=EXCEL_num_stdrd(13,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #2
y_const_2=EXCEL_num_stdrd(14,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #3
y_const_3=EXCEL_num_stdrd(15,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #4
y_const_4=EXCEL_num_stdrd(16,1);
%% Compressor Setup
% Constituent Compressor Inlet & Phase array
CHEM_arr_1={};state_arr_1={};
% Vapor Quality
x_1=[];
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_1=[];
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_1,CHEM_1);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(19,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_1*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_2,CHEM_2);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(20,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_2*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
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if ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_3,CHEM_3);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(21,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_3*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_4,CHEM_4);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(22,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_4*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
% Mixed Inlet Pressure
P_1=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(23,1),'psi','MPa');
% Partial Pressure
Pp_1=Pp_set(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,mdt_1,P_1);
% Mixed Inlet Temperature
if strcmp(EXCEL_cell_stdrd{24,1},'sat')
sat_const=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{25,1};
sat_index=max(find(strcmp(CHEM_arr_1,sat_const)));
else
sat_const=CHEM_arr_1{1,1};
sat_index=1;
end
T_1=temperaturein_nist(NIST,{sat_const},Pp_1(sat_index),EXCEL_num_stdrd(24,1),EXCEL
_cell_stdrd{24,1});
% Properties of station 1
P_in=Pp_1;T_in=T_1;
mdt=mdt_1;
state=state_arr_1;
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
prop_1=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt');
% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_2=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(26,1),'psi','MPa');
% Number of Stages
N_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(27,1);
% Overall Isentropic Efficiency
eta_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(28,1);
% Absolute Energy Convergence Criterion
eps_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(29,1); % kW
% Maximum Number of Iterations for Convergence
MM_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(30,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(31,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_C=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(32,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa
% Pump outlet constituent and phase array
CHEM_arr_2=CHEM_arr_1;state_arr_2=state_arr_1;
%% Heat Exchanger Hot, Working Fluid Side Setup
% Constituent Pump Inlet & Phase array
CHEM_arr_3={};state_arr_3={};
% Vapor Quality
x_3=[];
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_3=[];
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_1,CHEM_1);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
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x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(35,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_1*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_2,CHEM_2);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(36,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_2*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_3,CHEM_3);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(37,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_3*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_4,CHEM_4);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(38,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_4*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
% Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_3=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(39,1),'psi','MPa');
% Partial Pressure
Pp_3=Pp_set(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,mdt_3,P_3);
% Mixed Inlet Temperature
if strcmp(EXCEL_cell_stdrd{40,1},'sat')
sat_const=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{41,1};
sat_index=max(find(strcmp(CHEM_arr_3,sat_const)));
else
sat_const=CHEM_arr_3{1,1};
sat_index=1;
end
T_3=temperaturein_nist(NIST,{sat_const},Pp_3(sat_index),EXCEL_num_stdrd(40,1),EXCEL
_cell_stdrd{40,1});
% Properties of station 3
P_in=Pp_3;T_in=T_3;
mdt=mdt_3;
state=state_arr_3;
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_3;
prop_3=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt');
% Absolute error
eps_HEH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(42,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations
M_HEH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(43,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_HEH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(44,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_HEH=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(45,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa
% Turbine outlet constituent and phase array
CHEM_arr_4=CHEM_arr_3;state_arr_4=state_arr_3;
%% Turbine Setup
% Outlet Pressure
P_4=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(48,1),'psi','MPa');
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% Number of Stages
N_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(49,1);
% Overall Isentropic efficiency of Turbine
eta_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(50,1);
% Convergence criterion
eps_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(51,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations for energy convergence
M_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(52,1);
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_Turb=EXCEL_num_stdrd(53,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_Turb=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(54,1),'psi','MPa');
%% Heat Exchanger Cold, Working Fluid Setup
% Absolute error
eps_HEC=EXCEL_num_stdrd(57,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations
M_HEC=EXCEL_num_stdrd(58,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_HEC=EXCEL_num_stdrd(59,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_HEC=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(60,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa

%% Begin Cycle:
%% Compressor
% Constituent & State Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
state=state_arr_1;
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_in=mdt_1;
% Inlet Constituent Array
prop_in=prop_1;
% Outlet Pressure
P_out=P_2;
% Number of Stages
N=N_C;
% Number of Iterations for energy convergence
M=MM_C;
% Convergence criterion
eps=eps_C; % kW
% Overall Isentropic efficiency of Compressor
eta_c=eta_C;
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
eta_s=eta_c;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_C;
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_C;
%{
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
% Gases only, last term is a string as 'e' for turbine (or expander), and
% 'c' for compressor.
eta_s=stage_eff(mdt_in(2:2:end),prop_in(2:2:end,:),pi_c,eta_c,N,'c');
%}
% Set Pressure Turbine Function
output.C=isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,mdt_in,P_o
ut,eta_s,N,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Outlet Mass Flow
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mdt_out=output.C{1,4};
mdt_2=mdt_out;
% Outlet Fluid Properties
prop_out=output.C{1,2};
prop_2=prop_out;
% Power, (kW)
Pwr_out=output.C{1,5};
Pwr.C=Pwr_out;
% Turbine Printout Function
OUTPUT.C=turbine_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_s,N,mdt_out,prop_ou
t,Pwr_out,'Compressor:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp(OUTPUT.C);
%% Heat Exchanger Hot, Working Fluid
% Constituent Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_2;
% Phase Array
state=state_arr_2;
% Mass Flow inlet
mdt_in=mdt_2;
% Fluid Properties inlet
prop_in=prop_2;
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=mdt_3;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=prop_3;
% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_out=P_3;
% Number of iterations for energy convergence
M=M_HEH;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_HEH;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_HEH;
% Absolute error convergence criterion in (MPa)
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_HEH;
% Heat Calculation
Qdt.HEH=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)')-sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)');
% Heat exchanger function
output.HEH=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,Qdt.HEH,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=output.HEH{1,4};
mdt_3=mdt_out;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=output.HEH{1,2};
prop_3=prop_out;
% Heat Calculation
OUTPUT.HEH=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qdt
.HEH,'Hot Heat Exchanger:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.HEH)
%% Turbine:
% Constituent & State Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_3;
state=state_arr_3;
% Inlet Mass Flow
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mdt_in=mdt_3;
% Inlet Constituent Array
prop_in=prop_3;
% Outlet Pressure
P_out=P_4;
% Number of Stages
N=N_Turb;
% Number of Iterations for energy convergence
M=M_Turb;
% Convergence criterion
eps=eps_Turb; % kW
% Overall Isentropic efficiency of Turbine
eta_e=eta_Turb;
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
eta_s=eta_e;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_Turb;
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_Turb;
%{
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
% Gases only, last term is a string as 'e' for turbine (or expander), and
% 'c' for compressor.
eta_s=stage_eff(mdt_in(2:end),prop_in(2:end,:),pi_e,eta_e,N,'e');
%}
% Set Pressure Turbine Function
output.Turb=isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,mdt_in,
P_out,eta_s,N,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output.Turb{1,4};
mdt_4=mdt_out;
% Outlet Fluid Properties
prop_out=output.Turb{1,2};
prop_4=prop_out;
% Power, (kW)
Pwr_out=output.Turb{1,5};
Pwr.Turb=Pwr_out;
% Turbine Printout Function
OUTPUT.Turb=turbine_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_s,N,mdt_out,prop
_out,Pwr_out,'Turbine:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp(OUTPUT.Turb);
%% Heat Exchanger Cold, Working Fluid
% Constituent Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_4;
% Phase Array
state=state_arr_4;
% Mass Flow inlet
mdt_in=mdt_4;
% Fluid Properties inlet
prop_in=prop_4;
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=mdt_1;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=prop_1;
% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_out=P_1;
% Number of iterations for energy convergence
M=M_HEC;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_HEC;
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% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_HEC;
% Absolute error convergence criterion in (MPa)
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_HEC;
% Heat Calculation
Qdt.HEC=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)')-sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)');
% Heat exchanger function
output.HEC=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,Qdt.HEC,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=output.HEC{1,4};
mdt_1=mdt_out;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=output.HEC{1,2};
prop_1=prop_out;
% Heat Calculation
OUTPUT.HEC=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qdt
.HEC,'Cold Heat Exchanger:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.HEC)
%% Calculations
% Heat Addition
Qdt_H=Qdt.HEH;
% Heat Rejection
Qdt_L=Qdt.HEC;
% Net Power
Pwr_net=Pwr.C+Pwr.Turb;
% Thermal Efficiency
eta_th=Pwr_net/Qdt_H;
% Thermal Efficiency Heat Rate
eta_th2=1-abs(Qdt_L)/abs(Qdt_H);
% Carnot Efficiency
eta_carnot=1-prop_1(1,1)/prop_3(1,1);
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Cycle Performance:')
disp(['Heat Addition= ',num2str(Qdt_H),' kW'])
disp(['Heat Rejection= ',num2str(Qdt_L),' kW'])
disp(['Net Power= ',num2str(Pwr_net),' kW'])
disp(['Thermal Efficiency= ',num2str(eta_th*100),' %'])
disp(['Heat Rate Thermal Efficiency= ',num2str(eta_th2*100),' %'])
disp(['Carnot Efficiency= ',num2str(eta_carnot*100),' %'])
%% Output:
OUTPUT.overall={'Property:','Value:','Units:';...
'Compressor Power',Pwr.C,' kW';'Turbine Power',Pwr.Turb,' kW';...
'Heat Exchanger Hot, Heat Rate',Qdt.HEH,' kW';'Heat Exchanger Cold, Heat
Rate',Qdt.HEC,' kW';...
'Heat Addition',Qdt_H,' kW';'Heat Rejection',Qdt_L,' kW';'Net Power',Pwr_net,'
kW';'Thermal Efficiency',eta_th*100,' %';...
'Thermal Efficiency Heat Rate',eta_th2*100,' %';'Carnot
Efficiency',eta_carnot*100,' %'};
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp(OUTPUT.overall)
%% Output to EXCEL:
OUTPUT.EXCEL1={Pwr.C;Pwr.Turb;Qdt.HEH;Qdt.HEC;Qdt_H;Qdt_L;Pwr_net;eta_th;eta_th2;et
a_carnot};
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B.5.3 VAPOR COMPRESSION REFRIGERATION CYCLE
B.5.3.1

Input

Fig. B.3 Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle Input Data

B.5.3.2

Script

% Cycle Designation: Vapor Compression Cycle
%% Cycle Description:
% Standard Multiphase Compression Refrigeration Cycle
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%% Units:
%% Calculation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
clearsel('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%% Saturation Lookup Data
% Saturation NIST Data
if ~exist('Sat','var')
%
load('Harris_sat2.mat')
end
%% Excel File Import
fname_input='Vap-Comp_Ref_v001';
[dum,EXCEL_HEADER]=xlsread([fname_input,'.xlsx'],'INPUT','A1:B5');
N_iter=dum(1);
[EXCEL_num_stdrd,EXCEL_cell_stdrd]=xlsread([fname_input,'.xlsx'],'INPUT','C1:C60');
EXCEL_num_stdrd=vertcat(zeros(7,1),EXCEL_num_stdrd);
% Filename for output excel file with extension
output_fname=[EXCEL_HEADER{3,2},'.xlsx'];
disp('Done Importing from EXCEL')
%% Chemical Constituents
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% Working Fluid Constituents
% Working Fluid 1
CHEM_1=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{9,1};
state_1={'l';'v'};
% Working Fluid 2
CHEM_2=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{10,1};
% Working Fluid 3
CHEM_3=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{11,1};
% Working Fluid 4
CHEM_4=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{12,1};
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_1;CHEM_1};
elseif ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_2;CHEM_2};
elseif ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_3;CHEM_3};
elseif ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_combined={CHEM_4;CHEM_4};
end
CHEM_combined=vertcat(CHEM_combined,CHEM_1,CHEM_2,CHEM_3,CHEM_4);
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Importing the NIST data files')
addsel('Harriscycle011a.mat',CHEM_combined)
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Setup Files')
%% Input Mass Fraction Setup
% Total Mass of Working Fluid
mdt_tot_wf=EXCEL_num_stdrd(8,1); % lbm/s
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #1
y_const_1=EXCEL_num_stdrd(13,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #2
y_const_2=EXCEL_num_stdrd(14,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #3
y_const_3=EXCEL_num_stdrd(15,1);
% Mass Fraction of Constituent #4
y_const_4=EXCEL_num_stdrd(16,1);
%% Compressor Setup
% Constituent Compressor Inlet & Phase array
CHEM_arr_1={};state_arr_1={};
% Vapor Quality
x_1=[];
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_1=[];
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_1,CHEM_1);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(19,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_1*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_2,CHEM_2);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(20,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_2*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
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end
if ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_3,CHEM_3);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(21,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_3*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_arr_1=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_4,CHEM_4);
state_arr_1=vertcat(state_arr_1,state_1);
x_1=[x_1,EXCEL_num_stdrd(22,1)];
mdt_1=[mdt_1,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_4*[1x_1(end),x_1(end)]];
end
% Mixed Inlet Pressure
P_1=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(23,1),'psi','MPa');
% Partial Pressure
Pp_1=Pp_set(NIST,CHEM_arr_1,mdt_1,P_1);
% Mixed Inlet Temperature
if strcmp(EXCEL_cell_stdrd{24,1},'sat')
sat_const=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{25,1};
sat_index=max(find(strcmp(CHEM_arr_1,sat_const)));
else
sat_const=CHEM_arr_1{1,1};
sat_index=1;
end
T_1=temperaturein_nist(NIST,{sat_const},Pp_1(sat_index),EXCEL_num_stdrd(24,1),EXCEL
_cell_stdrd{24,1});
% Properties of station 1
P_in=Pp_1;T_in=T_1;
mdt=mdt_1;
state=state_arr_1;
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
prop_1=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt');
% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_2=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(26,1),'psi','MPa');
% Number of Stages
N_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(27,1);
% Overall Isentropic Efficiency
eta_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(28,1);
% Absolute Energy Convergence Criterion
eps_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(29,1); % kW
% Maximum Number of Iterations for Convergence
MM_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(30,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_C=EXCEL_num_stdrd(31,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_C=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(32,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa
% Pump outlet constituent and phase array
CHEM_arr_2=CHEM_arr_1;state_arr_2=state_arr_1;
%% Heat Exchanger Hot, Working Fluid Side Setup
% Constituent Pump Inlet & Phase array
CHEM_arr_3={};state_arr_3={};
% Vapor Quality
x_3=[];
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_3=[];
if ~isempty(CHEM_1)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_1,CHEM_1);
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state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(35,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_1*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_2)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_2,CHEM_2);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(36,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_2*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_3)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_3,CHEM_3,CHEM_3);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(37,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_3*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
if ~isempty(CHEM_4)
CHEM_arr_3=vertcat(CHEM_arr_1,CHEM_4,CHEM_4);
state_arr_3=vertcat(state_arr_3,state_1);
x_3=[x_3,EXCEL_num_stdrd(38,1)];
mdt_3=[mdt_3,mdtconv(mdt_tot_wf,'lbm/s','kg/s')*y_const_4*[1x_3(end),x_3(end)]];
end
% Mixed Outlet Pressure
P_3=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(39,1),'psi','MPa');
% Partial Pressure
Pp_3=Pp_set(NIST,CHEM_arr_3,mdt_3,P_3);
% Mixed Inlet Temperature
if strcmp(EXCEL_cell_stdrd{40,1},'sat')
sat_const=EXCEL_cell_stdrd{41,1};
sat_index=max(find(strcmp(CHEM_arr_3,sat_const)));
else
sat_const=CHEM_arr_3{1,1};
sat_index=1;
end
T_3=temperaturein_nist(NIST,{sat_const},Pp_3(sat_index),EXCEL_num_stdrd(40,1),EXCEL
_cell_stdrd{40,1});
% Properties of station 3
P_in=Pp_3;T_in=T_3;
mdt=mdt_3;
state=state_arr_3;
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_3;
prop_3=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state,mdt');
% Absolute error
eps_Cond=EXCEL_num_stdrd(42,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations
M_Cond=EXCEL_num_stdrd(43,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_Cond=EXCEL_num_stdrd(44,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_Cond=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(45,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa
% Turbine outlet constituent and phase array
CHEM_arr_4=CHEM_arr_3;state_arr_4=state_arr_3;
%% Throttle Setup
% Outlet Pressure
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P_4=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(48,1),'psi','MPa');
% Convergence criterion
eps_TH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(49,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations for energy convergence
M_TH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(50,1);
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_TH=EXCEL_num_stdrd(51,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_TH=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(52,1),'psi','MPa');
%% Heat Exchanger Cold, Working Fluid Setup
% Absolute error
eps_Evap=EXCEL_num_stdrd(55,1); % kW
% Number of Iterations
M_Evap=EXCEL_num_stdrd(56,1);
% Maximum number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1_Evap=EXCEL_num_stdrd(57,1);
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset_Evap=Pconv(EXCEL_num_stdrd(58,1),'psi','MPa'); % MPa

%% Begin Cycle:
%% Compressor
% Constituent & State Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_1;
state=state_arr_1;
% Inlet Mass Flow
mdt_in=mdt_1;
% Inlet Constituent Array
prop_in=prop_1;
% Outlet Pressure
P_out=P_2;
% Number of Stages
N=N_C;
% Number of Iterations for energy convergence
M=MM_C;
% Convergence criterion
eps=eps_C; % kW
% Overall Isentropic efficiency of Compressor
eta_c=eta_C;
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
eta_s=eta_c;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_C;
% Absolute error abs(P_act-P_set), of outlet pressure
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_C;
%{
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
% Gases only, last term is a string as 'e' for turbine (or expander), and
% 'c' for compressor.
eta_s=stage_eff(mdt_in(2:2:end),prop_in(2:2:end,:),pi_c,eta_c,N,'c');
%}
% Set Pressure Turbine Function
output.C=isentropic_turbinePP_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,mdt_in,P_o
ut,eta_s,N,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=output.C{1,4};
mdt_2=mdt_out;
% Outlet Fluid Properties
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prop_out=output.C{1,2};
prop_2=prop_out;
% Power, (kW)
Pwr_out=output.C{1,5};
Pwr.C=Pwr_out;
% Turbine Printout Function
OUTPUT.C=turbine_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta_s,N,mdt_out,prop_ou
t,Pwr_out,'Compressor:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp(OUTPUT.C);
%% Heat Exchanger Hot, Working Fluid
% Constituent Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_2;
% Phase Array
state=state_arr_2;
% Mass Flow inlet
mdt_in=mdt_2;
% Fluid Properties inlet
prop_in=prop_2;
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=mdt_3;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=prop_3;
% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_out=P_3;
% Number of iterations for energy convergence
M=M_Cond;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_Cond;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_Cond;
% Absolute error convergence criterion in (MPa)
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_Cond;
% Heat Calculation
Qdt.Cond=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)')-sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)');
% Heat exchanger function
output.Cond=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,Qdt.Cond,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=output.Cond{1,4};
mdt_3=mdt_out;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=output.Cond{1,2};
prop_3=prop_out;
% Heat Calculation
OUTPUT.Cond=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qd
t.Cond,'Condenser:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.Cond)
%% Throttle
% Constituent Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_3;
% Phase Array
state=state_arr_3;
% Mass Flow inlet
mdt_in=mdt_3;
% Fluid Properties inlet
prop_in=prop_3;
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% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_out=P_4;
% Number of iterations for energy convergence
M=M_TH;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_TH;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_TH;
% Absolute error convergence criterion in (MPa)
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_TH;
% Heat Calculation
Qdt.TH=0;
% Heat exchanger function
output.TH=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,Qdt.TH,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=output.TH{1,4};
mdt_4=mdt_out;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=output.TH{1,2};
prop_4=prop_out;
% Heat Calculation
OUTPUT.TH=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qdt.
TH,'Throttle:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.TH)
%% Heat Exchanger Cold, Working Fluid
% Constituent Array
CHEM_arr=CHEM_arr_4;
% Phase Array
state=state_arr_4;
% Mass Flow inlet
mdt_in=mdt_4;
% Fluid Properties inlet
prop_in=prop_4;
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=mdt_1;
% Fluid Properties outlet
prop_out=prop_1;
% Outlet Mixed Pressure
P_out=P_1;
% Number of iterations for energy convergence
M=M_Evap;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_Evap;
% Maximum Number of iterations for outlet pressure convergence
M1=M1_Evap;
% Absolute error convergence criterion in (MPa)
eps_Pset=eps_Pset_Evap;
% Heat Calculation
Qdt.Evap=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,6)')-sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,6)');
% Heat exchanger function
output.Evap=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in,...
mdt_in,P_out,Qdt.Evap,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Mass Flow outlet
mdt_out=output.Evap{1,4};
mdt_1=mdt_out;
% Fluid Properties outlet
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prop_out=output.Evap{1,2};
prop_1=prop_out;
% Heat Calculation
OUTPUT.Evap=heatexch_cell_out_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,mdt_out,prop_out,Qd
t.Evap,'Evaporator:');
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(OUTPUT.Evap)

%% Calculations
% Heat Addition
Qdt_H=Qdt.Cond;
% Heat Rejection
Qdt_L=Qdt.Evap;
% Net Power
Pwr_net=Pwr.C;
% CoP of Refrigeration
Beta_REF=abs(Qdt_L)/abs(Pwr_net);
% CoP of Heat Pump
Beta_HP=abs(Qdt_H)/abs(Pwr_net);
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Cycle Performance:')
disp(['Heat Addition= ',num2str(Qdt_L),' kW'])
disp(['Heat Rejection= ',num2str(Qdt_H),' kW'])
disp(['Net Power= ',num2str(Pwr_net),' kW'])
disp(['CoP of Refrigeration= ',num2str(Beta_REF),''])
disp(['CoP of Heat Pump= ',num2str(Beta_HP),''])
%% Output:
OUTPUT.overall={'Property:','Value:','Units:';...
'Compressor Power',Pwr.C,' kW';...
'Condenser, Heat Rate',Qdt.Cond,' kW';'Evaporator, Heat Rate',Qdt.Evap,'
kW';...
'Heat Addition',Qdt_L,' kW';'Heat Rejection',Qdt_H,' kW';'Net Power',Pwr_net,'
kW';'CoP of Refrigeration',Beta_REF,'';...
'CoP of Heat Pump',Beta_HP,''};
disp(' ');disp(' ');disp(OUTPUT.overall)
%% Output to EXCEL:
OUTPUT.EXCEL1={Pwr.C;Qdt.Cond;Qdt.Evap;Qdt_L;Qdt_H;Pwr_net;Beta_REF;Beta_HP};

B.5.4 MULTISTAGE REFRIGERATION WITH INTERCOOLING
B.5.4.1

Script

%% Cycle Designation: Multistage Compression with Intercooling
%% Cycle Description:
% Multistage compression with intercooling
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%% Units:
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
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% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% Introduction:
% Multistage compression with intercooling, to decrease the work input, and
% increase the capacity of heat absoption as compared to a cascading
% refrigeration cycle.
%
% Start at station 5 which is assumed to be a saturated liquid at the
% highest pressure. Station 5 has the most mass flow, and station 1 has the
% least mass flow. Station 1 outlet of the evaporator is assumed to be a
% saturated vapor at the lowest pressure. Station 5 passes through throttle
% 2 which keeps enthalpy constant, but drops the pressure to a lower value
% at station 6. The flash chamber separates the liquid which moves to
% station 8 (at saturation), and the vapor to station 7 (mixing chamber).
% The liquid from station 8 passes through throttle 1 which keeps enthalpy
% constant, but drops pressure to the lowest pressure (evaporator
% pressure). The mass flow moves to the evaporator and absorbs heat
% Qdt_INPUT. The mass flow enters Compressor 1. The Mixing chamber takes
% the Compressor outlet which should be a superheated vapor most of the
% time, and the outlet of the Flash Chamber to bring it close to
% saturation (at the intermediate pressure). The flow moves through
% Compressor 2 and enters the condenser to reject the heat and bring the
% outlet of the Condenser back to the starting condition of the cycle. The
% rejected heat provided that the evaporator is the only other
% non-adiabatic process will have the collected heat output of Heat
% absorbed + total power input.
%
% This functin can add multiple stages than the one in the illustration
% automatically.
%% Illustration:
%
Rejected Heat Rate (Qdt_OUTPUT=Qdt_INPUT+Pwr_C1+Pwr_C2)
%
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Absorbed Heat Rate (Qdt_INPUT)
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
clearsel('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%{
%% Saturation Lookup Data
% Saturation NIST Data
if ~exist('Sat','var')
load('Harris_sat2.mat')
end
%}
%% Chemical Constituents
% Refrigerants
CHEM_ref='R134a';
CHEM_ref={CHEM_ref;CHEM_ref};
state_ref={'l';'v'};
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
addsel('Harriscycle011a.mat',CHEM_ref)
%% Frontmatter stuff
% Number of stages
N=4; % 2 or more (1 for the mixer & 1 for the condenser)
%
% Maximum Pressure, Rejection Saturation Temperature
P_max=Pconv(200,'psi','MPa');
% Minimum Pressure, Absorption Saturation Temperature
P_min=Pconv(30,'psi','MPa');
%}
%
T_max=Tempconv(90*0+200,'F','K');
T_min=Tempconv(30*0+60,'F','K');
%}
% Isentropic Efficiency of compressors
eta_comp=0.85;
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% Number of iterations for Throttles
M_th=1e3;
% Convergence Criterion for Throttles
eps_th=1e-9; % kW
% Number of iterations for Mixer
M_M=1e3;
% Convergence Criterion for Mixer
eps_M=1e-9; % kW
% Pressure Drop across mixers
dP_M=Pconv(0,'psi','MPa'); % psig
% Heat Input Evaporator Side
Qdt_INPUT=100; % kW
%{
F_min={P_min,'sat'}; %{'sat',307.2893};
F_max={P_max,'sat'}; % {'sat',377.2201};
%}
%
F_min={'sat',T_min};
F_max={'sat',T_max};
%}
% Number of Iterations for Pressure Convergence
M1=10;
% Convergence Criterion for Pressure (absolute pressure difference)
eps_Pset=Pconv(0.01,'psi','MPa');
%
f_out=ref_multivaprcomp_MPMCv001(NIST,CHEM_ref,F_min,F_max,Qdt_INPUT,...
N,eta_comp,M_th,eps_th,M_M,eps_M,dP_M,M1,eps_Pset);
% Rejected Heat Rate
Qdt_OUTPUT=f_out{1,1} % kW
% Total Power
Pwr_sum=f_out{1,2} % kW
% CoP of Refrigeration Q_absorbed/Pwr_in
Beta_ref=f_out{1,3}
% Power array of each compressor
Pwr_array=f_out{1,4}; % kW
% Condenser {mdt_in,prop_in;mdt_out,prop_out}
Condenser=f_out{1,5};
% Evaporator {mdt_in,prop_in;mdt_out,prop_out}
Evaporator=f_out{1,6};
% Station Number of each component
station=f_out{1,7};
% Mass flow array at each Station Number
mdt_arrays=f_out{1,8};
% Fluid Property array at each Station Number
prop_arrays=f_out{1,9};

B.5.4.2

Function

function f_out=ref_multivaprcomp_MPMCv001(NIST,CHEM_in,F_min,F_max,Qdt_INPUT,...
N,eta_comp,M_th,eps_th,M_M,eps_M,dP_M,M1,eps_Pset)
%% Cycle Designation: Multistage Compression with Intercooling
%% Cycle Description:
% Multistage compression with intercooling
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Units:
%% Calcuation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
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%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% Introduction:
% Multistage compression with intercooling, to decrease the work input, and
% increase the capacity of heat absoption as compared to a cascading
% refrigeration cycle.
%
% Start at station 5 which is assumed to be a saturated liquid at the
% highest pressure. Station 5 has the most mass flow, and station 1 has the
% least mass flow. Station 1 outlet of the evaporator is assumed to be a
% saturated vapor at the lowest pressure. Station 5 passes through throttle
% 2 which keeps enthalpy constant, but drops the pressure to a lower value
% at station 6. The flash chamber separates the liquid which moves to
% station 8 (at saturation), and the vapor to station 7 (mixing chamber).
% The liquid from station 8 passes through throttle 1 which keeps enthalpy
% constant, but drops pressure to the lowest pressure (evaporator
% pressure). The mass flow moves to the evaporator and absorbs heat
% Qdt_INPUT. The mass flow enters Compressor 1. The Mixing chamber takes
% the Compressor outlet which should be a superheated vapor most of the
% time, and the outlet of the Flash Chamber to bring it close to
% saturation (at the intermediate pressure). The flow moves through
% Compressor 2 and enters the condenser to reject the heat and bring the
% outlet of the Condenser back to the starting condition of the cycle. The
% rejected heat provided that the evaporator is the only other
% non-adiabatic process will have the collected heat output of Heat
% absorbed + total power input.
%
% This functin can add multiple stages than the one in the illustration
% automatically.
%% Illustration:
%
Rejected Heat Rate (Qdt_OUTPUT=Qdt_INPUT+Pwr_C1+Pwr_C2)
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Absorbed Heat Rate (Qdt_INPUT)

%% Process:
% 1. Condenser outlet and Evaporator outlet. Give a dummy total mass (mass
%
flow in the condenser.
% 2. Determine the station numbers of all of the components related to
%
each stage, using station 1 as the outlet of the evaporator.
% 3. Determine the throttle outlet properties. Separate the vapor
%
constituent to the mixer and the liquid portion to the next throttle.
% 4. Record the mass flow ration of vapor/liquid at each stage, every
%
fluid property, and vapor qualities.
% 5. Once the Evaporator has been reached use the known specific enthalpy
%
and heat rate to determine the mass flow in the evaporator.
% 6. Determine the Compressor mass output, fluid properties, power
%
required.
% 7. Determine the throttle inlet mass flow and vapor quality from the
%
dummy value.
% 8. Apply the vapor to liquid ratio to determine the mixing chamber inlet
%
mass flows from the Flash Chamber (called the separator in this
%
program).
% 9. Add the outlet mass flows of the Flash Chamber as the inlet (or
%
outlet mass flow of the next throttle
% 10. Take the inlet mass flows of the mixing chamber with fluid properties
%
and determine the mixing chamber outlet.
% 11. Continue steps 6-11 for all mixing chambers.
% 12. Determine the last compressor outlet mass flow, fluid properties, and
%
power.
% 13. Determine the inlet of the last throttle vapor quality and mass flow.
% 14. Determine the total enthalpy change across the condenser, and the
%
heat rate.
% 15. Determine total power, and performance characteristics
% 16. Output properties
%% Input:
% * NIST
% * CHEM_in
%
% * N
% * F_max
%
%
%
%
%

:: NIST Chemcial Non-saturation structure array.
:: Constituent Refrigerant (string, or cell array). Maximum
size of the cell array is 2x1.
:: Number of stages Mixer plus compressor (scalar)
:: Outlet of Condenser {Pressure,Temperature,vapor quality
(optional)}. The user can specify both pressure,
temperature, and vapor quality. The user can specify
pressure, and set temperature to 'sat' for saturation. The
user can specifiy temperature, and set pressure to 'sat'.
The default vapor quality is 0 for 0%. Vapor quality needs
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

* F_min

::

* eta_comp

::

* M_th

::

* eps_th
* M_M

::
::

* eps_M
* dP_M

::
::

* Qdt_INPUT ::

%% Output:
% 1 Qdt_OUTPUT
% 2 Pwr_sum
% 3 Beta_Ref
%
% 4 Pwr_array
%
% 5 Condenser
% 6 Evaporator
%
% 7 station
%
% ** mixer
%
% ** compout
% ** compin
%
% ** thin
%
% ** thout
%
% 8 mdt
%
% 9 prop
%

to be between 0 and 1 for 0% and 100%.
{scalar,scalar,scalar},{scalar,string}, {string,scalar},
{string,scalar,scalar}, {scalar,string, scalar}.
Outlet of Evaporator {Pressure,Temperature,vapor quality
(optional)}. The user can specify both pressure,
temperature, and vapor quality. The user can specify
pressure, and set temperature to 'sat' for saturation. The
user can specifiy temperature, and set pressure to 'sat'.
The default vapor quality is 1 for 000%. Vapor quality
needs to be between 0 and 1 for 0% and 100%.
{scalar,scalar,scalar},{scalar,string}, {string,scalar},
{string,scalar,scalar}, {scalar,string, scalar}.
Overall Isentropic efficiency of the Compressors.
(Scalar,0 to 1 for 0% to 100%)
Maximum Number of iterations for convergence in the
Throttles. (Scalar,>=1)
Convergence Criterion for Throttles, in kW. (Scalar)
Maximum Number of iterations for convergence in the
Mixers. (Scalar,>=1)
Convergence Criterion for Mixers, in kW. (Scalar)
Gauge pressure drop in the mixers, in MPa, + indicates a
pressure drop, and - indicates a pressure increase.
(scalar)
Heat Input Evaporator Side, in kW (scalar)

:: Heat Rejected (kW)
:: Total Power of all Compressors (kW)
:: CoP of Refrigeration Qdt_absorbed/Pwr_sum, or
Qdt_INPUT/Pwr_sum
:: Power of each Compressor from Evaporator to Condenser.
(kW)
:: Cell array of condenser {mdt_in,prop_in;mdt_out,prop_out}
:: Cell array of evaporator
{mdt_in,prop_in;mdt_out,prop_out}
:: Station Number of Components, these go in the order from
lowest station number to highest.
:: Inlet of Mixer from Flash Evaporator from Condenser to
Evaporator.
:: Compressor Outlet from Evaporator to Condenser.
:: Compressor Inlet (Evaporator and Mixer Outlets) from
Evaporator to Condenser.
:: Inlet of the throttle (Condenser, and Flash Evaporators)
from Condenser to Evaporators.
:: Outlet of the throttles (Inlet of Flash Evaporators, and
Evaporator) from Condenser to Evaporators.
:: Mass Flow structure array of each station number mdt.s#.
(kg/s)
:: Fluid property structure array prop.s# of each station
number.

%% BEGIN SCRIPT
% Example for diagnostics
%{
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
clearsel('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
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kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%% Chemical Constituents
% Refrigerants
CHEM_ref='R245fa';
CHEM_ref={CHEM_ref;CHEM_ref};
state_ref={'l';'v'};
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
addsel('Harriscycle010c.mat',CHEM_ref)
%% Frontmatter stuff
% Number of stages
N=4; % 2 or more (1 for the mixer & 1 for the condenser)
% Maximum Pressure, Rejection Saturation Temperature
P_max=Pconv(200,'psi','MPa');
% Minimum Pressure, Absorption Saturation Temperature
P_min=Pconv(30,'psi','MPa');
% Isentropic Efficiency of compressors
eta_comp=0.85;
% Number of iterations for Throttles
M_th=1e3;
% Convergence Criterion for Throttles
eps_th=1e-9; % kW
% Number of iterations for Mixer
M_M=1e3;
% Convergence Criterion for Mixer
eps_M=1e-9; % kW
% Pressure Drop across mixers
dP_M=Pconv(0,'psi','MPa'); % psig
% Heat Input Evaporator Side
Qdt_INPUT=100; % kW
%}
%% Initialize
% Initial Total Mass Flow
mdt_tot_dum=1; % kg/s
% Function Outlet
f_out={};
%% Chemical Constituents
% Chemical Constituent Array
if iscell(CHEM_in)
[m,n]=size(CHEM_in);
if m==2
CHEM_ref=CHEM_in;
if ~strcmp(CHEM_ref{1,1},CHEM_ref{2,1})
error('String Array constituents need to be identical for multiphase')
end
elseif n==2
CHEM_ref=CHEM_in';
if ~strcmp(CHEM_ref{1,1},CHEM_ref{2,1})
error('String Array constituents need to be identical for multiphase')
end
else
error('Cell Array needs to have only two constituents')
end
elseif isstr(CHEM_in)
CHEM_ref={CHEM_in;CHEM_in};
else
error('Input needs to be a string or a 2x1 cell string array')
end
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% State Array
state_ref={'l';'v'};
%% Error Check
if length(N)~=1
error('N needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(F_min)~=2
error('F_min needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(F_max)~=2
error('F_max needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(Qdt_INPUT)~=1
error('Qdt_INPUT, the abosrbed heat rate needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(eta_comp)~=1
error('Isentropic Efficiency needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(M_th)~=1
error('Number of iterations for throttles needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(eps_th)~=1
error('Convergence Criterion for throttles needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(M_M)~=1
error('Number of iterations for Mixers needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(eps_M)~=1
error('Convergence Criterion for Mixers needs to be a scalar')
elseif length(dP_M)~=1
error('Pressure Drop for Mixers needs to be a scalar')
elseif N<2
error('N needs to have a minimum value of 2')
elseif Qdt_INPUT<=0
error('Heat absorbed needs to have a positive heat rate as heat input')
end
%% Input Constituents
%% Evaporator Outlet Conditions
if ~strcmp(F_min{1,1},'sat')
%% If Temperature is specified or at saturation
% Minimum Pressure
P_min=F_min{1,1};
% Minimum Temperature
T_min=F_min{1,2};
% Outlet Pressure
P_1=P_min;
% Outlet Temperature
T_in=T_min; % deg F
P_in=P_1; % MPa
if strcmp(T_min,'sat')
% Saturation Temeprature
T_min=nistsatPav02(NIST,CHEM_ref,P_in);
else
% Specified Temperature
T_min=T_in;
end
T_1=T_min;
elseif strcmp(F_min{1,1},'sat')
% Minimum Temperature
T_min=F_min{1,2};
% Outlet Temperature
T_1=T_min;
% Outlet Pressure
P_min=nistsatT(NIST,CHEM_ref,T_min);
P_1=P_min;
else
error('Error with Minimum Conditions {Pressure (scalar, or string as
''sat''),Temperature (scalar, or string as ''sat''), optional vapor quality
(between 0 and 1), default is 1}')
end
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% Vapor Quality
if length(F_min)==2
% Default Outlet Vapor Quality
x_1=1;
else
if F_min{1,3}<0 || F_min{1,3}>1
error('Evaporator Vapor Quality needs to be between 0 & 1')
end
x_1=F_min{1,3};
end
% Outlet Dummy Mass Flow array
mdt.s1=mdt_tot_dum*[(1-x_1),x_1];
% Properties of Station 1 (Evaporator Outlet)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ref;
P_in=P_1;
T_in=T_1;
mdt_in=mdt.s1;
prop.s1=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_ref,P_in,T_in,state_ref,mdt_in);
%% Condenser Outlet Conditions
if ~strcmp(F_max{1,1},'sat')
%% If Temperature is specified or at saturation
% Maximum Pressure
P_max=F_max{1,1};
% Maximum Temperature
T_max=F_max{1,2};
% Outlet Pressure
eval(['P_',num2str(2*N+1),'=P_max;'])
% Outlet Temperature
T_in=T_max; % K
% Determine Temperature if it is saturation or specified
P_in=P_max; % MPa
if strcmp(T_max,'sat')
% Saturation Temperature
T_out=nistsatPav02(NIST,CHEM_ref,P_in); % K
else
% Specified Temeprature
T_out=T_in;
end
T_max=T_out;
eval(['T_',num2str(2*N+1),'=T_out;'])
elseif strcmp(F_min{1,1},'sat')
% Maximum Temperature
T_max=F_max{1,2};
% Find saturation Pressure based on temperature
P_out=nistsatT(NIST,CHEM_ref,T_max);
P_max=P_out;
eval(['P_',num2str(2*N+1),'=P_out;'])
eval(['T_',num2str(2*N+1),'=T_max;'])
else
error('Error with Minimum Conditions {Pressure (scalar, or string as
''sat''),Temperature (scalar, or string as ''sat''), optional vapor quality
(between 0 and 1), default is 1}')
end
% Vapor Quality
if length(F_min)==2
% Default Outlet Vapor Quality
eval(['x_',num2str(2*N+1),'=0;'])
else
if F_max{1,3}<0 || F_max{1,3}>1
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error('Condenser Vapor Quality needs to be between 0 & 1')
end
eval(['x_',num2str(2*N+1),'=F_max{1,3};'])
end
% Outlet Dummy Mass Flow Array
warning off all
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(2*N+1),'=mdt_tot_dum*[(1x_',num2str(2*N+1),'),x_',num2str(2*N+1),'];'])
warning on all
% Properties of Station 2*N+1 (Outlet of Condenser)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ref;
eval(['P_in=P_',num2str(2*N+1),';']); % MPa
eval(['T_in=T_',num2str(2*N+1),';']);
eval(['mdt_in=mdt.s',num2str(2*N+1),';']);
prop_out=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_ref,P_in,T_in,state_ref,mdt_in);
eval(['prop.s',num2str(2*N+1),'=prop_out;'])
%% Station Number and Pressure setting
if P_max<P_min
error('P_max < P_min')
end
% Change in Pressure across stages
dP=(P_max-P_min)/N;
% Initialize station.mixer
station.mixer=[];
for i=N:-1:1
% Array of Compressor outlet Station Number
station.compout(i)=2*i;
% Array of Compressor Inlet Station Number
station.compin(i)=2*i-1;
% Throttle Inlet Station Number
station.thin(i)=2*N+1+3*(N-i);
% Throttle Outlet Station Number
station.thout(i)=2*N+2+3*(N-i);
if i~=1
% Mixer Inlet
station.mixer=horzcat(station.mixer,2*N+3+3*(N-i));
end
% Pressure at the outlet of Compressor stage
eval(['P_',num2str(station.compout(i)),'=P_min+dP*i;'])
% Pressure at the inlet of the next stage
eval(['P_',num2str(station.compin(i)),'=P_min+dP*(i-1);'])
% Pressure at the outlet of a throttle
eval(['P_',num2str(station.thout(i)),'=P_min+dP*(i-1);'])
% Pressure at the outlet of a throttle, split to Mixer
if i~=1
eval(['P_',num2str(station.mixer(end)),'=P_min+dP*(i-1);'])
end
% Pressure at the outlet of a throttle, split to throttle
eval(['P_',num2str(2*N+2+3*(N-i)+2),'=P_min+dP*(i-1);'])

end
% Reverse Direction of Station Numbers for throttle inlet & outlet
station.thin=fliplr(station.thin);
station.thout=fliplr(station.thout);
%% Determine Mass Fractions & Quality related to throttles, mixers
% Reverse index direction
ii=N:-1:1;
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%% Begin iterating Throttles
for i=1:N
%% Throttle
% Mass Flow Array
eval(['mdt_in=mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(i)),';']);
% Fluid Properties
eval(['prop_in=prop.s',num2str(station.thin(i)),';']);
% Outlet Pressure
eval(['P_out=P_',num2str(station.thout(i)),';']);
% Number of iterations to convergence
M=M_th;
% Convergence Criterion
eps=eps_th;
% Throttle Function
output=evapcoldsidemixed_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_ref,state_ref,prop_in,mdt_in,P_ou
t,0,M,eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Store Throttle outlet properties
eval(['output_th_',num2str(ii(i)),'=output;']);
% Outlet Fluid Property Array
eval(['prop.s',num2str(station.thout(i)),'=output{1,2};'])
% Heat Transfer (if any)
%Qdt_blah=output_E1_HS{1,3};
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
warning off all
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(i)),'=output{1,4};'])
warning on all
if i~=N
%% Split
% Mass Flow to Mixer
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.mixer(i)),'=mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(i)),'(1:2).*
[0,1];'])
% Mass Flow to Next Throttle
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(i+1)),'=mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(i)),'(1:2).
*[1,0];'])
% Saturation Fluid Properties to Mixer
eval(['prop.s',num2str(station.mixer(i)),'=prop.s',num2str(station.thout(i)),';'])
% Saturation Fluid Properties to Next Throttle
eval(['prop.s',num2str(station.thin(i+1)),'=prop.s',num2str(station.thout(i)),';'])
end
% Mass Fraction of Vapor/Liquid== Mixer/Throttle
eval(['y_',num2str(ii(i)),'=output{1,4}(2)/output{1,4}(1);'])
end
%% Determine Total Mass Flow Inlet of Evaporator
% Dummy Outlet Mass of Evaporator
eval(['mdt.s1=sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(end)),')*[(1-x_1),x_1];']); % kg/s
% Dummy Inlet Enthalpy of Evaporator
eval(['H_in=sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(end)),'.*prop.s',num2str(station.thout
(end)),'(:,6)'');']); % kW
% Dummy Outlet Enthalpy of Evaporator
H_out=sum(mdt.s1.*prop.s1(:,6)'); % kW
% Change in specific Enthalpy of Evaporator
delta_h=(H_out-H_in)/sum(mdt.s1); % kJ/kg
% Total Mass Flow Rate in Evaporator
mdt_1_tot=Qdt_INPUT/delta_h; % kg/s
%% Evaporator Mass Flow
% Mass Flow Array Evaporator Outlet
mdt.s1=mdt_1_tot*[(1-x_1),x_1];
% Evaporator Inlet vapor quality
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eval(['x=mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(end)),'(2)/sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(e
nd)),');'])
% Mass Flow Array Evaporator Inlet
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(end)),'=mdt_1_tot*[(1-x),x];'])
%% Begin Iterating All but the last compressor & condenser
% Repeat process to the last mixer
% 1. Take the Compressor of Evaporator or outlet of mixer to determine the
%
outlet mass flow, fluid properties, and power
% 2. Determine the throttle inlet mass flow
% 3. Determine the Mass Flow array entering mixer
% 4. Determine the Mass Flow array leaving throttle
% 5. Determine the outlet mixer mass flow and properties
for i=1:(N-1)
%% Compressor
%disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Heat Pump:');
% Inlet Fluid Properties
eval(['prop_in=prop.s',num2str(station.compin(i)),';'])
% Inlet Mass Flow Array
eval(['mdt_in=mdt.s',num2str(station.compin(i)),';'])
% Outlet Pressure
eval(['P_out=P_',num2str(station.compout(i)),';'])
% Isentropic Efficiency
eta_pump=eta_comp;
% Pump Function
output=pump_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_ref,prop_in,mdt_in,P_out,eta_pump,M,
eps,M1,eps_Pset);
% Store Compressor outlet properties
eval(['output_c_',num2str(i),'=output;']);
% Outlet Fluid Array
eval(['prop.s',num2str(station.compout(i)),'=output{1,2};'])
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.compout(i)),'=output{1,4};'])
% Power of Pump
eval(['Pwr_',num2str(i),'=output{1,5};'])
%% Mixer Mass Flow Second Input
% Total Throttle Mass Flow. All Liquid in separator
eval(['mdt_tot_throttle=sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(ii(i))),');'])
% Throttle Inlet vapor quality
eval(['x=mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(ii(i))),'(2)/sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(i
i(i))),');'])
% Mass Flow Array Entering Throttle
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(ii(i))),'=mdt_tot_throttle*[(1-x),x];'])
% Vapor Constituent entering Mixer (leaving separator) Vapor Quality
eval(['x=mdt.s',num2str(station.mixer(ii(i)1)),'(2)/sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.mixer(ii(i)-1)),');'])
% Vapor Constituent entering Mixer (leaving separator) total mass flow
eval(['mdt_tot_mixer=mdt_tot_throttle*(y_',num2str(i+1),');'])
% Vapor Mass Flow Array entering Mixer
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.mixer(ii(i)-1)),'=mdt_tot_mixer*[(1-x),x];'])
% Total Mass Flow Array leaving Nozzle
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(ii(i+1))),'=mdt.s',num2str(station.mixer(ii(i)1)),'+mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(ii(i))),';'])
%% Mixer
%disp(' ');disp(' ');disp('Beginning Mixer:');
% Number of iterations for convergence
M=M_M;
% Error criterion kW
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eps=eps_M;
% Chemical array from Spray 1 (Refrigeration Loop 1)
CHEM_arr_1A=CHEM_ref;
% Chemical array from Spray 2 (Refrigeration Loop 2)
CHEM_arr_2A=CHEM_ref;
% Chemical array from Main Turbine Flow
CHEM_arr_3A=CHEM_ref;
% State array from Spray 1 (Refrigeration Loop 1)
state_1A=state_ref;
% State array from Spray 2 (Refrigeration Loop 2)
state_2A=state_ref;
% State array from Main Turbine Flow
state_3A=state_ref;
% Mass Flow array from Spray 1 (Refrigeration Loop 1)
eval(['mdt_1A=mdt.s',num2str(num2str(station.mixer(ii(i)-1))),';']);
% Mass Flow array from Spray 2 (Refrigeration Loop 2)
%mdt_2A=mdt_1A*0;
% Mass Flow array from Main Turbine Flow
eval(['mdt_3A=mdt.s',num2str(station.compout(i)),';']);
% Fluid properties from Spray 1 (Refrigeration Loop 1)
eval(['prop_1A=prop.s',num2str(num2str(station.mixer(ii(i)-1))),';']);
% Fluid properties from Spray 2 (Refrigeration Loop 2)
%prop_2A=prop_1A;
% Fluid properties from Main Turbine Flow
eval(['prop_3A=prop.s',num2str(station.compout(i)),';']);
CHEM_INPUT={CHEM_ref;CHEM_ref};
STATE_INPUT={state_ref;state_ref};
MDT_INPUT={mdt_1A;mdt_3A};
PROP_INPUT={prop_1A;prop_3A};
% Pressure Drop across Mixer (Mixer 1)
dP=dP_M;
% Heat Transfer
Qdt_in=0; % kW
output=brayton_mixer_Qdt_MPMC_v001(NIST,CHEM_INPUT,STATE_INPUT,MDT_INPUT,PROP_INPUT
,dP,M,eps,Qdt_in);
%output=brayton_mixer_threeflowPP_v009(NIST,CHEM_arr_1A,CHEM_arr_2A,CHEM_arr_3A,mdt
_1A,mdt_2A,mdt_3A,prop_1A,prop_2A,prop_3A,dP,M,eps,state_1A,state_2A,state_3A);
eval(['output_mixer_',num2str(i),'=output;'])
% Inlet fluid properties
% prop_M_0=output_Mixer{1,1};
% Mass flow of mixer inlet
% mdt_M_0=output_Mixer{1,4}; % kg/s
% Heat transfer across mixer
%eval(['Qdt_',num2str(i),'=output{1,3};']); % kW
% Outlet fluid properties
eval(['prop.s',num2str(station.compin(i+1)),'=output{1,4};'])
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.compin(i+1)),'=output{1,3};'])
end
%% Last Iteration
% 1. Calculate the Last Compressor power, fluid properties, and mass flow
% 2. Mass Flow Array of the Last Throttle inlet (also condenser outlet)
% 3. Condenser Inlet & Outlet Enthalpies
i=N;
%% Last Compressor
% Inlet Fluid Properties
eval(['prop_in=prop.s',num2str(station.compin(i)),';'])
% Inlet Mass Flow Array
eval(['mdt_in=mdt.s',num2str(station.compin(i)),';'])
% Outlet Pressure
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eval(['P_out=P_',num2str(station.compout(i)),';'])
% Isentropic Efficiency
eta_pump=eta_comp;
% Pump Function
output=pump_MPMC_Pset_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_ref,prop_in,mdt_in,P_out,eta_pump,M,
eps,M1,eps_Pset);
%output=pump_v006(NIST,CHEM_arr,prop_in,mdt_in,P_out,eta_pump);
% Outlet Fluid Array
eval(['prop.s',num2str(station.compout(i)),'=output{1,2};'])
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.compout(i)),'=output{1,4};'])
% Power of Pump
eval(['Pwr_',num2str(i),'=output{1,5};'])
%% Last Throttle Inlet & Total Mass Flow
% Throttle Inlet vapor quality
eval(['x=mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(ii(i))),'(2)/sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(i
i(i))),');'])
% Throttle Inlet Mass Array
eval(['mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(ii(i))),'=sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(ii(i)
)),')*[(1-x),x];'])
%% Condenser
% Inlet Enthalpy
eval(['H_in=sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.compout(i)),'.*prop.s',num2str(station.compo
ut(i)),'(:,6)'');'])
% Outlet Enthalpy
eval(['H_out=sum(mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(ii(i))),'.*prop.s',num2str(station.thi
n(ii(i))),'(:,6)'');'])
% Rejected Heat Rate
Qdt_OUTPUT=H_out-H_in; % kW
%% Summation of all Compressors
% Total Power Initialized
Pwr_sum=0;
% Total Power of All Compressors & Power Array
for i=1:N
eval(['Pwr_sum=Pwr_sum+Pwr_',num2str(i),';'])
eval(['Pwr_array(',num2str(i),')=Pwr_',num2str(i),';'])
end
%% Performance Calculations
% CoP Refrigeration
Beta_Ref=abs(Qdt_INPUT/Pwr_sum);
% Condenser Inlet
eval(['mdt_in=mdt.s',num2str(station.compout(end)),';'])
eval(['prop_in=prop.s',num2str(station.compout(end)),';'])
% Condenser Outlet
eval(['mdt_out=mdt.s',num2str(station.thin(1)),';'])
eval(['prop_out=prop.s',num2str(station.thin(1)),';'])
% Store Condenser Inlet & Outlet mass flow & Fluid property arrays
Condenser={mdt_in,prop_in;mdt_out,prop_out};
% Evaporator Inlet
eval(['mdt_in=mdt.s',num2str(station.thout(end)),';'])
eval(['prop_in=prop.s',num2str(station.thout(end)),';'])
% Evaporator Outlet
eval(['mdt_out=mdt.s',num2str(station.compin(1)),';'])
eval(['prop_out=prop.s',num2str(station.compin(1)),';'])
% Store Evaporator Inlet & Outlet mass flow & Fluid property arrays
Evaporator={mdt_in,prop_in;mdt_out,prop_out};
%% Output
f_out={Qdt_OUTPUT,Pwr_sum,Beta_Ref,Pwr_array,Condenser,Evaporator,station,mdt,prop}
;
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B.6 TURBINE SIZING
B.6.1 AXIAL TURBINE
B.6.1.1

Runtime Script

%% Cycle Designation: Axial Turbine
%% Cycle Description:
% Dimensioning Axial Turbine
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Units:
%% Calculation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
clearsel('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%% Saturation Lookup Data
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% Saturation NIST Data
if ~exist('Sat','var')
load('Harris_sat2.mat')
end
%% Constituents
% Refrigerant Chemical Constituent
CHEM_ref='R245fa';
CHEM_ref={CHEM_ref;CHEM_ref};
% Non-Refrigerant Chemical Constituent
CHEM_nonref={'Ar'}
% State Array
state_ref={'l';'v'};
if isempty(CHEM_nonref)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ref;
state_arr=state_ref;
else
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ref;
state_arr=state_ref;
for i=1:length(CHEM_nonref)
CHEM_arr(i+2,1)=CHEM_nonref(i,1);
state_arr{i+2,1}='v';
end
end
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
addsel('Harriscycle010d.mat',CHEM_arr)
%% Input Properties Fluid Properties
% Total Mass Flow
mdt_tot=mdtconv(100,'lbm/s','kg/s');
% Vapor Quality
x_in=1;
% Mass Flow Array
mdt_in=mdtconv([3,60,30],'lbm/s','kg/s')
%,'kg/s','kg/s');
% Inlet Pressure
P_in_tot=Pconv(60,'psi','MPa');
P_in=P_in_tot;
% Outlet Pressure
P_out=Pconv(40,'psi','MPa');
% Inlet Temperature
T_in='sat'; % deg F
T_in=temperaturein_nist(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in); % K
% Constituent Fluid Properties
%prop_in=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state_arr,mdt_in);
%
prop_in=NISTpropsPPv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state_arr,mdt_in)
P_in=prop_in(:,2)
% Inlet Temperature
T_in='sat'; % deg F
T_in=temperaturein_nist(NIST,CHEM_arr,prop_in(1,2),T_in); % K
%prop_in=NISTpropsPPv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,prop_in(:,2),T_in,state_arr,mdt_in)
prop_in=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,prop_in(:,2),T_in,state_arr,mdt_in)
%
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%% Geometry
% Maimum Number of stages
N=7;
M=1e3;
%% Error Criterion
% Energy balance absolute error
eps_energ=1e-9; % kW
% Mach Number absolute error
eps_M=1e-4;
% Continuity of Mass relative error
eps_mdt=1e-6;
% Maximum number of iterations for COM & Mach Number
% temperature)
M_M=1e3;
% Maximum number of iterations for total pressure and temperature
M_TP=100;
% Total Pressure relative error
eps_P=1e-4;
% Total Temperature relative error
eps_T=1e-4;
% Maximum Mach Number
M_max=0.3;
D_test='inner';
D_val=lengthconv(14,'in','m');
D_inner_incr=lengthconv(.0625*0,'in','m');
D_tol=lengthconv(0.1,'in','m');
alpha_range=pi/180*[10,60]; % rad
beta_range=pi/180*[5,60]; % rad
angle_tol=pi/180*(1e-4); % rad
tol_pwr_cl_angle=1e-3; % rad
min_stg_pwr=50*0; % kW
C_L_blade=0.75;
eta_CL_range=[0.1,0.9];
eta_CL_IC=1.0;
percent_blockage=0.15;
percent_tipspeed=0.45;
num_blades=lengthconv((.13/(percent_blockage)),'in','m')*0+0.0220;
blade_width_rat=0;
% Outlet Pressure
P_outlet=P_out;
% Outlet pressure tolerance
P_tol=Pconv(2,'psi','MPa');
% Number of pressure convergence iterations.
N_P=10;
% Total Pressure loss coefficient for stator
phi_t_stator=0.06;
% Total Pressure loss coefficient for rotor
phi_t_rotor=0.15;

clc
warning off all
turb_vals=turbineoptim_fcnv009(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,N,D_test,D_va
l,D_inner_incr,D_tol,alpha_range,beta_range,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle,min_stg_pwr,
C_L_blade,eta_CL_range,eta_CL_IC,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade
_width_rat,P_outlet,P_tol,N_P,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor,M_max,eps_energ,M,eps_M,eps_
mdt,M_M,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T)
%{
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f_out={Prop_out_TOT,Prop_out_static_stage,Pwr_arr_momentum,Pwr_arr_energy,Pwr_arr_l
imiting,...
Pwr_momentum,Pwr_energy,Pwr_limiting,static_stage_out,Stage_out,Vel_triangles_out,.
..
total_stage_out,mdt_TOT_stage,D_array};
%}
Pwr_output=turb_vals{1,16}
prop_static_out=turb_vals{1,8}{end,1}{1,5};
mdt_static_out=turb_vals{1,8}{end,1}{1,6};
P_out_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_static_out,prop_static_o
ut)
pi_e=P_out_mixed/P_in_tot
%%
N=10;
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
% Gases only, last term is a string as 'e' for turbine (or expander), and
% 'c' for compressor.
eta_e=1;
eta_s=stage_eff(mdt_in(2:end),prop_in(2:end,:),pi_e,eta_e,N,'e');
disp('Beginning turbine function:')
output_Turbine=isentropic_turbinePP_setP_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_i
n,eta_s,...
pi_e,N,M,1e-9,'off',[],[]);
%}
% Entropy, Specific Entropy Changes
S_in=sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,7)');
S_out=sum(output_Turbine{1,7}.*output_Turbine{1,3}(:,7)');
dS=S_out-S_in;
ds=dS/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Mass Flow array
mdt_B7=output_Turbine{1,7};
% Outlet Fluid Property array
prop_B7=output_Turbine{1,3};
% Outlet Pressure
P_tot=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_B7,prop_B7)
% Power Output
Pwr_Turbine=output_Turbine{1,4};
eta_axial=Pwr_output/Pwr_Turbine;
disp(' ')
disp(['Power Turbine= ',num2str(Pwr_Turbine),' kW'])
disp(['Outlet Pressure= ',...
num2str(Pconv(P_tot,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['Outlet Temperature= ',...
num2str(Tempconv(prop_B7(1,1),'K','F')),' deg F'])
disp(['Outlet Vapor Quality= ',...
num2str(mdt_B7(2)/sum(mdt_B7(1:2))*100),' %'])
disp(['dS= ',num2str(dS),' kW/K'])
disp(['ds= ',num2str(ds),' kJ/(kg*K)'])
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(['eta_axial= ',num2str(eta_axial*100),' %'])
warning on all
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B.6.1.2

Main Function

function
f_out=turbineoptim_fcnv008(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt,prop_in,N,D_test,D_val,D_inner_i
ncr,D_tol,alpha_range,beta_range,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle,min_stg_pwr,C_L_blade,e
ta_CL_range,eta_CL_IC,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_width_rat,
P_outlet,P_tol,N_P,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor,M_max,eps,M,eps_M,eps_mdt,M_M,M_TP,eps_
P,eps_T)
%% Determines the turbine properties, and performances of the turbine
%% known specific geometry properties, and inlet conditions.
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Input terms
% NIST
% Sat
% CHEM_arr
% state
% mdt
% prop_in
% N
% M_iter
%
%
% A_inlet
% eps
% eps_M
% eps_P
% eps_T
% D_1_arr
% D_2_arr
% percent_blockage_arr
% percent_tipspeed_arr
% num_blades_arr
%
% blade_width_rat_arr
% C_L_blade_arr
% eta_CL_arr
% alpha_2_arr
% beta_3_arr

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
Saturation NIST lookup table data
Constituent chemical array
Phase state of each constituent
Mass flow of each constituent (kg/s)
Inlet total fluid properties of each constituent
Max Number of stages
Number of iterations for determining energy
balance, continuity (for static condtions, and
total temperature and pressure)
Inlet area of flow (m^2)
Energy balance absolute error criterion (kW)
Continuity of Mass relative error
Total Pressure relative error
Total Temperature relative error
Outer Diameter per stage array (m)
Inner Diamter per stage array (m)
Percent blockage caused by blade per stage array
Percent tipspeed per stage array
Number of blades inches to radians per stage
array
Blade width ratio per stage array
Coefficient of lift per blade per stage array
Coefficient of lift efficiency per stage array
Stator exit angle per stage array (rad)
Rotor exit angle per stage array (rad)

%% Begin Function
%% Total fluid property
Prop_out_TOT{1,1}=prop_in;
%% Total temperature inlet
T_t_i=prop_in(1,1); % K
%% Total pressure inlet
P_t_i=prop_in(1,2); % MPa
%% Initialize total Temperaturea and Pressure
% Initialize total temeperature to match the exit condition for the first
% iteration
T_t_e=T_t_i;
P_t_e=P_t_i;
%% Total Mass Flow
mdt_TOT=sum(mdt);
mdt_TOT_stage(1,:)=mdt;
%% Begin stages
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for i=2:N+1
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp('=============================================================================
================')
disp(sprintf('%s% 2.0d%s','======================================== Stage #:
',i-1,' ========================================'))
disp('=============================================================================
================')
disp(' ');
%% Stage properties indexed values
if i==2
%% If it is the first stage
% Coefficient of lift efficiency
eta_CL=eta_CL_IC;
% Stator exit angle set by user
alpha_2=alpha_range(2);
% Rotor exit angle set by user
beta_3=beta_range(2);
else
if strcmp(D_test,'outer')
% Adjust the increment to the set diameter
D_val=D_1+D_inner_incr;
elseif strcmp(D_test,'inner')
D_val=D_2+D_inner_incr;
else
error('D_test must be either ''inner'' or ''outer''')
end
end
%}
%% Minimum area determination
disp('================================= Determining Minimum Area
==================================')
disp(' ')
if i>1
disp('calculating minimum area')
f_minarea=minarea(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i-1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i1,1},D_test,D_val,D_tol,percent_blockage,M_max,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt);
f_minarea_2{i-1,1}=f_minarea;
save('turb_fmin.mat','f_minarea_2')
else
disp('downloading minimum area')
load('turb_fmin.mat','f_minarea_2')
f_minarea=f_minarea_2{i-1,1};
end
disp(' ')
A_turb=f_minarea{1,1};
% Static density in the stage
rho_mix=f_minarea{1,2};
f_static_stage_in=f_minarea{1,3};
D_1=f_minarea{1,4};
D_2=f_minarea{1,5};
mdt_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,4};
prop_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,3};
P_s_i=prop_static_in(:,2);
P_s_i_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,
mdt_static_in,prop_static_in);
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disp(['Increment Diameter (in)
','Outer Diameter (in)
','Inner Diameter
(in)'])
disp(sprintf('% 23.11f%s%19.10f%s% 19.10f',lengthconv(D_tol,'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(D_2,'m','in')))
disp(' ')
disp(['P_i_static_mixed= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_i_mixed,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['P_i_static_ref=
',num2str(Pconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(1,2),'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_i_static= ',num2str(Tempconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(end,1),'K','F')),'
deg F'])
if sum(mdt_static_in(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in);
disp(['x_s_i_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_i= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(' ')
%% Stage performance based on momentum
disp('============================= Determining Momentum based power
==============================')
mdt_gas=sum(mdt_static_in(2:end));
stagefcn_out=stages(mdt_gas,rho_mix,D_1,D_2,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_b
lades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL);
% Power based on C_L (Momentum)
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
Num_blades=stagefcn_out(15);
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%7.3f%s%6.2f%s%4.0
f%s%6.2f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%6.2f%
s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%
6.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.2f\n'],...
'Volumetric Flow','
','Mean Axial Velocity','
','Number of Blades','
',' Angular Velocity ','
','Lift/Blade',...
'
(ft^3/s)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
','
','
(RPM)
','
','
(kN)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(1)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^3,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(8),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(15),'
',stagefcn_out(13),'
',stagefcn_out(18),...
' Blade Height ','
','
Tip-speed
','
',' Blade Width
','
','
C_hub
','
',' Torque
',...
'
(in)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in)
','
','
(in)
','
',' (kN*m)
',...
'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(2),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(9),'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(16),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(12),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(20),...
'
FLow Area ','
','
Mid-speed
','
',' Blade Area
','
','
C_tip
','
',' Mom. Power ',...
'
(ft^2)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in^2)
','
','
(in)
','
','
(kW)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(7)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(11),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(17)*(lengthconv(1,'m','in'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(10),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(19)))
%% If Power is below the minimum allowable threshold
if Pwr_CL<min_stg_pwr
warning('Current Stage is below threshold specified by user, aborting...')
break
end
% Mean axial velocity
c_z=stagefcn_out(8); % m/s
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% Blade speed, a.k.a. Tip speed
U=stagefcn_out(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Potential of Velocity Triangles
disp('=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination
===========================')
% Maximum Potential for Velocity Triangle
f_triangles_max=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_range(2),beta_range(2));
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Euler Turbine Power potential
% Current stage inlet total temperature
T_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,1); % K
% Current stage inlet total pressure
P_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,2); % MPa
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Maximum possible Euler Turbine equation based on maximum available
% angles
Pwr_eul_max=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_max,c_theta_3_max);
%% Impossible situation
if Pwr_CL>Pwr_eul_max
error('Impossible, Pwr_CL is greater than Euler Power matrix')
else
%% Couple C_L (Momentum based power) with Euler angles (Energy)
f_couplemomE=couplemomE(f_triangles_max,stagefcn_out,mdt_gas,i,c_z,U,alpha_range,be
ta_range,alpha_2,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle);
% Velocity Triangles
f_triangles=f_couplemomE{1,1};
% Stator exit angle
alpha_2=f_couplemomE{1,2}; % rad
% Rotor exit angle (relative)
beta_3=f_couplemomE{1,3}; % rad
% Euler Outlet Power
Pwr_eul=f_couplemomE{1,4}; % kW

kW'])

beta_2=f_triangles(1,6);
c_z=f_triangles(1,1);
U=f_triangles(1,2);
c_theta_2=f_triangles(1,5);
c_2=f_triangles(1,7);
w_theta_3=f_triangles(1,8);
c_theta_3=f_triangles(1,9);
alpha_3=f_triangles(1,10);
c_3=f_triangles(1,11);
w_2=f_triangles(1,12);
w_3=f_triangles(1,13);
disp(' ')
disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power

= ',num2str(Pwr_eul_max),'

disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = ',num2str(Pwr_eul),' kW'])
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n',' %
6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f','\n\n','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%
s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','
%6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f\n'],...
'
U
',' ','alpha_2',' ',' beta_2 ',' ',' c_2 ',' ','
w_2
','
','c_theta_2 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(U,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_2*180/pi,'
',beta_2*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_2,'m','ft'),...
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'
c_z ',' ','alpha_3',' ',' beta_3 ',' ',' c_3 ',' ','
w_3
','c_theta_3 ','
','w_theta_3 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)','
','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(c_z,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_3*180/pi,'
',beta_3*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_theta_3,'m','ft')))
','

if beta_2<0
error('beta_2<0')
elseif alpha_3<0
error('alpha_3<0')
end
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
disp('================================== Total Outlet Conditions
==================================')
f_tp=outlettempandP(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i1,1},prop_static_in,mdt_static_in,P_s_i,Pwr_eul,beta_2,beta_3,c_z,U,c_3,w_3,phi_t_s
tator,phi_t_rotor,M,eps,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T);
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e=f_tp{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e=f_tp{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e;
P_t_i=P_t_e;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot=f_tp{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot=f_tp{1,3};
disp(' ')
disp(['P_t_e= ',num2str(Pconv(P_t_e,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_t_e= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_t_e,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_out_tot(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot);
disp(['x_t_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_t_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(' ')
%% Outlet Static Conditions
disp('================================== Static Outlet Conditions
=================================')
f_staticout=staticoutlet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out_tot,prop_out_tot,A_turb,M,eps,M_M,ep
s_mdt);
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e=f_staticout{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e=f_staticout{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e=f_staticout{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e=f_staticout{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
error_P=abs(P_s_e-P_outlet); % MPa
disp(' ')
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disp(['P_s_e= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_s_e(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e(1)/sum(mdt_s_e(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e(1)/sum(mdt_s_e);
disp(['x_s_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
disp(' ')

end
if error_P>P_tol && P_s_e<P_outlet
disp('====================== Final Stage, attempting to match outlet
pressure ======================')

f_output=outletP_det(P_s_e,mdt,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_w
idth_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL,alpha_range,beta_range,N_P,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor);
f_minarea=f_output{1,3};
f_static_stage_in=f_output{1,6};mdt_gas=f_output{1,7};
stagefcn_out=f_output{1,8};f_triangles_max=f_output{1,9};
Pwr_eul_max=f_output{1,10};f_couplemomE=f_output{1,11};
f_tp=f_output{1,12};f_staticout=f_output{1,13};
%% Re output values
disp('================================= Determining Minimum Area
==================================')
A_turb=f_minarea{1,1};
% Static density in the stage
rho_mix=f_minarea{1,2};
f_static_stage_in=f_minarea{1,3};
D_1=f_minarea{1,4};
D_2=f_minarea{1,5};
mdt_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,4};
prop_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,3};
P_s_i=prop_static_in(:,2);
P_s_i_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,
mdt_static_in,prop_static_in);
disp(['Increment Diameter (in)
','Outer Diameter (in)
','Inner
Diameter (in)'])
disp(sprintf('% 23.11f%s%19.10f%s% 19.10f',lengthconv(D_tol,'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(D_2,'m','in')))

psia'])

disp(' ')
disp(['P_i_static_mixed= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_i_mixed,'MPa','psi')),'

disp(['P_i_static_ref=
',num2str(Pconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(1,2),'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_i_static=
',num2str(Tempconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(end,1),'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_static_in(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in);
disp(['x_s_i_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_i= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(' ')
%% Stage performance based on momentum
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disp('============================= Determining Momentum based power
==============================')
% Power based on C_L (Momentum)
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
Num_blades=stagefcn_out(15);
% Mean axial velocity
c_z=stagefcn_out(8); % m/s
% Blade speed, a.k.a. Tip speed
U=stagefcn_out(9); % m/s
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%7.3f%s%6.2f%s%4.0
f%s%6.2f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%6.2f%
s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%
6.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.2f\n'],...
'Volumetric Flow','
','Mean Axial Velocity','
','Number of
Blades','
',' Angular Velocity ','
','Lift/Blade',...
'
(ft^3/s)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
','
','
(RPM)
','
','
(kN)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(1)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^3,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(8),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(15),'
',stagefcn_out(13),'
',stagefcn_out(18),...
' Blade Height ','
','
Tip-speed
','
',' Blade Width
','
','
C_hub
','
',' Torque
',...
'
(in)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in)
','
','
(in)
','
',' (kN*m)
',...
'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(2),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(9),'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(16),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(12),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(20),...
'
FLow Area ','
','
Mid-speed
','
',' Blade Area
','
','
C_tip
','
',' Mom. Power ',...
'
(ft^2)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in^2)
','
','
(in)
','
','
(kW)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(7)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(11),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(17)*(lengthconv(1,'m','in'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(10),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(19)))
%% Maximum Potential of Velocity Triangles
disp('=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination
===========================')
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Euler Turbine Power potential
% Current stage inlet total temperature
T_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,1); % K
% Current stage inlet total pressure
P_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,2); % MPa
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Velocity Triangles
f_triangles=f_couplemomE{1,1};
% Stator exit angle
alpha_2=f_couplemomE{1,2}; % rad
% Rotor exit angle (relative)
beta_3=f_couplemomE{1,3}; % rad
% Euler Outlet Power
Pwr_eul=f_couplemomE{1,4}; % kW
beta_2=f_triangles(1,6);
c_z=f_triangles(1,1);
U=f_triangles(1,2);
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kW'])

c_theta_2=f_triangles(1,5);
c_2=f_triangles(1,7);
w_theta_3=f_triangles(1,8);
c_theta_3=f_triangles(1,9);
alpha_3=f_triangles(1,10);
c_3=f_triangles(1,11);
w_2=f_triangles(1,12);
w_3=f_triangles(1,13);
disp(' ')
disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power

= ',num2str(Pwr_eul_max),'

disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = ',num2str(Pwr_eul),' kW'])
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n',' %
6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f','\n\n','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%
s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','
%6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f\n'],...
'
U
',' ','alpha_2',' ',' beta_2 ',' ',' c_2 ',' ','
w_2
','
','c_theta_2 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(U,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_2*180/pi,'
',beta_2*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_2,'m','ft'),...
'
c_z ',' ','alpha_3',' ',' beta_3 ',' ',' c_3 ',' ','
w_3
','
','c_theta_3 ','
','w_theta_3 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)','
','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(c_z,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_3*180/pi,'
',beta_3*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_theta_3,'m','ft')))
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
disp('================================== Total Outlet Conditions
==================================')
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e=f_tp{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e=f_tp{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e;
P_t_i=P_t_e;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot=f_tp{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot=f_tp{1,3};
disp(' ')
disp(['P_t_e= ',num2str(Pconv(P_t_e,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_t_e= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_t_e,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_out_tot(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot);
disp(['x_t_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_t_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(' ')
%% Outlet Static Conditions
disp('================================== Static Outlet Conditions
=================================')
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e=f_staticout{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e=f_staticout{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e=f_staticout{1,6}; % kg/s
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end

% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e=f_staticout{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
error_P=abs(P_s_e-P_outlet); % MPa
disp(' ')
disp(['P_s_e= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_s_e(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e(1)/sum(mdt_s_e(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e(1)/sum(mdt_s_e);
disp(['x_s_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
disp(' ')

%% Store stage properties to their arrays
% Total fluid properties array
Prop_out_TOT{i,1}=prop_out_tot;
% Static fluid properties within the stage
Prop_out_static_stage{i,1}=f_staticout{1,5};
% Momentum based stage power array
Pwr_arr_momentum(i)=Pwr_CL; % kW
% Enthalpy based stage power array
Pwr_arr_energy(i)=Pwr_eul; % kW
% Limiting based stage power array
% Limits the outputted properties where momentum does not exceed energy
if Pwr_arr_momentum(i)<Pwr_arr_energy(i)
Pwr_arr_limiting(i)=Pwr_arr_momentum(i);
else
Pwr_arr_limiting(i)=Pwr_arr_energy(i);
end
% Static properties
static_stage_in{i,1}=f_static_stage_in;
static_stage_out{i,1}=f_staticout;
% Stage performance array
Stage_out{i,1}=stagefcn_out;
% Velocity triangle array
Vel_triangles_out{i,1}=f_triangles;
% Total properties
total_stage_out{i,1}=f_tp;
% Mass Flow of total conditions
mdt_TOT_stage(i,:)=mdt_out_tot
% Diameter array
D_array(i,:)=[D_1,D_2];
% Inlet Array
min_area_arr{i,1}=f_minarea;
% Maximum Velocity Triangles
f_triangles_max_arr{i,1}=f_triangles_max;
% Pwr_eul_max
Pwr_eul_max_arr(i,1)=Pwr_eul_max;
% f_cuplemomE
f_couplemomE_arr{i,1}=f_couplemomE;
%
%% Break out once outlet pressure matches user specifications
if error_P<P_tol
break
end
end
%% Sum of power array
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Pwr_momentum=sum(Pwr_arr_momentum); % kW
Pwr_energy=sum(Pwr_arr_energy); % kW
Pwr_limiting=sum(Pwr_arr_limiting); % kW
f_out={mdt_TOT_stage,Prop_out_TOT,min_area_arr,Stage_out,f_triangles_max_arr,... 15
f_couplemomE_arr,total_stage_out,static_stage_out,Pwr_arr_momentum,...6-9
Pwr_eul_max_arr,Pwr_arr_energy,Pwr_arr_limiting,D_array,Pwr_momentum,...10-14
Pwr_energy,Pwr_limiting}; % 15-16
%{

Prop_out_static_stage,Pwr_arr_momentum,Pwr_arr_energy,Pwr_arr_limiting,...

Pwr_momentum,Pwr_energy,Pwr_limiting,static_stage_in,Stage_out,Vel_triangles_out,..
.
total_stage_out,mdt_TOT_stage,D_array,static_stage_out,min_area_arr,f_triangles_max
_arr,...
Pwr_eul_max_arr,f_couplemomE_arr,static_stage_out};
%}
%% Mass Average
function [gamma,Cp,rho]=massavg(prop_in,mdt)
%% Takes in each constituent specific heat of constant volume,
%% specific heat of constant pressure, specific volume, and mass
%% flow. Calculates the mass average of specific heat ratio,
%% specific heat of constant pressure, and density.
%% Input terms
% prop_in :: fluid properties of every constituent
% mdt
:: Mass flow of every constituent (kg/s)

end

%% Begin Function
% Specific heat of constant pressure of each constituent
Cp_arr=prop_in(:,9)'; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific heat of constant volume of each constituent
Cv_arr=prop_in(:,8)'; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific volume of each constituent
nu_arr=prop_in(:,4)'; % m^3/kg
% Total Mass Flow
mdt_tot=sum(mdt); % kg/s
%% Mass averaged specific heat of constant pressure
Cp=sum(Cp_arr.*mdt)/mdt_tot; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Mass averaged specific heat of constant volume
Cv=sum(Cv_arr.*mdt)/mdt_tot; % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Mass averaged specific heat ratio
gamma=Cp/Cv;
%% Mass averaged density
rho=(sum(nu_arr.*mdt)/mdt_tot)^-1; % kg/m^3

%% Stage calculation
function
f_stage=stages(mdt_gas,rho,D_1,D_2,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,bla
de_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL)
%% Calculates the stage performance based on blade geometry and
%% other properties.
% Inputs:
% 1. mdt_tot_in
:: Summed gas portion of static mass flow
%
scalar numeric value kg/s
% 2. rho
:: Mixed Density scalar numeric value
%
(kg/m^3)
% 3. D_1
:: Inner Diameter scalar numeric value m
% 4. D_2
:: Outer Diameter scalar numeric value m
% 5. percent_blockage :: Percent blockage of blades to the annular
%
flow as a scalar numeric value 0 to 1 for
%
0% to 100%
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%
%

6.

percent_tipspeed :: Ratio of tipspeed to axial flow numeric
value 0 to 1 for 0% to 100%
7. num_blades
:: Number of Blades numeric scalar value
(in to radians)
8. blade_width_rat :: Bade Width Ratio numeric scalar value
9. C_L_blade
:: Coeffcient of Lift per blade
10. eta_CL
:: Coefficient of Lift efficiency
Outputs:
1. Vdt

:: Volumetric Flow numeric scalar value
m^3/s
2. blade_height
:: Blade Height numeric scalar value m
3. A_1
:: Cross sectional Area based on D_1
scalar numeric value m^2
4. A_2
:: Cross sectional Area based on D_2
scalar numeric value m^2
5. A_annular
:: Annular Area scalar numeric value m^2
6. percent_flow
:: Percent of of annular area the flow
sees 0 to 1 for 0% to 100% as a
numeric scalar value
7. A_flow
:: Area the flow sees numeric scalar
value m^2
8. vel_mean_axial
:: Mean Axial Velocity of Flow numeric
scalar value m/s
9. vel_tip
:: Tip speed numeric scalar value m/s
10. vel_mid
:: Midspeed numeric scalar value m/s
11. C_tip
:: Circumference of Tip numeric scalar
value m
12. C_hub
:: Circumference of Hub numeric scalar
value m
13. RPM
:: Stage angular velocity in Revolutions
per Minute as a numeric scalar value
14. num_blades_possible :: Number of blades possible as an EXACT
number. Scalar numeric value
15. num_blades_turb
:: Number of blades rounding down to the
nearest integer in negative infinity.
Scalar numeric value
16. blade_width
:: Blade Width (chord) scalar numeric
value m
17. blade_area
:: Blade Area (airfoil planform area,
S=b*c) scalar numeric value m^2
18. lift_per_blade
:: Lift per blade scalar numeric value kN
19. Pwr
:: Power on shaft (all blades) scalar
numeric value kW
20. tau
:: Torque on shaft (all blades) scalar
numeric value kN*m

%% Begin Function
f_stage=[];
%% Volumetric Flow
V_dt=mdt_gas/rho; % m^3/s
%% Blade Height
blade_height=1/2*(D_1-D_2); % m
%% Cross Section areas
A_1=pi/4*D_1^2; % m^2
A_2=pi/4*D_2^2; % m^2
%% Annular Area
A_annular=A_1-A_2; % m^2
%% Percent the flow sees
percent_flow=1-percent_blockage;
%% Area of the flow
A_flow=A_annular*percent_flow; % m^2
%% Mean axial velocity
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vel_mean_axial=V_dt/A_flow; % m/s
%% Tip speed
vel_tip=vel_mean_axial*percent_tipspeed; % m/s
%% Middle speed
vel_mid=(D_2*.5+.5*blade_height)/(D_1*.5)*vel_tip; % m/s
%% Circumference of tip and hub
C_tip=pi*D_1; % m
C_hub=pi*D_2; % m
%% Stage RPM
RPM=vel_tip/C_tip*60; % RPM
%% Number of blades in stage
%num_blades_possible=lengthconv(C_tip,'m','in')/(num_blades);
num_blades_possible=lengthconv(C_hub,'m','in')/lengthconv(num_blades,'m','in');
num_blades_turb=floor(num_blades_possible);
%% Blade Width
blade_width=(1+blade_width_rat)*blade_height; % m
%% Blade Height
blade_area=blade_height*blade_width; % m^2
%% Lift per blade
lift_per_blade=(.5*C_L_blade*eta_CL*rho*blade_area*vel_mean_axial^2)*1e-3;
% kN
%% Total Torque
tau=(D_2*.5+.5*blade_height)/(D_1*.5)*num_blades_turb*lift_per_blade; %
kN*m
%% Power
Pwr=lift_per_blade*num_blades_turb*vel_mid; % kW
%% Output stage calculation results
f_stage=[V_dt,blade_height,A_1,A_2,A_annular,percent_flow,A_flow,vel_mean_axial,...
vel_tip,vel_mid,C_tip,C_hub,RPM,num_blades_possible,num_blades_turb,blade_width,...
blade_area,lift_per_blade,Pwr,tau];
%{
1 V_dt
2 blade_height
3 A_1
4 A_2
5 A_annular
6 percent_flow
7 A_flow
8 vel_mean_axial
9 vel_tip
10 vel_mid
11 C_tip
12 C_hub
13 RPM
14 num_blades_possible
15 num_blades_turb
16 blade_width
17 blade_area
18 lift_per_blade
19 Pwr
%}
end
%% Velocity Triangle calculation
function f_triangles=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2,beta_3)
%% Velocity triangle calculation
% Inputs:
% 1. c_z
:: Mean Axial Velocity numeric scalar value (m/s)
% 2. U
:: Blades speed, a.k.a. Tip speed numeric scalar
%
value (m/s)
% 3. alpha_2 :: Stator exit angle numeric scalar value (rad)
% 4. Beta_3 :: Rotor exit angle numeric scalar value (rad)
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%
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Outputs:
1. c_z
2. U
3. alpha_2
4. beta_3
5. c_theta_2

::
::
::
::
::

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

::
::
::
::
::

beta_2
c_2
w_theta_3
c_theta_3
alpha_3

11. c_3
12. w_2
13. w_3

::
::
::

axial velocity (m/s)
Tip speed (m/s)
Stator exit angle (rad)
Rotor exit angle (relative) (rad)
Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary)
(m/s)
Rotor inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (rad)
Inlet velocity to rotor (stationary) (m/s)
Tangential rotor exit velocity (relative) (m/s)
Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary) (m/s)
Rotor exit angle (stationary frame from rotor
exit angle) (rad)
Exit velocity of rotor (stationary) (m/s)
Inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (m/s)
Exit velocity of rotor (relative) (m/s)

%% Begin Function
%% Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary frame rotor inlet angle)
c_theta_2=tan(alpha_2)*c_z; % m/s
%% Rotor inlet angle (relitive to rotor)
beta_2=atan((c_theta_2-U)/c_z); % rad
%% Inlet Velocity to rotor (stationary frame)
c_2=c_z/cos(alpha_2); % m/s
%% Tangential rotor exit velocity (relative frame)
w_theta_3=tan(beta_3)*c_z; % m/s
%% Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary frame)
c_theta_3=w_theta_3-U; % m/s
%% Rotor exit angle (stationary frame from rotor exit angle)
alpha_3=atan(c_theta_3/c_z); % rad
%% Exit velocity of rotor (stationary frame)
c_3=c_z/cos(alpha_3); % m/s
%% Inlet velocity to rotor (relative frame)
w_2=c_z/cos(beta_2); % m/s
%% Exit velocity of rotor (relative frame)
w_3=c_z/cos(beta_3); % m/s
%% Velocity Triangle results
f_triangles=[c_z,U,alpha_2,beta_3,c_theta_2,beta_2,c_2,w_theta_3,c_theta_3,...
alpha_3,c_3,w_2,w_3];
%{
1 c_z
:: axial velocity (m/s)
2 U
:: Tip speed (m/s)
3 alpha_2
:: Stator exit angle (rad)
4 beta_3
:: Rotor exit angle (relative) (rad)
5 c_theta_2 :: Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary) (m/s)
6 beta_2
:: Rotor inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (rad)
7 c_2
:: Inlet velocity to rotor (stationary) (m/s)
8 w_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (relative) (m/s)
9 c_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary) (m/s)
10 alpha_3
:: Rotor exit angle (stationary frame from rotor exit
angle) (rad)
11 c_3
:: Exit velocity of rotor (stationary) (m/s)
12 w_2
:: Inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (m/s)
13 w_3
:: Exit velocity of rotor (relative) (m/s)
%}
end
%% Angle based power calculation
function Pwr_out=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2,c_theta_3)
%% Euler Turbine Equation gas only
% Inputs:
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%

1. mdt_gas

:: Summed gas portion of static mass flow scalar
numeric value kg/s
2. U
:: Tip speed (m/s)
3. c_theta_2 :: Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary)
(m/s)
4. c_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary) (m/s)
Outputs:
1. Pwr_out
:: Euler Turbine Power numeric scalar input (kW)

Pwr_out=mdt_gas*(U/1e3)*abs((-c_theta_2-c_theta_3)); % kW
end
%% Outlet Pressure and Temperature
function
f_tp=outlettempandP(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in,prop_in,prop_in_static,mdt_in_static
,P_s_i,Pwr_in,beta_2,beta_3,c_z,U,c_3,w_3,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor,M,eps,M_TP,eps_P
,eps_T)
%% Outlet total pressure and temperature of the turbine
% Inputs:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% Sat
:: Saturation NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent (kg/s)
% T_t_i
:: Total inlet temperature (K)
% P_t_i
:: Total inlet pressure (MPa)
% U
:: Exit velocity (m/s)
% c_theta_2 :: Rotor inlet tangential velocity (m/s)
% c_theta_3 :: Rotor exit tangential velocity (m/s)
% eps
:: Energy balance absolute error criterion (kW)
% eps_P
:: Relative error of total pressure
% eps_T
:: Relative error of total temperature
%% Individual specific heats
% Individual Constituent Specific heat ratio, and specific heat of
% constant pressure
Cp_iter=prop_in_static(2:end,9)';
Cv_iter=prop_in_static(2:end,8)';
gamma_mix=sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cp_iter)/sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cv_iter);
Cp_mix=sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cp_iter)/sum(mdt_in_static(2:end));
%% Initialize Loop variables
% Total exit temperature
T_t_e=prop_in(end,1);
%% Begin loop
% Use inlet static as initial condition for outlet total conditions
P_t_e_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in_static,prop_in_static);
%% Heat Exchanger Function
output_HE=evapcoldsidemixed_v004(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,P_s_i,M,eps,state,Pwr_in);
% Outlet Fluid Property Array
prop_t3=output_HE{1,2};
% Heat Transfer (if any)
%Qdt_HE=output_HE{1,3};
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
mdt_t3=output_HE{1,5};
for k=1:M_TP
%% Previous exit total temperature
T_t_e_prev=T_t_e;
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%% Pervious exit total pressure
P_t_e_prev=P_t_e_mixed;
%% Total individual Outlet temperature of all constituents
% Use the initial no-pressure drop outlet pressure to determine
% what that outlet temperature is, then use the previous
% iteration
%% Mixed gas temperature, meant if there are no refrigerant
%% constiuents
T_mix_gas=prop_t3(end,1);
P_t_e_mixed=totalpdrop(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in_static,prop_in,mdt_in,gamma_mix,
Cp_mix,c_z,U,beta_3,beta_2,c_3,w_3,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor,T_mix_gas);
%% Update Partial Pressures
P_t_e=P_t_e_mixed/P_t_e_prev*prop_in(:,2);
%% Adiabatic Outlet Condition with updated outlet pressure
output_HE=evapcoldsidemixed_v004(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,P_t_e,M,eps,state,Pwr_in);
% Outlet Fluid Property Array
prop_t3=output_HE{1,2};
% Heat Transfer (if any)
%Qdt_HE=output_HE{1,3};
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
mdt_t3=output_HE{1,5};
P_t_e_mixed1=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_t3,prop_t3);
% Adjusted outlet mixed pressure with relaxation parameter
P_t_e_mixed=P_t_e_prev+0.5*(P_t_e_mixed1-P_t_e_prev);
%% Error calculation
% Relative Error in Pressure
error_P=abs(P_t_e_mixed-P_t_e_prev)/P_t_e_prev;
% Relative Error in Temperature
error_T=abs(T_t_e-T_t_e_prev)/T_t_e_prev;
if error_P<eps_P && error_T<eps_T
break
end
end
%% Energy based power
f_tp={T_t_e,P_t_e_mixed,prop_t3,mdt_t3};
%{
1 prop_out_mix
2 T_t_e
3 P_t_e
4 prop_out
5 mdt
6 Pwr
%}

::
::
::
::
::
::

Mixed Total fluid properties
Mixed Total Exit Temperature (K)
Total Exit Pressure (MPa)
Individual total fluid properties
Mass flow (kg/s)
Energy based power (kW)

end
%% Total Pressure losses
function
f_dp=totalpdrop(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,static_props_in,total_props_in,mdt_tot_in,gamma
_mix,Cp_mix,c_z,U,beta_3,beta_2,c_3,w_3,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor,T_t3)
%% Inputs
% Stator inlet static temperature
T_1=static_props_in(1,1); % K
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% Stator inlet total temperature
T_t1=total_props_in(1,1); % K
% Stator inlet total pressure
%P_t1=total_props_in(1,2); % MPa
P_t1=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,total_props_in);
%% Calculation
% Rotor inlet static temperature
T_2=T_1; % K
% Rotor inlet total temperature
T_t2=T_t1;% K
% Degree of Reacation
deg_R_t=c_z/(2*U)*(tan(beta_3)-tan(beta_2));
% Outlet static temperature
T_3=T_2-deg_R_t*(T_t1-T_t3); % K
% Relative outlet total temperature
T_t3_rel=T_t3+(w_3^2-c_3^2)/(2*Cp_mix); % K
% gamma ratio temperature to pressure
k_mix=gamma_mix/(gamma_mix-1);
% Total Pressure of rotor inlet
P_t2=P_t1/(1+phi_t_stator*(1-(T_2/T_t2)^k_mix)); % MPa
% Static Pressure of rotor inlet
P_2=P_t2*(T_2/T_t2)^k_mix; % MPa
% Total relative pressure of rotor inlet
P_t2_rel=P_2*(T_t3_rel/T_2)^k_mix; % MPa
% Total relative pressure or rotor outlet
P_t3_rel=P_t2_rel/(1+phi_t_rotor*(1-(T_3/T_t3_rel)^k_mix)); % MPa
% Static pressure of rotor outlet
P_3=P_t3_rel*(T_3/T_t3_rel)^k_mix; % MPa
% Outlet total pressure of rotor outlet
P_t3=P_3*(T_t3/T_3)^k_mix; % MPa
%% Output
f_dp=P_t3;

end
%% Turbine inlet static property calculation
function
f_instatic=staticinlet(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,prop_in,percent_blockage,D_te
st,D_val,D_tol,M_max,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt)
%% Static fluid property calculation for inlet
% Introduction:
% Determines the minimum area permittable by locating the maximum
% Mach number to find the minimum area required mathmatically by
% current mixed density, velocity (from kinetic energy, and total
% mass flow). Then round to infinity based on D_tol if the outer
% diameter is adjustable, or negative infinity if the inner area is
% adjustable to the allowable increment. Then recalculate the flow
% area. Then determine continuity convergence by adjusting the
% outlet pressure which adjusts KE, velocity, and mixed density.
% Inputs:
% 1. NIST
:: NIST structured array
% 2. CHEM_arr
:: Chemical Constituent cell array
% 3. state
:: state cell array
% 4. mdt_tot_in
:: Total Mass flow array (not summed, total
%
conditions.
% 5. Prop_tot_in
:: Total Fluid Properties array (not summed,
%
total conditions.
% 6. D_test
:: Adjustable Diameter as a string as
%
"inner" or "outer".
% 7. D_val
:: Value of the fixed diameter as a scalar
%
numeric value (m).
% 8. D_tol
:: Diameter design tolerance (rounding
%
increment) as a scalar numeric value (m).
% 9. percent_blockage :: Percent blockage of blades to the annular
%
flow as a scalar numeric value 0 to 1 for
%
0% to 100%.
% 10. M_max
:: Maximum allowable Mach number as a scalar
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

numeric value.
:: Number of iterations of energy
convergence (to find total to static
conditions) as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute error convergence for energy as
a scalar numeric value in kW.
:: Number of iterations for Mach number
convergence as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute Error convergence criterion for
Mach number wrt M_max as a scalar numeric
value.
:: Relative Error convergence criterion for
mass wrt to summed mass flow as a scalar
numeric value.

11. M
12. eps
13. M_M
14. eps_M
15. eps_mdt

Outputs:
1. rho_mix
2. V_out
3. prop_out
4. mdt_out
5. A_turb
6. D_1
7. D_2

::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Mixed density scalar numeric value kg/m^3
Outlet Average Velocity scalar numeric value m/s
Static Fluid Property array numeric matrix
Static Mass Flow array, numeric array kg/s
Area of the flow scalar numeric value m^2
Inner Diameter scalar numeric value m.
Outer Diameter scalar numeric value m.

%% Begin Function
V_in=0;
%% Begin Max Mach Number convergence
for k=1:M_M
%% Determine outlet to inlet pressure ratio
if k==1
pi_out=0.99;
elseif k==2
pi_out=.9;
else
%% Sort Machn number and outlet pressure to be interpolated
MATRIX_A=[error_Mach_arr',pi_out_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
pi_out=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap');
end
%% Static Fluid Properties
f_out=isentropic_turbinePPv002(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,prop_in,...
1,pi_out,1,M,eps,'off',[],[]);
% Static Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=f_out{1,7}; % kg/s
% Static Fluid Properties
prop_out=f_out{1,3};
% Kinetic Energy Change
dKE=f_out{1,4}; % kW
% Mixed Static Temperature
T_mix=prop_out(2,1); % K
%% Gas constant based on adjusted mass flow (of gases only)
R=gasconst(NIST,CHEM_arr(2:end,1),mdt_out(2:end)); % J/(kg*K)
%% Outlet Velocity
V_out=sqrt(2/sum(mdt_out)*dKE*1e3)+V_in; % m/s
%% Static Mix Density
%[dum1,dum2,rho_mix]=massavg(prop_out,mdt_out);
Vdt=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,4)')/length(mdt_out(2:end));
rho_mix=sum(mdt_out)/Vdt;
%% Mass averaged specific heat of constant pressure (gases)
[gamma_mix,Cp_mix,dum1]=massavg(prop_out(2:end,:),mdt_out(2:end));
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%% Speed of sound
sos=sqrt(gamma_mix*R*T_mix); % m/s
%% Mach Number
Mach=V_out/sos;
%% Store arrays for error and convergence
% Store Outlet to Inlet Mixed Pressures to array
pi_out_arr(k)=pi_out;
% Store Mach Number to array
Mach_arr(k)=Mach;
% Store Mach Number error
error_Mach_arr(k)=(Mach-M_max);
%% Current error for Mach number
if abs(error_Mach_arr(end))<eps_M
%% If Convergence has been made, BREAK
break
elseif pi_out>=1
%% If Outlet static Pressure is > Inlet
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end

end
%% Flow Area of Max Mach #
A_flow=sum(sum(mdt_tot_in))/(rho_mix*V_out); % m^2

%% Diameter of adjustable Diameter
[D_1,D_2]=flowdiameter(A_flow,D_val,D_test,percent_blockage);
%% Adjust Diameter to Diameter Tolerance
if strcmp(D_test,'outer')
D_2=floor_incr(D_2,D_tol);
elseif strcmp(D_test,'inner')
D_1=ceil_incr(D_1,D_tol);
else
error('D_test needs to be inner or outer');
end
if D_2<0
error('Inner diameter cannot be less than 0 ');
elseif D_1<=0
error('Outer diameter cannot be less than or equal to 0');
end
%% Current Area within tolerance on or < M_max
A_turb=flowarea(D_1,D_2,percent_blockage); % m^2
%% Determine The Fluid properties at the given geometry
clear pi_out_arr
for k=1:M_M
%% Determine outlet to inlet pressure ratio
if k==1
pi_out=0.99;
elseif k==2
pi_out=.9;
else
%% Sort Machn number and outlet pressure to be interpolated
MATRIX_A=[error_mdt_arr',pi_out_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
pi_out=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap');
end
%% Static Fluid Properties
f_out=isentropic_turbinePPv002(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,prop_in,...
1,pi_out,1,M,eps,'off',[],[]);
% Static Outlet Mass Flow
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mdt_out=f_out{1,7}; % kg/s
% Static Fluid Properties
prop_out=f_out{1,3};
% Kinetic Energy Change
dKE=f_out{1,4}; % kW
%% Outlet Velocity
V_out=sqrt(2/sum(mdt_out)*dKE*1e3)+V_in; % m/s
%% Static Mix Density
%[dum1,dum2,rho_mix]=massavg(prop_out,mdt_out);
Vdt=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,4)')/length(mdt_out(2:end));
rho_mix=sum(mdt_out)/Vdt;
%% Mass Flow Check
mdt_iter=rho_mix*V_out*A_turb; % kg/s
%% Store arrays for error and convergence
error_mdt_arr(k)=(mdt_iter-sum(mdt_tot_in))/sum(mdt_tot_in);
pi_out_arr(k)=pi_out;
%% Current error for Massflow
if abs(error_mdt_arr(end))<eps_mdt
%% If Convergence has been made, BREAK
break
elseif pi_out>=1
%% If Outlet static Pressure is > Inlet
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end
end
%% Static properties results
f_instatic={rho_mix,V_out,prop_out,mdt_out,A_flow,D_1,D_2};
end
%% Flow Area
function A_flow1=flowarea(D_11,D_22,percent_blockage1)
%% Flow area calculation
%% Input Terms
% D_11
:: Outer Diameter (m)
% D_22
:: Inner Diameter (m)
% percent_blockage1 :: Percent blockage caused by blade (0 to 1)
% '%'

end

%% Cross Section areas
A_11=pi/4*D_11^2; % m^2
A_22=pi/4*D_22^2; % m^2
%% Annular Area
A_annular1=A_11-A_22; % m^2
%% Percent the flow sees
percent_flow1=1-percent_blockage1;
%% Area of the flow
A_flow1=A_annular1*percent_flow1; % m^2

%% Diameter (Reverse of Flow Area
function [D_11,D_22]=flowdiameter(A_flow,D_in,diameter_str,percent_blockage1)
%% Percent the flow sees
percent_flow1=1-percent_blockage1;
%% Annual Area
A_annular=A_flow/percent_flow1;
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if strcmp(diameter_str,'inner')
D_22=D_in;
A_22=pi/4*D_22^2;
A_11=A_annular+A_22;
D_11=sqrt(4/pi*A_11);
elseif strcmp(diameter_str,'outer')
D_11=D_in;
A_11=pi/4*D_11^2;
A_22=A_annular-A_11;
D_22=sqrt(4/pi*A_22);
else
error('Incorrect input string')
end
end
%% Mixed gas constant
function R_mix=gasconst(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt)
%% Determines the mixed gas constant via mass flow and known
%% molecular weights
%% Input Terms
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent (kg/s)
%% Molecular Weight of each constituent
MW=[];

end

for k=1:length(mdt)
eval(['MW(k)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},'.COM.MW.data; % kg/kmol'])
end
%% Constituent number of moles
n_arr=mdt./MW; % kmol
%% Total moles
n_tot=sum(n_arr); % kmol
%% Mixed molecular weight
MW_mix=sum(mdt)/n_tot;
%% Mixed gas constant
R_mix=8314.3/MW_mix; % J/(kg*K)

%% Determine minimum area for turbine equivalent to largest power
function
f_minarea=minarea(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,Prop_tot_in,D_test,D_val,D_tol,per
cent_blockage,M_max,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt)
%% Determine the minimum allowable area for the current stage
% Introduction:
% Determines the minimum area permittable by locating the maximum
% Mach number to find the minimum area required mathmatically by
% current mixed density, velocity (from kinetic energy, and total
% mass flow). Then round to infinity based on D_tol if the outer
% diameter is adjustable, or negative infinity if the inner area is
% adjustable to the allowable increment. Then recalculate the flow
% area. Then determine continuity convergence by adjusting the
% outlet pressure which adjusts KE, velocity, and mixed density.
% Inputs:
% 1. NIST
:: NIST structured array
% 2. CHEM_arr
:: Chemical Constituent cell array
% 3. state
:: state cell array
% 4. mdt_tot_in
:: Total Mass flow array (not summed, total
%
conditions.
% 5. Prop_tot_in
:: Total Fluid Properties array (not summed,
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%
% 6. D_test
%
% 7. D_val
%
% 8. D_tol
%
% 9. percent_blockage
%
%
% 10. M_max
%
% 11. M
%
%
% 12. eps
%
% 13. M_M
%
% 14. eps_M
%
%
% 15. eps_mdt
%
%
%
% Outputs:
% 1. A_turb
::
% 2. rho_mix
::
% 3. f_static_stage ::
% 4. D_1
::
% 5. D_2
::
%% Begin Function

total conditions.
:: Adjustable Diameter as a string as
"inner" or "outer".
:: Value of the fixed diameter as a scalar
numeric value (m).
:: Diameter design tolerance (rounding
increment) as a scalar numeric value (m).
:: Percent blockage of blades to the annular
flow as a scalar numeric value 0 to 1 for
0% to 100%.
:: Maximum allowable Mach number as a scalar
numeric value.
:: Number of iterations of energy
convergence (to find total to static
conditions) as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute error convergence for energy as
a scalar numeric value in kW.
:: Number of iterations for Mach number
convergence as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute Error convergence criterion for
Mach number wrt M_max as a scalar numeric
value.
:: Relative Error convergence criterion for
mass wrt to summed mass flow as a scalar
numeric value.
Area of the flow scalar numeric value m^2
Mixed density scalar numeric value kg/m^3
Static properties cell array
Inner Diameter scalar numeric value m.
Outer Diameter scalar numeric value m.

f_static_stage=staticinlet(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,Prop_tot_in,percent_block
age,D_test,D_val,D_tol,M_max,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt);
% Static density
rho_mix=f_static_stage{1,1}; % kg/m^3
A_turb=f_static_stage{1,5}; % m^2
D_1=f_static_stage{1,6}; % m
D_2=f_static_stage{1,7}; % m
%% Output
f_minarea={A_turb,rho_mix,f_static_stage,D_1,D_2};
end
%% Couple momentum and energy power
function
f_couplemomE=couplemomE(f_triangles_max,stagefcn_out,mdt_gas,i,c_z,U,alpha_range,be
ta_range,alpha_2,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle)
%% Couple Momentum and Energy Power
% Inputs:
% 1. f_triangles_max
:: Within the given angle range, the maximum
%
power and properties the velocity
%
triangles can obtain cell array based on
%
vel_triangles function but with alpha_2 &
%
beta_3 at their maximum allowable angles
% 2. stagefcn_out
:: Properties from stages in a celll array
% 3. mdt_gas
:: Summed gas portion of static mass flow
%
scalar numeric value kg/s
% 4. i
:: Current stage index
% 5. c_z
:: Mean Axial Velocity of Flow numeric
%
scalar value m/s
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

6. U
7. alpha_range

:: Tip speed (m/s)
:: Min & Maximum range of alpha_2 (max is
really used (rad)
8. beta_range
:: Min & Maximum range of beta_3 (rad)
9. alpha_2
:: Current alpha_2 used as the new minimum
(rad)
10. angle_tol
:: Allowable increment of angles (rad)
11. tol_pwr_cl_angle :: Allowable difference between momentum and
euler based power in kW
Outputs:
1. f_triangles :: Cell array of adjusted velocity triangles to
match euler power to momentum based power. Cell
array based on vel_triangles.
2. alpha_2
:: Adjusted alpha_2 angle (rad)
3. beta_3
:: Adjusted beta_3 angle (rad)
4. Pwr_eul
:: Euler Power matched within tolerance to
momentum based power, or limits outlet power
based on limits of Eul_max from f_triangles_max
in kW

%% Begin Function
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Rotor exit total temperature and pressure
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Maximum possible Euler Turbine equation based on maximum available
% angles
Pwr_eul_max=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_max,c_theta_3_max);
if i==2
alpha_arr=alpha_range(2):-5*pi/180:alpha_range(1);
alpha_arr(end)=alpha_range(1);
else

end

alpha_range(1)=alpha_2;
alpha_arr=alpha_range(2):-5*pi/180:alpha_range(1);
alpha_arr(end)=alpha_range(1);

for j1=1:2
for j2=1:length(alpha_arr)
f_triangles_iter=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_arr(j2),alpha_arr(j2));
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_iter=f_triangles_iter(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_iter=f_triangles_iter(9); % m/s
% Euler Turbine equation
Pwr_eul_iter=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_iter,c_theta_3_iter);

% kW

end
end

if Pwr_CL>Pwr_eul_iter && j1==1
alpha_arr=alpha_arr(j2-1):-1*pi/180:alpha_arr(j2);
break
elseif Pwr_CL>Pwr_eul_iter && j1==2
break
end
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if j2==1
alpha_2=alpha_arr(1);
else
alpha_2=alpha_arr(j2-1);
end
%% Velocity Triangle for alpha=beta
f_triangles_iter=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2,alpha_2);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_iter=f_triangles_iter(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_iter=f_triangles_iter(9); % m/s
% Euler Turbine power equation
Pwr_eul_iter=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_iter,c_theta_3_iter); % kW
j1_max=abs(floor(log10(angle_tol*180/pi)));
beta_3_iter=alpha_2;
beta_3_prev=beta_3_iter;
for j1=1:j1_max
%% Angle Increment
if j1==j1_max
% If the last in the size, it uses the user specified
% tolerance
angle_incr=angle_tol;
else
angle_incr=pi/180*10^(-j1);
end
% Incremented beta_3
beta_3_iter=beta_3_iter-angle_incr;
test=0;
j2=0;
while test==0
j2=j2+1;
if beta_3_iter<beta_range(1)
% beta_3 of lowest beta_value (set's floor)
beta_3=beta_3_prev;
test=1;
break
end
%% Velocity Triangle for alpha=beta
f_triangles_iter=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2,beta_3_iter);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_iter=f_triangles_iter(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_iter=f_triangles_iter(9); % m/s
% Current iterated Euler Turbine power equation
Pwr_eul_iter=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_iter,c_theta_3_iter);

% kW

if abs(Pwr_eul_iter-Pwr_CL)<tol_pwr_cl_angle
% Within specified tolerance range
test=1;
elseif Pwr_CL>Pwr_eul_iter
% Zero crossing detection
beta_3_iter=beta_3_prev;
test=1;
else
% Adjusting to next iteration value
beta_3_prev=beta_3_iter;
beta_3_iter=beta_3_iter-angle_incr;
end
end
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end

if abs(Pwr_eul_iter-Pwr_CL)<tol_pwr_cl_angle
% Within specified tolerance range
break
end

beta_3=beta_3_iter;
f_triangles=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2,beta_3);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2=f_triangles(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3=f_triangles(9); % m/s
% Euler Turbine power
Pwr_eul=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2,c_theta_3); % kW
f_couplemomE={f_triangles,alpha_2,beta_3,Pwr_eul};

end
%% Final Stage, Outlet Pressure determination
function
f_output=outletP_det(P_s_e,mdt,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_w
idth_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL,alpha_range,beta_range,N_P,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor)
%% Initialize Conditions
P_s_e_arr(1)=P_s_e;
error_P_arr(1)=(P_s_e-P_outlet);
M_inlet_arr(1)=M_max;
M_iter=10;
%% Begin Iteration
for j3=2:M_iter
j3
%% Set Max Mach Number
if j3==2
M_max=M_max*.75+0*.95;
elseif j3==3 && (sign(error_P_arr(1))==sign(error_P_arr(2)))
M_max=1e-1*0+M_max*.5;
%M_max=M_max*.5;
else
MATRIX_A=[error_P_arr',M_inlet_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
MATRIX_B(:,1)
MATRIX_B(:,2)
M_max=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap')
end
M_max
%% Minimum Area
f_minarea=minarea(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i1,1},D_test,D_val,D_tol,percent_blockage,M_max,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt);
A_turb=f_minarea{1,1};
% Static density in the stage
rho_mix=f_minarea{1,2};
f_static_stage_in=f_minarea{1,3};
D_1=f_minarea{1,4};
D_2=f_minarea{1,5};
mdt_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,4};
prop_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,3};
P_s_i=prop_static_in(:,2);
P_s_i_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,
mdt_static_in,prop_static_in);
%% Stage performance based on momentum
mdt_gas=sum(mdt_static_in(2:end));
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stagefcn_out=stages(mdt_gas,rho_mix,D_1,D_2,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_b
lades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL);
% Power based on C_L (Momentum)
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
Num_blades=stagefcn_out(15);
%% If Power is below the minimum allowable threshold
if Pwr_CL<min_stg_pwr
warning('Current Stage is below threshold specified by user,
aborting...')
break
end
% Mean axial velocity
c_z=stagefcn_out(8); % m/s
% Blade speed, a.k.a. Tip speed
U=stagefcn_out(9); % m/s
% Maximum Potential for Velocity Triangle
f_triangles_max=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_range(2),beta_range(2));
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Euler Turbine Power potential
% Current stage inlet total temperature
T_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,1); % K
% Current stage inlet total pressure
P_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,2); % MPa
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Maximum possible Euler Turbine equation based on maximum available
% angles
Pwr_eul_max=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_max,c_theta_3_max);
%% Impossible situation
if Pwr_CL>Pwr_eul_max
error('Impossible, Pwr_CL is greater than Euler Power matrix')
else
%% Couple C_L (Momentum based power) with Euler angles (Energy)
f_couplemomE=couplemomE(f_triangles_max,stagefcn_out,mdt_gas,i,c_z,U,alpha_range,be
ta_range,alpha_2,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle);
% Velocity Triangles
f_triangles=f_couplemomE{1,1};
% Stator exit angle
alpha_2=f_couplemomE{1,2}; % rad
% Rotor exit angle (relative)
beta_3=f_couplemomE{1,3}; % rad
% Euler Outlet Power
Pwr_eul=f_couplemomE{1,4}; % kW
beta_2=f_triangles(1,6);
c_z=f_triangles(1,1);
U=f_triangles(1,2);
c_theta_2=f_triangles(1,5);
c_2=f_triangles(1,7);
w_theta_3=f_triangles(1,8);
c_theta_3=f_triangles(1,9);
alpha_3=f_triangles(1,10);
c_3=f_triangles(1,11);
w_2=f_triangles(1,12);
w_3=f_triangles(1,13);
if beta_2<0
error('beta_2<0')
elseif alpha_3<0
error('alpha_3<0')
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end
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
f_tp=outlettempandP(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i1,1},prop_static_in,mdt_static_in,P_s_i,Pwr_eul,beta_2,beta_3,c_z,U,c_3,w_3,phi_t_s
tator,phi_t_rotor,M,eps,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T);
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e=f_tp{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e=f_tp{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e;
P_t_i=P_t_e;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot=f_tp{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot=f_tp{1,3};
%% Outlet Static Conditions

f_staticout=staticoutlet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out_tot,prop_out_tot,A_turb,M,eps,M_M,ep
s_mdt);
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e=f_staticout{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e=f_staticout{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e=f_staticout{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e=f_staticout{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
error_P=abs(P_s_e-P_outlet); % MPa
disp(' ')
disp(['P_s_e= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e,'K','F')),' deg F'])
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
P_s_e_arr(j3)=P_s_e;
error_P_arr(j3)=(P_s_e-P_outlet)
M_inlet_arr(j3)=M_max
if abs(error_P_arr(end))<P_tol
break
elseif M_max<=0
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end
end
end
%% Output
f_output={D_1,D_2,f_minarea,A_turb,rho_mix,f_static_stage_in,...
mdt_gas,stagefcn_out,f_triangles_max,Pwr_eul_max,f_couplemomE,...
f_tp,f_staticout};
end
%% Static Outlet
function
f_staticout=staticoutlet(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,A_in,M,eps,M_M,eps_mdt)
V_in=0;
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for k=1:M_M
if k==1
pi_out=0.99;
elseif k==2
pi_out=.9;
else
MATRIX_A=[error_mdt_arr',pi_out_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
pi_out=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap');
end
%% Static Fluid Properties
f_out=isentropic_turbinePPv002(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in,prop_in,...
1,pi_out,1,M,eps,'off',[],[]);
% Outlet Static Mass Flow
mdt_out=f_out{1,7};
% Outlet Static Fluid Properties
prop_out=f_out{1,3};
% Change in Kinetic Energy
dKE=f_out{1,4};
%% Outlet Velocity
V_out=sqrt(2/sum(mdt_out)*dKE*1e3)+V_in;
%% Static Mix Density
%[dum1,dum2,rho_mix]=massavg(prop_out,mdt_out);
Vdt=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,4)')/length(mdt_out(2:end));
rho_mix=sum(mdt_out)/Vdt;
%% Mass Flow Check
mdt_iter=rho_mix*V_out*A_in;
error_mdt_arr(k)=(mdt_iter-sum(mdt_in))/sum(mdt_in);
pi_out_arr(k)=pi_out;
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_out,prop_out);
if abs(error_mdt_arr(end))<eps_mdt
break
elseif pi_out>=1
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end
end

end

end

B.6.1.3

T_mix=prop_out(end,1);
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_out,prop_out);
f_staticout={T_mix,P_mix,rho_mix,V_out,prop_out,mdt_out};

Output Script

%% Cycle Designation: Axial Turbine Output Script
%% Cycle Description:
% variant of 004b except pump power is a percentage of net power
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Units:
%% Calculation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
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% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
%clear('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%%
% turb_vals
if ~exist('turb_vals')
%load('axial_turbine1.mat')
load('TURB_VALS.mat')
end
%
%clearsel('turb_vals')
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
addsel('Harriscycle010d.mat',CHEM_arr)
%% Inputs
% Chemical Constituent array & State Array
INPUT_dum={'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
INPUT_A(1,:)=INPUT_dum;
INPUT_A{2,1}='Chemical Constituent';
INPUT_A{3,1}='State';
INPUT_A{4,1}='Mass Flow';
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
INPUT_A{2,k+1}=CHEM_arr{k,1};
INPUT_A{3,k+1}=state_arr{k,1};
INPUT_A{4,k+1}=mdtconv(mdt_in(1,k),'kg/s','lbm/s');
end
INPUT_A{4,length(CHEM_arr)+2}='lbm/s';
INPUT_B={'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
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'Input','Value','Units','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'mdt_tot',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s'),'lbm/s','','','','','','','','','',''
,'','','';...
'x_ref',1mdt_in(1)/sum(mdt_in(1:2)),'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'P_in_mixed',P_in_tot,'psia','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'T_in_mixed',Tempconv(prop_in(end,1),'K','F'),'deg
F','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Maximum Number of Stages',N,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Known Diameter',D_test,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Known Diameter
Value',lengthconv(D_val,'m','in'),'in','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Increment Value per
Stage',lengthconv(D_inner_incr,'m','in'),'in','','','','','','','','','','','','','
';...
'Diameter Design
Tolerance',lengthconv(D_tol,'m','in'),'in','','','','','','','','','','','','','';.
..
'Alpha_2_min',alpha_range(1)*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';..
.
'Alpha_2_max',alpha_range(2)*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';..
.
'Beta_3_min',beta_range(1)*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Beta_3_max',beta_range(2)*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Blade Angle
Tolerance',angle_tol*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Euler Matching Power
Tolerance',tol_pwr_cl_angle,'kW','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Minimum Stage
Power',min_stg_pwr,'kW','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'C_L_blade',C_L_blade,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'eta_CL_range_min',eta_CL_range(1),'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'eta_CL_range_max',eta_CL_range(2),'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Percent
Blockage',percent_blockage,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Percent
Tipspeed',percent_tipspeed,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Number of
Blades',num_blades,'Blades/in','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Blade Width
Ratio',blade_width_rat,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Outlet Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_outlet,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','','','',''
;...
'Outlet Pressure
Tolerance',Pconv(P_tol,'MPa','psi'),'psig','','','','','','','','','','','','','';.
..
'N_P',N_P,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'phi_t_stator',phi_t_stator,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'phi_t_rotor',phi_t_rotor,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Maximum Mach Number',M_max,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Absolute Error Criterion for
Energy',eps_energ,'kW','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Number of Iterations for
Energy',M,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Absolute Error Criterion for Mach
Number',eps_M,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
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'Relative Error for Mass
Flow',eps_mdt,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Maximum Number of iterations for Mach &
COM',M_M,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Maximum Number of iterations for outlet total pressure &
temperature',M_TP,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Total Pressure relative
error',eps_P,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Total Temeprature relative
error',eps_T,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
INPUT=vertcat(INPUT_A,INPUT_B);
fname='Axial.xlsx';
xlswrite(fname,INPUT,'INPUT')

for i=1:(length(turb_vals{1,1}(:,1))-1)
%% Stage Inlet
%% Inlet Total Conditions
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,1}(i,:);
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,2}{i,1};
% P_mix
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)');
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
Minarea_dum={'','','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
Minarea_INPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Total Inlet
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Minarea_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(prop
(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv,
prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv,Hdt,sd
t*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Minarea_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(prop
(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv,
prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
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end
end
Minarea_INPUT=vertcat(Minarea_INPUT_A,Minarea_INPUT_B);
Hdt_1=Hdt;
%% Inlet Static Conditions
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,4};
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,3};
% P_mix
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
% rho_mix
rho_mix=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,2};
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)');
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
% dKE
dKE=Hdt_1-Hdt;
% Mean Velocity
V_mean=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,2};
% D_1
D_1=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,6};
% D_2
D_2=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,7};
% A_turb
A_flow=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,1};
Minarea_OUTPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Static Inlet
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Minarea_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pro
p(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv
,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv,Hdt,s
dt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Minarea_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pro
p(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv
,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Minarea_OUTPUT_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};'dKE (kW)','V_mean (ft/s)','D_outer
(in)','D_inner (in)','Flow Area (in^2)','','','','','','','','','','';...
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dKE,V_mean*m2ft,lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),lengthconv(D_2,'m','in'),A_flow*m2ft^2,'',
'','','','','','','','','';...
Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:}};
Minarea_OUTPUT=vertcat(Minarea_OUTPUT_A,Minarea_OUTPUT_B,Minarea_OUTPUT_C);
Minarea=vertcat(Minarea_INPUT,Minarea_OUTPUT);
%% Stages
%% Stages Input Conditions
% mdt_gas
mdt_gas=sum(mdt(2:end));
% rho_mixed
rho_mix=rho_mix;
% D_1
D_1=D_1;
% D_2
D_2=D_2;
% %blockage
percent_blockage=percent_blockage;
% %tipspeed
percent_tipspeed=percent_tipspeed;
% # of blades
num_blades=num_blades;
% blade width ratio
blade_width_rat=blade_width_rat;
% C_L_blade
C_L_blade=C_L_blade;
% eta CL IC
eta_CL_IC=eta_CL_IC;
stages_INPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Stages Input','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Gas Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Mixed Density (ft^3/lbm)','Outer Diameter
(in)','Inner Diameter (in)','Percent Blockage','Percent Tipspeed','num_blades
(Blade/in)','Blade Width Ratio','C_L_blade','eta_CL','','','','','';...
mdt_gas/mdt_unitconv,rho_mix/nu_conv,lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),lengthconv(D_2,'m','i
n'),percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL_I
C,'','','','',''};
%% Stages Output
% Vdt
Vdt=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(1);
% blade_height
blade_height=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(2);
% A_1
A_1=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(3);
% A_2
A_2=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(4);
% A_annular
A_annular=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(5);
% %flow
percent_flow=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(6);
% A_flow
A_flow=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(7);
% c_z
c_z=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(8);
% vel_tip
vel_tip=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(9);
% vel_mid
U=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(10);
% C_tip
C_tip=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(11);
% C_hub
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C_hub=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(12);
% RPM
RPM=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(13);
% numbladespossible
num_blades_possible=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(14);
% numblades
num_blades_turb=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(15);
% blade width
blade_width=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(16);
% blade area
blade_area=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(17);
% lift per blade
Lift=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(18);
% torque
tau=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(20);
% Momentum Power
Pwr_mom=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(19);
stages_OUTPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Stages Output','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Volumetric Flow (CFM)','Blade Height (in)','A_1 (in^2)','A_2
(in^2)','A_annular (in^2)','percent flow','A_flow (in^2)','c_z (ft/s)','vel_tip
(ft/s)','U (ft/s)','C_tip (in)','C_hub (in)','','','';...
Vdt,lengthconv(blade_height,'m','in'),A_1*m2ft*144,A_2*m2ft*144,A_annular*m2ft*144,
percent_flow,A_flow*m2ft*144,c_z*m2ft',vel_tip*m2ft,U*m2ft,C_tip*m2ft*12,C_hub*m2ft
*12,'','','';...
'RPM','num_blades_possible','num_blades_turb','blade_area (in^2)','Lift per
blade (kN)','tau (kN*m)','Momentum Power (kW)','','','','','','','','';...
RPM,num_blades_possible,num_blades_turb,blade_area*m2ft*144,Lift,tau,Pwr_mom,'','',
'','','','','','';...
Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:}};
stages=vertcat(stages_INPUT,stages_OUTPUT);
%% Velocity Triangles
%% Maximum Possible Power Input
% c_z
% U
% alpha_range(2)
% beta_range(2)
Eul_max_INPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Input for Maximum Euler
Power','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'c_z (ft/s)','U (ft/s)','alpha_range_max (deg)','beta_range_max
(deg)','','','','','','','','','','','';...
c_z*m2ft,U*m2ft,180/pi*alpha_range(2),180/pi*beta_range(2),'','','','','','','','',
'','',''};
%% Maximum Possible Power Output
% c_theta_2
c_theta_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(5);
% beta_2
beta_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(6);
% c_2
c_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(7);
% w_theta_3
w_theta_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(8);
% c_theta_3
c_theta_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(9);
% alpha_3
alpha_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(10);
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% c_3
c_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(11);
% w_2
w_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(12);
% w_3
w_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(13);
% Euler, Maximum Power
Pwr_Eul_max=turb_vals{1,10}(i+1);
Eul_max_OUTPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Output for Maximum Euler
Power','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'c_theta_2 (ft/s)','beta_2 (deg)','c_2 (ft/s)','w_theta_3
(ft/s)','c_theta_3 (ft/s)','alpha_3 (deg)','c_3 (ft/s)','w_2 (ft/s)','w_3
(ft/s)','Maximum Euler Power (kW)','','','','','';...
c_theta_2*m2ft,beta_2*180/pi,c_2*m2ft,w_theta_3*m2ft,c_theta_3*m2ft,alpha_3*180/pi,
c_2*m2ft,w_2*m2ft,w_3*m2ft,Pwr_Eul_max,'','','','',''};
%% Matched Possible Power Output
% alpha_2
alpha_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(3);
% beta_3
beta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(4);
% c_theta_2
c_theta_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(5);
% beta_2
beta_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(6);
% c_2
c_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(7);
% w_theta_3
w_theta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(8);
% c_theta_3
c_theta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(9);
% alpha_3
alpha_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(10);
% c_3
c_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(11);
% w_2
w_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(12);
% w_3
w_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(13);
% Euler, Matched Power
Pwr_Eul=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,4};
Eul_OUTPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Output for Matched Euler
Power','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'c_theta_2 (ft/s)','beta_2 (deg)','c_2 (ft/s)','w_theta_3
(ft/s)','c_theta_3 (ft/s)','alpha_3 (deg)','c_3 (ft/s)','w_2 (ft/s)','w_3
(ft/s)','Maximum Euler Power (kW)','alpha_2 (deg)','beta_3 (deg)','','','';...
c_theta_2*m2ft,beta_2*180/pi,c_2*m2ft,w_theta_3*m2ft,c_theta_3*m2ft,alpha_3*180/pi,
c_2*m2ft,w_2*m2ft,w_3*m2ft,Pwr_Eul,alpha_2*180/pi,beta_3*180/pi,'','',''};
Euler=vertcat(Eul_max_INPUT,Eul_max_OUTPUT,Eul_OUTPUT);

%% Outlet Total Condition Input
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,1}(i,:);
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,2}{i,1};
% P_mix
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P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)')/length(mdt(2:end));
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Outlet of Total Conditions Input
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pco
nv(prop(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*n
u_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv
,Hdt,sdt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pco
nv(prop(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*n
u_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Power Euler (kW)','beta_2 (deg)','beta_3 (deg)','c_z (ft/s)','U
(ft/s)','c_3 (ft/s)','w_3
(ft/s)','phi_t_stator1','phi_t_rotor','','','','','','';...
Pwr_Eul,beta_2*180/pi,beta_3*180/pi,c_z*m2ft,U*m2ft,c_3*m2ft,w_3*m2ft,phi_t_stator,
phi_t_rotor,'','','','','',''};
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT=vertcat(Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_A,Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_B,Total_Ou
tlet_1_INPUT_C);
Hdt_1=Hdt;
%% Outlet Total Condition Output
% Mass Flow
% Fluid Properties array
% P_mix
% rho_mix
% Vdt
% Hdt
% Sdt
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,7}{i+1,1}{1,4};
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,7}{i+1,1}{1,3};
% P_mix
%P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
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P_mix=turb_vals{1,7}{i+1,1}{1,2};
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)')/length(mdt(2:end));
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Outlet of Total
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pc
onv(prop(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*
nu_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMcon
v,Hdt,sdt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pc
onv(prop(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*
nu_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Total_Outlet_1=vertcat(Total_Outlet_1_INPUT,Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_A,Total_Outlet_1_
OUTPUT_B);
%% Outlet Static Condition Output
% Mass Flow
% Fluid Properties array
% P_mix
% rho_mix
% Vdt
% Hdt
% Sdt
% Mean Velocity
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,6};
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,5};
% P_mix
%P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
P_mix=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,2};
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)')/length(mdt(2:end));
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
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% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
% Mean Velocity
V_out=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,4};
Static_Outlet_1_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Static Outlet
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Static_Outlet_1_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pr
op(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_con
v,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv,Hdt,
sdt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Static_Outlet_1_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pr
op(k,2),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_con
v,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Static_Outlet_1_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'V_out (ft/s)','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
V_out*m2ft,'','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
Static_Outlet_1=vertcat(Static_Outlet_1_A,Static_Outlet_1_B,Static_Outlet_1_C);
%% Combine into one case

end

CELL_STAGE=vertcat(Minarea,stages,Euler,Total_Outlet_1,Static_Outlet_1);
xlswrite(fname,CELL_STAGE,['Stage_',num2str(i)])

%% OUTPUT
OUTPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Stage #','D_o (in)','D_i (in)','Power (kW)','Static Mixed Pressure Out
(psia)','T_mix (deg F)','x_ref','x_overall','','','','','','',''};
for i=1:(length(turb_vals{1,1}(:,1))-1)
% D_1
D_1=turb_vals{1,13}(i+1,1);
% D_2
D_2=turb_vals{1,13}(i+1,2);
% Limiting Power
Pwr=turb_vals{1,12}(i+1);
Pwr_arr(i)=Pwr;
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,6};
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,5};
% P_mix
%P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
P_mix=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,2};
T_mix=prop(end,1);
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% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
% Inlet Mean Velocity
c_z_arr(i)=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,2};
% Absolute Rotor inlet velocity
c_2_arr(i)=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(7);
% Mean Outlet Velocity
V_out_arr(i)=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,4};
OUTPUT_B(i,:)={i,lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),lengthconv(D_2,'m','in'),Pwr,Pconv(P_mix,
'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(T_mix,'K','F'),x_ref,x_overall,'','','','','','',''};

end
OUTPUT_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Overall','Average inlet axial velocity (ft/s)','Average rotor inlet velocity
(ft/s)','Power (kW)','Average outlet axial velocity (ft/s)','Isentropic
Efficiency','Isentropic Power Output (kW)','','','','','','','','';...
'',mean(c_z_arr)*m2ft,mean(c_2_arr)*m2ft,sum(Pwr_arr),mean(V_out_arr),eta_axial,Pwr
_Turbine,'','','','','','','',''};
OUTPUT=vertcat(OUTPUT_A,OUTPUT_B,OUTPUT_C);
xlswrite(fname,OUTPUT,'OUTPUT')
%% Velocity Triangle Figure Output
%% NACA 6412
% http://airfoiltools.com/airfoil/details?airfoil=naca6412-il
% Accessed 3/24/2013
%% NACA 6412 Data
Airfoil_data=[1.00025
0.00124;...
0.99758
0.00216;...
0.98961
0.00490;...
0.97640
0.00935;...
0.95808
0.01538;...
0.93481
0.02278;...
0.90682
0.03130;...
0.87436
0.04068;...
0.83777
0.05062;...
0.79740
0.06082;...
0.75366
0.07097;...
0.70702
0.08079;...
0.65797
0.08998;...
0.60703
0.09827;...
0.55477
0.10543;...
0.50176
0.11124;...
0.44863
0.11554;...
0.39587
0.11817;...
0.34306
0.11841;...
0.29199
0.11583;...
0.24336
0.11060;...
0.19780
0.10302;...
0.15592
0.09344;...
0.11825
0.08231;...
0.08524
0.07012;...
0.05726
0.05736;...
0.03460
0.04452;...
0.01745
0.03204;...
0.00595
0.02029;...
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0.00014
0.00000
0.00534
0.01590
0.03149
0.05186
0.07672
0.10574
0.13861
0.17495
0.21441
0.25664
0.30127
0.34792
0.39622
0.44685
0.49824
0.54976
0.60088
0.65105
0.69972
0.74634
0.79039
0.83137
0.86878
0.90220
0.93121
0.95546
0.97465
0.98854
0.99694
0.99975
1.00000

0.00955;...
0.00000;...
-0.00792;...
-0.01383;...
-0.01781;...
-0.01999;...
-0.02054;...
-0.01967;...
-0.01763;...
-0.01470;...
-0.01121;...
-0.00748;...
-0.00384;...
-0.00064;...
0.00182;...
0.00370;...
0.00542;...
0.00684;...
0.00786;...
0.00843;...
0.00853;...
0.00819;...
0.00747;...
0.00643;...
0.00520;...
0.00386;...
0.00252;...
0.00129;...
0.00024;...
-0.00057;...
-0.00107;...
-0.00124;...
0.00000];

%%
warning off all
for i=1:20
try
strings=dir(['Stage_plots_stg',num2str(i),'.tif']);
if ~isempty(strings.name)
delete(['Stage_plots_stg',num2str(i),'.tif']);
end
end
end
warning on all
%%
for i=1:(length(turb_vals{1,1}(:,1))-1)
figure
% Blade Tangential Velocity
U=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(2)*m2ft;
% Axial Mean Flow Velocity (Assume it is constant)
c_z=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(1)*m2ft;
% Absolute velocity angles
alpha_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(3),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(10)];
% Relative velocity angles
beta_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(6),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(4)];
% Absolute velocities
c_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(7),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(11)]*m2ft;
% Relative velocities
w_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(12:13)]*m2ft;
% Absolute Tangential velocities
c_theta_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(5),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(9)]*m2ft;
% Relative Tangential velocity of rotor
w_theta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(8)*m2ft;
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% Current Stage Number
Stg_num=i;
% Unit to output to screen as a string
unit_output='ft/s';
% Number of airfoils >=4 for each station to show on screen
N_a=5;
vel_plots_v001b(Airfoil_data,U,c_z,alpha_arrs,beta_arrs,c_arrs,w_arrs,c_theta_arrs,
w_theta_3,Stg_num,unit_output,N_a)
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')
saveas(gcf,['Stage_plots_stg',num2str(i),'.tif'])
pause(5)
close(gcf)
pause(1)
end

B.6.1.4

Velocity Triangle Plot

function
vel_plots_v001b(Airfoil_data,U,c_z,alpha_arrs,beta_arrs,c_arrs,w_arrs,c_theta_arrs,
w_theta_3,Stg_num,unit_output,N)
%% Introduction:
%% Inputs:
% Airfoil_data
%
%
% U
% c_z
% alpha_arrs
%
% beta_arrs
%
% c_arrs
% w_arrs
% c_theta_arrs
%
% w_theta_3
% Stg_num
% unit_output
% N
%% Station #'s
% Station 1 ::
% Station 2 ::
% Station 3 ::

:: Numeric array [x/c,y/c] where they are normalized
coordinates in a columnwise matrix. Make sure it closes
off.
:: Tangential velocity of blade (omega*r)
:: Axial velocity
:: Numeric array [alpha_2,alpha_3], absolute velocity vector
angle
:: Numeric array [beta_2,beta_3], relative velocity vector
angle
:: Numeric array [c_2,c_3], absolute velocity magnitude
:: Numeric array [w_2,w_3], relative velocity magnitude
:: Numeric array [c_theta_2,c_theta_3], absolute tangential
velocity magnitude
:: Relative tangential velocity magnitude
:: Current Stage Number
:: String for units of velocity entered into the function
:: Number of airfoils
Stator Inlet
Stator Outlet or Rotor Inlet
Rotor Outlet

alpha_2=alpha_arrs(1);alpha_3=alpha_arrs(2);
beta_2=beta_arrs(1);beta_3=beta_arrs(2);
c_2=c_arrs(1);c_3=c_arrs(2);
w_2=w_arrs(1);w_3=w_arrs(2);
c_theta_2=c_theta_arrs(1);c_theta_3=c_theta_arrs(2);
max_vel=max([c_2,c_3,w_2,w_3,c_theta_2,c_theta_3,w_theta_3,U]);
%% Stator Only
% Chord Length
c=1;
% aoa of airfoils
aoa=alpha_2;
% Apply primitive rotation matrix in +z direction to transform
x0=c*Airfoil_data(:,1)*cos(aoa)+c*Airfoil_data(:,2)*sin(aoa);
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y0=c*Airfoil_data(:,1)*-sin(aoa)+c*Airfoil_data(:,2)*cos(aoa);
y0=y0*-1;
% Gap between airfoils
dy=c*max(abs(y0))*.5;
x_offset=0;
y_offset=0;
for i=1:N
x=x0+x_offset;
y=y0+dy*(i-1)+y_offset;
fill(x,y,'k','FaceAlpha',0.5)
hold all
[xmin,i_min]=min(x);
stator.line.left(i,:)=[xmin,y(i_min)];
[xmax,i_max]=max(x);
stator.line.right(i,:)=[xmax,y(i_max)];
end
%% Rotor Only
% Chord Length
c=1;
% aoa of airfoils
aoa=beta_3;
% Apply primitive rotation matrix in +z direction to transform
x0=c*Airfoil_data(:,1)*cos(aoa)+c*Airfoil_data(:,2)*sin(aoa);
y0=c*Airfoil_data(:,1)*-sin(aoa)+c*Airfoil_data(:,2)*cos(aoa);
% Gap between airfoils
%dy=c*max(abs(y0))*.5;
x_offset=1.5;
y_offset=max(abs(y0))*1;
set(gcf,'Position',[1
29
1920
for i=1:N
x=x0+x_offset;
y=y0+dy*(i-1)+y_offset;
fill(x,y,'k','FaceAlpha',0.5)
hold all
[xmin,i_min]=min(x);
rotor.line.left(i,:)=[xmin,y(i_min)];
[xmax,i_max]=max(x);
rotor.line.right(i,:)=[xmax,y(i_max)];

1105])

end
% axis equal
xlims=[-1.5,3.5];
ylims=[-0.25,2.5];
xlim(xlims)
ylim(ylims)
%% Border of Stator
hold all
xy1=vertcat([stator.line.left(1,1),ylims(1)*2],stator.line.left,[stator.line.left(e
nd,1),ylims(2)*2]);
xy2=vertcat([stator.line.right(1,1),ylims(1)*2],stator.line.right,[stator.line.righ
t(end,1),ylims(2)*2]);
plot(xy1(:,1),xy1(:,2),'k-',xy2(:,1),xy2(:,2),'k-')
%% Border of Rotor
hold all
xy1=vertcat([rotor.line.left(1,1),ylims(1)*2],rotor.line.left,[rotor.line.left(end,
1),ylims(2)*2]);
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xy2=vertcat([rotor.line.right(1,1),ylims(1)*2],rotor.line.right,[rotor.line.right(e
nd,1),ylims(2)*2]);
plot(xy1(:,1),xy1(:,2),'k-',xy2(:,1),xy2(:,2),'k-')
%% Convert from number to normalized units
set(gcf,'Units','Normalized')
norm_pos=get(gca,'Position');
%% Stator Name Location
% Box top location in plot in axes units
x=stator.line.left(1,1);y=2.25;dx=stator.line.right(1,1)-stator.line.left(1,1);
dy=.2;
% Convert Box position to normalized units
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
% Textbox
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','Stator','FontSize',28,'H
orizontalAlignment','center','EdgeColor','none')
%% Rotor Name Location
% Box top location in plot in axes units
x=rotor.line.left(1,1);y=2.25;dx=rotor.line.right(1,1)-rotor.line.left(1,1);
dy=.2;
% Convert Box position to normalized units
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
rotor_box_location=[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box];
% Textbox
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','Rotor','FontSize',28,'Ho
rizontalAlignment','center','EdgeColor','none')
%% Circle Baseline
%
theta_arrs=0:1:360;theta_arrs=theta_arrs*pi/180;
%
Radius=0.125*.75;
x_circle=Radius*cos(theta_arrs);y_circle=Radius*sin(theta_arrs);
%% Anotate Station Number 1
dx=0.125*1.5;dy=dx;
x=0-0.125/2-dx;y=-.125-dy/2;
% Convert Box position to normalized units
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
% Circle
%annotation('ellipse',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box])
hold all
plot(x_circle+Radius+x,y_circle+Radius+y,'k-','LineWidth',2)
% Textbox
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','1','FontSize',28,'Horizo
ntalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none')
%% Anotate Station Number 2
dx=0.125*1.5;dy=dx;
x=stator.line.right(1,1)+0.125/2;y=-.125-dy/2;
% Convert Box position to normalized units
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x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
% Circle
%annotation('ellipse',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box])
hold all
plot(x_circle+Radius+x,y_circle+Radius+y,'k-','LineWidth',2)
% Textbox
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','2','FontSize',28,'Horizo
ntalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none')
%% Anotate Station Number 3
dx=0.125*1.5;dy=dx;
x=rotor.line.right(1,1)+0.125/2;y=-.125-dy/2;
% Convert Box position to normalized units
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
% Circle
%annotation('ellipse',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box])
hold all
plot(x_circle+Radius+x,y_circle+Radius+y,'k-','LineWidth',2)
% Textbox
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','3','FontSize',28,'Horizo
ntalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none')
station3_box_location=[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box];
%% Velocity Magnitudes
c_2_mag=c_2/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*.5;
w_2_mag=w_2/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*.5;
U_mag=U/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*.5;
c_3_mag=c_3/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*.5;
w_3_mag=w_3/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*.5;
c_z_mag=c_z/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*.5;
%% Stator Exit Angle
%
c_2_arrow_x=stator.line.right(3,1)+0.1+[0,c_2_mag*cos(alpha_2)];
c_2_arrow_y=(0.5*(stator.line.right(4,2)stator.line.right(3,2))+stator.line.right(3,2))+[0,c_2_mag*sin(alpha_2)];
%
x=c_2_arrow_x;y=c_2_arrow_y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','b')
%
dx=c_2_arrow_x(2)-c_2_arrow_x(1);
c_2_arrow_line_x=c_2_arrow_x+[0,dx*.2];
c_2_arrow_line_y=c_2_arrow_y(1)*[1,1];
plot(c_2_arrow_line_x,c_2_arrow_line_y,'-b')
% Arc Location
angle_arr=linspace(0,alpha_2,91);
Radius=dx*.5;
x_0=c_2_arrow_line_x(1);y_0=c_2_arrow_line_y(1);
x_arc=Radius*cos(angle_arr)+x_0;
y_arc=Radius*sin(angle_arr)+y_0;
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plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-b')
%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','b')
% Textbox for angle
x=x_arc(20);y=y_arc(20);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\alpha_2','FontSize',16,
'HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color
','b')
% Textbox for Velocity
x=c_2_arrow_x(end);y=c_2_arrow_y(end);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','c_2','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','EdgeColor','none','Color','b'
)
%% Rotor Inlet Angle
%
w_2_arrow_x=rotor.line.left(2,1)-.5+[0,w_2_mag*cos(beta_2)];
w_2_arrow_y=(0.75*(rotor.line.left(2,2)rotor.line.left(1,2))+rotor.line.left(1,2))+[0,w_2_mag*sin(beta_2)];
%
x=w_2_arrow_x;y=w_2_arrow_y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','b','LineStyle','--')
%
dx=w_2_arrow_x(2)-w_2_arrow_x(1);
w_2_arrow_line_x=w_2_arrow_x+[0,dx*.2];
w_2_arrow_line_y=w_2_arrow_y(1)*[1,1];
plot(w_2_arrow_line_x,w_2_arrow_line_y,'-b')
% Arc Location
angle_arr=linspace(0,beta_2,91);
Radius=dx*.5;
x_0=w_2_arrow_line_x(1);y_0=w_2_arrow_line_y(1);
x_arc=Radius*cos(angle_arr)+x_0;
y_arc=Radius*sin(angle_arr)+y_0;
plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-b')
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%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','b')
% Textbox for angle
x=x_arc(20)+.05;y=y_arc(20);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\beta_2','FontSize',16,'
HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color'
,'b')
% Textbox for Velocity
x=w_2_arrow_x(end);y=w_2_arrow_y(end);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','w_2','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','EdgeColor','none','Color','b'
)
%% Blade Speed
%
U_arrow_x=(0.5*(rotor.line.right(end,1)rotor.line.left(end,1))+rotor.line.left(end,1))+[0,0];
U_arrow_y=(0.4*(rotor.line.left(end,2)-rotor.line.left(end1,2))+rotor.line.left(end,2))+[-U_mag,0];
%
x=U_arrow_x;y=U_arrow_y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
if rotor_box_location(2)>y_box(1)|| sum(rotor_box_location([2,4]))>(y_box(1))
y_box=[0,y_box(2)-y_box(1)]+station3_box_location(2);
y=(y_box-norm_pos(2))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)))+ylims(1);
y(2)=y(2)+.12;
U_arrow_y=y;
end
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','k')
% Textbox for Velocity
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=U_arrow_x(end)-dx/2;y=U_arrow_y(end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','U','FontSize',16,'Horizo
ntalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','bottom','EdgeColor','none')
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%% Rotor Exit Absolute
%
c_3_arrow_x=rotor.line.right(4,1)+0.1+[0,c_3_mag*cos(alpha_3)];
c_3_arrow_y=(0.5*(rotor.line.right(5,2)rotor.line.right(4,2))+rotor.line.right(4,2))+-[0,c_3_mag*sin(alpha_3)];
%
x=c_3_arrow_x;y=c_3_arrow_y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','r')
%
dx=c_3_arrow_x(2)-c_3_arrow_x(1);
c_3_arrow_line_x=c_3_arrow_x+[0,dx*.2];
c_3_arrow_line_y=c_3_arrow_y(1)*[1,1];
plot(c_3_arrow_line_x,c_3_arrow_line_y,'r')
% Arc Location
angle_arr=linspace(0,-alpha_3,91);
Radius=dx*.5;
x_0=c_3_arrow_line_x(1);y_0=c_3_arrow_line_y(1);
x_arc=Radius*cos(angle_arr)+x_0;
y_arc=Radius*sin(angle_arr)+y_0;
plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-r')
%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','r')
% Textbox for angle
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=x_arc(20)+dx/2;y=y_arc(20)-dy*2/3;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\alpha_3','FontSize',16,
'HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','EdgeColor','none','Color','
r')
% Textbox for Velocity
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=c_3_arrow_x(end);y=c_3_arrow_y(end)-dy/2;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','c_3','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color','r'
)
%% Rotor Exit relative
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%
w_3_arrow_x=rotor.line.right(4,1)+0.1+[0,w_3_mag*cos(beta_3)];
w_3_arrow_y=(0.5*(rotor.line.right(3,2)rotor.line.right(2,2))+rotor.line.right(2,2))+-[0,w_3_mag*sin(beta_3)];
%
x=w_3_arrow_x;y=w_3_arrow_y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','r','LineStyle','--')
%
dx=w_3_arrow_x(2)-w_3_arrow_x(1);
w_3_arrow_line_x=w_3_arrow_x+[0,dx*.2];
w_3_arrow_line_y=w_3_arrow_y(1)*[1,1];
plot(w_3_arrow_line_x,w_3_arrow_line_y,'-r')
% Arc Location
angle_arr=linspace(0,-beta_3,91);
Radius=dx*.5;
x_0=w_3_arrow_line_x(1);y_0=w_3_arrow_line_y(1);
x_arc=Radius*cos(angle_arr)+x_0;
y_arc=Radius*sin(angle_arr)+y_0;
plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-r')
%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','r')
% Textbox for angle
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=x_arc(20)+dx/2;y=y_arc(20)-dy*2/3;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\beta_3','FontSize',16,'
HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','EdgeColor','none','Color','r
')
% Textbox for Velocity
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=w_3_arrow_x(end);y=w_3_arrow_y(end)-dy/2;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','w_3','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color','r'
)
%% Velocity Triangles
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%% Velocity Magnitudes
c_2_mag2=c_2/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*1.5;
w_2_mag2=w_2/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*1.5;
U_mag2=U/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*1.5;
c_3_mag2=c_3/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*1.5;
w_3_mag2=w_3/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*1.5;
c_z_mag2=c_z/max_vel*(rotor.line.left(1,1)-stator.line.right(1,1))*1.5;
% c_3
x_c_3.arrow=-1.4+[0,c_z_mag2];
y_c_3.arrow=2+[0,-c_z_mag2*tan(alpha_3)];
%
x=x_c_3.arrow;y=y_c_3.arrow;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','r')
% U
x_U.arrow=x_c_3.arrow(end)*[1,1];
y_U.arrow=y_c_3.arrow(end)+[-U_mag2,0];
%
x=x_U.arrow;y=y_U.arrow;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','k')
% w_3
x_w_3.arrow=-1.4+[0,c_z_mag2];
y_w_3.arrow=[2,y_U.arrow(1)];
%
x=x_w_3.arrow;y=y_w_3.arrow;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','r','LineStyle','--')
% c_2
x_c_2.arrow=-1.4+[0,c_z_mag2];
y_c_2.arrow=y_U.arrow(2)-[c_z_mag2*tan(alpha_2),0];
%
x=x_c_2.arrow;y=y_c_2.arrow;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','b')
% w_2
x_w_2.arrow=-1.4+[0,c_z_mag2];
y_w_2.arrow=y_U.arrow(1)-[c_z_mag2*tan(beta_2),0];
%
x=x_w_2.arrow;y=y_w_2.arrow;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color','b','LineStyle','--')
% c_z
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x_c_z.arrow=-1.4+[0,c_z_mag2];
y_c_z.arrow=(y_U.arrow(2)-c_z_mag2*tan(alpha_2))*[1,1];
%
x=x_c_z.arrow;y=y_c_z.arrow;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',2,'Color',[0,0.5,0.5])
% c_z textbox
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=0.5*(x_c_z.arrow(2)-x_c_z.arrow(1))+x_c_z.arrow(1);
y=0.5*(y_c_z.arrow(2)-y_c_z.arrow(1))+y_c_z.arrow(1)-dy;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','c_z','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','bottom','EdgeColor','none','Color',[
0,0.5,0.5])
% c_2 textbox
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=0.5*(x_c_2.arrow(2)-x_c_2.arrow(1))+x_c_2.arrow(1);
y=0.5*(y_c_2.arrow(2)-y_c_2.arrow(1))+y_c_2.arrow(1)+dy;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','c_2','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','EdgeColor','none','Color','b')
% w_2 textbox
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=0.5*(x_w_2.arrow(2)-x_w_2.arrow(1))+x_w_2.arrow(1);
y=0.5*(y_w_2.arrow(2)-y_w_2.arrow(1))+y_w_2.arrow(1)+dy;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','w_2','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','EdgeColor','none','Color','b')
% c_3 textbox
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=0.5*(x_c_3.arrow(2)-x_c_3.arrow(1))+x_c_3.arrow(1);
y=0.5*(y_c_3.arrow(2)-y_c_3.arrow(1))+y_c_3.arrow(1)-1.5*dy;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
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annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','c_3','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','EdgeColor','none','Color','r')
% w_3 textbox
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=0.5*(x_w_3.arrow(2)-x_w_3.arrow(1))+x_w_3.arrow(1);
y=0.5*(y_w_3.arrow(2)-y_w_3.arrow(1))+y_w_3.arrow(1)-1.5*dy;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','w_3','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','EdgeColor','none','Color','r')
% U textbox
dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x=0.5*(x_U.arrow(2)-x_U.arrow(1))+x_U.arrow(1)+dx/4;
y=0.5*(y_U.arrow(2)-y_U.arrow(1))+y_U.arrow(1)-dy/2;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','U','FontSize',16,'Horizo
ntalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color','k')

%% Angles
% beta_2
Radius_abs=c_z_mag2*0.25;
arc_angles=linspace(0,beta_2,91);
x_arc=Radius_abs*cos(arc_angles)+x_c_z.arrow(1);y_arc=Radius_abs*sin(arc_angles)+y_
c_z.arrow(1);

plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-b')
%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','b')
% Textbox for angle
x=x_arc(20)+.05;y=y_arc(20);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\beta_2','FontSize',16,'
HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color'
,'b')
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% Textbox for Velocity
x=w_2_arrow_x(end);y=w_2_arrow_y(end);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','w_2','FontSize',16,'Hori
zontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','EdgeColor','none','Color','b'
)
% alpha_2
Radius_abs=c_z_mag2*0.4;
arc_angles=linspace(0,alpha_2,91);
x_arc=Radius_abs*cos(arc_angles)+x_c_z.arrow(1);y_arc=Radius_abs*sin(arc_angles)+y_
c_z.arrow(1);

plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-b')
%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','b')
% Textbox for angle
x=x_arc(20)+.05;y=y_arc(20);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\alpha_2','FontSize',16,
'HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color
','b')
% Angle line
x_top=-1.4+[0,c_z_mag2*1.1];
y_top=[2,2];
hold all
plot(x_top,y_top,'r-')
% beta_3
Radius_abs=c_z_mag2*0.4;
arc_angles=linspace(0,-beta_3,91);
x_arc=Radius_abs*cos(arc_angles)+x_top(1);y_arc=Radius_abs*sin(arc_angles)+y_top(1)
;

plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-r')
%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
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%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','r')
% Textbox for angle
x=x_arc(20)+.05;y=y_arc(50);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\beta_3','FontSize',16,'
HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','EdgeColor','none','Color'
,'r')
% alpha_3
Radius_abs=c_z_mag2*0.25;
arc_angles=linspace(0,-alpha_3,91);
x_arc=Radius_abs*cos(arc_angles)+x_top(1);y_arc=Radius_abs*sin(arc_angles)+y_top(1)
;

plot(x_arc,y_arc,'-r')
%
x=x_arc(end-1:end);y=y_arc(end-1:end);
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%
annotation('arrow',x_box,y_box,'LineWidth',0.5,'Color','r')
% Textbox for angle
x=x_arc(50)+.05;y=y_arc(50);dx=0.1;dy=0.1;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String','\alpha_3','FontSize',16,
'HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','EdgeColor','none','Color
','r')
% Textbox Values
x=2.5;y=1.9;dx=3.1-2.5;dy=2.5-y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
strings={['\alpha_2 =
',sprintf('%4.2f',alpha_2*180/pi),'^\circ'];...
['c_2 = ',sprintf('%6.2f',c_2),' ',unit_output];...
['\beta_2 =
',sprintf('%4.2f',beta_2*180/pi),'^\circ'];...
['w_2 = ',sprintf('%6.2f',w_2),' ',unit_output];...
['c_\theta_2= ',sprintf('%6.2f',c_theta_2),' ',unit_output]};
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String',strings,'FontSize',16,'Ho
rizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','Color','b','EdgeColor','none')
% Textbox Values
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% Textbox Values
x=2.5;y=1.932;dx=3.1-2.5;dy=2.5-y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
strings={['U = ',sprintf('%6.2f',U),' ',unit_output]};
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String',strings,'FontSize',16,'Ho
rizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','Color','k','EdgeColor','non
e')
%
% Textbox Values
x=2.5;y=1.85;dx=3.1-2.5;dy=2.5-y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
strings={['c_z = ',sprintf('%6.2f',c_z),' ',unit_output]};
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String',strings,'FontSize',16,'Ho
rizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','Color',[0,0.5,0.5],'EdgeCol
or','none')
%}
% Textbox Values
x=3.1;y=1.9;dx=3.1-2.5;dy=2.5-y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
strings={['\alpha_3 =
',sprintf('%4.2f',alpha_3*180/pi),'^\circ'];...
['c_3 = ',sprintf('%6.2f',c_3),' ',unit_output];...
['\beta_3 =
',sprintf('%4.2f',beta_3*180/pi),'^\circ'];...
['w_3 = ',sprintf('%6.2f',w_3),' ',unit_output];...
['c_\theta_3= ',sprintf('%6.2f',c_theta_3),' ',unit_output];...
['w_\theta_3= ',sprintf('%6.2f',w_theta_3),' ',unit_output]};
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String',strings,'FontSize',16,'Ho
rizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','Color','r','EdgeColor','none')
set(gca,'Visible','off')
x=3.1;y=1.9;dx=3.1-2.5;dy=2.5-y;
x_box=norm_pos(1);
y_box=norm_pos(2)+norm_pos(4);
dx_box=norm_pos(3);
dy_box=norm_pos(4);
strings=['Stage #= ',num2str(Stg_num)];
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String',strings,'FontSize',32,'Ho
rizontalAlignment','center','VerticalAlignment','bottom','Color','k','EdgeColor','n
one')
%% Degree of Reaction
deg_R=1-(c_theta_arrs(1)-c_theta_arrs(2))/(2*U);
% Textbox Values
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x=2.5;y=1.75;dx=3.1-2.5;dy=2.5-y;
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
dx_box=dx*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
dy_box=dy*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
strings={['^\circR = ',sprintf('%4.3f',deg_R),' ',blanks(length(unit_output))]};
annotation('textbox',[x_box,y_box,dx_box,dy_box],'String',strings,'FontSize',16,'Ho
rizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','bottom','Color','k','EdgeColor','non
e')

B.6.1.5

Turbine Flow Size

%% Axial Turbine Stage
close all
clear all
% stage size of axial flow of inner radius
D_i_stg=[14,14,14];
D_o_stg=[18.1,18.5,18.9];
theta_incr=pi/180*1;
Color_order=get(gca,'ColorOrder');
if length(Color_order(:,1))<length(D_i_stg)
Color_order2=Color_order;
num_c=ceil(length(theta_arr)/length(Color_order(:,1)));
for ii=1:num_c
Color_order=vertcat(Color_order,Color_order2);
end
end
for i=1:length(D_i_stg)
%% Iterate Each Stage
figure
set(gcf,'Position',[1
29
1105
R_i=D_i_stg(i)/2;
R_o=D_o_stg(i)/2;
theta_arc=0:theta_incr:2*pi-theta_incr*0;

1105])

% Inner coordinates
x_1=R_i*cos(theta_arc);y_1=R_i*sin(theta_arc);
% Outer Coordinates
x_3=R_o*cos(theta_arc);y_3=R_o*sin(theta_arc);
% Combine array
x=horzcat(x_1,x_3);y=horzcat(y_1,y_3);
% Fill
fill(x,y,Color_order(i,:),'LineStyle','none','FaceAlpha',1);
hold all
plot(x_1,y_1,'-k','LineWidth',2)
plot(x_3,y_3,'-k','LineWidth',2)
plot(0,0,'k+')
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('x-coordinates (in)','FontSize',16)
ylabel('y-coordinates (in)','FontSize',16)
title(['Axial Flow Stage ',num2str(i)],'FontSize',16)
end
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B.6.2 REVOLUTE TURBINE
B.6.2.1

Runtime Script

%% Cycle Designation: Revolute Turbine Dimensioning
%% Cycle Description:
% Dimensioning of Revolute Turbine
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Units:
%% Calculation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
clearsel('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%% Saturation Lookup Data
% Saturation NIST Data
if ~exist('Sat','var')
load('Harris_sat2.mat')
end
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%% Constituents
% Refrigerant Chemical Constituent
CHEM_ref='R245fa';
CHEM_ref={CHEM_ref;CHEM_ref};
% Non-Refrigerant Chemical Constituent
CHEM_nonref={'Ar'}
% State Array
state_ref={'l';'v'};
if isempty(CHEM_nonref)
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ref;
state_arr=state_ref;
else
CHEM_arr=CHEM_ref;
state_arr=state_ref;
for i=1:length(CHEM_nonref)
CHEM_arr(i+2,1)=CHEM_nonref(i,1);
state_arr{i+2,1}='v';
end
end
%% Loads lookup table data if it exists, with needed Constiuents
addsel('Harriscycle010d.mat',CHEM_arr)
%% Input Properties Fluid Properties
% Total Mass Flow
mdt_tot=mdtconv(100,'lbm/s','kg/s');
% Vapor Quality
x_in=1;
% Mass Flow Array
mdt_in=mdtconv([3,60,30],'lbm/s','kg/s')
%,'kg/s','kg/s');
% Inlet Pressure
P_in_tot=Pconv(60,'psi','MPa');
P_in=P_in_tot;
% Outlet Pressure
P_out=Pconv(40,'psi','MPa');
% Pressure type 'static' or 'total' as a string all lowercase
P_type='static';
% Inlet Temperature
T_in='sat'; % deg F
T_in=temperaturein_nist(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in); % K
% Constituent Fluid Properties
%prop_in=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state_arr,mdt_in);
%
prop_in=NISTpropsPPv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,P_in,T_in,state_arr,mdt_in)
P_in=prop_in(:,2)
% Inlet Temperature
T_in='sat'; % deg F
T_in=temperaturein_nist(NIST,CHEM_arr,prop_in(1,2),T_in); % K
%prop_in=NISTpropsPPv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,prop_in(:,2),T_in,state_arr,mdt_in)
prop_in=NISTpropsv02(NIST,CHEM_arr,prop_in(:,2),T_in,state_arr,mdt_in)

%
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%% Geometry

% Maimum Number of stages
N=7;
M=1e3;
%% Error Criterion
% Energy balance absolute error
eps_energ=1e-6; % kW
% Mach Number absolute error
eps_M=1e-4;
% Continuity of Mass relative error
eps_mdt=1e-6;
% Maximum number of iterations for COM & Mach Number
% temperature)
M_M=1e3;
% Maximum number of iterations for total pressure and temperature
M_TP=100;
% Total Pressure relative error
eps_P=1e-4;
% Total Temperature relative error
eps_T=1e-4;
% Maximum stage inlet velocity
V_in_set=lengthconv(133,'mi','m')*1/3600; % m/s
D_test='inner';
D_inner=lengthconv(32,'in','m');
D_outer=lengthconv(44,'in','m');
arc_tol=0.1*pi/180;
alpha_range=pi/180*[10,60]; % rad
%beta_range=pi/180*[5,60]; % rad
beta_3=pi/180*55; % rad
angle_tol=pi/180*(1e-4); % rad
tol_pwr_cl_angle=1e-3; % rad
min_stg_pwr=50*0; % kW
C_L_blade=0.75;
eta_CL_range=[0.1,0.9];
eta_CL_IC=1.0;
percent_blockage=0.22;
percent_tipspeed=0.45;
num_blades=lengthconv((.13/(percent_blockage)),'in','m');
num_blades=D_inner*pi/85;
blade_width_rat=0;
% Outlet Pressure
P_outlet=P_out;
% Outlet pressure tolerance
P_tol=Pconv(2,'psi','MPa');
% Number of pressure convergence iterations.
N_P=10;
% Total Pressure loss coefficient for stator
phi_t_stator_1=0.06;
% Total Pressure loss coefficient for rotor
phi_t_rotor=0.15;
% Total Pressure loss coefficient for 2nd stator
phi_t_stator_2=0.05*360/75+.06*0;
clc
warning off all
% With second stator
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turb_vals=revolute_recirc_fcn_v010c(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,N,D_oute
r,D_inner,arc_tol,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_width_rat,C_L_
blade,eta_CL_range,eta_CL_IC,min_stg_pwr,alpha_range,beta_3,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_an
gle,P_outlet,P_tol,N_P,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,phi_t_stator_2,V_in_set,eps_energ
,M,eps_M,eps_mdt,M_M,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T,P_type)
%turb_vals=revolute_fcn_v004b(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,N,D_outer,D_in
ner,arc_tol,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,
eta_CL_range,eta_CL_IC,min_stg_pwr,alpha_range,beta_3,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle,P_
outlet,P_tol,N_P,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor,V_in_set,eps_energ,M,eps_M,eps_mdt,M_M,M_
TP,eps_P,eps_T)
%
turbineoptim_fcnv007(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,N,M,eps_energ,eps_M,eps
_P,eps_T,D_test,D_val,D_inner_incr,D_tol,alpha_range,beta_range,angle_tol,tol_pwr_c
l_angle,min_stg_pwr,C_L_blade,eta_CL_range,eta_CL_IC,percent_blockage,percent_tipsp
eed,num_blades,blade_width_rat,P_outlet,P_tol,N_P,phi_t_stator,phi_t_rotor)
%{
f_out={Prop_out_TOT,Prop_out_static_stage,Pwr_arr_momentum,Pwr_arr_energy,Pwr_arr_l
imiting,...
Pwr_momentum,Pwr_energy,Pwr_limiting,static_stage_out,Stage_out,Vel_triangles_out,.
..
total_stage_out,mdt_TOT_stage,D_array};
%}
%{
Pwr_output=turb_vals{1,6}
prop_static_out=turb_vals{1,15}{end,1}{1,5};
mdt_static_out=turb_vals{1,15}{end,1}{1,6};
P_out_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_static_out,prop_static_o
ut)
pi_e=P_out_mixed/P_in_tot
%}
Pwr_output=turb_vals{1,16}
prop_static_out=turb_vals{1,8}{end,1}{1,5};
mdt_static_out=turb_vals{1,8}{end,1}{1,6};
P_out_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_static_out,prop_static_o
ut)
pi_e=P_out_mixed/P_in_tot
%%
N=10;
% Isentropic Stage Efficiency
% Gases only, last term is a string as 'e' for turbine (or expander), and
% 'c' for compressor.
eta_e=1;
eta_s=stage_eff(mdt_in(2:end),prop_in(2:end,:),pi_e,eta_e,N,'e');
disp('Beginning turbine function:')
%{
output_Turbine=isentropic_turbinePPv001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,...
eta_s,pi_e,N,M,eps,'off',[],[]);
%}
%
%output_Turbine=isentropic_turbinePPv002(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,eta
_s,...
output_Turbine=isentropic_turbinePP_setP_v001(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_in,prop_i
n,eta_s,...
pi_e,N,M,1e-9,'off',[],[]);
%}
% Entropy, Specific Entropy Changes
S_in=sum(mdt_in.*prop_in(:,7)');
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S_out=sum(output_Turbine{1,7}.*output_Turbine{1,3}(:,7)');
dS=S_out-S_in;
ds=dS/sum(mdt_in);
% Outlet Mass Flow array
mdt_B7=output_Turbine{1,7};
% Outlet Fluid Property array
prop_B7=output_Turbine{1,3};
% Outlet Pressure
P_tot=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt_B7,prop_B7)
% Power Output
Pwr_Turbine=output_Turbine{1,4};
eta_revolute=Pwr_output/Pwr_Turbine;
disp(' ')
disp(['Power Turbine= ',num2str(Pwr_Turbine),' kW'])
disp(['Outlet Pressure= ',...
num2str(Pconv(P_tot,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['Outlet Temperature= ',...
num2str(Tempconv(prop_B7(1,1),'K','F')),' deg F'])
disp(['Outlet Vapor Quality= ',...
num2str(mdt_B7(2)/sum(mdt_B7(1:2))*100),' %'])
disp(['dS= ',num2str(dS),' kW/K'])
disp(['ds= ',num2str(ds),' kJ/(kg*K)'])
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp(['eta_revolute= ',num2str(eta_revolute*100),' %'])
warning on all

B.6.2.2

Main Function

function
f_out=revolute_recirc_fcn_v010c(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt,prop_in,N,D_1,D_2,angular_t
ol,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL_ra
nge,eta_CL_IC,min_stg_pwr,alpha_range,beta_3,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle,P_outlet,P_
tol,N_P,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,phi_t_stator_2,V_in_set,eps,M,eps_M,eps_mdt,M_M,
M_TP,eps_P,eps_T,P_type)
%% Determines the turbine properties, and performances of the turbine
%% known specific geometry properties, and inlet conditions.
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Input terms
% NIST
% Sat
% CHEM_arr
% state
% mdt
% prop_in
% N
% M_iter
%
%
% A_inlet
% eps
% eps_M
% eps_P
% eps_T
% D_1_arr
% D_2_arr

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
Saturation NIST lookup table data
Constituent chemical array
Phase state of each constituent
Mass flow of each constituent (kg/s)
Inlet total fluid properties of each constituent
Max Number of stages
Number of iterations for determining energy
balance, continuity (for static condtions, and
total temperature and pressure)
Inlet area of flow (m^2)
Energy balance absolute error criterion (kW)
Continuity of Mass relative error
Total Pressure relative error
Total Temperature relative error
Outer Diameter per stage array (m)
Inner Diamter per stage array (m)
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

percent_blockage_arr :: Percent blockage caused by blade per stage array
percent_tipspeed_arr :: Percent tipspeed per stage array
num_blades_arr
:: Number of blades inches to radians per stage
array
blade_width_rat_arr :: Blade width ratio per stage array
C_L_blade_arr
:: Coefficient of lift per blade per stage array
eta_CL_arr
:: Coefficient of lift efficiency per stage array
alpha_2_arr
:: Stator exit angle per stage array (rad)
beta_3_arr
:: Rotor exit angle per stage array (rad)

%% Begin Function
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
% Pressure test outlet. Set to default if the closest value is found, but
% NOT in tolerance, then it will override the tolerance check.
P_test_on=0;
%% Total fluid property
Prop_out_TOT{1,1}=prop_in;
%% Total temperature inlet
T_t_i=prop_in(1,1); % K
%% Total pressure inlet
P_t_i=prop_in(1,2); % MPa
%% Initialize total Temperaturea and Pressure
% Initialize total temeperature to match the exit condition for the first
% iteration
T_t_e=T_t_i;
P_t_e=P_t_i;
%% Total Mass Flow
mdt_TOT=sum(mdt);
mdt_TOT_stage(1,:)=mdt;
%% Current annular Flow area
A_annular_flow=flowarea(D_1,D_2,percent_blockage);
%% Begin stages
% Initialize summation of arc angles
theta_sum=0;
for i=2:N+1
disp(' ');disp(' ');
disp('=============================================================================
================')
disp(sprintf('%s% 2.0d%s','======================================== Stage #:
',i-1,' ========================================'))
disp('=============================================================================
================')
disp(' ');
%% Stage properties indexed values
if i==2
%% If it is the first stage
% Coefficient of lift efficiency
eta_CL=eta_CL_IC;
% Stator exit angle set by user
alpha_2=alpha_range(1);
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% Rotor exit angle set by user
%beta_3=beta_range(2);
else
% Stator exit angle set by user
alpha_2=alpha_range(1);
end
%% Minimum area determination
disp('================================= Determining Minimum Area
==================================')
disp(' ')
if i>2
disp('irene, change back to 1')
disp('calculating minimum area')
f_minarea=minarea(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i-1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i1,1},A_annular_flow,angular_tol,V_in_set,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt);
f_minarea_2{i-1,1}=f_minarea;
save('turb_fmin.mat','f_minarea_2')
else
disp('downloading minimum area')
load('turb_fmin.mat','f_minarea_2')
f_minarea=f_minarea_2{i-1,1};
end
A_turb=f_minarea{1,1};
% Static density in the stage
rho_mix=f_minarea{1,2};
f_static_stage_in=f_minarea{1,3};
theta=f_minarea{1,4};
theta_sum=theta+theta_sum;
if theta>2*pi
warning('theta>360 degrees')
end
if theta_sum>2*pi
warning('theta_sum>360 degrees')
end
mdt_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,4};
prop_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,3};
P_s_i=prop_static_in(:,2);
P_s_i_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,
mdt_static_in,prop_static_in);
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%7.3f%s%5.3f\n'],'
','Current Stage Arc Angle','
','Summation of Arc Angles','
',' Arc Angle
Tolerance ',...
'
','
(deg)
','
','
(deg)
','
','
(deg)
',...
'
',theta*180/pi,'
',theta_sum*180/pi,'
',angular_tol*180/pi))
disp(['P_i_static_mixed= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_i_mixed,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['P_i_static_ref=
',num2str(Pconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(1,2),'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_i_static= ',num2str(Tempconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(end,1),'K','F')),'
deg F'])
if sum(mdt_static_in(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in);
disp(['x_s_i_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_i= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(['rho_mix= ',num2str(rho_mix/nu_conv),' lbm/ft^3'])
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disp(['ds_inlet= ',num2str((sum(mdt_TOT_stage(i-1,:).*Prop_out_TOT{i1,1}(:,7)')-sum(mdt_static_in.*prop_static_in(:,7)'))/sum(mdt_static_in)),'
kJ/(kg*K)'])
disp(' ')
%% Stage performance based on momentum
disp('============================= Determining Momentum based power
==============================')
mdt_gas=sum(mdt_static_in(2:end));
stagefcn_out=stages(mdt_gas,rho_mix,D_1,D_2,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_b
lades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL,theta);
% Power based on C_L (Momentum)
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
Num_blades=stagefcn_out(15);
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%7.3f%s%6.2f%s%4.0
f%s%6.2f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%6.2f%
s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%
6.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.2f\n'],...
'Volumetric Flow','
','Mean Axial Velocity','
','Number of Blades','
',' Angular Velocity ','
','Lift/Blade',...
'
(ft^3/s)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
','
','
(RPM)
','
','
(kN)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(1)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^3,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(8),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(15),'
',stagefcn_out(13),'
',stagefcn_out(18),...
' Blade Height ','
','
Tip-speed
','
',' Blade Width
','
','
C_hub
','
',' Torque
',...
'
(in)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in)
','
','
(in)
','
',' (kN*m)
',...
'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(2),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(9),'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(16),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(12),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(20),...
'
Flow Area ','
','
Mid-speed
','
',' Blade Area
','
','
C_tip
','
',' Mom. Power ',...
'
(ft^2)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in^2)
','
','
(in)
','
','
(kW)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(7)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(11),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(17)*(lengthconv(1,'m','in'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(10),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(19)))
%% If Power is below the minimum allowable threshold
if Pwr_CL<min_stg_pwr
warning('Current Stage is below threshold specified by user, aborting...')
break
end
% Mean axial velocity
c_z=stagefcn_out(8); % m/s
% Blade speed, a.k.a. Tip speed
U=stagefcn_out(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Potential of Velocity Triangles
disp('=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination
===========================')
% Maximum Potential for Velocity Triangle
alpha_2_max=atan(2*U/c_z);
if alpha_2_max>alpha_range(2)
alpha_max=alpha_range(2);
else
alpha_max=alpha_2_max;
end
f_triangles_max=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_max,beta_3);
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% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Euler Turbine Power potential
% Current stage inlet total temperature
T_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,1); % K
% Current stage inlet total pressure
P_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,2); % MPa
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Maximum possible Euler Turbine equation based on maximum available
% angles
Pwr_eul_max=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_max,c_theta_3_max);
disp(' ')
disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = ',num2str(Pwr_eul_max),'
kW'])
%% Impossible situation
%if Pwr_CL>Pwr_eul_max
%
disp(' ')
%
disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = ',num2str(Pwr_eul_max),'
kW'])
%error('Impossible, Pwr_CL is greater than Euler Power matrix')
%
warning('Impossible, Pwr_CL is greater than Euler Power matrix')
%else
%% Couple C_L (Momentum based power) with Euler angles (Energy)
f_couplemomE=couplemomE(f_triangles_max,stagefcn_out,mdt_gas,i,c_z,U,alpha_range,be
ta_3,alpha_2,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle,alpha_max);
% Velocity Triangles
f_triangles=f_couplemomE{1,1};
% Stator exit angle
alpha_2=f_couplemomE{1,2}; % rad
% Rotor exit angle (relative)
beta_3=f_couplemomE{1,3}; % rad
% Euler Outlet Power
Pwr_eul=f_couplemomE{1,4}; % kW
% Degree of Reaction
deg_R_t=f_couplemomE{1,5};
beta_2=f_triangles(1,6);
c_z=f_triangles(1,1);
U=f_triangles(1,2);
c_theta_2=f_triangles(1,5);
c_2=f_triangles(1,7);
w_theta_3=f_triangles(1,8);
c_theta_3=f_triangles(1,9);
alpha_3=f_triangles(1,10);
c_3=f_triangles(1,11);
w_2=f_triangles(1,12);
w_3=f_triangles(1,13);
disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = ',num2str(Pwr_eul),' kW'])
%{
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n',' %
6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f','\n\n','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%
s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','
%6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f\n'],...
'
U
',' ','alpha_2',' ',' beta_2 ',' ',' c_2 ',' ','
w_2
','
','c_theta_2 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',...
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lengthconv(U,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_2*180/pi,'
',beta_2*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_2,'m','ft'),...
'
c_z ',' ','alpha_3',' ',' beta_3 ',' ',' c_3 ',' ','
w_3
','
','c_theta_3 ','
','w_theta_3 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)','
','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(c_z,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_3*180/pi,'
',beta_3*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_theta_3,'m','ft')))
%}
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n',' %
6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%4.3f','\n\n','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%
s\n','%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','
%6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f\n'],...
'
U
',' ','alpha_2',' ',' beta_2 ',' ',' c_2 ',' ','
w_2
','
','c_theta_2 ','
','Degree of Reacation',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',
'
',...
lengthconv(U,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_2*180/pi,'
',beta_2*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_2,'m','ft'),'
',deg_R_t,...
'
c_z ',' ','alpha_3',' ',' beta_3 ',' ',' c_3 ',' ','
w_3
','
','c_theta_3 ','
','w_theta_3 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)','
','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(c_z,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_3*180/pi,'
',beta_3*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_theta_3,'m','ft')))
if beta_2<0
error('beta_2<0')
elseif alpha_3<0
error('alpha_3<0')
end
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
disp('================================= Total Outlet Conditions 1
=================================')
f_tp_1=outlettempandP_1(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i1,1},prop_static_in,mdt_static_in,P_s_i,Pwr_eul,beta_2,beta_3,c_z,U,c_3,w_3,phi_t_s
tator_1,phi_t_rotor,M,eps,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T,deg_R_t);
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e1=f_tp_1{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e1=f_tp_1{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e1;
P_t_i=P_t_e1;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot_1=f_tp_1{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot_1=f_tp_1{1,3};
disp(' ')
disp(['P_t_e1= ',num2str(Pconv(P_t_e1,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_t_e1= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_t_e1,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_out_tot_1(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot_1(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_1(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot_1(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_1);
disp(['x_t_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_t_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
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end
disp(' ')
%% Outlet Static Conditions
disp('================================= Static Outlet Conditions 1
================================')
f_staticout_1=staticoutlet_1(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out_tot_1,prop_out_tot_1,A_turb,M,ep
s,M_M,eps_mdt);
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e1=f_staticout_1{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e1=f_staticout_1{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e_1=f_staticout_1{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout_1{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e_1=f_staticout_1{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
disp(' ')
disp(['P_s_e1= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e1,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e1= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e1,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_s_e_1(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e_1(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_1(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e_1(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_1);
disp(['x_s_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
disp(['ds_outlet_1= ',num2str((sum(mdt_out_tot_1.*prop_out_tot_1(:,7)')sum(mdt_s_e_1.*prop_s_e_1(:,7)'))/sum(mdt_s_e_1)),' kJ/(kg*K)'])
disp(' ')
%% Absolute error of outlet pressure
if strcmp(P_type,'total')
% Total Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_t_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
elseif strcmp(P_type,'static')
% Static Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
else
error('Not a valid input for Pressure type. Must be either total or
static')
end
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
if error_P<P_tol
f_tp_2=f_tp_1;
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e2;
P_t_i=P_t_e2;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,3};
if sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2);
end
else
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disp('================================= Total Outlet Conditions 2
=================================')
f_tp_2=outlettempandP_2(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_out_tot_1,prop_out_tot_1,prop_s_e_1
,mdt_s_e_1,P_s_e1,Pwr_eul,phi_t_stator_2,M,eps,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T);
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e2;
P_t_i=P_t_e2;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,3};
disp(' ')
disp(['P_t_e2= ',num2str(Pconv(P_t_e2,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_t_e2= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_t_e2,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2);
disp(['x_t_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_t_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(' ')
end
%end
%% Absolute error of outlet pressure
if strcmp(P_type,'total')
% Total Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_t_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
elseif strcmp(P_type,'static')
% Static Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
else
error('Not a valid input for Pressure type. Must be either total or
static')
end
%% Outlet Static Conditions
if error_P<P_tol
f_staticout_2=f_staticout_1;
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout_2{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,5};
if sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2);
end
else
disp('================================= Static Outlet Conditions 2
================================')
f_staticout_2=staticoutlet_1(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out_tot_2,prop_out_tot_2,A_turb,M,ep
s,M_M,eps_mdt);
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% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout_2{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,5};
disp(' ')
disp(['P_s_e2= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e2,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e2= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e2,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2);
disp(['x_s_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
disp(['ds_outlet_2= ',num2str((sum(mdt_out_tot_2.*prop_out_tot_2(:,7)')sum(mdt_s_e_2.*prop_s_e_2(:,7)'))/sum(mdt_s_e_2)),' kJ/(kg*K)'])
disp(' ')
end
%% Absolute error of outlet pressure
if strcmp(P_type,'total')
% Total Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_t_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
P_adj=P_t_e1;
elseif strcmp(P_type,'static')
% Static Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
P_adj=P_s_e1;
else
error('Not a valid input for Pressure type. Must be either total or
static')
end
if error_P>P_tol && P_adj<P_outlet
disp('====================== Final Stage, attempting to match outlet
pressure ======================')

f_output=outletP_det(P_s_e1,mdt,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_
width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL,alpha_range,beta_3,N_P,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,phi_t_
stator_2,P_type,P_t_e1);
f_minarea=f_output{1,3};
f_static_stage_in=f_output{1,6};mdt_gas=f_output{1,7};
stagefcn_out=f_output{1,8};f_triangles_max=f_output{1,9};
Pwr_eul_max=f_output{1,10};f_couplemomE=f_output{1,11};
f_tp_1=f_output{1,12};f_staticout_1=f_output{1,13};
f_tp_2=f_output{1,15};f_staticout_2=f_output{1,16};
%% Re output values
disp('================================= Determining Minimum Area
==================================')
A_turb=f_minarea{1,1};
% Static density in the stage
rho_mix=f_minarea{1,2};
f_static_stage_in=f_minarea{1,3};
theta=f_minarea{1,4};
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theta_sum=theta+sum(theta_array(1,:));
if theta>2*pi
warning('theta>360 degrees')
end
if theta_sum>2*pi
warning('theta_sum>360 degrees')
end
mdt_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,4};
prop_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,3};
P_s_i=prop_static_in(:,2);
P_s_i_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,
mdt_static_in,prop_static_in);
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%7.3f%s%5.3f\n'],'
','Current Stage Arc Angle','
','Summation of Arc Angles','
',' Arc Angle
Tolerance ',...
'
','
(deg)
','
','
(deg)
','
','
(deg)
',...
'
',theta*180/pi,'
',theta_sum*180/pi,'
',angular_tol*180/pi))
disp(['P_i_static_mixed= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_i_mixed,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['P_i_static_ref=
',num2str(Pconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(1,2),'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_i_static= ',num2str(Tempconv(f_static_stage_in{1,3}(end,1),'K','F')),'
deg F'])
if sum(mdt_static_in(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_static_in(1)/sum(mdt_static_in);
disp(['x_s_i_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_i= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(['rho_mix= ',num2str(rho_mix/nu_conv),' lbm/ft^3'])
disp(['ds_inlet= ',num2str((sum(mdt_TOT_stage(i-1,:).*Prop_out_TOT{i1,1}(:,7)')-sum(mdt_static_in.*prop_static_in(:,7)'))/sum(mdt_static_in)),'
kJ/(kg*K)'])
disp(' ')
%% Stage performance based on momentum
disp('============================= Determining Momentum based power
==============================')
mdt_gas=sum(mdt_static_in(2:end));
% Power based on C_L (Momentum)
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
Num_blades=stagefcn_out(15);
disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%7.3f%s%6.2f%s%4.0
f%s%6.2f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%6.2f%
s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%9.3f','\n\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s','\n%s%6.3f%s%
6.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.2f\n'],...
'Volumetric Flow','
','Mean Axial Velocity','
','Number of Blades','
',' Angular Velocity ','
','Lift/Blade',...
'
(ft^3/s)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
','
','
(RPM)
','
','
(kN)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(1)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^3,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(8),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(15),'
',stagefcn_out(13),'
',stagefcn_out(18),...
' Blade Height ','
','
Tip-speed
','
',' Blade Width
','
','
C_hub
','
',' Torque
',...
'
(in)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in)
','
','
(in)
','
',' (kN*m)
',...
'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(2),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(9),'m','ft'),'
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',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(16),'m','in'),'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(12),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(20),...
'
Flow Area ','
','
Mid-speed
','
',' Blade Area
','
C_tip
','
',' Mom. Power ',...
'
(ft^2)
','
','
(ft/s)
','
','
(in^2)
','
(in)
','
','
(kW)
',...
'
',stagefcn_out(7)*(lengthconv(1,'m','ft'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(11),'m','in'),'
',stagefcn_out(17)*(lengthconv(1,'m','in'))^2,'
',lengthconv(stagefcn_out(10),'m','ft'),'
',stagefcn_out(19)))

','
','

%% Maximum Potential of Velocity Triangles
disp('=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination
===========================')
% Maximum Potential for Velocity Triangle
alpha_2_max=atan(2*U/c_z);
if alpha_2_max>alpha_range(2)
alpha_max=alpha_range(2);
else
alpha_max=alpha_2_max;
end
f_triangles_max=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_range(2),beta_3);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Euler Turbine Power potential
% Current stage inlet total temperature
T_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,1); % K
% Current stage inlet total pressure
P_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,2); % MPa
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Maximum possible Euler Turbine equation based on maximum available
% angles
Pwr_eul_max=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_max,c_theta_3_max);
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Velocity Triangles
f_triangles=f_couplemomE{1,1};
% Stator exit angle
alpha_2=f_couplemomE{1,2}; % rad
% Rotor exit angle (relative)
beta_3=f_couplemomE{1,3}; % rad
% Euler Outlet Power
Pwr_eul=f_couplemomE{1,4}; % kW

kW'])

beta_2=f_triangles(1,6);
c_z=f_triangles(1,1);
U=f_triangles(1,2);
c_theta_2=f_triangles(1,5);
c_2=f_triangles(1,7);
w_theta_3=f_triangles(1,8);
c_theta_3=f_triangles(1,9);
alpha_3=f_triangles(1,10);
c_3=f_triangles(1,11);
w_2=f_triangles(1,12);
w_3=f_triangles(1,13);
disp(' ')
disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power

= ',num2str(Pwr_eul_max),'

disp(['Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = ',num2str(Pwr_eul),' kW'])
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disp(sprintf(['\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n',' %
6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f','\n\n','\n%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','%
s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s\n','
%6.3f%s%5.2f%s%5.2f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f%s%6.3f\n'],...
'
U
',' ','alpha_2',' ',' beta_2 ',' ',' c_2 ',' ','
w_2
','
','c_theta_2 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(U,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_2*180/pi,'
',beta_2*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_2,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_2,'m','ft'),...
'
c_z ',' ','alpha_3',' ',' beta_3 ',' ',' c_3 ',' ','
w_3
','
','c_theta_3 ','
','w_theta_3 ',...
' (ft/s)',' ',' (deg) ',' ',' (deg) ',' ','(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)',' ','
(ft/s)','
','
(ft/s)',...
lengthconv(c_z,'m','ft'),'
',alpha_3*180/pi,'
',beta_3*180/pi,'
',lengthconv(c_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(c_theta_3,'m','ft'),'
',lengthconv(w_theta_3,'m','ft')))
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
disp('================================= Total Outlet Conditions 1
=================================')
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e1=f_tp_1{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e1=f_tp_1{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e1;
P_t_i=P_t_e1;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot_1=f_tp_1{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot_1=f_tp_1{1,3};
disp(' ')
disp(['P_t_e1= ',num2str(Pconv(P_t_e1,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_t_e1= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_t_e1,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_out_tot_1(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot_1(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_1(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot_1(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_1);
disp(['x_t_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_t_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(' ')
%% Outlet Static Conditions
disp('================================= Static Outlet Conditions 1
================================')
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e1=f_staticout_1{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e1=f_staticout_1{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e_1=f_staticout_1{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit1=f_staticout_1{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e_1=f_staticout_1{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
disp(' ')
disp(['P_s_e1= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e1,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e1= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e1,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_s_e_1(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e_1(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_1(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e_1(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_1);
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disp(['x_s_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])

end
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit1,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
disp(['ds_outlet_1= ',num2str((sum(mdt_out_tot_1.*prop_out_tot_1(:,7)')sum(mdt_s_e_1.*prop_s_e_1(:,7)'))/sum(mdt_s_e_1)),' kJ/(kg*K)'])
disp(' ')
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
% disp('================================= Total Outlet Conditions 2
=================================')
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e2;
P_t_i=P_t_e2;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,3};
%disp(' ')
%disp(['P_t_e2= ',num2str(Pconv(P_t_e2,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
%disp(['T_t_e2= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_t_e2,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2);
%
disp(['x_t_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
%
disp(['x_t_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
%disp(' ')
%% Outlet Static Conditions
%disp('================================= Static Outlet Conditions 2
================================')

end

% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout_2{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
%error_P=abs(P_s_e2-P_outlet); % MPa
%disp(' ')
%disp(['P_s_e2= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e2,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
%disp(['T_s_e2= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e2,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2);
%
disp(['x_s_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
%
disp(['x_s_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
% disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
% disp(' ')

%% Store stage properties to their arrays
% Total fluid properties array
Prop_out_TOT{i,1}=prop_out_tot_2;
% Static fluid properties within the stage
Prop_out_static_stage_1{i,1}=f_staticout_1{1,5};
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% Momentum based stage power array
Pwr_arr_momentum(i)=Pwr_CL; % kW
% Enthalpy based stage power array
Pwr_arr_energy(i)=Pwr_eul; % kW
% Limiting based stage power array
% Limits the outputted properties where momentum does not exceed energy
if Pwr_arr_momentum(i)<Pwr_arr_energy(i)
Pwr_arr_limiting(i)=Pwr_arr_momentum(i);
else
Pwr_arr_limiting(i)=Pwr_arr_energy(i);
end
% Static properties
static_stage_in{i,1}=f_static_stage_in;
static_stage_out_1{i,1}=f_staticout_1;
static_stage_out_2{i,1}=f_staticout_2;
% Stage performance array
Stage_out{i,1}=stagefcn_out;
% Velocity triangle array
Vel_triangles_out{i,1}=f_triangles;
% Total properties
total_stage_out_1{i,1}=f_tp_1;
% Total properties
total_stage_out_2{i,1}=f_tp_2;
% Mass Flow of total conditions
mdt_TOT_stage(i,:)=mdt_out_tot_2
% Diameter array
D_array(i,:)=[D_1,D_2];
% Arc angle array
theta_array(i,:)=[theta,theta_sum];
% Inlet Array
min_area_arr{i,1}=f_minarea;
% Maximum Velocity Triangles
f_triangles_max_arr{i,1}=f_triangles_max;
% Pwr_eul_max
Pwr_eul_max_arr(i,1)=Pwr_eul_max;
% f_cuplemomE
f_couplemomE_arr{i,1}=f_couplemomE;
%% Absolute error of outlet pressure
if strcmp(P_type,'total')
% Total Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_t_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
elseif strcmp(P_type,'static')
% Static Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
else
error('Not a valid input for Pressure type. Must be either total or
static')
end
%% Break out once outlet pressure matches user specifications
if error_P<P_tol || P_test_on==1
break
end
end
%% Sum of power array
Pwr_momentum=sum(Pwr_arr_momentum); % kW
Pwr_energy=sum(Pwr_arr_energy); % kW
Pwr_limiting=sum(Pwr_arr_limiting); % kW
f_out={mdt_TOT_stage,Prop_out_TOT,min_area_arr,Stage_out,f_triangles_max_arr,... 15
f_couplemomE_arr,total_stage_out_1,static_stage_out_1,Pwr_arr_momentum,...6-9
Pwr_eul_max_arr,Pwr_arr_energy,Pwr_arr_limiting,D_array,Pwr_momentum,...10-14
Pwr_energy,Pwr_limiting,theta_array,total_stage_out_2,static_stage_out_2,... %
15-16
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total_stage_out_1,total_stage_out_2,static_stage_out_1,static_stage_out_2}; %
17-20
%% Mass Average
function [gamma,Cp,rho]=massavg(prop_in,mdt)
%% Takes in each constituent specific heat of constant volume,
%% specific heat of constant pressure, specific volume, and mass
%% flow. Calculates the mass average of specific heat ratio,
%% specific heat of constant pressure, and density.
%% Input terms
% prop_in :: fluid properties of every constituent
% mdt
:: Mass flow of every constituent (kg/s)

end

%% Begin Function
% Specific heat of constant pressure of each constituent
Cp_arr=prop_in(:,9)'; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific heat of constant volume of each constituent
Cv_arr=prop_in(:,8)'; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific volume of each constituent
nu_arr=prop_in(:,4)'; % m^3/kg
% Total Mass Flow
mdt_tot=sum(mdt); % kg/s
%% Mass averaged specific heat of constant pressure
Cp=sum(Cp_arr.*mdt)/mdt_tot; % kJ/(kg*K)
% Mass averaged specific heat of constant volume
Cv=sum(Cv_arr.*mdt)/mdt_tot; % kJ/(kg*K)
%% Mass averaged specific heat ratio
gamma=Cp/Cv;
%% Mass averaged density
rho=(sum(nu_arr.*mdt)/mdt_tot)^-1; % kg/m^3

%% Stage calculation
function
f_stage=stages(mdt_gas,rho,D_1,D_2,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,bla
de_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL,theta)
%% Calculates the stage performance based on blade geometry and
%% other properties.
% Inputs:
% 1. mdt_tot_in
:: Summed gas portion of static mass flow
%
scalar numeric value kg/s
% 2. rho
:: Mixed Density scalar numeric value
%
(kg/m^3)
% 3. D_1
:: Inner Diameter scalar numeric value m
% 4. D_2
:: Outer Diameter scalar numeric value m
% 5. percent_blockage :: Percent blockage of blades to the annular
%
flow as a scalar numeric value 0 to 1 for
%
0% to 100%
% 6. percent_tipspeed :: Ratio of tipspeed to axial flow numeric
%
value 0 to 1 for 0% to 100%
% 7. num_blades
:: Number of Blades numeric scalar value
%
(in to radians)
% 8. blade_width_rat :: Bade Width Ratio numeric scalar value
% 9. C_L_blade
:: Coeffcient of Lift per blade
% 10. eta_CL
:: Coefficient of Lift efficiency
%
%
% Outputs:
% 1. Vdt
:: Volumetric Flow numeric scalar value
%
m^3/s
% 2. blade_height
:: Blade Height numeric scalar value m
% 3. A_1
:: Cross sectional Area based on D_1
%
scalar numeric value m^2
% 4. A_2
:: Cross sectional Area based on D_2
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

scalar numeric value m^2
:: Annular Area scalar numeric value m^2
:: Percent of of annular area the flow
sees 0 to 1 for 0% to 100% as a
numeric scalar value
7. A_flow
:: Area the flow sees numeric scalar
value m^2
8. vel_mean_axial
:: Mean Axial Velocity of Flow numeric
scalar value m/s
9. vel_tip
:: Tip speed numeric scalar value m/s
10. vel_mid
:: Midspeed numeric scalar value m/s
11. C_tip
:: Circumference of Tip numeric scalar
value m
12. C_hub
:: Circumference of Hub numeric scalar
value m
13. RPM
:: Stage angular velocity in Revolutions
per Minute as a numeric scalar value
14. num_blades_possible :: Number of blades possible as an EXACT
number. Scalar numeric value
15. num_blades_turb
:: Number of blades rounding down to the
nearest integer in negative infinity.
Scalar numeric value
16. blade_width
:: Blade Width (chord) scalar numeric
value m
17. blade_area
:: Blade Area (airfoil planform area,
S=b*c) scalar numeric value m^2
18. lift_per_blade
:: Lift per blade scalar numeric value kN
19. Pwr
:: Power on shaft (all blades) scalar
numeric value kW
20. tau
:: Torque on shaft (all blades) scalar
numeric value kN*m
5.
6.

A_annular
percent_flow

%% Begin Function
f_stage=[];
%% Volumetric Flow
V_dt=mdt_gas/rho; % m^3/s
%% Blade Height
blade_height=1/2*(D_1-D_2); % m
%% Cross Section areas
A_1=pi/4*D_1^2; % m^2
A_2=pi/4*D_2^2; % m^2
%% Annular Area
A_annular=A_1-A_2; % m^2
%% Percent the flow sees
percent_flow=1-percent_blockage;
%% Area of the flow
A_flow=A_annular*percent_flow*theta/(2*pi); % m^2
%% Mean axial velocity
vel_mean_axial=V_dt/A_flow; % m/s
%% Tip speed
vel_tip=vel_mean_axial*percent_tipspeed; % m/s
%% Middle speed
%vel_mid=(D_2*.5+.5*blade_height)/(D_1*.5)*vel_tip; % m/s
vel_mid=(0.5*blade_height+0.5*D_2)/(0.5*D_1)*vel_tip; % m/s
%% Circumference of tip and hub
C_tip=pi*D_1; % m
C_hub=pi*D_2; % m
%% Stage RPM
RPM=vel_tip/C_tip*60; % RPM
%% Number of blades in stage
%num_blades_possible=lengthconv(C_tip,'m','in')/(num_blades);
num_blades_possible=lengthconv(C_hub,'m','in')/lengthconv(num_blades,'m','in');
num_blades_turb=floor(num_blades_possible*theta/(2*pi));
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% kN
kN*m

%% Blade Width
blade_width=(1+blade_width_rat)*blade_height; % m
%% Blade Height
blade_area=blade_height*blade_width; % m^2
%% Lift per blade
lift_per_blade=(.5*C_L_blade*eta_CL*rho*blade_area*vel_mean_axial^2)*1e-3;
%% Total Torque
tau=(D_2*.5+.5*blade_height)/(D_1*.5)*num_blades_turb*lift_per_blade; %
%% Power
Pwr=lift_per_blade*num_blades_turb*vel_mid; % kW
%% Output stage calculation results

f_stage=[V_dt,blade_height,A_1,A_2,A_annular,percent_flow,A_flow,vel_mean_axial,...
vel_tip,vel_mid,C_tip,C_hub,RPM,num_blades_possible,num_blades_turb,blade_width,...
blade_area,lift_per_blade,Pwr,tau];
%{
1 V_dt
2 blade_height
3 A_1
4 A_2
5 A_annular
6 percent_flow
7 A_flow
8 vel_mean_axial
9 vel_tip
10 vel_mid
11 C_tip
12 C_hub
13 RPM
14 num_blades_possible
15 num_blades_turb
16 blade_width
17 blade_area
18 lift_per_blade
19 Pwr
%}
end
%% Velocity Triangle calculation
function f_triangles=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2,beta_3)
%% Velocity triangle calculation
% Inputs:
% 1. c_z
:: Mean Axial Velocity numeric scalar value (m/s)
% 2. U
:: Blades speed, a.k.a. Tip speed numeric scalar
%
value (m/s)
% 3. alpha_2 :: Stator exit angle numeric scalar value (rad)
% 4. Beta_3 :: Rotor exit angle numeric scalar value (rad)
%
%
% Outputs:
% 1. c_z
:: axial velocity (m/s)
% 2. U
:: Tip speed (m/s)
% 3. alpha_2
:: Stator exit angle (rad)
% 4. beta_3
:: Rotor exit angle (relative) (rad)
% 5. c_theta_2 :: Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary)
%
(m/s)
% 6. beta_2
:: Rotor inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (rad)
% 7. c_2
:: Inlet velocity to rotor (stationary) (m/s)
% 8. w_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (relative) (m/s)
% 9. c_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary) (m/s)
% 10. alpha_3
:: Rotor exit angle (stationary frame from rotor
%
exit angle) (rad)
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% 11. c_3
% 12. w_2
% 13. w_3

:: Exit velocity of rotor (stationary) (m/s)
:: Inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (m/s)
:: Exit velocity of rotor (relative) (m/s)

%% Begin Function
%% Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary frame rotor inlet angle)
c_theta_2=tan(alpha_2)*c_z; % m/s
%% Rotor inlet angle (relitive to rotor)
beta_2=atan((c_theta_2-U)/c_z); % rad
%% Inlet Velocity to rotor (stationary frame)
c_2=c_z/cos(alpha_2); % m/s
%% Tangential rotor exit velocity (relative frame)
w_theta_3=tan(beta_3)*c_z; % m/s
%% Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary frame)
c_theta_3=w_theta_3-U; % m/s
%% Rotor exit angle (stationary frame from rotor exit angle)
alpha_3=atan(c_theta_3/c_z); % rad
%% Exit velocity of rotor (stationary frame)
c_3=c_z/cos(alpha_3); % m/s
%% Inlet velocity to rotor (relative frame)
w_2=c_z/cos(beta_2); % m/s
%% Exit velocity of rotor (relative frame)
w_3=c_z/cos(beta_3); % m/s
%% Velocity Triangle results
f_triangles=[c_z,U,alpha_2,beta_3,c_theta_2,beta_2,c_2,w_theta_3,c_theta_3,...
alpha_3,c_3,w_2,w_3];
%{
1 c_z
:: axial velocity (m/s)
2 U
:: Tip speed (m/s)
3 alpha_2
:: Stator exit angle (rad)
4 beta_3
:: Rotor exit angle (relative) (rad)
5 c_theta_2 :: Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary) (m/s)
6 beta_2
:: Rotor inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (rad)
7 c_2
:: Inlet velocity to rotor (stationary) (m/s)
8 w_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (relative) (m/s)
9 c_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary) (m/s)
10 alpha_3
:: Rotor exit angle (stationary frame from rotor exit
angle) (rad)
11 c_3
:: Exit velocity of rotor (stationary) (m/s)
12 w_2
:: Inlet velocity to rotor (relative) (m/s)
13 w_3
:: Exit velocity of rotor (relative) (m/s)
%}
end
%% Angle based power calculation
function Pwr_out=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2,c_theta_3)
%% Euler Turbine Equation gas only
% Inputs:
% 1. mdt_gas
:: Summed gas portion of static mass flow scalar
%
numeric value kg/s
% 2. U
:: Tip speed (m/s)
% 3. c_theta_2 :: Tangential rotor inlet velocity (stationary)
%
(m/s)
% 4. c_theta_3 :: Tangential rotor exit velocity (stationary) (m/s)
% Outputs:
% 1. Pwr_out
:: Euler Turbine Power numeric scalar input (kW)
Pwr_out=mdt_gas*(U/1e3)*abs((-c_theta_2-c_theta_3)); % kW
end
%% Outlet Pressure and Temperature
function
f_tp_1=outlettempandP_1(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in,prop_in,prop_in_static,mdt_in_st
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atic,P_s_i,Pwr_in,beta_2,beta_3,c_z,U,c_3,w_3,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,M,eps,M_TP
,eps_P,eps_T,deg_R_t)
%% Outlet total pressure and temperature of the turbine
% Inputs:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% Sat
:: Saturation NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent (kg/s)
% T_t_i
:: Total inlet temperature (K)
% P_t_i
:: Total inlet pressure (MPa)
% U
:: Exit velocity (m/s)
% c_theta_2 :: Rotor inlet tangential velocity (m/s)
% c_theta_3 :: Rotor exit tangential velocity (m/s)
% eps
:: Energy balance absolute error criterion (kW)
% eps_P
:: Relative error of total pressure
% eps_T
:: Relative error of total temperature
%% Individual specific heats
% Individual Constituent Specific heat ratio, and specific heat of
% constant pressure
Cp_iter=prop_in_static(2:end,9)';
Cv_iter=prop_in_static(2:end,8)';
gamma_mix=sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cp_iter)/sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cv_iter);
Cp_mix=sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cp_iter)/sum(mdt_in_static(2:end));
%% Initialize Loop variables
% Total exit temperature
T_t_e=prop_in(end,1);
%% Begin loop
% Use inlet static as initial condition for outlet total conditions
P_t_e_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in_static,prop_in_static);
%% Heat Exchanger Function
output_HE=evapcoldsidemixed_v004(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,P_s_i,M,eps,state,Pwr_in);
% Outlet Fluid Property Array
prop_t3=output_HE{1,2};
% Heat Transfer (if any)
%Qdt_HE=output_HE{1,3};
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
mdt_t3=output_HE{1,5};
for k=1:M_TP
%% Previous exit total temperature
T_t_e_prev=T_t_e;
%% Pervious exit total pressure
P_t_e_prev=P_t_e_mixed;
%% Total individual Outlet temperature of all constituents
% Use the initial no-pressure drop outlet pressure to determine
% what that outlet temperature is, then use the previous
% iteration
%% Mixed gas temperature, meant if there are no refrigerant
%% constiuents
T_mix_gas=prop_t3(end,1);
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P_t_e_mixed=totalpdrop(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in_static,prop_in,mdt_in,gamma_mix,
Cp_mix,c_z,U,beta_3,beta_2,c_3,w_3,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,T_mix_gas,deg_R_t);
%% Update Partial Pressures
P_t_e=P_t_e_mixed/P_t_e_prev*prop_in(:,2);
%% Adiabatic Outlet Condition with updated outlet pressure
output_HE=evapcoldsidemixed_v004(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,P_t_e,M,eps,state,Pwr_in);
% Outlet Fluid Property Array
prop_t3=output_HE{1,2};
% Heat Transfer (if any)
%Qdt_HE=output_HE{1,3};
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
mdt_t3=output_HE{1,5};
P_t_e_mixed1=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_t3,prop_t3);
% Adjusted outlet mixed pressure with relaxation parameter
P_t_e_mixed=P_t_e_prev+0.5*(P_t_e_mixed1-P_t_e_prev);
%% Error calculation
% Relative Error in Pressure
error_P=abs(P_t_e_mixed-P_t_e_prev)/P_t_e_prev;
% Relative Error in Temperature
error_T=abs(T_t_e-T_t_e_prev)/T_t_e_prev;
if error_P<eps_P && error_T<eps_T
break
end
end
%% Energy based power
f_tp_1={T_t_e,P_t_e_mixed,prop_t3,mdt_t3};
%{
1 prop_out_mix
2 T_t_e
3 P_t_e
4 prop_out
5 mdt
6 Pwr
%}

::
::
::
::
::
::

Mixed Total fluid properties
Mixed Total Exit Temperature (K)
Total Exit Pressure (MPa)
Individual total fluid properties
Mass flow (kg/s)
Energy based power (kW)

end
%% Total Pressure losses
function
f_dp=totalpdrop(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,static_props_in,total_props_in,mdt_tot_in,gamma
_mix,Cp_mix,c_z,U,beta_3,beta_2,c_3,w_3,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,T_t3,deg_R_t)
%% Inputs
% Stator inlet static temperature
T_1=static_props_in(1,1); % K
% Stator inlet total temperature
T_t1=total_props_in(1,1); % K
% Stator inlet total pressure
%P_t1=total_props_in(1,2); % MPa
P_t1=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,total_props_in);
%% Calculation
% Rotor inlet static temperature
T_2=T_1; % K
% Rotor inlet total temperature
T_t2=T_t1;% K
% Degree of Reacation
%deg_R_t=c_z/(2*U)*(tan(beta_3)-tan(beta_2));
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% Outlet static temperature
T_3=T_2-deg_R_t*(T_t1-T_t3); % K
% Relative outlet total temperature
T_t3_rel=T_t3+(w_3^2-c_3^2)/(2*Cp_mix); % K
% gamma ratio temperature to pressure
k_mix=gamma_mix/(gamma_mix-1);
% Total Pressure of rotor inlet
P_t2=P_t1/(1+phi_t_stator_1*(1-(T_2/T_t2)^k_mix)); % MPa
% Static Pressure of rotor inlet
P_2=P_t2*(T_2/T_t2)^k_mix; % MPa
% Total relative pressure of rotor inlet
P_t2_rel=P_2*(T_t3_rel/T_2)^k_mix; % MPa
% Total relative pressure or rotor outlet
P_t3_rel=P_t2_rel/(1+phi_t_rotor*(1-(T_3/T_t3_rel)^k_mix)); % MPa
% Static pressure of rotor outlet
P_3=P_t3_rel*(T_3/T_t3_rel)^k_mix; % MPa
% Outlet total pressure of rotor outlet
P_t3=P_3*(T_t3/T_3)^k_mix; % MPa
%% Output
f_dp=P_t3;

end
%% Outlet Pressure and Temperature
function
f_tp_2=outlettempandP_2(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in,prop_in,prop_in_static,mdt_in_st
atic,P_s_i,Pwr_in,phi_t_stator_2,M,eps,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T)
%% Outlet total pressure and temperature of the turbine
% Inputs:
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% Sat
:: Saturation NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent (kg/s)
% T_t_i
:: Total inlet temperature (K)
% P_t_i
:: Total inlet pressure (MPa)
% U
:: Exit velocity (m/s)
% c_theta_2 :: Rotor inlet tangential velocity (m/s)
% c_theta_3 :: Rotor exit tangential velocity (m/s)
% eps
:: Energy balance absolute error criterion (kW)
% eps_P
:: Relative error of total pressure
% eps_T
:: Relative error of total temperature
%% Individual specific heats
% Individual Constituent Specific heat ratio, and specific heat of
% constant pressure
Cp_iter=prop_in_static(2:end,9)';
Cv_iter=prop_in_static(2:end,8)';
gamma_mix=sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cp_iter)/sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cv_iter);
Cp_mix=sum(mdt_in_static(2:end).*Cp_iter)/sum(mdt_in_static(2:end));
%% Initialize Loop variables
% Total exit temperature
T_t_e=prop_in(end,1);
%% Begin loop
% Use inlet static as initial condition for outlet total conditions
P_t_e_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in_static,prop_in_static);
%% Heat Exchanger Function
output_HE=evapcoldsidemixed_v004(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,P_s_i,M,eps,state,Pwr_in);
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% Outlet Fluid Property Array
prop_t4=output_HE{1,2};
% Heat Transfer (if any)
%Qdt_HE=output_HE{1,3};
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
mdt_t4=output_HE{1,5};
for k=1:M_TP
%% Previous exit total temperature
T_t_e_prev=T_t_e;
%% Pervious exit total pressure
P_t_e_prev=P_t_e_mixed;
%% Total individual Outlet temperature of all constituents
% Use the initial no-pressure drop outlet pressure to determine
% what that outlet temperature is, then use the previous
% iteration
%% Mixed gas temperature, meant if there are no refrigerant
%% constiuents
T_mix_gas=prop_t4(end,1);
%P_t_e_mixed=totalpdrop(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in_static,prop_in,mdt_in,gamma_mix
,Cp_mix,c_z,U,beta_3,beta_2,c_3,w_3,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,T_mix_gas);
P_t_e_mixed=totalpdrop_2(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,prop_in_static,prop_in,mdt_in,gamma_mi
x,phi_t_stator_2);
%% Update Partial Pressures
P_t_e=P_t_e_mixed/P_t_e_prev*prop_in(:,2);
%% Adiabatic Outlet Condition with updated outlet pressure
output_HE=evapcoldsidemixed_v004(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,P_t_e,M,eps,state,Pwr_in);
% Outlet Fluid Property Array
prop_t4=output_HE{1,2};
% Heat Transfer (if any)
%Qdt_HE=output_HE{1,3};
% Outlet Mass Flow Array
mdt_t4=output_HE{1,5};
P_t_e_mixed1=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_t4,prop_t4);
% Adjusted outlet mixed pressure with relaxation parameter
P_t_e_mixed=P_t_e_prev+0.5*(P_t_e_mixed1-P_t_e_prev);
%% Error calculation
% Relative Error in Pressure
error_P=abs(P_t_e_mixed-P_t_e_prev)/P_t_e_prev;
% Relative Error in Temperature
error_T=abs(T_t_e-T_t_e_prev)/T_t_e_prev;
if error_P<eps_P && error_T<eps_T
break
end
end
%% Energy based power
f_tp_2={T_t_e,P_t_e_mixed,prop_t4,mdt_t4};
%{
1 prop_out_mix
2 T_t_e
3 P_t_e
4 prop_out
5 mdt

::
::
::
::
::

Mixed Total fluid properties
Mixed Total Exit Temperature (K)
Total Exit Pressure (MPa)
Individual total fluid properties
Mass flow (kg/s)
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6 Pwr
%}

:: Energy based power (kW)

end
%% Total Pressure losses
function
f_dp=totalpdrop_2(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,static_props_in,total_props_in,mdt_tot_in,gam
ma_mix,phi_t_stator_2)
%% Inputs
% Stator inlet static temperature
T_3=static_props_in(1,1); % K
% Stator inlet total temperature
T_t3=total_props_in(1,1); % K
% Stator inlet total pressure
%P_t1=total_props_in(1,2); % MPa
P_t3=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,total_props_in);
%% Calculation
% Rotor inlet static temperature
T_4=T_3; % K
% Rotor inlet total temperature
T_t4=T_t3;% K
% gamma ratio temperature to pressure
k_mix=gamma_mix/(gamma_mix-1);
% Total Pressure of rotor inlet
P_t4=P_t3/(1+phi_t_stator_2*(1-(T_4/T_t4)^k_mix)); % MPa
%% Output
f_dp=P_t4;

end
%% Turbine inlet static property calculation
function
f_instatic=staticinlet(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,prop_in,A_annular_flow,angula
r_tol,V_in_set,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt)
%% Static fluid property calculation for inlet
% Introduction:
% Determines the minimum area permittable by locating the maximum
% Mach number to find the minimum area required mathmatically by
% current mixed density, velocity (from kinetic energy, and total
% mass flow). Then round to infinity based on D_tol if the outer
% diameter is adjustable, or negative infinity if the inner area is
% adjustable to the allowable increment. Then recalculate the flow
% area. Then determine continuity convergence by adjusting the
% outlet pressure which adjusts KE, velocity, and mixed density.
% Inputs:
% 1. NIST
:: NIST structured array
% 2. CHEM_arr
:: Chemical Constituent cell array
% 3. state
:: state cell array
% 4. mdt_tot_in
:: Total Mass flow array (not summed, total
%
conditions.
% 5. Prop_tot_in
:: Total Fluid Properties array (not summed,
%
total conditions.
% 6. D_test
:: Adjustable Diameter as a string as
%
"inner" or "outer".
% 7. D_val
:: Value of the fixed diameter as a scalar
%
numeric value (m).
% 8. D_tol
:: Diameter design tolerance (rounding
%
increment) as a scalar numeric value (m).
% 9. percent_blockage :: Percent blockage of blades to the annular
%
flow as a scalar numeric value 0 to 1 for
%
0% to 100%.
% 10. M_max
:: Maximum allowable Mach number as a scalar
%
numeric value.
% 11. M
:: Number of iterations of energy
%
convergence (to find total to static
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

conditions) as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute error convergence for energy as
a scalar numeric value in kW.
:: Number of iterations for Mach number
convergence as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute Error convergence criterion for
Mach number wrt M_max as a scalar numeric
value.
:: Relative Error convergence criterion for
mass wrt to summed mass flow as a scalar
numeric value.

12. eps
13. M_M
14. eps_M
15. eps_mdt

Outputs:
1. rho_mix
2. V_out
3. prop_out
4. mdt_out
5. A_turb
6. D_1
7. D_2

::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Mixed density scalar numeric value kg/m^3
Outlet Average Velocity scalar numeric value m/s
Static Fluid Property array numeric matrix
Static Mass Flow array, numeric array kg/s
Area of the flow scalar numeric value m^2
Inner Diameter scalar numeric value m.
Outer Diameter scalar numeric value m.

%% Begin Function
V_in=0;
error_V_arr(1)=-V_in_set;
pi_out_arr(1)=1;
%% Begin Max Mach Number convergence
for k=2:M_M
%% Determine outlet to inlet pressure ratio
if k==2
pi_out=0.9;
elseif k==3
pi_out=.8;
else
%% Sort Machn number and outlet pressure to be interpolated
MATRIX_A=[error_V_arr',pi_out_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
pi_out=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap');
end
%% Static Fluid Properties
f_out=isentropic_turbinePPv002(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,prop_in,...
1,pi_out,1,M,eps,'off',[],[]);
% Static Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=f_out{1,7}; % kg/s
% Static Fluid Properties
prop_out=f_out{1,3};
% Kinetic Energy Change
dKE=f_out{1,4}; % kW
% Mixed Static Temperature
T_mix=prop_out(2,1); % K
%% Gas constant based on adjusted mass flow (of gases only)
%R=gasconst(NIST,CHEM_arr(2:end,1),mdt_out(2:end)); % J/(kg*K)
%% Outlet Velocity
V_out=sqrt(2/sum(mdt_out)*dKE*1e3)+V_in; % m/s
%% Static Mix Density
%[dum1,dum2,rho_mix]=massavg(prop_out,mdt_out);
Vdt=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,4)')/length(mdt_out(2:end));
rho_mix=sum(mdt_out)/Vdt;
%% Mass averaged specific heat of constant pressure (gases)
%[gamma_mix,Cp_mix,dum1]=massavg(prop_out(2:end,:),mdt_out(2:end));
%% Speed of sound
%sos=sqrt(gamma_mix*R*T_mix); % m/s
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end

%

%% Mach Number
%Mach=V_out/sos;
%% Store arrays for error and convergence
% Store Outlet to Inlet Mixed Pressures to array
pi_out_arr(k)=pi_out;
% Store Mach Number to array
V_arr(k)=V_out;
% Store Mach Number error
error_V_arr(k)=(V_out-V_in_set);
%% Current error for Mach number
if abs(error_V_arr(end))<eps_M
%% If Convergence has been made, BREAK
break
elseif pi_out>=1
%% If Outlet static Pressure is > Inlet
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end

%% Flow Area of Max Velocity
A_flow_min=sum(sum(mdt_tot_in))/(rho_mix*V_out); % m^2
% Minimum Arc Angle
theta_min=2*pi*A_flow_min/A_annular_flow;
% Round up to the nearest angular design tolerance to increase flow
% area and reduce velocity
theta=ceil_incr(theta_min,angular_tol);
if theta>2*pi
warning('Arc angle is greater than 360 deg')
end
% Area of the flow
A_flow=theta/(2*pi)*A_annular_flow;
%% Determine The Fluid properties at the given geometry
clear pi_out_arr
static_inlet_test_0=0;
for k=1:M_M
%% Determine outlet to inlet pressure ratio
if k==1
pi_out=0.999999;
elseif k==2
pi_out=.9;
else
%% Sort Machn number and outlet pressure to be interpolated
MATRIX_A=[error_mdt_arr',pi_out_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
try
pi_out=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap');
catch
static_inlet_test_0=1;
[mdt_minstuff1,mdt_minstuff2]=min(abs(MATRIX_B(:,1)));
pi_out=MATRIX_B(mdt_minstuff2,2);
disp('Closest Error')
pause
end
end
%% Static Fluid Properties

f_out=isentropic_turbinePPv002(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,prop_in,...
1,pi_out,1,M,eps,'off',[],[]);
% Static Outlet Mass Flow
mdt_out=f_out{1,7}; % kg/s
% Static Fluid Properties
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prop_out=f_out{1,3};
% Kinetic Energy Change
dKE=f_out{1,4}; % kW
%% Outlet Velocity
V_out=sqrt(2/sum(mdt_out)*dKE*1e3)+V_in; % m/s
%% Static Mix Density
%[dum1,dum2,rho_mix]=massavg(prop_out,mdt_out);
Vdt=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,4)')/length(mdt_out(2:end));
rho_mix=sum(mdt_out)/Vdt;
%% Mass Flow Check
mdt_iter=rho_mix*V_out*A_flow; % kg/s
%% Store arrays for error and convergence
error_mdt_arr(k)=(mdt_iter-sum(mdt_tot_in))/sum(mdt_tot_in);
pi_out_arr(k)=pi_out;
if static_inlet_test_0==1
break
end
%% Current error for Massflow
if abs(error_mdt_arr(end))<eps_mdt
%% If Convergence has been made, BREAK
break
elseif pi_out>=1
%% If Outlet static Pressure is > Inlet
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end
end
%% Static properties results
f_instatic={rho_mix,V_out,prop_out,mdt_out,A_flow,theta};
end
%% Flow Area
function A_flow1=flowarea(D_11,D_22,percent_blockage1)
%% Flow area calculation
%% Input Terms
% D_11
:: Outer Diameter (m)
% D_22
:: Inner Diameter (m)
% percent_blockage1 :: Percent blockage caused by blade (0 to 1)
% '%'

end

%% Cross Section areas
A_11=pi/4*D_11^2; % m^2
A_22=pi/4*D_22^2; % m^2
%% Annular Area
A_annular1=A_11-A_22; % m^2
%% Percent the flow sees
percent_flow1=1-percent_blockage1;
%% Area of the flow
A_flow1=A_annular1*percent_flow1; % m^2

%% Diameter (Reverse of Flow Area
function [D_11,D_22]=flowdiameter(A_flow,D_in,diameter_str,percent_blockage1)
%% Percent the flow sees
percent_flow1=1-percent_blockage1;
%% Annual Area
A_annular=A_flow/percent_flow1;
if strcmp(diameter_str,'inner')
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D_22=D_in;
A_22=pi/4*D_22^2;
A_11=A_annular+A_22;
D_11=sqrt(4/pi*A_11);
elseif strcmp(diameter_str,'outer')
D_11=D_in;
A_11=pi/4*D_11^2;
A_22=A_annular-A_11;
D_22=sqrt(4/pi*A_22);
else
error('Incorrect input string')
end
end
%% Mixed gas constant
function R_mix=gasconst(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt)
%% Determines the mixed gas constant via mass flow and known
%% molecular weights
%% Input Terms
% NIST
:: Non-saturated NIST lookup table data
% CHEM_arr :: Constituent chemical array
% mdt
:: Mass flow of each constituent (kg/s)
%% Molecular Weight of each constituent
MW=[];

end

for k=1:length(mdt)
eval(['MW(k)=NIST.',CHEM_arr{k,1},'.COM.MW.data; % kg/kmol'])
end
%% Constituent number of moles
n_arr=mdt./MW; % kmol
%% Total moles
n_tot=sum(n_arr); % kmol
%% Mixed molecular weight
MW_mix=sum(mdt)/n_tot;
%% Mixed gas constant
R_mix=8314.3/MW_mix; % J/(kg*K)

%% Determine minimum area for turbine equivalent to largest power
function
f_minarea=minarea(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,Prop_tot_in,A_annular_flow,angular
_tol,V_in_set,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt)
%% Determine the minimum allowable area for the current stage
% Introduction:
% Determines the minimum area permittable by locating the maximum
% Mach number to find the minimum area required mathmatically by
% current mixed density, velocity (from kinetic energy, and total
% mass flow). Then round to infinity based on D_tol if the outer
% diameter is adjustable, or negative infinity if the inner area is
% adjustable to the allowable increment. Then recalculate the flow
% area. Then determine continuity convergence by adjusting the
% outlet pressure which adjusts KE, velocity, and mixed density.
% Inputs:
% 1. NIST
:: NIST structured array
% 2. CHEM_arr
:: Chemical Constituent cell array
% 3. state
:: state cell array
% 4. mdt_tot_in
:: Total Mass flow array (not summed, total
%
conditions.
% 5. Prop_tot_in
:: Total Fluid Properties array (not summed,
%
total conditions.
% 6. D_test
:: Adjustable Diameter as a string as
%
"inner" or "outer".
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% 7. D_val
%
% 8. D_tol
%
% 9. percent_blockage
%
%
% 10. M_max
%
% 11. M
%
%
% 12. eps
%
% 13. M_M
%
% 14. eps_M
%
%
% 15. eps_mdt
%
%
%
% Outputs:
% 1. A_turb
::
% 2. rho_mix
::
% 3. f_static_stage ::
% 4. D_1
::
% 5. D_2
::
%% Begin Function

:: Value of the fixed diameter as a scalar
numeric value (m).
:: Diameter design tolerance (rounding
increment) as a scalar numeric value (m).
:: Percent blockage of blades to the annular
flow as a scalar numeric value 0 to 1 for
0% to 100%.
:: Maximum allowable Mach number as a scalar
numeric value.
:: Number of iterations of energy
convergence (to find total to static
conditions) as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute error convergence for energy as
a scalar numeric value in kW.
:: Number of iterations for Mach number
convergence as a scalar numeric value.
:: Absolute Error convergence criterion for
Mach number wrt M_max as a scalar numeric
value.
:: Relative Error convergence criterion for
mass wrt to summed mass flow as a scalar
numeric value.
Area of the flow scalar numeric value m^2
Mixed density scalar numeric value kg/m^3
Static properties cell array
Inner Diameter scalar numeric value m.
Outer Diameter scalar numeric value m.

f_static_stage=staticinlet(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_tot_in,Prop_tot_in,A_annular_flo
w,angular_tol,V_in_set,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt);
% Static density
rho_mix=f_static_stage{1,1}; % kg/m^3
A_turb=f_static_stage{1,5}; % m^2
theta=f_static_stage{1,6}; % rad
%% Output
f_minarea={A_turb,rho_mix,f_static_stage,theta};
end
%% Couple momentum and energy power
function
f_couplemomE=couplemomE(f_triangles_max,stagefcn_out,mdt_gas,i,c_z,U,alpha_range,be
ta_3,alpha_2,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle,alpha_max)
%% Couple Momentum and Energy Power
% Inputs:
% 1. f_triangles_max
:: Within the given angle range, the maximum
%
power and properties the velocity
%
triangles can obtain cell array based on
%
vel_triangles function but with alpha_2 &
%
beta_3 at their maximum allowable angles
% 2. stagefcn_out
:: Properties from stages in a celll array
% 3. mdt_gas
:: Summed gas portion of static mass flow
%
scalar numeric value kg/s
% 4. i
:: Current stage index
% 5. c_z
:: Mean Axial Velocity of Flow numeric
%
scalar value m/s
% 6. U
:: Tip speed (m/s)
% 7. alpha_range
:: Min & Maximum range of alpha_2 (max is
%
really used (rad)
% 8. beta_range
:: Min & Maximum range of beta_3 (rad)
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

9. alpha_2

:: Current alpha_2 used as the new minimum
(rad)
10. angle_tol
:: Allowable increment of angles (rad)
11. tol_pwr_cl_angle :: Allowable difference between momentum and
euler based power in kW
Outputs:
1. f_triangles :: Cell array of adjusted velocity triangles to
match euler power to momentum based power. Cell
array based on vel_triangles.
2. alpha_2
:: Adjusted alpha_2 angle (rad)
3. beta_3
:: Adjusted beta_3 angle (rad)
4. Pwr_eul
:: Euler Power matched within tolerance to
momentum based power, or limits outlet power
based on limits of Eul_max from f_triangles_max
in kW

%% Begin Function
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Rotor exit total temperature and pressure
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Maximum possible Euler Turbine equation based on maximum available
% angles
Pwr_eul_max=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_max,c_theta_3_max);
%% Alpha 2 size for 5 deg increment
if beta_3<alpha_max
alpha_2_arr_1=[floor_incr(beta_3,5*pi/180):5*pi/180:alpha_max];
alpha_2_arr_1(1)=beta_3;alpha_2_arr_1(end)=alpha_max;
else
alpha_2_arr_1=[alpha_range(1):5*pi/180:alpha_max];
alpha_2_arr_1(1)=alpha_range(1);alpha_2_arr_1(end)=alpha_max;
end
%% Coarse loop for 5 deg alpha increment
for j1=1:length(alpha_2_arr_1)
% Velocity Triangle Calculation
f_triangles_iter=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2_arr_1(j1),beta_3);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_iter=f_triangles_iter(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_iter=f_triangles_iter(9); % m/s
% Current iterated Euler Turbine power equation
Pwr_eul_iter=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_iter,c_theta_3_iter);

% kW

end

Pwr_eul_iter_arr(j1)=Pwr_eul_iter;
if Pwr_eul_iter>Pwr_CL
break
end

%% Alpha 2 size for 1 deg increment
alpha_2_arr_2=[floor_incr(alpha_2_arr_1(j11),1*pi/180):1*pi/180:floor_incr(alpha_2_arr_1(j1),1*pi/180)];
clear Pwr_eul_iter_arr
%% Fine loop for 1 deg alpha increment
for j1=1:length(alpha_2_arr_2)
% Velocity Triangle Calculation
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f_triangles_iter=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2_arr_2(j1),beta_3);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_iter=f_triangles_iter(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_iter=f_triangles_iter(9); % m/s
% Current iterated Euler Turbine power equation
Pwr_eul_iter=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_iter,c_theta_3_iter);

% kW

end

Pwr_eul_iter_arr(j1)=Pwr_eul_iter;
if Pwr_eul_iter>Pwr_CL
break
end

%% Alpha 2 size for tolerance increment
alpha_2_arr_3=[floor_incr(alpha_2_arr_2(j11),angle_tol):angle_tol:floor_incr(alpha_2_arr_2(j1),angle_tol)];
clear Pwr_eul_iter_arr
%% Fine loop for 1 deg alpha increment

% kW

for j1=1:length(alpha_2_arr_3)
% Velocity Triangle Calculation
f_triangles_iter=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2_arr_3(j1),beta_3);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_iter=f_triangles_iter(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_iter=f_triangles_iter(9); % m/s
% Current iterated Euler Turbine power equation
Pwr_eul_iter=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_iter,c_theta_3_iter);
Pwr_eul_iter_arr(j1)=Pwr_eul_iter;
if Pwr_eul_iter>Pwr_CL
break
end

end
% Absolute stator outlet angle
alpha_2=alpha_2_arr_3(j1-1);

%% Velocity Triangle Calculation for matched power
% Velocity Triangle Calculation
f_triangles=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_2,beta_3);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2=f_triangles(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3=f_triangles(9); % m/s
% Euler Turbine power
Pwr_eul=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2,c_theta_3); % kW
% Degree of Reacation
deg_R_t=c_z/(2*U)*(tan(beta_3)-tan(beta_2));
f_couplemomE={f_triangles,alpha_2,beta_3,Pwr_eul,deg_R_t};
end
%% Final Stage, Outlet Pressure determination
function
f_output=outletP_det(P_s_e,mdt,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_w
idth_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL,alpha_range,beta_3,N_P,phi_t_stator_1,phi_t_rotor,phi_t_s
tator_2,P_type,P_t_e)
%% Initialize Conditions
P_s_e_arr(1)=P_s_e;
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
if strcmp(P_type,'total')
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% Total Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_t_e-P_outlet); % MPa
error_P_arr(1)=(P_t_e-P_outlet);
elseif strcmp(P_type,'static')
% Static Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_s_e-P_outlet); % MPa
error_P_arr(1)=(P_s_e-P_outlet);
else
error('Not a valid input for Pressure type. Must be either total or
static')
end
%error_P_arr(1)=(P_s_e-P_outlet);
V_inlet_arr(1)=V_in_set;
M_iter=10;
%% Begin Iteration
for j3=2:M_iter+2
%% Set Max Mach Number
if j3==2
V_max=V_in_set*0.75;
elseif j3==3 && (sign(error_P_arr(1))==sign(error_P_arr(2)))
V_max=V_in_set*0.5;
else
MATRIX_A=[error_P_arr',V_inlet_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
V_max=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap');
end
%% Minimum Area
f_minarea=minarea(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1},A_annular_flow,angular_tol,V_max,M,eps,M_M,eps_M,eps_mdt);
A_turb=f_minarea{1,1};
% Static density in the stage
rho_mix=f_minarea{1,2};
f_static_stage_in=f_minarea{1,3};
theta=f_minarea{1,4};
mdt_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,4};
prop_static_in=f_static_stage_in{1,3};
P_s_i=prop_static_in(:,2);
P_s_i_mixed=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,
mdt_static_in,prop_static_in);
%% Stage performance based on momentum
mdt_gas=sum(mdt_static_in(2:end));
stagefcn_out=stages(mdt_gas,rho_mix,D_1,D_2,percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_b
lades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL,theta);
% Power based on C_L (Momentum)
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
Num_blades=stagefcn_out(15);
%% If Power is below the minimum allowable threshold
if Pwr_CL<min_stg_pwr
warning('Current Stage is below threshold specified by user,
aborting...')
break
end
% Mean axial velocity
c_z=stagefcn_out(8); % m/s
% Blade speed, a.k.a. Tip speed
U=stagefcn_out(9); % m/s
% Maximum Potential for Velocity Triangle
alpha_2_max=atan(2*U/c_z);
if alpha_2_max>alpha_range(2)
alpha_max=alpha_range(2);
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else
alpha_max=alpha_2_max;
end
% Maximum Potential for Velocity Triangle
f_triangles_max=vel_triangles(c_z,U,alpha_max,beta_3);
% Tangential rotor inlet velocity
c_theta_2_max=f_triangles_max(5); % m/s
% Tangential rotor exit velocity
c_theta_3_max=f_triangles_max(9); % m/s
%% Maximum Euler Turbine Power potential
% Current stage inlet total temperature
T_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,1); % K
% Current stage inlet total pressure
P_t_i=Prop_out_TOT{i-1,1}(1,2); % MPa
% Total Temperature and Pressure properties
Pwr_CL=stagefcn_out(19); % kW
% Maximum possible Euler Turbine equation based on maximum available
% angles
Pwr_eul_max=power_euler(mdt_gas,U,c_theta_2_max,c_theta_3_max);

%

%% Impossible situation
% if Pwr_CL>Pwr_eul_max
error('Impossible, Pwr_CL is greater than Euler Power matrix')
warning('Impossible, Pwr_CL is greater than Euler Power matrix')
%else
%% Couple C_L (Momentum based power) with Euler angles (Energy)

f_couplemomE=couplemomE(f_triangles_max,stagefcn_out,mdt_gas,i,c_z,U,alpha_range,be
ta_3,alpha_2,angle_tol,tol_pwr_cl_angle,alpha_max);
% Velocity Triangles
f_triangles=f_couplemomE{1,1};
% Stator exit angle
alpha_2=f_couplemomE{1,2}; % rad
% Rotor exit angle (relative)
beta_3=f_couplemomE{1,3}; % rad
% Euler Outlet Power
Pwr_eul=f_couplemomE{1,4}; % kW
% Degree of Reaction
deg_R_t=f_couplemomE{1,5};
beta_2=f_triangles(1,6);
c_z=f_triangles(1,1);
U=f_triangles(1,2);
c_theta_2=f_triangles(1,5);
c_2=f_triangles(1,7);
w_theta_3=f_triangles(1,8);
c_theta_3=f_triangles(1,9);
alpha_3=f_triangles(1,10);
c_3=f_triangles(1,11);
w_2=f_triangles(1,12);
w_3=f_triangles(1,13);
if beta_2<0
error('beta_2<0')
elseif alpha_3<0
error('alpha_3<0')
end
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
f_tp_1=outlettempandP_1(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_TOT_stage(i1,:),Prop_out_TOT{i1,1},prop_static_in,mdt_static_in,P_s_i,Pwr_eul,beta_2,beta_3,c_z,U,c_3,w_3,phi_t_s
tator_1,phi_t_rotor,M,eps,M_TP,eps_P,eps_T,deg_R_t);
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e=f_tp_1{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
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P_t_e1=f_tp_1{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e;
P_t_i=P_t_e1;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot=f_tp_1{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot=f_tp_1{1,3};
%% Outlet Static Conditions
f_staticout_1=staticoutlet_1(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_out_tot,prop_out_tot,A_turb,M,eps,M_
M,eps_mdt);
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e1=f_staticout_1{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e1=f_staticout_1{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e_1=f_staticout_1{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit1=f_staticout_1{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e_1=f_staticout_1{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
%% Absolute error of outlet pressure
if strcmp(P_type,'total')
% Total Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_t_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
error_P_arr(j3)=(P_t_e1-P_outlet);
elseif strcmp(P_type,'static')
% Static Pressure used
error_P=abs(P_s_e1-P_outlet); % MPa
error_P_arr(j3)=(P_s_e1-P_outlet);
else
error('Not a valid input for Pressure type. Must be either total or
static')
end
disp(' ')
disp(['P_s_e1= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e1,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e1= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e1,'K','F')),' deg F'])
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit1,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
P_s_e_arr(j3)=P_s_e1;
%error_P_arr(j3)=(P_s_e1-P_outlet);
V_inlet_arr(j3)=V_max;
error_P_arr
P_tol
V_inlet_arr
if abs(error_P_arr(end))<P_tol
break
elseif V_max<=0
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end
%% Total Outlet Pressure Conditions
f_tp_2=f_tp_1;
% Outlet total temperature
T_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet total pressure
P_t_e2=f_tp_2{1,2}; % MPa
T_t_i=T_t_e2;
P_t_i=P_t_e2;
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,4}; % kg/s
prop_out_tot_2=f_tp_2{1,3};
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disp(' ')
disp(['P_t_e2= ',num2str(Pconv(P_t_e2,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_t_e2= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_t_e2,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_out_tot_2(1)/sum(mdt_out_tot_2);
disp(['x_t_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_t_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(' ')
%% Outlet Static Conditions
f_staticout_2=f_staticout_1;
% Outlet static temperature
T_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,1}; % K
% Outlet static pressure
P_s_e2=f_staticout_2{1,2}; % MPa
% Adjusted stage mass flow
mdt_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,6}; % kg/s
% Outlet Velocity
U_exit=f_staticout_2{1,4}; % m/s
% Fluid Properties
prop_s_e_2=f_staticout_2{1,5};
% Absolute error of outlet pressure
error_P=abs(P_s_e2-P_outlet); % MPa
disp(' ')
disp(['P_s_e2= ',num2str(Pconv(P_s_e2,'MPa','psi')),' psia'])
disp(['T_s_e2= ',num2str(Tempconv(T_s_e2,'K','F')),' deg F'])
if sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2))~=0
x_out_tot1=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2(1:2));
x_out_tot2=1-mdt_s_e_2(1)/sum(mdt_s_e_2);
disp(['x_s_e_ref= ',num2str(x_out_tot1*100),' %'])
disp(['x_s_e= ',num2str(x_out_tot2*100),' %'])
end
disp(['U_e= ',num2str(lengthconv(U_exit,'m','ft')),' ft/s'])
%end
end
P_test_on=1;
%% Output
f_output={D_1,D_2,f_minarea,A_turb,rho_mix,f_static_stage_in,...
mdt_gas,stagefcn_out,f_triangles_max,Pwr_eul_max,f_couplemomE,...
f_tp_1,f_staticout_1,theta,f_tp_2,f_staticout_2};
end
%% Static Outlet
function
f_staticout_1=staticoutlet_1(NIST,CHEM_arr,mdt_in,prop_in,A_in,M,eps,M_M,eps_mdt)
V_in=0;
for k=1:M_M
if k==1
pi_out=0.99;
elseif k==2
pi_out=.9;
else
MATRIX_A=[error_mdt_arr',pi_out_arr'];
MATRIX_B=sortrows(MATRIX_A);
pi_out=interp1(MATRIX_B(:,1)',MATRIX_B(:,2)',0,'linear','extrap');
end
%% Static Fluid Properties
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f_out=isentropic_turbinePPv002(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_in,prop_in,...
1,pi_out,1,M,eps,'off',[],[]);
% Outlet Static Mass Flow
mdt_out=f_out{1,7};
% Outlet Static Fluid Properties
prop_out=f_out{1,3};
% Change in Kinetic Energy
dKE=f_out{1,4};
%% Outlet Velocity
V_out=sqrt(2/sum(mdt_out)*dKE*1e3)+V_in;
%% Static Mix Density
%[dum1,dum2,rho_mix]=massavg(prop_out,mdt_out);
Vdt=sum(mdt_out.*prop_out(:,4)')/length(mdt_out(2:end));
rho_mix=sum(mdt_out)/Vdt;
%% Mass Flow Check
mdt_iter=rho_mix*V_out*A_in;
error_mdt_arr(k)=(mdt_iter-sum(mdt_in))/sum(mdt_in);
pi_out_arr(k)=pi_out;
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_out,prop_out);
if abs(error_mdt_arr(end))<eps_mdt
break
elseif pi_out>=1
error(' Outlet Pressure is greater than inlet pressure')
end
end
T_mix=prop_out(end,1);
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state,mdt_out,prop_out);
f_staticout_1={T_mix,P_mix,rho_mix,V_out,prop_out,mdt_out};
end

end

B.6.2.3

Output Script

%% Cycle Designation: Output Revolute Turbine Results
%
%% Harris Corporation
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%% Units:
%% Calculation units
% All units are based on the NIST lookup table units access the NIST lookup
% table structured array for more information.
% Pressure
:: P
:: MPa
% Temperature
:: T
:: K
% Density
:: rho :: kg/m^3
% Specific Volume
:: nu :: m^3/kg
% Specific Internal Energy
:: u
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Enthalpy
:: h
:: kJ/kg
% Specific Entropy
:: s
:: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant volume
:: Cv :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Specific Heat of constant pressure :: Cp :: kJ/(kg*K)
% Speed of Sound
:: sos :: m/s
% Joule-Thompson Number
:: JT :: K/MPa
% Viscosity
:: mu :: Pa*s
% Thermal conductivity
:: k
:: W/(m*K)
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% Molecular Weight
:: MW :: kg/mol
%% Outputted units
% These are units converted to english units or the units specified by
% Harris Corporation
%% Notations used:
%% Power (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + netenergy in= net energy out+W
% Power in is NEGATIVE
% Power out is POSITIVE
% Notation is used in ALL calculations
%% Heat (based on 1st law steady state):
% Q + net energy in= net energy out+W
% Heat in is POSITIVE
% Heat out is NEGATIVE
% Items with Q_L, Q_H are the absolute value of what is entering or
% releasing and do not follow under standard heat notation
%% BEGIN SCRIPT
%% Clears all variables except lookup table data
%clear('NIST','Sat')
%% Commonly used Unit Conversion
mdt_unitconv=mdtconv(1,'lbm/s','kg/s');
nu_conv=16.01846;
kJkg2btulbm=0.42992; % from kJ/kg to Btu/lbm
m2ft=lengthconv(1,'m','ft');
CFMconv=m2ft^3*60; % kg/s*m^3/kg=m^3/s to ft^3/min
kJkgK2BtulbmR=0.238846; % kJ/(kg*K) to Btu/(lbm*R)
clc
%%
% turb_vals
if ~exist('turb_vals')
%load('revolute_turbine_norecirc.mat')
load('turbvals_out_RT.mat')
end
addsel('Harriscycle010d.mat',CHEM_arr)
%
%clearsel('turb_vals')
%% Inputs
% Chemical Constituent array & State Array
INPUT_dum={'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
INPUT_A(1,:)=INPUT_dum;
INPUT_A{2,1}='Chemical Constituent';
INPUT_A{3,1}='State';
INPUT_A{4,1}='Mass Flow';
for k=1:length(CHEM_arr)
INPUT_A{2,k+1}=CHEM_arr{k,1};
INPUT_A{3,k+1}=state_arr{k,1};
INPUT_A{4,k+1}=mdtconv(mdt_in(1,k),'kg/s','lbm/s');
end
INPUT_A{4,length(CHEM_arr)+2}='lbm/s';
INPUT_B={'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Input','Value','Units','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'mdt_tot',mdtconv(sum(mdt_in),'kg/s','lbm/s'),'lbm/s','','','','','','','','','',''
,'','','';...
'x_ref',1mdt_in(1)/sum(mdt_in(1:2)),'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'P_in_mixed',P_in_tot,'psia','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'T_in_mixed',Tempconv(prop_in(end,1),'K','F'),'deg
F','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Maximum Number of Stages',N,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
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'Outer
Diameter',lengthconv(D_outer,'m','in'),'in','','','','','','','','','','','','','';
...
'Inner
Diameter',lengthconv(D_inner,'m','in'),'in','','','','','','','','','','','','','';
...
'Arc Tolerance
Angle',arc_tol*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Alpha_2_min',alpha_range(1)*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';..
.
'Alpha_2_max',alpha_range(2)*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';..
.
'Beta_3',beta_3*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Blade Angle
Tolerance',angle_tol*180/pi,'deg','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Euler Matching Power
Tolerance',tol_pwr_cl_angle,'kW','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Minimum Stage
Power',min_stg_pwr,'kW','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'C_L_blade',C_L_blade,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'eta_CL_range_min',eta_CL_range(1),'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'eta_CL_range_max',eta_CL_range(2),'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Percent
Blockage',percent_blockage,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Percent
Tipspeed',percent_tipspeed,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Number of
Blades',num_blades,'Blades/in','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Blade Width
Ratio',blade_width_rat,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Outlet Mixed
Pressure',Pconv(P_outlet,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','','','',''
;...
'Outlet Pressure
Tolerance',Pconv(P_tol,'MPa','psi'),'psig','','','','','','','','','','','','','';.
..
'N_P',N_P,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'phi_t_stator',phi_t_stator,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'phi_t_rotor',phi_t_rotor,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Absolute Error Criterion for
Energy',eps_energ,'kW','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Number of Iterations for
Energy',M,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Absolute Error Criterion for Inlet axial
velocity',eps_M,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Relative Error for Mass
Flow',eps_mdt,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Maximum Number of iterations for Mach &
COM',M_M,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Maximum Number of iterations for outlet total pressure &
temperature',M_TP,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Total Pressure relative
error',eps_P,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Total Temeprature relative
error',eps_T,'','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'V_in_set',lengthconv(V_in_set,'m','ft'),'ft/s','','','','','','','','','','','',''
,''
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'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
INPUT=vertcat(INPUT_A,INPUT_B);
fname='Revolutenorecirc.xlsx';
xlswrite(fname,INPUT,'INPUT')

for i=1:(length(turb_vals{1,1}(:,1))-1)
%% Stage Inlet
%% Inlet Total Conditions
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,1}(i,:);
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,2}{i,1};
% P_mix
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)');
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
Minarea_dum={'','','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
Minarea_INPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Total Inlet
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Minarea_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(prop
(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv,
prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv,Hdt,sd
t*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Minarea_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(prop
(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv,
prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Minarea_INPUT=vertcat(Minarea_INPUT_A,Minarea_INPUT_B);
Hdt_1=Hdt;
%% Inlet Static Conditions
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,4};
% Fluid Properties array
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prop=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,3};
% P_mix
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
% rho_mix
rho_mix=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,2};
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)');
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
% dKE
dKE=Hdt_1-Hdt;
% Mean Velocity
V_mean=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,2};
% D_1
D_1=D_outer;
% D_2
D_2=D_inner;
% A_turb
A_flow=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,5};
% theta
theta=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,4};
Minarea_OUTPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Static Inlet
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Minarea_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pro
p(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv
,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv,Hdt,s
dt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Minarea_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pro
p(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_conv
,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Minarea_OUTPUT_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};'dKE (kW)','V_mean (ft/s)','D_outer
(in)','D_inner (in)','Flow Area (in^2)','Arc Angle','','','','','','','','','';...
dKE,V_mean*m2ft,lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),lengthconv(D_2,'m','in'),A_flow*m2ft^2,180
/pi*theta,'','','','','','','','','';...
Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:}};
Minarea_OUTPUT=vertcat(Minarea_OUTPUT_A,Minarea_OUTPUT_B,Minarea_OUTPUT_C);
Minarea=vertcat(Minarea_INPUT,Minarea_OUTPUT);
%% Stages
%% Stages Input Conditions
% mdt_gas
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mdt_gas=sum(mdt(2:end));
% rho_mixed
rho_mix=rho_mix;
% D_1
D_1=D_1;
% D_2
D_2=D_2;
% %blockage
percent_blockage=percent_blockage;
% %tipspeed
percent_tipspeed=percent_tipspeed;
% # of blades
num_blades=num_blades;
% blade width ratio
blade_width_rat=blade_width_rat;
% C_L_blade
C_L_blade=C_L_blade;
% eta CL IC
eta_CL_IC=eta_CL_IC;
stages_INPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Stages Input','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Gas Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Mixed Density (ft^3/lbm)','Outer Diameter
(in)','Inner Diameter (in)','Percent Blockage','Percent Tipspeed','num_blades
(Blade/in)','Blade Width Ratio','C_L_blade','eta_CL','Arc Angle','','','','';...
mdt_gas/mdt_unitconv,rho_mix/nu_conv,lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),lengthconv(D_2,'m','i
n'),percent_blockage,percent_tipspeed,num_blades,blade_width_rat,C_L_blade,eta_CL_I
C,180/pi*theta,'','','',''};
%% Stages Output
% Vdt
Vdt=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(1);
% blade_height
blade_height=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(2);
% A_1
A_1=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(3);
% A_2
A_2=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(4);
% A_annular
A_annular=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(5);
% %flow
percent_flow=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(6);
% A_flow
A_flow=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(7);
% c_z
c_z=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(8);
% vel_tip
vel_tip=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(9);
% vel_mid
U=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(10);
% C_tip
C_tip=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(11);
% C_hub
C_hub=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(12);
% RPM
RPM=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(13);
% numbladespossible
num_blades_possible=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(14);
% numblades
num_blades_turb=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(15);
% blade width
blade_width=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(16);
% blade area
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blade_area=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(17);
% lift per blade
Lift=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(18);
% torque
tau=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(20);
% Momentum Power
Pwr_mom=turb_vals{1,4}{i+1,1}(19);
stages_OUTPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Stages Output','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Volumetric Flow (CFM)','Blade Height (in)','A_1 (in^2)','A_2
(in^2)','A_annular (in^2)','percent flow','A_flow (in^2)','c_z (ft/s)','vel_tip
(ft/s)','U (ft/s)','C_tip (in)','C_hub (in)','','','';...
Vdt,lengthconv(blade_height,'m','in'),A_1*m2ft*144,A_2*m2ft*144,A_annular*m2ft*144,
percent_flow,A_flow*m2ft*144,c_z*m2ft',vel_tip*m2ft,U*m2ft,C_tip*m2ft*12,C_hub*m2ft
*12,'','','';...
'RPM','num_blades_possible','num_blades_turb','blade_area (in^2)','Lift per
blade (kN)','tau (kN*m)','Momentum Power (kW)','','','','','','','','';...
RPM,num_blades_possible,num_blades_turb,blade_area*m2ft*144,Lift,tau,Pwr_mom,'','',
'','','','','','';...
Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:}};
stages=vertcat(stages_INPUT,stages_OUTPUT);
%% Velocity Triangles
%% Maximum Possible Power Input
% c_z
% U
% alpha_range(2)
% beta_range(2)
Eul_max_INPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Input for Maximum Euler
Power','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'c_z (ft/s)','U (ft/s)','alpha_range_max (deg)','beta_3
(deg)','','','','','','','','','','','';...
c_z*m2ft,U*m2ft,180/pi*alpha_range(2),180/pi*beta_3,'','','','','','','','','','','
'};
%% Maximum Possible Power Output
% c_theta_2
c_theta_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(5);
% beta_2
beta_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(6);
% c_2
c_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(7);
% w_theta_3
w_theta_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(8);
% c_theta_3
c_theta_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(9);
% alpha_3
alpha_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(10);
% c_3
c_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(11);
% w_2
w_2=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(12);
% w_3
w_3=turb_vals{1,5}{i+1,1}(13);
% Euler, Maximum Power
Pwr_Eul_max=turb_vals{1,10}(i+1);
Eul_max_OUTPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
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'Output for Maximum Euler
Power','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'c_theta_2 (ft/s)','beta_2 (deg)','c_2 (ft/s)','w_theta_3
(ft/s)','c_theta_3 (ft/s)','alpha_3 (deg)','c_3 (ft/s)','w_2 (ft/s)','w_3
(ft/s)','Maximum Euler Power (kW)','','','','','';...
c_theta_2*m2ft,beta_2*180/pi,c_2*m2ft,w_theta_3*m2ft,c_theta_3*m2ft,alpha_3*180/pi,
c_2*m2ft,w_2*m2ft,w_3*m2ft,Pwr_Eul_max,'','','','',''};
%% Matched Possible Power Output
% alpha_2
alpha_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(3);
% beta_3
beta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(4);
% c_theta_2
c_theta_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(5);
% beta_2
beta_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(6);
% c_2
c_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(7);
% w_theta_3
w_theta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(8);
% c_theta_3
c_theta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(9);
% alpha_3
alpha_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(10);
% c_3
c_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(11);
% w_2
w_2=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(12);
% w_3
w_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(13);
% Euler, Matched Power
Pwr_Eul=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,4};
Eul_OUTPUT={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Output for Matched Euler
Power','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'c_theta_2 (ft/s)','beta_2 (deg)','c_2 (ft/s)','w_theta_3
(ft/s)','c_theta_3 (ft/s)','alpha_3 (deg)','c_3 (ft/s)','w_2 (ft/s)','w_3
(ft/s)','Maximum Euler Power (kW)','alpha_2 (deg)','beta_3 (deg)','','','';...
c_theta_2*m2ft,beta_2*180/pi,c_2*m2ft,w_theta_3*m2ft,c_theta_3*m2ft,alpha_3*180/pi,
c_2*m2ft,w_2*m2ft,w_3*m2ft,Pwr_Eul,alpha_2*180/pi,beta_3*180/pi,'','',''};
Euler=vertcat(Eul_max_INPUT,Eul_max_OUTPUT,Eul_OUTPUT);

%% Outlet Total Condition Input
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,1}(i,:);
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,2}{i,1};
% P_mix
P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)');
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
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x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Outlet of Total Conditions Input
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pco
nv(prop(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*n
u_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv
,Hdt,sdt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pco
nv(prop(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*n
u_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Power Euler (kW)','beta_2 (deg)','beta_3 (deg)','c_z (ft/s)','U
(ft/s)','c_3 (ft/s)','w_3
(ft/s)','phi_t_stator1','phi_t_rotor','','','','','','';...
Pwr_Eul,beta_2*180/pi,beta_3*180/pi,c_z*m2ft,U*m2ft,c_3*m2ft,w_3*m2ft,phi_t_stator,
phi_t_rotor,'','','','','',''};
Total_Outlet_1_INPUT=vertcat(Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_A,Total_Outlet_1_INPUT_B,Total_Ou
tlet_1_INPUT_C);
Hdt_1=Hdt;
%% Outlet Total Condition Output
% Mass Flow
% Fluid Properties array
% P_mix
% rho_mix
% Vdt
% Hdt
% Sdt
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,7}{i+1,1}{1,4};
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,7}{i+1,1}{1,3};
% P_mix
%P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
P_mix=turb_vals{1,7}{i+1,1}{1,2};
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)');
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
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x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Outlet of Total
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pc
onv(prop(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*
nu_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMcon
v,Hdt,sdt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pc
onv(prop(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*
nu_conv,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Total_Outlet_1=vertcat(Total_Outlet_1_INPUT,Total_Outlet_1_OUTPUT_A,Total_Outlet_1_
OUTPUT_B);
%% Outlet Static Condition Output
% Mass Flow
% Fluid Properties array
% P_mix
% rho_mix
% Vdt
% Hdt
% Sdt
% Mean Velocity
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,6};
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,5};
% P_mix
%P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
P_mix=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,2};
% Vdt
Vdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,4)');
% Hdt
Hdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,6)');
% Sdt
sdt=sum(mdt.*prop(:,7)')/sum(mdt);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
% Mean Velocity
V_out=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,4};
Static_Outlet_1_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
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'Static Outlet
Conditions','P_mix=',Pconv(P_mix,'MPa','psi'),'psia','','','','','','','','','','',
'';...
'','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
'Constituent','State','Mass Flow (lbm/s)','Pressure (psia)','Temperature
(deg F)','Density (lbm/ft^3)','Specific Volume (ft^3/lbm)','Specific Enthalpy
(Btu/lbm)','Specific Entropy (Btu/(lbm*deg R))','','x_ref','x_overall','Vdt
(CFM)','Hdt (kW)','sdt(Btu/(lbm*deg R)'};
k_max=length(CHEM_arr);
for k=1:k_max
if k==1
Static_Outlet_1_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pr
op(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_con
v,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'',x_ref,x_overall,Vdt*CFMconv,Hdt,
sdt*kJkgK2BtulbmR};
else
Static_Outlet_1_B(k,:)={CHEM_arr{k,1},state_arr{k,1},mdt(1,k)/mdt_unitconv,Pconv(pr
op(k,1),'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(prop(k,1),'K','F'),prop(k,3)/nu_conv,prop(k,4)*nu_con
v,prop(k,6)*kJkg2btulbm,prop(k,7)*kJkgK2BtulbmR,'','','','','',''};
end
end
Static_Outlet_1_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'V_out (ft/s)','','','','','','','','','','','','','','';...
V_out*m2ft,'','','','','','','','','','','','','',''};
Static_Outlet_1=vertcat(Static_Outlet_1_A,Static_Outlet_1_B,Static_Outlet_1_C);
%% Combine into one case

end

CELL_STAGE=vertcat(Minarea,stages,Euler,Total_Outlet_1,Static_Outlet_1);
xlswrite(fname,CELL_STAGE,['Stage_',num2str(i)])

%% OUTPUT
theta_arr=0;
OUTPUT_A={Minarea_dum{1,:};Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Stage #','D_o (in)','D_i (in)','Power (kW)','Static Mixed Pressure Out
(psia)','T_mix (deg F)','x_ref','x_overall','Stage Arc Angle (deg)','Total Arc
Angles (deg)','','','','',''};
for i=1:(length(turb_vals{1,1}(:,1))-1)
% D_1
D_1=D_outer;
% D_2
D_2=D_inner;
% theta
theta=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,4};
% Limiting Power
Pwr=turb_vals{1,12}(i+1);
Pwr_arr(i)=Pwr;
% Mass Flow
mdt=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,6};
% Fluid Properties array
prop=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,5};
% P_mix
%P_mix=total_pressurecalc(NIST,CHEM_arr,state_arr,mdt,prop);
P_mix=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,2};
T_mix=prop(end,1);
% x_ref
x_ref=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt(1:2));
% x_overall
x_overall=1-mdt(1)/sum(mdt);
% Inlet Mean Velocity
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c_z_arr(i)=turb_vals{1,3}{i+1,1}{1,3}{1,2};
% Absolute Rotor inlet velocity
c_2_arr(i)=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(7);
% Mean Outlet Velocity
V_out_arr(i)=turb_vals{1,8}{i+1,1}{1,4};
% theta array
theta_arr(i)=theta;
OUTPUT_B(i,:)={i,lengthconv(D_1,'m','in'),lengthconv(D_2,'m','in'),Pwr,Pconv(P_mix,
'MPa','psi'),Tempconv(T_mix,'K','F'),x_ref,x_overall,180/pi*theta,180/pi*sum(theta_
arr),'','','','',''};
end
OUTPUT_C={Minarea_dum{1,:};...
'Overall','Average inlet axial velocity (ft/s)','Average rotor inlet velocity
(ft/s)','Power (kW)','Average outlet axial velocity (ft/s)','Isentropic
Efficiency','Isentropic Power Output (kW)','Total Arc Angles
(deg)','','','','','','','';...
'',mean(c_z_arr)*m2ft,mean(c_2_arr)*m2ft,sum(Pwr_arr),mean(V_out_arr),eta_revolute,
Pwr_Turbine,180/pi*sum(theta_arr),'','','','','','',''};
OUTPUT=vertcat(OUTPUT_A,OUTPUT_B,OUTPUT_C);
xlswrite(fname,OUTPUT,'OUTPUT')
%% Velocity Triangle Figure Output
%% NACA 6412
% http://airfoiltools.com/airfoil/details?airfoil=naca6412-il
% Accessed 3/24/2013
%% NACA 6412 Data
Airfoil_data=[1.00025
0.00124;...
0.99758
0.00216;...
0.98961
0.00490;...
0.97640
0.00935;...
0.95808
0.01538;...
0.93481
0.02278;...
0.90682
0.03130;...
0.87436
0.04068;...
0.83777
0.05062;...
0.79740
0.06082;...
0.75366
0.07097;...
0.70702
0.08079;...
0.65797
0.08998;...
0.60703
0.09827;...
0.55477
0.10543;...
0.50176
0.11124;...
0.44863
0.11554;...
0.39587
0.11817;...
0.34306
0.11841;...
0.29199
0.11583;...
0.24336
0.11060;...
0.19780
0.10302;...
0.15592
0.09344;...
0.11825
0.08231;...
0.08524
0.07012;...
0.05726
0.05736;...
0.03460
0.04452;...
0.01745
0.03204;...
0.00595
0.02029;...
0.00014
0.00955;...
0.00000
0.00000;...
0.00534 -0.00792;...
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0.01590
0.03149
0.05186
0.07672
0.10574
0.13861
0.17495
0.21441
0.25664
0.30127
0.34792
0.39622
0.44685
0.49824
0.54976
0.60088
0.65105
0.69972
0.74634
0.79039
0.83137
0.86878
0.90220
0.93121
0.95546
0.97465
0.98854
0.99694
0.99975
1.00000

-0.01383;...
-0.01781;...
-0.01999;...
-0.02054;...
-0.01967;...
-0.01763;...
-0.01470;...
-0.01121;...
-0.00748;...
-0.00384;...
-0.00064;...
0.00182;...
0.00370;...
0.00542;...
0.00684;...
0.00786;...
0.00843;...
0.00853;...
0.00819;...
0.00747;...
0.00643;...
0.00520;...
0.00386;...
0.00252;...
0.00129;...
0.00024;...
-0.00057;...
-0.00107;...
-0.00124;...
0.00000];

%%
warning off all
for i=1:20
try
strings=dir(['Stage_plots_stg',num2str(i),'.tif']);
if ~isempty(strings.name)
delete(['Stage_plots_stg',num2str(i),'.tif']);
end
end
end
warning on all
%%
figure
for i=1:(length(turb_vals{1,1}(:,1))-1)
% Blade Tangential Velocity
U=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(2)*m2ft;
% Axial Mean Flow Velocity (Assume it is constant)
c_z=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(1)*m2ft;
% Absolute velocity angles
alpha_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(3),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(10)];
% Relative velocity angles
beta_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(6),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(4)];
% Absolute velocities
c_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(7),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(11)]*m2ft;
% Relative velocities
w_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(12:13)]*m2ft;
% Absolute Tangential velocities
c_theta_arrs=[turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(5),turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(9)]*m2ft;
% Relative Tangential velocity of rotor
w_theta_3=turb_vals{1,6}{i+1,1}{1,1}(8)*m2ft;
% Current Stage Number
Stg_num=i;
% Unit to output to screen as a string
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unit_output='ft/s';
% Number of airfoils >=4 for each station to show on screen
N_a=5;
vel_plots_v001b(Airfoil_data,U,c_z,alpha_arrs,beta_arrs,c_arrs,w_arrs,c_theta_arrs,
w_theta_3,Stg_num,unit_output,N_a)
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')
saveas(gcf,['Stage_plots_stg',num2str(i),'.tif'])
pause(5)
close(gcf)
pause(1)
end

B.6.2.4

Velocity Triangle Plot

Please refer to the Axial Turbine counterpart in section B.6.1.4.

B.6.2.5

Turbine Flow Size of Revolute only

close all
clear all
clc
%% Inputs
theta_arr=pi/180*[0,60,80,85,90];
%theta_arr=pi/180*[0,60,80,85,90,50,60,30,50,40,50,60,20,90,130,40,20,150,20];
%theta_arr=pi/180*[56.10,60.40,65.20];
theta_arr=pi/180*[56.10,60.70,65.80];
D_i=32;
D_o=44;
theta_arc_incr=pi/180*1;
%%
arc_angle_plots_fcnv002_diss(theta_arr,D_i,D_o,theta_arc_incr)
% either
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('x-coordinates (in)','FontSize',16)
ylabel('y-coordinates (in)','FontSize',16)
title('Arc angle stages','FontSize',16)
% or
%set(gca,'Visible','off')

B.6.2.6

Turbine Flow Size of Axial and Revolute combined

%% Combined sizes of axial and revolute stage by stage
close all
clear all
clc
% stage revolute turbine flow
%theta_arr=pi/180*[56.10,60.40,65.20];
theta_arr=pi/180*[56.10,60.70,65.80];
theta_arr=horzcat(0,theta_arr);
D_i=32;
D_o=44;
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% stage size of axial flow of inner radius
D_i_stg=[14,14,14];
D_o_stg=[18.1,18.5,18.9];
theta_incr=pi/180*1;

Color_order=get(gca,'ColorOrder');
if length(Color_order(:,1))<length(D_i_stg)
Color_order2=Color_order;
num_c=ceil(length(theta_arr)/length(Color_order(:,1)));
for ii=1:num_c
Color_order=vertcat(Color_order,Color_order2);
end
end
figure
theta_sum=0;
for i=1:length(D_i_stg)
i
%% Iterate Each Stage
subplot(1,3,i)
% figure
%set(gcf,'Position',[1
29
1105
1105])
% Axial Flow
R_i=D_i_stg(i)/2;
R_o=D_o_stg(i)/2;
theta_arc=0:theta_incr:2*pi-theta_incr*0;
% Inner coordinates
x_1=R_i*cos(theta_arc);y_1=R_i*sin(theta_arc);
% Outer Coordinates
x_3=R_o*cos(theta_arc);y_3=R_o*sin(theta_arc);
% Combine array
x=horzcat(x_1,x_3);y=horzcat(y_1,y_3);
% Fill
fill(x,y,Color_order(i,:),'LineStyle','none','FaceAlpha',1);
hold all
plot(x_1,y_1,'-k','LineWidth',2)
plot(x_3,y_3,'-k','LineWidth',2)
plot(0,0,'k+')
% Revolute Flow
% Revolute Arc Angle
if i==1
theta_arc=theta_arr(i):theta_incr:theta_arr(i+1);
else
theta_arc=sum(theta_arr(1:i)):theta_incr:sum(theta_arr(1:i+1));
end
%theta_arc=theta_sum+theta_arr(i):theta_incr:theta_sum+theta_arr(i+1);
%theta_sum=theta_sum+theta_arr(i+1);
[theta_arc(1),theta_arc(end)]*180/pi
% Revolute Inner x-y position
x_1=D_i/2*cos(theta_arc);y_1=D_i/2*sin(theta_arc);
% Outer_radial Position
x_3=D_o/2*cos(fliplr(theta_arc));y_3=D_o/2*sin(fliplr(theta_arc));
x_2=[x_1(end),x_3(1)];y_2=[y_1(end),y_3(1)];
x=horzcat(x_1,x_2,x_3,x_1(1));y=horzcat(y_1,y_2,y_3,y_1(1));
fill(x,y,Color_order(i,:),'LineWidth',2,'FaceAlpha',1);
xlim(D_o/2*[-1.2,1.2])
ylim(D_o/2*[-1.2,1.2])
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
axis square
xlabel('x-coordinates (in)','FontSize',16)
ylabel('y-coordinates (in)','FontSize',16)
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title(['Stage ',num2str(i)],'FontSize',16)
end

B.6.2.7

Arc Angle plot

function arc_angle_plots_fcnv002_diss(theta_arr,D_i,D_o,theta_arc_incr)
%% theta sum
for i=2:length(theta_arr)
theta_arr1(i-1)=round_incr(sum(theta_arr(1:(i-1))),theta_arc_incr);
theta_arr2(i-1)=round_incr(sum(theta_arr(1:i)),theta_arc_incr);
end
%theta_arr1(1)=0;theta_arr2(1)=theta_arr1(1);
%% Center Point
figure
set(gcf,'Position',[1
29
1105
1105])
plot(0,0,'+k','Linewidth',1)
%% Set axis range and size
axis equal
R_o=D_o/2;R_i=D_i/2;
xlims=[-R_o,R_o]*1.1;
ylims=[-R_o,R_o]*1.1;
xlim(xlims)
ylim(ylims)
%% Get and Set Color Order
Color_order=get(gca,'ColorOrder');
if length(Color_order(:,1))<length(theta_arr)
Color_order2=Color_order;
num_c=ceil(length(theta_arr)/length(Color_order(:,1)));
for ii=1:num_c
Color_order=vertcat(Color_order,Color_order2);
end
end
%% Convert from number to normalized units
set(gcf,'Units','Normalized')
norm_pos=get(gca,'Position');
hold all
%% Set textbox normalized unit size
dx_box=0.1;dy_box=0.1;
%% Determine the Number of times this revolves around an axis
% Number of revolutions rounded to positive infinity
num_rots=ceil(theta_arr2(end)/(2*pi));
% Initialize the j index
j=1;
% Set approximate locations for each textbox based on number of revolutions
% where it spirals outward for each successive revolution
Radius_arr=(1:num_rots)./(num_rots+1)*(R_o-R_i)+R_i;
% Initialize Radius
Radius=Radius_arr(1);
%% Transparency
if num_rots==1
alpha_set=1;
else
alpha_set=0.5;
end
%% First sector
%
i=1
theta_arc=0:theta_arc_incr:theta_arr1(1);
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[theta_arr1(1),theta_arr2(1)]*180/pi
% x-y positions of inner arc
x_1=R_i*cos(theta_arc);y_1=R_i*sin(theta_arc);
% x-y locations at the end of the outer arc
x_2=[R_o*cos(theta_arc(end))];
y_2=[R_o*sin(theta_arc(end))];
% x-y locations moving in reverse order of outer arc
x_3=R_o*cos(fliplr(theta_arc(1:end-1)));y_3=R_o*sin(fliplr(theta_arc(1:end1)));
% x-y locations
x=horzcat(x_1,x_2,x_3,x_1(1));
y=horzcat(y_1,y_2,y_3,y_1(1));
% Fill stage
fill(x,y,Color_order(i,:),'LineWidth',2,'FaceAlpha',alpha_set);
%% Take average of arc to find mean x-y position
theta_avg=mean(theta_arc);
x=Radius*cos(theta_avg);
y=Radius*sin(theta_avg);
theta_avg*180/pi
Radius
x
y
%% Convert Box position to normalized units
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%% Annotate Stage Number
annotation('textbox',[x_box-dx_box/4,y_boxdy_box/1,dx_box,dy_box],'String',num2str(i),'FontSize',24,'HorizontalAlignment','ce
nter','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color','w')
%annotation('textbox',[x_box-dx_box/2,y_boxdy_box/2,dx_box,dy_box],'String',num2str(i),'FontSize',24,'HorizontalAlignment','ce
nter','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color','w')
%}
%% Sectors
jmf=1
for i=1:length(theta_arr)-1
i
%% Fill Region
% Arc array
theta_arc=theta_arr1(i):theta_arc_incr:theta_arr2(i);
[theta_arr1(i),theta_arr2(i)]*180/pi
% x-y positions of inner arc
x_1=R_i*cos(theta_arc);y_1=R_i*sin(theta_arc);
% x-y locations at the end of the outer arc
x_2=[R_o*cos(theta_arr2(i))];
y_2=[R_o*sin(theta_arr2(i))];
% x-y locations moving in reverse order of outer arc
x_3=R_o*cos(fliplr(theta_arc(1:end-1)));y_3=R_o*sin(fliplr(theta_arc(1:end1)));
% x-y locations
x=horzcat(x_1,x_2,x_3,x_1(1));
y=horzcat(y_1,y_2,y_3,y_1(1));
% Fill stage
fill(x,y,Color_order(i+1,:),'LineWidth',2,'FaceAlpha',alpha_set);
%% Change Radius if a new revolution has been detected
if theta_arr2(i)>j*2*pi
if theta_arr2(i-1)>j*2*pi
j=j+1;
Radius=Radius_arr(j);
end
end
%% Take average of arc to find mean x-y position
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theta_avg=mean(theta_arc);
x=Radius*cos(theta_avg);
y=Radius*sin(theta_avg);
theta_avg*180/pi
Radius
x
y
% hold all
%plot(x,y,'om')
%% Convert Box position to normalized units
x_box=norm_pos(1)+(x-xlims(1))*(norm_pos(3)/(xlims(2)-xlims(1)));
y_box=norm_pos(2)+(y-ylims(1))*(norm_pos(4)/(ylims(2)-ylims(1)));
%% Annotate Stage Number
annotation('textbox',[x_box-dx_box/4,y_boxdy_box/1,dx_box,dy_box],'String',num2str(i+1),'FontSize',24,'HorizontalAlignment','
center','VerticalAlignment','middle','EdgeColor','none','Color','w')
end
if theta_arr2(end)<2*pi
%% Extra gap for theta_sum<2*pi
% Arc array to 360 deg
theta_arc=theta_arr2(end):theta_arc_incr:2*pi;
% x-y positions of inner arc
x_1=R_i*cos(theta_arc);y_1=R_i*sin(theta_arc);
% x-y locations at the end of the outer arc
x_2=R_o;y_2=0;
% x-y locations moving in reverse order of outer arc
x_3=R_o*cos(fliplr(theta_arc(1:end-1)));y_3=R_o*sin(fliplr(theta_arc(1:end1)));
% x-y locations
x=horzcat(x_1,x_2,x_3,x_1(1));
y=horzcat(y_1,y_2,y_3,y_1(1));
% Plot, use empty fill space
plot(x,y,'k-','LineWidth',2)
end
end

B.7 SUB-FUNCTIONS
B.7.1 REMOVE ALL VARIABLES EXCEPT SELECTED
function clearsel(varargin)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%%%%
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%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction
% Function Name: clearsel
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 1/14/2012
%
% Removes all the variables in the in the base workspace in MATLAB except
% for the ones specified as an input to this function. The input can be a
% single cell array preferrably columnwise (not required), or a string
% array with either one or more inputs.
% Requirements are no embedded cells within cells. Only strings within the
% cell array. If a cell array is to be used it is preferred that it is
% columnwise (:,1).
%% Examples
% Example 1): Single string input
% clearsel('a')
% Example 2): Multiple string inputs
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% clearsel('a','b','c')
% Example 3): Multiple inputs via a single cell array. It is preferred to
% have this as a columnwise cell array (:,1).
% clearsel({'a';'b';'c'})
% or
% A={'a';'b';'c'};
% clearsel(A)
% or
% clearsel({'a','b','c'})
% or
% A={'a','b','c'};
% clearsel(A)
%% Error check
if nargin==0
error('Need either at least one input of a cell or strings')
elseif nargin==1
if isstr(varargin{1,1})
% Converts a single string array into a cell array
varargin{1,1}=varargin;
elseif ~iscell(varargin{1,1})
error('Input must be either a string or a cell array')
end
dims=size(varargin{1,1});
if dims(2)>1 && dims(1)==1
% Transpose the rowwise 1-D cell (1,:) to columnwise (:,1)
var_list=varargin{1,1}';
elseif dims(1)>1 && dims(2)==1
% Use varargin
var_list=varargin{1,1};
elseif dims(1)==1 && dims(2)==1
% If it is just a single string
var_list=varargin{1,1};
else
% If it is a 2-D cell
error(['Incorrect dimensions, cell array needs to be 1-D ',...
'(columnwise or rowwise)'])
end
else
% Already converted into a string
var_list=varargin';
end
%% Check the exception variable list if any of the cells have embedded
%% cells
for i=1:length(var_list)
if ~isstr(var_list{i,1})
error('All variables must contain strings')
end
end
%% Creates list for variables to be removed with exceptions
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rem_list=evalin('base','who');
for i=1:length(var_list)
for j=1:length(rem_list)
if strcmp(char(rem_list(j,1)),var_list{i,1})
rem_list(j,:)=[];
break
end
end
end
if length(rem_list)>0
%% Creates string to be evaluated
rems='clear';
for i=1:length(rem_list)
rems=horzcat(rems,' ',rem_list{i,1});
end
%% Evaluates in the main workspace
evalin('base',rems)
else
%% Does not remove anything
end
end

B.7.2 INCREMENT CEILING
function z=ceil_incr(x,y)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction
% Function Name: ceil_incr
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 6/10/2012
%
% Ceiling 'x' to the nearest 'y' increment.
% x :: Input scalar or array to be rounded up, Double.
% y :: Input scalar increment, Double.
%% Example
% Example 1): Round 0.125 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=ceil_incr(0.125,0.125)
% z= 0.125
% Example 2): Round 0.2 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=ceil_incr(0.2,0.125)
% z= 0.250
% Example 3): Round 0.05 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=ceil_incr(0.05,0.125)
% z= 0.125
% Example 3): Round 0.05 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=ceil_incr(0:1/16:1,0.125)
% z=[0,0.1250,0.1250,0.2500,0.2500,0.3750,0.3750,0.5000,0.5000,0.6250,
%
0.6250,0.7500,0.7500,0.8750]
%% Error Check
% Minimum number of arguments
if nargin<2
error('Need at least two double inputs')
end
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% Requires numeric inputs
if ~isnumeric(x)
error('The ''x'' input needs to be a numeric')
elseif ~isnumeric(y)
error('The ''y'' input needs to be a numeric')
end
% Increment needs to be a scalar
if length(y)>1
error('Incrment needs to be a scalar value')
end
% Increment needs to be non-zero
if y==0
error('Increment is zero, cannot divide or increment')
end
%% Begin Function
% Round up to incrment
z=ceil(x/y)*y;
end

B.7.3 FLOOR INCREMENT
function z=floor_incr(x,y)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Introduction
% Function Name: floor_incr
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 6/10/2012
%
% Floor 'x' to the nearest 'y' increment.
% x :: Input scalar or array to be floored, Double.
% y :: Input scalar increment, Double.
%% Example
% Example 1): Round 0.125 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=floor_incr(0.125,0.125)
% z= 0.125
% Example 2): Round 0.2 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=floor_incr(0.2,0.125)
% z= 0.125
% Example 3): Round 0.05 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=floor_incr(0.05,0.125)
% z= 0.000
% Example 3): Round 0.05 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=floor_incr(0:1/16:1,0.125)
% z=[0,0,0.1250,0.1250,0.2500,0.2500,0.3750,0.3750,0.5000,0.5000,0.6250,
%
0.6250,0.7500,0.7500,0.8750,0.8750,1.0000]
%% Error Check
% Minimum number of arguments
if nargin<2
error('Need at least two double inputs')
end
% Requires numeric inputs
if ~isnumeric(x)
error('The ''x'' input needs to be a numeric')
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elseif ~isnumeric(y)
error('The ''y'' input needs to be a numeric')
end
% Increment needs to be a scalar
if length(y)>1
error('Incrment needs to be a scalar value')
end
% Increment needs to be non-zero
if y==0
error('Increment is zero, cannot divide or increment')
end
%% Begin Function
% Floor to incrment
z=floor(x/y)*y;
end

B.7.4 ROUND INCREMENT
function z=round_incr(x,y)
%% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
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%% Introduction
% Function Name: round_incr
%
% Created by: Joel Faure, Florida Institute of Technology
%
% Date: 6/10/2012
%
% Round 'x' to the nearest 'y' increment.
% x :: Input scalar or array to be rounded, Double.
% y :: Input scalar increment, Double.
%% Example
% Example 1): Round 0.125 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=round_incr(0.125,0.125)
% z= 0.125
% Example 2): Round 0.2 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=round_incr(0.2,0.125)
% z= 0.250
% Example 3): Round 0.05 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=round_incr(0.05,0.125)
% z= 0.000
% Example 3): Round 0.05 to the nearest 1/8th increment
% z=round_incr(0:1/16:1,0.125)
% z=[0,0.1250,0.1250,0.2500,0.2500,0.3750,0.3750,0.5000,0.5000,0.6250,
% 0.6250,0.7500,0.7500,0.8750,0.8750,1.000,1.000]
%% Error Check
% Minimum number of arguments
if nargin<2
error('Need at least two double inputs')
end
% Requires numeric inputs
if ~isnumeric(x)
error('The ''x'' input needs to be a numeric')
elseif ~isnumeric(y)
error('The ''y'' input needs to be a numeric')
end
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% Increment needs to be a scalar
if length(y)>1
error('Incrment needs to be a scalar value')
end
% Increment needs to be non-zero
if y==0
error('Increment is zero, cannot divide or increment')
end
%% Begin Function
% Round to incrment
z=round(x/y)*y;
end
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APPENDIX C:
TURBINE SIZING OUTPUT RESULTS
C.1 AXIAL TURBINE SCREEN DISPLAY
=========================================================================================
====
======================================== Stage #: 1 ========================================
=========================================================================================
====

================================= Determining Minimum Area ==================================

calculating minimum area

Increment Diameter (in) Outer Diameter (in)
0.09999980000

18.0999638000

Inner Diameter (in)
13.9999720000

P_i_static_mixed= 56.6409 psia
P_i_static_ref= 21.1962 psia
T_i_static= 75.916 deg F
x_s_i_ref= 94.709 %
x_s_i= 96.4158 %

============================= Determining Momentum based power ==============================
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Volumetric Flow Mean Axial Velocity Number of Blades
(ft^3/s)
113.453

Blade Height
(in)
2.050

FLow Area
(ft^2)
0.610

(ft/s)

(RPM)

185.94

50

Tip-speed
(ft/s)

56.86

0.041

Blade Width

C_hub

(in)

(kN*m)

2.050

Mid-speed
(ft/s)

(kN)

1059.49

(in)

83.67

Angular Velocity Lift/Blade

43.982

Blade Area

(in^2)

1.833

C_tip

(in)

4.202

Torque

Mom. Power

(kW)

74.198

46.75

=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination ===========================

Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = 177.1982 kW
Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = 46.753 kW

U

alpha_2 beta_2 c_2

(ft/s) (deg)
83.675 32.00

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_2

(ft/s)

9.92 219.261 188.765 116.190

c_z alpha_3 beta_3 c_3
(ft/s) (deg)

w_2

w_3

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_3

(ft/s)

w_theta_3

(ft/s)
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185.944 9.67 31.82 188.623 218.820 31.683

115.357

================================== Total Outlet Conditions ==================================

P_t_e= 54.4307 psia
T_t_e= 78.6295 deg F
x_t_e_ref= 95.8176 %
x_t_e= 97.1667 %

================================== Static Outlet Conditions =================================

P_s_e= 50.5481 psia
T_s_e= 70.3781 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 95.1309 %
x_s_e= 96.7016 %
U_e= 217.7604 ft/s

mdt_TOT_stage =

1.3608 27.2155 13.6078
1.1952 27.3811 13.6078
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=========================================================================================
====
======================================== Stage #: 2 ========================================
=========================================================================================
====

================================= Determining Minimum Area ==================================

calculating minimum area

Increment Diameter (in) Outer Diameter (in)
0.09999980000

18.4999630000

Inner Diameter (in)
13.9999720000

P_i_static_mixed= 51.4318 psia
P_i_static_ref= 19.203 psia
T_i_static= 71.1709 deg F
x_s_i_ref= 95.2894 %
x_s_i= 96.8089 %

============================= Determining Momentum based power ==============================

Volumetric Flow Mean Axial Velocity Number of Blades
(ft^3/s)
125.228

Blade Height

(ft/s)
184.70

Tip-speed

(RPM)
50

Blade Width

Angular Velocity Lift/Blade

(kN)

1029.63

0.045

C_hub

Torque

794

(in)
2.250

FLow Area
(ft^2)
0.678

(ft/s)

(in)

83.11

(in)

2.250

Mid-speed
(ft/s)
58.12

(kN*m)

43.982

Blade Area

(in^2)

1.963

C_tip

(in)

5.062

Mom. Power

(kW)

73.005

49.74

=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination ===========================

Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = 175.5421 kW
Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = 49.7357 kW

U

alpha_2 beta_2 c_2

(ft/s) (deg)

w_2

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_2

(ft/s)

83.113 34.00 12.65 222.784 189.294 124.579

c_z alpha_3 beta_3 c_3
(ft/s) (deg)

w_3

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_3

(ft/s)

w_theta_3

(ft/s)

184.696 10.17 32.19 187.647 218.241 33.147

116.260

================================== Total Outlet Conditions ==================================

P_t_e= 49.3914 psia
T_t_e= 73.7839 deg F
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x_t_e_ref= 96.2958 %
x_t_e= 97.4907 %

================================== Static Outlet Conditions =================================

P_s_e= 45.8963 psia
T_s_e= 65.7663 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 95.6066 %
x_s_e= 97.0238 %
U_e= 216.2151 ft/s

mdt_TOT_stage =

1.3608 27.2155 13.6078
1.1952 27.3811 13.6078
1.0585 27.5178 13.6078

=========================================================================================
====
======================================== Stage #: 3 ========================================
=========================================================================================
====
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================================= Determining Minimum Area ==================================

calculating minimum area

Increment Diameter (in) Outer Diameter (in)
0.09999980000

Inner Diameter (in)

18.8999622000

13.9999720000

P_i_static_mixed= 46.6706 psia
P_i_static_ref= 17.3932 psia
T_i_static= 66.5152 deg F
x_s_i_ref= 95.7613 %
x_s_i= 97.1286 %

============================= Determining Momentum based power ==============================

Volumetric Flow Mean Axial Velocity Number of Blades
(ft^3/s)
138.071

Blade Height
(in)
2.450

FLow Area
(ft^2)

(ft/s)

(RPM)

184.74

50

Tip-speed
(ft/s)

1008.09

0.048

C_hub

(in)

(kN*m)

2.450

Mid-speed
(ft/s)

(kN)

Blade Width

(in)

83.13

Angular Velocity Lift/Blade

(in^2)

43.982

Blade Area
(in)

Torque

2.100

C_tip

Mom. Power

(kW)
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0.747

59.38

6.002

72.357

53.21

=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination ===========================

Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = 176.2072 kW
Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = 53.2119 kW

U

alpha_2 beta_2 c_2

(ft/s) (deg)

w_2

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_2

(ft/s)

83.134 35.00 14.05 225.527 190.436 129.357

c_z alpha_3 beta_3 c_3
(ft/s) (deg)

w_3

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_3

(ft/s)

w_theta_3

(ft/s)

184.741 11.86 33.43 188.771 221.351 38.797

121.930

================================== Total Outlet Conditions ==================================

P_t_e= 44.8264 psia
T_t_e= 69.0714 deg F
x_t_e_ref= 96.6702 %
x_t_e= 97.7443 %

================================== Static Outlet Conditions =================================
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P_s_e= 41.67 psia
T_s_e= 61.2657 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 95.9792 %
x_s_e= 97.2762 %
U_e= 214.8024 ft/s

mdt_TOT_stage =

1.3608 27.2155 13.6078
1.1952 27.3811 13.6078
1.0585 27.5178 13.6078
0.9515 27.6248 13.6078

turb_vals =

Columns 1 through 9

[4x3 double]

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell} [1x4 double]

Columns 10 through 16

[4x1 double] [1x4 double] [1x4 double] [4x2 double] [149.6996] [149.7006] [149.6996]
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Pwr_output =

149.6996

P_out_mixed =

0.2873

pi_e =

0.6945

Beginning turbine function:
Stage #= 1
Stage #= 2
Stage #= 3
Stage #= 4
Stage #= 5
Stage #= 6
Stage #= 7
Stage #= 8
Stage #= 9
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Stage #= 10

P_tot =

0.2873

Power Turbine= 454.5362 kW
Outlet Pressure= 41.67 psia
Outlet Temperature= 61.9905 deg F
Outlet Vapor Quality= 91.9353 %
dS= 0.0040005 kW/K
ds= 9.4835e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

eta_axial= 32.9346 %
>>

C.2 REVOLUTE TURBINE SCREEN DISPLAY
=========================================================================================
====
======================================== Stage #: 1 ========================================
=========================================================================================
====

================================= Determining Minimum Area ==================================
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downloading minimum area

Current Stage Arc Angle

Summation of Arc Angles

(deg)

(deg)

56.100

56.100

Arc Angle Tolerance

(deg)
0.100

P_i_static_mixed= 56.5736 psia
P_i_static_ref= 21.1719 psia
T_i_static= 75.8604 deg F
x_s_i_ref= 94.6983 %
x_s_i= 96.4085 %
rho_mix= 0.78955 lbm/ft^3
ds_inlet= -2.4741e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

============================= Determining Momentum based power ==============================

Volumetric Flow Mean Axial Velocity Number of Blades
(ft^3/s)
113.559

Blade Height
(in)
6.000

(ft/s)

(RPM)

187.82

13

Tip-speed
(ft/s)
84.52

Angular Velocity Lift/Blade

(kN)

440.24

0.361

Blade Width

C_hub

(in)

(kN*m)

(in)
6.000

100.531

Torque

4.053

802

Flow Area

Mid-speed

(ft^2)

(ft/s)

0.605

138.23

Blade Area
(in^2)

C_tip

(in)

36.000

Mom. Power

(kW)

72.994

104.41

=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination ===========================

Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = 112.6481 kW
Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = 104.4148 kW

U

alpha_2 beta_2 c_2

(ft/s) (deg)

w_2

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_2

Degree of Reacation

(ft/s)

84.519 37.33 17.37 236.218 196.791 143.256

c_z alpha_3 beta_3 c_3
(ft/s) (deg)

w_3

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_3

(ft/s)

1.239

w_theta_3

(ft/s)

187.821 44.37 55.00 262.733 327.456 183.717

268.236

================================= Total Outlet Conditions 1 =================================

P_t_e1= 54.3551 psia
T_t_e1= 78.6295 deg F
x_t_e_ref= 94.7248 %
x_t_e= 96.4265 %

803

================================= Static Outlet Conditions 1 ================================

P_s_e1= 50.5588 psia
T_s_e1= 70.5866 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 94.0652 %
x_s_e= 95.9797 %
U_e= 215.061 ft/s
ds_outlet_1= -3.8391e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

================================= Total Outlet Conditions 2 =================================

P_t_e2= 53.9114 psia
T_t_e2= 73.9234 deg F
x_t_e_ref= 92.8328 %
x_t_e= 95.1448 %

================================= Static Outlet Conditions 2 ================================

P_s_e2= 50.1865 psia
T_s_e2= 70.5853 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 92.203 %
x_s_e= 94.7182 %
U_e= 213.0163 ft/s
ds_outlet_2= -3.7413e-05 kJ/(kg*K)
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mdt_TOT_stage =

1.3608 27.2155 13.6078
2.0481 26.5282 13.6078

=========================================================================================
====
======================================== Stage #: 2 ========================================
=========================================================================================
====

================================= Determining Minimum Area ==================================

irene, change back to 1
calculating minimum area

Current Stage Arc Angle

Summation of Arc Angles

(deg)

(deg)

60.700

116.800

Arc Angle Tolerance

(deg)
0.100

P_i_static_mixed= 50.7783 psia
P_i_static_ref= 19.1835 psia
T_i_static= 71.1226 deg F
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x_s_i_ref= 92.3047 %
x_s_i= 94.7871 %
rho_mix= 0.72934 lbm/ft^3
ds_inlet= -2.5376e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

============================= Determining Momentum based power ==============================

Volumetric Flow Mean Axial Velocity Number of Blades
(ft^3/s)
120.865

Blade Height
(in)

(ft/s)
184.76

Flow Area

14

Tip-speed
(ft/s)

6.000

(RPM)

Mid-speed

(ft^2)

(ft/s)

0.654

138.23

(kN)

433.05

0.323

Blade Width

C_hub

(in)

(kN*m)

(in)

83.14

Angular Velocity Lift/Blade

6.000

100.531

Blade Area
(in^2)
36.000

Torque

3.902

C_tip

(in)

Mom. Power

(kW)

71.803

98.87

=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination ===========================

Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = 107.1683 kW
Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = 98.8698 kW

U

alpha_2 beta_2 c_2

w_2

c_theta_2

Degree of Reacation
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(ft/s) (deg)

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

(ft/s)

83.140 37.04 16.94 231.452 193.135 139.411

c_z alpha_3 beta_3 c_3
(ft/s) (deg)

w_3

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_3

(ft/s)

1.248

w_theta_3

(ft/s)

184.756 44.37 55.00 258.445 322.112 180.719

263.859

================================= Total Outlet Conditions 1 =================================

P_t_e1= 48.8726 psia
T_t_e1= 73.8821 deg F
x_t_e_ref= 92.4101 %
x_t_e= 94.8584 %

================================= Static Outlet Conditions 1 ================================

P_s_e1= 45.3971 psia
T_s_e1= 65.9621 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 91.7628 %
x_s_e= 94.42 %
U_e= 215.2425 ft/s
ds_outlet_1= -4.0052e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

================================= Total Outlet Conditions 2 =================================
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P_t_e2= 48.4773 psia
T_t_e2= 69.2884 deg F
x_t_e_ref= 90.6346 %
x_t_e= 93.6557 %

================================= Static Outlet Conditions 2 ================================

P_s_e2= 45.0732 psia
T_s_e2= 65.9534 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 90.0149 %
x_s_e= 93.2359 %
U_e= 213.3266 ft/s
ds_outlet_2= -3.8976e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

mdt_TOT_stage =

1.3608 27.2155 13.6078
2.0481 26.5282 13.6078
2.6763 25.9000 13.6078

808

=========================================================================================
====
======================================== Stage #: 3 ========================================
=========================================================================================
====

================================= Determining Minimum Area ==================================

irene, change back to 1
calculating minimum area

Current Stage Arc Angle

Summation of Arc Angles

(deg)

(deg)

65.800

182.600

Arc Angle Tolerance

(deg)
0.100

P_i_static_mixed= 45.6276 psia
P_i_static_ref= 17.3885 psia
T_i_static= 66.5027 deg F
x_s_i_ref= 90.1173 %
x_s_i= 93.3053 %
rho_mix= 0.67339 lbm/ft^3
ds_inlet= -2.595e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

============================= Determining Momentum based power ==============================

Volumetric Flow Mean Axial Velocity Number of Blades

Angular Velocity Lift/Blade
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(ft^3/s)
128.861

Blade Height
(in)

(ft/s)
181.71

Flow Area

15

Tip-speed
(ft/s)

6.000

(RPM)

(ft/s)

0.709

138.23

0.288

Blade Width

C_hub

(in)

(kN*m)

6.000

Mid-speed

(ft^2)

425.92

(in)

81.77

(kN)

100.531

Blade Area
(in^2)

3.733

C_tip

(in)

36.000

Torque

Mom. Power

(kW)

70.620

93.05

=========================== Velocity Triangle angle determination ===========================

Euler Turbine Equation Maximum Power = 102.0448 kW
Euler Turbine Equation Matching Power = 93.0494 kW

U

alpha_2 beta_2 c_2

(ft/s) (deg)

w_2

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_2

Degree of Reacation

(ft/s)

81.770 36.30 15.88 225.454 188.919 133.456

c_z alpha_3 beta_3 c_3
(ft/s) (deg)

w_3

(deg) (ft/s) (ft/s)

c_theta_3

(ft/s)

1.271

w_theta_3

(ft/s)

181.711 44.37 55.00 254.186 316.804 177.741

259.511
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================================= Total Outlet Conditions 1 =================================

P_t_e1= 43.9846 psia
T_t_e1= 69.2425 deg F
x_t_e_ref= 90.3017 %
x_t_e= 93.4302 %

================================= Static Outlet Conditions 1 ================================

P_s_e1= 40.817 psia
T_s_e1= 61.4612 deg F
x_s_e_ref= 89.6664 %
x_s_e= 92.9998 %
U_e= 215.0947 ft/s
ds_outlet_1= -4.2012e-05 kJ/(kg*K)

mdt_TOT_stage =

1.3608 27.2155 13.6078
2.0481 26.5282 13.6078
2.6763 25.9000 13.6078
2.7714 25.8049 13.6078
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turb_vals =

Columns 1 through 9

[4x3 double]

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell} [1x4 double]

Columns 10 through 17

[4x1 double] [1x4 double] [1x4 double] [4x2 double] [296.3342] [296.3340] [296.3340] [4x2 double]

Columns 18 through 23

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

{4x1 cell}

Pwr_output =

296.3340

P_out_mixed =

0.2814

812

pi_e =

0.6803

Beginning turbine function:
Stage #= 1
Stage #= 2
Stage #= 3
Stage #= 4
Stage #= 5
Stage #= 6
Stage #= 7
Stage #= 8
Stage #= 9
Stage #= 10

P_tot =

0.2814

Power Turbine= 479.737 kW
Outlet Pressure= 40.817 psia
Outlet Temperature= 61.0828 deg F
Outlet Vapor Quality= 91.7532 %
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dS= 0.0044528 kW/K
ds= 0.00010556 kJ/(kg*K)

eta_revolute= 61.7701 %
>>

C.2.1.1
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